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In a series of two papers all finite-dimensional irreducible representations and some 
indecomposible representations ofthe general linear Lie superalgebra gl(2/2) are constructed 
in a basis suitable for the decomposition gl (2/2) :J gl (2) Ell gl (2). In this paper each induced 
gl( 212) module W is represented as a direct sum of its irreducible gl (2) Ell gl( 2) submodules 
Vi' 1,.; i,.; 16. The basis r in W is chosen to consist of the union of all r i' where r i is an 
appropriate basis in each V;. Expressions for the transformation of r under the action of the 
generators are written down for all induced and hence, also, for all typical gl(2I2) modules. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper and the one that follows· we study all fi
nite-dimensional irreducible representations of the general 
linear Lie superalgebra (LS) gl(2/2). The latter consists of 
all squared four-dimensional matrices. As a basis in gl(2I2) 
we choose all Weyl matrices eij> i,j = 1,2,3,4, where eij 
Egl(2/2) is a matrix with 1 on the ith row and the jth col
umn and 0 elsewhere. Assign to each index i a degree (i), 
which is 0 for i = 1,2 and 1 for i = 3,4. The general e ij is even 
(resp. odd) if (i) + (j) is an even (resp. an odd) number. 
The multiplication ( = the supercommutator) [ , ] on gl (21 
2) is given with the linear extension of the relations 

[e e ] - ~ e ( 1)[(i) + (j)]((k) + (/)l~ e ij' kl - Ujk iI - - Uil kj • 

The even subalgebra 

gl(2/2)o = lin. env.{eij li,j = 1,2 and i,j = 3,4} 

is isomorphic to g1(2) Ell gl(2). For definiteness we set 

left gl(2) ==gl(2) I = lin. env.{eij li,j = 1,2} , 

right gl(2) ==gl(2), = lin. env.{eijli,j = 3,4}. 

Thus we have 

gl(2I2)o = g1(2) I Ell gI(2), . 

(1.1 ) 

( 1.2) 

(1.3 ) 

(1.4) 

( 1.5) 

The 16-dimensional algebra gl(2/2) is not simple. It 
contains as an ideal the 15-dimensional special linear LS 
sl(2I2 ), 

sl(2I2) = {a laEgl(2/2), str(a) == it. ( -l)(i)a ii = o} . 
( 1.6) 

The center Z of sl( 2/2) is spanned on the unit matrix. The 
factor algebra 

A(1/1) = sl(2/2)/Z (1.7) 

is one ofthe basic Lie superalgebras (LS's) in the terminol
ogy and in the notation of Kac,2 i.e., sl(2I2) is a central 
extension of A (1/l). Introduce a new basis in the Cartan 
subalgebra H of gl (2/2), namely, 

( 1.8) 
e3 = ell + e22 + e33 + e44, e4 = ell + e22 - e33 - e44 • 

Then 

sl(2/2) = lin. env.{e1,e2,e3 ,eij li#j = 1,2,3,4} , (1.9) 

A(1I1) = lin. env.{e.,e2,eijli#j= 1,2,3,4}. (1.10) 

Considering (1.10), one has to take into account that, when
ever e3 appears in the supercommutation relations, it has to 
be replaced by zero. 

Apart from the algebras B( O,n) (Ref. 3) all other basic 
LS's have indecomposible finite-dimensional modules. So 
far it is not known how to construct all such modules. Con
trary to this, the finite-dimensional irreducible modules (fi
dirmods) over any basic LS are fully classified.4 

The structure of the fidirmods and of other indecompo
sible modules over the basic LS's has been an object ofinves
tigation of several authors (see, for instance, Refs. 5-10). In 
particular, a Young tableaux technique has been generalized 
to certain LS'S7; some first steps towards a generalization of 
the concept of the Gel'fand-Zetlin basis have also been 
done.8

•
9 Irrespective of the progress, there is still much to be 

done in order to complete the representation theory of the 
basic LS's. For physical applications, for instance, it is im
portant to know the matrix elements of the generators within 
at least one basis of each fidirmod. This problem has been 
solved so far only for gl(n/l) (Ref. 8) and for some low rank 
LS's (see some of the papers in Ref. 6) or for certain repre
sentations of other LS's. 

In the present paper and in Ref. 1 we study all fidirmods 
of the Lie superalgebra gl (2/2). They lead also to all finite
dimensional irreducible representations of its subalgebra 
sI(2/2). In our case the generatore4 [see (1.8)], which does 
not belong to sl(2/2), is diagonal within each gl(2/2) fidir
mod. Therefore, the modules are simultaneously irreducible 
or simultaneously indecomposable with respect to both 
gl (2/2) and its subalgebra sl ( 2/2 ) . 

The results of the present investigation overlap to a cer
tain extent with those obtained in Ref. 9 (case n = 2) and in 
Ref. 10 (when n = m = 2). There are, however, two essen
tial differences. First, from Refs. 9 and 10 one can derive 
results only for a class of fidirmods of gl (2/2), whereas here 
we study all fidirmods. Second, the basis here is different 
from the one used in Refs. 9 and 10. In the present paper each 
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induced gl(2/2) module Wis represented as a direct sum of 
its irreducible gl(2) Ell gl(2) submodules Vi' i = 1,2, ... ,6. 
The basis r in Wis such that each basis vector belongs to one 
of the submodules Vi. In Refs. 9 and 10 the decomposition of 
the gl(2/2) module W is carried along the chain gl(2/ 
2) ::J gl (2/ 1 ). Each basis vector is a vector from one gl ( 2/ 1 ) 
irreducible submodule of W. 

II. INDUCED REPRESENTATIONS OF gl(2/2) 

A. Some abbreviations and notation 

We list first some of the abbreviations and the notation 
that will be used throughout the paper: 

LS, LS's-Lie superalgebra, Lie superalgebras, 

fidirmod(s)-finite-dimensional irreducible mod-
ule(s), 

GZ basis-Gel'fand-Zetlin basis, 

lin. env.(X)-the linear envelope of X, 

[, ]-product (supercommutator) in the LS, 

[x,y] =xy-yx, 

VI ® V,-tensor product of the linear spaces VI and V, 
or a tensor product between the gl( 2) I mod
ule VI and the gl(2), module V" 

V l8V2-tensor product between the gl(2)1 EIlgl(2), 
modules VI and V2, 

[m] = [mI3,m23,m33,m43], 

[mL = [m I3,m23 ], [mlr = [m33,m43 ], 

I ij = m ij - i, for i = 1,2 and I ij = m ij - i + 2, for 
i= 3,4, 

U-the universal enveloping algebra of gl(2/2), 

W( [m] )-an induced gl (2/2) module, 

C-the complex numbers, 

l-all integers, 

l+ -all non-negative integers. 

B. Fidirmods of gl(2)/-gl(2), 

The fidirmods of gl (2/2) will be induced from the fidir
mods of the even subalgebra. Therefore, the finite-dimen
sional irreducible representations of gl (2) I Ell gl (2), will be 
essential for the exposition. Here we briefly recall some of 
their main properties that will be used often. Each 
gl (2) I Ell gl (2) , fidirmod shall be realized in a space, which is 
a tensor product of a gl (2) I fidirmod VI and a gl (2), fidir
mod V" namely, VI®V,. If gIEllg,Egl(2)IEIlgI(2), and 
XI ® X,EVI ® V" then VI ® V, is turned into a gl(2) I Ell gl(2), 
module in a natural way, 

(gl EIlg,)(xl ®x,) = glxI ®X, + XI ®g,x, . (2.1) 

Hence the transformation of the gl( 2 ) I Ell gl( 2 ), fidirmod 
VI ® V, is completely defined from the transformations of 
the corresponding gl (2) fidirmods. Throughout the paper 
we use the Gel'fand and Zetlin notation for the fidirmods 
(and also for the corresponding representations II) of gl (2). 
Every gl(2) fidirmod is labeled by two numbers m l2 and m22 
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that are complex in general (Z+ = all non-negative inte
gers), which satisfy the lexical condition 

(2.2) 

As a basis in the gl(2) fidirmod V( [m I2,md), correspond
ing to (2.2), we choose the Gel'fand-Zetlin basis ll (GZ ba
sis) 

[
m12 m22]. (2.3 ) 

mll 

The number m 11 labels the basis vectors in V( [m 12,m22 ] ) 
and takes all possible values, consistent with the "between
ness" or lexical condition 

(2.4) 

It is convenient to introduce modified notation for 
gl(2)1 and gl(2)" namely, 

for gl(2)1' 

[mL = [m 13,m23 ], m13 - mllEZ+, m ll - m23EZ + ; 

for gl(2)" 

[ml, = [m33,m43 ], m33 - m3IEZ+, m 31 - m43EZ+ . 

(2.5) 

Denote the corresponding to gl ( 2 ) I and gl (2) , fidirmods as 

V( [mlt) == V( [m 13,m23 ]) 

and 

V( [m],) == V( [m33,m43 ]) 

with GZ basis vectors 

and 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

respectively. As a basis in the gl (2) I Ell gl (2), fidirmod 

V( [m] I) ® V( [m],) == Vo( [mI3,m23,m33,m43]) , (2.8) 

we take the tensor product basis 

(2.9) 

and refer to it as a canonical gl( 2) I Ell gl( 2), basis in 
VO([mI3,m23,m33,m43]). Every gl(2)1 EIlgI(2), fidirmod 
Vo( [m 13,m23,m33,m43] ) can be represented as a tensor prod
uct space V([m]l) ® V([m],) of a gl(2)1 fidirmod 
V([mL) and a gl(2), fidirmod V([m],). We refer to 
V( [m] I) and V( [m],) as left and right gl(2) fidirmods [or 
gl(2) I and g1(2), fidirmods] of Vo( [m13,m23,m33,m43]), re
spectively. The action of gl(2)1 EIlgI(2), on 
Vo ([ m 13,m23,m33,m43]) is determined from (2.1) and the 
transformation of the basis within the left and the right g1(2) 
modules of VO([m13,m23,m33,m43]). For V([m]I)' for in
stance, one has II 
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(2.11 ) 

[ml3 m23] -1(1 -I )(1 -I )11/2 [ml3 m 23 ] e l2 - 13 II 23 II + 1 ' mil mil 
(2.12) 

where here and throughout the paper 

lij = mij - i, for i = 1,2, lij = mij - i + 2, for i = 3,4. 

(2.14 ) 

The transformations of V( [m] r) under the action of gl (2) r 

are similar and can be easily derived from (2.10)-(2.13). 

c. Induced representations 

We now proceed to introduce, following Kac,4 the gl (2/ 
2) modules, induced from the gl( 2) / Ell gl( 2) r fidirmods 
(2.8). To this end we first introduce a new notation 

(2.15 ) 

and write for the gl (2) / Ell gl (2) r fidirmods (2.8) also 

V([m]/) ® V([m]r) 

(2.16) 

Choose as an ordered basis in the Cartan subalgebra H 
of gl(2/2) the generators ell,e22,e33,e44 and let 

e l ,e2,e3,e\ ei(eii ) ={j~ (2.17) 

be its dual basis from the space H * of all linear functionals 
over H. Then ml3,m23,m33,m43 are the coordinates of the 
gl(2) / Ell gl(2) r highest weight AeH * of Vo( [m]) in the dual 
basis, 

A = ml3el + m 23e2 + m33e3 + m 43e4 . (2.18) 

Denote by P + the linear span of all odd positive root 
vectors, 

(2.19) 

and let P be the subalgebra of gl ( 2/2 ), which is a direct space 
of gl(2) / Ell gl(2) rand P +. Extend the gl(2) / Ell gl(2) r mod
ule Vo ( [m ] ) to a P module, setting 

(2.20), 

The gl(2/2) module W([m]), induced from the gl(2)/ 
Ell gl( 2) r module Vo([ m]), is defined to be the factor space 

W( [m]) = (U® Vo([m]»)/I( [m]) , (2.21) 

which is the tensor product of the gl( 2/2) universal envelop
ing algebra Uwith Vo( [m]) and subsequently factorized by 
the subspace 

I( [m]) = lin. env.{up ® v - u ®pvlueU, 

pePC U, veVo([m])}. (2.22) 

The linear space W( [m] ) acquires a structure of a gl( 2/2) 
module by virtue of 

g(u ® v) = gu ® v, gegl(2/2), 

u ® veW([m]), gu ® veW([m]) . 
(2.23 ) 

From the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem4 one concludes 
that U is a linear span of all elements 

g = (e31)/I'(e32)/I'(e41)/I'(e42)/I"P, BI , ... ,B4 = 0,1, (2.24) 

where pe U is an arbitrary polynomial of the generators of P. 
Consideringg® vasan element of W( [m]), from (2.22) we 
have 

g® v = (e31)/I'(e32)/I'(e41)/I'(e42)/I"P® v 

= (e31)/I'(e32)/I'(e41)/I'(e42)/l4® w, 

w = pveVo([m]) . 

Therefore, 

W( [m]) = lin. env.{(e31)/I'(e32)/I'(e41)/I'(e42)/l4 

® vlveVo( [m]) , BI, •.. ,B4 = O,!}. 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

Let Tbe the subalgebra spanned on all polynomials (in the 
sense of U) of the odd negative root vectors, i.e., 

T = lin. env. {(e31 ) 0, (e32 ) 0'(e41 ) /I'(e42) /14 

(2.27) 

By virtue of (2.26) and (2.27) we see that the gl(2/2) mod
ule W( [m ] ), considered as a linear space, is a tensor product 
of T and Vo ([ m ]), 

W([m]) = T® Vo([m]) . (2.28) 

As a first basis in W( [m] ) we choose the vectors [see (2.9) ] 

IBI ,B2,B3,B4;(m) ) 

= (e31)/I'(e32)/I'(e41)/I'(e42)/l4® (m)/ ® (m)r 

== (e31 )/1, (e32 )/I'(e41 )/I'(e42 )/l4 ® (m) , 

(m) == (m)/ ® (m)r . (2.29) 

The basis (2.29) will be referred to as an induced basis. With 
a straightforward computation, that is, making use only of 
the supercommutation relations ( 1.1 ), one derives 
(i,j = 1,2,3,4) 

e III II II II '(m) - {( 1)[(i)+(j)][0,+0,+0,+041(e )o'(e )o'(e )o.'(e )04e 
ij UI'U2'U3'U4, - - 31 32 41 42 ij 

555 

+ BI (e32 )/I'(e41 )/I'(e42 )/14 [ - {jil {jj3 B3 + {jil {jj3 B2 + ( - 1) (il[/I, + /I, + /l41{jj3 eil 

- ( - 1) (j) + [(j) + 1][/1, + /I, + /l41{jil e
3j

] 

+ B2(e31)/I'(e41)/I'(e42)/l4[ - {ji2{jj3 B I - ( - 1)/I'{ji2{jj3 B4 

+ ( _1)[(i)+II/I,+(i)[/I,+/l4J{j. e - (-I)(j)[/I,+/I,I+[(j)+I][/I,+/l41{j e.] 
J3 i2 ;2 3J 
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+ 83 (e31 )0'(e32)6'(e42 )64
[ - ( - 1)6, + 6, + 6'Dil Dj484 + ( - 1)6'Di( Dj481 

+ ( _ 1) (i)+ 1](6, + 6,( + (i)6'Dj4e
il 

_ ( _ 1) (jJ(6, + 0, + 6.) + (j) + 1]640j( e
4j 

] 

+ 84(e31)0'(e32)0'(e41)6,[ - (_1)0, +0,+8'D'2 0j482 - (_1)6, +8'oa Dj483 

+ ( _1)(i)+1](6,+/1,+/1,)0. e - (_1)(j)(0,+0,+6.,+/1.10 e.] 
j4 a a 4) 

- OaOj38184(e32)"0'(e41)0,+ 1+ ( - 1)/1'OiI 0j48184(e32 )6, + l(e41 )0, 

- ( - 1)6'OiIOj38283(e31)6'(e42)6.+ 1+ ( - 1)/1'Oa0j48283(e31)/1, + I (e42 )6.} ® (m)/ ® (m)r . 

From (2.30) it is easy to obtain the transformation of 
the induced basis under the action of any particular gl (2/2) 
generator eij' i,j = 1,2,3,4. For later use we write here only 
the expressions for e32 and e23 : 

ed81,82,83,84;(m» = (-1)8'O-02)181,1,83,84;(m», 

(2.31 ) 

e23181,82,83,84;(m) ) 

= - 818211,0,83,84; (m» - 818410,82,83 + 1,0; (m» 

+ 8t/O,82,83,84;e21(m» + (- 1)°'82181,0,83,84; 

(e22 + e33 )(m» - ( - 1)6'8284181,O,83,84;(m» 

- (_1)6,+8,+/1,+8484181,82,83,0;e43(m». 
(2.32) 

D. Typical representations 

Proposition 1: Each vector 18.,82,83,84;(m» from the 
induced basis (2.29) is a weight vector. The correspondence 
weight vector-weight reads 

18),82,83,84;(m) ) 

- (mil - 81 - ( 3 )e1 + (m 13 + m23 

- mil - 82 - ( 4 )e2 

+ (m 31 + 81 + ( 2 )e3 + (m 33 + m 43 

- m 31 + 83 + (4 )e4 
• (2.33) 

Proof From (2.30) one derives that, for any k = 1,2,3,4 
andhEH, 

h 181,82,83,84;(m» =A..(h)181,02,03,04;(m». (2.34) 

where J..EH*. Hence 101.8Z,83,84;(m» is a weight vector 
with a weight A. In the basis el ,eZ,e3 ,e4

, A reads 

A = A(ell)e l + J..(ezz)ez + A(e33)~ + A(e44)e4 . (2.35) 

The coordinates A (ekk ) of). are the eigenvalues [see (2.34)] 
of ekk on 101.OZ.03.04;[m». Using (2.30), with an explicit 
computation we obtain 

eIl I0I,Oz.03,04; (m» 

= (mil - 01 - (3)IOI,OZ,03,84;(m». 

enl OI,02.03. 04;(m) ) 

(2.36) 

= (m 13 + m23 - mil - Oz - (4)10),02.03.84;(m». 

(2.37) 

e33 10 1.0z.83,04;(m) ) 

= (m31 + 01 + Oz) 1 0 1,02.03.84; (m) ) , (2.38) 
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(2.30) 

e44 10).02.03,84;(m) ) 

= (m 33 + m 43 - m31 + 03 + (4 ) 101.02.03.04;(m» . 

(2.39) 

Hence [see (2.34)] 

A(e ll ) = (mil - 0 1 - ( 3 ) • 

J..(e22 ) = (m 13 + m 23 - mil - O2 - 84 ) , 

A(e33 ) = (m31 + 01 + ( 2 ) • 

A(e44 ) = (m33 + m 43 - m31 + 03 + (4) . 

The last result together with (2.35) gives (2.33). 

(2.40) 

From (2.33) we conclude thatthe highest weight vector 
x" with a weight A corresponds to the case 01 = O2 

= 03 = 04 = O. mil = m 13' m31 = m 33. Similarly. the lowest 
weight vector x v with a weight V corresponds to 
01 = Oz = 03 = 84 = l.m ll = m 23.m3) = m 43. Uptoamul
tiplicative constant both vectors x" and x v are uniquely de· 
fined from their weights A and V. For x" and Xv (2.33) 
reads 

x" = 10•0,0,0; [m l:n 1~23 ] ® [m3:n3~43 ]) 

== 1 ® [mI3 m 23 ] ® [m33 m 43 ] 
mI3 m33 

--+A = ml3el + m 23e2 + m33~ + m 43e4 , (2.41 ) 

Xv = 11,1,1,1; [ml:n2~23] ® [m3:n4~43]) 

(2.42) 

In (2.41) 1 denotes the unity ofthe gl(2/2) universal enve
loping algebra U. Comparing (2.18) with (2.41) we con
clude that the g1(2) / Ell g1(2) r module Vo([m]) and the 
gl(2/2) module W([m» have one and the same highest 
weight. 

Proposition 2: The induced module W( [m]) is a gl (2/ 
2) fidirmod if and only if 

li3 + 1j3 + 3=10. Vi = 1,2 and j = 3,4 . (2.43) 

Proof: To start with. we recall that the correspondence 
root vector ¢:} root in gl (2/2) reads 

(2.44 ) 
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Consider the vector 

x=e3Ie32e4Ie42®VEW([m) , 

v = [m13 m 23 ] ® [m33 m 43 ]. 
ml3 m33 

The subspace of W( [m) ), defined as 

WI = Ux={UXIUEU} 

(2.45 ) 

(2.46) 

is transformed into itself under the action of gl (2/2) and is, 
therefore, a gl(2I2) submodule in W( [m). If W( [m) is 
irreducible then WI = W( [m». In this case there should 
exist an element UEU shifting x onto the highest weight vec
tor XA [see (2.41»), i.e., x A =1 ® v = ux and, in particular, 
it should be possible to find a monomial of the generators 
(CEC) 

Uo = c( e21 ) n, (e43 ) n,( e12 ) n,( e34 ) n« e24 ) '1', (e14 )'1',( e23 )'P, 

X (e13)'P4(e31)8'(e32)8'(e41)8'(e42)84, 

({J;,{l; = 0,1, n;E'.l+, ; = 1,2,3,4, 

such that 

(2.47) 

(2.48) 

Considering (2.48) as an equation, we now proceed to 
find an explicit expression for uo, i.e., to determine the values 
ofn;, ({J;, and 0;, i = 1,2,3,4. First of all, since in U (eij)2 = 0 
for j = 1,2 and; = 3,4, UoX = 0, if at least one 0; = 1. Hence 
the candidate for uo, which fulfills (2.48), has to be of the 
form 

Uo = c(e21)n'(e43)n'(el2)n'(e34)n4(e24)'P, 

(2.49) 

The next restriction on the possible values of n l , ... ,({J4 in 
(2.49) comes from the observation that [see (2.48») 
uOe3le32e4le42 ® v and 1 ® v should have one and the same 
weight. This will be the case if the weight A. of uOe3Ie32e4Ie42, 
i.e., of 

(e21 ) n, (e43 ) n,( el2 ) n.,( e34 ) n4( e24 )'1', (e I4 )'P, 

X (e23)'P'(e13)'P4e3Ie32e4Ie42 (2.50) 

is zero. Taking into account that the weight of a product of 
weight vectors is given with the sum of the weights of the 
corresponding multiples and using (2.44), we obtain 

A.= (n3 -n l +({J2+({J4-2)el 

+ (n l - n3 + ({JI + ({J3 - 2)e2 

+ (n4 - n2 - ({J3 - ({J4 + 2)e3 

+ (n2 - n4 - ({JI - ({J2 + 2) . 

The requirement A. = 0 gives 

(2.51) 

({JI=({J2=({J3=({J4=1, n l =n3=n, n2=n4=m. 

(2.52) 

Inserting (2.52) in (2.49) and substituting it in (2.48) we 
end up with the expression (n,mE'.l+) 

c(e21 )n(e43)m(el2)n(e34)me24eI4e23e13e3Ie32e4Ie42 ® V 

= l®v, (2.53 ) 

which has to be considered as an equation for the unknowns 
m andn. 
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By a straightforward computation one obtains that 

[eij,e24eI4e23e13e3Ie32e4Ie42] = 0 , 

V; =I j = 1,2 or ; =I j = 3,4 . (2.54 ) 

Therefore, using also (2.22), we can write the left-hand side 
of (2.53) in the form 

ce24e14e23e13e31e32e41e42 ® (e21 )n(e43)m(el2)n(e34)mV. 
(2.55 ) 

Since v is the highest weight vector of the gl (2) I Gl gl( 2) r 

irreducible module Vo( [m), it is annihilated by el2 and e34 
[ see also (2.12) ) . Therefore, (2.55) is a nonzero vector from 
W( [m) only if m = n = O. Thus the monomial Uo [see 
(2.47») has to be of the form 

(2.56 ) 

where c is an arbitrary constant. We underline that the 
expression (2.56) for Uo gives only a necessary condition for 
a solution ofEq. (2.48). In order to see when it is also suffi
cient, insert (2.56) in (2.48), 

(2.57) 

Using the supercommutation relations (1.1), the definition 
of W([m», and the relations (2.10)-(2.14) and (2.20), 
one obtains for the left-hand side of (2.57) 

= C(l13 + 133 + 3) (113 + 143 + 3) 

X (123 + 133 + 3) (123 + 143 + 3) ® v. (2.58) 

Inserting (2.58) in (2.57) we conclude that UO, defined with 
(2.56), gives a solution only if the conditions (2.43) are 
fulfilled and 

c = 11(113 + 133 + 3)(113 + 143 + 3) 

X (123 + 133 + 3) (123 + 143 + 3). 

In other words, if 

3; = 1,2 and j = 3,4 such that 1;3 + Ij3 + 3 = 0 , (2.59) 

then [see (2.41), (2.45), and (2.46») X A = 1 ® VEWI = Ux. 
Hence WI =I W( [m) ), i.e., W( [m) ) contains a proper gl (21 
2) invariant subspace WI. Therefore, if (2.59) holds, then 
W( [m) is not an irreducible gl(2I2) module. Moreover, 
since [see (2.45) ) 

(2.60) 

there exists no complement to the WI subspace, which is 
invariant under gl(2/2). Hence, if (2.59) holds, W([m» is 
an indecomposable gl(2I2) module. 

In order to complete the proof, assume that the condi
tions (2.43) hold and take any two elements y,ZE W( [m ) ). 
From the very construction of W( [m) ) and the irreducibi
lity of the gl(2) I Gl gl(2) r module Vo( [m» it is clear that 

3U IEU, such that y = UtXA • (2.61) 

It is not difficult to show that [see (2.45) ) 

3U2EU, such that x = U2Z. (2.62) 

Combining (2.48), (2.56), (2.61), and (2.62), we obtain 

y = cUte24et4e23e13u~. (2.63) 
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Hence, if the conditions (2.34) are fulfilled, W([m]) is a 
gl (2/2) fidirmod. • 

Proposition 2 could have been derived also from the re
sults of Kac4 on the typical representations of the subalgebra 
sl(2/2). We have given the above proof because it deals di
rectly with entities that are more appropriate for gl(2/2) 
and is, moreover, self-contained. Adopting the terminology 
of Ref. 4 for the representations of the basic Lie superalge
bras, we give the following definition. 

Definition: The representation of gl (2/2) is typical if it 
can be realized in an irreducible induced module W( [m]). 
The corresponding typical representation modules will also 
be called typical. 

This definition is consistent with the terminology for the 
basic LS's, because each typical (in the above definition) 
gl(2/2) module is also typical (in the sense of Ref. 4) with 
respect to the subalgebra sl(2/2). From Proposition 2 we 
now have that the induced gl(2/2) module is typical and 
hence irreducible if and only if the conditions (2.43) hold. 

III. REPRESENTATIONS OF gl(2/2} IN A gl(2}-gl(2} 
BASIS 

A. Structure of V([m]) with respect to gl(2}-gl(2} 

Considerthegl(2/2) module W( [m]) = T® Vo( [m]) 
as a representation space of the even subalgebra gl (2) / 
ffigl(2), and let eijEg1(2)/ ffigl(2),. By virtue of the fact 
that 

[eij' (e31 ) II, (e3Z ) 1I'(e41 ) 11,( e4Z ) 6.] 

= (_1)1I,+II,+6'BI(e32)II'(e41)1I'(e4Z)II. 

X [ OJ] en - On e3j ] 

+ (-I)lIdll'Bz(e31)II'(e41)1I'(e4Z)II, 

X [ Op e12 - 012 e3j ] 

+ ( - 1)II'B3(e31)II' (e3z)II'(e4z)II. [ 0j4ei1 - On e4j ] 

+ B4(e31)II'(e32)II'(e41)1I'[0j4e,-Z -0I2e4j], (3.1) 

the subspace T of U is invariant in relation to the adjoint 
representation of U, restricted to the even subalgebra, 

[gl(2)/ffigl(2),,1l CT. (3.2) 

in Tl ([0,0,0,0]), 

[0, 0] [0, 0] ° ° ° ° ® ° = (e31 ) (e32 ) (e41 ) (e4Z )o = 1 ; 

in Tz([O, - 1,1,0]), 

We, therefore, can consider T as a gl (2) / ffi gl( 2), module. 
Since, on the other hand, for every gEgl (2) / ffi gl (2), and 
t® vEVo([m]) 

g(t®V) = (adg)t®v+t®gv, (3.3 ) 

the representation of the even subalgebra is realized in the 
tensor product 1'8 Vo ( [m ] ) of the gl (2) I ffi gl (2), modules 
Tand Vo( [mJ), i.e., this representation is a tensor product 
of two gl (2) / ffi gl (2), representations. We have introduced 
the notation 0 instead of ® in order to underline that the 
tensor product is between two modules of one and the same 
algebra, namely, gl(2) I ffi g1(2),. The symbol ® will be re
served for a tensor product of modules over different alge
bras (which is a representation space of the direct sum of 
~hesealgebras). For instance, if VI is a gl(2) I module and V, 
IS a gl(2), module, then we write VI ® V, for the module 
over gl (2) I ffi gl (2) ,. In the sense of linear spaces 0 and ® 

coincide with the usual tensor product. 
The gl (2) I ffi gl( 2), module T is reducible. It is a direct 

sum of six irreducible submodules, 

T= T1([0,0,0,0]) ffi T2 ([0, - 1,1,0]) 

ffi T3 ([ - 1, - 1,2,0]) ffi T4 ([0, - 2,1,1]) 

ffi Ts([ - I, - 2,2,1]) ffi T6([ - 2, - 2,2,2]). (3.4) 

In the brackets of each Ti we have written the coordinates of 
the corresponding to Ti highest weight Ai in the dual basis 
e1,e2,e3,e4 [see (2.17)]. For instance, Az = - eZ + e3. The 
structure of every Ti as a subset of U is 

Tl = lin. env.{(e31)o(e32)o(e41)o(e4Z)o=1} = C, (3.5) 

(3.6) 

T3 = lin. env.{e31e3Z,e3Ie4Z - e32e41,e41e4Z}' (3.7) 

T4 = lin. env.{e32e4Z,e31e4Z + e3Ze41,e31e41}' (3.8) 

Ts = lin. env.{e31e3Ze41,e31e3Ze4Z,e3Ie41e4Z,e3Ze41e4Z}' (3.9) 

T6 = lin. env.{e31e3Ze41e4Z}' (3.10) 

The vectors in the brackets { ... } of (3.5)-(3.10) are 
linearly independent and define a basis in each Ti • For 
further use it is convenient to relate this basis with the ca
nonical basis (2.9). The relation, which is consistent with 
the action of the even subalgebra, reads 

(3.11 ) 

[0, _~1]®[1'1 0]=e31 , [0, 0-1]®[1'1 0]= -e3Z ' 

[0, _~1]®[1,0 0]=e41 , [0, 0-1]®[1,0 0]= -e4Z ; 
(3.12 ) 

in T3 ( [ - 1, - 1,2,0]), 

[-1, - 1] [2, 0] 
-1 ® 2 =e31e3Z' [-1, - 1] [2, 0] 

_ 1 ® 0 = e41 e4Z , 

(3.13 ) 
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in T4 ([0, - 2,1,1)) 

[0, _; 2] ® [1, 1 1] = e31e41 , [0, 

[0, _ ~ 2] ® [1, 1 1] = _ 1211/ze+, 

in T5 ([ -1, - 2,2,1]) 

-2] [1,1] ° ® 1 = e32e4Z , 

(3.14) 

[ - 1~ 1- 2] ® [2, 2 1] = e31e3Ze4Z , [- 1~ 2- 2] ® [2, 1 1] = e31e41e4Z , 

[ - 1, 2 - 2] ® [2, 2 1] = _ e31e3Ze41' [- 1~ 1- 2] ® [2, 1 1] = - e3Ze41e4Z ; 

in T6 ( [ - 2, - 2,2,2]) 

(3.15 ) 

Inserting (3.4) in (2.28), we have 

W( [m]) = DI eDz eD3 eD4eD5 eD6 , 

where each 

Dj = T j 0 Vo([m]), i= 1, ... ,6, 

(3.17 ) 

(3.18 ) 

is an invariant subspace of the even subalgebra. The sub
spaces DI and D6 are gl(2) / e g1(2) r irreducible. We set 

DI = TI([O,O,O,O]) 0 Vo([m)) 

= VI ( [m l3,mZ3,m33,m43] ) , (3.19 ) 

D6 = T6 ( [ - 2, - 2,2,2]) 0 Vo( [m]) 

= V6( [m 13 - 2,mZ3 - 2,m33 + 2,m43 + 2]) . (3.20) 

The other four subspaces are reducible. In order to decom
pose them into gl (2) / e gl (2) r fidirmods we proceed as fol
lows. 

(1) Each gl(2), eg1(2)r fidirmod Vo([m 13,mZ3' 
m33,m43 ]) transforms as a tensor ® product of a gl (2) / fi
dirmod Vo ([ m l3,mZ3 ]) and a gl( 2 ) r fidirmod 
VO([m33,m43] ), 

Vo( [mI3,m23,m33,m43]) 

= Vo( [m 13,m23 ]) ® Vo( [m 33,m43 ]) . (3.21) 

This, in particular, holds for Tj (i = 1, ... ,6), 

T j ( [ PI3' PZ3' P33' P43] ) 

= T j([PI3,P23]) ® T j([P33,P43])' (3.22) 

(2) The tensor 0 product of the gl( 2) / e gl( 2) r mod
ules (3.21) and (3.22) transforms as a tensor ® product of a 
gl(2) / module 

T j([PI3,PZ3]) 0 VO([mI3,mZ3]) 

and a gl( 2) r module 

T j([P33,P43]) 0 VO([m33,m43])' i= 1, ... ,6, 

i.e., 

(Tj( [PI3,PZ3]) ® Tj( [P33,P43]») 0 (Vo( [m 13,m23 ]) 

® VO([m33,m43]») 

= (Tj ([ PI3' PZ3]) 0 Vo([m l3,mZ3 ] » 
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(3.23) 

(3.16) 

In general, every g1(2) / module Tj ([ PI3' P23]) 
o Vo ( [m l3,m23 ] ) is reducible. Its decomposition as a direct 
sum of irreducible modules can be easily carried out. IZ The 
result is 

T j([ PI3,P23]) 0 VO([mI3,m23]) 
n, 

= I eVj([ml3+PI3-k,mZ3+PZ3+k]). 
k=O 

(3.24) 

Similarly, replacing in (3.23) l3-.33 and 23-+43, we have 

T j ([ P33' P43)) 0 VO([m33,m43]) 
n, 

= I eVj([m33+P33-k,m43+P43+k]), 
k=O 

where 

n/ = min( PI3 - P23,m I3 - m 23 ) 

and 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

Inserting (3.24) and (3.25) in (2.23) for every 
i = 1, ... ,6, and setting 

mlZ = ml3 + PI3 - k, m ZZ = m Z3 + PZ3 + k, 

m 3Z = m33 + P33 - k, m4Z = m 43 + P43 + k , 

Vj( [mlz,m zz ]) ® Vj( [m32,m42 ]) 

= Vj ([mI2,mZZ,m3Z,m4Z]) , (3.27) 

we obtain the decomposition of 1'; 0 Vo( [m]) into irredu
cible g1(2) / e gl(2) r modules Vj ([mIZ,mZZ,m3Z,m4Z])' 

Dz = Tz( [0, - 1,1,0]) 0 Vo( [mIZ,m23,m33,m43]) 

I 

= I ' e Vz( [m 13 - i,mZ3 + i - 1,m33 
j,j=O 

- j + 1,m43 + j]) , 

z 

(3.28) 

= I' ® V3( [m 13 - 1,m23 - l,m33 - j + 2,m43 + j]) , 
j=O 

(3.29) 
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2 

= I' ® V4( [m 13 - i,m 23 + i - 2,m33 + l,m43 + 1]) , 
i=O 

(3.30) 

Ds = Ts([ -1, - 2,2,1]) 0 VO([ml3,m23,m33,m43]) 

I 

= I 'EI1Vs([m\3-i-l,m23+i-2,m33 
;.j=O 

I 

(3.31) 

The prime on the sum in (3.21)-(3.31) is to recall that all 
nonlexical terms, i.e., those for which the condition (2.2) is 
not fulfilled for the left or for the right gl( 2) fidirmods, have 
to be deleted from the sum. 

From (3.17), (3.19), (3.20), and (3.28)-(3.31) we 
conclude that the induced gl (2/2) module W( [m] ) decom
poses into a direct sum of (no more than) 16 irreducible 
modules of the even subalgebra gl(2) / EI1 gl(2) r (we skip the 
prime over the sum), 

EI1 I V2( [m 13 - i,m23 + i - l,m33 - j + l,m43 + j]) 
;.j=O 

2 

EI1 I EI1 V3( [m 13 - l,m23 - l,m33 - j + 2,m43 + j]) 
j=O 

2 

EI1 I EI1 V4( [ml3 - i,m23 + i - 2,m 33 + l,m43 + 1]) 
;=0 

I 

EI1 I EI1 Vs([ml3-i-l,m23+i-2,m33-j+2,m43+j+ 1]) 
;.j=O 

B. A gl(2)sgl(2) basis 

So far we have introduced one possible basis, the in
duced basis (2.29), within every induced gl(2/2) module 
W([m]). We have written down also explicit expressions 
[see (2.30)] for the transformation of this basis under the 
action of the generators. The induced basis is inconvenient, 
however, for the description of all irreducible representa
tions of gl (2/2). In certain cases, namely if some of the con
ditions (2.43) are not fulfilled, the induced module W( [m] ) 
contains a maximal invariant subspace I( [m]). In order to 
obtain the fidirmod, corresponding to the signature [m], 
one has to go to the factor module W([m])/I([m]). A 
convenient way to do this is to introduce a basis el,· .. ,e;, ... ,eN 

in W( [m]) such that each e; is either from I( [m]) or from a 
complement subspace to I ( [m ] ). In such a case to go to the 
factor space means simply to replace all basis vectors 
e;El( [m]) by zero. As it will become clear, the vectors from 
the induced basis do not have the properties of a basis 
e I, ... ,e N' Therefore, the very determination of I ( [m ]) in 
terms of the induced basis is very difficult. This is one reason 
to go to a new basis. We choose it in such a way that every 
basis vector belongs to one and only one of the 16 
gl(2) / EI1 gl(2) r irreducible submodules V; ( ... ), written in 
the right-hand side of (3.32). As we shall see in Ref. 1, the 
new basis will help us considerably in the study of the non
typical modules. This new basis makes evident the decompo
sition of the gl(2/2) modules along the chain 
gl (2/2) ::> gl( 2) / EI1 gl( 2) r' which can be ofinterest in sever
al physical applications. 

Let V; (m l2,m22,m32,m42) be one of the gl (2) / EI1 gl( 2) r 
modules in (3.42). As a basis r; (ml2,m22,m32,m42) in it we 
choose the canonical basis (2.9), which in this case is de
noted as 
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(3.32) 

(3.33 ) 

Then 

(3.34 ) 

where the union is over all signatures m 12,m22,m32,m42 in D j 

[see the decompositions (3.19), (3.20), (3.28 )-(3.31)], 
constitutes a new basis in D;. As a basis r( [m]) in the in
duced module W( [m]) we set 

6 

r([m]) = U r;(mI2,m22,m32,m42)' (3.35) 
;=1 

We call this basis a gl(2) / EI1 gl(2) r reduced basis or simply 
reduced basis. 

Our next and final task in this paper will be to write the 
transformation of the induced modules in terms of the re
d uced basis r ( [m ] ). To this end we first proceed to express 
each vector 

101,02,03,04;(m) ) 
= (e31)8'(e32)8'(e41)8'(e42)8, 0 (m)/ ® (m)r (3.36) 

from the induced basis (2.29) in terms of the reduced basis 
(3.43). Every induced basis vector 101,02,03,04;(m» except 
11,0,0,1;(m» and 10,1,1,0;(m» belongs to some 
D; C W([m]) [see (3.17)]. If we wish to underline that 
101,02,03,04;(m»ED; we add a subscript i to it, writing 
101,02,03,04; (m» j> 
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( 3.37) 

Every vector 101,02,03,04; (m»; can be decomposed in the 
basis r;, 
101,02,03,04;(m» ; 

= I (m);1 01,02,03,04;(m»);(m);, (3.38) 
(m),Er j 

where (m);101,02,03,04;(m»);, (m);ErjO are the coordi
nates of 101,02,03,04;(m»; in the basis r; of D;. In order to 
compute these coordinates, take any vector 
101,02,03,04;(m»;. According to (2.9) and (3.11)-(3.16) 
and taking into account also (3.23), we can write each vec
tor (3.37) in the form 

101,02,03,04;(m» ; 

= ([P13 P23]. ® [p33 P43].) 
PII' P31' 

(3.39) 

where we have inserted a sUbscript i in order to underline 
that 

[P13 P23]. ® [P33 P43] .Er; . (3.40) 
PII' P31' 

The relations between 01, ... ,04 and all Pij in the right-hand 
side of (3.39) can be easily written down [see (3.11)
(3.16)]. From (2.33) we derive 

- P13 - P23 = P33 + P43 = 01 + O2 + 03 + 04 , 

PII = - 01 - 03, P31 = 01 + O2 . 
(3.41 ) 

For 11,0,0,1;(m» and 10,1,1,0;(m» we obtain 

10,1,1,0;(m» = - 121- 1/ 2 ([ - 1_ 1- 1 L0 [ml:n
l 
~23 D 

® ([2 1 °t 0 [m3:n3~43 ]) 

_121- 1
/

2 ([0 _ ~ 2L 0 [ml:nI~23]) 

®([1 1 lL 0 [m3:n3~43]), (3.42) 

11,0,0,1;(m» = 121- 1
/
2 
([ - 1_ 1- 1 t 0 [ml:nI~23]) 

® ([2 1 °t 0 [m3:n3~43]) 

_ 121- 112 ([0 _ ~ 2L 0 [ml:nI~23]) 

®([11 lL 0 [m3:n3~43]). (3.43) 
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According to (3.24) 

[PI3 P23]. 0 [ml3 m23 ] 
PII' mil n, 
E I Vie [m 13 + PI3 - k,m23 + P23 + k]) . (3.44) 

k=O 

Therefore, denoting by 

[
m12 m22] , , m 12 =m 13 +PI3- k , 

mil 

m22 = m23 + P23 + k 
(3.45) 

the GZ basis in V; ([m 13 + PI3 - k,m23 + P23 + k ]), we 
can write 

(3.46) 

where the sum in (3.46) is over all GZ basis vectors (m) I 
from the subspace, defined by the right-hand side of (3.44). 
By definition 

[
m12 ,m221pl3 P23; ml3 m23 ] 

mil PII mil 
are the gl(2) Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. In a similar way 
we have for the right g1(2), 

(3.47) 

and the sum is over all possible G Z basis vectors (m) r' 
Inserting (3.46) and (3.47) in (3.39) and taking into 

account (3.33) we finally obtain 

10\002,03,04; (m»; 

(3.48 ) 

In terms ofthe reduced basis the vectors 10, 1,1,0;(m» and 
11,0,0,1;(m» [see (3.42) and (3.43)] read 

10,1,1,0; (m» 

= _121- 1/ 2 

xI [mI2,m221-1 -1 
(m), mil - 1 
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[
m12 m22. 

X m' , 
II 

11,0,0,1; (m» 

~ [ml2 ,m221- 1_ -1 = 121- 1/2 ~ 
(ml, mil 1 

_121-1/2 L [m12 , m2210 - 2 
(m). mil - 1 

[
m12 m22. 

X m' , 
II 

(3.49) 

(3.50) 

The gl(2) Clebsch-Gordan coefficients (CG coefficients) 
in the GZ basis are available from the literature. They are 
related to the CG coefficients C~;f;,';:m, of the algebra so(3), 

[
n12 n22iPI2 P22; 

nil PII 

where 

j = !(j12 - j22)' jl = jll - !(j12 + j22) , 

j=n,p,m. 

As is well known 

cn;p,m = ° if n-'-m +p,m +p - 1, .. ·,lm -pi ".;p •. m. ' / 

(3.51 ) 

(3.52) 

ornli=m l +PI' (3.53) 

In the calculations we have used the expressions for the 
so(3) CG coefficient, given in Ref. 13. Having established 
the relation between the induced basis (2.29) and the re
duced basis (3.33), all we have to do is to write the transfor
mations (2.30) in terms of the new basis. We skip the rather 
long intermediate computations of this standard mathemat
ical problem and write down directly the final results. Before 
that we modify further the notation for the reduced basis 
vectors (3.33), adding an extra row on it. We set 
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[
m12 m22; m 32 m42] 

mil m 31 i 

m 23, m 33, 

m 22, m 32, (3.54) 

0, m31 • 

The first row m 13,m23,m33,m43 in (m) i gives the coordinates 
of the gl( 2/2) highest weight A [see (2.18) ]. This row is one 
and the same for all reduced patterns in the induced module 
W( [m ] ) and characterize the module itself. The second row 
indicates that (m) i is a vector from the gl (2) I al gl (2) r fidir
mod Vi([mI2,m22,m32,m42]) in the decomposition (3.32); 
the numbers m ]2>m22,m32,m42 are the coordinates of the 
highest weight of Vi' The numbers mil and m 31 label the 
basis vectors in Vi' We have added the zeros in (m) i only to 
fill in the empty space. In order to simplify the notation, 
observe that among all direct summands in (3.33) only the 
subspaces 

and 

(3.55 ) 

have one and the same highest weight. Any other 
gl(2) I al gl(2) r fidirmod Vi ([mI2,m22,m32,m42]) is unique
ly characterized by its highest weight m 12el + m22e

2 

+ m 32e3 + m42e4. Therefore, in all these cases we skip the 
subscript i in Vi and also in the basis vectors (m) i' writing 
simply V( [mI2,m22,m32,m42]) and (m). The SUbscript will 
be kept only for the submodules (3.55) and their bases. 

The transformation of the reduced basis under the ac
tion of the even generators is relatively simple and follows 
from (2.10)-(2.13). For completeness we write the expres
sions here also. Let (m) ± ij be a pattern (3.54), obtained 
from (m) by replacing m ij -+ m ij ± 1. Then one has [see 
(2.14) for a definition of lij]' 

ell(m) = mll(m), e22 (m) = (m 12 + m 22 - mll)(m) , 

(3.56) 

e33 (m) = m 31 (m), e44 (m) = (m32 + m 42 - m 31 )(m), 

(3.57) 

e12 (m) = I (/12 -III )(/22 -III) 11/2(m) II , (3.58) 

e21 (m) = 1(/12 -III + 1)(/22 -III + 1)11/2(m)_II' 

(3.59) 

e34 (m) = 1(/32 -/31) (/42 -/3I W12 (m)31 , (3.60) 

e43 (m) = 1(/32 -/31 + 1) (/42 -/31 + 1) 11/2(m) -31 . 

(3.61 ) 

The transformations of W( [m ] ) under the action of the 
odd generators are rather long and, in addition, we did not 
succeed in presenting them in a compact form. Therefore, we 
only give here the results for e32 and e23 . 

Transformations under the action of e23 , 
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(3.62) 

[

m m m m ] (/ I) (/ I 1) 112 13' 23' 33 , 43 

= -(/13+ /33+ 3)1 13- II 43- 31+ I mI3,m23,m33 ,m43 , 
(/13- /23)(/33- /43) 0 -1 0 

mil' ,m31 , 

(3.63) 

(3.64) 

(3.65 ) 

(3.66) 

I 
(I 1)(/ I 1) 1112 [ml3 , m 23 , m33 , m 43] 

+ (/23 + 133 + 3) 23 - II 43 - 31 + m 13 - 1 , m 23 , m33 + 1 , m 43 , 
(/13 - 123 )(/33 - 143 + 1) 0 _ 1 0 

mil , ,m31 , 

(3.67) 

[

m m m m ] (/ I) (/ I 1) 112 13' 23 , 33 , 43 

= -(/13+ /43+ 3)1 13- II 33- 31+ I mI3,m23-1,m33 ,m43 +1 
(/13 - 123 ) (133 - 143 - 1) 0 _ 1 0 

mil' , m 31 , 

[

m13 m2 m m ] (I I) (I I 1) 112 ' 3' 33 , 43 

+ (123 + 143 + 3) I /3 - III /3 - 31 + I m l3 - 1 , m 23 , m33 , m 43 + 1 , 
( 13 - 23)( 33 -/43 - 1) 0 1 0 mil , , m 31 - , 

(3.68 ) 
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= _ (/13 + 143 + 2) I (/13 -/11)(/33 -/31 + 2) (/33 /43 1) /1/2 [m
I3

' m
23 

, m33 , m
43

] 
2(/13 -/23) (/33 -/43) (/33 -/43 + 1) m13 , m 23 - 1 , m33 + 1 , m 43 

mil' 0 , m 31 - 1, 0 

+ (/23 + 143 + 2) / (/23 -/11 )(/33 -/31 + 2) (/33 143 1) /112 [m13 , m
23

, m33 , m
43

] 
2(/13 - 123 ) (/33 - 143 ) (/33 -/43 + 1) m13 - 1 , m23 , m33 + 1 , m 43 

mil , 0 , m31 - 1, 0 

-(/13+ /33+ 2 )/ (/13-/11)(/43-/31+2)(/33 143 +1) /1/2 [m
13

,m
23 

,m33 ,m
43 

] 
2(113 -/23)(/33 -/43)(/33 -/43 _ 1) m 13 , m 23 - 1 , m33 ,m43 + 1 

mil' 0 , m31 - 1, 0 

+ (/23 + 133 + 2) / (123 -III )(/43 -/31 + 2) (/33 143 + 1) /112 [m13 , m
23 

, m33 , m
43 

] 
2(/\3 -/23)(133 -/43)(/33 -/43 _ 1) m13 - 1 , m 23 , m33 , m 43 + 1 , 

mIl , 0 , m 31 - 1, 0 
(3.69) 

[

m13 , m23' m33 , m 43 ] 
e23 m 13 - 2 , m23 , m33 + 1 , m 43 + 1 

mil , 0 , m31 , 0 

(3.70) 

(3.71 ) 

= -(/13+ 143+ 4 )/ (113- 111)(/13- 123-1)(/33 131 +2) /112 [m
I3

,m
23 

,m
33 

.m43] 
2(113 -/23) (113 -/23 + 1) (/33 -/43) m 13 • m 23 - 1 , m33 + 1 • m 43 

mIl' 0 , m 31 - 1. 0 

-(123+ /43+ 4 )/ (/23- /11)(/\3-/23 +1)(/33 131 +2) 1112 [m13 ,m
23

,m
33 

,m
43

] 
2(/13 -/23) (/13 -/23 - 1) (/33 -/43) m l3 - 1 , m 23 , m33 + 1 , m 43 

mlJ • 0 ,m31 - 1, 0 

+U13+ /33+ 4 )1(/13- /1J)(/\3-/23 -1)(/43 131+2)1112[m13.m23 ,m33 ,m
43 

] 
2(/13 -/23 )(/13 -/23 + 1)(/33 -/43) m 13 , m23 - 1 , m33 • m 43 + 1 

mil' 0 , m 31 - 1, 0 
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(3.72) 

+(/13+/33+2)1(/13-/11-1)(/13-/23+1)(/43 131 +2) 1112 [m13 ,m
23 

,m
33 

,m
43 

] 
2(/13- /23)(/13- /23- 1)(/33- /43) m 13 -1 ,m23 -1 ,m33 + 1 ,m43 + 1 

mIl ,0 ,m31 -1,O 4 

+(/13+/33+4)1(/13-/11-1)(/33-/43-1)(/43 131+2)11I2[m
13 

,m
23 

,m
33 

,m
43 

] 
2(/13 -/23)(/33 -/43 + 1)(/33 -/43) m13 - 1, m 23 - 1, m33 + 1, m 43 + 1 , 

mIl ,0 ,m31 -1,O 3 

(3.73) 

= _ (/23 + 143 + 3) I (/23 -/11 )(/33 -/31 + 2) 1112 [:13 ,m
23

, m33 ,m
43 

] 
(/13 - 1

23 
- 1) (/33 _ 1

43
) 13 - 2 , m 23 , m33 + 1 , m 43 + 1 

mIl ,0, m31 - 1, 0 

+(/13+/33+3)1(/13-/11-1)(/43-/31+3)1112[:13_ ,m
23 

,m
33 

,m
43 

] 
(/13 - 1

23
) (/33 _ 143 _ 1) 13 1 , m 23 - 1 , m33 , m 43 + 2 

mIl ,0 , m 31 - 1, 0 

+(/13+/43+2)1(/13-/11-1)(/13-123+1)(/33 131+2)1112[mI3 ,m
23 

,m
33 

,m
43 

] 
2(/13 -/

23
)(/13 -/23 -1)(/33 -/43) m l3 - 1, m 23 - 1, m33 + 1, m 43 + 1 

mIl ,0 ,m31 -1,O 4 

_(/13+
/
43+

4
)1(/13- / 11-1)(/33- /43+1)(/33 131+2)1112[m13 ,m

23 
,m

33 
,m

43 
] 

2 (/13 _ 1
23

) (/33 _ 143 _ 1) (/33 _ I ) m 13 - 1 , m 23 - 1 , m33 + 1 , m 43 + 1 _ 43 ' mIl ,0 , m 31 - 1, 0 3 

(3.74) 

= + (/13 + 133 + 3) I (/13 -/11 )(/43 -/31 + 2) 1112 [:13' m
23 

,m
33 

,m
43 

] 
(/13 - 123 + 1) (/33 _ 1

43
) 13 , m 23 - 2 , m33 + 1 , m 43 + 1 

mll,O ,m31 -1,O 

_ (/23 + 143 + 3) I (/23 -Ill - 1)(/33 -/31 + 3) 1112 [:13 _ 1 ,m
23 

,m
33 

,m
43

] 
(/13 - 123 ) (/33 -/43 + 1) 13' m 23 - 1 , m33 + 2 , m 43 

mIl ,0 ,m31 -1,O 

_(/23+/33+2)1(/23-/11-1)(/13-/23-1)(/43 131+2)1112[mI3 ,m
23 

,m
33 

,m
43 

] 
2(/13 1

23
) (/13 -/

23 
+ 1) (/33 -/43) m13 - 1 ,m23 - 1 ,m33 + 1 ,m43 + 1 

mIl ,0 , m 31 - 1, 0 4 
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1

(/ I) (l 1 2) 1112 [ml3 , m23 , m33 , m43 1 
= (113 + 143 + 3) 13 - II 33 - 31 + m 13 , m23 - 2, m33 + I, m43 + 1 

(/13- / 23+ 1)(/33-/43) 0 10 mil' , m31 - , 

[

m m m m 1 (l 1 1) (I / 3 ) 112 13 , 23 , 33 , 43 

+ (123 + 133 + 3) I 23 - II - 43 - 31 + I m 13 - 1 , m23 - 1 , m33 , m43 + 2 
(113 -/23 )(133 -/43 - I) 0 1 0 

mil' , m31 - , 

I 
(l 1 I) (I 1 3) 1112 [m 13 , m23 , m33 , m43 1 

=(/23+ /43+ 3) 23- 11- 33- 31+ mI3-2,m23-I,m33+2,m43+1 
(/13 - /23) (/33 - 143 ) 0 1 0 mil' , m31 - , 

(/ - 1 - I) (I 1 3) 1/2 [m 13 , m23 , m33 , m43 1 
-(113+ /43+ 3)1 13 II 33- 31+ I mI3-I,m23-2,m33+2,m43+1 

(113 - 123 ) (133 - /43) 0 1 0 mil' ,m31 - , 

(3.77) 

(3.78) 
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567 

+ I (123 - III) (113 - 123 + 1) (143 - 131 + 1) 

2(113 - 123 ) (/13 - 123 - 1) (133 -/43) 
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(3.79) 

(3.80) 

(3.81 ) 

567 



                                                                                                                                    

568 

I 
(113 -/11 )(113 -/23 -1)(143 -/31 + 1) 

+ 2(113 -/23 )(113 -/23 + 1)(133 -/43) 
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(3.82) 

(3.83) 

(3.84) 
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(3.85) 

(3.86) 

(3.87) 

(3.88 ) 

[

m13 ,m23 ,m33 ,m43 1 
e 32 m 13 - 2 , m 23 - 1 , m33 + 2 , m 43 + 1 

mil ,0 ,m31 ,0 

(3.89) 
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[

m m m m 1 _ 1 (/23 - III - 1) (/43 - 131 + 2) 1112 13 , 23 , 33 , 43 
- - m 13 - 2 , m23 - 2 , m33 + 2 , m43 + 2 , 

(/13 - 123 ) (/33 - 143 ) m 0 + 1 0 
11' , m31 , 

(3.90) 

The transformations (3.62)-(3.93) together with the 
expressions (3.56)-(3.61) for the even generators and the 
supercommutation relations (1.1) uniquely determine all 
other odd generators. In this sense, the above written rela
tions define the representation of the Lie superalgebra 
gl(2/2). 

If the signature [m13,m23,m33,m43]' m13 - m23EZ+, 
m33 - m43EZ+, is such that 1;3 + 1j3 + 3 #0, Vi = 1,2 and 
j = 3,4, then the induced gl( 2/2) module W( [m]) is irre
ducible (Proposition 2) and hence typical. Letting the signa
ture take all possible values, compatible with (2.43), one 
obtains all typical representations. If the condition (2.43) is 
not fulfilled, then the induced module is indecomposible. 
The nontypical irreducible representation is realized in a 
properly chosen factor space of W( [m]). This case will be 
considered in Ref. 1. 
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The canonical lift of the Weyl group in the automorphism group of a simple Lie algebra is 
discussed. A constructive algorithm is given to compute the shift vector for every Weyl group 
conjugacy class, and tables for the simply laced Lie algebras of rank.;;;; 8 are provided. 
Applications in physics, such as the equivalence of certain orbifold and twisted WZW string 
models, as well as the implication for the moduli space of 2-0 conformal field theories are 
discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

String theory has been a motivation for a lot of math
ematical research. As a result, our understanding of (infi
nite-dimensional) algebras has rapidly increased. A nice ex
ample is the Frenkel-Kac-Segal vertex-operator 
construction, providing a realization of level-I highest 
weight modules for simply laced Kac-Moody algebras. I.2 

This construction is based on the vertex operators used in 
string theories some time ago (see, e.g., Ref. 3 and references 
therein). After this construction it was realized that it im
plies the equivalence of two a priori different closed string 
models, namely a closed bosonic string propagating on the 
maximal torus of some Lie algebra g and a closed bosonic 
string moving on the group manifold of g. These are known 
as the torus compactified string and the level-! Wess-Zu
mino-Witten (WZW) modeV respectively. Since then 
there have been a lot of extensions of these results to fer
mionic strings, higher level WZW models, etc. From many 
points of view a very interesting extension of the torus and 
WZW models are the orbifold and twisted WZW models, 
respectively. 

In an orbifold compactification, one considers the prop
agation of a string on the space obtained by identifying, in 
flat space, points in the orbit of a point group. In particular, 
one can consider maximal tori of Lie algebras g, where one 
divides out subgroups of the automorphism group Aut(AR ) 

of the root lattice AR of g. If one divides out the finite Abe
lian subgroup generated by a single element WEAut(A R ), 

one obtains what is called an Abelian orbifold. It has been 
shown that to every such orbifold there corresponds a 
"twisted" realization of a level-I Kac-Moody highest 
weight module, equivalent to the torus realization iff 
WE7r(g), the Weyl group ofg, and corresponding to a twist
ed affine Kac-Moody algebra realization if WEAut(A R )j 

7r(g) (Refs. 5 and 6, see also Refs. 7 and 8). 
On the other hand, one can obtain "twisted" realiza

tions of Kac-Moody algebras by twisting the boundary con
ditions of a WZW model with an automorphism u of the 
corresponding Lie algebra g. These twisted WZW models 
are conveniently described by a so-called shift vector yin the 
dual Cartan subalgebra h * of g. 

Because the number of conjugacy classes in Aut(g) is 
infinite and Aut(AR ) is a finite group, there cannot be a I-I 
correspondence between the orbifold and twisted WZW 
models. It has been shown, however, that every orbifold 

model based on a WEAut(A R ) corresponds to a twisted 
WZW model,9 obtained by lifting w into Aut (g), though the 
method employed did not immediately give the correspond
ing shift vector explicitly. 

There have been several papers dealing with the deter
mination of the shift vectors.7. 10. 1 1 The methods that were 
used can be described as determination by exhaustion. All 
automorphisms aEAut (g) of a certain finite order were de
termined, and some of their properties were compared. The 
one matching the properties of the element WEAut(A R ) was 
then singled out. 

Though this "brute force" method works well it does 
not give any insight in the underlying mathematical struc
ture, and moreover, for high rank groups and high-order 
automorphisms, it will simply take too much computer time. 

In this paper we will discuss an algorithm that allows 
one to compute the shift vectors directly, using properties of 
the automorphisms in regular subalgebras. We provide ta
bles for the shift vectors corresponding to all WE'll" (g) for all 
simply laced simple Lie algebras of rank.;;;; 8. These tables are 
very interesting from a mathematical point of view because 
they provide explicit forms of certain generalized theta func
tion identities. From a physical point of view these identities 
correspond to the two equivalent ways of computing the 
string partition function-by means of the orbifold and the 
twisted WZW model. Another physical application is that 
the equivalence provides information on the moduli space of 
two-dimensional conformal field theories (CFT's), of in
teger central charge c. One branch of this moduli space con
sists of torus compactified scalar field theories,I2 and an
other branch consists of all possible orbifold versions of these 
scalar field theories. 13 The equivalence discussed above gives 
the intersection points of these two branches (see Ref. 14 for 
c = I, and Ref. 15 for c>2). 

The paper is organized as follows. In Secs. II and III we 
review the classification of conjugacy classes in the Weyl 
group l'r(g) and the automorphism group Aut(g) and in
troduce some notation and useful concepts. In Sec. IV we 
discuss the lift of l'r(g) to a subgroup fr of Aut(g), and 
explain the algorithm to obtain the shift vectors. Tables for 
rank .;;;;8 simply laced Lie algebras are computed. Section V 
deals with the applications. We briefly review the definition 
of the orbifold and twisted WZW models and discuss the 
partition functions as well as their modular invariance. We 
point out some properties of the aEAut(g) corresponding to 
a lifted Weyl group element and make some remarks on the 
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string models and implications for the moduli space of 
CFT's ofinteger c. In the Appendix we point out an apparent 
relation between conjugacy clases in Jr(g) and equivalence 
classes of A I subalgebras of g, and speculate on its relevance 
in the construction of extended conformal algebras. 

II. THE WEYL GROUP 

In the following let g be a simple, finite-dimensional Lie 
algebras over the complex numbers C, and let h be its Cartan 
subalgebra (CSA). To every root PEa of g one can associate 
a reflection r f3: h * --+ h * by 

r tJ ().,) =)., - [2 (P,)" ) I (P,/:1) ] p, ).,Eh * . ( 2.1 ) 

The Weyl group Jr(g) of g is the finite group generated by 
all reflections r f3, PEa. Of course, Jr is already generated by 
the reflections r; in the simple roots a;, i = 1, ... ,/, of g. 

By dualizing, one can also consider the action of Jr on 
h. Explicitly, 

rtJ (h) = h - (P,h)P v, hEh. (2.2) 

By definition, every Weyl group element WEJr can be de
composed as 

(2.3 ) 

The expression (2.3) is called reduced if k is the least possi
ble value for this w. This value of k is called the length lew) 
of w. One can show that (2.3) is reduced iff PI' . 'Pk are 
linearly independent. Moreover, lew) is the number of 
eigenvalues of w distinct from 1, so, in particular, lew) ,.;;,1. 

An element WE Jr is called nondegenerate if 
det( 1 - w) #0 [i.e., ifl(w) = I]. Among the nondegener
ate elements there are a few which play an important role, 
the so-called primitive elements, defined by the condition 
det( 1 - w) = det(a), where a is the Cartan matrix of g. 

Every WEJr is expressible in the form 16 

w = W IW2 = (Ilrf3,)(nrtJj)' (2.4 ) 

where the roots are divided into two disjoint subsets A and B 
such that each of them contains only roots that are mutually 
orthogonal. [Notice that lew) = l(wl ) + l(w2 ) and that WI 

and W 2 are both involutions.] 
One associates a Dynkin-like graph r to each decompo

sition (2.4) as follows. A vertex istands for a rootp; and the 
number of links between two vertices is given by 

4(P;,P) 21 (P;.P; )(Pi,P) . (2.5) 

An arrow points to the smallest of the two roots. 
It is clear that two elements of Jr that are conjugated 

give rise to the same graph r. Conversely it is not true that r 
uniquely determines the conjugacy class. The correspon
dence is, however, so close that it is convenient to label the 
conjugacy classes of Jrby the Dynkin-like diagrams r. The 
exceptions as well as the determination of the admissible 
graphs r for given Jr(g) can be found in Ref. 16. It turns 
out that all the admissible graphs of Jr(g) correspond to 
conjugacy classes of primitive elements in regular subalge
bras of g. Because the regular subalgebras of g are easily 
found from the extended Dynkin diagram of g (Ref. 17) this 
property is very useful in the application we are about to 
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discuss. The number of conjugacy classes of primitive ele
ments for An' Bn, Cn' Dn, G2, F4 , E 6 , E7, and EK are, respec
tively, 1, 1, 1, [n12], 1,2, 3, 5, and 9. Remarkably, these 
numbers also show up as the number of orbits of the ex
tended Dynkin diagram of g under its isometry group,5 and 
also as the number of possible values of the defect cw , to be 
discussed in Sec. V. 

The graphs corresponding to the primitive elements can 
be found in Refs. 11 and 16. Table I lists some properties of 
the corresponding Weyl group conjugacy classes. The char
acteristic polynomial Pw (t) =deth • (1 - tw) for any Weyl 
group element can be found from Table I. 

Because the Weyl group elements satisfy 

(W).,I,W).,2) = ().,1').,2)' V).,I').,2Eh *, (2.6) 

i.e., they are unitary with respect to the Cartan-Killing form 
on h *, the eigenvalues are of the form Em"~ where 
€ = exp(21Ti/N) and N is the order of the Weyl group ele
ment. The set {mJ for the primitive elements is given in 
TableI. We have an orthogonal decomposition ofh * (andh) 

N~I 

h * = E!) h til (2.7) 
i~O 

in terms of eigenspaces h fi) = {).,Eh *Jw)., = €i).,}, and we 
denote by di = dim h fj) the mUltiplicity of the eigenvalue 
€i. 

There is a particular primitive conjugacy class that al
ways plays a preferred role. This is the conjugacy class of the 
so-called Coxeter element 

I 

We = II r;, 
;= 1 

(2.8) 

which is a product over the Weyl reflections in the simple 
roots of g. The Coxeter element is the element of highest 
orderin Jr (g), the order h is called the Coxeter number of g. 
The graph r of We is just the Dynkin diagram of g, and the 
set {m;} corresponding to the eigenvalues of We are in this 
case called the exponents of g. 

III. AUTOMORPHISMS OF SIMPLE LIE ALGEBRAS 

In this section we will review the classification of auto
morphisms of finite order of simple, finite-dimensional Lie 
algebras, as obtained by Kac. IK Suppose we are given a sim
ple, finite-dimensional Lie algebra g over the complex 
numbers C. An automorphism of g is an invertible linear 
transformation u: g --+ g, satisfying 

u[x,y] = [ux,uy] , 
(3.1) 

(ux,ay) = (x,y) , Vx,yEg, 

where (x,y) - Tr(ad x ad y) is the Cartan-Killing form on 
g. The set of aut om or ph isms of finite order (i.e., ~ = 1 for 
some NEN) from a group Aut (g). It is easy to give examples 
of automorphisms. Let XEg and define u x EAut (g) by 

U x = exp(ad x) = Ad(exp x) , (3.2) 

then (3.1) is a consequence of the Jacobi identity. The set of 
automorphisms that can be written as U x for some XEg is 
denoted by Auto(g) and are called inner or invariant auto
morphisms. In fact, the inner automorphisms almost ex
haust the set of aut om or ph isms in the sense that Auto(g) is a 
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TABLE 1. Properties of primitive Weyl group elements. The eigenvalues of ware given as Em" E = exp(21l"i/ N), where N is the order of w. 

r Ord w 

A" n+ 1 
Bn , ell 2n 

D" 2(n - 1) 
D,,(a,) 21cm(2,n - 2) 

D" (a,) 3Icrn(3,n - 3) 

D"(a"/2),,._' ) n 
G2 6 
F4 12 

F.(a,) 6 
En 12 

En(a,) 9 
En(a,) 6 

E, 18 
E, (a,) 14 
E, (a,) 12 
E, (aJ ) 30 
E , (a4 ) 6 

Ex 30 
Ex(a,) 24 
Ex(a,) 20 
Ex(a,) 12 
Ex(a.) 18 
Ex(a,) 15 
Ex(a") 10 
E X(a7 ) 12 
Ex(ax) 6 

det{1- tw) 

t"+t"-'+"'+1 
t" + 1 

(t"-'+1)(1+1) 
(t,,-2 + I)(t~ + 1) 

(t"-"+ I)(t.' + 1) 

(t ,,/2 + 1)~ 
1~-t+1 

14_12+1 
(t~-t+1)' 

(t4_ t '+ l)(t~+I+ 1) 
(t"+I'+1) 

(1'-1+ 1)'(t~+I+ 1) 
(1"-t'+I)(t+1) 

(1"-I'+1 4 -t·'+t'-I+ I)(t+ I) 
(14_ 1'+ 1)(1'-1+ 1)(1+ 1) 

(14 - t·' + t' - t+ l)(t' - t+ 1)(1+ I) 
(1'-t+1)'(1+I) 

t X + t 1 _ t' - t 4 - 1·' + 1 + 1 
lX_t4+1 

t X _l"+t 4 _t'+ 1 
(14-t'+I)~ 

(1n-l'+ 1)(I'-t+ I) 
l X _t ' +t'_t 4 +1'_t+ 1 

(14- 1·'+I'-t+I)' 
(14 _ t' + 1)(1' - 1 + 1)' 

(1'_1+1)4 

m, 

1,2, ... ,n 
1,3,5, ... ,2n - 1 

1,3,5, ... ,2n - 3,n - 1 

1,1,3,3, ... ,n - l,n - 1 
1,5 

1,5,7,11 
1,1,5,5 

1,4,5,7,8,11 
1,2,4,5,7,8 
1,1,2,4,5,5 

1,5,7,9,11,13,17 
1,3,5,7,9,11,13 
1,2,5,6,7,10,11 

3,5,9,15,21,25,27 
1,1,1,3,5,5,5 

1,7,11,13,17,19,23,29 
1,5,7,11,13,17,19,23 
1,3,7,9,11,13,17,19 

1,1,5,5,7,7,11,11 
1,3,5,7,11,13,15,17 
1,2,4,7,8,11,13,14 

1,1,3,3,7,7,9,9 
1,2,2,5,7,10,10,11 

1,1,1,1,5,5,5,5 

normal subgroup of Aut(g) and Aut(g)1 Auto(g) is a finite 
Abelian group, isomorphic to the symmetry group of the 
Dynkin diagram of g. These will be called outer automor
phisms. 

(ii) as,k and as',k' are conjugated if and only if k = k ' 
and sand s' are related by an automorphism of the Dynkin 
diagram of g(k) , 

The classification of conjugacy classes in Aut (g) is most 
easily described in the context of affine Kac-Moody alge
bras. '9 Let g(k) be an affine Kac-Moody algebra, g~~; its 
finite-dimensional horizontal Lie algebra. (For the untwist
ed affine Kac-Moody algebras g( I), we have g~~~ = g.) Let 1 
be the rank of g~~;. To every g(k) and 1 + I-tuple 
s = (so, ... ,SI) of relatively prime non-negative integers (with 
the convention that a is relatively prime to all other inte
gers), one can associate an automorphism as,k of g of order 

I 

N=kIa/s; , (3.3 ) 
;=0 

where {a/ i = 0, ... ,1} is a left zero eigenvector of the Cartan 
matrix of g(k) , normalized such that a~ = 1. The automor
phism is uniquely defined through 

as,k (H;) = H; , 

as,k (Ea) = €s'Ea" € = exp(21TiIN) , i = 0, ... ,1, 
(3,4) 

where H; and E a , are, respectively, a basis for the CSA and 
dual simple root system (i.e., step operators) of g~~;. 

The classification theorem of Kac l8 can be formulated 
as follows. 

(i) Every OEAut(g) is conjugated to an automorphism 
as,k, defined by (3.4), where s = (sO, ... ,SI) is an (/ + 1 )-tu
pIe of relatively prime non-negative integers, kE{ I,2,3} such 
that g(k) is an affine Kac-Moody algebra, and I 
= rank (g~~;). 
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(iii) k is the least positive integer for which 
(as,k )kEAuto(g)· 

For simplicity we will henceforth restrict ourselves to 
inner automorphisms as =as,k = 1 EAutO(g) , though most of 
the issues we will consider can straightforwardly be general
ized, To every automorphism asEAuto(g) of order N we 
associate a shift vector ysEh * defined by the inner products 

(Ys,a;) =s;lN, i= 1, ... ,1, 

or equivalently 

1 I 2 
Ys = N I ( ) s;A; , 

;=1 a;,a; 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

in terms of the fundamental weights A; of g, The reason why 
r, is called a shift vector will become clear in Sec, V, where 
we discuss the g(l} level-I character in a specialization given 
by as, By using the shift vector, the automorphism on every 
step operator Ea , aEa, can be given as 

as(Ea) =exp[21Ti(Ys,a)]Ea , (3.7) 

Every automorphism OEAuto (g) of order N gives an orthog
onal decomposition 

N-I 

g= G1g(.), 
j= 0 J 

(3.8) 

into eigenspaces g(j) belonging to the eigenvalue €j, where 
€ = exp(21TiIN) , Let dj = dim g(j) denote the multiplicity 
of the eigenvalue, €j. If as is the Kac automorphism conju-
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gated to U and Ys is its corresponding shift vector then we 
explicitly have 

dj = #{aEAI(y .. ,a) = (jIN) mod l} + IOj.o' (3.9) 

In terms of the multiplicities dj , we can calculate, for in
stance, the characteristic polynomial 

N-I 

IT 
. d 

P" (t) :=detg (1 - tu) = (1 - tEl) j, (3.10) 
j=O 

but they also appear in the very strange formula 19.20 

1 1 h V 12 dimg 1 NI-I. N ')d -p- Y =---- )( -} . 
2h v s 24 4N 2 j=O l' 

(3.11 ) 

where 

(3.12 ) 

is the dual Coxeter number of g, and pEh * the principal vec
tor 

1 
p=- Ia 

2 aell.+ 

satisfying 

(3.13 ) 

2(p,a;l/(aj ,aj ) = 1, V simple roots a j • (3.14) 

The well-known Freudenthal-de Vries strange formula21 

appears as the u = 1 case of (3.11). The advantage of de
scribing an automorphism by means of an (l + 1 )-tuple s is 
that a lot of properties of Us can immediately be read offfrom 
s. We have for instance an explicit description of the invar
iant subalgebra g (0) • It is the regular subalgebra of g given by 
the Dynkin diagram obtained by deleting all the vertices 
with Sj #0 from the extended Dynkin diagram of g. To this, 
one has to add u(l) factors such that rank (g(O) ) = I. An 
explicit description can also be given for the g(O) modules 
g(1) andg(N_,)·'9 

So far we have been concerned with (/ + 1 )-tuples 
s = (so,""s,) of relatively prime non-negative integers w.r.t. 
some chosen simple root basis II = {al, .. ,a,}. Let us call 
such an (/ + 1 ) tuple special and the corresponding auto
morphism by a Kac automorphism. It is clear that very rela
tively prime (l + 1 )-tuple of integers (i.e., not necessarily 
non-negative) uniquely defines an automorphism by (3.4). 
How do we determine the Kac automorphism Us conjugated 
to u? This is equivalent to the determination of a simple root 
basis ll' with respect to which the (I + 1) -tuple s' is special. 
There exists an algorithm to achieve this.22 Let s = (so,''''s,) 
be an (/ + I)-tuple w.r.t. a simple root system II containing 
negative Si' Pick an arbitrary Sio < 0 and consider the simple 
root system ll' = rio (ll) obtained by reflecting all simple 
roots in the hyperplane orthogonal to the simple root aiD' 

Correspondingly, the (l + 1 )-tuple s changes to 

(3.15 ) 

where aij is the Cartan matrix of g(k) • Now repeat the algo
rithm for the (I + 1) -tuple s', etc. 

One can prove that this algorithm terminates after a 
finite number of steps.22 Let us give an example in g = A 3' 

Suppose we have the 4-tuple s = (4, - 1,2, - I). We obtain 
successively 
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(4, -1,2, -1)-(3,1,1, -1)-(2,1,0,1), (3.16 ) 

so the automorphism of order 4, determined by 
s = (4, - 1,2, - 1), is conjugated to the automorphism 
s = (2, 1,0,1 ). In the next section we will make extensive use 
of this algorithm when we consider the determination of the 
Kac automorphism conjugated to the lift of a Weyl group 
element in Auto(g). 

IV. LIFT OF 'lr IN AUTo(g) 

There exists a natural lift of 71"" to a finite subgroup ir 
of Auto(g). The generators of ~"are defined by21 

rp=Ad(x), PEA, (4.1) 

with 

x=exp[hT(2(P,P))-1/2(Ep +E_ p )]. (4.2) 

The lift of a general WE71""(g) is defined as 

(4.3) 

if w = rp, '" rp" is a reduced decomposition of w into reflec
tion. It is not hard to show that with this definition 

Wlh =w, 
(4.4) 

w(ga ) Cgw(a) . 

If wN = 1 then W2N = 1. In general, it is, however, not true 
that wN = 1. In fact the group D generated by the r7 is a 
normal Abelian subgroup of 'fr, such that 71"" = 7r I D. 

Now we are ready to state the main problem of this 
paper. Given a WE'lr how do we determine the Kac auto
morphism u.s that is conjugated to ill, the lift of w. In princi
ple one can try to solve this problem by explicitly trying to 
find a CSA h ' invariant under ill, determining the root space 
decomposition under h ' and the (I + 1 )-tuple (so'''''s, ) with 
respect to a simple root basis, and, if necessary, rotate back 
the associated shift vector y .. to the positive Weyl chamber 
by the algorithm of Sec. III. In practice, however, it is diffi
cult to find an invariant CSA explicitly. Fortunately, the 
problem can be reduced to the determination of the shift 
vector for the primitive elements WE71"" in simple Lie alge
bras only. 

In Sec. II we have stated the result that all W eyl group 
elements are conjugated to primitive elements in (not neces
sarily simple) regular subalgebras. If the shift vector YsEh * 
is known in this regular subalgebra it is straightforward to 
determine an (l + 1 )-tuple (so, ... ,s[) associated tOYsEh *, by 
identifying the regular subalgebra in the extended Dynkin 
diagram of g. This (I + 1) -tuple will contain negative Si' but 
can be rotated back into the positive Weyl chamber by the 
algorithm outlined in Sec. III. Second, we observe that the 
shift vectors of semisimple subalgebras are just sums of shift 
vectors in the simple constituents. This follows straightfor
wardly from the definition (3.4) and the fact that the shift 
vectors in the simple constituents are orthogonal. So indeed, 
we have .reduced the problem to finding the shift vectors for 
the primitive elements in simple Lie algebras. 

For the Coxeter class [we] we can use an old result of 
Kostant23 that the lift We of the Coxeter element (2.8) is 
conjugated to the automorphism Us with 
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S = (1,1, ... ,1) . 
'-""v'-'" 

1+ I 

For simply Lie algebrasg, the associated shift vector is there
fore 

Ys~(I.J •...• J) = (lIh)p. (4.5) 

For the other primitive conjugacy classes the general corre
spondence is not known. Using, however, some properties of 
Ys' it is fairly easy to determine Ys by exhaustion. We will 
come back to this in the next section. 

Let us now give some examples in E8• Consider first the 
reflection in a root a. This corresponds to the Coxeter ele
mentinA I • EmbedA 1, say, by identifying the rootofA J with 
a 2 in E8• This leads to 

S = (4, - 1,2, - 1,0,0,0,0,0) , (4.6) 

where So is determined by requiring that w has the right or
der: 

I 

4= L ajVsj =so+2( -1) +3(2) +4( -I). (4.7) 
j~O 

Notice that we have en-passant multiplied the order by 2, 
which is required to have an integer labeling s. Rotating s 
back to the positive Weyl chamber one obtains 

s = (2,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) . (4.8) 

From this example order-doubling is clearly seen to happen. 
In fact, it is easy to convince oneself that the automorphism 
corresponding to the conjugacy class [w] = A J has order 4 
in every Lie algebra g¥=A J• (The example in A3 treated in 
Sec. III also corresponds to the class [w] = A J.) Also it is 
easily seen that if N = ord (w) is odd, no order-doubling will 
occur. More explicit criteria for order-doubling can be found 
in Refs. 10 and 11. (These criteria are also implicit in the 
vertex operator construction of Refs. 5 and 6.) 

The second example is the class [w] = A 2 + A J' Embed 
A2 + A I as in Fig. 1. We have 

SAl = (3,2, - 1,0,0,0,0,0,0), N = 4 
(4.9) 

SA, = (3,0, - 1,1,1, - 1,0,0,0), N = 3. 

So adding the shift vectors leads to 

SA, + AI = (9,6, - 7,4,4, - 4,0,0,0), N = 12, (4.10) 

and after rotation to 

SA, + AI = (4,1,0,0,0,0,0,3,0) . (4.11) 

Using the knowledge of the primitive shift vectors we have 
explicitly computed the shift vectors for all simply laced sim
ple Lie algebras of rank <8. [See Tables II-XVII. A • indi
cates that the order of u ~ w is twice the order of w. Other 
interesting properties, such as the invariant subalgebra g(O) , 

can immediately be read off from the shift vectors as ex
plained in Sec. III. Throughout the text and tables we use the 
numbering of the Dynkin diagram vertices of Ref. 17, the 
extended root corresponding to the zeroth vertex.] 

FIG. I. The filled circles give the A, + A I regular subalgebra of EK used in 
the example of Sec. IV. 
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TABLE II. The shift vectors for the Weyl group conjugacy classes of A I' 

r Ordq 

2 

s, 

(1.0> 
(1,1) 

TABLE III. The shift vectors for the Weyl group conjugacy classes of A,. 

r Ordu 

4-
3 

s, 

( 1,0.0> 
(2,1,1) 
(1,1,1 ) 

TABLE IV. The shift vectors f<>r the Weyl group conjugacy classes of A J• 

r Ordu s, 

0 (1,0,0,0) 
A, 4- (2,1,0,1) 
2AI 2 (1,0,1,0) 
A, 3 (1,1,0,1) 
AJ 4 (1,1,1,1) 

TABLE V. The shift vectors for the Weyl group conjugacy classes of A4 • 

r Ordu s, 

0 ( 1,0,0,0,0) 
A, 4- (2,1,0,0,1) 
2A, 4· (2,0,1,1,0) 
A, 3 (1,1,0,0,1) 

A,+A I 12- ( 4,1,3,3,1) 
AJ 8· (2,2,1,1,2) 
A. 5 (1,1,1,1,1 ) 

TABLE VI. The shift vectors for the Weyl group conjugacy classes of As. 

r Ordu s, 

0 ( 1,0,0,0,0.0> 
A, 4- (2,1,0,0,0,1 ) 
2A, 4- (2,0,1,0,1,0) 
A, 3 (1,1,0,0,0, I) 
3A, 2 (1,0,0,1,0,0) 

A, +AI 12- (4,1,3,0,3,1) 
AJ 8· (2,2,1,0,I,2) 
2A, 3 (1,0,1,0,1,0) 

A3+ AI 8- (2,1,1,2,1,1,) 
A. 5 (1,1,1,0,1,1 ) 
A, 6 (1,1,1,1,1,1) 
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TABLE VII. The shift vectors for the Weyl group conjugacy classes of A •. 

r Ordu S, 

0 ( 1,0,0,0,0,0,0) 
A, 4* (2, I ,0,0,0,0, 1) 
2A, 4* (2,0,1,0,0,1,0) 
A, 3 ( 1,1,0,0,0,0, I) 

3A, 4* (2,0,0, I, I,O,D) 
A,+A, 12* (4,1,3,0,0,3,1) 

A3 S* (2,2, I ,0,0, 1,2) 
A,+2A, 12* (4,1,0,3,3,0, I) 

2A, 3 (1,0,1,0,0, I,D) 
A3+A, S* (2,1,1,1,1,1,\) 

A4 S (1,1,1,0,0,1, I) 
A3 +A, 24* (6,1,5,3,3,5,1 ) 
A.+A, 20* (4,3,1,4,4,1,3 ) 

As 12* (2,2,2,1,1,2,2) 
A. 7 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1 ) 

Let us now explain an important property of the auto
morphisms oEAuto(g) conjugated to lifts w of WEJI"(g). 

The property can be defined in terms of the multiplicity dj of 
the eigenvalues Ej of a (resp. w), as defined in Sees. II and 
III. First extend dj to a function on N by defining 
dj =d(jrnod NJ' if N is the order of a (resp. w). Now a func
tion f N -. N of period N is called quasirational if 
gcdU,N) = gcdU,N) implies/(i) =/U). We say that a 
(resp. w) is quasirational if the corresponding function dj is 
quasirational. It is evident that a (resp. w) is quasirational if 
and only if its corresponding characteristic polynomial has 
rational coefficients. We observe (e.g., from Table I) that 
every Weyl group element is quasirational. This can be un
derstood for instance by realizing that in a simple root basis 
the matrix of w only has integer entries. This quasirationality 
property of WE JI" (g) carries over to its lift iVEAuto (g). 9 

Summarizing, an automorphism oEAuto (g) can only be 
conjugated to a lift w of WE JI" (g) if a is quasi rational. [The 

TABLE VIII. The shift vectors for the Weyl group conjugacy classes of A 7• 

r Ordu S, 

0 ( 1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) 
A, 4* (2, I ,0,0,0,0,0, 1 ) 
2A, 4* (2,0,1,0,0,0,1,0 ) 
A2 3 (1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1 ) 
3A, 4* (2,0,0,1,0,1,0,D) 

A, +A, \2* (4,1,3,0,0,0,3, I) 
A3 8* (2,2,1,0,0,0,2, I) 
4A, 2 ( 1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0) 

A, + 2A, 12* (4,1,0,3,0,3,0,1) 
2A, 3 ( I,D, 1,0,0,0, 1,0) 

A,+A, S* (2,1,1,1,0,1,1,1 ) 
A4 5 (1,1,1,0,0,0,1,1) 

2A, +A, 12* (4,0,1,3,0,3,1,0) 
A3 + 2A, S* (2,1,0,1,2,1,0,1 ) 
A3 +A, 24* (6,1,5,3,0,3,5,1 ) 
A4+A, 20* (4,3,1,4,0,4,1,3 ) 

As 12* (2,2,2,1,0, 1,2,2) 
2A3 4 (1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0) 

A. +A, 15 (3,1,2,3,0,3,2,1 ) 
As+A, 6 (1,1,0,1,1,1,0, I) 

A. 7 (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,1 ) 
A7 S (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) 
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TABLE IX. The shift vectors for the Weyl group conjugacy classes of A •. 

r Ordu S, 

0 ( 1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) 
A, 4* (2, I ,0,0,0,0,0,0, 1 ) 
2A, 4* (2,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0) 
A, 3 (1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1) 

3A, 4· (2,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0) 
A,+A, 12* (4,1,3,0,0,0,0,3,1 ) 

A3 S· (2,2,1,0,0,0,0,2, I ) 
4A, 4· (2,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0 ) 

A, + 2A, 12* (4,1,0,3,0,0,3,0,1) 
2A, 3 ( 1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0) 

A,+A, S· (2, I, 1,1,0,0,1, 1, 1) 
A. 5 (1,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,1) 

A, + 3A, 12· (4,1,0,0,3,3,0,0, I) 
2A, + A, 12* (4,0,1,3,0,0,3,1,0) 
A, + 2A, S· (2,1,0,1,1,1,1,0, I) 
A3 +A, 24· (6, I ,5,3,0,0,3,5, 1) 
A4+ A, 20* (4,3,1,4,0,0,4,1,3 ) 

As 12· (2,2,2, 1,0,0, I ,2,2) 
3A, 3 ( 1,0,0,1,0,0, I ,0,0) 
2A, 8* (2,0,2,0, 1,1,0,2,0) 

A, +A, +A, 24* (6,1,2,3,3,3,3,2,1 ) 
A4 + 2A, 20* (4,3,0,1,4,4,1,0,3 ) 
A4+ A, 15 (3,1,2,3,0,0,3,2,1 ) 
As+A, 12" (2,2,0,2,1,1,2,0,2 ) 

A. 7 (1,1,1,1,0,0,1,1,1) 
A. +A, 40" (8,1,7,3,5,5,3,7,1) 
As +A, 12* (2,1,1,2,1,1,2,1,1 ) 
A.+A, 28* (4,4,1,3,4,4,3,1,4 ) 

A7 16" (2,2,2,2,1,1,2,2,2 ) 
A. 9 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1 ) 

converse is not true. The automorphism as> s = (2,1,1, ... ,1), 
is a counterexample in almost every Lie algebra.] This se
verely restricts the possible lifts as there are only a finite 
number of conjugacy classes of quasirational elements in 
Auto(g) ,24 If an automorphism Tis quasirational all its pow
ers 1'j, jEZ, are also quasirational. If we have the property 
that 1'j is conjugated to l' for every j such that gcd (j,N) = 1, 
then T is called rational. This property clearly implies quasi
rationality. It can be verified that all Weyl group elements w 
are, in fact, rational. This property carries over to the lifts w 
as well. 

TABLE X. The shift vectors for the Wey1 group conjugacy classes of D4 • 

r Ordn S, 

0 (1,0,0,0,0) 
A, 4" (2,0,1,0,0 ) 

(2A,l' 2 (1,1,0,0,0 ) 
(2A,). 2 (1,0,0,1,0) 

A, 3 (1,0, I ,O,D) 
D2 2 (l ,1 ,0,0,0) 

(A3)' 4 (1,0,1,1,0) 
(A 3 )· 4 (1,0,1,0,1) 

D,+A, 4* (1,1,0,1,\) 
D, 4 (1,I,I,O,D) 

2D, 2 (0,0,1,0,0) 
D. 6 (1,1,1,1,1) 

D.(a, ) 4 (1, I,D, 1, 1) 
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TABLE XI. The shift vectors for the Weyl group conjugacy classes of D5. TABLE XIII. The shift vectors for the Wey I group conjugacy classes of D7. 

r Ord 0' s; r Ord 0' s; 

0 ( 1,0,0,0,0,0) 0 ( 1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) 
A, 4* ( 2,0,1,0,0,0) A, 4* (2,O,I,O,O,O,O,o) 
2A, 4* (2,O,O,O,I,1 ) 2A, 4* (2,0,0,0,1,0,0,0 ) 
A, 3 ( 1,0,1,0,0,0) A, 3 ( 1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0) 
D, 2 ( 1,1,0,0,0,0) D2 2 ( 1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0) 

A2+A, 12* (4,O,I,O,3,3 ) (3A,) 4* (2,0,0,0,0,0,1,1 ) 
A, 8* (2,0,2,0,1,1) A2+A, 12* ( 4,0,1,0,3,0,0,0) 

D2+A, 4* (1,1,0,1,0,0) A3 8* (2,O,2,O,I,O,O,O ) 
D, 4 (1,1,1,0,0,0) D2+A, 4* ( 1,1,0,1,0,0,0,0) 
A, 5 (1,0,1,0,1,1) D3 4 ( 1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0) 

D2 +A2 6 ( 1,1,0,2,0,0) A2 + 2A, 12* (4,O,I,O,O,O,3,3 ) 
D3+ A , 4 (l,O,O,I,I,O) 2A2 3 ( 1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0) 

2D2 2 ( 0,0,1,0,0,0) A,+A, 8* (2,O,I,O,I,O,I,1 ) 
D, 6 (1,1,1,1,0,0) A, 5 ( 1,0,1,0,1,0,0,0) 

D.(a, ) 4 0,1,0,1,0,0) D2 + 2A, 4* ( 1,1,0,0,0,1,0,0) 
D3+ D2 4 ( 0,0,1,1,0,0) D2+A2 6 (1,1,0,2,0,0,0,0 ) 

Ds 8 (l,I,I,I,I,I) D,+A, 4 (1,1,0,0,1,0,0,0) 
D5(a, ) 12 (2,2,1,1,2,2) 2D2 2 (0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0 ) 

D. 6 (1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0) 
D.(a,} 4 ( 1,1,0,1,0,0,0,0) 
A, +A2 24* (6,0,1,0,5,0,3,3 ) 
A.+A, 20* ( 4,0,3,0,1,0.4,4 ) 

V. ORBIFOLDS VERSUS TWISTED WZW MODELS A5 12* (2,0,2,0,2,0,1,1 ) 

In this section we will show how the results of the pre- D2 +A2 +A, 12* (2,2,0,1,0,3,0,0 ) 
D2 +A3 8* ( 1,1,0,2,0,1,0,0) 

vious sections can be used to establish an explicit correspon- 2D2 +A, 4* (0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0 ) 
dence between a class of orbifolds and twisted WZW models. D3 + 2A, 4 (1,1,0,0,0,0,1,1 ) 

This correspondence gives rise to mathematically interesting D3 +A2 12 (2,2,0,1,3,0,0,0) 
D.+A, 12* (2,2,1,0,1,2,0,0) 

D.(a,) +A, 4 ( 1,1,0,0,0,1,0,0) 
TABLE XII. The shift vectors for the Weyl group conjugacy classes of D,. D3+ D2 4 (0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0 ) 

D5 8 (l,I,I,I,I,O,O,O) 

r Ord 0' s; D5(a,) 12 (2,2,1,1,2,0,0,0) 
A, 7 (1,0,1,0,1,0,1,1) 

0 ( 1,0,0,0,0,0,0) D2+A. 10 ( 1,1,0,2,0,2,0,0) 

A, 4* ( 2,0,1,0,0,0,0) 2D2 +A2 6 (0,0,1,0,2,0,0,0 ) 

2A, 4* (2,0,0,0,1,0,0 ) D3+ D2+A, 4 (0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0 ) 

A2 3 (1,0,1,0,0,0,0) D3+A, 8* 0,1,0,1,1,0,1,1 ) 

D2 2 (1,1,0,0,0,0,0) D.+A2 6 ( 1,1,0,0,1,1,0,0) 

(3A,l' 2 ( 1,0,0,0,0,1,0) Ds+A, 8 (1,1,1,0,0,1,1,1) 

(3A,)" 2 ( 1,0,0,0,0,0,1 ) Ds(a,) +A, 12 (2,2,1,0,0,1,2,2 ) 

A2+A, 12· ( 4,0,1,0,3,0,0) 3D2 2 (0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0 ) 

A3 8* ( 2,0,2,0,1,0,0) 2D, 4 (0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0) 

D2+A, 4* {I, 1,0,1,0,0,0) D.+D2 6 (0,0,1,1,1,0,0,0) 

D3 4 (l,I,I,O,O,O,o) D, 10 ( 1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0) 

2A, 3 ( 1,0,0,0,1,0,0) D,,(a,) 8 ( 1,1,1,0,1,1,0,0) 

A3+A, 8* (2,0,1,0,1,2,0 ) D,(a2) 6 ( 1,1,0,1,0,1,0,0) 

A. 5 {I,O, 1,0, 1,0,0) D3 + 2D2 4 (0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0 ) 

D2 + 2A, 4· (1,1,0,0,0,1,1) D.+D3 12 (0,0,2,1,1,2,0,0) 

D2 +A2 6 ( 1,1,0,2,0,0,0) D.(a,) + D3 4 (0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0 ) 

D3+ A , 4 (I, 1,0,0, 1,0,0) Ds +D2 8 (0,0,1,1,1,1,0,0) 

2D2 2 ( 0,0,1,0,0,0,0) D7 12 (l,I,I,I,I,I,I,I) 

D. 6 (I,I,I,I,O,O,O) D7(a,) 20 (2,2,2,1,1,2,2,2 ) 

D.(a,} 4 ( 1,1,0,1,0,0,0) D7(a2 } 24 (3,3,1,2,2,1,3,3 ) 

A5 6 (1,0,1,0,1,1,0) 
D2 +A3 8· (I,I,O,2,O,1,I ) 
2D2 +A, 4* ( 0,0,1,0,1,0,0) 

D3+ A2 12 ( 2,2,0,1,3,0,0) 
D.+A, 12* (2,2,1,0,1,2,2 ) relations, but also gives information on the moduli space of 

D.(a,) + A, 4 0,1,0,0,0,1,1 ) 2-D conformal field theories. Let us first recall the definition 
D3+ D2 4 ( 0,0,1,1,0,0,0) of a twisted WZW model2s and determine its spectrum. In an 

Ds 8 0,1,1,1,1,0,0) 
untwisted WZW model4 the basic field takes its values in Ds(a,) 12 ( 2,2,1,1,2,0,0) 

3D2 2 ( 0,0,0,1,0,0,0) some group manifold G. The conserved currents.r (z) and 
2D3 4 (0,0,1,0,1,0,0) Ju (z) satisfy periodic boundary conditions and both satisfy 

D.+D2 6 (0,0,1,1,1,0,0) the commutation relations of a Kae-Moody algebra g(1). The 
D, 10 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1) 

D,(a,) 8 (1,1,1,0,1,1,1) spectrum consists of integrable highest weight modules 
D,(a2) 6 (I,I,O,I,O,I,1) (HWM's) of t l

) at level k, where k is related to the topologi-
cal charge of the WZW model. 26 
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TABLE XIV. The shift vectors for the Weyl group conjugacy classes of DK. 

r Orda s, 

0 ( 1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) 
A, 4· (2,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0 ) 
2A, 4· (2,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0 ) 
A2 3 (1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0) 
D2 2 ( 1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) 
3A, 4· (2,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0) 

A2+A, 12· ( 4,0,1,0,3,0,0,0,0) 
A3 8· (2,0,2,0,1,0,0,0,0 ) 

D2+A, 4· ( 1,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0) 
D3 4 ( 1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0) 

(4A,)' 2 ( 1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1 ) 
(4A, )" 2 ( 1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0) 

A2 + 2A, 12· (4,0,1,0,0,0,3,0,0) 
2A2 3 ( 1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0) 

A3+ A , 8· (2,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,0 ) 
A. 5 ( 1,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0) 

D2 + 2A, 4· (1,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0) 
D2 +A2 6 ( 1,1,0,2,0,0,0,0,0) 
D3+ A , 4 ( 1,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,0) 

2D2 2 (0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0 ) 
D. 6 ( 1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0) 

D.(a,) 4 ( 1,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0) 
2A2 +A, 12· (4,0,0,0,1,0,3,0,0) 

(A3 + 2A,)' 8· (2,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,2 ) 
(A3 + 2A,)" 8· (2,0,1,0,0,0,1,2,0 ) 

A3 +A2 24· (6,0,1,0,5,0,3,0,0) 
A.+A, 20· (4,0,3,0,1,0,4,0,0) 

As 12· ( 2,0,2,0,2,0,1,0,0) 
D2 + 3A, 4· ( 1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,1 ) 

D2 +A2 +A, 12· (2,2,0,1,0,3,0,0,0) 
D2 +A3 8· ( 1,1,0,2,0,1,0,0,0) 
2D2 +A, 4· (0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0 ) 
D3 + 2A, 4 ( 1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0) 
D3 +A2 12 (2,2,0,1,3,0,0,0,0) 
D.+A, 12· (2,2,1,0,1,2,0,0,0 ) 

D.(a,) +A, 4 ( 1,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0) 

D3+ D2 4 (0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0 ) 
D, 8 ( 1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0) 

D,(a,) 12 (2,2,1,1,2,0,0,0,0 ) 
(2A3)' 4 ( 1,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0) 
(2A 3)" 4 ( 1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1 ) 

A. +A2 15 ( 3,0,1,0,2,0,3,0,0) 
(A, + A,)' 6 ( 1,0,1,0,0,0,1,1,0) 
(A, +A,)" 6 ( 1,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,1 ) 

Ao 7 ( 1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,0) 
D2 + 2A2 6 ( 1,1,0,0,0,2,0,0,0) 
D2 +A. 10 ( 1,1,0,2,0,2,0,0,0) 

2D2 + 2A, 4· (0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0 ) 
2D2 +A2 6 (0,0,1,0,2,0,0,0,0 ) 

To every subgroup JY of the automorphism group 
Aut(g) one can associate a twisted WZW model, by identi
fying points in the group manifold G which differ by the 
action of an automorphism asW'. For simplicity we will re
strict the discussion to cyclic subgroups of Auto ( G). Let N 
be the order of a generating element u. The model has var
ious twisted sectors. The currents in a sector, labeled by an 
integer s = 0, 1, ... ,N - 1, satisfy boundary conditions 

J(e21T1z) = o-'J(z) . (5.1) 

An analogous equation holds for the right-moving compo
nents. 

In every sector the currents.r (z) still satisfy the com
mutation relations of a Kac-Moody algebra,13 which, for 
inner automorphisms, is isomorphic to the untwisted Kac-
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r Orda s, 

D3 +A2 +A, 12 (2,2,0,1,0,0,3,0,0 ) 
D3+ D2+A, 4 (0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0 ) 

D3+ A3 8* ( 1,1,0,1,1,0,1,0,0) 
D. + 2A, 12· (2,2,1,0,0,0,1,2,2 ) 
D.+A2 6 (1,1,0,0,1,1,0,0,0 ) 
D,+A, 8 (1,1,1,0,0,1,1,0,0) 

D,(a,) +A, 12 (2,2,1,0,0,1,2,0,0 ) 
3D2 2 (0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0 ) 
2D3 4 (0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0) 

D.+D2 6 (0,0,1,1,1,0,0,0,0 ) 
Do 10 (1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0) 

Do(a,) 8 (1,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,0) 
DO(a2) 6 (1,1,0,1,0,1,0,0,0) 
(A7)' 8 (1,0,1,0,1,0,1,1,0) 
(A7)" 8 (1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1 ) 

D2+A, 12· ( 1,1,0,2,0,2,0,1,1 ) 
2D2 +A3 8· (0,0,1,0,2,0,1,0,0 ) 
3D2 +A, 4· (0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0 ) 
D3+ A• 20 (2,2,0,3,1,0,4,0,0) 

D3 +D2 +A2 12 (0,0,2,0,1,3,0,0,0 ) 
2D3 +A, 4 (0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0 ) 
D.+A3 24 (3,3,0,1,4,1,0,3,3 ) 

D.(a,) +A3 8· (1,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,1) 
D.+D2+A, 12· (0,0,2,1,0,1,2,0,0 ) 

D,+A2 24 ( 3,3,1,0,2,3,3,0,0) 
D,(a,) +A2 12 (2,2,0,0,1,1,2,0,0 ) 

Do+A, 20· (2,2,2,1,0,1,2,2,2) 
Do(a,) +A, 8 ( 1,1,1,0,0,0,1,1,1) 
DO(a2) +A, 12· (2,2,0,1,0,1,0,2,2 ) 

D3 + 2D2 4 (0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0 ) 
D.+D3 12 (0,0,2,1,1,2,0,0,0) 

D.(a,) +D3 4 (0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0 ) 
Ds +D2 8 (0,0,1,1,1,1,0,0,0) 

D7 12 ( 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0) 
D7 (a,) 20 (2,2,2,1,1,2,2,0,0) 
D7(a2) 24 (3,3,1,2,2,1,3,0,0) 

4D2 2 (0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0 ) 
2D3 + D2 4 (0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0 ) 
D. + 2D2 6 (0,0,0,1,1,1,0,0,0 ) 

2D. 6 (0,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,0 ) 
2D.(a,) 4 (0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0 ) 
D,+D3 8 (0,0,1,1,0,1,1,0,0) 

Ds(a,) + D3 12 (0,0,2,1,0,1,2,0,0 ) 
Do+D2 10 (0,0,1,1,1,1,1,0,0) 

D. 14 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) 
DK(a,) 12 (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,1) 
D.(a2) 30 (3,3,2,1,3,1,2,3,3 ) 
D.(a3) 8 (1,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,1) 

Moody algebra. The difference, however, lies in the way the 
conformal algebra is realized on the spectrum. In particular, 
the commutation relation between the Virasoro generator 
Lo(o-') in the 0-' sector and the step operators Ea (z) 
changes into 

[Lo(o-'),Ea(z)] = - (z! +s(y"a»)Ea(z) , (5.2) 

if the automorphism u is rotated into the standard form 
(3.7). 

To obtain the physical spectrum, i.e., the torus partition 
function fil' , of the twisted WZW model, we have to combine 
the various sectors and project, in each sector, on the states 
variant under the automorphism u. The projection operator 
is given by 
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TABLE XV. The shift vectors for the Weyl group conjugacy classes of Eo. 

r 

o 
A, 
2A, 
A2 
3A, 

A2 +A, 
A3 
4A, 

A2 + 2A, 
2A2 

A3+ A , 
A. 
D. 

D.(a,) 
2A2 +A, 
A3 + 2A, 
A.+A, 

As 
D, 

D,(a,) 
3A2 

A,+A, 
Eo 

Eo(a,) 
EO(a2) 

1 N-J 

p=- L u. 
N ,=0 

Ordu 

4* 
4* 
3 

4* 
12* 
8* 
2 

12* 
3 
8· 
5 
6 
4 

12* 
8· 
20· 
12* 
8 

24· 
3 
6 
12 
9 
6 

S; 

( 1,0,0,0,0,0,0) 
( 2,0,0,0,0,0,1) 
(2,1,0,0,0,1,0) 
( 1,0,0,0,0,0,1 ) 
( 1,0,0,1,0,0,0) 
( 4,3,0,0,0,3,1 ) 
(2,1,0,0,0,1,2 ) 
(0,0,0,0,0,0,1 ) 
( 2,0,1,2,1,0,0) 
( 1,1,0,0,0,1,0) 
(2,1,1,0,1,1,0) 
0,1,0,0,0,1,1 ) 
( 1,0,0,1,0,0,1 ) 
( 1,0,0,1,0,0,0) 
( 1,1,0,3,0,1,0) 
(0,0,1,0,1,0,2) 
(3,1,3,1,3,1,0) 
( 2,2,1,0,1,2,1) 
(1,1,0,1,0,1,1 ) 
( 4,3,1,2,1,3,2) 
( 0,0,0,1,0,0,0) 
(0,0,1,0,1,0,1) 
0,1,1,1,1,1,1) 
0,1,1,0,1,1,1 ) 
0,1,0,1,0,1,0) 

(S.3 ) 

So we have 

.'2"=~ L .'2"('.5), 
N 0",.5<;N-J 

(S.4) 

where 

.'2"('.5l = (qq) - c/24 Tr(uqL.,(O"lqL.,(O"l} , q = e 21riT • (S.S) 

The partition function of a twisted WZW model can be ex
pressed in terms of specializations of the affine Kac-Moody 
characters. 

The character of an integrable HWM L (A) at level k is 
defined as20 

X A (Z,1",t) = q(A.A + 2pl/2(k + h v l - c/24e - 21rikl 

XTrL(A) (e- 21ri(A.Z)q- (A.Au » , (S.6) 

where zEh *, the dual Cartan subalgebra of g, and Ao is the 
element dual to the central charge (i.e., the highest weight of 
the basic representation). 

A specialization (a,/3) of X A is an expression of the 
form 

X AI (a.ln (Z,1",t) ==X A (z - a + 1"/3,1",t - (/3,z) 

- (1"/2)(/3./3) +!(a,/3)) , (S.7) 

where a, /3Eh *. If the automorphism OEAuto(g) corre
sponds toashiftvectorrsEh *, then by (S.2) a state IA. ) in the 
HWM L (A) has an energy - (A.,Ao + rs) relative to the 

d . I 21ri(A.y) d U . vacuum energy, an an elgenva ue e' un er (T. smg 
(S.S) it is now easy to convince oneself that the contribution 
of the HWM L(A) to the partition function .'2"(,.s) in the 
(r,s) section is given by 
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TABLE XVI. The shift vectors for the Weyl group conjugacy classes of E7• 

r 

o 
A, 
A2 
2A, 
A3 

A2 +A, 
(3A,)' 
(3A,)" 

A. 
(A3+A,)' 
(A 3 +A,)" 

2A2 
A2 + 2A, 

(4A,)' 
(4A,)" 

D. 
D.(a,) 
(A,)' 
(As)" 

A.+A, 
A3 +A2 

(A3 + 2A,)' 
(A 3 +2A,)" 

2A, +A, 
A, + 3A, 

SA, 
D, 

D.+A, 
Ds(a, ) 

D.(a,) +A, 
Ao 

(As +A,)' 
(As +A,)" 

A. +A, 
2A3 

A3 +A,+A, 
A3 + 3A, 

3A2 

6A, 
Eo 
Do 

D5+ A , 
D.+2A, 
Do(a,) 
D6 (a,) 
E6 (a,) 

E6 (a,) 
Ds(a,) +A, 

A7 
As +A2 
2A3+A, 

7A, 
E7 

D6+ A, 
D6 (a2 ) +A, 

D. + 3A, 
E7 (a,) 
E7 (a2 ) 

E7 (a3 ) 

E7 (a.) 

Ordu 

4* 
3 

4* 
8* 
12* 
4* 
2 
5 

8* 
8* 
3 

12* 
2 

4* 
6 
4 

12* 
6 

20* 
24* 
8* 
8* 
12* 
6 

4* 
8 

12* 
24* 
4 
7 

12* 
6 
15 
4 

24* 
8* 
3 

4* 
12 

20* 
8 

12* 
8 

12* 
9 
6 

24* 
8 
6 
4 
2 
18 
\0 
6 
6 
14 
12 
30 
6 

S; 

( 1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) 
(2,1,0,0,0,0,0,0 ) 
( 1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0) 
(2,0,0,0,0,1,0,0 ) 
(2,2,0,0,0,1,0,0 ) 
(4,1,0,0,0,3,0,0) 
( 1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0) 
( 1,0,0,0,0,0,1,0) 
( 1,1,0,0,0,1,0,0) 
(2,0,0,1,0,1,0,0) 
(2,1,0,0,0,1,2,0 ) 
( 1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0) 
(2,0,2, I ,0,0,0,0) 
(0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0) 
0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1) 
( 1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0) 
( 1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0) 
(2,1,0,1,0,2,0,0 ) 
( 1,1,0,0,0,1,1,0) 
(3,0,1,3,0,1,0,0) 
(4,0,2,1,0,5,0,0) 
(0,2,0,1,0,0,0,0 ) 
0,0,1,0,1,0,1,0) 
0,0,3,0,0, I ,0,0) 
( 1,0,0,0,0,0, 1,2) 
(0,1,0,0,0, I ,0,0) 
( 1,1,1,0,0,1,0,0) 
(2,1,0,0,0,1,2,2 ) 
(4,2,2, I ,0,3,0,0) 
( 1,0,0,0,0,0,1,1 ) 
(1,0,0, I ,0,1 ,0,0) 
( 1,0,1,1,1,0,1,0) 
(0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0 ) 
( 1,0,2,1,0,2,0,0) 
(0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0) 
( 1,0,3,0,3,0,1,2) 
(0,1,0,0,0,1,0,2 ) 
(0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0 ) 
(0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0) 
( 1,1,1,1,0,1,0,0) 
(2,2,1,0,1,2,2,1 ) 
(1,0,0,1,0,0,1, I) 

(0,2,0,1,0,2,0,0) 
0,1,0,0,0,1,1,1 ) 
(2,0, I ,0,1,0,2,1 ) 
(1,1,0,1,0,1,0,0) 
( 1,0, I ,0,0,1,0,0) 
(3,0,1,2,1,0,3,2) 
(0,1,0,1,0, I ,0,0) 
(0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0 ) 
(0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0 ) 
(0,0,0,0,0,0,0, I ) 
(1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) 
(0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1) 
(0, I ,0,0,0, I ,0, 1 ) 
(0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1 ) 
(1,1,1,0,1,1,1,1) 
( 1,1,0,1,0,1,1,1 ) 
(3,2,1,2,1,2,3,1 ) 
( 1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0) 

e - 1rirs(y .. y,) Tr (u',,.L,,(o') - c/24} = X (01"0) 
L(A) '{ - AI (ry,.sy,) " 

=:x~,S)(1"}. (S.S) 

If the partition function of the untwisted WZW model is 
written in terms of the untwisted character X A == X~o.O) as 
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TABLE XVII. The shift vectors for the Weyl group conjugacy classes of E •. 

r Ord u S; 

0 ( 1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) 
A, 4" (2,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 ) 
ZA, 4· ( 2,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0) 
A2 3 ( 1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) 
3A, 4· ( 1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0) 

A2+A, 12" ( 4,1,0,0,0,0,0,3,0) 
A, 8" (2,2,0,0,0,0,0,1,0 ) 

(4A,l' 4· ( 1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1 ) 
(4A,)" 2 (0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 ) 

A2 + 2A, 12" ( 2,0,2,1,0,0,0,0,0) 
ZA2 3 ( 1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0) 

A3+ A , 8" ( 2,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0) 
A. 5 ( 1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,0) 
D. 6 ( 1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0) 

D.(a,) 4 ( 1,0, 1,0,0,0,0,0,0) 
SA, 4" (0,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,0 ) 

A2 + 3A, 12* (2,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,2 ) 
ZA2 +A, 12" ( 1,0,3,0,0,0,0,1,0) 

(A, + ZA,l' 8" ( 1,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0) 
(A3 + 2A,)" 8" (0,2,0,1,0,0,0,0,0 ) 

A, +A2 24" ( 4,0,2,1,0,0,0,5,0) 
A.+A, 20" (3,0,1,3,0,0,0,1,0 ) 

As 12" (2,1,0,1,0,0,0,2,0 ) 
D4 +A, 12" (2,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,2 ) 

D.(o,) +A, 4 ( 1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1 ) 
D, 8 ( 1,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0) 

D,(o,) 24" ( 4,2,2,1,0,0,0,3,0) 
6A, 4· (0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0) 

A2 +4A, 6 (0,1,0,0,0,0,0,2,0 ) 

ZA2 +ZA, 12" ( 1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,2) 
3A2 3 (0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0) 

A3 + 3A, 8" (0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0) 
A,+A2+A, 24* ( 1,0,3,0,2,0,1,0,0) 

(2A3l' 4 (0,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,0 ) 
(2A,) • 8· ( 1,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0) 

A4 + 2A, 20" (2,0,1,0,0,0,3,0,1 ) 
A4 +A2 15 ( 1,0,2,1,0,0,0,2,0) 

(A, + A,)' 6 ( 0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0) 
(A,+A,)" 12" (1,0,1,1,0,0,1,0,0) 

A6 7 ( 1,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0) 
D. + 2A, 12* ( 0,2,0,1,0,0,0,2,0) 
D.+A2 6 (1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1 ) 

D.(a,) +A2 12 (2,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,2 ) 
D,+A, 8 ( 1,0,0, I ,0,0,0,0,1 ) 

D,(a,)+A, 24" (3,0,1,2,0,0,1,0,2 ) 
Db 20" (2,2,1,0,0,0,1,2,1 ) 

Do(a,) 8 ( 1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,1 ) 
D6(02) 12* (2,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,1 ) 

E6 12 (1,1,1,1,0,0,0,1,0) 
Eo(o,) 9 ( 1,1,0,1,0,0,0,1,0) 
E6(a2 ) 6 ( 1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0) 

7A, 4" (0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0 ) 
3A2 +A, 12" (0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,3 ) 
A, +4A, 8" (0,0,0,1,0,0,0,2,0 ) 

A3 +A2 + ZA, 24* (0,1,0,0,0,3,0,2,0 ) 
ZA3 +A, 4 (0,0,0, 1,0,0,0,0,0) 

(5.9) 

where the sum is over the integral HWM's at level k, then the 
twisted WZW model has partition function 

rno _ 1 '" '" (r;s) A/' (r.s) 
,;z twisted - - £.. £.. XA ./Y A.A'XA' 

N 0<; r.s<;N ~ I A,A' 

(5.10) 

[In particular, for simply connected group manifolds we 
have fA.A' = 8A.A' (Ref. 26)]. If g(O) is semisimple [no 
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r Ordu S, 

A. +A2 +A, 60" (1,0,3,0,5,0,4,0,3 ) 
A. +A3 40" ( 1,0,3,0,4,1,0,2,0) 

As + 2A, 12" (0,1,0,0,0,1,1,0,0 ) 
As +A2 12" (0,0,2,0,0,1,0,0,0 ) 
A6+ A , 28" ( 1,0,3,0,0,1,3,0,0) 

(A7l' 16" ( 1,0,1,1,0,1,0,1,0) 
(A7)" 8 (0,1,0,1,0,0,0,1,0 ) 

D. + 3A, 12" (0,0,0,2,0,0,1,0,0 ) 
D.+A3 24· (0,3,0,0,0,1,2,2,0) 

D.(a,) +A3 8" (0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0 ) 
D, + 2A, 8 ( 0,1,0,0,0,0,1,\,0) 
D, +A2 24 ( 1,0,2,1,0,0,0,2,3) 

D,(a,)+A2 24" ( 1,0,3,0,0,1,0,1,2) 
D6+ A , 20" (0,2,0,2,0,1,0,1,0) 

DO(a2) + A, 12" (0,2,0,0,0,1,0,1,0 ) 
Eo+A, 12 ( 1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,1 ) 

Eo(a,) +A, 36" (3,0,1,3,0,1,3,0,0) 
EO(02) +A, 12" (1,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,1 ) 

D7 24* (2,1,0,1,1,0,1,2,1 ) 
D7(o,) 40" (4,1,0,3,1,0,1,2,3 ) 
D7(a2) 24 (3,0,0,1,2,0,0,2, I ) 

E7 36" (2,2,2,2,1,0,1,2,1 ) 
E7(a,) 28" (2,2,2,0,1,0,1,2,1 ) 
E7(02) 12 (1,1,0,1,0,0,0,1,1 ) 
E7(0,) 60" ( 6,4,2,3,0, 1,2,4,2) 
E7(0.) 12" (2,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0 ) 

8A, 2 (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0) 
4A2 3 (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1 ) 

2A3 + 2A, 4 (0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0 ) 
2A4 5 (0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0 ) 

A,+A2+A, 6 (0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0 ) 
A7+A, 8 (0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0) 

A. 9 (0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0) 
D. +4A, 6 (0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0 ) 

2D4 6 (0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0 ) 
2D.(o, ) 4 (0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0 ) 

D,(a,) +A3 12 (0,0,0,2,0,0,1,0,0) 
D6+ 2A, 10 (0,0,0,1,0,0,1,1,0 ) 

D. 14 (0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0) 
D.(o,) 12 (0,1,0,1,0,1,0,0,0) 
D.(02) 30 (0,3,0,2,0,1,2,1,0) 
D.(03) 8 (0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0 ) 
E6+ A2 12 (0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1 ) 

EO (a2) + A2 6 (0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,1 ) 
E7 +A, 18 (0,1,0,1,0,1,1,1,0) 

E7(a2)+A, 12 (0,1,0,1,0,0,1,1,0) 
E7 (04) + A, 6 (0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0 ) 

E. 30 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1 ) 
E.(a,) 24 (1,1,1,1,1,0,1,1,1) 
E.(a2) 20 (1,1,1,0,1,0,1,1,1 ) 
E.(o,) 12 ( 1,0,1,0,0,1,0,1,0) 
E.(a4 ) 18 (1,1,1,0,1,0,1,0,1) 
E.(o,) 15 (1,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0) 
E.(a6) 10 ( 1,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0) 
E.(07) 12 ( 1,1,0,0,1,0,1,0,0) 
E.(08) 6 ( 1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0) 

U(1) factors] then (5.10) can easily be rewritten in terms of 
level-k characters of the Kac-Moody algebra (g(O) )(1). Ob
serve thereto that in (5.10) only left ® right weight combina
tions (A.,A ') survive for which 

(A.-A.',Ys)EZ. ( 5.11) 

To determine these it suffices to look at the decomposition of 
the HWM's L(A) ®L(A') of g(l)®g(1) into HWM's 
L(A) ®L(A') of (g(O) )(I)® (g(O) )(1). (This decomposition 
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is finite, see, e.g., Ref. 27 and references therein.) Then de
termine the set (A,A') of highest weights satisfying (5.11). 
If (5.11) is satisfied for the highest weights, then all the 
weights in the HWM satisfy (5.11) because they differ from 
the highest weight by the subtraction of simple roots of g (0) 

which are all orthogonal to rs' 
The modular group SL(2,Z) acts on X A by 

X AlA (Z,'T,t) 

( 
z a'T + b C \Z\2) 

=XA c'T+d'c'T+d,t+"2 c'T+d ' (5.12) 

A = (: !)ESL(2,Z). 

There is a beautiful interplay between specialization and mo
dular transformations20 

X
(r.s) ("") _ X(dr- bs. - cr+ as) (aT + b) 
AlA ' - A --d- , 

CT+ 
(5.13) 

which shows that the twisted partition function (5.10) is, in 
fact, modular invariant. The ground state mass shift in (5.8) 
is adjusted such that the set A~'S), O<.r,s<.N - 1, AEPk+ ' 
forms an invariant subspace under modular transformations 
(5.13). For simply laced Lie algebras of rank I at level 1, the 
twisted character (5.8) is explicitly given by20 

(r,s) _ 1 ;7rrs(y,.y,) 
XA ---e 

1/( '1') I 

I e27r;r(A.,y')q(II2)IA. I' . 

AeA R + A - sr.~ 

(5.14) 

Compared to the untwisted character, the theta function is 
now taken over a lattice shifted by - srs' This explains the 
name "shift vector." It should be remarked that (5.14) is 
often taken as the definition of a shifted torus compactifica
tion. We want to stress that the use of a shift vector is not 
restricted to level-I, simply laced, Kac-Moody modules, but 
applies to arbitrary levels and also non-simply-laced. The 
interpretation of rs as a shift of the compactification lattice 
holds only for simply laced at levell, though. 

The class of orbifolds we are considering are obtained by 
identifying points on a maximal torus TI = RI I AR of a Lie 
algebrag, related by a subgroup of the automorphism group 
of the root lattice A R • The automorphism group of AR is 
given by Aut(AR ) = ?'reg) x!J) (g), where !J) (g) is a fi
nite Abelian group isomorphic to the symmetry group of the 
Dynkin diagram of g. As before we restrict ourselves to cy
clic subgroups of Aut(AR ) generated by an element 
WE?'r(g). A closed string propagating on a torus TI or an 
orbifold version thereof is described by a set of I scalar fields 
Xl (z,z) coupled to a background constant rank I antisym
metric tensor field BIJ. If the field BIJ is chosen as (Ref. 28) 

B=(l+wc)/(l-wc ), (5.15) 

then the torus string is known to be equivalent to the level-l 
WZW model based on the algebrag. [The crucial property is 
(1 - w)Aw = A R • Because this holds for all primitive ele
ments w one could alternatively take any other primitive 
element.] For the orbifold models we also take (5.15). The 
construction of the spectrum of a closed string propagating 
on such an orbifold proceeds along the same lines as ex
plained for the twisted WZW model. A Kac-Moody sym-
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metry is realized on the spectrum. The vertex operators in 
the various sectors can be explicitly constructed in terms of 
the scalar fields of the model, where the scalar field has 
boundary conditions twisted by powers of w. The difficult 
part of this construction is the determination of the zero 
mode sector. For details on the vertex operator construction 
we refer to Refs. 5-8. 

For example, the contribution of the singlet HWM to 
the partition function ,q(O.I) in the (r,s) = (0,1) sector is 
given by 

N-I 

IT IT ( 1 - qn-j/N)dj = IT( 1 - qjlN)cJ;, -1 d U]= jrnodN' 
j=O n;>1 j;>1 

( 5.17) 

gives the contribution of the twisted oscillator modes an _ j/ N 

to the partition function. The sum in the numerator is the 
zero mode contribution. Here, p(O) (AR ) is the projection of 
the root lattice AR on h fo)' The mass shift of the ground 
state 

$=- I L I_L dj , 
IN-I'( .) 

4 j=O N N 
(5.18 ) 

is most easily calculated by ;-function regularization. 29 Fin
ally the so-called defect value Cw gives the degeneration of 
the ground state. It can be computed by5 

c
w

= [det .,(l-W)]1/2 volP(o) (AR ) . 
hlOl vol AR 

( 5.19) 

Some remarks as to what extent different conjugacy classes 
in 7f"(g} or Auto(g) give rise to different string models are 
in place. It is clear from the construction of the spectrum 
that, by combining the various twisted sectors, the string 
model only depends on the equivalence class of the cyclic 
subgroup. For two cyclic subgroups, generated by 'T I and 'T 2' 

respectively, to be conjugated it is necessary and sufficient 
that the generator 'T I is conjugated to some power T~ of the 
generator '1'2' [The conjugacy class ofT

j
, for OEAuto(g) , can 

also be calculated by means of the algorithm of Sec. IV. 22] 
Two cyclic subgroups generated by elements 'T I , T2E?'r(g) 
are conjugated if and only if 'T I and '1'2 themselves are conju
gated, because of the rationality property (see Sec. IV). In 
Auto(g), however, it can certainly happen that two cyclic 
subgroups generated by 'T I , T2EAuto(g) are conjugated while 
'T I is not in the same conjugacy class as '1'2' More serious is the 
fact that for two nonconjugated Weyl group elements WI and 
W 2 it can happen that their lifts WI and w2 are conjugated in 
Auto (g), implying also that the corresponding string models 
are equivalent. This phenomenon can only occur in the ex
ceptional groups g = En. We have for example 
D4 (a l ) -3A I • 

The equivalence between the orbifold string model de
fined by a WE?'r(g) and the level-l WZW model twisted by 
the lift WEAuto (g) of w can be concluded from the fact that 
the untwisted models are equivalent and by observing the 
analogy in the construction of the twisted spectrum out of 
the untwisted spectrum. If we compare the two ways of cal-
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culating the contribution of the basis HWM to the string 
partition function in t)le (0,1) sector, we find the following 
identity: 

l: (I/2)IA I' 1: (1/2) IA + 1'.1' 
~-II24 AEP(O)(A.)q -1124 AEA.q 

~~ =q . 
nj>1 (1 - qj/N)d; llj;;.t (1 - qJ)1 

(5.20) 

By modular transformations one can compute the corre
sponding identities in other twisted sectors. It is possible to 
give a rigorous proof of (5.20), without making use of the 
explicit form of the shift vector for a given Weyl group ele
ment.9 The relation (5.20) contains a lot of previously 
known identities such as Macdonald's 1J function and Gauss 
and Jacobi identities. [In Ref. 13 the examples [w] = 8AI 
and [w] = 4A I in g = Ell are treated in detail. In the first 
case we have w2 = cI, = 1, dim h fo) = 0, dim h fl) = 8, 
5 =!, and Cw = 16. The equality (5.20) is then based on 
Jacobi's triple product formula and Jacobi's "cequatio iden
tico satis abstrusa."] 

Instead of looking at the complete identity (5.20), it is 
instructive to compare parts by expanding it in powers of q. 
Comparing the mass shift of the vacuum in the (0,1) sector 
we find the identity 

1 N-I 1 1 

5=- L j(N-j)d =- L m.(N-m.) 
4N 2 j=O J 4N2 j=1 J J 

= ~ Irsl2, (5.21) 

where dj and mj correspond to the eigenvalues of WEJr as in 
Sec. II. 

For the defect Cw ' i.e., the degeneracy of the vacuum, 
(5.20) gives 

Cw = #{aeAI (a,rs) = 1} + 1 . (5.22) 

The possible values of the defect Cw have been given in Ref. 5. 
By inspection we find the following result (see Ref. 10 for 
E8): If we denote the rhs of ( 5.22) by c s and we associate the 
possible defect values bi to the vertices of the extended Dyn
kin diagram of g, as indicated in Fig. 2, then 

Cs = min{bilsj ¥O}. (5.23) 

We have no proof of this other than a case by caSe verifica
tion, but it is clear that this observation explains the observa
tion of Sec. II on the number of possible values of the defect 

Afteramodulartransformation7"-+ - 117"0f(5.20) the 
following identity is obtained9

: 

(5.24) 

where (AR )(0) = h fo) (JAR' Comparing the coefficient of 
the term linear in q we find for the trace 

Tr CI = 1+ L e2
11"i(1' •• 

a
) = Tr w + # {aeAlwa = a}. 

aet!. 

(5.25 ) 

It is these four properties; quasirationality, mass shift, de
fect, and the trace that allow for an easy determination of the 
shift vectors by exhaustion. This is the way in which we 
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A(l) 
n 

~---~ 
1 1 1 1 1 1 

1 D(l) 1 
n 

22 23 23 22 

1 1 

1 

E!l) 
2 

1 2 3 2 1 

E~l) 
8 

1 2 3 4 3 2 1 

E~l) 
9 

1 2 3 4 5 6 8 16 

FIG. 2. The extended Dynkin diagrams of the simply laced Lie algebras 
with the labels b" from which the defects c'" can be computed [see (5.23) J. 

computed the shift vectors of the nonprincipal primitive ele-
ments. 

We conclude this section by making some remarks on 
the moduli space of two-dimensional conformal field theo
ries. For c < 1 this moduli space is well understood. There 
exists a discrete series of allowed c values, and for every al
lowed c value there are only a finite number of CFT's. For 
c = 1 there already exists a continuum of CFT's. Apart from 
a few discrete cases, the moduli space consists of two lines. 14 

These lines are realized by a free scalar field compactified on 
a one-dimensional torus of arbitrary radius R, and a Z2 orbi
fold version thereof. The level-l SU(2) WZW model and its 
twisted versions are all rational models on the torus line, and 
the Weyl group orbifold is the intersection point of the two 
branches. (A similar picture exists for the c = 1, N = 1 su
perconformal moduli space.3D

) 

For c> 1 the general situation is not well understood. 
The WZW model at a certain level k together with its twisted 
versions provide an infinite number of rational eFT's at 
c = (k dim g)/(k + h v ). Apart from taking tensor prod
ucts these are in general the only CFT's which are well un
derstood. Only for integer c the picture is more complete. 15 

We have a continuum of torus compactified scalar fields,'2 
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and orbifold versions thereof. The equivalence of twisted 
WZW models and orbifold models as discussed in this paper 
gives intersection points (i.e., multicritical points) of these 
possible branches. 
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APPENDIX: A1 SUBALGEBRAS 

In this Appendix we make some speculations on the ex
istence of certain extended conformal algebras. 31 These 
speculations are based on the interesting observation that 
there seems to be an intimate relation between the classifica
tion of conjugacy classes in rr (g) and equivalence classes of 
A 1 subalgebras of g. 

An AI subalgebra is conveniently described in terms of a 
defining vector OEh *, such that the positive root a of A 1 is 
given by 201(0,0) .17 TheA ,-isospin valueofa weightAEh * is 
given by !(A,o), as can be seen by projecting A onto 0 [in 
particular we have that (A,o)EZ for every weight A of g] 

..1-+ (..1,0) 0 = J..(A,o)a . (AI) 
(0,0) 2 

The Dynkin index 17 of the embedding AI '--* g equals 
j = !(o,o), Equivalence classes of AI subalgebras are classi
fied by considering certain primitive A 1 subalgebras that are 
maximal in the regular subalgebras of g. Therefore we can 
calculate defining vectors of g if the primitive defining vec
tors in the regular subalgebras are known, using the same 
algorithm as for the determination of the shift vectors. The 
correspondence becomes even more striking when we con
sider the primitive AI subalgebra with the largest Dynkin 
index. This is called the principal AI subalgebra. Its defining 
vector is given by 

(o,a;) = 2, i= 1, ... ,1, (A2) 

where the a; are the simple roots of g. The properties of the 
principal AI subalgebra are hence remarkably similar to 
those of the Coxeter class in 7r(g). For simply laced Lie 
algebras g, Eq. (A2) implies that for the principal A 1 subal
gebra 0 = 2p. Hence, for all Weyl group elements in 7r(g) 
for which the graph r is a disconnected sum of Dynkin dia
grams of isomorphic simple Lie algebras, the shift vector co
incides up to normalization with the defining vector of the AI 
subalgebra, which is principal in the regular subalgebra de
scribed by r. Note, however, that this does not hold for gen
eral simple subalgebras because, in general, one needs differ
ent normalizations for the shift vectors in the simple 
constituents of r. 

As an aside let us mention that Dynkin classified all A I 
subalgebras up to linear equivalence (Le., on the level of 
branching rules). For classical Lie algebras this is the same 
as equivalence under conjugation. For the exceptional Lie 
algebras this is not necessarily so. By comparing Dynkin's 
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lists with the list of conjugacy classes in ?reg) the above
mentioned correspondence seems to indicate that Dynkin's 
lists are incomplete if equivalence up to conjugation is con
sidered. (We have made no attempt to prove this conjec
ture.) For every A I subalgebra of g (g not necessarily simply 
laced!), there exists an analog of the mass formula (5.21). 
Define thereto the set {m i } (2miEZ;;.o) as the spins of the 
irreducible A I representations contained in the decomposi
tion of the adjoint representation of g. Let 0 be the defining 
vector of this A I subalgebra. We have 

- I [ - m;) [m; + 1] = 2( p,o), (A3) 

where [x] = max{nEZln..;;x} denotes the integral part ofx. 
The proof can be given by inserting (3.13) and using the 
definition of D. (Compare Ref. 11 for a special case.) In 
particular, for the principal A I subalgebra the spins {m;} are 
precisely the exponents {ej }, of g. 23 If, in addition, g is sim
ply laced, one can use (A2), the Freudenthal-de Vries 
strange formula, and the relation dim(g) = l(h + 1) to 
write (A3) as 

1 
Iej(ej + 1) = "3lh (h + 1). (A4) 

This result is exactly the same as what one would obtain 
from the mass formula (5.21) for the Coxeter class [we]' 

In Ref. 31 (see also Ref. 32) Eq. (A4) was shown to be 
related to the BRST quantization of certain conformal field 
theories with extended symmetries based on the Casimirs of 
g. [In Refs. 31 and 32 a third-order polynomial relation in 
the exponents was found (see also Ref. 11). This relation is 
related to the computation of the Dynkin index of the princi
pal A I embedding in g, by means of the branching rule for the 
adjoint representation of g. It can straightforwardly be gen
eralized to all AI subalgebras of g. Because, unlike (A4), it 
does not seem to be related to any underlying conformal 
structure, we omit the formulas.] The set {ej } gives the con
formal dimensions of the fields present in the symmetry alge
bra. It is tempting to suggest that a similar interpretation is 
possible either for all conjugacy classes in ?reg) or all inte
gralA I subalgebras of g. In fact, such an interpretation might 
be the clue to establish closure of the operator product alge
bra of these extended conformal field theories. 
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The vector space of the generators of Eg is realized in terms of 3 X 3 traceless matrices, two 
independent sets of octonions imaginary units, and the two G 2 acting on them. In this way one 
gets an appropriate framework to describe in a simple way how exceptional algebras and their 
fundamental representations transform under their subalgebras. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The exceptional Lie algebras, in particular the largest of 
them Eg, recently came to the attention of the physicists in
volved in constructing unified theories including gravity 
starting from string theories in higher dimensions. I The rela
tionship between the exceptional subalgebras and octonions 
has already been brought to the attention of physicists sever
al years ago by Gunaydin and Gursey.2 Here we want to 
exploit this relationship to build, explicitly, for the adjoint 
and the lowest-dimensional representations of the excep
tional algebras, the vector spaces corresponding to their 
maximal subalgebras. 

In Sec. II the properties of the octonionic algebra and 
the structure of the Lie algebra of their automorphisma G 2, 

the smallest exceptional group, are recalled. 
In Sec. III the vector space of the Eg generators is repre

sented in terms of 3 X 3 matrices, two independent sets of 
imaginary octonionic units and the related G 2'S.3 

Also we show the vector spaces corresponding to the 
exceptional subalgebras of Es and the way exceptional alge
bras embed each other. 

In Sec. IV we show the vector spaces corresponding to 
some peculiar classical subalgebras ofEg, including the max
imalones. 

In Sec. V the behavior of the adjoint and fundamental 
representations of~, E6, and F 4 with respect to their maxi
mal classical subalgebras is discussed through an explicit 
construction of the vector spaces of these subalgebras. 

II. OCTONIONS AND THE EXCEPTIONAL ALGEBRAS 

The octonionic algebra is completely characterized by 
the product of the seven independent imaginary units2

: 

ejej = - Dij + Cijkek (i,j,k = 1, ... ,7) . (la) 

Here Cijk is fully antisymmetric and has only the following 
non vanishing elements: 

(lb) 

The set of automorphisms of the octonionic algebra 
form a group that is a subgroup of the SO(7) group of the 
rotations in the seven-dimensional space spanned by the ej's. 
SO (7) is the group ofinvariance of the symmetric product of 
two octonions ejej + ejei = - 2Dij' Its Lie algebra can be 
specified by the 21 generators Tij (i,j = 1, ... ,7), 

Tij = - 1jj = - T ij , (2) 

while the Lie algebra corresponding to the group of auto
morphism leaving invariant equation (1) is the 14-dimen
sional algebra G 2 which can be written by the combinations 
ofSO(7) generator2

: 

(3) 

where, with fixed r, the three different couples (ij), (1m), 
(kn) are such that C ijr = C Imr = C knr = 1. We shall omit from 
now on the upper index r. 

The 21 Dy's satisfy the following seven equations: 

ICijrDij =0. 
ij 

(4) 

By defining a scalar product in the space of the SO (7) 
generators 

(Tij,Thk ) = DjhDjk - DjkDjh , (5) 

one realizes that the Dij are all orthogonal to the seven com
binations: 

1 
--ICijkTij . 
2J) ij 

Moreover we have 

(Dij,Dij) = 1, (Dij,Dhk ) = -!, 
if i =f. hand C ijr = C hkr> otherwise 

(Dij,Dhk ) = 0 . 

(6) 

(7) 

The root diagram of G 2 consists of two hexagons with 
the same center, which correspond to the two-dimensional 
Cartan subalgebra of G 2' rotated by an angle of 30° with each 

other and with sides in the ratio J). 
The subalgebra of G2 that does not act on one of the 

imaginary units, for instance, e7, is SU (3) and the generators 
ofG2 decomposed with respect to it as 

14-+8 + 3 + 3. 
As G2 has only real representations in the decomposi

tion in terms of SU (3) representations only real combina
tions can appear. The SU (3) generators are the combina
tions of Dij of Eq. (2) that do not contain any Tk7 . The 
SU (3) generators that satisfy 

[FjI}j] =/;jkFk (i,j,k = 1, ... ,8) , (8) 

where/;jk' the usual Gell-Mann structure constants, are 
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FI = .JI(D~I + jD24 + ~D73) , 

= ..[f(D~1 - D24 ) , 

F2 = ..[f(D~4 - D12 ) , 

F3 = ..[f(D2~ - D14 ) , 

F4 = ..[f(D43 - D16 ) , 

Fs = ..[f(D31 - D46 ) , 

F6 = ..[f(D62 - D3S ) , 

F7 = ..[f(DS6 - D23 ) , 

Fs =.JID36 , 

(Fi,Fj) = !<5ij . 

(9) 

The other maximal subalgebra of G2 is SU (2) L 

®SU(2h spanned by the generators ofG2 that do not act 
on a quatemionic subalgebra of the octonionic algebra (for 
instance, the one spanned by e3, e6, and e7) and by 
Dpq (p,q = 3,6,7), respectively. By defining 

TLa = Fa (a = 1,2,3) , 

TSI = .JID73 TS2 = .JID67, TS3 = .JID36 , 

the two SU (2) are defined by (a,b,c = 1,2,3) 

[TLa,TLb ] = Eabc TLc ' [Tsa,Tsb] = Eabc Tsc , 

[TLa,Tsb ] =0. 

Remark that 

(10) 

(11 ) 

(TLa,TLb ) = ~<5ab' (Tsa,Tsb) = ~<5ab . (12) 

With respect to SU (2) L ® SU (2) s the generators of G2 

transform according to 

14 ...... (3,1) + 0,3) + (2,4). (3) 

The seven imaginary octonionic units transform under 
G 2 and also under SO(7) as the seven-dimensional funda
mental representation which, under the two maximal subal
gebras, transforms as 

SU(3) 

7_3+3+ 1, 

SU(2)L .. SU (2)s 
(14) 

7 • (2,2) + (1,3) . 

It is useful to decompose the seven imaginary units in 
the so-called split basis, 2 with definite properties under 
SU(3) and SU(2) L ® SU(2)s described in Table I. 

In the following we will denote collectively with e + 

TABLE I. SU(3), T 3L , and T3S assignments for the imaginary octonionic 
units in the split basis. 

SU(3)7 T3L T3S 

E, = e, + ie. ! ! 
E2 = e2 + ies 3 -! ! 
E3 = e, + ie6 0 -1 
E, = e, - ie. -! -! 
£2 = e2 - ie, :3 ! -! 
£, = e, - ie, 0 1 

,fie7 0 0 
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(e _) the split octonions transforming as a 3 ( 3 ) under 
SU(3h 

The transformation properties under SU ( 3 ) 7 and 
SU(2h ®SU(2h of the generators Dij ofEq. (2) can be 
obtained from Table I according to the Wigner-Eckart 
(WE) theorem; for instance we have 

T ± L = D(e, ± ie.)/,[2,(e, =F ie,)/ff ' 

T ± s = D(e, ± ieo)/,[2,e, • 

(15) 

III. REALIZATION OF THE EXCEPTIONAL ALGEBRAS 

The algebra of Es can be written in terms of 3 X 3 anti
symmetric (A) and symmetric traceless (S) matrices, two 
independent sets of imaginary octonionic units (ei and e;, 
i = 1, ... ,7), and their corresponding automorphism algebras 
G2 and G~. 

The vector space of Es can be spanned by3 

A EIlG2 E1lS®ei EllA ®ei ®e; EIlS®e; EIlG~ (6) 

of dimensions 

3 + 14 + 5 X 7 + 3 X 7 X 7 + 5 X 7 + 14 = 248 . 

Equation (16) defines a Lie algebra wth respect to the 
following composition law: (i) D ij (D ij) act on the corre
sponding octonionic units according to Eq. (2); (ii) the ma
trix A acts only on the matrices A and S according to the 
usual commutator; 

(iii) [Sa ® ei>Sb ® ej ] 

= {Sa,Sb} ® eiej - <5ab -JIDij - <5ij [Sa,Sb] , 
(17a) 

(iv) [Sa ®ei,A/ ®ej ®e;'] 

= {Sa,A/} ® eiej ® e;, - <5ij [Sa,Ad ® e;', (17b) 

(v) [Sa ®ei>Sb ®ej] = [Sa,Sb] ®ei ®e;, (17c) 

(vi) [A/ ®ei ®e;',Am ®ej ®eic 

- {A/,Am} ® (<5ije;'eic + <5hk eiej ) 

- <5/m-JI (<5ijD;'k + <5hk Dij) 

+ [A/,Am] (<5ij<5hk + ®eiej®e;'ek}, 07b) 

(vii) the rules one can find with the exchange ei++e; 
({Sa,Sb} and {A/,A m} are the traceless part of the anticom
mutator). 

One can show thatEq. (16) with composition law (17) 
defines an algebra that satisfies the Jacobi identity. It is a 
simple algebra with 248 generators and one can see from Eq. 
( 17) that its rank is 8, in fact at most eight generators com
mute each other. 

The algebras E7, E6, and F 4 can be obtained from Eqs. 
(16) and (7) as follows. 

(a) Restricting one ofthe set of octonionic units to the 
imaginary units of a quatemionic subalgebra (for instance, 
ei, e6, and e~). In this case the corresponding automor
phism algebra G; restricts to the automorphism algebra of 
the quaternions SU (2) Q' The explicit form of the vector 
space ofE7 is (p = 3,6,7) 
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A eG2 eS®ej eA ®e j ®e; eS®e; eSU(2)Q' 

3+ 14+5X7+3X7X3+5X3+3= 133. 
(18) 

(b) Restricting one of the sets of the octonionic units to 
one imaginary unit [of a complex subalgebra (for instance, 
e; ) ]. In this case G; does not appear any more. The explicit 
form of vector space for E6 is 

AeG2 eS®e j eA®e j ®e;eS®e; , 

3+ 14+5X7+3X7+5=78. 
(19) 

(c) Suppressing a whole set of octonionic units and the 
corresponding automorphism algebra (for instance G;). 
The explicit form of the vector space of F 4 is 

AEElG2 EElS®e j , 3+14+5X7=52. (20) 

The fact that in cases (b) and (c) G; completely disap
pears is a reflex of the fact that the real and complex numbers 
have no continuous symmetry with respect to their products. 

Equations (16) and (18)-(20) give an explicit expres
sion for the generators of the exceptional algebras that allow 
us to discuss in a relatively simple and straightforward way 
the embedding of the maximal subalgebras and the decom
position of the adjoint representations in terms of represen
tation of subalgebras. 

Let us remark that the following results, already known, 
are usually derived by using the properties of the root and 
weight spaces,4 while we use only the peculiar parametriza
tion of the generators. 

In the following sometimes we will make explicit use of a 
basis for the matrices A == (u2,u5 ,iA7 ) and S 
== (,11,,13,,14,,15,,18)' where Aj are the usual Gell-Mann ma
trices.5 

For the octonionic imaginary units we shall write ej or 
ej (i,j = 1, ... ,7), eh or ek (h,k = 1 .... ,6), ep or eq 

(p,q = 3,6,7), and e, or es (r. s = 1,2.4.5). 
The parametrization of the vector space of Eg given by 

Eq. (16) allows us to see easily the way exceptional algebras 
are embedded in each other. In fact, the Eg generators that 
commute with the E7 ofEq. (18) build clearly a SU (2) L; the 
remaining generators defining Eg/E7 X SU (2) L transform 
as doublets of the form 

(A ®e j eS) ®e; eG;/SU(3); 

under SU (2) L and as a 56 under E7. Thus we have 
E7 .. SU(2) 

248 • (133,1) + (1,3) + (56,2) . 

(21) 

(22) 

Similarly the generators ofEs commuting with E6 ofEq. 
( 19) build a SU (3); and the generators of E8/E6 X SU (3);. 

(A ®ej eS) ®e" eG;/SU(3);, (23) 

transform as (27.3) + ( 27,3) under E6XSU(3); thus we 
get 

E ... SU(3) 

248 • (78,1) + (1,8) + (27,3) + (27,3). (24) 

The generators commuting with the F 4 ofEq. (20) build 
the subalgebra G~ and the generators ofEg/F4XG~, 

(A ® ej EEl S) ® ej , (25) 

transform as a (26,7) under F 4 ® G;; thus we get 

F .. ®Gi 

248-(52,1) + (1,14) + (26,7) . (26) 

In a similar way one can discuss the embedding of the 
other exceptional algebras and get the scheme reported in 
Table II. 

IV. CLASSICAL SUBALGEBRAS OF E. 

It is useful to start by considering some particular subal
gebras of Eg beyond the ones considered previously, in order 
to explicitly construct the maximal classical subalgebras of 
the exceptional algebras in terms of the vector spaces intro
duced in Eq. (16). 

They are as follows. 
(i) SU (3 ) G ==A e S ® e7, which is also contained in F 4 

and commutes with SU (3)7 and G;. The residual generators 
of Eg transform under SU (3 ) G ® SU (3) 7 ® G~ as 

G 2/SU(3heS®eh : (6,3,1) + (6.3.1), 

(SeA®e7 )®e;: (8,1,7), (27) 

A ®eh ®e;: (3,3,7) + (3,3.7) . 

(ii) SU(6) ==SU(2)s e SU(3)o == (A eS® e;) 

e[SeA®e;]®eq , 

TABLE II. Embedding of the exceptional algebras in each other and vector spaces of the residual generators. The SU (2) w is spanned by the A's, introduced in 
Eq. (16). 
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G; 
(A @e @S) @ e' @ -----'=----

, r SU(2)~ ®SU(2);' 

(56,2)(r= 1,2,4,5) 

E6 @ T;s 
(A @ ei e S) @ (e; @ e~ ) @ T'± s 

(27, - I) + ( 27, + 1) 

F. 
(A@ej @S) @e; 

26 

G 2 @SU(2)w 
ei@S 

(7,5) 
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E6 @SU(3); 
G' 

(A®ei @S)®ej,@--2-
SU(3); 

(27,3) + ( T7,3)(h #-7) 

F.@SU(2)S 
(A@ei@S)@e; 

(26,3)(p = 3,6,7) 

G2 @SU(3); 
ei ® (A ® e; @S) 

(7,8) 

(A®ei@S)@e; 

(26,7) 

G2 @Sp(6) 

ei @ (A ® e; @S) 

(7,14)(p = 3,6,7) 
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which decomposes under SU(2)s ®SU(3)o a fa Gursey 
and Radicati6: (3,1) + (1,8) + (3,8). It is contained in E6 
and commutes with SU (2) L ® SU (3); . The residual genera
tors ofEs transform under SU(6) ® SU(2) L ® SU(3); as 

G2 $ [S$A®e;] ®er:(20,2,1), 
SU(2h ®SU(2)s 

G2 -- -
S$ (A ®eq) ®e~ $ :(15,1,3) + (15,1,3), (28) 

SU(3); 

G2 $[S$A®e;]®er 
SU(2)s ®SU(2h 

(S$A®eq)®(e3 $e~)El1T'±s 

(SEl1A®ep )®e;$D;s 

A®er®e; 

Di±i6,2±i5 $D 3±i6.I±i4 

(28,2) 

(15,1, + p 
(6,2, -~) 

(1,1, -~) 

A®er ®eic:(6,2,3) + (6,2,3). 

(iii) SU(8) ==SU(6) $ SU(2) L $ Tis $A ® er 

® (ei $ e~) . 

It is contained in E7; therefore it commutes with SU(2)L' 
The residual generators transform under SU (8) ® SU (2) L 
as [we write also for each set of generators their behavior 
under the SU(6) ®SU(2)L ®U(1)T;s subalgebra of 
SU(8)] 

(70,1) 

(20,2,0) 

(15,1, - 1) $ ( 15,1, + 1) 

( 28,2) 

( 15,1, -!) 
(6,2, + p 
(1,1, +~) . 

(29) 

It is interesting to remark that the 70 and the 28 ® 28 are the fourth- and second-order antisymmetric tensors, respectively. In 
conclusion, Eg decomposes under SU (8) ® SU (2) L as 

248--+(63 + 70,1) + (28 + 28,2) + (1,3). (30) 
(iv) SU(9) ==SU(6) $ SU(3); $ T3L $A ® {[ (e l + ie4 ) $ (e2 - ies)] ® e'~ $ [(e l - ie4 ) $ (e2 + ies)] ® e'+ } . 

The residual generators transform as the third-order antisymmetric tensors 84 + 84 [the behavior under the 
SU (6) ® SU (3); ® U (1) T3L subalgebra of SU(9) is also written]. 

84 

G2 $ [S$A®e;) ®er (20,1, + p 
SU(2)L ®SU(2)s 

G2 (S$A ®eq) ®ei, $ 
SU(3); 

( 15,3,0) 

A ®{[(e l - ie4) $ (e2 + ies)] ®e'_ 

$ [(e l + ie4 ) ® (e2 - ies )] ® e'+ } (6,3, -!) 
T'f'L (1,1,-1) 

(v) SO(9) ==G2 $ iA2 $ (AI $A3 $Ag) ® ei , 

which is contained in F4 and commutes with 
SU(2)~ ®SU(2)~ ®SU(2)L' where 

SU(2)A == [.JfD67 - (l/~)Ag ® e3] 

El1 [.JfD73 - (1/~)As®e6] 

El1 [.JfD36 - (l/~)Ag ® ed (32) 

== [jTSq - (l/~)Ag®eq] , 

SU(2)B==jTsq + (1/~)Ag®eq. 
The residual generators transform under 80(9) 
®SU(2)~ ®SU(2)~ ®SU(2)L as 
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84 

(20,1, -!) 

( 15,3,0) 

(6,3, + !) 
(1,1, + 1) . 

I 
(AI $A3$iA2 ®ei ) ®e~ (9,3,1,1), 

iAs$iA7$ (A4 $A6 ) ® (e i $e~) $ (iAs$iA7) 

®ei ®e~ (16,2,2,1), 

[A4 E9A6 E9 CiAsE9iA7) ®e;] ®e; (16,2,1,2), 

(AI E9A3 $ iA2 ® ei ) ® e; (9,1,2,2), 

G' 
____ 2 ___ $A

8
®e;O,3,2,2). 

SU(2)~ ® SU(2) L 

(31) 

(33) 

Let us remark that (a) the generators of SO(9) 
® SU (2) ~ ® SU (2) L' and the generators tranforming as 
(9,1,2,2) [fourth row ofEq. (33)] build up an S0(13) that 
commutes with SU(2)~; (b) SU(2)~ is isomorphic to 
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SU(2)i; (c) SU(2)~ is isomorphic to the SU(2)w genera
ted by zA2(B(A I (BA3 )®e;; (d) G 2(BAg ®e; and 
G2(B (A3 (BAg ) ®e; build up, respectively, an SO(7) and 
SO(8) algebra [SO(7) CSO(8) CSO(9)]. 

(vi) SOC 12) =SU(2)S (B SU(2)s 

(BA (BS® (eq (Be;) (BA ®eq ®e;, 

which is contained in E7 and commutes with 
SU (2) L ® SU (2) i. The other generators transform under 
S0(12) ®SU(2)L ®SU(2)i as 

G2 (B(S(BA®e;)®er : (32,2,1), 
SU(2)s ® SU(2)L 

G; 
----=------ (B (S$A ®ep ) ®e;: (32',1,2), 
SU(2)s ®SU(2)i 

A ®er ®e;: (12,2,2). (34) 

This SOC 12) is isomorphic to the one generated by 

SO(9) (BSU(2)~ $ (AI $A3 $iA2®e;) ®e; 

=G2 (B zA2 $ (AI $A3 ) ® (e; $ e;) 

$iA2®ei ®e; $Ag®ei $SU(2)~ . 

(vii) The generators 

S0(12) $SU(2h (BSU(2)i $A ®er ®e; 

SU (3 h $ (AI (B A 3 ) ® (e7 + e; ) (B iA2 ® ( - 1 + e7 ® e; ) 

(8,1,0) + (1,3,0) 

$ (1/.JW) [ J'jA3 ® (e7 - e;) + Us ® e7 ] 

(1,1,0) 

build upa SOC 16) with the remaining generators transform
ing as the spinorial 128. By rotating by 1200 in the weight 
space the e"s, i.e., replacing (ei ,e;; ,e; ) by (e; ,e~ ,e; ), and the 
corresponding G; one gets an S0(16) which contains the 
SU (8) defined in (iii) as one can see explicitly: 

SU(2)s $ SU(2)L $A $S® (e3 $ e6 $ e7 $ e; $ e~ $ e;) 

$A ® (e l $e2$e4$e5) ® (e; $ei $e; $e;;) 

$ Tis $ TiL $ Di =F i6.2=Fi5 $D;.I=F i4 $A 

®(e3 $e6 $e7)®(e; $e~$e;). (35) 

(viii) S0(16) =G2 $ G; $ zA2 $ (AI $,.1,3 $,.1,8) 

® (e i $ e;) $ iA2 ® ei ® e; 

with the other generators 

iA5 $ iA7 $ (A4 $ A6 ) ® (ei $ e;) $ (iA5 $ iA7) ® ei ® e; 

transforming as the spinorial 128. This S0(16) is isomor
phic to the two S0(16) defined in (vii). It contains 
S0(13) ® SU (2) ~ where S0(13) is given by 

SO(9) $ SU(2)~ $ SU(2)i $ (AI $,.1,3 $ iA2 ® ei ) ® e; 

[see (v)]. 

(ix) SU (5) ® SU (5 )-with the two SU (5) generated, 
respectively, by 

(36a) 

(B (AI ± A2 ® e;) ® e ± (B {.JID7. ± ± i[A3 + (Ag/J'j)] ® e ± } 

(3,2, - V + (3,2, + V 
[ we write the transformation properties under SU (3) 7 ® SU (2) ® U ( 1 )] and by 

SU(3); $ {A6 $ [¥t3 + (J'j/2)Ag]} ® (e; - e7) $ zA7 ® (1 + e7 ® e;) $ (1/2.JW) [ (3Ag - J'jA3 ) ® e7 + (5As + J'jA3 ) ® e; ] 

$ (A6 ± ,.1,7 ® e7 ) ® e'± $.JI (D;,± + i,[Ug ® e'± ) . (36b) 

The residual generators transform under SU (5) ® SU (5) as 
(10,5) + ( 10,5) + (5,10) + (5, 10). 

(ix) Sp(6) =SU(2)s $A $S®ep . 

It is contained in F4 and commutes with SU(2h ® G;. The 
residual generators transform under Sp(6) ®SU(2)L ®G; 
as 

G 
___ -=-2 ___ (BS®e

r 
(14',2,1), 

SU(2h ®SU(2)s 

(S$A ®ep ) ®e; (14,1,7), 

A ®er ®e; (6,2,7), 

(x) Sp(8) =Sp(6) (BSU(2)L $A ®er ®e; . 

(37) 

It is contained in E6 and commutes with SU (3);. The resid
ual generators transform under Sp (8) ® SU (3); as 
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G; 
(S$A®ei)®ei.$ (27,3+3). (38) 

SU(3); 

The vector spaces corresponding to the subalgebras of 
Es introduced in this section are written in Table III in such a 
way to show how they are contained in each other. 

V. CLASSICAL MAXIMAL SUBALGEBRAS OF E7• Ea. 
ANDF4 

We have already shown how the 248 of Eg transforms 
under its classical maximal subalgebras SU (9), so ( 16), and 
SU (5) ® SU (5). Let us now consider the behavior of the 
adjoint and the fundamental representations of the other ex
ceptional groups under their classical maximal subalgebras. 

For E7 they are SU(8), SU(6)' ®SU(3)7' and 
S0(12) ®SU(2)L' 

One should compare the decomposition of the 248 into 
(E7,SU(8),SU(6)' ® SU(3 )7' SOC 12) ® SU(2) L) ® SU(2) i 
given by Eqs. (22), (30), (28), and (34), respectively: 
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TABLE III. Subalgebras of E" defined in Sec. IV. The explicit form of the underlined algebras is given. 

248-+ 

SU(3)7 
SU(3)a ®SU(3)7 

S0(10) ® U(1) 

SO(9) Ell (AI EIlA3 Ell iA, ® e,) ® e; 

S0(12) ®SU(2)~ 

S0(10) Ell (AI EIlA3 Ell iA, ® ei ) ® (e; Ell e~) Ell SU(2)~ 

SU(9) 

SU(6)' Ell T3L EllA ® {e_ ® [(e; + ie;) Ell 

(e; - ie; )] Ell e + ® [ (e; - ie~ ) Ell (e; + ie; ) ]} 

EIlSU(3)7 

Sp(6) ®SU(2)L 

--SU(2)sEll 

EIlAEIlS®ep 

Sp(8) 
SU(2)s EIlSU(2)L EllA Ell 

S®epEllA®e,®e; 

SU(8) 
SU(2)s EIlSU(2)L Ell T;s Ell 

A Ell S® (ep Ell e;) EllA ® e, ® (e; Ell e~) 

EIlA®ep®e; 

SO(16) 

SU(2)s EIlSU(2)L Ell T;s EIlD;I'fi4 Ell 

T;L ® D ;'1'16.2'1''' Ell 

A Ell S ® (e pElle; Ell e~ Ell e; ) 

Ell A ® e r ® (e; Ell e; Ell e; Ell e~ ) 

EllA ®ep ® (e; EIle; EIle;) 

SU(6) ®SU(2)L 

SU(2)s EllA Ell 

S® (epElle;) EIlA®ep®e; 

E7 ® SU(2)i: (133,1) + (56,2) + (1,3), 

SU(8) ® SU(2)i: 

SU(6)' ® SU(3)7 ® SU(2) i: 

(63 + 70,1) + (28 + 28,2) + (1,3) , 

(35,1,1) + (1,8,1) + (1,1,3) + (20,1,2) 

+ (15,3,1) + (15,3,1) + (6,3,2) 

+ (6,3,2) , 

S0(12) ®SU(2)L ®SU(2)i: (66,1,1) + (1,3,1) + (1,1,3) 

+ (32,2,1) + (32',1,2) + (12,2,2) , 

SO(l2) ® SU(2h 

SU(2)s Ell SU(2)~ 

EIlAEIlS® (ep EIle~) EIlA®ep ®e~ 

SO(16) 

SU(2)s EIlSU(2)L EIlSU(2)~ EIlSU(2)~ 

EIlAEIlS® (epElle~)EIlA®e,®e; 

€l)A®ep®e~ 

by identifying the terms that are singlets or doublets under SU (2) i one gets 

590 

{

SU(8): 

133-+ SU(6)' ® SU(3h: 

S0(12) ®SU(2)L: 

{

SU(8): 

56-+ SU(6)' ®SU(3)7: 

S0(12) ® SU(2)L: 

63 + 70, 

(35,1) + (1,8) + (15,3) + (15,3) , 

(66,1) + (1,3) + (32,2) , 

28 + 28 
(20,1) + (6,3) + (6,3) , 

(32,1) + (12,2) . 
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The transformation properties of the adjoint and fundamental representations of E6 under its maximal and classical 
subalgebras SU (6) ® SU (2) L and SO ( 10) ® U ( 1) may be derived by comparing the decomposition of the 248 into 

(E6,SU(6) ® SU(2) L'SO( 10) ® U( 1») ® SU (3); 

given the first two in Eqs. (24) and (28), 

248-

E6®SU(3);: (78,1) + (1,8) + (27,3) + (27,3), 

SU(6) ®SU(2)L ®SU(3);: (35,1,1) + (1,3,1) + (l,1,8) + (20,2,1) 

+ (15,1,3) + ( 15,1,3) + (6,2,3) + (6,2.3) , 

S0(16) -S0(10) ® SO(6) -S0(10) ® U(l)y. ® SU(3);: 

(45,0,1) + (1,0,8) + (1, + P) + (1, - ~,3) + (1,0,1) + (10, - p) 
+ (1O,j,3) + (16, -1,1) + (16, +P) + ( 16, + 1,1) + ( 16, -j,3). 

By identifying the terms that are singlet, triplets, or anti triplets under SU (3); one gets 

{
SU(6) ®SU(2)L: (35,1) + (1,3) + (20,2) , 

78-
S0(10) ®U(1)Y.: (45,0) + (1,0) + (16, -1) + ( 16, + 1), 

{
SU(6) ®SU(2): (15,1) + (6,2), 

27- S0(10)®U(l)y.: (1,+~)+(l0,-j)+(l6,+j). 
To find the transformation properties under the SU (3) 3 maximal subalgebra of E6 spanned by 

SU (3 h $ A $ S ® (e7 $ e; ) $ A ® e7 ® e; , 

it is useful to compare the decomposition ofthe 133 representation ofE7 given in Table II and by Eq. (40): 

(42) 

TABLE IV. Decomposition of the exceptional algebras under their maximal classical subalgebras. Here SU ( 4 ) 7 is the subalgebra of SO (7), defined in Sec. IV 
(v), (d) not acting on e7• The SU(2)p is generated by A, alA, al iAz ® e7• 

Gz 
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S0(16) 

S0(12) ®SU(2)L 

SO(lO)®U(I) 

Sp(8) 

SO(9) 

Sp(6) ®SU(2)L 

SU(3), 

SU(2)s ®SU(2)L 

SU(6) ®SU(2)L 

SU(8) ::JSU(6)GR ®SU(2)L ® U(1)T,s 

SU(6)GR ®SU(3), 
SU(4)7®SU(4) ®SU(2)Q 

SU(5) ®SU(5) 
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120 + 128 

(66,1) + (1,3) + (32,2) 

(45,1) + (1,1) + (16,1) + (16, - I) 

36+ 42 

36 + 16 

(21,1) + (14',2) + (1,3) 

8+3+3 

(3,1) + (1,3) + (4,2) 

(15,1) + (1,3) + (4,2) 
+ (4,2) + (6,3) 

(8,1) + (1,8) + (3,6) + (3,6) 

(35,1) + (1,3) + (20,2) 

(8,1,1) + (1,8,1) + (1,1,8) 
+ (3,3,3) + (3.3,3) 

63 + 70 

(8,1) + (1,35) + (3,15) + (3,15) 
(15,1,1) + (1,15,1) + (1,1,3) 
+ (4,4,2) + (4,4,2) + (6,6,1) 

80 + 84 + 84 

(24,1) + (1,24) + (10,5) 
( TO,S) + (5,10) + (5, 10) 
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133--+ 

E6 ®U(1)T' : (78,0) + (27, -1) + (27, + 1) + (1,0), 
3S 

SU(3)7® SU(6)' --+SU(3)3 ® U( 1)T' : 
3S 

(1,8,1,0) + (1,1,8,0) + (1,1,1,0) + (1,3,3, - 1) + (1,3,3, + 1) 

+ (8,1,1,0) + (3,3,1, - 1) + (3,1,3, + 1) + (3,3,3,0) 

+ (3,3,1, + 1) + (3,1,3, - 1) + (3,3,3,0) . 

By identifying the terms corresponding to the same value of T 3S one gets the well-known result 7 [with respect to Ref. 7 we 
choose the different convention 3++3 for the fundamental representation of SU (3) 7] 

78--+(8,1,1) + (1,8,1) + (1,1,8) + (3,3,3) + (3,3,3), 

27--+(1,3,3) + (3,3,1) + (3,1,3). 

The transformation properties under Sp ( 8) may be obtained from Eq. (38): 

78 --+ 36 + 42, 27 --+ 27 . 

(43) 

(44) 

The 42(27) representation ofSp(8) is contained in the fourth (fourth- and second-) order antisymmetric tensor. Let us 
consider now the maximal subalgebras of F 4. 

To find the transformation properties of the 52 and the 26 representations under SO (9) one has to compare the decompo
sitions of the 248 ofEs: 

{

F4®G;: (52,1) + (26,7) + (1,14), 

248--+ S0(16) --+SO(9) ® SO(7) --+SO(9) ® G;: 

(36,1) + (1,14) + (1,7) + (9,7) + (16,7) + (16,1) . 

By identifying the G; singlets and seven-dimensional representations one gets 

52--+36 + 16, 26--+ 16 + 9 + 1 . 

(45) 

(46) 

Finally we want to find the transformation properties under the maximal subalgebras F4, Sp(6) ®SU(2)L' and 
SU(3)7®SU(3)o· 

To this extent we compare the following different decompositions of the 133 of~: 

TABLE V. Decomposition of the fundamental representations of the exceptional algebras under their maximal subalgebras. 
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SU(3)7 
SU(2)L ®SU(2)s 

G 2 ®SU(2)w 

SU(3)7 ® SU(3 )GM 

SP(6) ®SU(2)L 
SU(4)7 ® SU(2) w 

SO(9) 

F. 
G2 ®SU(3); 

SU(3)7®SU(3)L ® SU(3h 
SU(6)GR ®SU(2)L 
SO(lO) ® U(I) 
Sp(8) 

E6® U(I) 

F.®SU(2)~ 

G 2 ®Sp(6) 
SU(6);'R ®SU(3)7 
SU(8) 
SU(4)7®SU(4) ®SU(2)p 
SO(l2) ®SU(2)L 

E7®SU(2)i. 
E6®SU(3); 

F.®G2 

SU(9) 
SU(5) ® SU(5) 
SO(16) 
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3+3+1 
(2,2) + (1,3) 

(1,5) + (7,3) 
(1,8) + (3,3) + (3,3) 
(14,1) + (6,2) 
(6,1) + (1,3) + (4,2) + (4,2) + (1,1) 

16+9+ 1 

26+ 1 
(7,3) + (1,6) 

(3.3,1) + (1,3,3) + (3,1,3) 
(15,1) + (6,2) 
(16,p + (10, - 1) + (1,2) 
27 

(27,-P + (27,!) + (I,V + (I,-V 
(26,2) + (1,4) 
(7,6) + 0,14) 
(20,1) + (6,3) + (6.3) 

28 + 28 
(6,1,2) + (1,6,2) + (4,4,1) + (4,4,1) 
02,2) + (32',1) 

033,1) + 0,3) + (56,2) 
(78,1) + 0,8) + (27,3) + ( 27,3) 
(26,7) + (52,1) + 0,14) 
80+ 84+ 84 
(24,1) + 0,24) + (10,5) + ( 10,5) + (5,10) + ( 10,5) 
120 + 128 
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TABLE VI. Vector spaces of the fundamental representations of the exceptional algebras. 

(56,2) ofE,®SU(2)1. 
G~ 

SU(2)1. ®SU(2)s 

A ®e3•6 ®e; 
A 6le, ®e; 

(27,3) ofE6 ®SU(2); 

D' e .. ,t!, 

(S6lA®e,) ®e'+ 
A ®e3,6 ®e'+ 

(27,3) ofE6 ®SU(3); 

(1/j3)D '+, + (j../2/j3)A8e'+ 
[A46lA66l (iJ..s 6liA,) ®e,] ®e; 
(AI6lA3 + 6liJ..2 ®e,) ®e'+ 
6l [ JJD '+ 7 - (ilj3)A8e'+ ] 

(26,7) ofF4 ®G2 

(S, 6l A ® e,) ® e; 

A ®e3•6 ®e; 
A®e,®e; 

(26,7) ofF4®G2 

A8®ej 

[ A4 6l A6 6l (iJ..s 6l iJ..,) ® e,] ® e; 
(A I 6lA3 6liJ..2 ®e j ) ®e; 

SU(8) 

28 + 28 

F4®SU(2)~:(52,l) + (26,3) + (1,3) , 

Sp(6) ®SU(2h 

(14,1) 

(6,2) 

S0(12) ® SU(2)L -+Sp(6) ® SU(2)~ ® SU(2h: 

S0(12) ®SU(2h 

(32',1) 

(12,2) 

SU(6) ®SU(2)L 

(15,1 ) 

(6,2) 

133-+ (21,1,1) + (14,3,1) + (1,3,1) + (14',1,2) + (6,3,2) + (1,1,3) 

SO(IO)®U(1)y 

(1, + 2) 

(16, + p 

(10, -I) 

SU(6)' ® SU(3), 

(20,1) 

(6,3) + (6,3) 

( 1,3,3) 

(3,3,1) + (3,1,3) 

SU(3)G ® SU(3), 
(8,1 ) 

SO(9) 
I 

16 
9 

(3,3) 
(3,3) 

SU(3h®SU(6)'-+SU(3)7®SU(3)G ®SU(2)~:(8,l,1) + (1,8,1) + (1,1,3) + (1,8,3) + (3,6,1) 

+ (3,3,3) + (3,6,1) + (3,3,3) . 

By identifying the SU (2) ~ singlets and triplets one easily finds 

{
SP(6) ® SU(2)L: (21,1) + (14',2) + (1,3), 

52-+ 
SU(3h®SU(3)G: (8,1) + (1,8) + (3,6) + (3,6), 

{
SP(6) ®SU(2)L: (14,1) + (6,2), 

U-+ - -
SU(3h®SU(3)G: (1,8) + (3,3) + (3,3) . 

The 14' (14) is contained on the third- (second-) order antisymmetric tensor of Sp (6). 

(47) 

(48) 

The inclusion of the maximal classical suba1gebras of the exceptional algebras and the transformation properties of the 
adjoint and fundamental representations are described in Tables III-V. The explicit construction of the vector spaces corre
sponding to the fundamental representations of the exceptional algebras and their transformation properties under their 
maximal subalgebras are described in Table VI. 
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Boson operator realizations of su (2) and su ( 1,1) are obtained. Scalar products are introduced 
on "Fock spaces" (Verma modules) spanned by generators of the Heisenberg algebra Hand 
by generators of su (2). These scalar products unitarize certain of the representations of H, or 
ofsu( 1,1). It is shown that the Gel'fand-Dyson realization ofsu( 1,1) implies a scalar product 
that unitarizes H, while the Primakoff-Holstein realizations imply a scalar product that 
unitarizes sue 1,1). The relationship between the Gel'fand-Dyson boson operators at and the 
Primakoff-Holstein boson operators b t is obtained making use of the two distinct scalar 
products. Generalized "vacuum states" are defined that are formed by polynomials in the 
creation-annihilation operator pairs ata. A representation p of Hand sue 1,1) on the states a tm 

and an is discussed. For this representation al = alO) #0, but rather (ata) 10) = O. The states 
of this representation space consist of boson states and boson-hole states. All the familiar 
results of Hand su ( 1,1) representation theory are preserved within the representation p. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A natural space carrying linear representaions of a Lie 
algebra L is its universal enveloping algebra VeL), and the 
quotient spaces V (L) I J, where J is a (left sided) ideal gener
ated through algebraic relations in V (L). The canonical rep
resentation p of L-the so-called master representation
can be calculated directly by acting with basis elements of L 
on the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt basis in VeL). On the quo
tient spaces V(L)IJ one obtains induced representations 
p(L) fromp. Depending on the choice of J, different types of 
representations, e.g., reducible, irreducible, nondecomposa
ble, can be constructed, analyzed, and related (see, e.g., 
Refs. 1-3. If one is modeling physics via p(L) then one can 
show that the particular choice of J carries physical informa
tion, for example, in the appearance of "vacuum states." 

The algebras VeL) and V(L)IJ are linear spaces. A 
natural definition of an inner product faces difficulties, but is 
necessary for physical applications. One would like to dis
cuss Henniticity properties and a closure of V(L)IJ is a 
candidate for a physical Hilbert space. For semisimple Land 
for certain V(L)IJ, the Harish-Chandra sesquilinear 
form4

•
s induces a positive definite inner product and the rep

resentation space of p (L) has the structure of a Verma mod
ule, i.e., it is a space generated by a cyclic element, namely 
the identity 1 of V (L) (the vacuum state). For nonsemisim
pIe L an analog construction would be useful, especially for 
the n-dimensional Heisenberg algebra Hn [basis al, ... ,an, 
a\, ... ,a\, E (see Sec. II, HI = H)]. In Sec. II we construct 

0) Present address: Departamento de Fisica. Universidad de Oviedo. 33007 
Oviedo. Spain. 

such a sesquilinear form on V(HI ), which induces an inner 
product on V(HI)IKI, with KI a (left) ideal generated by 
aI, (E - ,u)l, ,uElR, fixed. Here 1 is the identity in V(H.). 
This is shown in Sec. III. In this section other representa
tions will also be discussed which are induced from other 
ideals. Especially from K 2 , generated by (E - ,u) 1, ,uER, 
which has a very peculiar kind of vacuum state and from K 3' 

generated by (E -,u) 1, a tal, ,uER, both of which are not 
Fock-like representations. 

The Heisenberg algebra has another physically impor
tant and mathematically convenient property. Because of 
the simple structure of the representation jJ(L) [see, e.g., 
(3.2) or (4.1)] on VeL), or peL) on V(L)IJ, one can rea
lize the same representation on V(Hn ), n suitably chosen, 
with the generators p(L) given as finite-order polynomials 
in "bose operators" a;, at;. The representationsp andp yield 
canonically a boson realization for L on V(Hn ). [See Refs. 6 
and 7. Similarly, quotient spaces like V(Hn )IK carry boson 
realizations.] Mathematically, there is in general no pre
ferred J, the background for all the realizations is the same. 
But the physical systems described via these realizations can 
be of very different structure.8 

We explain the construction and application of canoni
cal boson realizations in connection with our inner product 
on V (H) I Kin Secs. IV-VI. The master representation p (L) 
and its boson realization for su(2) and su(1, 1) are given in 
Sec. IV for different ideals; also, the Gel'fand-Dyson repre
sentation is obtained. It was shown in Ref. 5 that there is an 
inner product on V(su(2»)/Jinduced by Harish-Chandra's 
sesquilinear form. Hence the inner product can be trans
ferred to V(H)IKvia the boson realization and we have two 
inner products on V(H)IK that differ by the norm scale. We 
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analyze the Hermiticity properties of the representations, 
depending on the inner products. For U (H)/ K3 we get, e.g., 
an indecomposable representation of H and two irreducible 
Hermitian representations of su ( 1,1 ) that are living on poly
nomials of a and at, respectively, and which have the Prima
koff-Holstein form. For a certain parameter value (/ = !) 
these representations are exceptionally simple and they pos
sess formal extensions to larger representation spaces (Sec. 
IV). 

Our presentation should indicate how to exploit the al
gebraical, and also the geometrical, structure of U (L) and 
its quotient spaces for a discussion of certain aspects of Lie 
algebra representations, especially boson realizations of Lie 
algebras as symmetries and dynamical elements of physical 
systems. 

II. DEFINITIONS 

The Heisenberg algebra H, a nilpolent algebra, is a lin
ear space over C, spanned by three elements a, b, e. Follow
ing convential notation we replace the symbols a, b, e by a, 
at, E, but we have to keep in mind that at is not necessarily 
the adjoint of a, and E is not necessarily the identity opera
tor. We have 

H:{a,at,E}, C, 

with the Lie products 

[a,at ] = E, [a,E] = [at,E] = O. (2.1 ) 

A basis for the enveloping algebra n == U (H) is given by 

U(H): {B(m,n,r) = atmanE'; m,n,rEN}, (2.2) 

with B(O,O,O) = I denoting the identity of U (H). As usual 
the product for the basis elements B(m,n,r) is the ordered 
tensor product. The general element ofU(H) can be repre
sented as 

(2.3) 
m,n,r 

with only a finite number ofthe Cmn, #0. The center Z(H) 
ofU(H) has a basis 

Z(H): B(O,O,r), rEN. (2.4) 

Within U (H) the following relations hold: 

aatn = atna + nat(n- I)E, 
(2.5) 

We define on U(H) a sesquilinear form in close analogy to 
the sesquilinear form on universal enveloping algebras for 
simple Lie algebras.s Let a denote the conjugation of H, 

a(ea) ~ - cat, a(cat ) = - ca, 

a( eE) = - cE, CEC, 
(2.6) 

where the overbar denotes complex conjugation. This conju
gation is extended to an antilinear antiautomorphism TJ of 
U(H), 

TJ(l) = 1, TJ(BB') = TJ(B')TJ(B), 

TJ(B) = - a(B), B,B'EU(H). 
(2.7) 

We define a linear map (projection) 1Tfrom U(H) to Z(H), 
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1T(B(m,n,r») = B(O,O,r), if m = n = 0, 

= 0, if m#O and/or n#O, (2.8) 

and a map A from Z(H) to C, 

A(B(O,O,r») = /l', rEN, (2.9) 

with /l some arbitrarily chosen, but fixed, complex number. 
We denote the composition of maps 1T, A by 

t ~ = A·o1T. (2.10) 

We obtain a sesquilinear form S(B,B') on U(H) as 

S(B,B') = t,dTJ(B)B '), 

which is generally degenerate and not positive definite. It 
follows, using (2.5), 

S(B(m,n,r),B(s,t,u) ) 

( 

m m! s! 
-Ao 1T L -------
- a=o(m-a)!a!(s-a)! 

XB(n +s- a,t+ m - a,r+ u + a») 

= A(m!B(O,O,r + u + m»)8s•m 8n.o8,.o 

=m!p,+u+m8s•m8".o8,.o, /lEe, /l#0, (2.11) 

since the projection 1T requires for a nonzero result a = m, 

t = 0, and n + s - m = O. But s-;;.m and thus n = 0, s = m. 

III. INDUCED SCALAR PRODUCTS 

The sesquiIinear form (2.1) induces in some physically 
relevant cases a scalar product. 

(1) Consider the ideal Kl generated by6 

K 1:al, (E-f.J-)l,/lEC,/l#O; 

we form the quotient space U(H)IK1 with basis 

U(H)/K1: B(m) = atm, mEN, B(O) = 1. 

The space U (H) I K 1 has the following properties: E acts as a 
mUltiple of the identity operator 1. Moreover, there exists a 
vacuum state, or "lowest state"l, sinceal = ° (Le.,a acting 
upon the state 1 maps 1 to zero). Such a space, generated by 
a cyclic element, namely the element 1, is called a Verma 
module. Here it corresponds to the familiar Fock space. On 
U(H)/K1 the sesquilinear form yields 

S(atm,atn ) = m!/lm8m,,,' (3.1) 

For /lERt the sesquilinear form is nondegenerate and posi
tive definite. Thus it defines a scalar product. For /l = 1 the 
familiar physical case is obtained with the orthonormalized 

basis states atm/"fmf. This is seen as follows. 
On the space U (H) the algebra H has a canonical repre

sentation, called master representation p, given as6 

p(at)B(m,n,r) = B(m + l,n,r), 

p(a)B(m,n,r) = B(m,n + 1,r) 

+ mB(m - 1,n,r + 1), 

p(E)B(m,n,r) = B(m,n,r + I). 

(3.2) 

On the quotient space U(H)IK1 the representation p 
induces a corresponding representation p (here and in the 
following we do not use labels to characterize the representa
tionsp in order to simplify the notation), 
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p(at)B(m) =B(m + 1), 

p(a)B(m) = mf.LB(m - 1), 

p(E)B(m) =f.LB(m). 

(3.3 ) 

The B(m) form, in U(H)IK" an orthogonal basis with re
spect to the scalar product (3.1). They can be normalized to 
1 and are denoted in this case as ket vectors (used as physical 
states) 

B(m) atm 
Im)=--=--. 

~m!f.L ~m!f.L 
Then 

p(at ) 1m) = ~f.L(m + 1) 1m + 1), 

p(a) 1m) = ~f.Lmlm -1), 

p(E) 1m) = f.Llm). 

(3.4 ) 

(3.5) 

For f.L = 1 this is the familiar harmonic oscillator representa
tion. The space U(H)IK" with the sesquilinear form as a 
scalar product, can be closed to a Hilbert space. Its elements 
are weak limits, 

00 

Y = L Cm 1m), CmEc' (3.6) 
m=O 

(2) A further representation of H is induced by the mas
ter representationp on the quotient space U(H)IK2, where 
K2 denotes the ideal generated by (E - f.L) 1, with basis 

U(H)IK2 : {B(m,n); m,nEN, B(m,n) ==B(m,n,O)}, 

p(at)B(m,n) = B(m + l,n), 

p(a)B(m,n) = B(m,n + 1) + f.LmB(m - l,n), (3.7) 

p(E)B(m,n) = flB(m,n). 

The representation (3.7) has a remarkable property. In 
U(H)IK2 any B(m,n) can be factored. With 

k 

\II" (m) = II (ata - (n - s) 1), 
s= , 

k = n for m>n>l, k = m for n>m>l, 

"'O(m) = ","(0) = 1, 
the B( m,n) splits (uniquely) in 

{ 
(at)m -"\II" (m) = B(m - n,O)"," , 

B(m,n) = 
an - m\ll" (m) = B(O,n - m)"'n (m), 

and one obtains after cancellation of "'" (m ) 

p(at)B(n - m,O) = B(n - m + 1,0), m>n, 

p(at)B(O,n - m) 

= B(O,n - m - l)(ata - (n - m - 1)1), 

n>m + 1, 

p(a)B(m - n,O) = B(m - n - 1,0)(ata + (m - n)l), 

m>n + 1, 

p(a)B(O,n - m) = B(O,n - m + 1), n>m, 

p(E)B(m - n,O) = B(m - n,O), m>n, 

p(E)B(O,n - m) = B(O,n - m), n>m. (3.8) 

The "'" (m) can be interpreted as vacuum states containing 
boson creation-annihilation pairs (at a) in the form of a pol-
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ynomial of order k. Since the order of the polynomials 
"'" (m) under the action of p remains either the same, or 
increases by (ata), we obtain a representation by collecting 
those terms for which the order of the polynomials remains. 
Thus 

p(at)B(m,O) = B(m + 1,0), m>O, 

p(at)B(O,n) = - (n - 1)B(O,n - 1), n> 1, 

p(a)B(m,O) = mB(m - 1,0), m>l, 

p(a)B(O,n) = B(O,n + 1), n>O, 

p(E)B(m,O) = B(m,O), 

p(E)B(O,n) = B(O,n), m,n>O, 

with the representation space V spanned by 

V: {B(m,O),B(O,n); m,nEN}. 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

This result is identical to the representation (3.22) of Ref. 6 
for the values A. = 0, f.L = 1. Obviously it is induced by (3.7) 
on the quotient space U (H)I K3 with respect to the ideal K3, 
generated by (E - f.L)l, atal. Note thatp(a)l = a#O. But 
since p(at)a = 0, the elements B(O,n) span an invariant 
subspace V'. The quotient space of V with respect to this 
invariant subspace has the basis elements B(m,O), and on it 
holdsp(a)l = 0. 

(3) Equation (3.9) can be brought into a more suitable 
form by introducing the basis 

V: {1m) == (at)ml[iiif, mEN; 

(3.11 ) 

where we have introduced the kets I - n). One obtains 

p(at ) 1m) = ~m + 11m + 1), m>O, 

p(a) 1m) = f,nlm - 1), m> 1, p(a) 10) = I - 1), 

p(at)l-n) = -rn=tl-n+ 1), n>l, 

p(a) I - n) = [,11 - n - 1), n> 1, 

p(E) 1m) = 1m), 

p(E) 1- n) = I - n). 

(3.12) 

The subspace spanned by the I - n), nEN + , is invariant. 
The quotient space of V with respect to this invariant sub
space V' carries the familiar harmonic oscillator representa
tion (3.5) (for fl = 1). The entire space V carries an inde
composible representation. (See Fig. 1.) 

IV. BOSON REALIZATIONS OF su(2) 

In this section we will derive boson operator realizations 
of the master representation p of (complex) su (2), and rep-

V' VIV' 

~---------_____ p(a) 

_______ ~) pta') 

FIG. 1. The space V and the action of the operators (at) and (a) in the 
representations (3.9) and (3.12). 
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resentations p induced by p. The su (2) representations dis
cussed are among those which were derived in Ref. 1. 

( 1) The master representation of (complex) su (2) on 
the space of its universal enveloping algebra U(su(2»), 
spanned by 

{X(m,n,r) = 1":- 1"- I~; m,n,rEN}, X(O,O,O) = 1, 

is obtained as I 

p(l3)X(n,m,r) = X(n,m,r + 1) + (n - m)X(n,m,r), 

p(l+ )X(n,m,r) = X(n + I,m,r), 

p(C)X(n,m,r) =X(n,m + l,r) - nX(n -I,m,r+ 1) 

+ n{m - ~(n - 1 »)X{n - l,m,r), 

p(C)X(n,m,r) = 2X(n + I,m + l,r) + X(n,m,r + 2) 

- (2m + 1 )X(n,m,r + 1) 

+ m(m + I)X(n,m,r). (4.1 ) 

Here C= 2/+C + 13(/3 - 1) is the Casimir operator. The 
basis states of p are given in terms of three independent pa
rameters m,n,r. This implies that the representation can be 
reexpressed in terms of three independent Heisenberg opera
tors atk' ak that satisfy the Lie products 

[ak,at
s ] = Dks> s,k = 1,2,3. 

The boson operator realizations will then act upon the boson 
basis Bm, 

B (3) (m,n,r) = B I (m,O,O )B2 (n,O,O) B3 (r,O,O) 

= (aT>m(ai )n(a!)r. 

We obtain, following a procedure given in Ref. 6, Sec. V.3 
(see also Ref. 7), 

P(l3) = aTal - aia2 - a3, 

p(l+) = a2, 

p(C) = ai (aT a l - ~aia2 - a3) + ai' 
(4.2) 

p( C) = 2a la2 - (2a T a I - a3 + 1 )a3 + aT a I (aT a I + 1). 

(2) The master representation p induces and subduces 
other representations on quotient spaces and invariant sub
spaces ofU(su(2»). The elements I~ Ir+, mEN +, generate 
an ideal TI in U(su(2»). On the quotient space U(su(2»)/TI 
with basis {X(n,r) = 1 n+ I;, n,rEN} we obtain 
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p(l3)X(n,r) = X(n,r + 1) + nX(n,r), 

p(l+ )X(n,r) = X(n + l,r), 
p(C)X(n,r) = - nX(n - l,r+ 1) 

- ~(n - 1 )nX(n - l,r), 

p(C)X(n,r) =X(n,r+2) -X(n,r+ 1). 

(4.3) 

In the boson realization this representation becomes 

P(l3) = - a!a2 - a3, 

p(l+) = a2, 

p(C) = - ~ara2 - aia3, 
(4.4) 

p(C) =a3(a3-1). 

(3) The master representationp induces on U(su(2»)/ 
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T2 with the ideal T2 generated by (/3 - A) 1, AEC, a further 
representation on the space spanned by 

U(su(2»)/T2: {X(m,n) =1":- 1"-; m,nEN}, 

p(/3)X(n,m) = (A + n - m)X(n,m), 

p(l+)X(n,m) =X(n + I,m), 

p(C)X(n,m) =X(n,m + 1) ( 4.5) 

- n{A - m + !(n - l»)X(n - I,m), 

p(C)X(n,m) = 2X(n + I,m + 1) 

+ (A - m)(A - m - I)CX(n,m), 

AEC, with boson realization; 

P(/3) = ala. - aia2 - A, 

p(l+) = a2, 

p(C) = aI (alai - !aIa2 - A) + ai' (4.6) 

p(C) = 2a la2 - 2Aata l 

+aTal(ata l + 1) +A(A-IH. 

( 4) A very unusual representation is induced by p on 
U(su(2) )/T3' with the ideal T3 generated by (C - AH, AEC 
and the basis spanned by {X(n,r) = 1 ~ 1 ~, n,rEN}, 

p(/3)X(n,r) = X(n,r + 1) + nX(n,r), 

p(/+ )X(n,r) = X(n + I,r), 
r r' 

p(C )X(n,r) = A I . X(n,k) 
k=O (r- k)!k! 

- nX(n - l,r+ 1) 

- !(n - l)nX(n - l,r), 

r r' 
p(C)X(n,r) = 4..1, I . X(n + l,k) 

k = 0 (r - k)!k ! 

+ X(n,r + 2) - X(n,r + 1), 

with boson realization 

P(/3) = - aia2 - a3, 

p(l+) = a2, 

p(C) = Ae
ai - ai (a3 + !aia2)' 

p(C) = 4Aeaia2 + a3(a3 - 1). 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

The boson realizations can be expressed in terms of differen
tial operators by the substitution 

For example, for (4.8) one obtains 

P(l3) = -yay-az , 

p(/+) = ay , 

p(l-) =AeZ-yaz _~y2ay, 

p(C) = 4AeZy + a; - az , 

(4.9) 

the last equation being equivalent to a partial differential 
equation invariant under group su(2). 

(5) Familiar realizations of su(2) and (su(1,I») are 
readily identified as special cases of the realizations given 
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above. The Gel'fand-Dyson su(2) representation9
,l0 is in

duced by the representation (4.6) modulo the ideal genera
ted by all. One obtains (dropping the suffix 2) for su(2) 

P(l3) = -A-ata, p(l+)=a, 

p(C) = - Aat - !at2a, 

p(C) = A(A - 1)1, 

and for su( 1,1) 

and 

P'(l3) = A + ata, 

p'(l+) = at, 
p'(C) = Aa + !ata2

, 

Jz =P(l3) = - A - ata, 

Jx = (l/~)( - Aat - (!at2 - 1 )a), 

Jy = (i/~)( - Aat - qat2 + l)a), 

[Jx,Jy ] = iJz (cyclic). 

(4. lOa) 

(4. lOb) 

( 4.11) 

The familiar form of the Gel'fand-Dyson representa
tion (A = - j) is obtained by defining primed operators 

followed by an application of the antilinear antiautomor
phism 1], Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7). 

(6) Equation (4.6) induces also a representation of the 
type of the generalized Gel'fand-Dyson representation. 9 

Setting A = 0, 

P(l3) =aia , -aia2, 

p(l+) = a2, 

p(C) = aiai a l - !ai2a2 + ai' 

p(C) = 2a l a2 + aia,(aia , + 1). 

Setting a l = b
" 

a2 = a, 

Jz = P(l3) = b tb - ata, 

Jx = (1/~)(,p(l+) +p(C») 

= (l/~) (atb tb - !at2a + a + b), 

Jy = ( - i/~)(P(l+) - p(C») 

= (i/~) (atb tb - !at2a - a + b). 

Then, 

J'x = ~2Jx - !(atb tb + a) - b, 

J'y = ~2Jy - U/2)(atb tb - a) - ib, 

J' z = Jz - ~b t b, 

are identical in form to Ref. 9, up to the map 1]. 

V. SCALAR PRODUCTS AND EQUIVALENCE 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

In Sec. II we introduced a sesquilinear form on U (H) 
that induced a scalar product on the Fock space, Sec. III, Eq. 
(3.1 ). In this section we will make use of a sesquilinear form 
on U(su (2») that becomes a scalar product on certain invar-
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iant subspaces and quotient spaces of U(su(2»). In Sec. IV 
we have given realizations of su (2) and su ( 1,1) in terms of 
boson operators. Thus two distinct scalar products are avail
able to study Hermiticity properties of both the algebras H 
and su(2) (su(1,I»). 

In the harmonic oscillator ( orthonormalized ) basis 
1m), Eq. (3.4 ), the Heisenberg algebra H was obtained in the 
form (3.5) while the su(1,1) realization (4.lOb) takes on 
the form [p'(l+) - - p'(l+) for su(1,1)], 

P(/3) 1m) = (/ + m) 1m), 

p(/+)Im) =~m + 11m + 1), 

p(C)lm) =..[m(l + !(m - 1))lm -1), 

p(C) 1m) = (/(/- 1) + m(m - 2) + 4ml)lm), meN 
(5.1 ) 

with A = I, and deleting primes. 
Equation (3.5) shows that in the basis 1m) the operator 

at is really the adjoint of a and it holds 

S( Im'),atlm» = S(alm'),lm». (5.2) 

This is however not the case for su ( 1, 1) as Eq. (5.1) shows. 
We thus ask the question whether there exists some scalar 
product S' such that 

S'(p(/+)atk,atn ) = S'(atk,p(C)atn ), (5.3) 

with respect to the (unnormalized) basis {atm}. The condi
tion (5.3) implies 

S'(atk,atn ) = 8kn n! IT (I + ~ (s - 1)) S'(l,l), 
s= I 2 

S'(l,l) = 1, (5.4) 

where we have set A = I =1= - !(s - 1), seN + . 

But this is precisely the scalar product SI (Ref. 5) in
duced by the sesquilinear form on the space spanned by the 
(noncompact) generators L, 

{/n_, neN}, (5.5) 

ofsu(1,1) [see Ref. 1, Eq. (3.14), I- -I]. Ifwe introduce 
the new states In), orthonormalized with respect to the sca
lar product SI' 

{ 
n (1 )} -112 In)= n!II, 1+ 2 (s-l) atn, neN+, (5.6) 

then the Heisenberg algebra H takes on the form 

p(at ) In) = f,t+T~1 + !nln + 1), 

p(a) In) = [{n/~ 1+ !(n - 1) ] In - 1), 

p(E) In) = In), 

(5.7) 

neN. The second ofEq. (5.7) becomes singular for values 
I=-!(n-l). 

The algebra su( 1,1), Eq. (4. lOb) for A = I> 0, takes on 
the unitary form, 

P(/3) In) = (/ + n) In), 

p(/+) In) = f,t+T.JT+11lln + 1), 

p(C)ln) = fii~1 + !(n - 1) In - 1), 

p(C) In) = (/(1- 1 + n(n - 2) + 4nl)ln). 

(5.8) 

Thus while for the Heisenberg algebra it holds that 
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p(a)t = peat) in the basis 1m) and with respect to the scalar 
product S, it holds for the noncom pact real algebra su ( 1,1 ) 
thatp(/+)t = p(/_) in the basis In) and with respect to the 
scalar product S,. 

The relationship between the two bases is 

{ 
n (1 )} -1/2 

In) = JI 1+2"(k-l) In), 

= fijI (/+ ~ (k-1))} -1/2 (n!)-'/2atnl, 

10) = 10) = 1. (5.9) 

On the basis In) another representation of the Heisenberg 
algebra can be defined. The generators are b t, b, E with 
(b tnl.[,if) 10) = In),IO) = 1. The relation between the b t 

and at is given by 

b t =at(p'(/3) _~N)-'/2, b=(P'(/3) _!N)'/2a, 

N= ata = btb, 

b tnl = {I iI, (I + ~ (k - 1))} - '12 atn l, i> 0, n> 1. 

(5.10) 

With b tb In) = nln), b tin) = ...rn+Tln + 1), 

bin) = min - 1), we obtain the Primakoff-Holstein real
ization of sue 1,1), 

P(/3) In) = (I + b tb) In), 

p(l+)ln) =bt~/+!btb In), 

p (C ) In) = ~ I + !b t b bin), 

p ( C) In) = ((I + b t b) (/ + b t b - 1) 

+ 2(/ + ~b tb)b tb )In). 

( 5.10 

The relationship between the two realizations (4.lOb) and 
(5.11) was discussed by Moshinsky using a different ap
proach. 10.11 

The two bases {I m)} and {I m) } are bases for the same 
(algebraic) space. They are related to each other by scaling. 

The two realizations of su ( 1,1) as well as the two real
izations of H, are equivalent, however they are different in 
the scaling of the scalar product. 

VI. AN EXAMPLE 

We discuss a special representation for Hand su (1,1) 
for I =!. Equation (5.7) becomes (replacing n by m), 

peat) 1m) = (1/.J2)(m + 1) 1m + 1), 

p(a)lm) =v'2lm -1), 

peE) 1m) = 1m), 

(6.1 ) 

and pea) 10) #0. In fact, we can formally extend the values 
of m to mEZ to form a larger representation. With the new 
basis elements 

1m) = 2m/2(atmlm!), mEN, 

1- n) = 2(n-1)/2[anl(n - 1)!], nEN+, 

we obtain the relations 
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(6.2) 

W IUIH)IK,)/W 
------~--- . 

,( 
suu.nj 

~(--------

----------------) p(/+) 

~I(----------_--_ plU 

~ -------------~:. pIa') 

H { ... "c----------------------------- pIa) 

FIG. 2. The two sU(\,I) irreducible representations (6.4) and (6.5) and 
their relationship to the indecomposable representation of H (6.3). 

peat) 1m) = (m + o.J2lm + 1), 

p(at)l_ n) = - .J21- n + 1), 

peat) I - 1) = ata = 0, 

pea) 1m) = .J2lm - 1), mEN +, 

pea) 10) = I - 1), 

mEN, 

n>2, 

pea) I - n) = (1/.J2)nl - n - 1), nEN +. 

(6.3) 

This shows the equivalence of extended (6.1) and (3.9). The 
subspace with basis {1m), mEN} carries an irreducible rep
resentation of the sue 1,1) algebra 13 =! + ata, 1+ = at, 
C = !(a + ata2

), 

P(l3) 1m) = (! + m) 1m), 

p(l+)lm) = (1/.J2)(m + 1)lm + 1), (6.4) 

p(C)lm) = (1/.J2)mlm - 1), mEN, 

and the subspace with basis {I - n), nEN +} carries an 
irreducible representation of su(1,l), 1'3 =! + ata, 
I' + = l(at + at2a), 1'_ = a, 

p(l'3)I-n) = q-n)l-n), 

p(l'+)I-n) = (1/.J2)(n-l)I-n+ 1), (6.5) 

p(/'_)I-n) = (l/.J2)nl-n-l), nEN+. 

The two realizations of su(l,I) are related by the map 1/ 
introduced in Sec. II. (See Fig. 2.) Here we have used the 
ideal K3 generated by (E - jl)l, atal, jl = 1. Note that 
p(a)l = a. Thus both the H-invariant subspace W of 
U(H)IK3, and the quotient space of H(H)IK3 modulo the 
H-invariant subspace W carry equivalent Hermitian repre
sentations of su ( 1,1) (with respect to S, ), while the Heisen
berg algebra on U (H) I K3leads to an indecomposable repre
sentation. The Heisenberg algebra, however, has been used 
to build the two sue 1,1) realizations. 
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It is shown that the ground state energy in a central potential is a concave (convex) function of 
angular momentum 1 when this potential is a concave (convex) function of r. A result 
stronger than concavity is obtained when the Laplacian of the potential is negative. New 
bounds in the kinetic energy of these states are derived in terms of energy differences and for s 
states in terms of the wave function at the origin. These bounds can be used to give good 
estimates of the ground state energies for power law potentials. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent work 1 we have obtained constraints on states 
bound by a central potential VCr) belonging to a class for 
which energy-level ordering theorems may be proved. We 
will consider here in particular the energy E(O,l) of the 
ground state of angular momentum I. In Sec. II we will dem
onstrate a previous resule that E( 0,1) is a convex (concave) 
function of 1 when the potential V(r) is a convex (concave) 
function of r, and strengthen it when the Laplacian of V( r) 
is negative for all r> O. 

An integrated form of the concavity condition is 

E(O,l+ I) -E(O,/) <E(O,l) -E(O,I-I). (1.1) 

This inequality can also be tightened when VCr) has negative 
Laplacian, as will be demonstrated in Sec. II using a vari
ational method applied by Martin in an earlier proof' of the 
concavity of E(O,/). 

Bounds on the kinetic energy (T) 0,/ and mean square 
radii (r)o,/ for the above ground states of angular momen
tum I, have been obtained in earlier work by Martin in colla
boration with Bertlmann.4 They are in terms of energy dif
ferences between adjacent states, and in some cases only hold 
for integer (physical) values of 1 as they have been derived 
using sum rules. In Sec. III we demonstrate how they may be 
extended to general non-negative 1 and tightened for certain 
classes of potentials. 

Finally in Sec. IV, improved upper and lower bounds on 
the wave function at the origin of the S-wave ground state are 
obtained that depend only on the expectation value of the 
kinetic energy for this state. As demonstrated by Common 
previously,5 this type of bound can be useful in determining 
quark mass differences using experimental estimates of the 
above value of the wave function from the leptonic decay 
rates of quarkonium via the Van Royen-Weisskopf for
mula.6 

There are several reasons why it is of interest to study 
the above types of constraints. First they enable one to obtain 
a general impression of the distribution of energy levels for 
given classes of potentials and vice versa, e.g., as discussed in 
Ref. 2, the distribution of the lowest energy levels indicate 
that the quark-antiquark potential is not a convex function 
of r. Also for specific potentials such as simple powers of r, 

precise estimates can be given for E(O,l) without detailed 
numerical evaluation. Some results were presented in Ref. 1 
and some improved estimates are given in Sec. III. 

Finally, the bounds we have obtained have the merit of 
being rigorous. We feel that they should be published so that 
future investigations of potential models may have them to 
hand. 

II. THE CONVEXITY AND CONCAVITY OF £(0,1) 

In a previous work 1 we considered the two following 
classes of potentials. 

Set A: 'rJ r > 0, one of the following conditions hold: 

(i) Du VCr) >0, l.-;;a.-;;2, V(r);>O; 

(ii) DuV(r);>O, a<l, V(r)'-;;O; 

(iii) [r :; + (3 - 2a) :J V(r);>O, 

where 

1 2 dV o· 
<a< , dr;>' 

d 2 V 1 dV 
DuV(r)=-+ (S-3a)--

dr r dr 

+ 2( 1 - a) (2 - a) VCr) 

r 
(the special cases a = 1, a = 2 correspond to potentials con-
vex in 1/r and r, respectively.) C 

Set B: 'rJr> 0, one of the following conditions hold: 

(i) Du VCr) .-;;0, a> 2 or < 1, VCr) ;>0; 

(ii) Da V(r)'-;;O, l.-;;a.-;;2, V(r)'-;;O; 

(iii) [r :; + (3 - 2a) :r] VCr) .-;;0, a;>2. 

We showed that if VCr) belongs to set [~] for a ={3, 
then for /;>0 and n > k such that all integrals concerned exist, 

[21 + 1 + {3 + k{3 ](r(/3- 1)+ n/1) (r( /1- 1)+ (k - 1)/1) 
~, ~, 

S [21 + 1 + {3 + n{3] (r( /1- 1)+ k/1)o,/ 

x (r( /1- 1) + (n- 1)/1)0.', 

where 

(2.1 ) 
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(r" )0,1 = 1'0 U~,I (r)r" dr, 

and UO,I (r) is the reduced wave function for the ground state 
of angular momentum I. 

In the following we will need to use a limiting form of 
(2,1) obtained by setting n = k + 8 and letting 8 --+ ° +. This 
gives 

(,z< fJ- I) + kfJlog r)o,1 

(,z< fJ- I) + kfJ)O,1 

(,z< fJ- I) + <k - I)fJlog r)o,1 
5 + [21 + 1 + f3 + kf3 ] - I 

(,:z<fJ- l ) + <k- I)fJ)O,1 

(2.2) 

when V( r) is in the set [~J for a = f3. The moment inequal
ities follow from the inequalities,7 

_ [w~,,i (Z)]' ~A + 1 , (2.3) 
WO,,i (z) z'2 

which hold for VCr) in the set [~J where Z=' rx, 
A,;= (2/- a + 1 )/2a, and WO,,i (z) =. [arx- I ] 1/2uo,I (r). In 
the original variables, (2.3) takes the form 

[ 
u~,/(r) ]' ~ (I + l)a 

- oe:: , 
rx-Iu rl + a 0.1 

(2.4) 

when V( r) is in the set [~J for a given value for a. 
The inequalities (2.4) hold for all r,I>O and will now be 

used to prove a lemma to the main theorem of this paper. 
Lemma (2.1): If V( r) is in the set [~] for a given value 

of a> 1, then 

21 + 3 - a l'" auo,/(r) dr 
J(a)~ - uo,/(r) , 

a-I 0 al rx 
(2.5) 

where 

1 l"" I-a lr[ 21 + 1 aE(O,l)] J(a) =-- r --2--
a-I 0 0 r' al 

Xu~,/(r')dr' dr. (2.6) 

Proof The reduced wave function satisfies 

- U;;'I + I(/~ 1) uo,/ + V(r)uo,/ =E(O,/)uo.,' (2.7) 

Taking the limit of the Wronskian of two solutions of (2.7) 
for neighboring values of I gives 

au~ I (r) auo I (r) 
uo,/(r) al -u~,/(r) al 

= r[ 21 + 1 _ aE(O,/) ]u2 (r')dr'. (2.8) Jo r'2 al 0.1 

Since the right-hand side is positive, [(auo., (r)lal )/uo.1 (r)] 
is an increasing function of r and has one zero in (0, 00 ). As 

therefore 

l

r , auo" (r') 
uo/(r )--,---dr' <0, r>O. 

o· al 
(2.9) 
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Using (2.4), 

_ r"" u,<r) auo,/(r) ~ 
Jo 0,/ al rx- 1 

= r"" ~[ u~,/(r) ][ r UO,/(r') aUo,/(r') dr']dr 
Jo dr rx - IUO,I (r) Jo al 

~ -l"" (I + l)a [lr u (r') aUo,/(r') dr']dr 
-.::. I +a 0,/ al oro 

r"" auo I (r) dr 
= - (I + 1) Jo UO.I (r) al rx (2.10) 

for potentials VCr) inset [~J for given a. Using (2.8) after 
integrating by parts, 

r"" u<r) auo., (r) dr 
Jo 0,1 al rx 

=_2_ r"" u' (r/uo,/(r) ~+J(a), (2.11) 
a-I Jo 0,1 al rx - I 

where a> 1 and J(a) is defined in (2.5). Using (2.10) in 
(2.11) immediately gives the required result. 

We are now in a position to prove the following 
theorem. 

Theorem 2.1: (a) If 

~[~ dV] ~O, Vr> 0, 
dr r dr 

then 

a2
E(0,/) ~O I> - ~. (2.12) 
a/ 2 

' 2 

(b) If 

~[,:z dV]<o, dV>O Vr>O, 
dr dr dr' 

then 

a
2
E(0,l) +_1_ aE(O,/) <0, 1>0. (2.13) 
al 2 1+1 al 

Proof Integrating the definition of J(2) in (2.6) by 
parts gives 

J(2) = - (21 + 1) [(r- 2 10g r)o,1 (1)0.1 

- (r- 2 )0.1 (log r)o,/ ]. (2.14) 

The potentials satisfying the conditions (a) are in the set 
[~J fora = 2. Therefore, from (2.5), 

r"" auo/(r) dr ~ ( 2) 
(2/+1)Jo uo,/(r) al ,z~-J(2)-.::.- r- 0./' 

(2.15 ) 

The right-hand inequality follows from (2.14) and (2.2) 
with f3 = 2, k = - 1. However, 

a
2
E(0,/) = 2 r"" u2 (r)dr 
a/ 2 Jo 0.1 ,:z 

r"" auo/(r) dr 
+ 2(21 + 1) Jo uo./(r) al -;I' 

(2.16) 

The result (2.12) then follows on using (2.15) in (2.16). 
The potentials satisfying the conditions in (b) are in set 
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B for a = 2 and a = 1. Now (2.2) may be used twice with 
(3 = 1 and first k = 0 and then k = - 1 to give 

J(2):> (r- 2 )O,1 [1 + (21 + 1 )1(21 + 2)]. (2.17) 

In this case, using (2.16), 

a2
E(0,/) .;;:2(r- 2 ) _ 2J(2) 
a/ 2 "" 0,1 

.;;: _ 21 + 1 (r- 2 ) = __ 1_ 8E(0,/) 
"" I + 1 0,1 I + 1 al ' 

and the result (2.13) follows. 
The inequalities (2.12) are equivalent to the convexity 

(concavity) of E(O,/) for potentials VCr) that are convex 
(concave) in r. They cannot be improved for the class of 
potentials considered in (a) since the inequalities are satu
rated by the harmonic oscillator potential for which 
d Idr[ (l/r) (dV Idr)] = 0, Vr> O. The Coulomb potential 
VCr) = - l/r satisfies the conditions for case (b) and we 
know for this potential that 

a
2
E(0,l) + 3 aE(O,l) _ 0 (2.18) 
a/ 2 2 (l + 1) al -. 

Therefore (2.13) is not saturated and there may be still 
scope for improvement in case (b). 

An integrated form of concavity of E(O,/) in / is given in 
(1.1) and holds for potentials concave in r. We now modify 
a previous argumene to show that ( 1.1 ) can be improved for 
potentials with negative Laplacian. 

Theorem 2.3: If 

- r- <0, Vr>O, d [ dV] 
dr dr 

then 

[E(O,I+ 1) -E(O,/)] 

<[II(l+2)][E(0,l) -E(O,l-1)]. (2.19) 

Proof Following the discussion in Ref. 3, we use7 

vCr) = ruO,1 (r) as a trial wave function in the variational 
estimate of E(O,I + 1) and obtain the inequality 

E(O,I + 1) 

(00 ['2 (l + 1) (l + 2)v2 

<Jo V + r 

+ V(r)v2 ]d{l°O v2 dr)-I 

= 100 
[ruo~ + (l + 1) (l + 2)u~,1 

+ V(r)ru~,ddr«r)O,/)-1 

{ 
(00 _2 [ " l(l + 1) = Jo rUo,1 - UO,I + r UO,I 

+ V(r)uo,1 ]dr + (21 + 3) 100 
U~,1 dr} «r)O,/)-1 

= E(O,/) + (21 + 3)/(r)o,l' (2.20) 

Notice that this inequality is valid for arbitrary potentials. 
Similarly by taking v = UO,I (r)lr as a trial wave function to 
estimate E 0,1 we obtain the inequality 
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E(O,l - 1) <E(O,/) - (2/- 1) (r- 4 )0,11 (r- 2 )0,/' (2,21) 

Previously the lower inequality (2.1) with{3 = 2 was used to 
prove from (2.20) and (2,21) that (1.1) holds if VCr) is 
concave in r. However, if d Idr[r(dV Idr)] <0, Vr> 0, the 
lower moment inequalities (2.1) can be used with {3 = 1. 
Take this value of (3 and n = 2, k = - 3, then this lower 
inequality gives 

(r) (-4) () (-3) 21 + 4 0,1 r 0,/:> r 0,/ r 0,1 21 _ 1 ' (2.22) 

while with n = 1, k = - 2 

(r)o I (r- 3 )0 I:> (1)0 I (r- 2 )0 I 21 + 3 . 
. , , '21 (2.23 ) 

We take A to be a positive parameter to be adjusted later and 
use (2.20)-(2.23) to prove the sequence of inequalities 

[E(O,l- 1) - E(O,/)] + A [E(O,l + 1) - E(O,l)] 

< - (2/-1)(r- 4 )o,J(r- 2 )o,1 

+ ...1,(21 + 3) (l)o,ll(r)o,1 

<~{_(2/_1)2/+4 2/+3 +A(2/+3)}, 
(r)o,1 2/- 1 21 

(2.24) 

By appropriate choice of A, the right-hand side can be set 
equal to zero and (2.19) follows. 

Inequality (2.19) is an appreciable improvement on 
(1.1) especially for small I. However, (2.19) is again not 
"saturated" for the Coulomb potential where, for example, 
when 1= 1 the ratio of the left-hand side to right-hand side is 
a. Here again there is the possibility for improvement. 

III. BOUNDS ON (no" and ("')0" 

In a previous work Martin and Bertlmann4 obtained the 
following lower bounds on the average value of the kinetic 
energy for the ground state Sand P waves: 

(T)o,o :>HE(O,1) - E(O,O)] , 

(T)o,1 :>HE(O,2) - E(O,I)]. 

( 3.1a) 

(3.1b) 

These inequalities hold for general central potentials. The 
method used to derive them involved sum rules over physical 
states, and therefore could not be generalized to noninteger 
values of I. We demonstrate now how they can indeed be 
generalized to all 1:>0. 

Theorem 3.1: For general potentials VCr) and all 1:>0, 

(T)o./:>[(2/+3)/4][E(0,1+ 1) -E(O,/)]. (3.2) 

Proof We have with the usual normalization 
SOU~.I dr = 1, 

(T) (00['2 1(1+1) 2]d 
0.1 = Jo UO,I + r UO,I r 

(a>[, 1+1 ]2 
= Jo UO,I - -r- UO,I dr. (3.3 ) 

Now consider 
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1(,1) = for u~,/ - (I + 1) U;,/ - A7Uo,/ r dr 

= i'" [ u~,/ - (I + 1) U;,/ r dr - U L'" [7Uo,/U~,/ 
- (I + 1) u6,ddr + A 2L'" rU6,/ dr (3.4) 

= (T)o,/ +,1(21+ 3) +A 2 (r)0,/, (3.5) 

Since 1(,1) >0 for all real A, 

4(T)0,/(r)0,/>(21 + 3)2, (3.6) 

Then by using (2,20) in the form 

E(O,I + 1) - E(O,/) < (21 + 3)/(r)0,1 (3.7) 

we obtain the required inequality. It cannot be improved for 
general potentials since it becomes an equality for the har
monic oscillator potential. 

Corresponding upper bounds to (T) 0,1 in terms of ener
gy differences can be obtained for certain classes of poten
tials as in the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.2: If 

then, for alII> I, 

(T)o,l< [(21 + 3 )14 ][E(O,/) - E(O,I- 1)]. (3.8) 

Proof The above class of potentials are in set B defined 
in Sec. II for a = 2, Therefore from inequality (3,6) of Ref, 1 

( T) 21 + 3 aE(O,/) 
0,/< 4 al 

< 21 + 3 [E(O,l) _ E(O,I - 1)], 
4 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

where in the last step we have used the concavity of E(O,/). 
This upper bound complements the lower bound (3.2) 

and is again saturated by the harmonic oscillator potential. 
The factor multiplying the energy differences is the same in 
the upper and lower bounds. By restricting the class of po
tentials further, upper and lower bounds with the same ener
gy difference but different multiplying factors may be ob
tained. An example is given by the following result. 

Corollary 3.1: If 

~[~ dV]<o and ~[r dV] >0, 'tIr>O, 
dr r dr dr dr 

then 

(T)0,1<[(2/+9)/4][E(0,l+ 1) -E(O,/)], (3,11) 

Proof' As discussed earlier in Sec. II, 

0,1 uo,l(r')dr' <0, i
r au (r') 

° al 
Therefore 
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aE(O,/) + i.(T) 
al al 0,1 

i"'[ dV ] aUol = 2 r- + VCr) uo,/ --' dr 
° dr al 

= _ 2 r'" ~[r dV + Vcr)] f'uo,/(r') aUo,I(r')dr' 
Jo dr dr Jo al 

>0. (3,12) 

Integrating (3.12) over (1,1+ 1), 

(T)o,1 <E(O,I + 1) - E(O,/) + (T)o,l+ I' (3.13 ) 

Using (3.8) I~/+ 1 gives immediately (3.11). Unfortu
nately this inequality is not saturated by the Coulomb poten
tial for small I. An improved inequality may be obtained by 
further restricting the class of potential. 

Corollary 3.1 a: If 

~[~ dV] <0 and ~[r dV] >0, 
dr r dr dr dr 

then 

2/+ 5 
(T)0,1<-4-[E(0,1+ 1) -E(O,/)]. 

The proof is similar to that of the preVIOUS corollary, 
We now obtain associated bounds on (r)o,/. 
Theorem 3.3: If 

~[~ dV] <0, 'tIr>O, 
dr r dr 

then 

(3,14 ) 

21 + 3 r 21 + 3 
E(O,I + 1) - E(O,l) >< )0,1> E(O,l) - E(O,l - 1) 

(3,15) 

and alternatively, 

r (21 + 3)2 
( )0.1> (21 + 9) [E(O,l + 1) - E(O,l)] , 

(3,16 ) 

if in addition 

~r dV>O, 
dr dr 

These inequalities hold for all 1>0 except that in the right
hand inequality in (3.15), I> 1. 

Proof Using (3,6), which holds for all potentials, and 
the upper bounds on (T) 0,/ given by (3.8) and (3.11), the 
right-hand sides of (3,15) and (3.16) are obtained immedi
ately, The left-hand side of(3.15) isjust (3.7). Theinequal
ities (3, 15) are again saturated in the case of the harmonic 
oscillator potential. As shown previously, one has upper and 
lower bounds that differ only by the energy difference used 
or by the multiplying factor ofthe inverse ofthis difference. 

In Sec. IV of Ref, I, we used bounds on < T) 0,1 depend
ing on aE(O,/)lal to obtain for power law potentials 
VCr) = rV, v> 0, both upper and lower bounds on E(O,L)I 
E(O,/) with L > 1>0 and also for E(O,l) itself. For 0 < v<2, 
we found 
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[
I + ~]2V/(V + 2) ,E(O,1 + 1) 

1 + ~ E(O,I) 

,[/-t- 1 + (V+4)/4]2V/(Y+2), 

1+(v+4)/4 

while for v>2 one may similarly prove that 

[
/+ 1 + (V+4)/4]2V/(V+2),E(O,l+ 1) 

1 + (v + 4 )/4 E(O,l) 

Then using 

[

I + ~]2V/(V + 2) ,-- . 
I+~ 

lIm = - --, . E(O,/) (v )2/(V+ 2) V + 2 
1+ 00 12v/(v+ 2) 2 v 

(3.17) 

(3.18 ) 

one can obtain from (3.17) and (3.18) the following bounds 
on E(O,l) itself: 

(V~2)(;y/(V+2)(/+ v;4YV/(V+2) 

(
v+2)(V)2/(V+2)( 3)2V/(V+2) 

,E(O,l), -v- '2 1+'2 ' 

for 0,v,2, (3.19) 

and 

(v ~ 2)( ; Y/(V+ 2) (l + 312)2v/(v+ 2) 

(
v+2)(V)2/(Y+2)( V+4)2V/(V+2) 

,E(O,/), -v- '2 1+-
4

- , 

for v>2. (3.20) 

However, improved upper bounds on E(O,I + 1)IE(O,l) 
and lower bounds on E(O,/) can be obtained from inequality 
(3.2) as we will now demonstrate. For V(r) = rV we have 
from the Virial theorem that 

(T)o,1 = [vl(2 + v) ]E(O,l) 

so that inserting 

(3.21 ) 

(vl(2 + v) )E(O,/) > [(21 + 3 )/4] [E(O,l + 1) - E(O,l)] 
(3.22) 

in (3.2) and rearranging, we obtain 

E(O,l + 1) ,(21 + 3)/4 + vl(2 + v) . 
E(O,/) (21 + 3)/4 

(3.23) 

By repeating application of this bound, when L>I, 

E(O,L) ,r(L + ~ + 2vl(v + 2»)rU + ~) . 
E(O,/) r(l+~+2vl(v+2»)nL+~) 

(3.24) 

By taking the limit L -+ 00, 

( 
V)2/CV+2l(V + 2)r(1 + ~ + 2vl(v + 2») 

E(O,/» '2 -v- r(l +~) . 

(3.25) 

We will now give numerical examples that show that (3.24) 
and (3.25) give better bounds than do (3.17) and (3.20). 

Consider the case when 1= O. Set v = 4 in (3.19) 

1.718 = (~)4/3'E(0,1)IE(0,Q)'(j)4/3~1.975, (3.26) 

while the "new" upper bound (3.23) gives 
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E(O,1)IE(O,O),.!J= 1.778. (3.27) 

Similarly when v = 1 in (3.17), 

1.405 = (j)2/3,E(O,I)IE(O,0),(~)2/3 = 1.482 (3.28a) 

and the new upper bound gives 

E(O,1)IE(O,O) 'lj-1.444. (3.28b) 

We see that the new upper bound is a substantial improve
ment for v = 4 and a small improvement for v = 1. When it 
is combined with the "old" lower bound, estimates of the 
above ratio accurate within a few percent are obtained. Simi
larly in Ref. 1 we used the lower bounds in (3.18) and (3.19) 
and variational upper bounds to give, for v = 1, 

2.19301,E(0,0) =2.338 10741 .. · ,2.380 

and, forv= 4 

3.24,E(0,0) ~ 3.8,3.91. 

(3.29a) 

(3.29b) 

Our new lower bound (3.26) can be used to give, for v = 1, 

E(O,O) >2.3079 (3.30a) 

and, for v = 4, 

E(O,O) >3.6777, (3.30b) 

which improve on those given in (3.29). The old upper 
bounds with the new lower bounds give good estimates for 
E(O,O) to within a few percent error. 

IV. BOUNDS ON THE WAVE FUNCTION AT THE ORIGIN 
IN TERMS OF THE KINETIC ENERGY 

In Ref. 5 we obtained bounds on I uo,o 12 in terms of 
( T) 0,0' Here I uo,o 12

, for instance, enters in the expression of 
leptonic decay rates of quarkonium via the Van Royen
Weisskopfformula.7 The bounds were given by 

IUo,o(0)1 2 > ! (T)~:~, if ~~ >0, Vr>O, (4.1) 

luo,o(OW <3(T)~~, if :r r ~~ >0 and ~ >0. 

(4.2) 

The upper and lower bounds are in the ratio 12:1, and so 
rather weak. Here we shall derive tighter bounds on uo,o (0) 
in terms of the kinetic energy and, in some cases these 
bounds will be valid for n,e:O, i.e., arbitrary radial excita
tions. 

First we derive a series of upper bounds on lu'(O) 1
2, 

increasingly tighter, with more and more restricted classes of 
potentials. 

Theorem 4.1 (boundary case Coulomb potential): 

lu' (0)j2,4(T)312 (4.3) 0,0 0,0 

if 

i.e., 

Proof We have 

lu'(O) 12 = JU2 dV dr. 
dr 

Now if 
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with 

then 

1 f dx dy 2( ) 2( ) =- --u xu Y 
2 xy 

X [W(x) - W( y)][x - y] > 0, 

dV W(x) =x2
_, 

dx 

Iu~,o (0) 12 < 2(T)o,o (l!r)/(l!r), 

But, by using the inequalities of Ref. 1, we have 

and 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

if av>o, which gives (4.3) by substitution in (4.5). In
equality (4.1) is optimal in the sense that it is saturated for 
the case of a pure Coulomb potential. 

Corollary: If a V>O and if VCr) -.0 for r-. 00, 

Iu~,o (0) 12 < 4IE(0,0) 13/2. (4.8) 

Proof: if (d /dr)r(dV /dr) > 0 and if V( 00) = 0, it is 
easy to get by integration 

dV 
r- + VCr) <0, (4.9) 

dr 

and hence 

2(T) + (V) = E + (T) <0. 

An alternative derivation of this result consists in integrating 
an inequality recently obtained by Benguria8

: 

u~,o + ~ - E uo,o - uo,o/r> O. (4.10) 

It is possible that Theorem 4.1 or at least the corollary ap
plies to radial excitations, but we have no proof of this. 

Theorem 4.2 (boundary case, log r potential): If 

d dV 
-r->O, 
dr dr 

then 

(4.11 ) 

Here the inequality holds for any radial excitations. 
Proof: Following the same technique as in (4.4), we 

have 

if 

!!.- r dV>O. 
dr dr 

Hence 

lU' (0)12<2(T) f(u
2
/r)dr. 

n,O n,O fu 2 dr 
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(4.12) 

However, consider the quantity 

X = fU '2 drfu
2 

dr . 
(f(u2/r)dr)2 

We have, for arbitrary Z> 0, 

fUI2dr-zf :2 dr> _ ~2 f u2dr, 

(4.13) 

by application of the variational principle to the Hamilto-
nian 

d 2 Z ----
dr r 

(4.14 ) 

Hence 

X>- Zx--I ( Z2) 
x 2 4 ' 

where 

x = f (U2/r)dr(f u2 dr) -I, 

and choosing Z = 2x, we get X> 1. For n = 0 the inequality 
is almost, but not exactly saturated: 

lu' (0)1 2/(T)3/2=1.9513 ... , for V=logr. 

This is because the wave function of (4.14) is not that of a 
logarithmic potential. 

Theorem 4.3 (boundary case linear potential): If 
V" >0, then 

Iu~.o (OW < (3/Eo)3/2<T)~~g < 1.455<T)~~5, (4.15) 

where Eo is the first zero of the Airy function. 
Proof: By using the same technique, 

(r ~)(1) - (~~)(r) >0 

and 

I I 12 2(T) fu
2 

dr un,o (0) < n,O --2- . 
fru dr 

Now we look for the minimum of 

X' = fU '2 dr(fru2 dr)2 
(fu2)3 

using the same type of variational argument; we get 

f U'2 dr + fl3 f ru2 dr> Efi.l2 f u2 dr, 

where Eo is the ground state energy of the Hamiltonian 

d 2 

- dr +r, 

Eo~2.338l... . 

After optimization with respect to fl, (4.15) follows trivial
ly. For n = 0 the inequality is saturated in the case of a linear 
potential. For n > 0 it is obviously not saturated since the 
wave function at the origin is independent of the excitation. 

Finally, we give the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.4 (limit case, harmonic oscillator): If 

!!.- J.. dV>O, 
dr r dr 

then 
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Proof By the same kind of argument 

,2 Sru2 dr 
IUn,o(O)1 <2(T)n,0 sru2dr' 

and by the Schwarz inequality 

( 
SU2 dr )112 

lu~,0(0)12<2(T)n,0 Sru2dr . 

Then 

X" = Su'2drsru2 dr 
(fu2 dr)2 

( 4.16) 

(4.17) 

is minimized by an harmonic oscillator wave function and 
we get 

Iu~,o (OW < ~(T)~:5. (4.18) 

In the special case of n = 0, this can be slightly improved 
by noticing, as was done some years ago by Common,5 that 

Ik = k f ~ -3U 2 dr 

form a Stieljes sequence if dV /dr> 0, i.e., 

Ik <. (fk + Jk _ (j) 1/
2

, •••• 

This allows us to improve the Schwarz inequality. So, if 

and 

!{~ dV>O 
dr r dr 

dV 0 -;;;> , 
then 

Iu' (0)12< fY(T)3/2. 0,0 ,,3 0,0 

For a pure harmonic oscillator 

Iu~,o (0) 12/( T)~:5 = (4/JIT)(j)3/2 = 1.257, 

while (4.19) gives 1.291, very close indeed. 

( 4.19) 

We could continue this game with tighter and tighter 
conditions, but it is only for some specific cases, like the 
Coulomb potential and linear potential, that we can get opti
mal results for the ground state wave function. 

We tum now to lower bounds of u~,o (0), i.e., to im
provements of (4.1). We have obtained the following 
theorem. 

Theorem 4.5: If dV /dr;,O and if VCr) is in the set B for 
a={3I, 

lu~,o (0) 12;, [8/~(1 + {31)3/2] (T)~:5. (4.20) 

In the special case V = r we can take {31 = 2 so that the 
coefficient in (4.20) becomes ~=0.889 not too far from the 
upper bound. 

Proof' We already said that the 

Ik =kf~-3u2dr 

form a Stieljes sequence. Now 
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so that 

10 = lu'(O) 12. 
S0 9 

(r- 2 )0,0 =/1 < (h)1/3(fo)2/3 = (3)1/3Iu~,0(0)14/3, (4.21) 

but from Ref. 1 

(T)o.o<.!(1 + {31)(r- 2)0,0' (4.22) 

By combining (4.21) and (4.22) we get (4.20). 
Theorem 4.6: The lower bound (4.1) can easily be gen

eralized to arbitrary radial excitations in the form 

Iu~o (OW> 1 (T)~/5, if dV>O. (4.23) 
, 4(n + 1) , dr 

Proof The proof is a carbon copy of the one given in Ref. 
5. We notice that if dV /dr> 0 it is still true that 

lu~,o (r) 12 < lu~,o (0) 12, (4.24) 

because U'2 + (E - V)u2 is decreasing and hence u'2(r) is 
less than U'2(0) as long as E - V is positive, and, for 
(E - V) <0, lu'l decreases. Therefore, bycallingrl, ... ,rn the 
zeros of un,o and RI, ... ,Rn + I the maxima of lun,o I, we have 

Hence 

(iR

'u'2 dry + (I.'u'2 dry + ... + (L~+ ,U,2 dry 

<4I u'(0)1 4LX> u2 dr. (4.26) 

Then by using the fact that, for positive a's, 

a~ + a~ + ... + a; > (l/p2) (a l + a2 + ... + ap )3, 

we easily get (4.23). 
Notice that for positive power potentials this lower 

bound has the correct qualitative behavior for large n. For 
instance, for a linear potential E(n,O) - (T) n,O _n2/3, so 
that the lower bound is a positive constant for large n. 
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The problem of the coexistence of symmetric periodic points of the standard map has been 
investigated. First, it is shown that there is another reversibility in addition to the one already 
known. The dominant axis of this reversibility is the remaining coordinate axis. Using these 
reversibilities, simple recursion formulas that determine the positions of symmetric periodic 
points have been derived. Second, bifurcation structures of symmetric periodic points from the 
fixed point at the origin have been investigated. It is shown that periodic points bifurcate along 
both the dominant axes of two reversibilities every time the rotation number of the fixed point 
passes through a rational number. Third, the problem of the coexistence of symmetric periodic 
points has been numerically investigated with the aid of the recursion formulas. A devil's 
staircase form of the evolution of the outermost Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser (KAM) curve of 
the fixed point with the change of the perturbation parameter is observed. This indicates that 
bifurcated periodic points do not disappear by inverse bifurcation as long as they are in the 
invariant region of the fixed point. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the present paper, we consider the problem of the 
coexistence of symmetric periodic points for the standard 
mapl that is given by 

T: xn+ I =Xn + h«()n) and ()n+ I = ()n +xn+ I 

(mod 1), (1) 

where 

(2) 

The phase space of the map is a torus. We take the square 
-! < ()<!, -! <x<! as the fundamental domain of T. 

In the preceding paper,2 we have shown that periodic 
points are dense in the phase space of the map ifthe value of 
the perturbation parameter K goes to infinity. Trivially, peri
odic points are dense when the system is integrable at K = O. 
Then, it is natural to ask whether or not periodic points are 
dense for the values of K in between. In the preceding paper,2 

we have shown that periodic points of any (~2) period are 
dense. In particular, we have shown that two-cycles lie on a 
curve and that the curve itself densely fills the phase space. 
On the other hand, in the integrable case, periodic points lie 
on different lines and a countable number oflines densely fill 
the phase space. The situation of the problem for 0 < K < 00 

is expected to be somewhere between the cases K = 0 and 
K-+oo. 

The purpose of the present paper is to investigate the 
problem of the coexistence of periodic orbits on the coordi
nate axes to obtain evidence of the denseness of the distribu
tion of periodic points. Greene et al. 3 suggested that the sym
metry axis is a preferred position of periodic points. This will 
be proved in Sec. III. 

In Sec. II, we investigate the coexistence of periodic 
points on the coordinate axes utilizing reversibility. It is 
found that the standard map has another reversibility, in 
addition to the one already known. This suggests that if peri-

odic points are dense in one of the coordinate axes, then they 
should be dense ir. the other. We derive recursion formulas 
that determine the positions of symmetric periodic points. 
These formulas turn out to be very useful. 

In Sec. III, the structure of bifurcations of periodic 
points from the origin is investigated. It is shown that period
ic points bifurcate on the coordinate axes. This is strong evi
dence that periodic points should be dense in the coordinate 
axes. 

In Sec. IV, the coexistence of periodic points is investi
gated numerically. In particular, the evolution of the outer
most KAM curve of the fixed point with the increase of the 
perturbation parameter is investigated in relation to the sta
bility of bifurcated periodic points. It is conjectured that bi
furcated periodic points of even periods are unstable from 
the beginning, while bifurcated periodic points of odd per
iods become unstable after they get out of the invariant re
gion of the fixed point. A devil's staircase form of the evolu
tion indicates that daughter periodic points of the fixed point 
do not disappear with the increase of the value of K. 

In the following sections, we denote the Gauss notation 
by [ ]. 

II. REVERSIBILITY AND PERIODIC POINTS ON THE 
COORDINATE AXES 

The standard map is reversible.4
•
s The map is written as 

a product of two involutions 

T= /211 (3) 

with 

(4) 

where Ii = n = 1 and det II = det 12 = - 1. The domi
nant axes are () = 0 and () = !, while the complementary axes 
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are () = (x - 1 )/2, () = x/2, and () = (x + 1 )/2. 

The map has another reversibility. In fact, it can be writ
ten as a product of two involutions 

(5) 

with 

J I[;] = [() -=-xJ, J2[;] = [() = ~++h~~()-:~)] , (6) 

where Ji = J~ = 1 and det J I = det J2 = - 1. The matri
ces J I and J2 are explicitly given by 

J I = [ = ~ ~], J2 = [ = ~ = : 1: a] , (7) 

with a = h«() - x)/«() - x). The dominant and comple
mentary axes of this reversibility are x = 0 and 
2x = h «() - x), respectively. The latter changes form as the 
parameter K changes. Actually, it is not a straight line. The 
complementary axis together with other symmetry axes are 
shown in Fig. 1 for several values of K. 

We consider periodic points of the x and () axes, i.e., the 
dominant axes of two reversibilities. Let us review important 
properties of these points.3

,6 

Property 1: A point P on the dominant axis is a fixed 
point of T 2n if and only if the point Tnp is on the same 
dominant axis. 

Property 2: A point P on the dominant axis is a fixed 
point of T 2n + I if and only if the point Tn + Ip is on the 
corresponding complementary axis. 

Periodic points having Property 1 or 2 are called sym
metric. There are symmetric periodic points that have two 
points on the complementary axis. We do not consider these 
points. 

Let us formulate the conditions for symmetric periodic 
points. Let a sequence of points (XI'()I)' (X2'()2)' (X3'()3)' ... , 

Lf) 

x 0 

Lf) 

o 
I 

-0.5 o 0.5 

(J 

FIG. 1. The symmetry axes of the standard map. The dominant axes of the 
first reversibility are the x axis and e =! . The complementary axes are 
e = (x - 1)/2, e = x/2, and e = (x + 1 )/2. The dominant axis of the sec
ond reversibility is the e axis. The complementary axis is given by 
2x = - (K 121T) sin 21T( e - x). This axis is shown for K = 1,2,3,4, and 5. 
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be such that each point is an image of the preceding point 
under the map. Suppose first thatthe point P = (x I'()I) is on 
the x axis, i.e., ()I = O. By Properties 1 and 2, the equalities 
()n + I = m/2 and 2()" + 2 - xn + 2 = m, respectively, are the 
conditions of fixed points of T2" and T 2n + I. Here, m is an 
arbitrary integer. Suppose next that the point P is on the () 
axis, i.e., XI = O. By Properties 1 and 2, the equalities 
xn+1 =m and 2xn+2 -h«()n+2 -xn+2 ) =m, respec
tively, are the conditions of fixed points of T 2nand T 2n+ I. 
Here, an integer m is arbitrary. 

Let us define functions Gq and Hq (q> 1) by 

G2n =2()n+I' G2n + 1 =2()n+2 -xn+2' 

H 2n =xn+I' H 2n + 1 =2xn+2 -h«()n+2 -xn+2 )· 
(8) 

Then, the conditions for a fixed point of Tq on the x axis and 
on the () axis, respectively, become Gq = m and Hq = m, 
where m is an arbitrary integer. With the aid of Eq. (1), 
functions Gq and Hq can be expressed as 

[(q-I)/2J 
Gq = qXI + L (q - 2i)h«();+ I)' 

;= 1 

L h«();), for an even q, 

{

q/2 

;=1 
H= q (q-I)/2 

2 ;~I h«();) + h«()(q+ 1)/2), 

(9) 
for an odd q. 

In the first equation of Eq. (9), (); are functions of x I' In the 
second equation, ()2'()3"'" are functions of ()I' 

Functions Gq and Hq are also given by recursion formu
las as 

and 

GI =x, G2 = 2x, 

G2q + I = 2G2q - G2q _ 1 + h(G2q/2), 

G2q +2 = 2G2q + I - G2q , 

HI = 0, H2 = h«(), 

H 2q + I = 2H2q + h (() + ;tl H 2;) , 

H 2q +2 =H2q + 1 -H2q , 

where we omit suffixes of x and () for brevity. 

(10) 

(11) 

It is apparent that functions Gq and Hq are odd func
tions of their arguments. Consequently, if a point (x,O) is a 
periodic point then the point ( - x,O) is a periodic point of 
the same period. The same is true for the () axis. 

Double reversibilities give us more information on peri
odic points. 

Proposition: If the orbit of a point has points both on the 
x and () axes then the point is a periodic point of period 
4n - 2 for n = 2, 3, .... 

Proof: Let P = (x,O) be a point on the x axis and suppose 
that Tnp is on the () axis, i.e., P= liP and Tnp=JITnp. 
Then, taking into account the relations Tkll = liT - k and 
TkJI = J I T - k for k = 1, 2, ... , we obtain T 2n - Ip 

=JITP=JI(x,x) = (-x,O) =IIT2n- IP.Thusthepoint 
P is a periodic point of period 4n - 2. A similar argument 
applies to a point initially on the () axis. Q.E.D. 
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III. BIFURCATION OF PERIODIC POINTS FROM THE 
ORIGIN 

Let us consider the problem of bifurcation of periodic 
points from the origin. According to Golubitsky and 
Schaeffer,7 in any bifurcation problem g(X,A), the number of 
periodic points increases from one to three (when we in
crease A) at a specific point (Xo,Ao ) if the conditions 

g = g" = gxx ::= g;. = 0, gxxxg;.x < 0 

are satisfied. In particular, if the inequalities 

gxxx >0, g;.x <0 

are satisfied in addition, then the bifurcation problem is 
equivalent to the normal form x 3 

- Ax = 0 for the pitchfork 
bifurcation. 

Let us define functions Qq and Rq for q = 1,2, ... , by 

Qq (K) = aG
q I ' and Rq (K) = aH

q I . (12) 
ax x=o a() 8=0 

Then, zeros of these functions are the points in the parameter 
space of bifurcations of the fixed point of T q (see Lemma 3 in 
the following). The functions Qq are given recursively as 

QI = 1, Q2 =2, 

(13) 

Q2q+2 = 2Q2q+ I - Q2q, q = 1,2, .... 

The bifurcation structures of the x and () axes are the 
same. In fact, if we define functions Rq by 

R2q = -2R2q/K, R2q + 1 = -R2q + I /K, 

then these functions satisfy the same recursion formulas as 
functions Qq do. So we consider the functions Qq in the fol
lowing. These functions have interesting properties. Proofs 
of the following lemmas are given in the Appendix. 

Lemma 1: The function Qq (l<q) has [(q - 1 )/2] sim
ple zeros in 0 < K < 4. 

Let us denote these zeros by Kq.1 ,Kq.2> ... ,Kq.[(q_ 1)/2] in 
the ascending order. 

Lemma 2: The number of different zeros of functions 
Q3,Q4, ... ,Qq on the K axis (0 < K < 4) is equal to the number 
of fractions of the Farey sequence Y q of order q of the inter
val (O,p. In addition, if K m.n <Km'.n' then n/m<n'/m' and 
vice versa where Km.n = Km'.n' ifandonlyifn/m=n'/m'. 

Lemma 3: G q = G q;x = G q;xx = G q;K = 0, G q;xxx G q;Kx 
<0 for x = 0 and K = K q•s (l<s< [(q - 1)/2]). Moreover, 
Gq;xxx > 0 and G q;Kx < 0 for an even s, and Gq;xxx < 0 and 
Gq;Kx > 0 for an odd s. 

Thus even zeros of the function Qq correspond to pitch
fork bifurcations in the sense of Golubitsky and Schaeffer. 

Lemma 4: Zeros of the function Qq densely fill the inter
val 0<K<4 as q tends to infinity. 

Let w be the rotation number around the fixed point. We 
obtain the relation K = 2 (1 - cos 21TW) through the analy
sis of linear stability of the fixed point at the origin. Every 
time W takes a rational number, periodic points bifurcate 
from the origin. LetK:'s be the value of Kwh en w = s/q. We 
confirmed numerically that Kq•s and K:'s coincide. Thus ev
ery time when periodic points bifurcate from the origin, 
some of them are always borne on the x and () axes. If q is 
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odd, four different periodic points bifurcate along the coor
dinate axes. If q = 4n, two different periodic points bifur
cate. If q = 4n - 2, only one periodic point bifurcates along 
the coordinate axes. Due to the oddness of the functions G q 

and H q , these bifurcated periodic points are symmetrically 
located along the respective axes. 

IV. NUMERICAL INVESTIGATIONS 

Let us numerically investigate the problem of the coexis
tence of symmetric periodic points of the x axis with the aid 
ofEq. (10). 

Let us introduce the rotation number Walong the () axis. 
This is defined by 

W= lim «()q+1 -()I)/q· 
q- co 

Let Wq,m be the rotation number of a periodic point satisfy
ing Gq = m. Then, we have Wq,m = m/q from Eq. (8). Let 
us introduce functions G: by G: = Gq/q. Then, conditions 
for periodic points become G: = m/q = Wq,m' We have 
G:(O) = 0 and G:(!) =! for all q:;;o1. The value of the 
function G: takes every rational number between 0 and ! in 
the interval O<x<! as q ..... 00. It follows that the number of 
periodic points on the x axis is at least equal to the number of 
rational numbers between 0 and! irrespective of the value of 
K. Figures 2 (a) and 2 (b) show the graph of the functions G q 

and G: (q = 31,113,197,271, and 359) for K = 0.5. 
Let G '! be the limit (or one of the limits) of the func

tions G: as q ..... 00 • Let us discuss briefly the relation between 
the possible dense distribution of periodic points and the 
form of the function G,! . Periodic points are dense on the x 
axis if the function G,! is analytic, because a nonconstant 
analytic function is not constant for a finite nonzero interval 
and arguments for which the value of the function is rational 
are dense in the domain of the definition of the function. 
Thus periodic points are dense in the integrable case where 
G: = x for all q, and hence G,! = x. 

The function G,! is not analytic as long as there is a 
stable periodic point on the x axis. In fact, rotation numbers 
of the bifurcated periodic points are equal to that of the 
mother periodic point. Therefore, the amplitude of the oscil
lations of the function Gq is less than unity in the invariant 
region. This means that the function G,! is constant in the 
interval corresponding to the invariant region. Thus the 
function G,! is not analytic for K> 0 because there are al
ways stable periodic points. The step structure is seen in 
Figs. 2 (b) and 2 (c). The limit function G,! has a form of a 
devil's staircase. It is to be noted here that there is a possibil
ity that the value of the function G '! is equal to an irrational 
number for a finite nonzero interval. In this case, there is no 
periodic point in the step. 

The sizes of invariant regions of periodic points decrease 
as we increase K. They become infinitesimal in the limit of 
K ..... 00 (this is a consequence of the result of the preceding 
paper2

). The function G,! becomes more and more oscilla
tory as K increases. It becomes a nowhere differentiable 
function in the limit since periodic points of period q for any 
q:;;o 3 become dense. Figure 2 (c) shows the graph of the func
tion G: (q = 359) for K = 1.0. It is seen that there are rapid 
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FIG. 2. (a) The functions G. (q = 31,113, 197,271, and 359) for K = 0.5. (b) The normalized functions G: for the same values ofqand Kas in (a). (c) The 
normalized function G: (q = 359) for K = 1.0. (d) The normalized function G: (q = 359) for K = 4.0. 

oscillations with large amplitudes outside the invariant re
gions of stable periodic points. In these regions, periodic 
points are borne through tangent bifurcations and the num
ber of periodic points increases rapidly. Figure 2 ( d) shows a 
similar graph for K = 4.0. Almost all parts of the x axis ex
cept the stable region around the origin are filled with rapid 
oscillations. 

Now, the step structures off unctions G: and G,! indi
cate that the bifurcation structures of the periodic points 
which exist down to the integrable case are similar to that of 
the fixed point at the origin. This suggests that if the periodic 
points are dense in the stable region of the fixed point at the 
origin, then they should be dense in the other stable region. 
So, as a representative case, we numerically calculate the 
position of periodic points in the invariant region of the fixed 
point in the following. 

Let us numerically determine the position of the outer
most KAM curve of the fixed point at the origin. Let Xq be 
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the smallest positive value of x at which the absolute value of 
the function Gq becomes unity. Then, we have a simple prop
erty. 

Proposition: Xq+ I <Xq for q;;;.3. 
Proof: We shall prove the inequality by induction on q. 

For q = 3, one can easily confirm the inequality. We assume 
that the proposition is true for q = 3, 4, ... , n - 1. We have 

Gn + I (xn ) = 2Gn (xn ) - Gn _ 1 (xn ) + h (Gn (xn )/2) 

= ±2-Gn _ l (xn ), 

for an even n, and 

Gn + I (xn ) = 2Gn (xn ) - Gn _ I (xn ) 

= ±2-Gn _ l (xn ), 

for an odd n. In both the cases, the absolute value of the 
function Gn + I at Xn is greater than unity because the abso-
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FIG. 3. Convergenceofxq againstq (7<q<1000) for K = I. Thevaluexq is 
the first x at which the absolute value of the function Gq becomes unity. 

lute value of G n _ 1 is smaller than unity by assump
tion. Q.E.D. 

Aperiodicpointatxq has the rotation number + 1/qor 
- 1/ q and is clearly outside the invariant region of the fixed 

point at the origin whose rotation number is zero. The se
quence {xq } is a decreasing sequence, hence it converges. 
Let x b / be the limit. Let X KAM be the position of the outer
most KAM curve on the positive x axis. Then, we have 
X KAM <Xb /. There is no proofthatxKAM = x b /. However, it 
is highly probable that this equality holds. We assume that 
this equality holds. 

We determined x b / approximately. Figure 3 shows the 
valueofxq againstq (7<q< 1(00) for K = 1. Figure 4 shows 
the overall convergence of the approximate outermost 
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K 

FIG. 4. Convergence of approximate outermost KAM curves. The values 
Xq are plotted against K for q = 100,200,400,600,800, and 1000. Charac
teristics of periodic orbits starting at K q.! (q = 3,4, ... ,15) are plotted for 
reference. 

KAM curves (they start at the origin). We plotted Xq 

against K for q = 100, 200, 400, 600. 800, and 1000. Charac
teristics of periodic points starting at K q•1 (q = 3, 4 .... , 15) 
are plotted for reference. It is apparent that the convergence 
is along the characteristics. For this reason. our conclusion 
that follows that will not be so much affected by the badness 
of the convergence. 

The result is shown in Fig. 5. In this figure, characteris
tics of periodic points starting at Kq,l (q = 3,4, ...• 15), those 
starting at Kq,2 (q = 5.7,9, 11, 13. 15), and those starting at 
Kq•3 (q = 7. 8, 10. 11. 13, 14), are plotted. Characteristics 
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FIG. 5. Approximate outermost 
KAM curve. Also plotted are char
acteristics of periodic orbits starting 
atKq•, (q= 3,4, ... ,15), those start
ing at Kq,2 (q = 5,7,9, II, 13, 15), 
and those starting at K q,3 (q = 7, 8, 
10, II, 13, 14). Characteristics are 
drawn with a solid line if the corre
sponding periodic points are stable, 
while they are drawn with a dotted 
line if unstable. 
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are drawn as solid lines if the corresponding periodic points 
are stable, while they are drawn as dotted lines if they are 
unstable. The curve starting at the origin is the approximate 
outermost KAM curve. We note sudden contractions and 
gradual expansions of the outermost KAM curve with the 
increase of K. These are closely related to the stability of 
periodic points. Each sudden contraction occurs when a sta
ble daughter periodic point together with all its bifurcated 
points gets out of the invariant region. The length of contrac
tion indicates the scale of the territory of the periodic point. 
Gradual expansions are related to general outward move
ments of periodic points. 

In our calculation, periodic points of even periods are 
unstable from the beginning, while those of odd periods are 
stable even after they get out of the outermost KAM curve. 
A deformed devil's staircase evolution of the outermost 
KAM curve with the increasing perturbation parameter K 
indicates that this property should hold for higher periodic 
points. Here we conjecture that periodic points of even per
iods are unstable from the beginning and that periodic points 
of odd periods become unstable after they get out of the out
ermost KAM curve. Numerical calculations show that the 
residue4 of a periodic point of a higher odd period remains 
positive and close to zero until its characteristic approaches 
the outermost KAM curve and that the residue quickly in
creases when the characteristic crosses the outermost KAM 
curve. This means that the stability of this kind of periodic 
point is almost neutral and invariant regions around them 
are small. Thus even a dense distribution of stable periodic 
points in a finite interval is possible if the residue tends to 
zero as the period tends to infinity. 

A devil's staircase form of the evolution of the outer
most KAM curve also suggests that daughter periodic 
points bifurcated from the origin do not disappear by inverse 
bifurcation as long as they are in the invariant region. 

APPENDIX: PROOFS OF LEMMAS OF SEC. III 

For the proofs of the Lemmas, let us give a series of 
properties of the functions Qq. 

Proposition 1: (a) Functions Qq are polynomials of or
der [(q - 1)/2] in K. (b) Coefficients of the highest-order 
terms of functions Qq are - 1, - 2, 1, and 2, respectively, 
for q = 4n - 1, 4n, 4n + 1, 4n + 2. (c) Q4q-3 >0, 

Q4q- 1> 0, Q4q-1 <0, and Q4q <Ofor K>4 and q = 1,2, .... 
(d) Qq = q for K = 0. 

Proposition 2: (a) Q1q+1 =Q1i+IQ2(q-i)+1 

- !(Q2i+ I + Q2i-1 )Q2(q- i) fori = 1,2, ... ,q - 1, (b) Q1q 

= Qi+ I Q2q- i - QiQ1q- i-I for i = 1,2, ... , q. 
The proofs ofthe above two propositions are easy, so we 

omit them. Lemma I is a direct consequence of Proposition 
l( a) and Proposition 3 (a) that follows. 

Proposition 3: (a) Functions Qq' q = 1, 2, ... , have 
[(q - 1 )/2] zeros in ° <K <4. (b) There are the following 
relations among zeros K q. l , Kq,l' ... , K q,( (q _ 1)/2] offunctions 
Qq for q = 3, 4, ... : Kq+ 2,i <Kq+ I'; < Kq,i <Kq+ 2';+ I for 
i = 1,2, ... , [(q - 1 )/2] and for an odd q. If q is even, we 
have in addition K q+ 2,(q+ 1)/2] <Kq+ 1,(q+ 1)/2]' 

Proo.f We shall prove (a) and (b) at the same time. Let 
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us put q = 2k - 1, 2k, 2k + 1, 2k + 2. The proof proceeds 
by induction on the number k. It is easily confirmed that our 
assertion is true for k = 2. We assume that the assertion is 
true for k = n, and shall show that the assertion is also true 
for k = n + 1. 

From Proposition 1 (a) and the induction hypothesis, 
zeros of the functions Q2n + 1 and Qz,. + 2 are all simple. The 
proofs in the following are almost the same for even and odd 
n, so we assume n as even. Then, we obtain the following 
estimates of the function Q2n + 3 : 

Q2n + 3 (0) = 2n + 3 > 0, 

Qln+3 (K2n + 1,l) = - Q2n+ I (K2rr + 2•1 ) <0, 

Qln + 3 (K2n + 1.1 ) = !( 4 - K 2n + 1,1 ) 

XQ2n+2 (K2n + 1,1) <0, 

Q2n + 3 (K1n + 2.2) = - Q1n + 1 (K2n + 1.2 ) > 0, 

Q2n + 3 (K1n + I.n - 1 ) = ! (4 - K 2n + l.n - 1 ) 

XQ2n+1 (K2n + l.n-l) <0, 

Q2n + 3 (K2n + 2,n ) = - Q2n + 1 (K2n + 2.n ) > 0, 

Q2n + 3 (K1n + l.n) = !( 4 - K zn + l.n) 

XQ2n+ 2 (K2n + I,n) >0, 

Qzn + 3 ( 4) < 0. 

Therefore, the function Q1n + 3 has one simple zero in each of 
the n+l intervals (0,K1n + 2.1), (K2n+J.l,K2n+2,2)' ... , 
(K2n + 1,"- J,K2n + 2,n)' (Kzn+ l,n,4), since the function is of 
order n + 1 in K by Proposition 1 ( a). If we denote these 
zeros in the ascending order by 

K 2n + 3.1, K 2n + 3.1' ... , K 1n + 3.n+ l' 

then we have the following inequalities: 

K 2n + 3,i < K 2n + 2.i < K 2n + 1,; < K1n + 3,i + l' for i = 1,2, ... ,n. 

Similarly we obtain the following estimates of the func-
tion Q2n+4: 

Q1n + 4 (0) = 2n + 4> 0, 

Q2n+4(K2n + 3,1) = - Q2n+2 (K2n + 3.J ) <0, 

Q2n + 4 (K2n + 1,1) = 2Q2n + 3 (K2n + 2.1) <0, 

Q2n + 4 (K2n + 3,2 ) = - Q2n + 2 (K2n + 3.2 ) > 0, 

Q2n + 4 (K2n + 2,n - I ) = 2Q2n + 3 (K1n + 2,n _ 1 ) < 0, 

Q2n + 4 (K1n + 3,n) = - Q2n + 2 (K2n + 3,n ) > 0, 

Q2n + 4 (K2n + 2,n) = 2Q2n + 3 (Kzn + Z,n ) > 0, 

QZn + 4 (K2n + 3,n + 1 ) = - QZn + Z (KZn + 3,n + 1 ) < 0, 

By a similar reasoning as above, the function Q2n + 4 has one 
simple zero in each of the n + 1 intervals (0,K2n + 3. J ), 

(K2n + 2,1 ,K1n + 3,2)' ••• , (Kzn + 2.n _ J .K1n + 3.n), (K2n + 2,n' 
K2n + 3,n + 1 ). Ifwedenote these zeros in the ascending order 
as 

K 2n + 4,1' K 2n + 4,2' •.• , K 2n +4.n+ I' 

then we have the following inequalities: 
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K2n +4.i <K2n +3.i <K2n +2.i <K2n +4.i+ I' for i= 1,2, ... ,n, 

and 

K2n + 4.n + I < K2n + 3.n + I . 

Q.E.D. 

Proposition 4: Take a positive integer m = rn, where r> 3 
is a prime number and n> 1 an integer. Then the function Qm 
has Q, as a factor. 

We omit the proof. 
Let us introduce notations for convenience. Let Y: be 

the set of all the fractions constructed by two suffixes of the 
zeros of the functions Qn for 3 <.n<.q. If we identify elements 
of Y: that have the same value, then we obtain the Farey 
sequence Y q of order q in the interval (O,!). Let %: be the 
set of all zeros ofthe functions Qn for 3<.n<.q. 

Proof of Lemma 2: We shall prove that for any n/m 
n'/m'EY:, we have 

n/m = n'lm' {:} Km.n = Km·.n·, 

n/m < n'm' {:} Km.n < Km·.n· . 

The proof proceeds by induction on q. It is easily confirmed 
that our assertion is true for q = 3, 4, 5, and 6. We assume 
that Lemma 2 is true for q = k and shall show that it is true 
for q = k + 1. In order to do this, it is enough to show that 
the required relations are true among any fraction nlm of 
the set Yr+ 1 - Yr and any fraction n'/m' of the set Yr· 

Let us first consider two extreme cases. Let nl m = 1/ 
(k + 1). We have n/m < n'/m' for any n'/m'EYr. On the 
other hand, by Proposition 3, the zero Kk + 1.1 is the smallest 
element in %r + l' Therefore, Lemma 2 is true for this nlm. 
Next, let nlm = [k 12]1(k + 1) when k + 1 is odd. We 
haven'lm' <nlm for any n'lm'EYr. On the other hand, by 
Proposition 3, the zero Kk + 1.[k/2 J is the largest element in 
%r+ I' Therefore, Lemma 2 is true for this nlm. 

In general, let n/m = i1(k + 1) with 1 < i < [k /2] if 
k + 1 is odd, and with 1 < i<. [k 12] if k + 1 is even. Let 

il(k + 1) = sJri 

where the fraction sJr; is irreducible. Let us take three 
successive fractions n;/m;, sJr;. and n;' 1m;' of Y k + I con
taining sJr; at the middle. Evidently two fractions n;/m;, 
and n;' 1m;', are the elements of Y k • 

We shall show in the following that the function Qk + I 

has one zero in each interval (Km',.n",Km",.n-,>. It is evident 
from the definition of the intervals and relations among ze
ros of the function Qk + 1 that this zero is equal to K k + I.;' 

This shows that the proposition is true for q = k + 1. In the 
following, we omit the suffix i of riO so, etc., for brevity. 

Consider the case when the fraction i/ (k + 1) is irredu
cible. Then, we have 

i-I n' i s n" i 
--<.-<--=-<-<.-. 
k - 1 m' k + 1 r m" k 

By the hypothesis of induction, Propositions 3 and 4, we 
have Kk _ I'; _ I < K,.s < Kk.i> Kk _ I'; _ I < Kk + I.; < Kk.i> and 
Qk + I (K,.s) = 0, respectively. Combining these results, we 
obtain Kk + I •• = K,.s· 

Consider the case when the fraction il (k + 1) is reduc-
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ible and k + 1 is even. The fractions n'lm' and n" 1m" are 
irreducible by definition. Hence both the integers m',m" are 
odd, while one of the integers n' and n" is odd and the other is 
even. From Proposition 2 and the property of the Farey se
quence, we obtain 

Qk+ I (Km·.n· )Qk+ I (Km".n") 

= - Qm' + I (Km·.n· )Qm" (Km·.n·) 

XQm' (Km".n" )Qm" - I (Km".n")· 

In general, the function Qq (K) intersects the K axis at Kq., 
from below with increasing K if the second suffix r of K q., is 
even, while it intersects the K axis from above if r is odd. 
Then, we have Qm' + I (Km·.,,·) > 0, Qm" (Km·.,,·) > 0, 
Qm' (Km".,," ) > 0, and Qm" _ I (Km",,," ) > ° ifn' is even and n" 
is odd, while Qm'+ I (Km·.n·) <0, Qm" (Km·.n·) <0, 
Qm' (Km".,," ) < 0, and Qm" _ I (Km ".,," ) < ° if n' is odd and n" 
is even. In any case, we have 
Qk+ I (Km·.n, )Qk+ I (Km".,,") <0, which means that the 
function Qk + I has a zero in the interval (Km·.", ,Km".n" ). 

Consider the case when the fraction il(k + 1) is reduc
ible and k + 1 is odd. Then, there are four cases to be consid
ered: (m',m",n',n") = (odd,even,odd,odd), (odd, even, 
even, odd), (even, odd, odd, odd), and (even, odd, odd, 
even). In any of these cases, we obtain Qk + 1 (Km',n') 
Qk + I (K m"."" ) < 0. Q.E.D. 

For the proof of Lemma 3, let us introduce notations. 
Let 

Tq = aZGq I ' Uq = a3~q I . 
aK ax x=o ax x=o 

Then, these functions satisfy the following recursion formu
las: 

TI =0, Tz=O, 

T2q + I = (4 - K)T2J2 - T2q _ 1 - Q2q/2, 

T2q +2 =2T2q +1 - T2q , q= 1,2,00', 

UI =0, U2 =0, 

U2q + I = (4 - K) U2q /2 - U2q _ 1 - C~K 12)Q~q, 

U2q +2 = 2U2q + I - U2q , q = 1,2, .... 

Proposition 5: 

(
1) [(q-I)/2] 

Tq = - '2 ;~I Qq-2;Qw 

(
rrK) [(q-I)/2] 3 

Uq = -- L Qq - 2;Q 2;' for q = 3,4'00' . 
2 ;=1 

We can readily prove the above proposition by induc
tion on the suffix q, so we omit it. 

Proposition 6: The inequality Uq Tq < ° holds for each 
Kq.s (l<.s<. [(q - 1 )/2]). Moreover, we have Uq > 0, Tq <0 
if s is even, and Uq < 0, Tq > ° if s is odd. 

Proof' It is enough to show that the following inequal
ities hold for each term in the expression of the function Tq : 

Qq _ 2; Q2; >0 at K = Kq,s for an odd s, 

Qq_ 2iQ2j<'0 at K = Kq,s for an even s, 

where the strict inequality holds for at least one i. 
Let us consider the case when the integers q - 2i and 2i 
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are mutually prime. Then, the function Qq _ 2; Q2; has 
[(q - 1)/2] - 1 simple zeros. Let us denote these zeros in 
the ascending order by K 1, K2, ... , K[(q_l)/2j _ l' From 
Lemma 2, we see that the inequalities K q,1 <KI < K q,2 

< ... < K[ (q _ I)/2J _ I < K q,[ (q _ 1)/2 J hold. These inequalities 
with Qq _ 2; (0) Q2; (0) ensure the required inequalities. 

Next, consider the case when the integers q - 2i and 2i 
are mutually not prime. Let k be the greatest common factor 
of the integers q - 2i and 2i. Then, the function Qq_ 2iQ2; 
has [(k - 1)/2] double zeros Kk,I' Kk,2' ... , Kk,[(k-I)/2j, 
and the remaining [(q - 1)/2] - [(k - 1 )/2] - I simple 
zeros. The double zeros of the function Qq _ 2; Q2; are also the 
zeros of the function Qq' since the integer k is a factor of q. At 
each of these zeros, the function Qq _ 2; Q2; is tangent to the K 
axis. If we consider that a point K k,; belongs to both intervals 
ofthe form [Kq,l,Kq,/+ 1] which contain the point K k.; as a 
terminal, then each zero of the function Qq _ 2i Q2i are con
tained in each interval [Kq,/ ,Kq,/ + 1 ], as is easily confirm
~ QRU 

Proof of Lemma 3: From the oddness of the function Gq 
the properties Gq;xx = Gq;K = 0 for x = 0 and K = Kq,s 
(1 <:s<: [(q - I )/2]) directly follow. 7 Clearly, Gq = Gq;x = 0 
for x = 0 and K = Kq,s (1 <:s<: [(q - 1)/2]). Q.E.D. 

Proposition 7: (a) The intersection points of the func
tions Q2n + I and Q2n are odd zeros of the function Q4(n + 2) • 

(b) The intersection points of the functions Q2n and Q2n _ 1 

are odd zeros of the function Q4(n _ 2)' (C) The intersection 
points of the functions Q2m + 1 and Q2n + I (m > n) are either 
odd zeros of the function Q2(m + n + 1) or zeros of the function 
Qm _ n' (d) The intersection points of the functions Q2m and 
Q2n (m> n) ar either odd zeros of the functioin Q2(m + n) or 
zeros of the function Qm _ n' 

Proof: Let us define functions Qq for q<:O by Qo = 0 and 
Q _ q = - Qq (q = I, 2, ... ). Then, the functions Qq satisfy 
relations in Proposition 2 for all integers q. We use these 
extended relations. The proofs of the issues (a) and (b) are 
easy. We shall prove only the issue (c) for brevity. 

By Proposition 2, we have Q2(m + n + I) = Qm + n + I 

(Qm + n + 2 - Qm + n ). Thus a zero of the function 
Q2(m + n + I) is a zero of either the function Qm + n + 1 or 
Qm + n + 2 - Qm + n' On the other hand, we can easily prove 
equalities Qm + n + 2 + j = Qm + n _ j (j = 0, 1, ... ) by induc
tion on j using the above extended relations if the relation 
Qm + n + 2 = Qm + n holds. Therefore, odd zeros of the func
tion Q2( m + n + 1) are zeros of the function Q2m + 1 - Q2n + I • 

By Proposition 2, we have Q2(m _ n) = Qm _ n (Qm - n + I 

- Qm _ n _ 1 ). Thus a zero of the function Q2(m _ n) is a zero 
of either the function Qm _ n or Qm _ n + I - Qm _ n _ I' On 
the other hand, we can easily prove equalities Qm _ n + j 

= - Qm _ n _ j (j = 1, 2, ... ) by induction onj using the 
above extended relations if the relation Qm _ n = 0 holds. 
Therefore, zeros of the function Qm _ n are zeros of the func
tion Q2m + I - Q2n + ) . 

The number of relevant zeros of the functions 
Q2(m + n+ I) and Qm- n arem - 1, while the number of zeros 
of the function Q2m + I - Q2n + I is at most m - I, except for 
the trivial zero at K = 4. Therefore, the proof is completed if 
the number of relevant zeros of the functions Q2(m + n + ) 

and Qm _ n are all distinct. In the case when the zeros of the 
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functions Q2(m + n) and Qm _ n coincide, the function 
Q2m + I - Q2n + I has a double zero at this point, i.e., the 
derivative T2m +) - T2n + I vanishes, as is easily confir
med. Q.E.D. 

Proposition 8: We have Kq,1 -+0 and K2q + I,q -+4 as 
q-+ 00. 

Proof: The sequence {Kq,l} converges. Let Ko be the 
limit. We observe that the relations Q2q > q + I (q = 2, 3, 
... ) hold for K <:Ko. Since the function Q2q is a polynomial in 
K with Kzq,) as a first zero and QZq (0) > 0, the function itself 
and the absolute value of its derivative decrease in the inter
val [O,Kzq,I]' This means K2q,1 > 2Ko, which implies 
Ko=O. 

The second relation can be shown in a similar man-
ner. Q.E.D. 

Proposition 9: Any zero Kq,s of the function Qq are the 
limit of any sequence {K m,n} suffixed by a sequence of frac
tions {nlm}CY: that converges to the fraction slq. 

Proof: Take monotone sequences {Knq,ns-)} and 
{Knq,ns+ )} and let the limits be Ko and K 1• Evidently we 
have Ko<:Kq,s<:KI' We shall show that the relations 
Ko = Kq,s = KI hold, which prove the Proposition. 

Let us give several properties of the functions Qq with
out proof. These can be verified easily with the aid of Propo
sition 7. 

(I) 0 < Q2q < Q4q < ... < Q2nq <... for Kq,s < K<:K) , 

0> Q2q > Q4q > ... > Q2nq >... for Ko<:K < Kq,s; 

(2) Q2nq + 2 > 0, Q2nq + ) > 0, QZnq _ 1 < 0, Q2nq _ 2 < 0, 

and Q2nq + 2 > Q2nq + I > Q2nq > Q2nq - ) > Q2nq - 2 

for Ko<:K<:K); 
(3) Q2q+2>Qznq>Q2q-2 for Ko<:K<:KI; 

(4) Q2nq+ I = - QZnq-) = 1 

andQ2nq+2 = -Q2nq-Z =2atK=Kq,s' 

By issue (3), the sequence {Qznq} converges in the inter
val [Ko,K)] though the convergence is not necessarily uni
form. We obtain 

Q2nq + I - Q2nq - I = Q4nq lQ2nq -+ 1 as n -+ 00, 

in the interval except at K = Kq,s' We have Q2nq-1 -+0 and 
hence Q2nq + I -+ 1 as n -+ 00 if we approach the point K I from 
inside the interval [Ko,Kd. Therefore, we obtain the esti
mate Q2nq+ I (KI) > 1 - () for sufficiently large n and any 
() > O. Moreover, since the function Q2nq + I is a polynomial 
of order nq and has nq simple zeros, we have the estimates 

Q2nq + ) (K) > min{Q2nq + ) (Kq,s ) ,Q2nq + I (KI) } > I - () 

in the interval [Kq,s,K1 ] for a sufficiently large n. For this n, 
we have Q2nq-1 > - () in the interval (Kq,s, ... ,Kd. Then, 
the function Q2nq _) has two points of inflection in the inter
val (Kq,s,K2nq-I,2ns), one in the neighborhood of Kg,s' and 
the other in the neighborhood of K 2nq _ 1,2ns' since the func
tion is of finite amplitude as seen from the proof of Proposi
tion 6. This contradicts the fact that the function Q2nq _ ) is a 
polynomial which has as much zeros as its order. Therefore, 
we have KI = Kq,s' The equality Ko = Kq,s is obtained simi
larly. Q.E.D. 
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Proof of Lemma 4: Take any point K * (0 < K * < 4). By 
Proposition 8, there exist integers qo and io for which 
Kqo,io <K * < Kqo,i" + 1 . Let us fix such qo and io. By Lemma 2, 
we have 

Let i l = 2io + 1 if KZq..,2i,, + 1 <K*, while i l = 2io if 
K 2q",2i" + 1 > K *. Then, we obtain the inequality 
K 2q",i, <K * ';;'X2q",i, + 1 • In a similar manner, let us define inte
gers in' n = 2, 3, ... , so as to satisfy the inequalities 
K n . <K * <K2n . 1 • 

2 qO.'n qu.'n + 
The sequences {K2nqo.in} and {K2nqo,in + 1 } are monotone, 

and hence converge. Similarly, the sequences {in/2nqO} and 
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{Un + l)/2nqo} converge to a limit. By Proposition 9, we 
obtain IK2n . - K2n . 1 1--0 as liJ2"qo 

qu,ln qu.'n + 

- (ill + 1 )/2nqol .... 0. Q.E.D. 
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The general form of a Lagrangian concomitant of a metric and a curvature form is found, 
improving substantially a previous result. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In gauge field theories, Lagrangians of the form 1 

L = L(gij;Fij) (1) 

are considered to obtain, through the use of variational prin
ciples, the field equations for a gauge theory. To establish the 
uniqueness of such equations, it is important to know the 

general form of Lagrangians of the type ( 1 ). Since L / .Jg is a 
scalar, it is enough to find all scalar concomitants of such 
objects. In a previous paper2 we have proved that it must be 

L(gi);Fij) = .Jg/(¢a{J;t/Jafl¢aIJr;t/Jaflr) , 

where 

A,afl = FaijFfl .. , .1,a/3 = Faij *Ffl .. 
~ lj 0/ Y' 

A,aPr = FaiFPjhFrh .I,aPr = FaiFflj *Frh 
¥' J I' If' } h i' 

and where 

*Faij = 7]i)hkFahk = (1I2.Jg)ci)hkFahk· 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Now, expression (2) is hard to handle because of the 
presence of the terms (4). In this paper we will prove that 
they can be removed from (2), obtaining an expression very 
similar to the one obtained in the electromagnetic case.3 

Since the latter was essential for solving the equivariant in
verse problem, and so for proving the uniqueness of the Max
well equations,4 the result in the present paper could be use
ful for proving the uniqueness of the Yang-Mills equations, 
which will be the subject of a forthcoming paper. 

II. GENERAL FORM OF THE LAGRANGIAN 

Dividing or multiplying by .Jg we tum densities to sca
lars and vice versa. So we can consider L given by (1) as a 
scalar. In this case, the invariance identities5 are 

(5) 

where L bs = aL /agbs ' L:s = BL /aF~s' Since gas is nonsin
gular, we deduce 

L bs = _ L :'F~,gas. (6) 

Let us suppose for the moment that the Lie group G is 
three dimensional. Then, as we proved in Ref. 2, the skew
symmetric gauge tensor L :' can be written as 

L bl = a Fflbl + b *Fflbl (7) a ap ap' 

where aaP and bap are gauge invariant scalar concomitants 
of gij and Fij. In the next step we will prove that they are 

symmetric in their greek indices, i.e., aaP = alJa,bap = bpa . 
To achieve this, we replace (7) in (6) to obtain 

L bs = _ a FPblFas - b *FPbtFas (8) ap I ap I' 

Taking account of the symmetry of L bs in b, s, we have 
from (8), 

a' FPblFas + b (*F/3bIFas - *FIJsIF ab ) = 0 (9) ap I ap t I' 

wherea'aP = aaP - aap.Multiplying (9) by - Fts we have 

a' ap¢aPr + 2bap t/Jrap = 0, (to) 

where ¢aPr and t/JraP are given by (4). It can be proved easily 
that ~Pr is skew symmetric in all of its indices, so that (to) 
can be rewritten as 

a' A,aPr + b ' .1.aPr - 0 ap'!" ap'!" -. (11) 

where b 'aP = baIJ - bpa · 
Similarly, by multiplying (9) by - *F\s we obtain 

a' ap~Pr - b' ap¢aPr = o. (12) 

Now, since dim G = 3, and from the skew symmetry of 
¢alJr and ¢aPr, we have 

¢apr = ACaPr, ~Pr = pcapr, ( 13 ) 

whereA and p are scalar concomitants of gij and Fij. Replac
ing (13) in (11) and (12) gives us 

caPr [ a' apA + b ' aPP] = 0, (14 ) 

and 

caPr [ a' aPP - b ' apA ] = O. (15) 

Taking r = 3 in (14) and (15) it follows that 

Aa'12+pb'12=0, (16) 

and 

pa'l2 - Ab' 12 = O. (17) 

Since the determinant of the system given by (16) and 
(17) is - (A 2 + p2) #0, we have 

a'12 = b ' 12 = O. (18) 

Similarly, taking r = 2 and r = 1 in (14) and (15) it 
follows that 

a' 31 = b' 31 = a' 23 = b' 23 = O. (19) 

From ( 18) and ( 19) we obtain the claimed symmetry of 
aap and bap. 

Now, we are in position to prove that L depends only on 
¢aIJ and ~p. To obtain this let us suppose 
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(Jap = const, t/?P = const. (20) 

Then 

o = dloaP = a(JaP dg .. + a(Ja
P 

dFr. 
'f' aa.. IJ aFr. IJ 0., IJ 

- [FaikFPkj + FajkFPki]dgij 

+ FPji dFa. + Faji dFI!. 
IJ IJ (21) 

Similarly 

0= dt/?P = - !$it/?P dgij + *FPji dFij + *Faji dF~. (22) 

Then 

dL = L bs dgbs + L!t dF~t = L !t( - F~t[(S dgbs + dF~t) 
= (aapFPbt+bap*FPbt)( -F~t[('dgbs +dF~t) 

= - !aaP (FPbtFast + FabtFPst )dgbs 

+ !aaP (FPbt dF~t + Fabt dF~t) 

_ Ib (*FPbtFas + *FabtFPs )dg 
'1 aP t t bs 

+ Ib (*FPbt dF a + *Fabt dFP ) '1 ap bt bt 

= !aaP [ - (FPikFaik + FaikFPjk)dgij 

+ FPij dFa. + Faij dFI!] 
I) I) 

+ !bap [ - (*FPikFajk + *FaikFPjk)dgij 

+*FPijdFij+*FaijdF~]. (23) 

Now, the first term in the right-hand side of (23) is zero 
because of (21 ), and the second term is zero because of (22) 
and the identity 

*FPikFajk + *FaikFPjk = - ~/f1t/?P, 

which is easy to prove. 
In summary, we have obtained that L is a constant when 

(JaP and t/?P are also constant. Then, when the Lie group is 
three dimensional we have proved that there is a functionj of 
real variables such that 

(24) 

Let us suppose now that dim G> 3. Then we have the 
result (2) from Ref. 2. But, for each a, /3, r fixed, r fJr and 
t/?fJr are scalar concomitants of a metric tensor and three 
skew-symmetric tensors, namely, Fij,F~,Fij, and so they 
can be written in the form (24). So the result is also true 
when dim G> 3. 

If dim G = 2, i.e., 

L = L(gij;Ft;FP, 
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let F~ be an auxiliary and arbitrary skew-symmetric tensor. 
We can write 

L = L(gij;Ft;F~;F~), 
with aL /aF~ = O. Then from (24) 

L =j((JafJ;t/?fJ) (l";a,/3..;3). (25) 

Differentiating (25) with respect to F~ we have 

0= aj Fiji + aj F 2ji + 2 aj F3ji + aj *Flji 
a(JJ3 a(J23 a(J33 at/p 

+ aj *F2ji + 2 aj *F3ji 
at/p atf?3' 

SinceF 1,F2,F3, *FI, *F 2
, *F3 are linearly independent 

in a dense subset of the set of the concomitance variables, 
then 

and so 

In summary, taking account that (2) and (7) are valid 
in a dense subset of the set of the concomitance variables, we 
have proved the following theorem. 

Theorem: If L = L(gij;Fij) is a scalar density, then 
there is a functionjofreal variables such that 

L = ..fij((JafJ;t/?fJ), 

in a dense subset of the set of the concomitance variables, 
where (JafJ, t/?fJ are shown in Eq. (3). 

Remark: The result in the theorem is not true in general 
for the whole set of concomitance variables. Otherwise, ev
ery scalar density would be an even function of F 1'00 .,F', and 
(JafJr is a counterexample. 

I As for any gauge field theory, we are working in a manifold M endowed 
with the metric tensor gij and with a G-principal fiber bundle P with base 
space M. The Fij are the coefficients of a* Fin some basis of the Lie algebra 
LG of G, where (T: U eM - P is a local section and F is the curvature form. 
See S. Kobayashi and K. Nomizu, Foundations of Differential Geometry 
(Wiley-Interscience, New York, 1963), Vol. I. 

2R. J. Noriega and C. G. Schifini, Gen. Relativ. Gravit. 20, 337 (1988). 
'R. J. Noriega and C. G. Schifini, Gen. Re1at. Gravit. 16, 292 (1984). 
4R. J. Noriega and C. G. Schifini, J. Math. Phys. 28,815 (1987). 
'H. Rund, Abh. Math. Sem. Univ. Hamburg 29, 243 (1966). 
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The possible set of inequivalent Lorentz structures on an open, connected, spin four-manifold 
M is investigated. Using the Steenrod correspondence between Lorentz metrics and tangent 
line bundles, the family of all homotopy classes of possible Lorentz structures on Mis 
obtained. This approach allows one to distinguish explicitly between time-orientable and time
nonorientable Lorentzian metrics. Moreover, it is shown that any two inequivalent, time
orientable Lorentzian structures that correspond to generators of the torsionless part of 
HI (M, Z) can be related to each other by using a Morse function with one nondegenerate 
critical point of index 1 which describes a surgery of type (1,3) in some decomposition of 
M= Ul"=1 Ui' 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Usually we assume that space-time M is a connected, 
open, differential four-manifold that carries a Lorentzian 
metric and its associated affine connection and admits a spin 
structure (i.e., its second Stiefel-Whitney class vanishes). 

However, although the notions of differentiable mani
fold and diffeomorphism go back at least to Poincare's paper 
"Analysic situs," I a fundamental problem of differential to
pology, namely, the diffeomorphic classification of mani
folds, is not completely solved. Even though the theory of 
numerical and algebraic invariants, which can distinguish 
many nondiffeomorphic manifolds, has developed consider
ably, the simplest problem posed by Poincare, "Is a three
manifold which is closed and simply connected diffeomor
phic to the three-sphere?," has not been answered even now. 
The understanding of four-manifolds is also not complete; 
we know by a classical theorem of Markov2 that the classifi
cation of noncom pact four-manifolds up to diffeomorphism 
is impossible. Moreover, Freedman and Donaldson have 
shown recently3 that smooth four-manifolds behave in some 
respects radically different from higher-dimensional mani
folds. The most important example of this behavior is the 
existence of exotic smooth structures on R4. In other words, 
there exist smooth manifolds, like the Donaldson-Freed
man R4, that are homeomorphic to R4, but not diffeomor
phic to it. (It is a standard fact that, for n # 4, exotic Rn 's 
cannot exist. ) 

Under these circumstances the classification of all possi
ble Lorentzian structures on a given four-manifold M is per
haps the easiest problem of space-time geometry. In 1959, 
Finkelstein and Misner classified the Lorentzian metrics of a 
space-time manifold M that admits a globally hyperbolic 
splitting M = S X R with compactification of S equal to S 3 

(Ref. 4). In this case the homotopy classes of time-orienta
ble Lorentzian structures on M are given by I13 (RP 3

) ~z. 
As a matter offact, for such manifolds, all Lorentzian struc
tures have to be time orientable. The case of a more general 
manifold M was considered by Shastri et al. They investigat
ed the homotopy classes of maps [M, RP 3] in the case when 
a parallelizable four-manifold M is a bundle space with a 

closed, connected, orientable three-manifold S as a base. 
(We will use the notation [', .] for the set of homotopy 
classes of maps.) Now, when we fix a global section s of the 
bundle LM of linear frames over M then the set 
[M, RP 3] ~ [S, RP 3] numerates the homotopy classes of 
Lorentzian structures on M. Namely, let s: M--LM deter
mine a global trivialization of the bundle LM, i.e., 

s 

LM¢:}M X GL( 4, R). Let g denote the Lorentz structure of 
M related to s, i.e., g = trivial section of the bundle 
M xGL(4,R)mod SO(3,1). Because any other section of 
M XGL(4,lR)mod SO(3,1) also determines a Lorentzian 
structure of M, the homotopy classes of these sections are 
given exactly by [S, RP 3

] [RP 3 ishomotopicallyequivalent 
to G L (4, lR) ISO (3, 1)]. This set was investigated by the 
above-mentioned authors in Ref. 5. They use the beautiful 
and powerful formalism of Postnikov systems and Steenrod 
squaring operations and they have obtained very remarkable 
results. 

In this paper we present a rather easy approach. Our 
starting point is the famous Steenrod theorem on the corre
spondence between Lorentz structures and tangent line bun
dles6 and the fact that all Riemannian structures on Mare 
homotopic to each other. It allows us to obtain all homotopy 
classes of Lorentz structures in the general case of an open, 
connected, spin four-manifold M. Moreover, in this ap
proach, we can immediately distinguish which "kinks" (i.e., 
which homotopy classes of Lorentz metrics) correspond to 
time-orientable structures and which to time-nonorientable 
ones. Our result is that the set of all homotopy classes of 
Lorentzian structures on M is given by Hi" (M, Z) 
X H I (M, Z2)' Any Lorentzian metric related to a nontrivial 
component of HI (M ,Z2) cannot be time orientable. For the 
case considered by Shastri et al., we get, in number, the same 
result. However, there is some difference. In Ref. 5 the au
thors obtain, in addition, a group structure for the set of the 
homotopy classes of Lorentzian metrics. Namely, they con
sider the short exact sequence of groups 

k I' 
0-- [S,S3] __ [S,RP3] __ [S,RP 00] --0 . (1.1 ) 
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Now time-orientable structures correspond to the image of 
k. To illustrate this situation, let us consider the case when M 
is given by R-fibration over HP3. We have Hi (M, Z) 
XM'(M, Z2) = Z EBZ2 whereas [HP 3

, HP 3
] = Z. Al

though these sets look different there is one to one corre
spondence between their elements, namely, Z in the former 
relation corresponds to 1m k and Z2 corresponds to 1m ft. 
Generally, for any space-time manifold M admitting a com
pact Cauchy surface (i.e., admitting a global hyperbolic 
splitting M = S X R) the Shastri et al. result is, in some 
sense, more deep (just because it also defines a group struc
ture of the set of classes of Lorentzian metrics) and our 
method has only a supplementary character. The reason for 
this is that the one-point compactification M + = (S X R) + 
of M "kills" all nontrivial elements of HI (S, Z), i.e., 

Hi(S XR,Z) =HI(S XR)+,Z) = Z. 

The situation will change when we consider, for example, a 
manifold M topologically equivalent to X X RN, where X is 
some compact two-manifold and RN is an open two-mani
fold with N "handles": 

(N can be countable). In this case, the one-point compactifi
cation "cancels" only elements of HI (X,Z). For this type 
and for similar types (i.e., when one-point compactification 
does not cancel the first holonomy) of manifolds we give 
some relations between some Lorentzian structures on M 
using the Morse theory. To get this we consider a decomposi
tion of M into an expanding sum of compact-with-boundar
ies manifolds U;, M = U f= 0 U;, such that U; C U; + I' UO is 
a four-cell, and U; + I is either a collarlike neighborhood of 
U; or U; + I is U; with a handle of index A <n - I attached. 
Next we take into account some Smale-Phillip results that 
produce a structure theory of differential manifolds by a re
fined Morse theory. 

This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we classify 
Riemannian and Lorentzian structures on R4. In Sec. III we 
consider the homotopy classes of Lorentzian structures on 
an open manifold. Weare considering cases with the trivial 
and nontrivial Stiefel-Whitney classes of corresponding line 
bundles. In Sec. IV we show that some nonhomotopic trivial 
line bundles can be related to each other by the use of a 
Morse function with one nondegenerate critical point of in
dex 1. This Morse function describes a handle of index 1 
attached to U; which cannot be canceled. 

II. RIEMANNIAN AND LORENTZIAN STRUCTURES ON 
]R4 

Let us take some concrete, oriented, one-dimensional 
vector space XC R4 and one of its linear complements, say 
NCR\ 

XEBN = R4 . (2.1) 

Now choosing a unit vector of X and some Riemannian 
structure on N we can determine a concrete Riemannian 
structure g on R4. Since we have GL(3,R)/O(3,R) = R6 
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possibilities to fix a Riemannian structure on Nand R I possi
bilities to fix a unit vector on X we can construct the set 
W = R7 of different Riemannian structures on R4. To get the 
remaining set of possible Riemannian structures we have to 
change the pair (X, N), i.e., we have to change the orthogo
nality relations that can be defined by this pair. Now, any 
orthogonal group 0 ( 4, R) related to a given Riemannian 
structure acts transitively on the set of oriented directions of 
R4. Hence it is enough to preserve the direction of X and 
consider only the set of all its linear complements (of course, 
we can change the role of X and N). 

The set of linear complements to X in R4 is given by 
Hom(R3, RI)~R3. So we see that the whole set {g} of in
equivalent Riemannian structures on R4 is equal to the set 

(g}~R7XR3~GL(4,R)/O(4,R) . (2.2) 

Let us take one element from this set, say g. Now, any line 
subspace L C R4 uniquely determines some Lorentzian 
structure g on R4 according to the formula7 

(2.3 ) 

We can easily check that the whole set of different Lorentz 
structures on R4 can be given by the set of all pairs (g, L) 
with kE W and LEHP 3. Hence we have 

{g}~R7XHP3~GL(4,R)/O(3,1) (2.4) 

different Lorentz structures on R4. 
Let kE Wand VER4 determine some concrete Lorentz 

structure g on R4: 

(2.5) 

Let V' be any other g-time-like unit vector ofR4. Now if we 
want to determine the same Lorentz structure g using V' we 
also have to take another Riemannian metric g', i.e., 
g~{g', V'}. This metric does not belong to W. Namely, if a is 
any element of the invariance group of g, aE.!/ o(g), such 
that 

V'=aV, 

then we can easily see that, 'du l , U2ER4, 

g'(UI,U2) = g(au l ,au2) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

and that this relation does not depend on the choice of an 
element a that satisfies (2.6). 

III. LINE BUNDLES OVER M 

In this section we will look for the homotopy classes of 
possible Lorentzian metrics on an open manifold M (this 
means that we cannot pass from one Lorentzian metric to 
the other by a continuous deformation of a metric tensor g) . 

From our previous considerations we see that we can try to 
find them using Riemannian structures and tangent line 
bundles over M. Let us assume that we have some Rieman
nian metric g on M. Moreover, let us assume that g is given 
by a section of a bundle '1J whose fiber at a point xEM contains 
the set of all different Riemannian structures on TMx related 
to some fixed pair (Xx, Nx )' In other words '1J can be given 
by a concrete decomposition of TM into line and codimen-
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sion 1 subbundles of TM. (Since M is open, its Euler class 
vanishes and such a decomposition always exists.) Now any 
Lorentzian metric on M can be introduced by a section of'TJ 
and some tangent line bundle of M uniquely. 

From the general theory of obstructions, any two sec
tions of'TJ are homotopic to each other, i.e., the obstruction 
cocycle for any map F: M Xl - 'TJ vanishes. Thus to find 
classes of inequivalent Lorentz structures of M we have to 
classify tangent line bundles over M. We see that the intro
duction of a bundle 'T} as well as the decomposition of TM is 
only auxiliary. We use them only to relate classes of Lorent
zian metrics with classes of line bundles. 

A. A trivial case 

Let L be a trivial tangent line bundle over M. In this case 
there exists a global nonvanishing section Y of the unit vec
tors of L. Hence to find all homotopy classes of trivial line 
bundles we have to consider the homotopy classes of non
vanishing vector fields. 

By definition,8 the homotopy of Yo is a map 

F: MXI-TM, 

such that, for a fixed tEl, 

Y, (x): = F(X,t)Er( TM) 

is a nonvanishing vector field on M and F (x, 0) = Yo' In 
this case Yo is homotopic to Y1 = F (x, I). In other words if 
we can construct a nowhere-zero section S of the bundle 
p*(TM) (wherep: MXI-Mis the projection) then we 
have homotopy between S I M x {oJ and S I M X {I}' Hence the 
obstruction to have homotopy between Yo and YI is given 
exactly by the obstruction of the existence of a nonvanishing 
section S of p*( TM) with S 1M x{O} = Yo and S 1M x{1} 

= YI • Thus the obstruction cocycle belongs to H 3 (M, n, 
where r is the system of coefficients9 whose value at xEM is 
ll3 (S!) ~ll3( TMx). (Here TMx denotes the space ™x 
with zero deleted.) Now by the generalized Poincare duali
tylO for an open manifold M we have 

H\M;n~Hi(M,Z) . (3.1) 

In this way the set of all homotopy classes of nonvanishing 
vector fields on Mis given by H l' (M, Z). However, we have 
a well known natural relation between the integral first ho
mology group of M and the fundamental group of M. II It 
yields to the assertion that if Mis path wise connected then 
the natural homomorphism 

(3.2) 

has the commutator subgroup of II I (M, x) as its kernel. It 
means that we have the natural isomorphism between the 
group H J (M, Z) and III (M, x) made Abelian. Thus for an 
open manifold M some classes of homotopic sections of the 
bundle TM can be given by elements of Ab[lll (M, xo)]' In 
our consideration we will be interested in the set of homo
topy classes of trivial line bundles over M that correspond to 
the set of those elements of Ab [ll I (M, xo)] related to ele
ments of HI (M, Z) contained in H l' (M, Z). 
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B. A nontrivial case 

It is known 12 that any class of isomorphic line bundles 
over Mis determined by a homotopy class of maps from M to 
the classifying space B z, of Z2-bundles. Since B z, = R.P 00 is 
an Eilenberg-MacLane space of type (Z2' 1), i.e., Bz , 
~K(Z2' I), the relation 

[M,K(ll,q)] ~Hq(M,ll) 

gives 

[M,Bz, J ~HI(M,Z2)' (3.3) 

(Here [ " .] denotes the set of homotopy classes of maps. ) 
In this way any class of isomorphic line bundles is uniquely 
characterized by its Stiefel-Whitney class 
WI (o)ER I(M, Z2)' Let Sbe some linear bundle over Mchar
acterizedby W J (S)ER I(M ,Z2)' CanSbeembedded into the 
tangent bundle TM? In other words does a nowhere vanish
ing bundle map from S to TM over all of M exist? Any such 
map is equivalent to a nowhere vanishing section of 
Hom(S, TM) ~ TM ® S. We will denote this bundle by z. Its 
fiber is isomorphic to R4. However, we are interested rather 
in the bundle z of the nonzero elements of z. The obstruction 
for the existence of a section of z lies in the fourth cohomo
logy group of M in a coefficient bundle Z: = 1)(ll3).13 The 
fiber of this coefficient bundle is given by the third homotopy 
group of the fiber of z. However, for our open manifold M the 
fourth cohomology group H 4 C M, u) vanishes for any coeffi
cient bundle u. This means that any line bundle over M can 
be embedded in TM and that for every UEH I (M, Z2) there 
exists a tangent line bundle L C TM such that 

wl(L) = u. 

Now let us try to find the homotopy classes of nontrivial 
tangent line bundles characterized by a given element 
UEHI(M, Z2)' 

Again the homotopy of LC TM is a map 

F: MXI-PTM 

such that F (x, 0) = Lo, F (x, 1) = L 1, WI (Lo) = WI (L I) 
= u. (Here PTM is the projective tangent bundle.) Since 
the map F is equivalent to a section of the projective bundle 
P(p*TM), i.e., 

S: MX[-Pp.TM, SIMXW =L j , i=O,I, 

the obstruction cocycle of S lies in H 3(M, PTM( ll3)) with a 
system of coefficients having, at xEM, the value 

ll3(PTMx ) ~ll3(RP3) = ll3(S3) ~ ll3(S~) . 

Thus we have obtained the result that the set of homotopic 
classes of tangent line bundles characterized by a given ele
ment UEH I (M, Z2) can be enumerated by the elements of 
H l' (M, Z). So the set of all homotopy classes of Lorentzian 
structures on M is given by 

A =HjCM,Z)XHI(M,Zz)' 

IV. RELATIONS BETWEEN CLASSES OF 
INEQUIVALENT "TRIVIAL" LORENTZ STRUCTURES 

Since all Riemannian structures on M are homotopic we 
can introduce the classes of Lorentzian structures on M by 
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the classes of homotopic tangent line bundles of M. Let us 
consider a case where a Lorentz structure g can be given by a 
section g of'TJ and a trivial line bundle L, 

wl(L) = 0. (4.1) 

Now let us consider a realization of M by an expanding 
union of compact manifolds {U;} with boundaries 

M=U U;, 
;/0 

(4.2) 

such that U; C U; + I' UO is a four-cell, and either U; + I is a 
collarlike neighborhood of U; or U; + I is U; with a handle of 
index A.;;;n - 1 attached. to In the latter case we can say that 
au;+ I can be obtained from au; by a surgery of type 
(A, n - A). Let us consider some concrete U; CMsuch that 
au; + I is obtained from au; by a surgery of type (1.3) or 
equivalently that we can get U; + I by attaching a handle of 
index 1 to U;. Moreover, let us assume that U; + 2 cannot be 
related to U; + I by attaching a handle of index 2 since in this 
case these two handles cancel each other. 14 

Let Dn denote an n-disk and let cp;:SoXD3--aU; be a 
characteristic embedding of our surgery. Then au; U D J -
is a deformation retract of U; + I - Int U;. The relation - is 
given by the identification of aD I = SO with its image under a 
map cp. Let Jj be a Morse function of a smooth triad (~+ I 
- Int ~,aUj, a~+ I)' i.e., 'tJj , 

Jj:( ~+ I - Int ~,a~,a~+ I) -- ([0,1 ],0,1). (4.3) 

This means that for the i mentioned above,/; has one nonde
generate critical point p of index 1; pE U; + I - U;. Since 
there always exists an E> ° such that!;-=- \ (1 - E, 1] has no 
critical points, we have a well defined homotopy class [A] of 
loops in 

(U;+I-IntU;)U!i-=-\(1-E,l], (4.4) 

which close D I in a handle equivalent to 

U; U (DI XD3 )lcp . (4.5 ) 

Let us take DI = [a, b], a <b < 00, aD I = SO = {a, b}. Let 

(4.6) 

Then A is a loop at Xo that represents the just-mentioned 
homotopy class ofloops given by the effective attachment of 
a handle of index 1 to U;. 

Since N; = M - (U; + I - Int U;) is open we can fit the 
Morse function/; together with some Morse function with
out any critical point on N. We get a proper Morse function! 
on M with only one nondegenerate critical point at p. This 
function is related to the adding of a handle of index I to U; 
as well as to the homotopy class of A at XoEaU;. 

Proposition: Let Lo and L I be two nonhomotopic, trivial, 
tangent line bundles over M. Let Yo and YI be their sections 
of unit vectors with respect to some Riemannian structure g 
on M. Let Yo represent a homotopy class of non vanishing 
vector fields on M related to the trivial element of 
HI (M, Z). Analogously let Y I be related to an element 
u#O, UEH 1 (M, Z). If UEHI (M, Z) is a generator of the 
torsionless part of HI (M, Z) which corresponds to the ho
motopy class of A under the isomorphism h (3.2), then there 
exists a section S of the bundle p* TM that has the following 
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properties: (i) 'tJtE[O,l], t # to, Sex, t) is a nowhere-zero 
vector field on M; (ii) Sex, 0) = Yo(x), sex, 1) = YI(x); 
and (iii) Sex, to) has an isolated zero at a point p of index 
( - 1) I. Moreover Sex, to) is homotopic to a gradient field 
of a Morse function! described above. 

Proof It is known to that on an open manifold any non
zero vector field Y is homotopic (through nonzero vector 
fields) to a nowhere-zero gradient field of some function <p. 
In local coordinates {u'} a gradient field can be given by 

grad <P = l: g.. a<p ~ , 
'J au' au' 

or equivalently by 

(X,grad<p> =X(<p), 'tJXEr(TM). 

(4.7) 

(4.7') 

Thus we can assume that Yo = grad <Po and YI = grad <PI' 
However, since 

1I0 (SubM,R I) = 1I0(rclM»), (4.8) 

the functions <Po and <PI belong to different components of 
110 (Sub M,R I). Moreover, we see that the obstruction cocy
cle for Yo, YI to be homotopic is exactly the same as for 
submersions <Po, <PI to be homotopic. In other words, there 
exists a function 

F: MxI--R (4.9) 

that has the properties F (x, 0) = <Po(x), F (x, 1) = <PI (x), 
and there exists only one element toE(O, 1) such that the 
obstruction cocycle (here we are using Steenrod's nota
tion 15) 

(4.10) 

is a nontrivial one [F,o = F ( ,to)]. 
Now using the generalized Poincare duality (3.1) and 

the natural isomorphism h (3.2) we obtain immediately that 
Fis a Morse function of M X I with one critical point of index 
1 at (p, to) related to a surgery of type (1.3) between 
aU; X {to} and au; + I X {to}. Now taking the field grad Fwe 
obtain our section S: M xl --p* TM. 

Corollary: Let Lo and LI be the two line bundles consid
ered above. Let go and gibe the two Lorentz structures on M 
determined by g and Lo and L I , respectively, i.e., 

go~ (g,Lo) 

and 

gl~(g,LI) . 

Then we can pass from go to gl only when we use a Morse 
function F with one critical point of index 1 as described 
above. It means that we can pass from go to g I only when we 
recognize a handle of index 1 in a decomposition U vo Ui of 
M. 

Now let us take into account nonisomorphic classes of 
tangent line bundles. Since H I (M, Z2) (which enumerates 
these classes) can be considered as Hom(HI (M, Z), Z2), we 
cannot relate two line bundles with different Stiefel-Whit
ney classes in a similar way. First, if WI (L) #0, then we have 
no global nowhere-zero section of L, i.e., we have no relation 
between L and any non vanishing gradient field. Besides we 
cannot repeat the above construction even for nonhomoto-
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pic tangent line bundles of the same nontrivial Stiefel-Whit
ney class. Namely, ifw, (Lo) = W, (L I ) #0 and Lo is not ho
motopic to L I , then, although the obstruction cocycle for 
this homotopy can be exactly the same as for some appropri
ate trivial line bundles, we have a situation completely differ
ent from the previous one. Of course, we can say that a sur
gery of type (1, 3) is responsible for the lack of homotopy 
between Lo and L I' but any Morse function (or equivalently 
any gradient field) that determines this surgery cannot be 
incorporated to connect Lo and L I' 

V.SUMMARY 

In the classical theory of matter we begin with a blank 
differentiable, open, orientable, spin four-manifold M. Next 
we add a Lorentzian metric g and any other physical fields. 
We assume that these fields obey equations expressed as rela
tions between tensors on M and all derivatives are covariant 
derivatives with respect to the Levi-Civita connection de
fined by the metric g. Thus it is natural to ask how many 
homotopy classes of Lorentzian metric structures can be 
carried by M and whether there exist some relations between 
some of them. Because all Riemannian metrics are homoto
pic to each other we can distinguish different classes of Lor
entzian structures by investigation of tangent line bundles 
over M. 

First we should consider time-orientable metric struc
tures. They correspond to trivial line bundles. Since we can 
fix some Riemannian metric, say g, without any conse
quences for our classification, we can represent any trivial 
tangent line bundle by its section of unit vectors. Now, owing 
to the general topological properties of M [orientabili
ty ~ WI (TM) = 0; spin manifold ~ W2 (TM) = 0; 
open ~ W 4 (TM) = 0; four-manifold ~ W3 (TM) = 0], we 
can introduce the bundle % of unit vectors on M in such a 
way that any section of % is given by the unit section of 
some line bundle over M. So, to find the homotopy classes of 
tangent line bundles ov~r M we have to find the homotopy 
classes of sections of %. Since the obstruction cocycle for 
such homotopy belongs to H 3 (M;r) (introduced in Sec. 
III A) we obtain H \' (M, l) different classes of inequiva
lent, time-orientable Lorentzian structures on M. Moreover, 
any two time-orientable Lorentzian structures L;, i = 0, 1, 
that correspond to elements uiElf i' (M, l), such that 
U o = 0 and U I determines a generator of the torsionless part 
of HI (M, l), can be related to each other by the gradient 
field of a Morse function with one nondegenerate critical 
point of index 1 which describes a handle of index 1 in some 
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decomposition of M = U 110 Ui • 

In the case of a time-nonorientable Lorentzian structure 
a corresponding tangent line bundle has to have the nontri
vial Stiefel-Whitney class. Now, since for open manifolds 
every line bundle can be embedded into the tangent bundle 
TM (see Sec. III B) we obtain HI (M, l2) classes of non iso
morphic tangent line bundles of M. The classification of tan
gent line bundles with a given nonvanishing Stiefel-Whitney 
class uElf I (M, l2) up to homotopy is given by 
H 3(M, PTM(II 3 »). Hence we can have againH \' (M, l) ho
motopic classes of tangent line bundles characterized by a 
given element u. 

In this wayan open, spin four-manifold can carry 

HI (M,l2) XH i' (M,l) 

inequivalent Lorentz structures. Here, by inequivalent 
structures we understand nonhomotopic ones. The possible 
physical consequences of these investigations are contained 
in Refs. 16 and 17. 
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A set of natural gauge conditions for an orthonormal frame on a three-dimensional 
Riemannian manifold is discussed. The conditions determine a teleparallel geometry. They 
may be regarded as a nonlinear elliptic system for a rotation. Existence and uniqueness of 
solutions are discussed using the linearized system. Applications to Einstein gravity are noted. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Orthonormal frames frequently provide a convenient 
way to work with Riemannian geometries. The choice of 
orthonormal frame, however, is not unique; consequently, at 
times a gauge condition fixing the rotational freedom of the 
frame is desired. Algebraic conditions are sometimes used, 
e.g., symmetry of the components with respect to an extra 
fixed coordinate basis. I For many applications, however, 
more geometric gauge conditions are preferable. 

Here we present new, purely geometric, natural gauge 
conditions for the choice of orthonormal frame on a three
dimensional Riemannian manifold. Up to an overall con
stant rotation, the conditions select a preferred orthonormal 
frame and hence a preferred parallelism, i.e., a teleparallel 
geometry. The gauge conditions may be regarded as a non
linear elliptic system for a rotation. Via the linearization of 
this elliptic system, unique solutions are shown to exist for 
geometries in a neighborhood of Euclidean space. 

Our concern in this work is with our local gauge condi
tions and not with global topology. In particular, we want 
certain closed one-forms to be exact. Hence we shall simply 
assume that the first cohomology vanishes. Only future in
vestigations can reveal to what extent our conditions inher
ently depend on this assumption and, consequently, whether 
they can be extended to more general topologies. 

The new gauge conditions have already proved their 
worth in applications to asymptotically flat solutions for 
Einstein's theory of gravity. We first recognized the value of 
these conditions when we realized that they allow a locally 
positive representation for the Hamiltonian density and 
thereby a new proof 2 of the positivity of total energy. More
over, as we shall discuss, they show further promise for ap
plications to the initial value problem. 

II. RIEMANNIAN AND TElEPARALLEL GEOMETRY 

Before going into the gauge conditions, we review cer
tain ideas of Riemannian and teleparallel geometry. Our dis
cussion is conveniently done in terms of differential forms. 
Let () a for a = 1,2,3 be three linearly independent one-forms 
that may thus be used as a coframebasis. They are dual to a 
vector basis denoted here by ea' We assume that our mani
fold is connected and orientable; via Ref. 3 we have learned 
that every orientable three-manifold is parallelizable,4 so our 
frames may be assumed to be globally defined. 

A linear connection is determined by the connection 
one-form coefficients Wab: = ()O(Veb ). The connection de
termines both the curvature two-form 

nab: = dwa
b + Wac /\ Web = !R abkm () k /\ () m , (1) 

and the torsion two-form 

ea: = ~Q a be() b /\ () e = D() a = d() a + w a b /\ () b • (2) 

Each coframe may also be used to determine a special 
associated metric: namely, the one in which this particular 
frame is orthonormal, g = gab () a ® () b = () I ® () I + () 2 

® () 2 + () 3 ® () 3. A metric, of course, determines a Rieman
nian geometry with a connection that is both metric compa
tible and torsion-free. In an orthonormal frame, the metric 
compatibility condition is just antisymmetry of the connec
tion one-forms, Wab = - W ba , while the torsion-free condi
tion is d() a = - w a 

b /\ () b. These two conditions uniquely 
determine the connection one-form via the components 
Wabe = Wab (ee) = !( Ceab - Cbea - Cabc ), where ca be 

= -d()a(eb,ec )' 

While the orthonormal coframe determines the metric 
and thereby the Riemannian geometry, the converse is not 
the case. A given Riemannian geometry determines only an 
equivalence class of orthonormal frames. From one frame 
() a, orthonormal with respect to g, we may obtain many oth
ers by applying a position-dependent (local) rotation 

()a"=Ra'b()b. (3) 

Under such a transformation, the connection one-form com
ponents transform inhomogeneously, 

Wa'b' = Rk a'(wkmR mb , + dR kb ,) , (4) 

while the torsion and curvature are tensorial. 
The usual viewpoint is that the metric does not favor any 

special orthonormal frame; that any such selection is purely 
an ungeometric gauge choice. The gauge conditions we pro
pose here, however, are constructed purely out of the above 
outlined Riemannian geometry. They use only this Rieman
nian geometry to select a certain preferred orthonormal 
frame. They can be regarded as first-order differential condi
tions on the connection coefficients wa 

b' or alternately on 
C a

be . There is some resemblance to the Lorentz and Cou
lomb gauge conditions used in electromagnetism. 

The discussion of the gauge conditions could quite nice
ly be carried out strictly in terms of Riemannian geometry. 
The significance of the ideas can be better appreciated, how
ever, in terms of a different language: teleparallelor Weitzen
bock geometry.5 This type of geometry is quite suited to our 
goal: the selection of a favored global orthonormal frame. A 
preferred orthonormal frame () a may be used to define a new 
parallelism. The new parallel transport is simply accom
plished by keeping the coefficients of an object constant with 
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respect to this preferred frame. In other words, the new con
nection coefficients vanish in this special frame, which is re
ferred to as orthoteleparallel (OT). Of course, the new con
nection coefficients are generally nonvanishing in any other 
orthonormal frame. However, since the new curvature two
form vanishes in this special frame, it vanishes also in every 
other orthonormal frame. This is tied in with the fact that the 
new parallel transport is path independent. 

Conversely, if parallel transport is path independent, 
the curvature vanishes. There then exists a special orthonor
mal frame in which the connection one-forms vanish. This 
OT frame is uniquely determined up to constant (global) 
rotations. It may be constructed by choosing any orthonor
mal frame at a point and parallel transporting it to the other 
points. Although the curvature vanishes, the parallel trans
port is not at all trivial. It is characterized by the torsion. In 
the OT frame, the torsion two-form is simply 

ea=!Qabe()b/l.fr=d()a= _!Cabe()b/\()C. (5) 

Teleparallel geometry is thus a kind of opposite to Rie
mannian geometry; curvature vanishes and torsion charac
terizes the geometry. Somewhat surprisingly, teleparallel ge
ometry is much less restrictive than Riemannian geometry. 
Indeed there are many ways to construct a teleparallel geom
etry from a given Riemannian geometry. One need merely 
choose any orthonormal frame and declare it to be an OT 
frame. Thus one Riemannian geometry corresponds to a 
whole equivalence class ofteleparallel geometries. 

In these terms, our gauge conditions select a certain pre
ferred representative from each of these equivalence classes 
of geometries. Stated another way, they determine a single 
special teleparallel geometry for each Riemannian geome
try. 

Some further notation will be needed. We use ia as 
shorthand for the interior product ieaP = P( ea , ... ) which 
takes p-forms to p - 1 forms. It is convenient to use also the 
dual basis for the Grassmann algebra 

t = (1I3!)tabc() a /\ (J b /\ (J C = (J 1 /\ () 2/\ () 3 = *1, 

ta =fat=~tabe(Jb/\(Jc=*()a' (6) 

tab =ibta =tabe()c=*«(Ja/\()b), 

where tabc is the three-dimensional, totally antisymmetric 
Levi-Civita tensor with t 123 = + 1 and * is the Hodge dual. 

III. THE GAUGE CONDITIONS 

The gauge conditions are discussed here in terms of the 
teleparallel geometric quantities. The discussion may easily 
be transcribed into Riemannian or strictly frame terminol
ogy via Q a be = - C abc = ())a be - ())acb ' The conditions are 
explicitly stated in terms of two quantities constructed from 
() a regarded as an OT frame: a one-form 

q = qb()b = Qaab()b = iaea = fa d()a, (7) 

and a function *q dual to the three-form 

q = (Ja /\ e a = gab(J b /\d()Q = ~Qabe()a /\ () b /\ ()c. (8) 

The gauge conditions are simply that the forms *q, q are 
closed, 

(9) 
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Note that this is the correct number of constraints on the 
orthonormal frame; the first condition says that *q is con
stant (our manifold is connected) and the second condition 
provides two more restrictions. 

To fix a solution, appropriate boundary conditions must 
be chosen. For example, on ]R3 the Cartesian frame satisfies 
the conditions (9), but so does the spherical frame (except, 
of course, at the origin). We are particularly interested in 
applications to manifolds which are asymptotically flat in 
the sense that, with respect to suitable asymptotic coordi
nates, the metric coefficients differ from the Euclidean met
ric by terms of order O( 1Ir), and the first m derivatives fall 
off at order 0(1/7'"+ 1), for m..;;3. On asymptotically flat 
manifolds, the boundary condition is that q vanishes; where
as on the three-sphere, q must be nonvanishing. Note that as 
q is closed, it is locally exact. If q is globally exact (in particu
lar when the first cohomology vanishes as we assume), it 
determines a function up to a constant which may be suitably 
normalized, e.g., at infinity. 

Our attention was first attracted to these conditions 
when we realized that they would allow a locally positive 
representation for the Hamiltonian density and thereby per
mit a new, strictly tensorial (in contrast to the Witten6 

spinor method) proof 2 of positive energy for Einstein's the
ory of gravity. We have since noticed that they show promise 
for other applications to Einstein gravity. In particular, they 
mesh nicely with the standard initial value problem analy
sis.7 The conformal change of three-metric g .... t/J4g has 
proved to be very useful in the initial value problem of gen
eral relativity. Under the corresponding conformal change 
of three-frame (J a .... ~(J a, the quantities q, q become t/J4q and 
q - 2d In ~, respectively. Consequently, on an asymptoti
cally flat space where q vanishes, the gauge conditions (9) 
are conformally invariant. Moreover, as already noted, since 
q is exact, it defines (modulo a constant) a special function. 
This construction may provide the best definition of the gen
eralization of the Newtonian potential: the scale factor 
which satisfies the super-Hamiltonian constraint equation. 

IV. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS 

The restrictions (9) are "good" gauge conditions iff or 
any three-metric there exists a "unique" (i.e., up to a con
stant rotation) orthonormal frame () a' such that they are 
satisfied. Rather than analyze the gauge conditions as re
strictions on the choice of orthonormal frame, we have 
found it easier to study them as conditions on a local rota
tion. Thus given any orthonormal frame (J a, we want to 
show that there exists a unique local rotation such that () a' 

= R a' b () b satisfies 

d*q' = 0 = dq'. (9') 

Explicitly we find 

q' = ()a' /\d()a' = q + ()m /\R m b, dR b'c /\()C, (10) 

q' = fa' d()a' = q + R ba,R a'c,b()c, (11) 

Given () a, the conditions obtained by substituting the ex
pressions (10) and (11) into (9') constitute a nonlinear sec
ond-order elliptic system for the rotation R a' b' 

For nonlinear systems, existence and uniqueness are dif-
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ficult questions. We examine the linearized conditions. In
finitesimally, R b'a = 8b

a + ~bacA c, so 

q' = q _ dA c /\~cabO a /\ Ob = q - 2A c.c~ 

= q _ 2{d(Ac~ C) + AcqC~} 
= q - 2{d *A + A /\ *q} (12) 

and 

q' = q + Ab.c~b\Ok = q - *(dAb /\ Ob) 

=q-*(dA-AbdO b), (13) 

where A =AbOb. 
Via these linearized equations, we shall show that the 

gauge conditions (9) have unique solutions for geometries 
within a neighborhood of Euclidean space. Let us first as
sume that conditions (9) can be satisfied for a given geome
try. A nearby geometry will certainly have an OT frame 0 a 

for which d *q, dq are small. An infinitesimal rotation of 
amount A will produce a 0 a' satisfying the desired gauge 
conditions (9') if 

d *d *A + d *(A /\ *q) = d(~*q), 

d *dA - d *(Ab dO b) = dq. 

(14) 

(15) 

Applying * and using the codifferential 8 = ( - I)P *d * 
yields 

d8A-d*(A/\*q)=d(-!*q), (16) 

8dA -8(Ab dOb) =8(*q). (17) 

Adding gives a linear elliptic equation for the one-form A, 

LA: = aA - 8(Ab dOb) - d *(A /\ *q) 

= 8( *q) + d( - ~*q), (18) 

with the elliptic operator L being a perturbation of the nicest 
possible operator: the Laplace-Beltrami operator, 
/:>. = d8 + 8d. Given appropriate boundary conditions, 
aA = p has unique solutions; Eq. (18) should also have 
unique solutions, at least as long as dO a is not too large. 

Formally, solutions to Eq. (18) may be constructed by 
iteration. Thus consider the sequence of elliptic equations 

aA 0 = 8(*q) + d( - ~*q), (19) 

aA m+ i =8(A'!:dO b)+d*(Am/\*q). (20) 

Any solution to each of these equations is unique, since our 
vanishing first cohomology assumption means that there are 
no harmonic one-forms. The operator /:>. is self-adjoint. For 
self-adjoint elliptic operators, uniqueness implies existence. 
Consequently, each of the linear elliptic equations [ (19) and 
(20)] then has unique solutions. The sum A = 1:: =0 A m 

formally solves Eq. (18). This sum will certainly converge if 
dO b is sufficiently small. Consider, in particular, the case 
where there is a one-parameter curve in the space of geome
tries connecting our geometry with Euclidean space. If dO is 
of order E, then A m is of order Em + i. Moreover, on an as
ymptotically flat space, the boundary conditions are stated 
in terms of the fall off rates dO, q, q .... O( l/r), and 
A m .... O(1/r"'+ i). Consequently, the sum will certainly 
converge asymptotically. 
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A more technical argument can be based on the work of 
Choquet-Bruhat and Christodoulou8 for elliptic operators 
on manifolds which are Euclidean at infinity. Briefly, with 
dO a in the Sobolev space, HS.l> with differentiability s = 2, 
and fall off parameter 8 = 0, the conditions of the theorems 
in Sec. VI are met and we conclude thatL:H3•i .... H i • -i is an 
isomorphism for geometries in a neighborhood of Euclidean 
space. 

Note that a solution to Eq. (18) also solves Eqs. (16) 
and (17) separately, as they are mutually orthogonal with 
respect to the inner product (a,{3) = f*a /\{3. Retracing 
our deduction of conditions (16) and (17) leads us to con
clude that the perturbed geometry also satisfies the desired 
gauge conditions (9'). We conclude that the gauge condi
tions (9) are good. They certainly have unique solutions, at 
least for geometries which are in a neighborhood of Euclid
ean space. 

v. DISCUSSION 

Our aim was to introduce and encourage investigation 
of a certain set of natural gauge conditions for orthonormal 
frames on a three-dimensional Riemannian manifold. The 
gauge conditions (9) should determine a unique teleparallel 
geometry, i.e., an orthonormal frame up to a constant rota
tion. 

The gauge conditions (9) are elliptic but nonlinear. We 
have argued that they have unique solutions for geometries 
that are in a neighborhood of Euclidean space. We know of 
no counterexample and conjecture that they are of quite gen
eral validity. Hopefully, a proof of existence and uniqueness 
that would apply to much more general geometries will be 
produced. We hope also that the global topological restric
tion on the vanishing of the first cohomology will be investi
gated. 

The gauge conditions (9) have already proved valuable 
in permitting a new proof of positive energy and show pro
mise for applications to the initial value problem of general 
relativity. Only future explorations can reveal their true 
worth. 
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A multivariable biorthogonal generalization of the discrete Hahn polynomials, a p + 1 
complex parameter family, where p is the number of variables, is presented. It is shown that 
the polynomials are orthogonal with respect to subspaces of lower degree and biorthogonal 
within a given subspace. These properties are over the discrete simplex O<xI + X2 
+ ... + xp <A, where XI' x2, ... ,xp and A are non-negative integers. Some further properties of 
the closely related multivariable continuous Hahn polynomials are also discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The discretized Jacobi polynomials that commonly bear 
the name of Hahn I were actually introduced much earlier by 
Tchebychef. 2.3 Since their reintroduction by Hahn the poly
nomials have found applications in many areas of theoretical 
and mathematical physics, including genetics, group repre
sentation theory, computational physics and techniques, as 
well as others. The main utility of the polynomials lies in that 
they satisfy an orthogonality relation over a discrete set of 
points. Other special properties are discussed by Weber and 
Erdelyi,4 Karlin and McGregor,5 Bartko,6 Levit,7 Lee,8 Wil
son,9 Gasper,1O Koornwinder, II and Nikiforov et al. 12 Fur
thermore, Karlin and McGregor l3 have presented a multi
variable orthogonal (as opposed to biorthogonal) 
generalization of the Hahn polynomials in the context of 
linear growth models. In this paper we present a distinct and 
not simply related family, the multivariable biorthogonal 
Hahn polynomials: These are a (p + 1) complex parameter 
family, where p denotes the number of variables. It is shown 
that the polynomials are orthogonal with respect to sub
spaces oflower degree and biorthogonal within a given sub-

F=.p l :2; ... ;2 
1:1; ... ;1' 

and also their counterparts 

space. These properties are defined on a discrete set of points 
X I ,X2, ... ,xp which take non-negative integer values on the 
discrete simplex O<xI + X2 + ... + xp <A, where A denotes 
the "discrete parameter," also a non-negative integer. (Our 
notation for the discrete parameter A differs from the cus
tomary use of N, which in this paper will denote the degree of 
a multivariable polynomial.) In the special case p = 1 these 
two families both reduce to the familiar single-variable Hahn 
polynomials. 

Before we introduce the discrete polynomials we discuss 
some further properties of a closely related continuous fam
ily. Recently, Atakishiyev and Suslovl4 constructed a con
tinuous analog of the Hahn polynomials by analytically con
tinuing the discrete variable and parameter into the complex 
plane; these were extended soon after by Askey. 15 In a pre
vious paper, 16 the present author introduced a multivariable 
biorthogonal generalization of the continuous Hahn polyno
mials. In Sec. II we deduce some symmetries of this contin
uous family and show that in a special case they are pure real. 
These polynomials are conveniently expressed in terms of 
multiple Gaussian hypergeometric seriesl7 as follows: 

+ B + c + d - 1: - nl,a l + ix l ; ... ; - np,ap + iXp) 

A + d:a l + bl; ... ;ap + bp 

(1.1 ) 

( 1.2) 

(1.3) 
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and we are employing the familiar Pochhammer symbol 
(a)n =T(n + a)/r(a). Here, Uk} denotes the summa
tion indicesjl,j2, ... ,jp that run over all non-negative integers 
and we are using the following shorthand notation: 

p p p 
x== I x k, N== Ink' J== I jk' 

k~1 k~1 k~1 

P P (1.4 ) 

A == I ak' B== I bk, 
k~ I k~ I 

and the convention that lIr( - n) = 0, n = 0,1,2, .... If the 
arguments of F are unspecified, it is to be understood that 
they are unity: ZI = Z2 = ... = zp = 1. 

These polynomials form a biorthogonal system with the 
weight function 

W a,b,c,d(X X x) 
H 2"'" p 

= LUI r(ak + iXk )r(bk - ixk ) ] 

X r(c + iX)r(d - iX), ( 1.5) 

where the (2p + 2) complex parameters ak' bk , c, d, 
k = 1,2, ... ,p, identify a particular family of polynomials and 
their weight function, whereas the set of p non-negative inte
gers nl,n2 , ... ,np label the members of a given family. The 
degree of a polynomial is simply given by N and, as usual, i 
denotes the square root of - 1. The discrete parameter 11 
should not be confused with N, and when no ambiguity 
arises we simply write Pn (x), Qn (x), and w(x) for the poly
nomials and weight function, respectively, The polynomial 
Pn (x) is of degree nk in thevariablexk, Qn (x) is of de greeN 
in x k, and both polynomials are of total degree N. 

The family Pn (x) is orthogonal with respect to the de
gree, that is, 

f: 00 dx l '" Loo 00 dxp Pn (x)P m (x)w(x) = 0, if N #M, 

( 1.6) 

and similarly for Qn (x), 

Loooo dx l'" Loooo dxp Qn (x)Qm (x)w(x) =0, if N#M, 

( 1.7) 

while in general these two families are biorthogonal: 

f
oo foo p 

_ 00 dx l'" _ 00 dxp Pn (x)Qm (x)w(x) = hn JJI Dnkmk , 

(1.8 ) 

where hn is a normalization constant. In Sec. II we obtain 
alternate representations for these polynomials, from which 
we deduce some symmetries. In subsequent sections we dis
cuss the analog of relations ( 1.6) - ( 1.8) for the discrete fam
ily of Hahn polynomials. 

II. SYMMETRIES OF THE CONTINUOUS HAHN 
POLYNOMIALS 

We begin by recalling several identities that will be of 
use. The first, 
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r(S + I)/r(s ±j + I) 

= ( - l)j[r( - S +j)/r( - S)], (2.1) 

where S is some constant andj is an integer, can be verified by 
inspection. The second is the Chu-Vandermonde formula 18 

± (n) r(1]) r(s) 
j~O j r(1]-j) r(s-n+j) 

r(1]+s-l) = , 
r(1]+s-n-1) 

while the third is the multiple summation theorem 19 

F<t) (1],SI""'Sp;Y; 1, ... , 1) 

= r(y)r(Y-1] - SI -'" - sp)/r(Y-1]) 

(2.2) 

Xr(y- SI - ... - Sp), (2.3) 

where F <t) is the p-variable Lauricella hypergeometric series 
defined as 

F<t) (1],SI'·"'Sp;y;x l,· .. ,xp ) 

= I [IT (Sk)' X~k] (1])J , (2.4) 
Uk} k= I 1k jk! (Y)J 

and the {jk} sum is over all non-negative integers. 
To find an alternate representation for the continuous 

Hahn polynomials Pn (x) we begin by setting 
1]= I-N-B-c; SI = -jl""'sp = -jp; and 
Y = A + din (2.3). Then we use (2.1) to obtain 

r(N + J + A + B + c + d - 1) 

r(N +A +B +c+d-l) 

_ I [IT (jk)] r(J +A +d) 
- {Ik} k ~ 1 lk r(L + A + d) 

X r(N+B+c) , 
r(N-L +B +c) 

X rUk + ak + ixk ) ] 

r(ak + ixk ) 

(2.5 ) 

(2.6) 

X r(N +A +d) r(N +B +c) (_I)J. 
r(L +A +d) r(N-L +B +c) 

If we then interchange the order of the sums and translate 
the summation indicesjk -jk + lk, we obtain 

X r(N +A +d) r(N +B +c) (_I)L 

r(L +A +d) r(N-L +B +c) 

X I [ IT (nk ~ lk) r(nk + ak + bk ) 

Uk} k~l lk rUk+1k+ak+bk) 

X (-1). 
rUk + lk + a k + ixk ) ] J 

r(ak + ixk ) 

(2.7) 

Using identity (2.1) to write 
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r(jk + lk + ak + ixd 

r(ak + ixk ) 

J
. +1 r( -ak -iXk + 1) = ( - 1)' k ----------

r( - ak - iXk + 1 - jk - lk) 

and substituting into (2.7) yields 

J. + I r( - ak - iXk + 1) = (_l)k k ________ _ 

r( - ak - iXk + 1 - lk) 

r( - ak - iXk + 1 -lk) 

x r(N +A +d) r(N +B +c) (_1)L 

r(L +A +d) r(N-L +B +c) 

X------------------
r( - ak - iXk + 1 - jk - lk) 

J. r(lk + ak + ixk ) = (_l)k _____ __ 

r(ak + ixk ) 

r( - ak - iXk + 1 - lk) 
X------------

r( - ak - iXk + 1 - lk - jk) 
(2.8) (2.9) 

Then, performing the {jk} summations by using the Chu-Vandermonde theorem (2.2) gives the alternate representation 

[ 
p (bk-iXdn] (-N-B-c+1:-nl,al+iXl; ... ;-np,ap+iXp) 

Pn(x) =iN(A +d)N II k F. '. . .' (2.10) 
k=l nkl A +d.-nl-bl+IXI+1, ... ,-np-bp+IXp+1 

For the biorthogonal counterparts Qn (x) we set 11 = d - iX, Sl = - jl""'Sp = - jp, and r = 1 - N - c - iX in (2.3) to 
obtain, in place of (2.5), 

r(N +c+d) [ p (jk)] r(N-L +c+iX) r(L +d-iX) (2.11) 
r(N-J +c+d) = t; JI lk r(N-J +c+iX) red-IX) . 

Then, proceeding in a completely analogous manner we obtain the following alternate representation: 

[ 
p (ak+iXk)n k ] 

Qn(x)=(-i)N(c+iX)N JJI n
k
! 

( 
d - IX: - n1,b1 - ix1; ... ; - np,bp - ixp ) 

XF -N-c-iX+l:-nl-al-ixl+1; ... ;-np-ap-ixp+1 . 
(2.12) 

From (2.10) and (2.12) we immediately deduce the symmetries 

pa,b,c,d (x x x) - ( l)Np b,a,d,c ( X X X ) 
n\"2" '''P l' 2"'" P - - n.n2'· 'np - l' - 2"'" - p , 

Q a,b,c,d (x x X) - ( 1 ) NQ b,a,d.c ( X X X ) 
n n .. 'n l' 2"'" p - - n n "'n - l' - 2"'" - P , I 2 P 1 2 P 

(2.13 ) 

which might have been anticipated since the weight function (1. 5) is invariant under the transformation a k -.b k, c-.d, 
Xk -+ - Xb k = 1,2, ... ,p. From (2.13) we see that if ak = bk , k = 1,2, ... ,p, and c = d, then the polynomials have parity: 

Pn( -x) = (-1) NPn(x), Qn( -x) = (-l)NQn(x), (2.14) 

We also find from representations (2.10) and (2.12) that if a k = b t, k = 1,2, ... ,p, and c = d *, then 

Pn (x) = P~(x*), Qn (x) = Q~(x*); (2.15 ) 

thus for this special case the polynomials have pure real coefficients. If in addition Re(ak ), Re(bk ), Re(c), Re(d) > 0, 
k = 1,2, ... ,p, then the variables Xk and the weight function are also pure real. 16 

If we define a finite difference operator 8k as 

(2.16 ) 

then it is a relatively simple matter to deduce Rodrigues-type formulas from representations (2.10) and (2.12). For the first 
family Pn (x) we find the following unconventional form: 

x [ II~= 1 r(nkl2 + ak + iXk )r( nkI2 + bk - ixk ) ] , 

r(N /2 + A + d + iX - iy)r(N 12 + B + c - iX + iy) 
(2.17 ) 
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where Y is held fixed during the differencing and is set equal to X afterwards. For the second family we obtain the more 
conventional Rodrigues formula 

Qn(x) =iN[r(C+iX)r(d-iX) JJI nk!r(ak +ixk)r(bk _iXk)]-1 L.t]:IO~k] 

X [ r (~ + C + iX )r (~ + d - iX) k.t]:l r (~ + ak + iXk) r (n; + bk - iXk )] . (2.18 ) 

Applying the symmetries (2.13) to the original representations (1.1) and (1.2) gives a further representation for each 
family, which we do not write down here. 

In the special case ofa single variablep = 1, Eqs. (1.6) and (1.7) imply that both Pn (x) and Qn (x) form an orthogonal 
system with the same weight function. These two families must then be identical apart from a possible change in normaliza
tion. This can be demonstrated explicitly by using the transformation formula 

F (-n,TJ,5. 1)= r(n+o-5)r(O) F ( -n,r-TJ,5 '1) (2.19) 
3 2 r,o' r (n + 0) r (0 _ 5) 3 2 r,1 + 5 - 0 - n ' 

derived from Thomae20 [or see Bailey 18 (p. 21)]. Setting TJ = n + a + b + C + d - 1, 5 = a + ix, r = a + b, and 0 = a + d 
in (2.19) shows that Pn (x) = Qn (x) in the special case of a single variable. 

The weight function for a single variable has additional symmetries compared to the multivariable case: It is invariant 
under the interchange of a and C and also under the interchange of band d. Then the single-variable continuous Hahn 
polynomials are also invariant under these transformations apart from a possible change in normalization. In fact, from 
representation (2.12) it is clear that the normalization does not change and thus 

(2.20) 

III. MULTIVARIABLE DISCRETE HAHN POLYNOMIALS 
In this section we present the multi variable biorthogonal generalization of the discrete Hahn polynomials. These are a 

natural discrete analog of not only the continuous Hahn polynomials, but also of the conformal polynomials of Lam and 
Tratnik.2l 

The weight function associated with this discrete family is given by 

w~)= , [ np r(Xk + ak + 1)] rca -X +{3 + 1) 

k=l r(xk +l) r(a-X+1) 
(3.1 ) 

while corresponding to the polynomials Pn (x) we introduce 

a a . "a !3 (N + a + {3 + p: - n l, - Xl;"'; - np, - Xp) 
H n:n""'n; (X I ,X2, ••• ,xp,a) = F _ A. 1.. 1 ' 

L.l..a l + , ... ,ap + (3.2) 

which also have the equivalent representation 

a,a,"'a".!3 _ (-1)N(a+a+{3+p+1)N 
H n n "'n (X I ,X2,···,xp,a) - ----------=---~ 

" P (-a)N 

(
N + a + {3 + p: - nl,xl + a l + 1; ... ; - np,xp + a p + 1) 

XF . a + a + {3 + P + 1: a l + 1; ... ;ap + 1 
(3.3 ) 

Expressions (3.2) and (3.3) are the discrete analogs of (1.1) and (1.1) transformed by the symmetry (2.13); if we proceed as 
in (2.5 )-( 2.10), where we obtained an alternate representation for Pn (x), we find the following corresponding expression for 
the discrete family: 

a,a,'·'ap.!3 _ [nP (xk + a k + 1)n.] (- a - N - a -{3- p: - n l, -Xl;"'; - np, -XP ) 
H n n,"'n (X I ,X2, .. ·,xp ,a) - F . 

,- p k=l (ak +1) nk -a:-nl-Xl-a\; ... ;-np-xp-ap 

Defining a finite difference operator Dk as 

Dk!(x\'''Xp)=!(X\'''Xk + 1"'xp) -!(x\"'xk'''xp), 

which one can show satisfies the identity 

D:'1(x\"'xp) = :I C·k) (-1)j'!(x\"'xk +nk -jk"'Xp), 
A=O k 

it is a simple matter to deduce from (3.4) a discrete analog of the Rodrigues formula (2.17): 
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(3.4 ) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 
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H u,a""upJ3( A)=r(t!.+N+a+{3+p+1)[nP r(ak +l) r(xk+ 1) Dnk] 
nln.,···n X 1,X2,···,Xp ,U k 

• P r(t!.+ 1) k=l r(nk +ak + 1) r(xk +ak + 1) 

[ 
r(t!. -N +X - Y + 1) p r(xk +ak + 1)] 

x r(t!. + x - Y + a + (3 + p + 1) JI r(xk - nk + 1) , 
(3.7) 

where, as before, Yis kept fixed during the differencing and is set equal to X afterward. Corresponding to representations ( 1.2) 
and ( 1.2) transformed by the symmetry (2.13), we introduce the following discrete analog of the biorthogonal counterparts: 

a,u,"'u,..f3 _ ( - 1)N(t!. - X + (3 + 1) N (- N - (3: - n1,x, + a, + 1; ... ; - np,xp + ap + 1) (3.8) 
G n,n,"'''p (x"x2, .. ·,xp,t!.) - FAN {3 X· 1" 1 ' ( -t!.)N - 6.l - - + . a, + , ... ,ap + 

with the equivalent representation 

u,u,"'u,..f3 _ (-t!.+X)N F(-N-{3:-n,,-. x';"';-. n.p,-xp) 
G n,n,"'n

p 
(X1,X2, ... ,xp,t!.) - ----....:..:... 

(-t!.)N t!.-X-N + 1. a 1 + 1, ... ,ap + 1 
(3.9) 

and the analog of (2.12), 

Then, from (3.6) and (3.10) one deduces the following Ro
drigues formula: 

(t!. - N)! r(t!. - X + 1) 

t!.! r(t!. - X + (3 + 1) 

X[IT r(a k +1) r(xk +l) D~k] 
k=l r(nk +ak + 1) r(xk +ak + 1) 

x [r(N + t!. - X + (3 + 1) 

r(t!. -X + 1) 

X IT r(x k +ak + 1)], 
k = 1 r(xk - nk + 1) 

(3.11 ) 

the discrete analog of (2.18). These are polynomials of the p 
variables x "x2 , ... ,xp that take non-negative integer values on 
the discrete simplex O.;;;x) + X2 + ... + xp .;;;t!., where t!. is 
also a non-negative integer. The discrete parameter t!., along 
with the p + 1 complex parameters a),a2, ... ,ap,(3, identify a 
particular family of polynomials and their weight function. 
The set of p non-negative integers n),n2, ... ,np label the 
members of a given family that are restricted to 
O';;;n) + n2 + ... + np';;;t!.. Weare using the shorthand nota
tion N, J, and X as in (1.4) and in addition we have defined 
a=l:~=, a k • The p + 1 complex parameters a"a2, ... ,ap,{3 
are excluded from taking negative integer values, but are 
otherwise arbitrary. We shall simply write H" (x), G" (x), 
and w(x) for the polynomials and weight function, respec
tively. The polynomials H" (x) and G" (x) are both of de
gree Nand as already mentioned, N.;;;t!.. 

The continuous Hahn polynomials are related to the 
discrete family through the relations 
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[ 

p (a k + bk ) n ] 
=iN(A+d)N n k 

k= Ink! 

XH~+b-"e+d-'( - a - ix, -A - d), 

Q~,b.e.d(x) 

=iN(A +d)N [IT (a k +~k)nk] 
k= 1 nk· 

X G ~ + b - I.e + d - ) ( - a - ix, - A - d), 

(3.10) 

(3.12) 

where in the rhs we are using shorthand notation to denote 
the transformations a k -+ak + bk - 1, {3-+c + d - 1, 
Xk -+ - ak - ixk,andt!.-+A - d fork = 1,2, ... ,p. Theequiv
alence of representations (3.2 )-( 3.4) follows from (3.12), 
the equality of ( 1.1) and (2.10), and the symmetry (2.13); 
we have a similar equivalence for representations (3.8)
(3.10). 

One can also recover the conformal polynomials'6.2' 
from the discrete Hahn family by a limit transition. If we 
simply redefine the parameters ak = f.lk - 1, 
(3 = f.lp +) - 1, and then replace Xk by t!.Xk and take the 
limit t!. -+ 00 one finds 

and 

(2N + f.l- 1)r(N + f.l - 1) 

X [tl, nk!r(f.lk)]D~(X) 

lim G
n 

(!!.x) = [IT (- 1) "kr(lld ] C~ (x), 
6-00 k=' r(nk+f.lk) 
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where C~ (x) and D~ (x) are the conformal and dual con
formal polynomials and the weight function is obtained in 
the same limit if one also multiplies by a - a - (3 : 

lim a-a-(3w(ax) = [IT xf ·- I
] (1-X)I'P+I- I

• 

~-oo k=1 
(3.15) 

IV. ORTHOGONALITY PROPERTIES 

First we demonstrate that the inner product of H" (x) 
with another polynomial of the same family H m (x) vanishes 
if N #M. From representations (3.2) and (3.3) and the 
expx:ession for the weight function (3.1) we have 

I H" (x)Hm (x)w(x) 

[ 
P Ck) (mk) r(ak + 1) 

= {~} t; JI'k lk r(jk + ak + 1) 

r(ak+ 1) ]r(N+J+a+ p + p ) 
X r(lk + a k + 1) r(N + a +P + p) 

xr(a+N +a+p +p+ 1) 

r(a + J + a + P + P + I) 

Xr(M+L +a+p+p) 
r(M +a+p +p) 

X (a - L)! (a - N)! ( _ I)J + L 
a! a! 

X I [IT r(jk + Xk + a k + 1) ] 
{x.} k=1 (xk -lk)! 

X r(a -x +P + 1) , (4.1) 
r(a-X+l) 

where the {Xk } sum is over the discrete simplex, as discussed 
earlier. Equation (4.1) can be evaluated from (2.3) by set
ting 1] = - a + L, 5k =jk + lk + ak + I, and 
r = - a + L - p, in which case (4.1) becomes, apart from 
a multiplicative constant, 

{~} t; LUI C:) (~k) 
r(jk + lk + ak + 1) ] 

X r(jk +ak + 1)r(lk +ak + 1) 

X r(N + J + a + P + p)r(M + L + a + P + p) 
r(J + L + a + P + P + 1) 

X ( - 1)J +L. (4.2) 

Without loss of generality we assume N> M, so that also 
N>L; then, we concentrate on the {jk} sum: 

I [IT Ck) r(lk + jk + ak + 1)] 
{M k = I'k r(jk + ak + 1) 

X r(N+J+a+p+p) (-1)J, (4.3) 
r(L + J + a + P + P + 1) 

which apart from a mUltiplicative constant is expression 
(2.5).16 As we discuss in Ref. 16, (4.3) can be written in the 
form 
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(4.4 ) 

where 5q are some constants and we recall that N>L. To 
reproduce expression (4.3) one uses the binomial theorem to 

expand each factor in the product n~ = I ( 1 - Zk ) "k. The 
highest order derivative acting on II~ = I (I - Zk )"k is of or
der N - 1, so that at least one factor of (1 - Zk ), for some k, 
will survive in every term after the differentiations and then 
will vanish upon settingzk = 1. Thus the sum (4.3) vanishes 
whenever N> M and hence 

I H" (x)Hm (x)w(x) = 0, if N #M. (4.5) 
{x.} 

In a completely analogous manner we find the equivalent 
result for the biorthogonal family: 

I G,,(x)Gm(x)w(x) =0, if N#M, (4.6) 
{x.} 

so that H" (x) and Gn (x) are orthogonal with respectto the 
subspaces labeled by N. However, this says nothing of poly
nomials of the same degree. We demonstrate that these two 
families form a biorthogonal system. 

Using representations (3.3), (3.9), and the weight func
tion (3.1), we obtain 

I H" (x)Gm (x)w(x) 
{x.} 

= (a-N)! (a-M)! r(a+N +a+p +p+ 1) 

a! a! r(N +a+p +p) 

r(ak+ 1) r(ak+I)] 
X r(jk + ak + 1) r(lk + a k + I) 

X r(N + J + a + P + p) 

r(a+J+a+p+p+l) 

X r(M+P+l) (_I)J+L 
r(M-L +P + 1) 

X I r(jk +Xk +ak + 1) 

{x.} r(Xk - lk + 1) 

X r(a-x+p+1) , 
r(a-X-M+L+l) 

(4.7) 

and if we set 1] = - a + M, 5k = jk + lk + ak + 1, and 
r = - a + L - pin (2.3), the above {Xk } sum is obtained, 
leading to the expression 
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I Hn (x)Gm (x)w(x) 

= [IT r(ak + 1)]2 (a ~ ~)! 
k~1 a.a. 

x r(M +/3 + 1)r(a+ N +a+/3 +p+ 1) 

r(N +a +/3 + p) 

x {~} ~ LUI C: ) (:k) 
(_1)jk+ 1kr(jk + lk + a k + 1)] 

X r(jk +ak + l)rUk +ak + 1) 

X r(N +J + a +/3 + p) (4.8) 

reM +J +a+/3 + p+ 1) 
Equation (4.8) is essentially equivalent to the analogous 
expression for the continuous family, so the biorthogonality 
proof in this discrete case follows in a similar manner. 

First we use identity (2.1) to write 

( - l/kr(jk + lk + a k + 1) 
=r(jk +ak + 1)r( -jk -ak ) 

X[r( -jk -lk -ak)]-I. (4.9) 

Then, the {lk} summations are performed using the Chu
Vandermonde theorem (2.2), which gives 

I Hn (x)Gm (x)w(x) 
{x,} 

= [IT nak + 1)r(ak + 1)] (A -N)! 
k~ I r(m k + a k + 1) ala! 

x reM + /3 + 1) na + N + a + /3 + p + 1) 

nN +a+/3 + p) 

X(-I)MI[IT nk ! ] 
Uk} k~1 (n k -jk)!(jk -mk )! 

X nN+J+a+/3+p) (_1)J. (4.10) 
reM + J + a + /3 + p + 1) 

If now we redefine the indices jk -jk + mk and then use 
identity (2.1) to write 

nk ! 

(nk-mk-jk)! 

nk ! r( -nk +mk +jk) (-1)j., (4.11) 
(n k - m k )! r( - n k + m k ) 

the inner product becomes 
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_ [ IT r(ak + l)nak + 1)nk! ] (A - N)! 
k~1 nmk +ak +l)(nk -mk )! ala! 

X reM + /3 + 1)na + N + a + /3 + P + 1) 

r(N+a+/3+p) 

X I [IT r( - nk + m k + jk) ] 

Uk} k~1 r(-nk+mk)jk! 

nN +M +J +a+/3 +p) X . 
r(2M +J +a+/3 +p+ 1) 

( 4.12) 
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The {j k} summations can be performed by again using iden-
tity (2.3), now with the parameter values 
'TJ = N + M + a + /3 + p, Sk = - nk + mk> and 
r = 2M + a + /3 + p + I, which yields 

I Hn (x)Gm (x)w(x) 
{Xk} 

_ [ IT r(ak + 1)r(ak + 1)nk! ] 
k~1 r(m k +ak +l)(nk -md! 

X 
1 (a-N)! 

(M-N)! A!A! 
reM +/3 + 1)r(A + N + a +/3 + p + 1) 

X , 
(N +M +a+/3 + p)nN +a+/3 + p) 

(4.13 ) 

which is clearly zero unless nk = mk for every k; that is, 
p 

L Hn (x)Gm (x)w(x) = h n II onkmk' (4.14 ) 
{X

k
} k ~ I 

where the normalization constant is given by 

h
n 

= [IT nak + 1)r(ak + 1 )nkl ] (a - N)l 
k ~ I nnk + a k + 1) alaI 

x nN +/3+1)r(A+N+a+/3+p+l) . 
(2N + a + f3 + p) nN + a + /3 + p) 

(4.15 ) 

V. DISCUSSION 

In the special casep = 1 expressions (3.2), (3.3), and 
(3.11) reduce to known representations of the single-vari
able Hahn polynomials. For a single variable Eqs. (4.5) and 
(4.6) implythatbothHn (x) andGn (x) form an orthogonal 
family with the same weight function. In fact, it follows from 
(3.12) and the equality of Pn (x) and Qn (x) for p = 1 that 
for a single variable Hn (x) = Gn (x). Equations (3.7)
(3.9) for p = 1 are then further representations of the single
variable Hahn polynomials. 

An analogous multi variable extension of the Meixner, 
Krawtchouk, and Meixner-Pollaczek polynomials will ap
pear in a future publication. Currently under investigation 
are similar generalizations of the Wilson and Racah polyno
mials and their q analogs. 
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Affine structure and isotropy imply Minkowski space-time and the 
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Minkowski space-time is characterized in terms of affine structure and a property of isotropy 
with respect to the path of a single freely moving observer. It can then be shown that the 
property of isotropy applies for all freely moving observers, and that the associated isotropy 
mappings generate the orthochronous Poincare group. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Minkowski space-time J,I is assumed to be a four-di
mensional affine space. The derivation of the remaining 
structure is based on properties related to the path of a single 
freely moving observer. The assumed properties may be stat
ed in the following physical terms. 

(i) Freely moving observers move on paths according to 
Newton's first law. 

(ii) Space-time is isotropic with respect to one freely 
moving observer. 

(iii) Action at a distance is not instantaneous. 
The Euclidean geometry of position space and the con

stancy of the velocity of light are not assumed, but are ob
tained as corollaries to the main results. In Theorem 1, it is 
shown that the set of all paths through a given event is an 
ellipsoidal cone. The proof is based on a characterization of 
ellipsoids in terms of isotropy about a single point as given by 
Busemann.' The ellipsoidal cone structure corresponds to 
the usual Minkowski space-time, which is coordinatized in 
the usual way. It can then be shown that isotropy mappings 
generate the orthochronous Poincare group. This group of 
motions can then be used to generate a set of coordinate 
frames for which position space is Euclidean and the speed of 
light is constant and equal to unity. 

There is a long tradition of characterizing geometries 
and space-times by properties of symmetry and free mobil
ity. In the case of geometry, this is the celebrated Riemann
Helmholtz-Lie space-form problem, whose solutions are 
given and reviewed by Busemann' and Freudentha1.2 The 
analogous space-time problem has been investigated by Bu
semann,3.4 FreudenthaV and Mayr/' who make extensive 
use of Lie group theory, and also by Aleksandrov/ who as
sumes from the outset that space-time is affine. Aleksan
drov7 and Busemann3 consider a symmetry property which 
Aleksandrov8 describes as "isotropy of the light cone" (see 
also Refs. 9-11), together with additional conditions, to 
show that the light cones are ellipsoidal cones in an affine 
space. Freudenthal5 and Mayr6 use a property of "free mo
bility." Pimenov'2 discusses "affine space-times" with a 
property of "mobility of frames." 

Characterizations of Minkowski space-time, using 
properties of symmetry together with properties of the paths 
of freely moving observers, have been proposed by several 
authors. Alexandrov '3 uses a property of "reflection in the 
path of every observer." Schutz l4

,15 uses a property of iso
tropy similar to that of the present treatment, but character-

izes Minkowski space-time indirectly by first demonstrating 
that its velocity space is hyperbolic. The axiomatic system of 
Szekeres 16 is stated in terms of freely moving observers and 
lightlike paths, and has an axiom of isotropy and two other 
symmetry axioms. Walker l7 discusses cosmologies of "fun
damental particles" which satisfy two axioms of symmetry, 
one of which is a property of isotropy similar to that of the 
present treatment. A useful survey of the literature on char
acterizations of Minkowski space-time and the Lorentz 
group is given by Guts. 18 

In the present exposition, Minkowski space-time is also 
characterized by properties of the paths of freely moving 
observers. The concept of isotropy (which resembles Axiom 
X of Walker 17 ) may be considered from the point of view of a 
single "fixed" observer, to whom the rest of space-time ap
pears to be isotropic. 

II. CHARACTERIZATION OF MINKOWSKI SPACE-TIME 

A. Definitions 

A space-time J,I = (I&' , 9 ) is a set of events I&' together 
with a set 9 of subsets of I&' which are called (inertial) paths 
or timelike lines. We will say that a space-time is/our-dimen
sional and affine if it can be represented with a four-dimen
sional affine space A 4 where the events of I&' correspond to 
the points of the space, and the set of paths 9 corresponds to 
a subset of the set of straight lines. Individual paths are de
noted by the symbols Q,R,S, .... Events which belong to a 
path are denoted by the path symbol together with a sub
script; for example, the events Q" Qa' Qx belong to the path 
Q. A path Q and an event e~Q specify a plane pl[ Q,e 1 which 
contains a subset of paths "in one-dimensional rectilinear 
motion." 

Given a timelike line Q and two half-planes with edge Q, 
we say that an automorphism () of J,I which leaves Q and all 
its events invariant, and which maps the first half-plane onto 
the second, is an isotropy mapping with invariant timelike 
line Q. If, for a given timelike line Q and any two half-planes 
with edge Q, there is an isotropy mapping with invariant 
timelike line Q, we say that the space-time J,I is isotropic 
with respect to Q. If J,I is isotropic with respect to every 
timelike line, we say that the space-time is isotropic. 

Given a path S and an event e~S, the subset of events of 
S which can be joined to e by single paths is called the reach
able subset 0/ S from e, or simply the reachable set, and is 
denoted as See). The subset of events ofS which can not be 
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joined to e by single paths is called the unreachable set and is 
denoted as S\S(e). If the unreachable set S\S(e) contains 
at least two distinct events and is connected (with respect to 
the usual order topology on S), this may be interpreted in 
physical terms by saying that "action at a distance is not 
instantaneous," or simply by referring to "noninstantaneous 
interaction." If the reachable set S(e) is open (with respect 
to the usual order topology on S), this corresponds to "there 
being no fastest path between Sand e." Both of these condi
tions together are equivalent to the statement that the "un
reachable set is a closed interval," which is stated in 
Theorem 1 as condition (iii). An example ofa space-time in 
which these properties are not satisfied is Galilean space
time, in which each unreachable set consists of a single event, 
and, in a limiting sense, "interaction is instantaneous." 

As well as timelike lines, two other types oflines will be 
considered: lightlike lines are straight lines which pass 
through e and the events which bound the reachable set 
S(e), while spacelike lines are straight lines which pass 
through an event e and the nonboundary events of the un
reachable set S \ S (e). Lines of all types will be denoted by 
upper case letters; when referred to an affine coordinate sys
tem, each line has a parametric equation of the form 

Xi =Xi(initiai) +AWi (i=0,1,2,3), 

where the four-component direction vector Wi is called a 
four-velocity vector. We will use the index conventions that 
italic letters i,j,k, ... range over the integers 0,1,2,3, while 
greek letters a,/3,y, ... range over the integers 1,2,3, and re-
peated SUbscripts imply a sum in accordance with the Ein
stein summation convention. 

B. Characterization theorem 

The main result of the present paper is contained in the 
next theorem, which gives sufficient conditions to character
ize Minkowski space-time. 

Theorem 1 (Minkowski space-time): If, (i) vii is a four
dimensional affine space-time and the set of paths 9 con
sists of equivalence classes of parallels, (ii) vii is isotropic 
with respect to one given path Q, and (iii) each unreachable 
set is a closed interval, then vii has a set of affine coordinates 
such that the set of paths 9 is characterized by four-velocity 
vectors which satisfy the inequality 

w~ - wi - w~ - w~ > 0, 

and such that the four-velocity of Q is ( 1,0,0,0). That is, the 
four-velocity vectors of paths lie within an ellipsoidal cone. 

Remark: Lightlike lines and spacelike lines have four
velocity vectors which satisfy the corresponding equality 
and reversed inequality. 

Proof (a) Each isotropy mapping with invariant path Q 
induces an affinity of A 4. Since each isotropy mapping maps 
9 onto itself, it follows by a result of Hegerfelde9 that each 
isotropy mapping is an affinity. 

(b) Definition of the set of parallels .5Y. The set of 
straight lines through Qo is a three-dimensional projective 
space with each line being a "point" of the space. Any plane 
through Qo contains a set of lines through Qo which are the 
points of a "straight line" of the projective space. Condition 
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(iii) implies that the set of timelike lines r is a set of points 
with the property that any "line" which meets r must meet 
it in an "open segment" whose complement is a nontrivial 
closed interval. Thus by a result of K.nt;ser,20 r is an open 
convex subset of the projective space of lines through Qo. 
Now, considering A 4, in each plane which contains Q, there 
are two lightlike lines through Q\ and two lightlike lines 
through Q3 (see Fig. 1). A pair of nonparallellightlike lines 
through these events meets in some event aE'l? which can be 
joined to Qo by a timelike line (since r is convex); moreover 
there is a line A parallel to Q such that aEA. Thus in each 
plane which contains Q there are two such parallels, one on 
either side of Q; each of these two parallels corresponds to 
the intersection of two lightlike lines-one through Q\ and 
the other through Q3' Any two timelike lines which pass, 
respectively, through Q\ and Q3 and which are parallel, re
spectively, to lines of r on opposite sides of Q, meet in an 
event through which there is a parallel to Q; since r is 
convex, this parallel is between the previously mentioned 
pair of parallels generated by the intersection of lightlike 
lines. In each plane, the set of all such parallels (including 
the pair defined by the lightlike lines) is connected, contains 
Q, and is bounded by the pair of parallels which were defined 
by the lightlike lines. This procedure applies to each plane 
through Q; the set of all such parallels is denoted by .5Y. 

(c) The set of parallels .5Y is an ellipsoid. Since r is 
convex, the set of half-lines (corresponding to the timelike 
and lightlike lines of r) is separated into two components 
by any of the supporting "planes" (hyperplanes). Hence the 
convexity of both components implies the convexity of .5Y. 
Furthermore, r is convex and each line (plane) containing 
Q has two distinct boundary points (lightlike lines), so the 
set .5Y of parallels is closed and therefore bounded. By part 
(a) above, any isotropy mapping () with invariant path Q 
induces an affinity ¢ of the set of parallels (to Q), and so ¢ 
maps .5Y bijectively onto itself. Let us denote the boundary 
of.5Y by Ctf. Then the preconditions of the characterization 
of ellipsoids given by Busemann \ are satisfied. It follows that 
the set of parallels of Ctf, interpreted as points, form an ellip
soidal surface and hence the set of parallels .5Y, interpreted 
as points, form a solid three-dimensional ellipsoid. 

(d) Coordinatization of the set of parallels. Since.5Y is an 
ellipsoid, the three-dimensional affine space of parallels (to 

FIG. I. The set of parallels .5V of 
the proof of Theorem 1. 
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Q) can be coordinatized with a set of Ya coordinates 
(a = 1,2,3) such that the set of all parallels of % satisfy the 
inequality 

(1) 

where the equality corresponds to the parallels of the bound
ary '1fi. 

(e) Coordinatization of the events of vii. The events of 
vii can now be coordinatized with a set of X; coordinates 
(i = 0,1,2,3) in the following way: each event lies on some 
parallel with coordinates (y I 'YZ'Y3) ' so we define the coordi
nates Xa (a = 1,2,3) for the event to be the same as for the 
parallel. The line Q has coordinates (YI'YZ'Y3) = (0,0,0) and 
its events have already been indexed with an affine param
eter, so for each event Q,EQ we define X o = t, and then the 
coordinates of Q, are (t,O,O,O). 

On each plane through Q, there are two bounding paral
lels in '1fi such that 

Yi+Y~+Y~=l. (2) 

We consider one such parallel A and [as discussed in part 
(b) of this proof] there are lightlike lines which pass 
through the events (1,0,0,0) and (3,0,0,0) and which meet 
at an event aEA; we specify that the X; coordinates of a are 
(2'YI'YZ'Y3) , and for the lightlike line which passes through 
(1,0,0,0) and through a(2'YI,Yz'Y3) we specify the event co
ordinates X; with the (four) equations 

(xO'x l ,XZ'X3 ) = (1,0,0,0) + ,u(1'YI'YZ'Y3)' ,uER. (3a) 

These equations specify the X o coordinate at one event on 
each parallel to Q in the plane which contains Q and A. Now 
take a lightlike line through the event (3,0,0,0) parallel to 
the previous lightlike line. Let the event at which this line 
meets A have the coordinates (4'YI'YZ'Y3)' Then this line has 
the parametric equations 

(xO'x l ,XZ'X3) = (3,0,0,0) +,u( I'YI,Yz'Y3) , ,uER. (3b) 

These equations specify an Xo coordinate on a second event 
on each parallel to Q in the plane spanned by Q and A. Thus 
each parallel has been equipped with an affine parameter, 
and hence the plane has been given an affine coordinatiza
tion. 

Since each plane through Q passes through some 
bounding parallel of '1fi [satisfying Eq. (2)], it follows that 
the entire affine space A 4 is equipped with an affine coordina
tization. 

(f) Equations of timelike, lightlike, and spacelike lines. 
Any line in A 4 has an equation of the form 

X; = x;(initial) + ,uw;, ,uER (4) 

(for i = 0,1,2,3), where,u is a line parameter and W; is a 
constant four-velocity vector. Equations (2) and (3) imply 
that for lightlike lines 

w~ - wi - w~ - w~ = 0, 

hence for timelike lines 

(5a) 

w~ - wi - w~ - w~ > O. (5b) 
The remaining lines are spacelike lines which must therefore 
satisfy 
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w~ - wi - w~ - w; < O. 

III. THE ORTHOCHRONOUS POINCARE GROUP 

(5c) 

Q.E.D. 

It can be shown II that the set of automorphisms of the 
light cone [Eq. (5a)] is the Lorentz group augmented by 
dilatations. zl Thus each Lorentz transformation which has 
an invariant path is an isotropy mapping. Two special types 
of isotropy mapping are: (i) Lorentz transformations which 
leave the path Q invariant-these correspond to orthogonal 
transformations of "position space," and (ii) "reflections in 
timelike lines." Lorentz boosts may be generated from the 
composition of mappings of type (ii), and then translations 
may be generated by the composition of boosts. 

It is straightforward to show that these motions gener
ate the orthochronous Poincare group. Thus the property of 
isotropy applies for all freely moving observers and the asso
ciated isotropy mappings generate the orthochronous Poin
care group. 22 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Minkowski space-time has been characterized by as
suming affine structure, isotropy with respect to a single ob
server, and noninstantaneous interaction. It then follows 
that the property of isotropy applies with respect to every 
observer, and that isotropy mappings generate the ortho
chronous Poincare group. 
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The evolution equations that describe, in appropriately "coarse-grained" and "slow" variables, 
the evolution of the envelopes of N nonresonant dispersive waves, can be reduced to the 
"universal" form (a lat + Vn a lax) Un (x,t) = Un (x,t) I.:' = I13nm Um (x,t). In this paper the 
special case with 13 nm = (vm - vn ) 13m, which is integrable by quadratures, is investigated. The 
subclass oflocalized solutions (i.e., vanishing as x- ± 00) gives rise to a novel solitonic 
phenomenology. The class of solutions that are asymptotically finite contains a richer solitonic 
phenomenology, including those of novel type (which move with the speeds Vn' and can have 
any shape) and more standard kinks (which can move with any speed, and have standard 
shapes). The class of rational solutions, and the integrable dynamical systems naturally 
associated with these solutions, are also investigated; these dynamical systems include, and 
extend, known integrable systems. In this paper the treatment is confined to 1 + 1 dimensions; 
at the end, together with some other generalizations, a partially solvable multidimensional 
extension is reported. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It has been recently pointed out that the nonlinear evo
lution PDE's that describe the interaction of N dispersive 
waves in the regime of weak nonlinearity have a universal 
character, and are therefore likely to be both widely applica
ble and integrable. I

,2 In particular, the standard equations 
that describe the nonresonant interaction of N dispersive 
waves have the form 

(a a) N 2 - + Vn - IIJn = illJn (X,t) L a nm IlIJm I , 
at ax m=1 

IIJ n == IIJ n (x,t). (1.1 ) 

Here x and t are appropriately "coarse-grained" and "slow" 
space and time variables [our consideration in this paper is 
limited to the (1 + I)-dimensional case]; the N real con
stants Vn are the (different) group velocities associated with 
the N dispersive waves under consideration, and without 
loss of generality we assume hereafter that 

Vn <vn+ I' n = 1,2, ... ,N - I; ( 1.2) 

the N dependent variables IIJ n are the complex amplitudes 
accounting for the (amplitude) modulation of the N disper
sive waves due to the (weak) nonlinearity; and the N 2 con
stants a nm are generally complex. 1 Of course in (1.1), and 
throughout this paper [unless otherwise indicated; see,.e.g., 
(1.2)], the index n takes the values 1,2, ... ,N. 

An interesting case is that in which the imaginary part of 
a nm is proportional to the difference ofthe velocities Vn and 

Imanm = (vn -vm )!3m' 13m real; (1.3) 

because the nonlinear evolution PDE's (1.1) are then C
integrable, 1 namely, their solution can be obtained by qua
dratures. Purpose and scope of this paper is to analyze the 
solutions of (1.1) in this case (1.3). As shown below, these 
solutions display a rich and remarkable phenomenology, 

that can be exhibited in explicit detail thanks to the C-inte
grable nature of ( 1.1) with (1.3). 

The paper is organized as follows. Section II summar
izes tersely the solution technique. 1 Section III deals with 
localized solutions, namely, solutions of (1.1) with (1.3) 
such that 

(1.4) 

As we show below, this case gives rise to a new type of soli
tonic phenomenology, with the following features. Only soli
tons are present (no background or radiation); every solu
tion, in the remote past and future, factors into N separate 
solitons (see below). Each separated soliton has only one 
wave present, and travels with the corresponding velocity, 
say 

( 1.5) 

[through the rest of this section we denote by Un (x,t) the 
renormalized squared modulus of IIJ n (x,t), 
Un (x,t) = 2{3 n IIIJ n (X,t) 12]; the function Uv (y) is arbitrary 
(localized). Hence these N solitons have fixed speeds but ar
bitrary shapes. The collision of two solitons produces a 
change in the shape of each of them; the new profile of each 
soliton after the collision, say Uv (y), is determined by its 
profile before the collision, say Uv (y), according to the uni
versal formula 

with the parameter a given, in terms of the integrals over the 
profiles of the two colliding solitons, say 

hI-' = L+oooo dx ul-' (x), hv = L+oooo dx Uv (x), (1.7) 

by the formula 
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a=exp( -hI') -1, if V" <VI" 

a=exp( -hv) [exp(hl') -1], if vv>vw 

( 1.8a) 

( l.8b) 

In the remote past and future, every solution factors into N 
separated solitons, 

un(x,t)zu!(x-vnt), tz ± 00; (1.9) 

of course the mth soliton is to the right of the (m + l)th 
soliton in the remote past, and to its left in the remote future 
[see ( 1.2) ]. Hence the final outcome obtains from the con
figuration in the remote past after all the solitons have over
taken each other. The profile of each soliton in the remote 
future, u ~ + ) (y), is related to its profile in the remote past, 
u ~ - ) (y), by the universal formula 

u~+)(y) =u~-)(Y)(1 +an 

xexp[J~ '" dx u~ - lex) ]) -I, ( 1.10) 

with the constant an determined by the integrals over the 
profiles of the solitons in the remote past, 

b~-)= f-+",'" dxu~-)(x), 

according to the formula 

an =expCtl b~-») 

(1.11) 

+exp(- i b~-»)-eXp(b~-»-1. 
m=n+1 

( 1.12) 

This final outcome corresponds of course to what would re
sult from a sequence of pair soliton collisions, see (1.6)
( 1.8); note, however, that it is independent of the localization 
of the solitons in the remote past [other than their order, 
which is determined by (1.2) ], even though this determines 
the sequence of pair collisions, or the eventual occurrence of 
multiple collisions (whose relevance depends of course also 
on the widths of the soliton profiles, both initially and as they 
get modified by the interactions through the time evolu
tion). It is this last feature that, in our opinion, justifies the 
use of the term "soliton" to describe this phenomenology. 

Section IV deals with solutions that tend asymptotically 
(x-+ ± 00) to finite values (rather than vanishing). This 
class of solutions features, in addition to a soliton phenomen
ology analogous to that described above, another kind of 
soliton, of more standard type. These new solitons, which of 
course also move with constant speed and shape when they 
are isolated, involve more than one wave; they are genuinely 
nonlinear. Moreover, their speed V can take any value other 
than the vn's, V¥- vn' while their shape is fixed. The proto
type of this kind of soliton is the kink involving two waves, 

un (x,t) = fJnl'PI'/{ 1 + exp [ (Pv - PI' ) (x - Vt - xo) ]} 

+fJnvPvl{1 +exp[(pl' -p,,)(x- Vt-xo)]}, 
(1.13) 

where the (real) parameters x o, PI" and p" are arbitrary 
(f.i¥-V,pl' ¥-p,,), and 
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(1.14 ) 

It should be noted that also in this case the solution generally 
contains only solitons (no radiation), as demonstrated by its 
behavior in the remote past and future, when it separates 
into the sum of distinct solitons. 

In Sec. V we consider the special class of solutions of 
( 1.1) with (1.3) such that the square moduli 1'1' n (x,t) 12 are 
rational functions (of both x and t). We also discuss the 
finite-dimensional integrable dynamical systems (which 
turn out to generalize known integrable dynamical sys
tems3

) that are naturally associated with such solutions. 
Finally in Sec. VI we outline some future developments 

of these researches. 

II. METHOD OF SOLUTION 

We set 

'l'n(x,t) = [un(X,t)]1/2eXp[i0n(x,t)]. (2.1) 

Here we assume that the quantities Un (x,t) are real and non
negative, and the quantities On (x,t) are also real [and of 
course defined mod (21T) ]. 

Then (1.1) with (1.3) yield 

(a a + Vn aa )On (x,t) = i (Re a nm )U m (x,t), 
t x m=1 

(2.2a) 

N 

=2un(x,t) L (Vm -vn){JmUm(x,t). (2.2b) 
m=l 

The explicit solution of (2.2a) reads 

On(x,t)=On(x-vnt)+ fdt' m~1 
X (Reanm )um [x - Vn (t - t'),t']. (2.3) 

Here the n functions On (x) are arbitrary; in the context of 
the Cauchy problem, they are determined by the initial con
ditions 

(2.4 ) 

that are clearly implied by (2.3). 
Thefunctionsum (x,t) thatappearin the rhs of (2.3) are 

the solutions of the nonlinear system of evolution equations 
(2.2a). It is clearly convenient to set 

U(X,t) = u(x,t)/(2{Jm)' 

so that (2.2b) read 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

Our attention hereafter will be focused on this system of non
linear evolution PDE's. Note that, to the extent that this sys
tem is related to ( 1.1) with ( 1. 3) via (2.1), one should limit 
consideration to solutions of (2.6) such that 

{J nUn (X,t) ;;.0. 

To solve (2.6) it is expedient to set 

Un (X,t) = Wn (x - unt)IF(x,t). 

Then (2.6) yields 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 
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N 

F,(x,t) = - L VmWm (x-vmt), 
m=l 

N 

Fx (x,t) = L Wm (x - vmt)· 
m=1 

(2.9a) 

(2.9b) 

The compatibility of these two equations, F,x = Fxt , is evi
dent. 

Hence the general solution of (2.6) reads 

([ 
N iX

- V

m
' ]) Un (x,t) = Wn (x - Vnt) C + m~ 1 x., dx'wm (X') , 

(2.10) 

where the two real constants (x and tindependent) C andxo, 
and the N real functions Wm (x), can be chosen arbitrarily. 

It is easily seen that (2.10) implies 

wn(x) = CUn(x,o)exp[J~ dx' m~IUm(X"O)]; (2.11) 

this formula provides an explicit expression of the functions 
Wn (x) in terms of the initial data Um (x,O). 

The formulas (2.11), (2.10), and (2.3) with (2.4) and 
(2.5) provide, via (2.1), the explicit solution of the Cauchy 
problem for (1.1) with (1. 3); the two constants C and Xo 
may be chosen at one's convenience (see below). 

In the following we discuss the behavior of certain 
classes of solutions. Our treatment will focus on the solu
tions of (2.6), as given by (2.10) and (2.11). 

Let us end this section with two remarks. 
The system of nonlinear evolution PDE's (2.6) is clear

ly invariant under the transformations x-+ax, t-+at, 
Un -+un/a (scale transformation), with xo, to, and a arbi
trary constants (a#O). It is moreover invariant under the 
( Galileo) transformation v n -+ V n + Vo, X -+ X - vot; hence we 
may hereafter assume, without loss of generality, that all the 
velocities Vn are positive, 

0<V1<V2 <···<VN. (2.12) 

The system of nonlinear evolution PDE's (2.6) implies 
that the quantities 

N 

Vr(x,t) = L (vm)'um(x,t), r=0,1,2, ... ,N, (2.13a) 
m= 1 

satisfy the equations 

av, av,+ 1 
--+---= V1Vr - VOV,+I' r=0,1,2, ... ,N-1. 

at ax 
(2.13b) 

Note that for r = 0 this yields the local conservation law 

avo + aVI = 0, (2.13c) 
at ax 

while VN (x,t) is, as implied by (2.13a), a linear combination 
of the N V:s with r = 0,1,2, ... ,N - 1, 

N-I 

VN(x,t) = L r~N)Vr(x,t). (2.13d) 
r=O 

The quantities r~N) are evaluated in Appendix E. 
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III. LOCALIZED SOLUTIONS: A NOVEL SOLITON 
PHENOMENOLOGY 

In this section we discuss the localized solutions of 
(2.6), characterized by the condition to vanish asymptoti
cally at both ends (x -+ ± 00), or more precisely by the con
dition to be integrable, 

f
+ co 

_ co dx Un (x,t) = bn (t), (3.1a) 

Ibn(t)1 < 00. (3.1b) 

It is sufficient (see below) that this condition, (3.1b), hold 
at anyone time, to hold for all time. 

It is then expedient to set C = 1 and Xo = - 00, so that 
(2.10) and (2.11) read 

Un (x,t) 

=Wn(X-Vnt)(1+ m~IJ~~vm'dX'Wm(X'») I, 

(3.2) 

Wn (x) = Un (x,O)exp[J~ co dx' m~ 1 Um (x',O) l (3.3) 

In fact, the second of these equations is a special case of the 
more general formula 

Wn (x - vnt) = Un (x,t)exp[J~ 00 dx' m~ 1 Um (x',t) ]. 

(3.4 ) 

that can be easily derived from (3.2) (see Appendix A). 
Note that this equation implies that the nonlinear evolution 
equations (2.6) possess the N (nonlocal) conserved quanti
ties 

More generally, conserved quantities are also provided by 
the more general formula 

Cn = L+coco dx Fn {Un (x,t) 

xexp[J~co dx' m~l um(x',t) n, (3.6a) 

where the functions Fn (z) are arbitrary [except for the con
dition 

Fn (0) = 0, (3.6b) 

as required in order that the integrals on the rhs of (3.6a) 
converge]. 

Note moreover that (3.5) implies the relation 

ntl en = expLtl bn (t) ] - 1, (3.7) 

with the quantities bn (t) defined by (3.1a). Hence the sum 

N N f+ co 
B = n~1 bn (t) = n~1 _ co dx Un (x,t) (3.8) 

is a constant of the motion; as can also be evinced directly 
from the local conservation law (2.13c). 
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Let us now introduce the functions u~ ± ) (x) via the for
mula 

lim [un(x+vnt,t) -u~±)(x)] =0, (3.9a) 
t_± co 

whose consistency with (3.1)-(3.3) is obvious (see below), 
and whose significance is perhaps best understood by rewrit
ing this formula, (3.9a), in the following equivalent, ifless 
rigorous, form: 

Un (x,t) -+ u~±)(x-Vnt). (3.9b) 
I~ ± 00 

It is moreover convenient to define the 2N constants 

f
+oo 

b~±)= -00 dxu~±)(x); (3. lOa) 

there clearly hold the relations [see (3.1 a) J 

(3.lOb) 
t_ ± 00 

It is now easy (see Appendix B) to obtain the formula 

u~+)(x) =u~-)(X)(l +an 

xexp[ - f~ 00 dx' u~ - )(X')]) -I, 

(3.11a) 

u~ + lex) = ! In{a n + exp[f~ 00 dx' u~ - lex') n, 
(3.11b) 

with 

an =exp( ± b~-»)+exp(- f b~-») 
m=1 m=n+1 

- exp(b ~ -» - 1. (3.12a) 

In writing this formula, and throughout this paper, we con
ventionally set to zero the value of a sum if its lower limit 
exceeds its upper limit; hence, (3.12a) implies in particular 

aN =expLtl b~-)] -exp[bJv-)], (3.12b) 

as well of course as 

a l = exp[ - f b ~ - )] - 1. 
m=2 

b~+) =In{1 + [l-exp( -b~-»][exPCt: b~-») 

+ exp( - m t n b ~ - ») - 1 ] -l (3.13c) 

b ~ + ) = b ~ - ) + In {[ expCtl1 b ~ - ») 

+ exp( - m t n b ~ - ») - exp ( - b ~ - » ] 

x [expCtl b~-») 

+exp(- f b~-»)-eXp(b~-»]-I}. 
m=n+ 1 

(3.13d) 

To understand the significance of these remarkable for
mulas, it is appropriate to first consider the N = 2 case. Then 

a I = exp ( - b i - » - 1, 

a2 = exp ( b i - ) ) [ exp (b \ - » - 1], 

b\+)=b\-)+.B, 

bi+)=bi-)-.B, 

.B = In [exp(b i - » + exp( - b \ - » 

- exp(b i - ) - b \ - »]. 

(3.14a) 

(3.14b) 

(3.15a) 

(3.15b) 

(3.15c) 

Note incidentally that the last three formulas imply the rela
tion 

b\+)+bi+)=b\-)+bi-), (3.16a) 

which is clearly a special case of the more general formula 
N N 
~ b(+)= ~ b(-) 
£.. n """ n , 

(3.16b) 
n=1 n=1 

that follows from (3.13); and which is itself clearly a conse
quence of the time independence of B [see (3.8) and 
(3. lOb) J. 

The second fact that is instrumental to understand this 
phenomenology is the observation that the recursion rela
tion 

Let us emphasize that, to obtain this formula, we have s = 0,1,2, ... , (3.17a) 
used the condition (1.2) (see Appendix B). { [ x ] } 

It is easily seen that (3.1Ib) implies, via (3.lOa),the !s+I(X)=! In TJs+exp Loo dx'!s(x') , 
formula 

b ~ +) = In{[an + exp(b ~ - »)/[ an + l]}, (3.13a) 

namely, via (3.12a) 

b ~ + ) = In { [ expC t I b ~ - ») 

+exp( - m=~+1 b~-»)-I][expCtl b~-») 

+exp(- f b~-»)-eXp(b~-»]-I}, 
m=n+l 

(3.13b) 
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s = 0,1,2, ... , 

can be solved to yield 

(3.17b) 

!sex) =fo(X)( 1 + as exp [ - f~ 00 dx' h(X')]) -I, 

s = 0,1,2, ... , (3.18a) 

!s (x) = ! In{as + exp[f 00 dx' hex') n, 
s = 0,1,2, ... , (3.18b) 

as can be easily verified; namely, the functions !s (x), 
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s = 0,1,2, ... , defined by the recursion relations (3.17), all 
have the same functional form, 

f.(x)=tp(x,as)' s=0,1,2, ... , (3.19a) 

tp(x,a) =!o(X)( 1 + a exp[ - f~ '" dx' !o(X')]) -I, 

(3.19b) 

with the constants as determined by the recursion relations 

a s+ 1 =7]s + (1 +7]s)as, ao=O, s=0,1,2, ... , 
(3.20a) 

whose explicit solution reads 
s-I s-I 

as = L 7]r II (1 + 7]q), s = 0,1,2,... . (3.20b) 
r=O q=r+1 

Let us recall that, by convention, a sum vanishes if its lower 
limit exceeds its upper limit; and by the same token we as
sume, here and hereafter, that a product takes the value uni
ty if its lower limit exceeds its upper limit; so that (3.20b) 
yields a o = 0 and a) = 7]0 [consistently with (3.18a) and 
(3.17a) ]. 

Note that, with the definition 

Ps = L+oo'" dxf. (x), s = 0,1,2, ... , 

we obtain [from (3.18b)] 

Ps = In{[ as + exp(po) ]/(as + 1 )}, 

and from (3.17b) 

Ps+ 1 = In{[7]s + exp(Ps)]/(7]s + I)}. 

(3.21a) 

(3.2Ib) 

(3.2Ic) 

Weare now in the position to describe the general be
havior of the localized solutions of the system of nonlinear 
evolution PDE's (2.6). 

In the remote past (t - - 00) each function Un (x,t) has 
the form u~ - l(X - unt) [where each u~ - ley) is a localized 
function, which can be assigned arbitrarily]; hence each of 
them travels with its own constant velocity Un' without 
changing its profile; and since the velocities are different 
(and I t I is large), these profiles are widely spaced, with 
uN(x,t) localized farther to the left, then UN_I (X,t) to its 
right, then UN_2 (x,t) and so on [see (1.2)]. Note that this 
picture is consistent with the evolution equations (2.6), 
since these nonlinear evolution equations reduce to the lin
ear wave equations (a lat + Un a lax) Un (x,t) = 0 when
ever their right-hand sides vanish, as is the case when the 
functions Urn (X,t), m = 1,2, ... ,N, do not overlap. 

As time progresses, the waves Un (x,t) associated with 
larger values of n [which were in the remote past located 
more to the left, and which move faster towards the right; see 
(2.12)], catch up with the waves associated with smaller 
values of n and overtake them; in the process, the nonlinear 
character of the evolution comes into play, causing different 
waves to interact as they cross each other. 

The final outcome ofthe process (namely, the picture in 
the remote future, t - + 00) shows again N widely separat
ed waves, each traveling with its own constant velocity with
out change of shape, Un (x,t) ;:::;U~ + l(X - Unt); but now the 
wave UN (X,t) is farther to the right, followed by UN_ 1 (x,t) 
and so on; and as time proceeds further, these waves contin
ue to separate and do not interact any more. 
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The effect on each wave of its interaction with the other 
N - 1 waves (which it has overtaken, or by which it has been 
overtaken) is to change its profile from U ~ - l (x - Un t) to 
U~ + l(X - unt), according to the formulas (3.11) and 
(3.12). Hence the profile in the remote future, u~ + ley), is 
essentially determined by the profile of the same wave in the 
remote past, U~ - ) (y); the influence of all the other waves is 
only felt through the constant an' see (3.11), whose value is 
given by (3.12) in terms of the integrals b ~ - l of the profiles 
of the N waves in the remote past [see (3.10) and (3.9)]. 
Note in particular that the final effect does not depend on the 
localization of the waves in the remote past, nor on their 
velocities Un; it depends only on their ordering in the remote 
past and future [as determined by the inequalities (1. 2) ] , 
and on the integrals b ~ - l of their profiles in the remote past 
(the values ofthese integrals is of course independent ofthe 
localization of these profiles and of the velocity with which 
they move). 

The final outcome we have described may of course re
sult from a sequence of! N(N - 1) essentially distinct pair 
crossings, the effect of each of them being then accounted for 
by the formulas (3.14) and (3.15) [or, equivalently, (1.6)
( 1.8) ] , and their combined result being calculable according 
to the formulas (3.17)-(3.20). The fact that the final out
come is independent of the order in which such pair en
counters occur is a nontrivial feature of these formulas; the 
diligent reader may wish to verify this in the N = 3 case, 
where two distinct sequences of pair encounters are possible, 
namely those characterized, sequentially in time, by the fol
lowing orderings (from left to right) of the three waves: 
(321 ) --> (312) --> ( 132) --> ( 123), (321 ) --> (231 ) --> (213 ) 
--> ( 123) (of course throughout such a computation the 
changes in the values of the integrals over the profiles result
ing from each encounter must be taken into account). Note 
that the order in which the different encounters occur is de
termined by the initial localization of the waves as well as by 
their velocities; and these parameters determine as well 
whether the interaction indeed develops only through a se
quence of pair encounters, or instead also features multiple 
encounters (this depends moreover on how wide is the pro
file of each wave). 

Let us emphasize again that the independence of the 
final outcome from these features of the actual time evolu
tion is remarkable; it justifies (in our opinion) the use ofthe 
term "solitons" to denote these localized solutions. 

Note however that the effect of the collisions on the 
solitons is not merely to shift their positions; it induces a 
change of profile. One might wonder whether, for some spe
cial profile, this change might reduce to a shift in position; 
the results of Appendix C imply that, for localized solutions, 
this cannot happen. 

Our discussion so far has been mainly focused on the 
time evolution of the solution from the remote past to the 
remote future; but these findings are of course also relevant 
to understand the time evolution in the framework of the 
Cauchy problem, namely in terms of data given, say, at the 
initial time t=O. The relevant formulas are (3.2), (3.3), 
(3.9), and (B2), (B3) with (Bla) and (3.3). The outcome 
is sufficiently clear, in terms of the preceding discussion, not 
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to require any additional elaboration. 
Let us end with some quantitative comments. 
Ifall the functions u~ -) (x) [or equivalently, in the con

text of the Cauchy problem, all the functions Un (x,O)] are 
non-negative, it is easily seen that the same is true for all the 
functions u~ + lex) or indeed, more generally, Un (X,t). It is 
moreover easily seen that an > - 1 [see (3.12a); and note 
that in this case all the b ~ - ),s are positive], and therefore 
the functions u~ + ) (x) are regular for all real values ofx [see 
(3.11a); we assume of course all the functions u~ -) (x), or, 
equivalently, Un (X,O), to be regular to begin with]. More 
generally, the fact that the functions Un (x,t) are regular 
(and non-negative) for all real values of x and t is an immedi
ate consequence of (3.1)-(3.3), under the hypothesis that 
all the functions un(x,O) [or, equivalently, u~-)(x)] are 
themselves regular and non-negative. Note on the other 
hand that, while aN is positive, a l is negative [see (3.12b) 
and (3.12c)]. 

If instead some of the initial data Un (x,O) are nonposi
tive [as it would be appropriate if some of the parameters P n 

in (1.3) were negative; see (2.7)], then it might happen that, 
even though all the Un (X,O) are regular, all the functions 
Un (x,!) become singular at some finite time te [this would 
occur through the vanishing of their denominator, which is 
common to all of them; see (3.2) or (2.8)]. It is, however, 
clear from (3.2) that this phenomenon may, but need not, 
happen; for instance if only one of the Un (X,O) is nonpositive 
while all the others are non-negative, say U v (x,O) .;;;0, 
Un (x,O);;oO for n =/-v, then the inequality 

(3.22) 

is clearly sufficient to exclude the emergence of any singular
ity at any, future or past, time [see (3.2) and (3.3)]. 

IV. KINKLIKE SOLUTIONS 

In this section we consider solutions of (2.6) that tend 
to finite values asymptotically, 

lim [un(x,t)] = u n ( ± oo,t). 
x- ± 00 

(4.1 ) 

The simpler instance of this kind is the uniform (space-
independent) solution, 

Un (X,t) = Un (t). (4.2a) 

It reads 

Un (t) = PUn (O)ct 1 Um (O)exp[p(Vn - Vrn)t] r I, 

(4.2b) 
N N 

P= L un(O) = L un(t)· (4.2c) 
n=1 n=1 

The fact that this solution contains the N arbitrary constants 
Un (0) implies that it is the most general of its kind. It is easy 
to obtain this solution setting Un (X,O) = Un (0) in (2.10) 
and (2.11). 

Another simple solution is the traveling wave 

Un (x,!) = Un (x - Vt). (4.3a) 
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It reads 

un (y) = a An exp [ ay ] 
(V n - V) 

X( ± (V rn - V)Avrn exp [ ay ])-1. 
m=1 (V rn - V) 

(4.3b) 

Here the overall speed V is arbitrary, except for the restric
tion 

( 4.3c) 

and the N + l'constants a and Am are also arbitrary. Note 
however that, for any given V, the solution (4.3b) depends 
effectively on N arbitrary constants, since a change of scale 
of the constants Am does not affect it. 

This solution may, but need not, become singular at 
some real value of y, due to the vanishing of the denomina
tor. For instance, the restrictions 

(vm - V)Arn;;oO, m = 1,2, ... ,N, (4.3d) 

are sufficient to guarantee that this solution be regular for all 
(real) values of y (we assume of course that all the constants 
a, V, Am' and vm are real). 

In Appendix D we indicate how this solution has been 
obtained, and we show that it is the most general solution of 
its kind. 

Special cases of this solution are obtained if some of the 
constants An vanish. In particular, the simpler nontrivial 
solution is obtained if only two of these N constants do not 
vanish, say An = 0 if n=/-/-t,v. It reads 

Un (y) = 0, if n=/-/-t,v, 

UI-' (y) = PI-'/{l + exp[ (Pv - pl-')(y - Yo) p, 
Uv(Y) =pJ{l +exp[(pi-' -Pv)(y-yo)p, 

where we have set 

yo= (PI-' -Pv)-lln[(pI-'Av)/(PvAI-')]' 

PI-' = a/(vi-' - V), Pv = a/(vv - V), 

implying 

V= (PI-'vi-' -Pvvv)/(PI-' -Pv)' 

( 4.4a) 

( 4.4b) 

( 4.4c) 

( 4.5a) 

(4.5b) 

(4.5c) 

As we will see below, this solution is the prototypical one 
representing a kink. Note that it is certainly regular (if Yo is 
real), and that it has the following asymptotic values: 

ul-'( - (0) = PI-' , ul-'( + (0) =0, (4.6a) 

uv ( - (0) =0, u v ( + (0) =Pv' (4.6b) 

provided 

Pv >PI-' >0. ( 4.6c) 

Note that these asymptotic relations are special cases of the 
general formula, applicable to the solution (4. 3b), 

Un ( - (0) = Onl-'PI-' , if AI-' =/-0 and Am = 0 for m </-t, 
(4.7a) 

Un ( + (0) = OnvPv' if Av =/-0 and Am = 0 for m > v. 
(4.7b) 

Here we are of course using the notation ( 4.5b), and we have 
moreover assumed that a is negative, a < 0, so that the re-
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strictions in ( 4.7) (which imply y > p.), together with (1.2), 
imply (4.6c). 

Note that (4.7) implies that the traveling wave solution 
( 4. 3b) has a kinklike shape; only one of the waves does not 
vanish to the left, and another one to the right; generally 
these are characterized by the extreme (i.e., largest and 
smallest) values of the index n, among the waves which are 
effectively present. 

For V = 0, the formulas (4.3) provide the (most gen
eral) static solution of (2.6). 

Let us now exhibit a third class of solutions, that encom
passes those discussed thus far. It is obtained by setting in 
(2.10) 

(4.8) 

with the constants A", and p", arbitrary and the functions 
W" (x) vanishing (or, more precisely, integrable) at both 
ends, 

cn = L+oooo dx W" (x), 

Jcnl<oo. 
Hence this solution reads as follows: 

(4.9a) 

(4.9b) 

u,,(x,t) = {w"(X-v,,t) + ~A",eXp[p"'(X-V"/)]} 

X(Ao + m~1 {Wn (x - vmt) 

+ ~ (;:: )eXP[Pm,(X - Vmt)]}) -I, 

(4.1Oa) 

with 

Ao = C - f L (Am' )eXP(Pm,Xo) 
m=I, Pm, 

(4. lOb) 

and 

( 4.1Oc) 

The asymptotic behavior of this solution as x ..... ± 00 is 
easily ascertained from these formulas, taking into account 
the exploding or vanishing asymptotics of the exponentials 
and the vanishing or constant asymptotics of the functions 
W" (x) and W" (x); it is clear from such an analysis that the 
generic solution of this kind is asymptotically limited. In
deed, if all the parameters p", are different among them
selves, then clearly 

Un ( ± 00,/) = Dnv(±)p( ±), (4.1Od) 

where p< +) is the largest of the Pn, 's and p< -) is the smallest, 
and y(+>, y(-) are the corresponding values of the index n. 

By the same token it is easy to analyze the behavior of 
this solution in the remote past and future. To this end it is 
expedient to set x = y + VI, and to analyze the behavior of 
the solution for fixed values of y and V, and for diverging 1 

(graphical techniques, analogous to those employed, in an 
analogous context, in Ref. 4, may prove expedient to per
form such an investigation). It is clear that the generic solu-
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tion ofthis type yields, in the remote past and future, a solu
tion whose profile is a sequence of regions where one of the 
Un's has a constant nonvanishing value and all the others 
vanish, say 

(4.11a) 

Two adjacent regions, one characterized by the solution 
(4.11a) and the other, say, characterized by 

u" = Dn,.p,., (4.11b) 

are separated by a kink that travels with the constant veloc
ity (4.5c) and interpolates (as a "boundary layer") among 
these two constant solutions, according to the formulas 
(4.3a), (4.4), and (4.6). A different (but easily computable; 
see below) shape of the boundary layer may also occur, ifits 
velocity coincides with one ofthe vn's. 

Note that the solution (4.10) might, but need not, be 
singular for real values of x and t; assuming all the functions 
wm (x) to be regular [as suggested by (4.9)], this question 
hinges of course on the possibility that the denominator in 
the rhs of ( 4.1 Oa) (which is common to all the u" 's) vanish. 

The motivation for focusing on the solution (4.10) is 
because such a solution is clearly yielded [see (2.10) and 
(2.11)] by the Cauchy problem with initial data Un (x,O) 
having the asymptotic behavior (x ..... soo, s = ± ) 

Un (x,O) = Un (soo,O) + L B ~~) exp( - Iq~~xl) 
, 

+ o[exp( - p(S)x)], s = ±, (4.12a) 

with 
N 

pIS) = L Un (soo,O), s = ±. (4.12b) 
,,=1 

Of course, if p< +) is negative and p( -) positive, no exponen
tial corrections appear in the rhs of this asymptotic formula 
[namely, all the coefficients B ~~ vanish; in general, 
B ~,+ ) = 0 if p( +) < 0, B~;) = 0 if p< -) > 0; this case is 
treated below]. 

The fact that (4.12) yield (4.8)-(4.10) [via (2.10) 
-(2.12)] is easily verified; note however that the quantities 
P n, and A n' in (4.8), although uniquely defined by the initial 
data Um (x,O), depend generally on fine details (of the 
asymptotic behavior) of these functions; this may cause the 
solutions to depend sensitively on the initial data. Moreover, 
a generic choice of the parameters p", and A", in (4.8) is 
generally far from being yielded by a generic choice of the 
parameters u,,(soo,O), B~~), and q~~) in (4.12a). Since the 
relevance of these facts has been elaborated in some detail 
(in a different, but analogous, context) in Ref. 4 (b), we for
sake any further discussion of these points and we limit our 
treatment here to an analysis of the solution of (2.6) yielded, 
in the context of the Cauchy problem, by initial data Un (x,O) 
that are positive and yield no exponential corrections in 
(4.12a), 

u" (x,O) >0, 

u" ( ± 00,0»0, 
N 

p(±)= L Un ( ± 00,0»0, 
,,=1 
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lim {[ Un (X,O) - Un ( + OO,Q)] exp(i+)x)} = o. 
x- + 00 

(4.13d) 

Then the formulas (2.10) and (2.11) [or (3.2) and (3.3)] 
may be replaced by 

Un (x,t) = Wn (x - Vnt)C~ 1 J~~vmt dx' Wm (X'») -I, 

(4.14 ) 

Wn (x) = Un (x,O)exp{i-)x + J~ 00 dx' rnt 1 

X [Urn (x',O) - Urn (- 00,0)]}. 

(4.15 ) 

Note that the consistency [both among themselves and with 
the asymptotic behavior (4.1)] of these expressions is im
plied by the exponential vanishing of the functions Wn (x) to 
the left, 

lim [wn(x)exp( -i-)x)] = un( - 00,0), (4.16a) 
x- - 00 

and their exponential divergence to the right 

lim [wn (x)exp( - i+)x)] = Un ( + 00,0),1" (4.16b) 
x_ + 00 

,1,= exp{[ 00 dx' i 1 [urn (x',O) - Urn ( - 00 ,0)] 

+ 100 

dx' mtl[Urn(X',O) - Urn ( + 00,0)]}. (4.16c) 

It is now clear that these formulas imply the following 
special (nongeneric!) case of (4.8): 

wn(x) = wn(x) +An exp(i+)x), (4.17a) 

An = Un ( + 00,0),1" (4.17b) 

of course with Wn (x) integrable at both ends [see (4.9)]. 
The corresponding expression of Un (x,t) is obtained from 
(4.14), 

Un (x,t) = {Wn (x - Vnt) + An exp[i+)(x - Vnt)]} 

XC~I {J~:vmt dx' wrn(x') 

+ (;:) )exp[i+)(x _ Vrnt)]}) -I. 

It is easily seen that these formulas imply 

Un (soo ,t) 

= P<S)Un (soo,O) 

XC~I Urn (soo,O)exp[p<S)(Vn -Vrn)t])-I, 

(4.18 ) 

S = ±. (4.19a) 

For s = +, this expression is obtained from ( 4.18), 
(4.13c), (4.9), and (4.17b); for s = -, it is obtained direct
ly from (4.14), (4.16), and (4.13c). The consistency ofthis 
formula at t = 0 is easily verified [via (4.12b)]. Note that 
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this expression, (4.19a), satisfies, as it should [see (2.6) and 
(4.1)], the system of ODE's 

N 

Un (soo,t) =Un(Soo,t) L (Vm -Vn)Um(Soo,t), s= ± 
m=1 

(4.19b) 

[see (4.2a) and (4.2b)], as well as the conservation law 
N N 

pes):: L Un (soo,O) = L un(soo,t), s= ±. (4.19c) 
n= 1 n= I 

Let us now investigate the behavior of this solution, 
(4.18), in the remote past and future. To this end we set 

lim luCy + Vt,t)] = U( ± 'ey), (4.20) 
t- ± 00 

and we find 

U~-)(y) ~{jnNP(+)' for V<vN, (4.21a) 

u~ - 'ey) :: {jnNwN(y) 

X(J~oo dXWN(X)r
l
, forV=vN, (4.21b) 

U~-)(y) = {jnNP(->' for V>vN; (4.21c) 

u~ + 'ey) = 8n1 P( +), for V> VI' (4.22a) 

U~+)(y) ={jnIWI(Y)(J~oo dxwl(x»)-I, for V=v l , 

( 4.22b) 

U~ + 'ey) = 8n1 P( -), for V < VI' (4.22c) 

To obtain these results we have of course used the inequal
ities (1.2); (4.21a) and (4.22a) follow from (4.18), 
(4.13c), and (4.9); (4.21b), (4.21c) and (4.22b), (4.22c) 
follow from (4.14), (4.16), and (4.13c). The functions 
WI (y) and W N (y) are of course given, in terms of the initial 
data Un (x,O), by (4.15). 

Hence, in the remote future, only the wave with n = 1 
does not vanish, and it has to the left the constant value p( - ), 
to the right the constant value i+); the two regions where 
U 1 (x,t) (for t::::; + 00 ) is constant are separated by a bound
ary layer that travels with the constant velocity V = VI and 
whose shape is given by the formula (4.22b) [it is easy to 
verify that this formula has the limiting values p( ±) as y 
tends to ± 00; this follows from (4.17a), (4.13c), (4.9), 
and (4.17b) for y-+ + 00, and from (4.16) and (4.13c) for 
Y-+ - 00]. Note the consistency of these results with those 
implied by (4.19), namely, 

Un ( + 00, + 00) = 8n1 i+), (4.23a) 

un( - 00, + 00) = {jnli-)· (4.23b) 

In the remote past the results are analogous, with the 
index n = 1 replaced by n = N. 

Note that knowledge of the behavior of the solutions in 
the remote past (or, for that matter, in the remote future), a~ 
given by these equations, is insufficient to determine the so
lution for all time; this is in contrast to the case of localized 
solutions (i.e., vanishing as x- ± 00), treated in Sec. III. 
This fact provides another indication of the sensitive depen
dence of the time evolution (especially the long time behav
ior) on the initial data. 
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Let us end this section with a treatment of the case when 
p'+) is negative andp'-) positive, 

p'+l <0, (4.24a) 

P'-»O. (4.24b) 

The formulas (4.14) and (4.15) are then again applicable, 
and they moreover imply that the function Wn (x) vanish 
exponentially at both ends, 

lim [wn (x)exp( - P'-)x)] = Un ( - 00 ,0), (4.24c) 
x __ - 00 

lim [wn(x)exp( -P'+)x)] =un ( + 00,0)A.. ( 4.24d) 
x __ + 00 

Here p' + I and p' -) are of course always related to the initial 
data by (4.12b), and A. is defined by (4.16c). 

In this case therefore the analysis of the behavior of the 
solution (4.14) becomes analogous to that given in Sec. III, 
except for the modifications implied by the differences that 
distinguish (4.14) from (3.2) and (4.15) from (3.3). We 
feel therefore justified in reporting the relevant formulas (in 
self-explanatory notation), without elaborating on their der
ivation or on their significance, 

lim luCy + Vt,t)] = U( ± ley); (4.25) 

for V= Vn' 

( N fY )-1 
u~-)(y) =w,,(y) m=1;+1 Cm + -00 dxwn(x) , 

u~ - l( - (0) = DnNP(-I, 

U~ -)( + 00) = 0; 

for V>vN 

U~ - ley) = DnNp<-I; 

for V<vN , V#v", 

u~-)(y) =0; 

for V= Vn' 

(4.26a) 

(4.26b) 

(4.26c) 

( 4.26d) 

( 4.26e) 

U~+l(y) =Wn(Y)C~: Cm + f~oo dXWn(X»)-1 

U~+)( - 00) = DnlP'-), 

U~ + l( + 00) = 0; 

for V <VI' 

u~ + ley) = DnlP'-I; 

for V> VI' V #v", 

( 4.27a) 

(4.27b) 

(4.27c) 

( 4.27d) 

u~ + ley) = O. (4.27e) 

It is easily seen that the expression (4.27a) may be related to 
(4.26a) as follows: for n < N, 

U~ + ley) = U~ - l(y)( 1 + an exp[f~ "" dx u~ - lex) ]) -I, 

(4.28a) 

(

,,-I N)( N )-1 
an = m~1 Cm - m=1;+ 1 Cm m=1;+ 1 C

m ; (4.28b) 

forn=N, 
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U~+ ley) = U~ - ley) 

x( 1 + aN exp[J~ 00 dx u~- )(X)]) -I, 

(4.29a) 

(4.29b) 

In this formula the quantities Cn are of course defined as 
follows: 

f
+ 00 

cn = -00 dxwn(x). (4.30) 

For n < N, they can be related to the integrals over the ex
pressions (4.26a) ofu~ - I, 

f
+ ao 

b~-)= -00 dxu~-J(x), n<N, (4.31) 

as follows: 

C" = cN{exp[t: b ~-)] - expL:~: Ib ~- J]}, n <N 

(4.32) 

[note that (4.26b), (4.26c), and (4.24b) imply that u~ - I is 
integrable if n < N]. Hence the quantities an [see (4.28) and 
(4.29)] can also be expressed through these quantities: 

an =expLtl b~-)] -exp[b~-)] -1, n<N, 

(4.33a) 

aN =exp[~: b~-l] -1. (4.33b) 

Note that these formulas do not contain the (undefined) 
quantity b ~- J; and that, for n <N, they are obtained from 
(3.12a) by setting b ~ - J = + 00. 

A main finding of this section is the crucial role played 
by the values (and in particular the signs) of the quantities 
P'-) and (especially) p'+), defined, in the context of the 
Cauchy problem, by (4.12b), or, more generally, by the for
mula (4.19c) applicable at any time. Note that these quanti
ties may have any value, even if each of the initial data 
Un (x,O) has a constant sign, consistently with the condition 
(2.7); provided not all these signs are the same, and the 
functions Un are not all localized, namely, do not all vanish 
asymptotically [see ( 4.1) and ( 4.12b) or ( 4.19c) ] . And it is 
also possible (although, of course, not generically) that, 
when these conditions prevail, p' -) or p' + I (or both of them) 
vanish. 

v. RATIONAL SOLUTIONS AND RELATED DYNAMICAL 
SYSTEMS 

In this section we discuss rational solutions of (2.6), and 
related integrable dynamical systems. 

The existence of such solutions is immediately implied 
by (2.10); indeed this formula yields, for any polynomial 
choice of the functions Wn (x), 

J 

Wn (x) = L AnkX
k

, 
k=O 

the following rational solution of (2.6): 

(5.1 ) 
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Un (X,t) = LAnk (X - Vn t) k [F(x,t)] -I, 
k 

(S.2a) 

F(x,t) = Ao + f L [ Amk ] (X - Vmt)k+ I, (S.2b) 
m=1 k k+l 

Ao = C - f L [Amk ]x~ + I . 

m= I k k + 1 
(S.2c) 

And of course, in the context of the Cauchy problem, the 
initial (rational) datum Un (x,O) that is obtained by setting 
t = 0 in (S.2a) reproduces the solution (S.2), that is rational 
(both in X and t) for all time. 

With these rational solutions of (2.6) one can associate 
an (integrable) dynamical system via the positions 

J 

Un (x,t) = Un (oo,t) + L Pnj(t) [X - 5j(t)] -I. (S.3) 
j= I 

Indeed, it is easily seen that the insertion of this ansatz in 
(2.6) yields the following evolution equations for the quanti
ties Un ( 00 ,t), Pnj (t), and 5j (t): 

N 

tj(t) = L VnPnj(t), (S.4a) 
n=1 

N 

LPnj(t) = 1, (S.4b) 
n=l 

Pj(t) 
N 

= L (vrn - vn ) [un ( 00 ,t)Prnj (t) + Urn (00 ,t)Pnj (t)] 
m= 1 

N J 

+ L (Vrn -Vn) L [5j(t) -5k(t)]-1 
m=l k= I 

N 

Un(oo,t) = Un (oo,t) L (V rn -Vn)Un(oo,t). 
m= I 

(S.4c) 

(S.4d) 

Here, and always below, the superimposed dot denotes time 
differentiation, and the prime appended to a summation 
symbol indicates omission of the (singular) term with k = j 
(likewise for products; see below). 

The ansatz (S.3), with (S.4b), is of course consistent 
with the solution (S.2); in particular, the number of poles J 
coincides with the degree of the polynomial (S.2b), 

J 

F(x,t) = L Jj (t)xj. (S.S) 
j=O 

To express the dynamical system (S.4) in a more inter
esting form, it is convenient to restrict attention to the sub
case with 

Un(oo,t) =0 (S.6) 

[note the consistency of this restriction with (S.4d) ], and to 
introduce the quantities 

N 

RI'/t) = L (vn )l'pnj(t), r=O,I, ... ,N, 
n=l 

so that [see (S.4a) and (S.4b)] 

Roj(t) = 1, 

R lj (t) = tj (f), 

and 
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(S.7a) 

(S.7b) 

(S.7c) 

N-I 

RNj(t) = L r~N) Rrj(t). (S.7d) 
1'=0 

The last formula is obtained from (S.7a); the constants r~N) 
are computed in Appendix E. In particular, for N = 2, 

r~2) = - VIV2' r\2) = VI + V2 , 

and for N= 3, 

r~3) = VIV2V3, ri 3
) = - (V IV2 + V2V3 + V3VI ), 

ri
3
) = VI + V2 + V3• 

( S.8a) 

(S.8b) 

Using these formulas, the dynamical system (S.4) can 
be reformulated in the following (more appealing) form: 

(S.9a) 

j = 1,2, ... ,J, r = 2,3, ... ,N - 1, (S.9b) 

with 
N-I 

R . = v(N) + r(N)i:-. + " r(N)R. J' 12 J Nj 10 I~) ~ l' 1')' =, , ... , . 
r=2 

(S.9c) 

Here the dynamical variables are the J 5/S, j = 1,2, ... ,J 
and the J(N - 2) R,/s, r = 2,3, ... ,N - 1; j = 1,2, ... ,J. 

In particular, for N = 2 the system reads 
J 

tj = L' (5j -5k)-I[2tAk - (VI +v2 )(tj +tk) 
k=1 

J tj = L' (5j - 5k)-I[ (tj - VI)(tk - v2 ) 

k=1 

+ (tj - v2 ) (tk - VI)]' (S.lOb) 

and for N= 3, 
J 

tj = L' (5j - 5k)-'(2tj tk -1Jj -1Jd, (S.lla) 
k=1 

J 

ilj = L' (5j - 5d -I [tj 1Jk + tk 1Jj - 2r~3) 
k=1 

- rP)(tj + tk) - r?)(1Jj + 1Jk)] , 
where we have set 

R Zj (t) == 1Jj (t). 

(S.11b) 

(S.11c) 

It is therefore seen that, for N = 2, the dynamical system 
(S.9) reproduces a known integrable system3

; while for 
N = 3 (and, a fortiori, for N > 3), it yields integrable systems 
which are (to the best of our knowledge) new. It may also be 
easily verified that the system (S.lO) is contained in (S.I1); 
indeed the special solution of (S.ll) characterized by the 
relation 

1Jj = (VI + v2 )tj - VIV2 (S.12a) 

[whose compatibility with (S.II) is easily verified by equat
ing (S.11a) to (S.11b)], clearly sends (S.11) into (S.lO). 
Incidentally, the position 

1Jj = atj + b (S.12b) 
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is compatible with (S.11) only if 

a=vI +V2, b= - VIV2 (S.12c) 

[in which case (S.12b) yields (S.12a)], orin the other two 
cases that are obtained from (S.12c) by permuting cyclically 
the three indices 1, 2, and 3. 

Note that in the system (S.9), the N constants y~N) may 
be chosen arbitrarily; the corresponding quantities Vn are 
then identified (see Appendix E) as the N roots of the poly
nomial of degree N in v 

N-I 
PN(V) = vN - I y~N)vr. (S.13) 

r=O 

Clearly the system (S.9) features the following conser
vation laws: 

J 

I t j =0, 
j= I 

J 

I Rrj = 0, r = 2,3, ... ,N - 1. 
j=I 

(S.14a) 

(S.14b) 

It is easily seen that the system (S.9) has no real equilib
rium configuration [if y~t) #0, namely, if none of the vn's 
vanishes; see (E6a)]. Indeed insertion of the position 

Sj(t)=~j' tj=O, j=I,2, ... ,J, (S.ISa) 

R rj (t) = R rj , Rrj = 0, j = 1,2, ... ,J; r = 2,3, ... ,N - 1, 
(S.ISb) 

in (S.9) yields 
J 

I I (~j -~k)-I(Rrj +Rrk ) =0, 
k=1 
j = 1,2, ... ,J; r = 2,3, ... ,N, (S.ISc) 

namely [multiplying by y~N), summing over r from 2 to N 
and using (S.9c), (S.ISa), and (S.ISc) with r = N] 

J 

y~t) I I (~j -~k)-I =0, j= 1,2, ... ,J. (S.ISd) 
k=1 

Clearly these relations ~annot be satisfie~ if all the ~j'S are 
real [indeed, if all the Sk'S are real and Sj is the largest, or 
smallest, of them, all the terms in the sum (S.ISd) have the 
same sign]. 

The system (S.9) may instead possess (similarity) solu
tions in which each Sj moves with its own constant speed, 
and the quantities Rrj are constant, 

Sj(t) = So + v/t - to)' 

R rj (t) = R rj , Rrj (t) = 0. 

(S.16a) 

(S.16b) 

The quantities Vj and Rrj must then satisfy the 
(J - I)(N - 1) equations 

j = 1,2, ... ,J - 1, (S.16c) 
J 

I I (Vj - vd-I(vjRrk + VkRrj - Rr+ Ij - Rr+ I k) = 0, 
k=1 ' 

j= 1,2, ... ,J-1, r=2,3, ... ,N-l, (S.16d) 

with 
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N-I 
R . = 1/(N) + y(N)V. + ~ y(N)R. 

N; ,0 I J ~ r rJ' j= 1,2, ... J. 
r=2 

(S.16e) 

[the equations (S.16c) and (S.16d) withj = J need not be 
enforced, since they are automatically implied by the oth
ers]. 

Note that, for t = to, all these s/s coincide [see 
(S.16a) ]. 

For instance, for J = 2, these restrictions become simply 

2VIV2 - R21 - R22 = 0, 

v IR r2 + v2R ri - Rr+ 1,1 - Rr+ 1,2 = 0, 

r = 2,3, ... ,N - 1, 

with 
N-I 

(S.17a) 

(S.17b) 

R . = 1/(N) + y(N)V. + ~ y(N)R. 
NJ ,0 ! J ~ r '1' j= 1,2 (S.17c) 

r=2 
and in particular, for N = 2 [see (S.lO)], 

(VI - VI)(V2 - v2) + (VI - V2)(V2 - VI) = 0, (S.18) 

andforN=3 [see (S.l1)], 

(S.19a) 

V!1i2 + V21i1 - 2yo - YI (VI + v2 ) - Y2(1i1 + 1i2) = 0. 
(S.19b) 

Clearly the relation (S.18) admits a one-parameter family of 
solutions for the two unknowns VI and V2; while the two 
relations (S.19) admit a two-parameter family of solutions 
for the four unknowns VI' V2, 1i1' and 1i2' 

The solution of the Cauchy problem for the system 
(S.9) is given by the following result (derived in Appendix 
F): the quantities sit}, j= 1,2, ... ,J, are the J roots o/the/ol
lowing algebraic equation 0/ degree J in x: 

N J 

I f-ln II [x-sk(O) -vnt] 
n= I k= I 

= ntljt! Qnj L~-vnt dx' k=U",j [x' -Sk(O», 

(S.20a) 

where Xo is an arbitrary constant (independent 0/ n), 

(S.20b) 

and the quantities Qjn are given, in terms o/the initial data, by 
the/ormula 

N-I 
Qnj = A. ~f) t j (0) + I A. ~~) R rj (0) (S.2Oc) 

r= 2 

with the constants A. ~~) given, in terms o/the vn's, in Appen
dix E. In particular, for N = 2, 

A. Ii) = - A. if) = I/(v! - v2) 

and 

Qnj = A. ~i) tj (0), n = 1,2, j = 1,2, ... ,J, 

and for N= 3, 

(S.21a) 

(S.21b) 

A. ~~) = - c = tm#n vm) Jt'(Vn - vm) -I, n = 1,2,3, 

(S.22a) 
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3 

A~~)= II'(Vn-Vm)-I, n=1,2,3, (S.22b) 
m=1 

and [see (S.l1c)] 

Qnj = A ~~) t j (0) + A ~~) 1'Jj (0), n = 1,2,3, j = 1,2, ... ,J. 
(S.22c) 

For J = 2 and J = 3 the trajectories 5j (t) can be ob
tained in explicit form, by solving (S.20a); this is left as an 
exercise for the diligent reader. Here we limit ourselves to 
indicate how to obtain, for any J, the asymptotic (t -+ ± 00) 

values fj of the velocities tj (t). Clearly these values are the 
roots of the algebraic equation of degree J in V, 

N N J 

J L f.ln ( V - Vn )J = L L Qnj (V - Vn )J, (S.23a) 
n=1 n=lj=1 

that is obtained from (S.20a) by replacing x with Vt and 
letting t diverge. Using (FlOc), (FlOb), and (F9b), this 
equation can be conveniently rewritten as follows: 

J N 

L L Pnj (0)( V - Vn )J = 0, (S.23b) 
j= 1 n= 1 

(S.23c) 

If J <N, this equation reads simply [see (S.7a)-(S.7c)] 

(S.24) 

For J>N, this equation remains valid provided the R kj (t)'s 
with k> N are defined by the natural extension of (S.7a); but 
then the quantities Rkj(O) with k>N that enter in (S.24) 
must be expressed in terms of the quantities Rnj (0) with 
n < N. The relevant formula to do this is of course [see (E7), 
and (S.7a)-(S.7c)] 

N-I N 

Rkj(O) = L L (Vn)k A ~~) R 5/O), 
5=On=1 

j= 1,2, ... ,J, k = 0,1,2,... (S.2S) 

[for k <N this formula becomes an identity; see (Ell)]. 

VI. OUTLOOK 

In this final section we outline some generalizations and 
extensions of the results reported above. 

A trivial extension of the system (2.6) is obtained via 
the change of dependent variables 

Un (X,t) = In [Un (X,t) ), (6.1a) 

that yields 

(!... + Vn~) Un (x,t) 
at ax 

N 

=gn[un(x,t») L (vm -vn)lm[um(x,t>], (6.1b) 
m=1 

with 

gn(y) =In(y)/In'(y) = lI[dln/n(y)/dy). (6.1c) 

A case of special interest is obtained for In (y) = exp(any), 
gn (y) = lIan· 

A less trivial extension of (2.6) [or, equivalently, of 
(2.2b) ] is obtained by replacing the discrete variable n with 
the continuous variable k, 
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(!... + V(k)~)U(k,x,t) 
at ax 

= u(k,x,t) f dk'[v(k') - v(k)]/(k')u(k',x,t). 

(6.2) 

Here v (k) and I( k) are given functions; I( k) might have 
compact support, or in any case it should guarantee the con
vergence of the integral in the rhs. The solution of this non
linear integrodifferential equation is given by the formula 

u(k,x,t) = w[k,x - v(k)t]lF(x,t), (6.3) 

that yields for F(x,t) the two compatible equations 

Ft (x,t) = - f dk v(k)/(k)w[k,x - v(k)t], (6.4a) 

Fx(x,t) = f dkl(k)w[k,x - v(k)t]. (6.4b) 

Hence 

f
Ix - v(k)t 

F(x,t) = 1 + dkl(k) J, dx' w(k,x'). 
x" 

From (6.3) with t = 0 and (6.S) there also obtains 

F(x,O) = exp[f~ dxJ dkl(k)U(k,x',O)]. 

implying, via (6.3) with t = 0, 

(6.S) 

(6.6) 

w(k,x) = U(k,X,O)exp[{ dxJ dk' I(k ')u(k ',x',O) ] . 

(6.7) 

The two formulas (6.7) and (6.3) with (6.S) provide the 
solution of the Cauchy problem for (6.2), with U (k,x,O) the 
imput datum. 

A variation of the system (2.6) with (2.12) that can be 
easily solved is the Cauchy /boundary value problem, which 
seeks to determine the solution Un (x,t) for x>O and t>O, in 
terms of Un (x,O) given for x>O and u(O,t) given for t>O. 

Finally we mention a multidimensional extension of 
(2.6) [or, equivalently, (2.2b)], that can be partially solved. 
It reads 

(:t + VnoV)U n (x,t) 

N 

= Un (x,t) L [(Vn -vm)·um)un(x,t), (6.8) 
m=l 

with the v n 's and um's given constant vectors (in d-dimen
sional space). It is then easily seen that a class of solutions 
(that is, however, far from including all possible solutions) 
is provided by the ansatz 

Un (x,t) = Wn [um·(x - Vnt) )/F(x,t), (6.9) 

where the functions w n (y) are arbitrary (but depend only on 
a scalar variable), and the denominator F(x,t) satisfies the 
compatible equations 

N 

VF(x,t) = L UmWm [um·(x - vmt)), (6. lOa) 
m=l 

N 

F,(x,t) = - L (umovm)wm[umo(x-vmt)), (6.lOb) 
m=l 
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and can be therefore easily computed in terms of the func
tions W m [for instance by integrating (6.lOa) along some 
convenient path]. 

APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF (3.4) 

The derivation of (3.4) from (3.2) is easy; we report it 
here for completeness. 

The starting point is (3.2), which can be rewritten as 
follows: 

Hence 
N 

L un (X,t) 
m=1 

= (~)ln[1 + ± JX dx' Wm(X' - Vmt)]. (A2) 
dx m=1 -00 

This yields 

J
x N 

_ 00 dx' n~1 Un (x',t) 

=In[I+ m~lf:oo dX'Wm(X'-Vmt)] , 
(A3a) 

namely 

1 + m~1 f:~vml dx' Wm (x') 

= exp[f: 00 dx'il Um (X',t)]. (A3b) 

The insertion of this formula in (3.2) yields (3.4). Q.E.D. 

APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF (3.11) 

In this Appendix we derive (3.11). 
It is easily seen that (3.3) and (3.1) imply thatthe func-

tions Wn (x) are integrable, 

J
+ 00 

-00 dxwn(x)=cn, (Bla) 

Icnl < 00. (BIb) 

Note, incidentally, the consistency of the notation used here 
with that employed above: see (3.5). 

These formulas, together with (3.2), (3.9), and (1.2), 
imply the formulas 

u~ + l(X) = Wn (X)( 1 + :tll Cm + f: 00 dx' wn (X'») - I, 
(B2) 

U~-l(X) 

( N JX )-1 
=wn(x) 1+ m=~+ICm+ -00 dx'wn(x') 

(B3) 

From (B3) we obtain 
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f: 00 dx' U~ - l(X') 

= In{[ 1 + m=~+ 1 Cm + f: 00 dx' Wn'(X')] 

X ( 1 + m =~ + 1 Cm ) -l (B4) 

yielding 

f: 00 dx' Wn (x') 

= [1 + m=~+ 1 Cm ]{exp[f: 00 dx' u~ - l(X')] - I}, 

Wn(X) = U~-l(X)[ 1 + m=~+1 Cm ] 

xexp[J: 00 dx' u~ - l(X') l 

(B5a) 

(B5b) 

The insertion of these expressions in (B2) yields the 
formula 

u~ + l(X) = u~ - l(X) 

X(I+an exp [ - J:"" dX'U~-l(X')])-" 
(B6) 

with 

[

n-I N]( N )-1 
an = m~ICm-m=~+ICm l+m=~+,Cm . 

(B7) 

The formula (B6) coincides with the formula, (3.11 ), we set 
out to prove; there remains to show that the expression (B7) 
ofthe constants an coincides with (3.12). 

To this end we set X = 00 in (B5a) and, using the defini
tions (Bla) and (3.lOa), we get 

C n = [ 1 + m =~ + 1 C m ] [ exp (b ~ - l) - I] . (B8) 

This formula yields, for n = N, 

(B9a) 

and all the preceding cn's can be computed recursively. The 
result can be easily expressed in compact form, 

cn = [exp(b~-l) -l]expL=~+, b~-l], (B9b) 

Cn =exp[m~n b~-)] -expL=~+, b~-)]. (B9c) 

This last formula yields the relations 

(BlOa) 

± cm=exp[ ± b~-l]_1. 
m=n+l m=n+l 

(BlOb) 

The insertion of these two expressions in (B7) yields 
(3.12). Q.E.D. 

Note the consistency of the formulas (B9) with (3.7). 
For completeness let us also report the expressions of C n 
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in terms of the b ~ + )'s [whose derivation is analogous to that 
of (B9)], 

en = [exp (b ~ + » - 1] exp [t: b ~ + l (BIIa) 

en =expLtl b~+)] -exp[tll b~+)], (Bllb) 

implying of course 

mtl' em =expLtl b~+)] -exp[t: b~+)], v>/J-1. 

(BI2) 

Note finally that the formulas (B9a) and (BIIa) can 
also be obtained, more directly ifless rigorously, by integrat
ing (3.4) over x from - 00 to + 00 [see (BIa)] in the limit 
t- + 00 [see (1.2) and (3.Ia), (3.lOb); and recall that, in 
these limits, the function Un (x,t) is localized around 
x = vnt, so that the different functions Um (x,t) are widely 
separated, i.e., they do not overlap]. 

APPENDIX C: SOLUTION OF A FUNCTIONAL 
EQUATION 

In this Appendix we solve the functional equation 

f[x - y(a)] =f(X)( 1 + a exp [ - J~ '" dx' f(X')]) -I. 

(Cl) 

We assume of course that the function f(x) vanishes as 
x- - 00, so that the integral in the rhs of (Cl) converges. 

It is convenient to set 

F(x) = J: '" dx' f(x'), 

and to integrate (CI) to yield 

(C2) 

F[x-y(a)] =In[{exp[F(x)] +a}/(l +a)]. (C3) 

We now set 

a = E, (C4a) 

y(a) = E/p + 0(E2
), y'(O) = lip, (C4b) 

and obtain from (C3), in the E - 0 limit, 

p-IF'(x) = I-exp[ -F(x)]. (C5) 

This ODE is easily integrated, 

F(x) = In[ 1 + e- I exp(px)]. (C6) 

Here e is an arbitrary constant, and the condition 

(C7) 

is required in order that F( - 00) vanish [see (C2) ] . 
It is now easy to check that the expression (C6) does 

indeed satisfy (C3), with 

y(a) =p- l ln (1 +a) (C8) 

[whose consistency with (C4) is obvious] . 
In conclusion, the general solution of the functional 

equation (Cl) reads 

f(x) = p/[ 1 + e exp( - px)] (C9) 

with e and p arbitrary constants and y(a) given by (C8). 
Here p is constrained by the condition (C7), and e is also 
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required to be positive in order thatf(x) be regular for all 
real values of x. 

Note that (C9) with (C7) implies 

f(+oo)=p>O. (ClO) 

APPENDIX D: TRAVELING WAVE SOLUTION 

In this Appendix we indicate how to obtain the traveling 
wave solution, 

Un (x,t) = Un (y), (DIa) 

y = x - Vt, (D 1 b) 

of (2.6). Here Vis any given constant (V #vn ; see below). 
The system (2.6) yields 

N 

(vn - V)un' = un L (Vn - Vm )Um· (D2) 
m=1 

Note that the general solution of this nonlinear system of N 
ODE's must contain N arbitrary constants. 

We now set 

(D3) 

with the 2N constants An' an' and the function F(y) , as yet 
undetermined. Then (D2) yields 

(vn - V)anF(y) - (vn - V)F'(y) 

N 

= L (vm - Vn )Am exp(amy)· (D4) 
m= 1 

This suggests the assignment 

an = a/(Vn - V), (D5) 

with a an undetermined constant. Then the N equations 
(D4) yield two equations: 

F'(y) = mtl Am exp [ Vma~ V] , (D6a) 

aF(y) + VF'(y) = f VmAm exp [ a~ ]. 
m=1 Vm V 

(D6b) 

It is easily seen that these two equations are compatible, 
being both solved by the same expression 

F(y) = a-I f (vm - V)Am exp [ a~ ]. (D7) 
m=1 ~ V 

Insertion ofthis formula in (D3) yields 

Un (y) = a An exp [ ay ] 
Vm - V 

(D8) 

This solution contains the N + 1 arbitrary constants A m and 
a, of which only N are effectively relevant since the overall 
scale of the constants A m does not affect the solution (D8) 
(without loss of generality one could set to unity one of the 
constants Am' say Av = 1). Hence (D8) provides the gen
eral solution of (D2). 

Throughout this discussion we have implicitly assumed 
that V differs from all the velocities vn' 

V #Vn , n = I,2,oo.,N. (D9) 
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If instead V coincides with one of the v n 's, say, 

(DlOa) 

then clearly a (trivial) traveling wave solution of (2.6) reads 

Un (X,t) = 0nvUv(X - Vvt), (DlOb) 

with Uv (Y) any arbitrary function. 

APPENDIX E: EVALUATION OF 'Y~N) AND 'Yl.':) 

The constants Yr (we omit, for notational simplicity, the 
superscript N) are defined by the relations 

N 

Yr= L (vn)r xn , r=O,I, ... ,N, 
n=l 

N-I 

YN = L YrYr' 
r=O 

(Ela) 

(Elb) 

Here the N Vn 's are assumedly given (all different), and the 
N xn's (or, equivalently, the N Y:s, r = O,I, ... ,N - 1) are 
arbitrary. 

From (Ela) with r = N, and (Elb), we obtain 
N N-I 

L (Vn)N Xn = L Yr Yr' (E2) 
n=1 r=O 

We now replace Yr in the rhs [using (Ela)] and ex
change the order of the two summations, getting 

N [ N-I ] 
n~l Xn (Vn)N - r~o Yr(vn)r = 0, 

namely, 
N-I 

(vn)N- L Yr(vnV=O, n=I,2, ... ,N. 
r=O 

This implies that the polynomial in v of degree N 
N-I 

P N (v) = vN - L Y r vr 
r=O 

has the N roots vn • Hence 

N-l N 

vN_ L Yr vr = II (v-vn)· 
r=O n= 1 

(E3a) 

(E3b) 

(E4) 

(E5) 

It is thus seen that the quantities Y r coincide with the symmet
ric invariants of the set {vn}. In particular, 

N 

Yo= (- )N-I II vn' 
n=1 

N 

YN-I = L vn' 
n=1 

(E6a) 

(E6b) 

The constants A nr (we omit again, for notational simpli
city, the superscript N) are defined by the equations 

N 

Yr = L (vn )' X n , r = O,I, ... ,N - 1, (E7a) 
n=1 

N-I 

Xn = L Anr Yr' n = 1,2, ... ,N. 
r=O 

(E7b) 

Here, as above, the N vn's are given, and the N xn's (or, 
equivalently, theN Y:s, r = O,I, ... ,N - 1) are arbitrary (ac
tually in our case Yo = 1; but this has no relevance to the 
calculation of the A n:s). 

Insertion of (E7a) in (E7b) yields the formula 
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N-I 
L Anr(Vm)r = 0nm' n,m = 1,2, ... ,N. 
r=O 

(E8) 

Hence the (Lagrangian interpolational) polynomial of de
gree N - 1 in v, 

N-I 

qJ:'--1 (v) = L AnrVr, (E9a) 
r=O 

has the following explicit representation: 

(E9b) 

We have therefore shown that A nr is the coefficient of vr in the 
polynomial (E 9b). 

In particular, 

N [V ] Ano = II' m , 
m= 1 Vm - Vn 

(ElOa) 

N 

An.N_ 1 = II'(vn-vm)-I, (ElOb) 
m=1 

An,N_2=-( ± vm)(rr'(Vn-Vm»)-1 (ElOc) 
m=I,m#n m=1 

Finally note that, summing (E7b) multiplied by (vn)P 
over n and comparing with (E7a). we obtain the formula 

N 

L (vn)P Anr = opr> p,r = 0, 1,2 .... ,N - 1. (Ell) 
n= 1 

APPENDIX F: SOLUTION OF CAUCHY PROBLEM FOR 
(5.9) 

In this Appendix we indicate how to solve the Cauchy 
problem for the system (5.9). We limit our treatment to 
providing an explicit formula that reduces the computation 
of Sj (t),j = 1,2, ... ,J, to the solution of an algebraic equation 
of degree J; the derivation of the corresponding expressions 
for R rj (t), r = 2,3, ... ,N - 1; j = 1,2 .... ,J, is left as an easy 
exercise for the diligent reader. 

The solution is of course achieved by exploiting the con
nection [via (5.3) with (5.4b), (5.6), and (5.7)] of (5.9) 
with (2.6), and using the solution of the Cauchy problem for 
(2.6) [see (2.10) and (2.11)]. 

At t = 0 (5.3) with (5.6) yields 

( 0) 
_ ~ Pnj(O) 

Un x, - ~ . 
j=1 x-sj(O) 

(Fl ) 

Via (2.11) and (5.4b) this yields 

~ { Pnj (0) } II' { x - Sk (0) } wn(x) = ~ . 
j=1 XO-Sj(O) k=l,k#j xo-sdO) 

(F2) 

The positions Sj (t) of the poles of Un (x,t) coincide [see 
( 5.3 )] with the zeros of the denominator in the rhs of 
(2.10), 

IT {X'-Sk(O)} 
X k=I,k#j XO-sk(O) , 

(F3) 

F [Sj (t).t] = 0, j = 1,2, ... ,J. (F4) 

These formulas provide the solution; but some further 
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elaboration is in order. First, we note that, for t = 0 [using 
(5.4b)], (F3) becomes 

F(x,O) = I + LUI [xo - 5dO» -I} 
J rx J 

X/~I Jxo dx' k = U ""j [x' - 5k (0)]; (F5) 

and (F4) implies that this quantity must vanish for 
x = 5p (0), 

I + LUI [xo - 5k (0» -I} 
J iSP(O) J 

X .L dx' II [x' - 5k(0» = o. 
J= I x" k= I,k""J 

(F6) 

Note incidentally that this identity is easily verified, since 

J J (d) J 

/~I k= U""j [x - 5k(0» = dx JI [x - 5k (0». 

(F7) 

Now from (F6), (F3), and (F4), and using (5.4b), we get 

To render this formula more suitable to solve (5.9), it is 
moreover convenient to express the quantities Pnj (0) in 
terms of the quantities R,j (0). The relevant formula, 

N-I 

Pnj (0) = L A. ~~) R,j (0) , (F9a) 
,=0 

is obtained by inverting (5.7a); the coefficients A. ~~) are 
computed in Appendix E. Note that, via (5.7a)-(5.7c) this 
equation may be rewritten as follows: 

N-I 

Pnj (0) = A. ~) + A. ~f)tj (0) + L A. ~~) Rrj (0). (F9b) 
,=2 
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The insertion of (F9b) in (F8 ) now yields [after using 
(F6) ] 

f .f Qnj (0) is,(l) - Vnl dx IT . [x - 5k (0)] 
n=IJ=1 Sp(O) k=""';\""J 

N J 

= LJ.lnII [5.(t)-vnt-5k(0», s=I,2,oo.,J, 
n=1 k=1 

with 
N-I 

Qnj =A.~f) tj(O) + L A.~~) R,j(O), 
r= 2 

J.ln = - A. ~) . 

Finally note that, since for r> 0, 
N 
~ A. (N) =0 
~ n, 

n=1 

[see (E 11 ) ], (F lOb) implies the identity 
N 

L Qnj =0. 
n=1 

(FlOa) 

(FlOb) 

(FlOc) 

(FIla) 

(F11b) 

Hence the lower limit 5p (0) in the lhs of (FlOa) can be 
replaced by any arbitrary quantity, say X o, that does not de
pend on the index n. 

This completes the proof of (5.20). 
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The Green's function for the sum of the Coulomb and Aharonov-Bohm potentials is 
calculated exactly in the path integral formalism. The energy spectrum is deduced. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

We calculate the Green's function relative to a particle 
of charge e', submitted to a potential that is the sum of the 
Coulomb and Aharonov-Bohm potentials. 

The vector potential A of Aharonov-Bohm is defined in 
Cartesian coordinates as A = F(xj - yi)/21T(,-2 - r), and 
in spherical coordinates (r,O,¢) as 

Ar = A8 = 0 and AI/> = F 121Tr sin 0, 

where F is the flux created within a very thin and infinitely 
long solenoid, directed along the Oz axis. A punctual charge 
( - e) is located at the origin of the axis system. The action S 
of this compound system that has a reduced mass J..L, is writ
ten as follows: 

The potential under consideration belongs to the class of 
noncentral potentials that has been studied very recently in 
the algebraical group approach, 1-3 in the functional integral 
formalism with parabolic coordinates,4-6 as well as through 
the SchrOdinger equation. 7 In this paper we show that this 
system with a velocity depending potential may also be 
solved in spherical coordinates through the path integral for
malism. 

II. PROPAGATOR 

In the Feynman functional integral approach, the pro
pagator may be written formally in Cartesian coordinates 
and in standard notationS as follows: 

K(r"r;;n = f f/}x(t) f/}y(t) f/}z(t) 

xexp [ ~ iT .2"cl(r,r)dt ] 

. J[ J..L 13N/2N-1 
= bm -. - II dXj dYj dZj 

N_«> 211""£ j= 1 

xexp[~ f S(j,j -1)], 
" j= 1 

where 

(2) 

S(j,j - 1) = E.[ axJ + aJ1 + AzJ] + ~[Ax (fj )axj 2E C 

+ Ay(fj)ay) +Az(fj)azj] 

e'eE 
+ [iJ+YJ+ZJ]I/2' 

represents the action corresponding to the elementary time 
interval [/j_1 ,Ij ]. We used the following usual notations: 

E=lj-Ij_I' T=NE=t,-tjO 

r, = r(tN), r; = r(to), uj = u(tj)' 

aUj = uj - Uj _ l , uj = (uj + uj _ 1 )/2. 

Taking into account the equality, 9 

(e'/c)A'r = e'F~/21Tc, 
the propagator K(r"r;;n of (2) may be written in the usual 
spherical coordinates, x = r sin 0 cos ¢, Y = r sin 0 sin ¢, 
z = r cos 0, as follows: 

K(r"r;;n 

f[ J..L ]3N/1 N -1 
= lim -- II r 2 sin O· dr. dO· d¢. 

N- "" 2i'ITfIE j = 1 J J J J J 

xexp[~ f {E.[rJ+rJ_l -2rj rj _ 1 
" j= 1 2E 

X (cos OJ cos OJ _ 1 + sin OJ sin OJ _ 1 cos (a¢j) l] 

+ ee'E + e'Fa¢j}] . 
,,} 21TC 

Let us use the Fourier expansion,lO 

+"" 
exp[zcos(a¢)] = L 1m (z)e;m(b.I/», 

m= - 00 

and, for small E, the two following equations: 

cos(a¢) 'Zcos(a¢ + aE) + aEa¢ +! a2c 

(3) 

and the asymptotic behavior 1 1 of the modified Bessel func
tions, 

By integration on the angular variable ¢, the propagator (3) 
may then be decomposed into partial kernels 

+ "" e;m(I/>r- 1/>,) 

K(r"r;;n = L ----Km (r"O"rj,Oj;n, 
m=-"" 21T 

(4) 

with 
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Km (rf,Of,riOi;n 

= 1 lim J[~]N 
(r~r}sin 0i sin 0f)1/2 N-oo 2hrli€ 

N N-I 

X II (r/j_1 )1/2 II drj dOj 
j~ I j~ I 

Xexp - I .!:!:.... arJ+4r/j _ 1 sin2 __ 1 
[
iN { [ aO. ] 
~j~1 2€ 2 

_ ~2(M2 - 1/4)€ e'e€}] 

2 -2' 22) + - , 
f.lr j sm Uj rj 

(5) 

where 

M2 = (m - e'F /21rlic) 2 
• 

Let us symmetrize this expression (5) with respect to the 
middle of the interval U,j - 1]; let us expand the measure 
up to order 2 in ar, 

IT (r/j-I )1/2 Yf dlj dOj'Z IT rj (1 - ay)Nfil dlj dOj' 
j ~ I j ~ I j ~ I 8rJ j ~ I 

and the action A( jJ - 1) up to order 4 in auj , 

A(', ·-l)'Z.!:!:....{ar2+r2a02}- ~(M2-1~4)€ 
}} 2 1 1 1 20:2'2n 

€ f.lrj sm Uj 

+ e'e€ _ .!:!:....[ar 2a0 2 + ~ r 2a0 4]. r. 8€ 1 } 3} } 
1 

By means of the McLaughlin-Schulman procedure, 12 let us 
introduce a pure quantum effective centrifugal potential, by 
making the following substitutions: 

ar:-- i~€, ar:a02-+~(i~€)2, a04 __ 1-(i~€)2 
} p, l} rJp, } rfp,' 

The partial kernel (5) then becomes 

Km (rf,Of;r;.Oi;n 

= 1 lim J[~]N 
(r~r1 sin 0i sin Of) 112 N- 00 2i11"fz€ 

N N-I 

X II rj II drj dOj 
j~ I j= I 

Xexp {~ f {.!:!:....(arJ + rJaoJ) 
~ j= I 2E 

+ (~_ ~(M2 - 1~4) + ~)€}} . 
8p,rJ 2p,rJ sin2 OJ rj 

(6) 

At this point we notice that the separation of the radial and 
angular variables rand ° is not possible. 

III. GREEN'S FUNCTIONS AND ENERGY SPECTRUM 

In order to make the integration on the angular variable 
0, we introduce the energy E by means of the Green's func
tion [ Fourier transform of the propagator (4) ] , 

(00 (iET) G(rf,ri;E) = Jo dTexp T K(rf'ri;n. (7) 

Let us utilize the Duro-Kleinert procedure13 of reparame
trization of the paths, by making use of the time transforma
tion t -- s defined by 
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dt 2 -=r (S), 
ds 

(8) 

or, in discrete form, 

€ = 'Tjrjrj _ 1 = 'T/J(1 - arJ/4r J), 'Tj = Sj - Sj_ I' 

Taking into account the constraint T= sg ds res), the 
Green's function is rewritten as 

where 

represents the new kernel. 
Let us replace the terms that appear in the measure and 

in the action, by reutilizing the McLaughlin-Schulman pro
cedure, with the following substitutions: 

This leads to a pure quantum correction (- (~/4p,)'Tj)' 
Thus the separation of the variables rand ° is possible and 
the expression (10) is decomposed into a product of radial 
and angular kernels, 

P '; (rf'0f,r;.Oi;S) 

= [1/(sin 0i sin Of) 1/2] P';'(rf,ri;S)P';(Of,Oi;S), 
(11 ) 

where 

P';'(rf,ri;S) = lim J IT (-!!-)I12 -1- Nfil drj 
N-oo j= I 2l1rfrrj rj j= I 

xexp[~ f {L ~rJ 
~ j~ I 2'Tj rJ 

+ ( FrJ + e' erj - : )'Tj }] , (12) 

and 

P';(Of,Oi;S) = J PflO(s) exp[ ~ is {i (}2 

_ ~(M2 - 1/4) Ids] . (13) 

2p, sin
2 ° 

This latter kernel can be calculated. It can be deduced from 
the calculus ofthe rigid rotator propagator/4

•
15 
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P'8{Or,(Ji;S) where 

( . 0 . 0) 1/2 ~ ( + 1M \ + 1) (n + 21M \ )! = sm ism r ~ n -
,,=0 2 n! !f(r,r) =1!:...p_ ~2[(2n+2IMI + 1)2-1] +~, 

2 8",r r 
X exp - - ...:..-......:......!-...!-.:....-.:....-=----[ 

i {n + 1M I + 1/2)2~S] 
Ii 2", 

.p~~IIMI {cos Oi)p~~IIMI (cos Or)' (14) 
is the radial Lagrangian of the hydrogen atom submitted to a 
centrifugal potential. 

Let us insert (14), (12), and (11) into (9) and let us go back 
to the former temporal variable t, utilizing Eq. (8). In this 
time transformation 15 s -+ t, 

Let us make a last space-time transformation 
(r,t) _ (u,s') defined byl6 

ds 1. 
dt = r2(1) , 

we take into account the pure quantum correction that re
sults from the McLaughlin-Schulman procedure, The 
Green's function (7) then becomes 

G(rr,ri;E) 

1 +00 +OO( 1) 
= rirr m ~ 00 n~o n + 1M I + 2' 

(n + 21M I)! eim(fJrfJi) plMI ( (J) 
X n+IMI cos i 

n! 2fT 

IMI (J (00 dT (iET) XPn+IMI(cos r) Jo exp -,;-

2 dt 4 2( , r=u, -= us), 
ds' 

or, in discrete form, 

rj = u;, rj _ 1 = u;_ I' 

E = 4(s'j - S'j_ I )ujUj _ 1 = 4uj uj uj _ I , 

Let us symmetrize the measure, 

N ( '" )1I2N-I II -,- II drj 
j= I 211rliE j= I 

1 N ( '" )V2N-I = 1/2 II -, - II duj , 
( 4u i U r ) j = 1 2ltrliO'j j = 1 

(16) 

X {f ~ r(t)exp[ ~ iT !f (r,r)dt ]), (15) 
and the action S' relevant to the propagator shown in (15), 

S' (j, j - 1) = - (rj - rj _ 1 ) 2 - E {( 2n + 21M I + 1) 2 - 1} - -_-'" [ 1i
2 

e'e] 
2E 8",rjrj _ I rj 

;::;..E:....au; - Uj { ~_)(2n + 21MI + 1)2 - 1] _ 4e'e} + ",tJ.~, 
2uj 2",uj 8uj uj 

and let us apply one last time the McLaughlin-Schulman procedure that consists of replacing (",/8uj ) (tJ.u;/[,tJ) by 
( - 3~u/8",). The Green's function (15) can then be put into the following form: 

2 ( 1 )(n + 2IM\)! eim(fJrfJi) 
G(rr,ri;E) = 3/2L n+IMI+- p~~IIMI (cos(Ji)P~~IIMI(coSOr) 

(uiur) m,n 2 n! 2fT 

X LX> dS'ei
(4e'elli)S' f ~u(s')exp{ ~ [is' dS'[ ~ u2 

- 2;2 (2n + 21M 1+ 1)2 - !) + 4EU2
]]} • 

The Green's function of the potential under consideration can finally be calculated,17 and gets, 

Xp~~IIMI (cos Or) dS' , 12n+21MI + I , ' I r exp --(U7 + u;)cot(wS') , i
OO 

{eH4e'elli)S' ( /liiJU.u ) [iWJJ ]} 
o sm(wS') Iii sm (wS') 21i 

where! ",w2 = - 4E, 

657 

This Green's function can also be expressed by means ofthe Whittaker functions 18 

(- l)n+IMI+ 1/2 (n + 2IM\)! nn + 1M! + p + 1) /m(¢>r¢>i) 
G(rr,ri;E) = L ~----...:~--- -'------'----'-- -~--'---!-!......,;",,~---'----

n,m wrirr n! n2n + 21M I + 1) 2fT 

X p~~IIMI (cos (Ji)P~~IIMI (cos Or) M -p,n+ IMI + 112 ( -"'; ri)Wp,n + IMI + 112("'; rr). rr>ri , 
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where p = - 2e' e/fz. 
The energy spectrum can then be deduced from the 

poles of the Euler's function r(n + 1M 1+ p + 1), 

n + IMI + p + 1 = - n', with n' = 0,1,2, ... ,00, 

or 

- JLe,2e2 
E = -----'-----

2fz2(n + n' + IMI + 1)2 

Let us notice that if the flux Fis quantized, that is to say, if 
F = (2m/e') X integer, then 1M I is integer and the spec
trum thus obtained, is exactly that of the hydrogen atom. In 
this case, there is no Aharonov-Bohm effect. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

We have obtained in spherical coordinates, the Green's 
function associated with the sum of the Coulomb and Ahar
onov-Bohm potentials, utilizing simple space-time transfor
mations. The solution is much more simple in parabolic co
ordinates,6 but since the spherical coordinates are more 
commonly used, it is necessary to know how to treat this type 
of non central potentials, also in spherical coordinates. 

Let us finally note that the Green's function of the Cou
lomb problem, with magnetic charges, obtained by Klein
ert19 via the Kustaanheimo-Stiefel transformation, the vec
tor potential created by the magnetic monopole being 

A = g[z/r(r - r)] (xj - yi), 

can be obtained in spherical coordinates, according to the 
same method. 
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The quantum dynamics of time-dependent Hamiltonians of the kind H(t) = U(t)H(O) U(t)t 
is studied in the framework of generalized coherent states. It is shown that the quantum and 
the classical dynamics are isomorphic and that the phase of l¢t(t) is simply the classical 
action. In adiabatic approximation it is easy to extract Berry's phase from this. A discussion of 
generalized coherent states (CS's) necessary to deal with excited states is given; in particular 
for SU(2), SUe 1,1), and E(2) their structure is completely characterized, showing that the 
deep connection with geometric quantization extends to these generalized CS's. This technique 
may be employed to estimate higher-order correction to the adiabatic approximation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There has recently been an increasing interest in Berry's 
phase, because of the remarkable variety of applications, 
ranging from quantum mechanics of molecules 1 to the more 
fundamental connection with Wess-Zumino terms and, in 
general, with anomalies.2 In a number of examples it has 
been realized3 that the Hamiltonian can be described in 
terms of some Lie algebra and Berry's phase can then be 
calculated either group theoretically or by coherent-state 
techniques. In the present paper we expand this idea by pre
senting a systematic treatment of Hamiltonians of the form 

H(t) = U(t)H(O) U(t)t, (1) 

where U(t) takes values in any unitary irreducible represen
tation!iJ of some Lie group G andH(O) is some generator in 
its Lie algebra g. [A slightly more general form, namely 
H(t) = A (t) U(t)H(O) U(t) t, A (t) > 0, can always be re
duced to Eq. (1) by redefining the time scale.] We will write 
U(t) = !iJ (g(t»), where t I--+g(t) is some path in G. The rel
evant case for discussing Berry's phase consists of restricting 
HCO) to belong to some Cartan subalgebra beg which im
plies that the spectrum of H(t) is discrete. The parameter 
space that defines H(t) is then identified in the coset space 
G / H, H being the Cartan subgroup with algebra h. 

Our main issue will be the following: the quantum dy
namics generated by H (t) is given exactly by some path in G, 
i.e., 

Texp{ - ii'H(r)dr} = !iJ(w(t»), W(t)EG, (2) 

where wet) satisfies a system of ordinary differential equa
tions (essentially the Hamilton's equations of a correspond
ing classical system). This fact has the consequence that 
starting from any eigenstate In) ofH(O) att= 0, the state at 
time t is a generalized coherent state4

•
5 !iJ(w(t»)'ln) whose 

phase relative to a specific choice of coherent state vectors 
[i.e., Eq. (12)] is just the classical action along the path 
{w(t) ItEm}, that is, 

LW(I) it 
<I>(t) = 9 - h (w( r) )dr. 

w(O) 0 
(3) 

Here 9 is the connection form whose curvature (J) is a two
form that can be considered as a classical symplectic struc
ture on the parameter space G / H; h ( w) denotes the classical 
Hamiltonian with respect to UJ. 

Notice moreover that 9 is in general dependent on the 
initial state In). The connection () clearly gives an invariant 
phase pO when it happens that w( T) = w(O) for some T. 
All this holds exactly, but we can easily get the adiabatic 
approximation too; this consists simply of substituting w(t) 
for g(t) in <I> and replacing the exact evolution operator 
!iJ(w(t») by !iJ(g(t»)ei<l>. In this case we will see that the same 
dependence on the initial state of 0 will be obviously shared 
by Berry's phase. Corrections to the adiabatic approxima
tion can be easily evaluated [see the Appendix for the de
tailed calculation of the displaced harmonic oscillator, where 
c(t) takes the role ofg(t) andz(t) thatofw(t)]. 

The clue to these results will be the idea that a unitary 
irreducible representation of a (compact semisimple) Lie 
group can always be described in a basis of coherent states 
(CS's) that establish a map CS: n .... % from a classical 
phase space n into the space % carrier of the representation 
!iJ. The restriction to compact groups is dictated by simpli
city; our results extend to the noncompact case with no sub
stantial modification, at least for the case of discrete series 
representations (which correspond to Hamiltonians bound
ed from below). Our results can then be applied to simple 
models described by Hamiltonians of the form: 

H(t) = ~ (ap2 + {3(pq + qp) + yq2), 

H(t) =! (ap2 + {3(pq + qp) + yq2 + Xlq2), 

both of which imply the group G = SUe 1,1). Except for the 
particularly simple case of Hermitian symmetric spaces, 
however, it is in general necessary to introduce spaces of 
holomorphic differential forms, the so-called a-cohomology 
spaces. 

Our results have their roots in geometric quantization; it 
is well-known that geometric quantization leads naturally to 
coherent states.6

•
7 What is less known is that the higher rep

resentations that are cut out by imposing a polarization are 
related to the generalized coherent states built over nonex-
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tremal weights. This result will be proven for SU(2) and 
SU ( 1,1) and it would be nice to find its extension to groups 
of rank greater than one. 

The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II we discuss 
the dynamics generated by H(t) and show how the phase of 
the state is given by a classical action. In Sec. III the problem 
of spin coherent states built over any eigenstate I jm) of J3 is 
solved and the corresponding Berry's phase is shown to be 
given by the classical symplectic structure CJ) on the sphere S 2 

with f CJ) = 41Tm; at the end of this section the straightfor
ward extension of the formalism to the case of discrete series 
representations of SU ( 1,1) is sketched. Section IV contains 
our conclusions and in the Appendix we give the detailed 
calculations for the Hamiltonian (at - c(t) )(a - c(t»). 

II. DYNAMICS OVER LIE GROUPS 

Let G be a compact semisimple Lie group, g its Lie alge
bra, H a maximal torus in G (a Cartan subgroup), h its Lie 
algebra; also let 9J (G) be a unitary irreducible representa
tion of G in a Hilbert space % with maximal weight A (cor
responding to a vector 10) E%). Let the Hamiltonian be giv
en by 

H{t) = 9J(g(t))H(O)9J(g(t))t (4) 

for some path t ~g( t)EGwithH(O)E h. Hereafter we simply 
drop 9J and use the group element symbol to denote its own 
representation. 

The quantum dynamics generated by H(t) is given by 
the time-ordered exponential 

w(t) = Texp{ - if H(r)dr}. (5) 

By expanding w(t) by Trotter's formula or by applying 
Magnus' formula, 8 namely 

w(t) = exp{ - i iT H(t)dt 

- ~ iT f[H(t),H(t')]dtdt'+"'}' (6) 

it follows that W(t)EG, which shows that the quantum dy
namics is given by a path on the group that can always be 
calculated by solving a system of ordinary differential equa
tions. To prove this last assertion, let us introduce the basis 
of coherent states {Iz)} labelled by complex coordinates 
(ZI,Z2, ... ,zn) which parametrize the coset space G IH. Here 
{Iz) } represents a set of minimal uncertainty states labelled 
by the points of G I H which is a classical phase space when 
endowed with its Kirillov-Kostant two-form.7

•
9 All vectors 

in % are represented by polynomials in (ZI,z2, ... ,Zn) and all 
generators of G act as first-order holomorphic differential 
operators. This means that the Schrodinger equation is of the 
form 

i a,p = '2JJk (z,t) a,p + fJo(z,t),p, 
at k aZk 

(7) 

where the coefficients fJk (z,t) are uniquely determined by 
H(t). Any linear first-order differential equation like Eq. 
(7) can be solved by the method of characteristics, namely 10 

the general solution is given by an arbitrary relation 
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(8) 

among the first integrals of the associated (ordinary) system 

d,p = dZ I = ... = dZn = i dt. (9) 
fJo,p fJI fJn 

The first integrals can be chosen as I k (z,t) = z k (0) and the 
solution is formally given by 

,p(z,n = exp{i iT fJo(t,z(z(O),t»dt },p(Z(O),O), (10) 

where z(O) must be reexpressed as a function of (z,t) after 
having computed the integral. The flow z(t) represents the 
projection on G IH of the path w(t)tEG given by Eq. (6). 

Now let l,p,t = 0) = 10), i.e., the highest weight in the repre
sentation. Then 

l,p,t) = w(t) 10) = exp(ia(t) )Iz(t», 

having introduced the coherent state basis 

(11 ) 

I ) - I '0) =ff U(g) 10) (12) 
z - g - (01 U(g) 10) , 

withff = 1(01 U(g) 10)1. HeregEG and z is the complex co
ordinate of the coset space {gH}. The normalization adopt
ed here is a very general recipe to fix the phase convention of 
the CS basis for any semisimple Lie group.6 By the Schro
dinger equation we get 

a(t)lz(t» =i !IZ(t)) -H(t)lz(t» (13) 

or 

aCt) = - (z(t) IH(t) Iz(t» + (z(t) I :t I z(t) ). (14) 

From the general theory it is known that the diagonal matrix 
elements of H(t) in the CS basis coincide with the classical 
Hamiltonian evaluatedatz(t); to evaluate (zld Iz), we recall 
that6 (ziO = exp(j(z,t) - !j(z,z) - U (;,t»),J being the 
Kahler potential that defines the symplectic structure on G I 
H. The phase of l,p( t» is thus given by 

i
t {iZ(tJ aj } 

aCt) = - 0 h (z( r),z( r) )dr + 1m 0 az dz , (15) 

which is just the classical action along the path z(t). Clearly 
we identify the geometrical term of the phase 
Im{f(aj laz)dz} with Berry's phase. The same calculation 
also works if we start from an arbitrary coherent state Izo) at 
t = O. In the adiabatic approximation one can avoid solving 
the differential system [Eq. (9)] and just set w( t) = g(t). 

What happens if we start from an excited state, i.e., from 
a nonextremal weight? The dynamics is of course the same, 
but the identification with the classical action is slightly dif
ferent. This has been worked out in detail for the case of rank 
one, namely SU(2) and SU(1,1) will be discussed in the 
following section; the nonsemisimple case E( 2) is presented 
in the Appendix. 

III. SU(2) and SU(1, 1) COHERENT STATES FOR A 
GENERAL WEIGHT 

We consider the spinj representation of SU (2), namely 

(U(g),p)(z) = «(Jz+ a)2j tf(az-fJ)/«(Jz + a»), (16) 
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where 

g=( ~ ~), 
-(3 a 

2j 

¢(z) = L ¢kZ\ 
o 

(17) 

the vector lim) being represented by zj-m. Now consider 
the family of CS built over lim): 

Iz ) =ff U(g) lim) (18) 
(m) - Uml U(g) lim) , 

the normalization factor being in this case 
ff = A(d(z,O»)(1 + zz) -j, where d(z,z') = I (z - z')1 
(1 + z'z) I is the invariant distance on the two-sphere and 

A(x) = J:t:' f: m)f ~ m)( - X
2

)k. (19) 

We have the following theorem. 
Theorem 1: The reproducing kernel is given by 

, =Ad ' .(1+~l')j+m(1+?t')J-m 
(t(m) It (m» (t,t ») (1 + tt)j(1 + t't,)j 

(20) 

Proof: Let t=g'O and t'=g"O; we calculate 
(jml U(g) tU(g') lim) as the coefficient ofz j

- m in the poly
nomial (zlU(g)tU(g') lim), according to Eq. (16). After 
dividing by the normalization factors coming from defini
tion (18) we get the result by simple algebra. <l 

The time evolution under w{ t) is the same as in Sec. II, 
but now the phase a(t) must be evaluated using the new 
reproducing kernel. The factors A do not contribute to a and 
we get 

{i
Z(I) 

a(t) = m'Im 
z(O) 

zdz } _ i' (H)dr. 
(1 + zz) 0 

(21) 

We thus obtain the connection form of classical spin m. The 
(H) term is given by diagonal matrix elements of H(t) in the 
new CS basis. It turns out that it is still given by the classical 
Hamiltonian with classical spin m. To understand this mi
gration of classical spin fromj to m we prove the following 
theorem. 

Theorem 2: The representatives (z(m) I ¢) in the CS basis 
IZ(m) ) are given by 

¢(m) (z) = (1 + zz) - mv m + I V m + 2" 'VjCP(z), (22) 

where 

Vk;:.i. _ 2kz , 
az 1 +zz 

(23) 

cp(z) is a polynomial of degree 2j, and the normalization is 
given by 

(24) 

( [dz] denotes the invariant volume on G 1 H = S 2). 

Theorem 3: The vectors tp(m) (z);: (1 + ZZ)m¢(m) (z), 
with ¢(m) given by Theorem 2, span the invariant subspace 
with Casimir j(j + 1) of the prequantized orbie· 1I & m 

through the point (O,O,m) in the coadjoint representation of 
SU(2). 

Proof of Theorem 2: Let us compute (z(m) I¢), with 
IZ(m» given by Eq. (18). The raising operator J + acts as 
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a 1 az when acting on polynomials ¢(z) of Eq. (17). Apart 
from a normalization factor we get 

(z(m) I¢) =ff'(iilp;mU(g)tl¢) 

Setting t = {31 a we get 

(z(m)I¢) =ffa- 2m [ (1 +?t)2 :t r- m
(1 +?t) -2J¢(t)· 

Now the point is that one can roll the factor (1 + ?t) - 2j to 
the left of a 1 at converting it to the operators V k' 

(1 + ?t)2 ~ (1 + ?t) - 2k = (1 + ?t)2 - 2kv k • 

at 

Taking into account the contribution of ff one gets the final 
form ofEq. (22). <l 

Proof of Theorem 3: First, we note that to compare the 
functions of Theorem 2 with functions defined over the orbit 
& (m) we absorbed the factor (1 + ?t) - m in order to have 
the correct normalization pertaining to the prequantized 
& (m)' The Casimir operator in the Hilbert space built over 
& (m) by the prequantization procedure is given by 

"f!] = -( +zz) ---- -U7 1 - 2( a 2mz ) a 
m az I+Zz az 

[having subtracted the ground state m (m + 1)]. We have 
to prove that C(j m tp(m) = [j(j + 1) - m(m + 1) ]tp(m)' 
Since C(j m = - (1 + ZZ)2V m (a laz) , the result follows by 
iterating the commutation relation 

C(j m V m + 1 = - (1 + ZZ)2V m :z V m + 1 

=Vm+dC(jm+l +2(m+l») 

obtained using 

(1 + ZZ)2Vk = Vk+ 1 (l + ZZ)2, 

(1 + ZZ)2[~ ,Vk] = - 2k. 

Eventually we reach C(j j on the right which annihilates ¢(z) 
and the additive terms cumulate toj(j + 1) - m(m + 1). 
In particular for m = 0 this is just a hard way to calculate 
spherical harmonics! <l 

In other words, the coherent states built over lim) 
"live" in the prequantized orbit with spin m where they span 
an excited Landau level, in the language of Ref. 1 I, i.e., at the 
right level with quantum spinj. It is thus clear why the diag
onal matrix elements over these coherent states feel the clas
sical spin m. This has been noticed in a special case by 
Klauder and Skagerstam4 in the case of spin 1. In particular, 
this implies that in the case m = 0 the diagonal matrix ele
ments of any Heg vanish and, unlike the standard case 
m = j, they do not identify H as an operator, which is bad for 
the CS basis, but it is just right for the calculation of Berry's 
phase (which indeed vanishes). 

All the results obtained in this section can be readily 
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converted to the case of discrete series representations of the 
noncompact group SU ( 1,1 ). In this case the coset space G I 
H is the upper sheet of the two sheets hyperboloid. The index 
j representation now is given by 

(U(g)",j(z) = (-pz+a) -2
j r/A..(az-{3)/( -pz+a»), 

where 

g=(~ !) 
and ",(z) is a function analytic in the disk D = {z: Izl < t} 
properly normalizable in the orbit tl (j) •

5 The reproducing 
kernel in this case is (zit) = (l-zz)j(l-;t)jl(l-Z;)2j. 

Constructing the CS built over {lim) 1m = j,j + I, ... } as 
previously done in the SU(2) case we have 

where as expected 

A(x) = mfj r(j + m + k) (m -1)x2k 
k=O k!r(j + m) k 

and d(z,z') = I (z - z')/( 1 - Z'z) I is the invariant distance 
on the hyperboloid. The extension to this case of the theo
rems already proven for SU(2) is immediate. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

It appears that the quantum (time-dependent) Hamil
tonians considered in this paper are of a very special kind; 
they are in a sense "generalized" free systems in a given dy
namical group G and time dependence does not constitute a 
serious problem. Actually, the quantum dynamics is isomor
phic to the classical one, so these systems are necessarily very 
stable also at the classical level; since an invariant distance is 
defined in phase space (Kiihler metric), these systems can be 
ergodic but not mixing. In our opinion, it is thus dangerous 
to exercise our intuition only on such examples, because they 
may turn out to be too special. Nevertheless, a remarkable 
number of systems can be described in this way, and our 
effort has been to give a general technique to study them. 
One result to be noticed for these systems is that Berry's 
phase can be defined even independently of the adiabatic 
approximation (as pointed out by Aharonov and Anan
dan),12 but it unveils itself for what it really is, namely the 
piece S p dq of the classical action on the coset space G / H. 
The algebraic approach to these systems also clarifies what 
should be considered as the effective parameter space of the 
system in consideration. In fact, since the time dynamics 
involves an infinite series of successive commutators of the 
form [ ... [H(t),H(t') ], ... ], as shown explicitly by Eq. (6), 
it is the full Lie algebra which is relevant for discussing Ber
ry's phase, even if the Hamiltonian depends explicitly on a 
reduced number of parameters. 13 

Finally, it will be interesting to explore what happens to 
our results (in particular Theorem 3) when dealing with 
groups of higher rank and weights with multiplicity greater 
than one; it is known that non-Abelian connections should 
be considered in this case. 14 
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APPENDIX: THE DISPLACED HARMONIC OSCILLATOR 

Let H(t) = (at - c(t) )(a - c(t») where at,a are ordi
nary bosonic operators and c(t) is any continuous curve in 
the complex plane. Obviously, we have H(t) 
= U(t)ataU(t)t with U(t) = exp{c(t)at - c(t)a}, which 
is a translation. The group acting in this example is the 
Euclidean group E(2) generatedbyata, a, at. We calculate 
the quantum dynamics both in the interaction picture and by 
the method of characteristics. It holds that 

w(t) = Texp{ -ii'(ata-C(T)a-C(T)at 

+ Ic( '1') 12)dT} . (Al) 

Applying the interaction picture, we have to compute 

TexP{iiT(c(t)ae- it + c(t)ateit)}dt, 

which is easily calculated by the continuous Baker-Haus
dorff formula. 8 The result is 

(A2) 

where 

g(t) = i i' c(T)e- iT d'1', (A3) 

cJ>(t)= - i'IC(T)/2dT+lm{f·(t)g 4}. (A4) 

If the initial state is a coherent state Izo) 
=exp(zaat - zaa) 10), we get 

w(t) Izo) = ei<l>(t) + ilm{s(t)Z"}I(zo - g(t»)eit ). (A5) 

By setting z(t) =(zo - g(t) )eit we readily find 

wet) Izo) = Iz(t» 'exp{;a(t)}, (A6) 

aCt) = - f1z(t) - c(t)j2 dt + Im{f z dZ} , (A7) 

which is of the general form of Eq. (15). 
The same result can be obtained by the method of char

acteristics. Since a ..... a laz,at ..... z, the Schrodinger equation 
is just 

i a", = (z - c(t»)( ~ - c(t»)'" 
at az 

and Eq. (9) reads in this case 

'd __ d.:..::z_ 
I t= 

z - c(t) 

with first integrals 

I(z,t) = e- ilZ + g, 

d", 
c(t)(z - c(t))'" ' 
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12 (z,¢,t) = ¢.exp{tze - it + U + i f CC dt + i f C5 dt } , 

which yields the same result [with 5 given by Eq. (A3)]. 
Notice that in the SU(2) case z(t) satisfies a Riccati equa
tion whose general solution cannot be given in closed form. 
Going back to the displaced harmonic oscillator, if the initial 
state is some coherent state built over an excited state 
IZo(n» = i",at -Z"aln ) we still can apply Eq. (A2) to get the 
same result as before, except for an additional phase e - inl 

coming from the expectation value of H(t). In fact, the re
producing kernel (z(n) I;(n) ) for the CS built over In) coin
cides with the standard one of the Glauber coherent state, 
except for a prefactor depending only on Iz -; 12, which 
does not contribute to the connection form. The explicit cal
culation yields 

(z(n) I;(n» = 2( Iz -; I )e1m{z;\ (AW) 

where 

_ ~ 1 (n) 2 k ( 1 2) .::.(x) = £.., (-x) exp --x . 
k~ok. k 2 

As a consistency check, notice that Eq. (AW) can also be 
obtained by Eq. (20) according to the contraction 
SU(2) ..... E(2).5.15 
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It has been proved that if an involution + exists in a subring of continuous linear maps in a 
locally convex topological vector space ..Y with the property (sA) + = s· A +, and A + A = ° 
iff A = 0, then there exists in ..Y a Hermitian scalar product ( , ) such that + is the adjoint 
operation with respect to ( , ). The existence of a corresponding Gel'fand triple ..YCHC..?" 
has been shown. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It is often silently assumed that the collection of ob
servables describing measurable quantities concerning a 
physical system are represented as operators in an inner 
product (or scalar product) space, which can be seen as a 
member of a Gel'fand triple. However, there arises a natural 
question whether this geometrical structure is indeed deter
mined by a structure of the collection of observables. And if 
it is so, then what are the conditions that imply this struc
ture? Taking it one step further, one may ask what is an 
algebraic and topological characterization of abstract alge
bras over the field of complex numbers (which the observa
bles are believed to constitute) to make them represent
able as the algebras of so-called extendable operators in a 
Gel'fand triple. 1 In this general approach it is necessary to 
find the underlying representation space. However, the usu
al technique, extending the Gel'fand-Naimark-Segal con
struction is in many cases not applicable, unless the space of 
positive functionals (if they can be defined at all) is rich 
enough. Therefore in our paper we consider a first approach 
to this general problem, assuming from the very beginning 
that our algebra already consists of operators in a locally 
convex topological vector space. Under this assumption we 
prove that the algebraic condition providing the desired 
Gel'fand triple is the existence of an involution in the alge
bra, such that for any operator A, A + A = ° if and only if 
A = 0, i.e., the involution is proper.2 

This kind of result is known3 for operators in Banach 
spaces, and the proof presented by Kakutani and Mackey 
can be partially adapted to our "unbounded" situation. 
However, a limitation impossible to overcome is connected 
with the necessity of our assumption that the involution + is 
anti linear when restricted to the complex numbers. Namely, 
the continuity of the associated automorphism of the field of 
complex numbers does not follow from our condition, even 
in the infinite-dimensional case, as it happens for Banach 
spaces? 

From the physical point of view the existence of an invo
lution in the algebras of observables has been well estab
lished. Although there is no direct interpretation of the oper
ation of involution, it is clear that it may be connected with 
the time relations in a physical system, with the time reversi
bility, and with representation offield operators in the quan
tum field theory. Also the property of being proper can find 
an easy physical justification, e.g., nilpotent observables can 
be excluded from the description of the physical system. 

It is worthwhile to mention that the extendable operator 

• -algebras, even though their involution is proper, need not 
be Rickart • -rings. 2 Thus our result provides mathematically 
interesting and tangible examples of a very general type of·
ring, yet closely connected with the Hilbert space operator 
algebras. 

Now we shall introduce some definitions needed. 
Let Hbe a Hilbert space, and let LH denote the lattice of 

all closed subspaces of H. Then LH is orthocomplemented in 
a natural way. However, if instead of LH we consider the 
(not complete) lattice L'j;' of finite-dimensional subspaces of 
H, then the orthocomplementation can be defined only in a 
relative way. 

Definition 1.1: A lattice L of subspaces of a vector space 
Y is called relatively orthocomplemented if (a) every inter-

val in L, 

[O,L ] = {QEL: O<Q<L}, 

is an orthocomplemented lattice with the (relative) ortho
complementation map 

lL: [O,L ]---> [O,L ], 

i.e., if L 1<L2<L, then lL(L2 )<lL(LI ), and 
lL(lL (K») = K, lL (K) AK = 0, lL (K) V K = L for every 
KE [O,L]; and (b) the family of relative orthocomplementa
tions {lL}LEL is compatible, i.e., if L 1<L2, then for every 
LE[O,Ltl, 

lL, (L) ALI = lL, (L). 

We say that L I,L2EL are orthogonal to each other if there 
exists LEL with L 1,L2<L, and LI<lL (L2 ). Then we write 
L l lL2• 

In what follows we shall consider lattices L of subspaces 
of a vector space Y such that Lfi; C L. 

For relatively orthocomplemented lattices we have the 
following extension of the von Neumann theorem. 4 

Theorem 1.2: Let Y be a vector space over I(; I, and let L 
be a relatively orthocomplemented lattice of linear sub
spaces of Y such that (a) L contains all finite-dimensional 
subspaces of Y, i.e., L~ CL; and (b) if M,NEL and one of 
them is finite dimensional, then M + N = M V N. Then for 
every nonzero soEY there exists an involutive automor
phism 0 of the field of complex numbers 1(;1, and a 0-sym
metric 0-semisesquilinear form ( , ) on Y X Y such that 
(so,so) = 1, and (x,y) = ° if and only if (x)l(y), where (z) 
is the (one-dimensional) subspace spanned by ZEY. [We 
recall that ( , ) is a nondegenerate 0-semisesquilinear form if 
0( (x,y» = (y,x), (ax,{3,y) = a(x,y)0({3) , and (x,x) = ° 
iff x = 0.] 
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Proof" Let FEL] be finite dimensional. Thus FEL. If 
LEL.Y' and L<.F, then LEL, too. We have 

F= IF(L) V L = IF(L) + L. 

Let soEY. Denote by Y the class of finite-dimensional linear 
subspaces of Y such that soEK for all KEY, and dim K>3. 
By the von Neumann theorem (see Ref. 4, p. 61, Theorem 
4.6) there exists an involutive automorphism 0 F of ct and a 
o p-semisesquilinear form ( , ) F in Y X Y for every FEY 
such that for any L<.F, 

IF(L) = {uEF: (u,x) F = 0 for all xEL}, 

and (so,so) F = 1. Now let F"F2EY with FI <.F2• Then 
( , > F, I F, x F, gives the same orthocomplementation on 
[O,FI ] as (,) F,' and (so,so) F, = (so,so) F, = 1. By the 
uniqueness ( , ) F, I F, x F, = ( , ) F, and e F, = e F, . 

Sincefor any L" L 2EY, L, V L 2EY, there exist a unique 
automorphism 0 on {;, and a unique 0-semisesquilinear 
form ( , ) on the whole Y X Y which are extensions of all 
0 F and ( , ) F' respectively. D 

Remark 1.3: If Y is a Banach space, dim Y;;. 00, and L 
consists of closed subspaces, then Y is isometrically isomor
phic with a Hilbert space, with the scalar product ( , ), and e 
is the complex conjugation. However, the problem of conti
nuity ofe is still open for general locally convex spaces, e.g., 
for Frechet spaces. 3

-
5 

II. RING CHARACTERIZATION OF GEL'FAND TRIPLES 

Let us consider the triple $CHC$' (the so-called 
Gel'fand triple), where $ is a locally convex topological vec
tor space, $' is its strong dual, H is a Hilbert space, and the 
embeddings are continuous injections. If AEL($), then A 
can be regarded as a (in general unbounded) linear operator 
in the Hilbert space H, with a dense domain D(A) contain
ing $. If$CD(A *), A *: $-+$, and A *1<1> is continuous in 
$ (a number of conditions providing this property can be 
found in Ref. 1), then we can define A + = A * 1<1>' Then 
A + EL ($). The elements AEL ($), for which the involution 
A -+ A + is well defined, form a subalgebra m of L ($), the so
called extendable maps algebra (cf. Ref. 1). The involution 
+ has the following properties. 

(i) (AA)+ =A * A +,foranYAE{;', where A * is the com-
plex conjugation of A. 

(ii) (A +B)+ =A + +B+ and (AB)+ =B+A +. 
(iii) A + A = 0 if and only if A = O. 
Since all elements of m have the common dense invar

iant domain $, then the above properties easily follow from 
the properties of the operation of taking the adjoint of an 
operator in a Hilbert space. 

Suppose now that we are given a locally convex topolog
ical vector space Y. It is of interest whether the space Y can 
be included in a suitable Gel'fand triple. In quantum me
chanics, common invariant domains are seen through the 
collection of unbounded operators (observables) defined on 
them. The space $ has the interpretation of the test function 
space or, in other words, of the initial state space, in the 
language of Dirac's formalism of quantum mechanics. 
Therefore it seems essential to reconstruct the Gel'fand tri
ple structure out of the properties of the algebra of observ
abIes. 
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We present now our main result solving this problem, 
which seems to be interesting also in a wider mathematical 
context (cf. Refs. 5 and 6). 

Theorem 2.1: Let Y be a locally convex topological vec
tor space, and let mCL(Y) be an algebra over (;I with the 
following properties. (a) m contains all elements of L(Y) 
with rank 1. (b) An involution + is defined in ~r with proper
ties (i )-(iii). 

Then for every nonzero soEY there exists on Y X Y a 
sesquilinear non degenerate form ( , ) separately continuous 
in its arguments and such that + is the conjugation operation 
in m with respect to ( , ), i.e., for every s,zEY and AEm, 
(As,z) = (s,A +z), and (so,so) = 1. 

Proof" We shall prove the theorem in a few steps using 
several lemmas. The idea of the proof is similar to that in Ref. 
3; however, some points must be proved independently. To 
make the paper self-consistent we give here the full proof. 

Let CtJ C m. Denote 

CtJr = {AEm: CA = 0 for all CECtJ}, 
CtJI = {AEm: AC = 0 for all CECtJ}. 

Following Ref. 3 we say that a set CtJ C m is a right anni
hilator if CtJ Ir = (CtJ I) r = CtJ. 

Lemma 2.2: A subset CtJ C ~[ is a right annihilator if and 
only if there exists in L / a closed subspace M such that 

CtJ = {AEm: AY CM}. 

Proof" Let CtJ C m and CtJ = CtJ Ir. Define the following 
(closed) subspace of Y: 

,p ( CtJ) = n Ker B = M,t: . 
EE'C' 

(1) 

Then for all AECtJ and all BECtJ I we have BA = 0 and 
BAY = {a}, i.e., AYCKer B. Thus AECtJ implies 
AYCM(" that is, 

CtJ C {AEm: AY CM{,}. 

Now let AEm be such that AY CMc . Then for every BECtJ I, 
BA = 0; thus AECtJ Ir = CtJ. Hence CtJ::J {AEm: AY C Mc }. 
This proves the sufficiency of the condition. 

Now let MEL./'. Define 

v(M) = {AEm: AYCM} = CtJ M' (2) 

Naturally v(M) C CtJ Ir. Suppose that there exists AECtJ Ir not 
in v(M), i.e., thereexistsxoEY such that AxoEtM. Since Mis 
closed, then there exists a continuous linear functionalJ EY' 
such thatJ(Axo) = 1 and JIM = 0 (see Ref. 7). Define a 
linear operator C by the formula Cs = J (s)Axo for every 
SEY. Then clearly CEm. For every PEv(M) we have 
CPs = J (Ps)Axo = 0, i.e., CP = 0 [since by the definition of 
v(M), PsEM]. Thus CECtJ I. Hence CA = 0 and CAxo 
= 0 = J (Axo)Axo = Axo. There is contradiction. Thus 

AEV(M), and eventually 

v(M) = CtJ M = (CtJ M )Ir = CtJlr. D 

Lemma 2.3: The lattice L of right annihilators in the 
algebra m is orthocomplemented. The orthocomplementa
tion map is given by the formula 

L3CtJ -+l(CtJ) = CtJ +rEL, where CtJ+ = {C+: CECtJ}. 

Proof" First note that if CtJ is a right annihilator, so is 
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1 ('G') by property (ii). Further, since 'G'lr = 'G' and 
A ++ =A, we have 1(1('G'») = 'G'. Finally, 
1 ( 'G' ) 1\ 'G' = {o} because of property (iii). 0 

Lemma 2.4: The maps defined in Eqs. (1) and (2) have 
the properties 

(a) ¢'v = idL /, 

(b) v·¢ = idL • 

Proof" (a) Let MEL./'. Compute 

MI = (¢'v)(M) = ¢({CEW: CYCM}) = n Ker B. 
Bev(M)' 

Clearly MCMI. Indeed, if mEM and BC = 0 for every 
CEv(M), then, in particular for C = Projm (the projection 
onto the one-dimensional subspace (m), with Projmm 
= m), we have Bm = 0; thus mEKer B. This holds for all 

BEV(M)I. To prove that MI CM assume that there exists 

mE n Ker B, 
Bev(M)' 

with m£!M. Then again there exists a functional/EY' such 
that/1M =0 and/(m) = 1. Set Bs=/(s)m. Then BEW, 
and for every CEv(M) we have BCs =/(Cs)m = o. Thus 
BEV(M)I. Hence Bm = 0 =/(m)m = m, which yields a 
contradiction. Thus mEM. In other words, (¢'v) (M) = M, 
i.e., ¢. v = idL / . 

(b) Let 'G' CW be a right annihilator. Compute 

'G' I = (v' ¢ )( 'G') = v( n Ker B ) 
Be't" 

= {CEW:CYC n KerB}. 
Be't" 

For each CE'G' we have BC = 0 for BE'G'I; thus CYKer B, 
i.e., 'G' C 'G' I' On the other hand, if CE'G' I' then for all BEC I, 
BCY = {O}, i.e., CE'G'lr = 'G'. Hence 'G'I = 'G', and v·¢ 

=~. 0 
Notice that the collection L of all right annihilators in W 

forms a lattice with the usual operation of inclusion and the 
meets and joints defined as follows: for 'G' I' 'G' 2EL, 

'G' I 1\ 'G' 2 = 'G' I n 'G' 2 and 'G' I V 'G' 2 = ('G' I U 'G' 2) Ir. 

On the other hand, the collection L,Y' of closed sub
spaces of Y is also a lattice with the usual lattice operations 

M I I\M2 = M, nM2 and M, V M2 = (M, + M 2 ) (the clo
sure). 

Lemma 2.5: The maps ¢ and v defined in (1) and (2) 
are lattice isomorphisms. 

Proof" Let 'G' I' 'G' 2EL, and let 'G' I";; 'G' 2' Then 

M, = ¢('G' I) = n Ker BCM2 = n Ker B. 
Be'(;' ~ Be't' ~ 

Similarly, for M I,M2EL,Y' with M I..;;M2 we have 

v(MI) = {CEW: CYcMI}C{CEW: CYCMz} = v(M2 ). 

Thus ¢ and v are mutually inverse order-preserving maps 
between Land L,Y' , and hence they are lattice isomorphisms. 

As the corollary to the above lemmas we have the fol
lowing. 
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Lemma 2. 6: The lattice L,Y' is orthocomplemented, with 
l(M) = ¢(l(v(M»)). 

Now it follows from Theorem 1.2 that there exists an 
automorphism 8 of the field C\ 8 2 = id, and a 8-semises
quilinear form ( , ) on Y X Y, such that the orthocomple
mentation in L,Y' is given by the formula 

l(L) = {UEY: (u,x) = 0 for all xEL}, 

where LELy- . 
Since the kernels of the linear maps Y 3 s ..... (s,z) are the 

closed subspaces 1( (z) )EL.Y' for every zEY, then these 
maps are continuous. Hence the form ( , ) is continuous in 
the first argument. At the same time 8-linear map j:Y ..... Y' 
is well defined by the formula 

j(z) (s) = (s,z), with s,zEY. (3) 

It is easy to observe thatj is an injection. 
Lemma 2. 7: Let s,zEY, and let Ps and Pz denote the 

projections on (s) and (z), respectively (obviously 
Ps,PzEW). Then for any AEW, (As,z) = 0 if and only if 
P z+ APs = 0 (equivalently P s+ A + Pz = 0). 

Proof" Assume that (As,z) = O. Take xEY. Then 
(APsx, Pzx) = 0, and thus 

APsYC n KerQ=l(PzY). 
QE{p/Y' 

In particular, since P'+ dp .+ }rl, we have 

P z+ APs = O. 

Conversely, if P z+ APs = 0, then APsdP.+ }r, and for 
any BdP.+ )'/, BAPs = O. That is, APsY C Ker B. Even
tually, (As,z) = o. 0 

Lemma 2.8: For every AEW, denoting by A ' the algebrai-
cally transposed operator A, i.e., A 'EL(Y'), we have 

A'-j=j-A+, 

i.e., (As,z) = (s,A +z), for all s,zEY. 
Proof" Let zEY, and AEW. Define V~ = Ker (A' 'j)(z) 

and V~ = Ker (j' A +) (z). From Lemma 2.7 it follows that 
V~ = V~. Thus the functionals (A '-j)(z) and V'A +)(z) 
are proportional. Without loss of generality we can assume 
that the algebra W has the unit I. Because then 1+ = I and 
I' = I,Y', we have, for some S,S 'EC I

, 

(I+A)'-j(z) =Sj-(I+A +)(z) =sj(z) +Sj-A +(z) 

=j(z) + S'j-A +(z). 

Thus if j(z) and j-A + (z) are linearly independent, then 
S = S' = 1. If, however, j(z) andj-A + (z) are linearly de
pendent, then let us take an element BEW which has that 
property. Then B' -j(z) = j. B + (z), and moreover 

(B+A)'-j(z) =j-B+(z) +S'j'A +(z) 

=S"j-B+(z) +S"j-A +(z), 

for some S "EC I
• But by the linear independence ofj-B + (z) 

andj-A +(z),wehaves' =S" = 1. Thus for every zEY and 
every AEW, we get (A "j)(z) = V'A +)(z), that is, (As,z) 
= (s,A +z), for all S,ZEY. 0 

Finally, for any SECI and AEW, by property (i) and 
Lemma 2.8 we have (SA)+ = S'A + = 8(s)A +; thus 
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0(5) = 5"' i.e., the automorphism 0 is the complex conju
gation in (;1. It follows that the form ( , ) is Hermitian, 
continuous in both arguments, positive, and nondegenerate. 
This ends the proof of the theorem. 0 

Corollary 2.9: If the space Y is bomological and reflex
ive (thus complete), then the injectionj is a positive embed
dingj: Y -+Y' in the sense (cf. Ref. 1) that (a)jis a strongly 
continuous antilinear map, and (b) j is positive, i.e., for ev
ery sEY,j(S)(s) > 0 iff s#O. 

Then there also exists a Hilbert space H, being the com
pletion of Y with respect to the norm Ilsll = (s,s) 1/2, such 
that Y C H C Y', and the embeddings are continuous. That 
is, there exists a Gel'fand triple such that the involutive 
structure of the algebra m: is compatible with the Hilbert 
space adjoint operation. 1--6 

III. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Our result follows from a rather strong assumption that 
(sA) + = s"A +. Without it not much is known. In particu
lar, if the space Y has the Schauder basis, then the construc
tion analogous to that in Ref. 3 can be carried out. However, 
there are simple examples, such as the sequence spaces wand 
¢, in which the result fails. There is no positive embedding 
w C ¢ = w'; hence there is no adequate Gel'fand triple. Al
though ¢C/2 Cw in a natural way, it is easy to give simple 
examples of a situation in which neither "direction" is possi
ble. The problem needs further study (cf. Refs. 5 and 6). On 
the other hand, the problem of algebraic characterization of 
extendable map algebras also remains open. 

Finally, let us observe that, if it happens that 
m: = L(Y), i.e., the involution + is defined on the whole 
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ring of continuous linear maps in Y, then Y is a Hilbert 
space. 

Theorem 3.1: Let Y be a bomological reflexive I.e. top
ological vector space, which is metrizable or whose strong 
dual is metrizable. Assume that in the ring L (Y) of contin
uous linear maps in Y there exists an involution + satisfying 
conditions (i)-(iii). Then Y is topologically isomorphic to 
a Hilbert space H, and the involution + is given by the ad
joint operation in the set of bounded linear operators in H. 

Proof: Since the space Y is reflexive, then each 
UEL(Y') is of the form U = A', for some AEL(Y). Let 
gEY'; then there exists UE(Y') such that gEUj(Y). But 
then g= (U'j)(s) = (j-A +)(s), for some SEY, and 
AEL(Y). ThusgEj(Y), i.e., the injectionj: Y -+Y' is sur
jective. Now by the closed graph theorem 7 j gives rise to a 
homeomorphism, sincej-I is closed. In particular, the em
beddings in the Gel'fand triple Y C H C Y' are also homeo
morphisms. The result follows. 0 
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The quantum inverse scattering method is used for the study of a nonlinear N-wave resonance 
interaction system. The Yang-Baxter relations are solved to get various commutation relations 
for the scattering data operators. The energy spectrum of the quantum Hamiltonian for the 
model is determined and the existence of the quantum bound states is analyzed. In the classical 
limit, the corresponding r matrix is found, and the well-established correspondence between 
the classical solitons and the quantum bound states is examined. Finally, the integrability of 
the same model but with both fermion fields and boson fields is discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There has been considerable recent interest in the study 
of completely integrable nonlinear evolution equations exhi
biting soliton behaviors. In particular, the discovery of the 
inverse scattering method makes it possible to find a wide 
class of two-dimensional nonlinear evolution equations, 
such as the KdV equation, the nonlinear Schrodinger equa
tion, and the sine-Gordon equation. 1-4 As is well known, the 
Hamiltonian systems corresponding to these equations have 
an infinite number of conservation laws that are in involu
tion with each other. Recent developments show that the 
quantum version of the inverse scattering method may be 
established (for review, see Ref. 5). Now this method has 
been successfully applied to study many completely integra
ble models in (1 + 1) -dimensional quantum field theory 
and in two-dimensional lattice statistics. Nevertheless, it 
provides a unified and elegant formulation for many tech
niques previously developed in different branches of one
dimensional mathematical physics, including Baxter's com
muting transfer matrix technique in two-dimensional lattice 
statistics,6 the Bethe-Ansatz technique for the (1 + 1) -di
mensional quantum field theory, 7 and the construction of 
infinite number of conservation laws in completely integra
ble models.s Therefore, the quantum inverse scattering 
method (QISM) has been a power tool for getting explicit 
results from completj;!ly integrable systems. In a recent pa
per, Kulish9 studied the quantum, nonlinear, three-wave 
resonance interaction model in the framework of the quan
tum inverse scattering method. At the classical level, its inte
grability is well known for a long time. 10 The same model but 
with two fermion fields and one boson field has also been 
carried out by Wang and Pu. II All these results show that the 
quantum, nonlinear, three-wave interaction models with 
three choices of statistics proposed by Ohkuma and Wa
dati l2 are completely integrable. In the present paper, we 
show that the quantum N-wave resonance interaction sys
tem is also completely integrable via QISM. To do so, the 
Yang-Baxter relations are solved and the energy spectrum 
of the Hamiltonian is determined. Further, the same model 
but with a different choice of statistics is discussed. 

II. THEORY 

The system discussed in the present paper is given by the 
Hamiltonian 

H = J[ IVjk W
j! ~ wjk 

j<k I ax 

+ I €ijk (WijWjkWit + WikWjt Wij+ ) ]dX. (1) 
i<j<k 

Here, wij(x) and wij+ (x) are boson fields that satisfy the 
usual equal time commutation relations, 

[wij(x), wkt(Y)] = [wij (x), wkj (y)] = 0, 

[Wij (x), wJ (y)] = ~ik~jl~(X - y), 

i<j, k<l, iJ,k,l= 1,2, ... ,N. 

(2) 

This system describes the fundamental processes represent
ed by 

Wij + wjk ¢} Wik . 

For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to considering the case 
in which the bound states occur in all fields. For the group 
velocities vij' we have 

(vjk - Vik)(Vik - vij) >0, i<j<k. 

The corresponding equations of motion for the system can be 
cast into the Lax form (see Appendix A for the details). The 
auxiliary linear problem in QISM can be put in the form 

a 
-T(x,xoIA) = :L(X,A)T(x,xoIA):, T(Xo,XoIA) = I, ax 

with 

L(x,A) = uIatell 
t 

+.,fC I ..Jat - am (Wlmelm + wi:;'em/ ), 
i<m 

a J >a2 > .. · >aN , c<O, 

(3) 

where A is the spectral parameter, and wij (x) 
= wij(x,t = 0). Here elm isanN xNmatrix, with elements 
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being zero except that the element of I th row and mth col
umn is equal to unity. In terms of the parameters from (3), 
the group velocities v ij and the coupling constants E ijk in (1) 
are given by 

bi - bj (vij - Vjk )lijk1ik 
vij =---, Eijk =. (4) 

a j - aj ICPjk 

In order to obtain the commutation relations for the scatter
ing data operators, we rewrite Eq. (3) in a lattice form 

Tj+1 (A) = :Lj(A)Tj(A):, Tj(A)=T(xj.xoIA). (5) 

where 

Lj (A) = L (1 + iA£1al )eu + {C L ~al - am (Wlmjelm 
I I<m 

+ w;:;'jem/) . 

Here £1 is the small lattice spacing and Wlmj = wlm (xj ). In 
Eq. (5). we have neglected the terms of order £12

• Thus the 
Yang-Baxter relations are given by 

R (A - /1-) (Lj (A) ® Lj (/1-») = (Lj (/1-) ® Lj (A»)R (A - /1-) . 
(6) 

It is easy to check that the R matrix has the form 

-ic 
R(A-/1-) = . Leu®emm 

,.1,-/1- - IC 1m 

,.1,-/1-+ . L elm ®eml . (7) 
,.1,-/1- -IC 1m 

We note that the Hilbert space of quantum states of the sys
tem under study is the tensor product of N(N - 1 )/2 Fock 
spaces for boson fields, 

H = ® H jk • j,k = 1.2, ... ,N. 
j< k 

with the pseudovacuum being defined by 
wjk (x) 10) = 0, j < k, 1.k = 1.2 •... ,N. The expectation value 
of L/A) ® L//1-) between the pseudovacuum is 

W(A./1-) = L(1 + iA£1al + i/1-£1am )eu ®emm 
1m 

+ £1c L (a l - am )elm ®eml · 
I<m 

(8) 

To make it possible to take the continuum limit, let us intro
duce a normalized monodromy matrix T(A) defined by 

T(A) = lim V-N(A)LN(A)"'L_ N+ I (A)V-N(A). 
N-ao 

(9) 
where 

VeAl = L (1 + iA£1al )eu . (10) 
I 

Then, the Yang-Baxter relations for T(A) can be written as 

R+ (A - /1-)(T(A) ® T(/1-)) = (T(/1-) ® T(A»)R_ (A - /1-) , 
(11) 

where 

R 1 U -I 1 R(A - /1-) 1 
+ (/I, - /1-) = + (/1-Yl-) U + (/1,,/1-), 

,.1,-/1-
(12) 

R _ (A - /1-) = U _ (J.l,A.) R (A - /1-) U = 1(,.1,,/1-) , 
,.1,-/1-

with 
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U + (A"",) = lim W - N(A,/1-)( VN(A) ® V N(/1-») , 
N-ao 

(13) 

U _ (A",,) = lim (VN(A) ® V N(/1-») W - N(A,/1-) . 
N-oo 

After a tedious but straightforward calculation, we have 

1 
R± (,.1,-/1-) =--Leu®eu 

,.1,-/1- I 

{

I, 

"lIm = 0, 
-1, 

± i1r8(A - /1-) L"llmeu ® emm 
1m 

1 + A . L elm ® eml, 
- /1- - Ie I> m 

l<m, 
l=m, 
l>m. 

Here the 8 function appears as a result of the formula 

lim exp(ixN)/(x - iE) = 2i1r8(x). 
N-oo 

(14) 

From this we obtain the commutation relations for the scat
tering data operators. In doing so, we use the notation 

T(A) = ') Aleu + L (Blmelm + Clmeml )· (15) 
~ I<m 

The explicit results are given in Appendix B. 
Let us now discuss the scattering states for the model. 

From the Neumann series for Al and Blm , we have 

AIIO) = 10), B lm 10) = o. '< m, I,m = 1,2, ... ,N. 
(16) 

The commutation relations between Al and Cmn show that 
the state 

n,,,, 
II II Clm (A ~m» 10), I,m = 1,2, ... ,N, (17) 
I<m a= I 

is an eigenstate of AI' The corresponding eigenvalues al are 
given by 

1- I nil A - A (if) + ie 

al(A) = III JI A -~ fi/) 

nij (A -A (ij) + ic)(A -A (ij) - ie) XTTII a a 

dl'<ja=1 (A-Afij»2 

N n" A - A (Ii) - ie 
X . II II A a (Ii) , 1= 1,2, ... ,N. 

,=I+la=1 -Aa 

(18) 

On the other hand, A I (A) are the generating functionals for 
an infinite number of conservation laws in the model. They 
have the following asymptotic expansions: 

A/(A) = 1 + 1'1/,.1, + /1-IIA 2 + .... 1'1 = ieNI , 

/1-1 =ie r-,I - ') _lr --(Ny+N/) _c2 L Ni 
(

/- I p. N P . ) e2 1- I 

i = I Pi/ i = "rt. I {J1i 2 i = I 
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(19) 

where 

f( /-1 N ) 

NI = .L wiiwil-. } WltW/i dx, 
,=1 ,='7+1 

p .. = _,, _ __ I) dx, f W.T aw·· 
I) i ax 

Vijk = f(WijWjkw;t + W;kWjtW;J )dx, 

as A is large. From this we can reconstruct the well-known 
conserved quantities, i.e., charges, momentum, and Hamil
tonian: 

7"1 
NI = -:-' 1 = 1,2, ... N, 

IC 

p = -:- L Ilu ILl - ~ - ~I - ic L 7" m , 
1 N ( 1 . I-I) 
~/=2 2 2 m=1 

H = ~ f vullU(ILI - ~ - ic 7"1 - ic II,I 7" m) . 
IC 1=2 2 2 m= I 

(20) 

Expanding the eigenvalues for AI (A) in terms of the inverse 
powers of A, we have 

al III 
a (A) = 1 +-+-+ ... 

I A A2 ' 

(I-I N) 
a 1 = ic L nil - L n/i , 

;= I ;=1+ I 

(21 ) 

III = iC(t: a~IA ~/) - ;=t I a~IA ~/i») 
+ iC(al + 2/I,1 a;) + ai, 1 = 1,2, ... ,N. 

2 ;=1 2 

Comparing with Eqs. (19) and (20), we get 
I-I N 

NI = L nil - } n/i, 1= 1,2, .. ,N, 
;= I ;='7+ I 

(22) 

This implies that Eq. (17) is the eigenstate for an infinite 
number of conservation laws in the model. 

As is well known, a classical soliton is a manifestation of 
the quantum bound state. This fact has been rigorously 
shown by Wadati and Sakagami 13 in the nonlinear Schro
dinger model. This hints that the existence of a classical soli
ton should be intimately related to the condition of the 
bound states in the quantum variant of the system. In our 
case, N(N - 1)/2 sets of operators, 

AI(A), Am(A), Blm(A), and Clm(A), 

satisfy the same commutation relations as the scattering data 
operators of the nonlinear Schrodinger model. As was point
ed out by Kulish,9 for the three-wave interaction model, 
when reducing to the subspace HI.I + I (/ = 1 ,2, ... ,N - 1), 
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the corresponding set gives just the nonlinear Schrodinger 
model, respectively. However, this is not true for other 
fields. This result can also be seen from the eigenvalues for A I 
(I = 1,2, ... ,N). Using the results for nonlinear SchrOdinger 
model with attraction, we conclude that the spectral param
eters of the many-particle bound state form a string given by 

A <;.1+ I) = A (/,/+ I) _ ic(m(/,I+ I) + 1 - 2a)/2, 

(23) 
a = 1,2, ... ,m(/.I+ \), 1m A (/,1+ I) = o. 

The bound states involving other fields can be constructed 
by using the "contracting" technique proposed by Wadati 
and Ohkuma. 12 For example, contracting a pair, say 
A (/,/ + I) and A (/ + 1.1 + 2) out of the strings {A (/.1 + I )}m(/·I + I) a p, a a=1 

d { 1(/+1/+2)} (/+1.1+2) • an /I. a' ': = I , we obtam a bound state formed 
by a connected string 

{ ... A (/,1 + \) 1 (/,1 + \) ... 
a+1 ""'a-I , 

"'A (/+ 1,1+2) 1 (/+ 1,1+2) ... 1 (/,1+ \) + 1 (/+ 1.1+2)} 
P+I ""'P-I oA a /l.p 

involving the WI,I + 2 field. 
This procedure may be repeated to have a series of 

bound states that include a WI,I +' 2 field as well as 
WI,I + I and WI + 1.1 + 2 fields. Further, the bound states in
volving a WI,I + 3 field can be constructed by contracting the 
strings formed by WI,I + I' WI + 1,1 + 2' and WI + 2,1 + 3 fields, 
and so on. It is easy to check that the binding energy of the 
bound state is zero. This must be a consequence of the fact 
that the system is linear dispersive. 

For completeness, let us here come back to the classical 
theory. According to Izergin and Korepin,14 the quasiclassi
cal limit is given by 

(24) 

Here, r is the classical r matrix, r = [ - ic/ (A - IL) ] ~ 1m elm 
® e mi' The corresponding classical Yang-Baxter relations 
for the normalized monodromy matrix become 

{T(A) ® T(,u)} = r + (A -,u) T(A) ® T(,u) 

- T(A) ® T(IL)r_(A -IL), (25) 

with 

c 
r± (A-,u) = ---Lell®ell 

A-,u I 

± iC1TO(A -IL) L (elm ®eml 
I<m 

- eml ®elm)' 

Here the Poisson brackets of the tensor product of two ma
trices A and B are defined by 

(26) 

The classical commutation relations for the scattering data 
are given in Appendix C. It is easy to see that the correspon
dence between quantum and classical commutation rela
tions follows the usual principle: 

{a,b} = i[a,b]. (27) 
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Using a generalization of Faddeev's method for the nonlin
ear Schrodinger model, we can establish the correspondence 
between classical solitons and quantum bound states: the 
conditions for classical soliton and quantum bound state are 
the same. 

III. CONCLUSION 

To conclude let us turn to discuss the integrability of the 
same model but with a different choice of statistics. If we 
regard {WII ""WI_ 1.1' WI,I + I , •.• ,WIN } as fermion fields rather 
than boson fields for fixed I (I = 1,2, ... ,N), then the system 
remains completely integrable. It should be noted that the 
exchange between W 1m and W N + I _ m,N + I _ I does not affect 
the physics of the system. Thus we obtain N /2 (N + 1/2) 
new completely integrable systems for even (odd) N, respec
tively. For these systems, the Lax pair operators are super
matrices. The Yang-Baxter relations should be understood 
in the graded sense l5

: 

9l'(A -,u).Y;(A) ® .Yj(,u) 
s 

= .Yj (,u) ®.Y; (A)9l'(A - ,u). (28) 
s 

Here by ® we mean the Grassmann direct product defined 
s 

by 

(A®B)kl,mn = (-I)IP(k)+P(m)]P(I)A km B ln · 
s 

To transform the Lax pair operator .YY) (A) into the stan
dard supermatrix form, we now introduce a similarity trans
formation 

'y(a)'(A) = S 'y(a) (A)S - I 
) a} a , 

with 

Sa = Iell-eN+I-a,N+I-a -eNN 
I 

+ eN+ l-a,N + eN,N+ I-a' 

{ 
1,2, ... ,N /2, for even N, 

a-
- 1,2, ... ,(N+ 1)/2, for odd N, 

(29) 

for a fixed a, respectively. Then, the R matrix satisfying the 
Yang-Baxter relations (28) for the transformed Lax pair 
operators reads 

- ic 
9l'(A-,u) = . Iell®emm 

A -,u-IC 1m 

+ A -,u ~ (-I)P(I)P(m)e ®e 
1 • £.. 1m ml, 

.IL -,u- IC 1m 
(30) 

with P{I) = 0, 1= 1,2, ... ,N - 1, and peN) = 1. Further de
tails will be considered elsewhere. 
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF THE LAX PAIR FOR THE 
SYSTEM (1) 

The traditional basis for applying the inverse scattering 
method is to represent the equations of motion for the system 
in the Lax form: 

!.... T(x,yIA) = M(x,A) T(x,yIA) , 
at 

~ T(x,yIA) = L(x,A)T(x,yIA). 
ax 

(Al) 

The compatibility condition should be consistent with the 
equations of motion: 

L, -Mx + [L,M] =0, (A2) 

where Land Mare N X N matrices depending on the spectral 
parameter A and the dynamical variables. In our case, we 
assume 

L(x,A) = U I alell + IPlm (x)elm , 
I 1m 

M(x,A) = - u} blmelm + I qlm(x)elm' 
1';: 1m 

Substituting (A3) into (A2), we have 

(alblm - blmam)A 2 

(A3) 

+ [a lqlm - qlmam + ntl (blnPn", - Plnbnm)]U 

aplm aqlm N 
+ -at - ax + n~1 (Plnqnm - qlnPnm) = 0. 

Obviously, the coefficients in the same powers of A in the 
above equation inust be zero. Thus 

alblm - blmam = 0, 
N (A4) 

alqlm - qlmam + I (blnPnm - Plnbnm) = 0, 
n=1 

aplm aqlm N 
-at - ax + n~1 (Plnqnm - qlnPnm) = 0. (AS) 

From this we conclude 

blm = b/jlm' qlm = - vlmPlm (A6) 

aplm aplm N --+ Vim --= - I (V ln - Vnm )PlnPnm' (A7) 
at ax n=1 

Here we have used the notation Vim = (bl - bm )/ 
(al - am)' Now choosing 

{

11m Wlm , I <m, 

Plm = 0, I=m, 

ImlW;;;I' I> m, 

(A8) 

where 

11m = ~CPlm' Plm = a l - am' 1< m, I,m = 1,2, ... ,N, 

and substituting (A8) into (A6) and (A7), we have 

{

-VlmllmWlm, I<m, 

qlm = 0, I=m, 

- Vim Iml W;;;I , I> m, 

(A9) 

and 
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I~l (Vnl - Vnm )/nllnm + 
= - ~ WnlWnm 

n= 1 I'm 
_ m~ 1 (Vln - Vnm )/lnLnm 

~ WlnWnm 
n='+ 111m 

~ (Vln - Vrnn )/'nlmn 
~ ------W'nW,;;n· 

n=m+ 111m 
(AW) 

Comparing the above with the equations of motion, we im
mediately obtain the relations given in Eq. (4). It is worth
while to note that for real Eklm' 11m must be pure imaginary. 
If so, the constant C must be negative definite. 

APPENDIX B: THE COMMUTATION RELATIONS FOR 
THE SCATTERING DATA OPERATORS 

The commutation relations are 

(A,(A),Am (f.l)] = 0, I,m = 1,2, ... ,N, 

(D'm(A),Dlm(f.l)] = (Clm(A),Clm(f.l)] =0, 

D'm (A)AI(f.l) 

= [(A - f.l + tc)/(A - f.l + tE) ]AI(f.l)Dlm (A), 

DIm (A)Am (f.l) 

= [(A - f.l- tc)/(A - f.l- tE) ]Am (f.l)Dlm (A), 

AI(A)Clm(f.l) 

= [(A - f.l - tc)/(A - f.l- tE) ]C1m (f.l)A,(A), 

Am (A)C'm (f.l) 

= [(A - f.l + tC)/(A - f.l + tE)] 

XClm (f.l)Am (A), i<m, 

(DIm (A),An (f.l)] = (Dmn(A),A/(f.l)] =0, 

[An(A),Clm(f.l)] = [AI(A),Cmn(f.l)] =0, 

DIn (A)Am (f.l) 

= [(A - f.l + tC)(A - f.l - iC)/(A - f.l + iE)2] 

XAm (f.l)Dln (A) + 2C1Tl5(A - f.l) 

X DIm (A)Dmn (A), 

Am (A)C'n (f.l) 

672 

= [(A - f.l + tc) (A - f.l - tc)/(A - f.l + tE)2] 

X Cln (f.l)A m (A) + 2cm5 (A - f.l) 

XC'm(A)Cmn(A), i<m<n. 
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APPENDIX C: THE POISSON BRACKETS FOR THE 
CLASSICAL SCATTERING DATA 

The Poisson brackets are 

{AI (A),Am (f.l)} = 0, I,m = 1,2, ... ,N, 

{DIm (A),Dlm (f.l)} = {Clm (A),Clm (f.l)} = 0, 

{DIm (A),A/(f.l)} 

= [-c/(A-f.l+iE)]Dlm(A)AI(f.l), 

{DIm (A),Am (f.l)} = [c/(A - f.l- IE) ]Dlm (A)Am (f.l), 

{AI (A),Clm (f.l)} = [C/(A - f.l- IE) ]AI(A)Clm (f.l), 

{Am (A),Clm (f.l)} 

= [ - c/(A - f.l + IE) ]Am (IL)Clm (f.l), I <m, 

{DIm (A),An (f.l)} = {Dmn (IL),AI (p)} = 0, 

{An (A),Clm (f.l)} = {AI (IL),Cmn (f.l)} = 0, 

{DIn (A).A m (f.l)} = 2tC1Ti5(A - f.l)Dlm (A)Dmn (f.l), 

{Am (A),Cln (f.l)} 

= 2ic1Ti5(A - f.l)Clm (A)Cmn (A), i< m < n. 
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In this paper phase shifts for inverse power potentials and their superpositions are considered. 
These potentials govern a large number of collision processes involving massive particles. But 
they are problematic as they do not conform to the norms obeyed by standard potentials: The 
usual rules for estimating the error of the phase shifts break down and an abnormally large 
number of phase shifts have to be computed, even if they are small. A sufficiency condition is 
deduced for the applicability of the Born approximation which shows that, for a given 
potential strength and I, surprisingly, the Born approximation is good at low energies and bad 
at high energies. The magnitude and direction of the error committed are also estimated. These 
conclusions are then verified in a number of special cases, for instance, the inverse fourth 
power potential used in the scattering of electrons by atoms and the Lennard-Jones potential 
used in the scattering of beams of molecular hydrogen with mercury atoms. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that inverse power potentials govern the 
collisions of massive particles (molecular beams, for in
stance) and other important processes. As another example, 
the potential Air 4 features in the scattering of electrons by 
atoms, while a 1/ r6 term gives the Van der Waals interaction 
that appears in potentials of the Lennard-Jones type, viz., 

A,/i' + A211" which govern, among other things, pro
cesses involving noble atoms and which are also relevant in 
nuclear physics in the context of ion collisions. These poten
tials have been studied by several authors and used in a var
iety of physical problems. '-7 

Unfortunately, because of the singularity at the origin, 
such potentials stand apart and are problematic6

; they do not 
conform to the norms obeyed by standard potentials. For 
instance, the usual criterion for the applicability of the Born 
approximation breaks down as we will see. Also the' usual 
rules for estimating the error of the calculated phase shifts8 

do not apply. And, finally, even ifthe phase shifts are small, 
an abnormally large number of them-of the order of a few 
hundred9 -have to be computed, owing to the slow conver
gence of the scattering amplitude series. 

For such potentials, we will, among other things, exploit 
the symmetry of the radial Schrodinger equation under scale 
transformations to deduce not only a sufficient condition for 
the validity of the Born approximation, but also an estimate 
of the magnitude and sign of the error involved. Thus the 
Born approximation can indeed by used to compute the 
large number of small phase shifts required. These deduc
tions will then be verified by comparison with some known 
results. 

II. THE PHASE SHIFTS 

Our starting point is the radial SchrOdinger equation 10 

u" + [K 2 -/(1 + l)/r - AU(r)]u = 0, 

u(O) =0, u(r)-(1IK)sin(Kr-I1T/2+8/), (1) 

r- 00, 

where A is a parameter, and where primes denote differenti
ation with respect to r. 

In integral form, (1) is given by'O 

u(r) = (rcos8/)j/(Kr) +,1, r'" G(r,r')U(r')u(r')dr' , 
Jo (2) 

where 

{
( 1/K)' (Kr)j[(Kr)' (Kr')n, (Kr'), 

G(r,r') = 
(d IK)' (Kr')j/(Kr')' (Kr)n/(Kr), 

while the phase shifts 8/ are given by 

sin 8/ = - AK So'" rj/ (Kr)u(r) U(r)dr, 

r<.r', 

(3) 

wherej/(Kr) and n/(Kr) are the spherical Bessel and Neu
mann functions. 

tial 

Further, the kernel G(r,r') has the bound" 

IG(r,r')/(rr')"21 = 1/t/ . (4) 

In the first instance, we consider Eq. (1) for the poten-

U(r) =Ar-S (5) 

with the following observations. For convergence at 00 of 
the integrals in (2) and (3 ), we require that s > 1. If s > 2, the 
potential is singular. In this case A must necessarily be posi
tive, that is, the potential must be repulsive. If A < 0, the 
scattering problem is indeterminate as both linearly inde
pendent solutions of ( 1) vanish at the origin '2 (cf. also Ref. 
1 ). In fact, the scattering problem is meaningless because the 
spectrum of the operator would be unbounded below and 
bound states with arbitrarily large negative energy would 
exist. 

Specific forms for the wave function near the origin have 
been considered for different types of singular repulsive po
tentials by various authors. J3 However, the general small r 
behavior of the wave function for such potentials is given by 
the following lemma. 

Lemma: If 

rSU(r)_O+ as r-O, for somes> 2, 
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then, for the solution of ( 1 ) that vanishes at the origin, 

u(r)/yM-+O as r-O (6) 

for arbitrarily large M. 
Proof First we observe that in (O,E), where E can be 

chosen arbitrarily small, u (r) can have no zero other than at 
r = 0. One way of seeing this is by comparing (1) with the 
equation 

V" - [M(M - 1)/,-2] V = ° , (7) 

where M can be any number greater than 1. 
By Sturm's Lemma 14 it follows that between two succes

sive zeros of u (r) in (O,E) , that is, in the open interval (O,E) , 
there must lie at least one zero of a function V satisfying (7). 

Choosing V = yM, this is seen to be impossible. 
Without loss of generality, we can choose u(r) >0 in ° < r < E. (Physically speaking the repulsive singular poten

tial pushes out the wave function.) 
We further observe that, as u(r) -+0 when r-O, it also 

follows that 

ru'(r) -+0 (r-+O) , 

since, by the mean value theorem, 

or 

u(r) = u(O) + ru'«()r), O<()< 1, 

()u(r) = ()ru'«()r) -+0 as ()r-+O. 

Next, from (1) and (7), we obtain 

. , fr[ 1(/+1) 
vu' - uv' = vu - uv'l~ = Jo Ar- s+ r 

M(M-l) K2] d - - uv r r ' 

(8) 

in view of (8). So for r < E, remembering that Ar- S domi
nates the other terms in the square brackets on the right side, 
ifv>O, 

(u/v)'>O, 

that is, u/v is an increasing function. So u/v decreases as 
r-+O and, since it is greater than 0, 

u/v-+b, r-+O, where b>O. 

We choose v = r"' and it follows that 

U/yM-E-+O as r-+O. 

Remembering that M can be made arbitrarily large, the 
lemma follows. 0 

The lemma ensures the convergence at r = ° of the inte
grals in (2) and (3). Thus, for the potentials given by (5), 
with A > ° and s > 2, the integrals in (2) and (3) are conver
gent at infinity and at r = 0. 

To proceed, we replace in ( 1 ),..t by ..t ' and Kby K', to get 

utI + [K'2_/(/+ 1)/r-..t'Ar-S]u=O. (9) 

We next make the transformation r = op in (9). This 
gives 

d 2U + [ 2K'2 1 (l + 1) 1 , 2 - SA - s] - ° -- 0 - -/I- 0 P u - . 
dp2 p2 

(10) 
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Equation (10) is similar to (9) except that oK' and 
..t '02 

- S replace K' and..t '. As u satisfies the same condition at 
r = p = 0, viz., u(O) = 0, it follows that 

8,(K';..t') =8,(oK';..t'02-S). (11) 

Equation (11) represents in integral form the conse
quence of the symmetry of (9) under the transformation 
r=op. 

To obtain a condition for this symmetry in differential 
form, we differentiate both sides of ( 11) with respect to 0 to 
get 

a8, a a8, 
K' +_(..t'02-s) =0, 

a(oK') ao a(..t'02- S
) 

which leads to 

a8, a8, 
..t (s - 2) a..t - K aK = ° , (12) 

where K = oK' and..t = ..t '02 
- s. 

To put ( 12) in a simpler form, we make the substitution, 
K s - 2 =p ... This gives 

(13) 

It is easy to verify that the general solution of ( 13) is 

8, =/(..tf1..) =/(..tK s- 2
) , (14) 

where / is an arbitrary function. In fact, (14) is an expres
sion of the condition (11). 

We would next like to expand the wave function u (r) as 
a power series in..t. For this, we first rewrite (2) as 

u(r) = (rcos8,)j,(Kr) +..t i R 

G,(r,r')U(r')u(r')dr' 

+ f1..1 (E) +vl(R), 

where 

f1..t(E)=..t f G,(r,r')U(r')u(r')dr', 

vt(R)=..t L'" G,(r,r')U(r')u(r')dr'. 

The function f1..t (E) can be made arbitrarily small and by 
suitably choosing E in view of ( 4 ) and the small r behavior of 
u(r) as given in (6). So also VI (R) can be made arbitrarily 
small for a suitable choice of R, because of the large rbehav
ior of u (r), as given in (1), the bound given in (4) and the 
fact that U(r), as given by (5), falls off faster than 1/r as 
r- 00. 

Similarly, Eq. (3) can be written as 

sin 8, = -..tK i R 

rj, (Kr)u(r) U(r)dr + f1..2(E) + v2(R) , 

(15) 

where, for the same reasons, f1..2(E) and v2(R) can be made 
arbitrarily small. 

We also observe that G, (r,r'), which is a combination of 
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spherical Bessel and Neumann functions, is uniformly con
tinuous in (r,T') in (E,R). Thus the expansion 

u(r) = u(O)(r) + Au(l)(r) + A 2u(2)(r) 

+ ... + A nu(n) (r) + ... (16) 

converges absolutely and uniformly with respect to r (see 
Ref. 15), and so 

u(r) - u(O)(r) -+0 as A-+O, 

uniformly with respect to r, and term by term integration of 
the series ( 16) can be made when this expression is substitut
ed in (15). Thus we get 

tan 151 (A) = -KA iR 

[ljl(Kr)]2U(r)dr 

+ O(A 2) + 1l2(E) + v2(R) , 

where 112 (E) and V2 (R) can be made arbitrarily small inde
pendently of n in (16), by choosing E suitably small and R 
sufficiently large. That is, we finally get 

tan 151 = - KABI + O(A 2) , 

where 

(17) 

(18) 

When the potential strength A is small enough for A 2 to be 
neglected, we recover from (17),61, the Born approxima
tion for the phase shift: 

151 ;:;:;61 = - KABI , 

where BI is defined in (18). 
In particular, if 

U(r) =Ar-', 

it is known that (Ref. 1) 

6 =A1T (AK.- 2) r(s-1)r(l-s/2+~) 
I 2' [r(s/2) fr(l + s/2 + p 

(19) 

(21)s - 3) . (20) 

Equations (19) and (20) show up one aspect of the ir
regular behavior of inverse power potentials: It is well 
known that the Born approximation ( 19) is valid, in general, 
for high energies, K~ 1 and/or weak potentials, A < 1. But 
(20) shows that for inverse power potentials with s> 2, the 
Born approximation is particularly bad at high energies be
cause 16/1-+ 00 as K -+ 00. 

To obtain a sufficiency condition for the Born approxi
mation for inverse power potentials, we observe that, as re
quired by (14), 61 is indeed a function of AK • - 2 and can be 
considered as the first term in the expansion of 151 in powers 
of AK • - 2. In fact, combining (14), (19), and (20), we can 
write 

(21) 

where 61 is given by (20). So the Born approximation for the 
phase shift is good if IAK' - 21 < 1. So, when s > 2, as in phys
ical problems, the Born approximation is not good at high 
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energies. Rather, for a given potential strength and any fixed 
/, it gives very good results at low energies! Happily, for these 
potentials, at high energies, the semiclassical approximation 
is good and has been successfully used (cf. Ref. 7). 

To sum up, (20) and (21) show that for the potential 
AAr - , and energy K, 

A1T r(s - l)r(l- s/2 +~) 
15 =15 (KA) = - ---------=-

I I, 2' [r(s/2)]2r(l+s/2+~) 

X (AK,-2) + O([AK·- 2]2)[2/> (s- 3)] . (22) 

From (22), it is seen that when [AK'- 2]2 can be neglected, 
15//151 + \ -+ 1 as 1-+ 00, so that the phase shifts indeed fall off 
very slowly and the convergence of the scattering amplitude 
series is very slow as remarked earlier. 

The generalization to potentials of the type 

U(r) = U\ (r) + U2(r) + ... + Un (r) 

(23) 

is immediate. As remarked earlier, near the origin, the repul
sive part of U(r) must dominate. 

Exactly as before, via the transformation, r = ap, we 
deduce this time 

151 (K';A ;;A ;; ... ;A ~) 

= 151 (aK ';A ; a2 - ";A, ;a2 -s'; ... ;A ~a2 - ''') , 

which leads to 

ac51 ac51 ac51 K--(s\-2)A\--"'-(s -2)A --=0. 
aK aA\ n n aAn 

It is easily verified that the general solution is 

(24) 

where/is an arbitrary function of n independent variables. 
We now use the fact that the Born approximations are 

additive, that is, if61(i) denotes the Born approximation for 
the phase shifts of the potential U; (r) defined in (23), then 

~ 61(i) = 61 = - K 1"" [ljl(Kr) ]2[ ~ A;U;(r) ]dr. 

(25) 

So, for potentials of the type (23), Eqs. (20), (24), and (25) 
yield 

1T r(s; - l)r(l- s;l2 +~) 
151 ;:;:; LA; - ---------=---

; 2'; [r(s;l2)]2r(l+s/2+!) 

X (A;K,;-2) +O([AK·- 2]2), 

2/>max(s;-3), AK,-2=max(A;K,;-2). 

(26) 

III. ESTIMATE OF THE ERROR 

For bounded potentials, or for those that behave like 1/ r 
at the origin, the error can be estimated easily enough. An 
estimate for the magnitude of the error for potentials of the 
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type (23) can also be deduced without difficulty. Equations 
( 23) and (26) show that neglecting terms of the order of 
(A.Ks- 2)2, the phase shift is ofthe order (A.K s- 2). That is, 
the error is of the order of the square of the phase shift and so 
the percentage of error is given by 

IEl lzl()()1811%. (27) 

It is more difficult to determine the direction of the er
ror. We develop the integral equation (2) as a perturbational 
series: 

u(r) = rjl (Kr) + A. [Krnl (Kr)BI + Krjl (Kr) I"" 
cos OJ r 

X r' 2n l (Kr' )jl (Kr') U(r')dr' 

-Krnl(Kr) I"" {r'jl(Kr')PU(r')dr'] 

+0(,.1.2). (28) 

For simplicity, we first assume that, as r~ 00, the domi
nant component of the potential (23), viz., - A 2/ r, 
S = min(si)' is attractive. Forlarge r, invoking the asympto
tic forms of the spherical Bessel functions and also using 
U(r) = -A 2/r , some manipulation with (28) yields 

u(r) ~rjl(Kr) + [rnl(Kr)] 
cos 01 

X [ - 8
1 

_ A 2,.1. . _1_ + 0 (~)] (29) 
2K(s-l) r- 1 r 

where 01 is given by (19). We next compare (29) with the 
asymptotic form of u(r) as given in (1), viz., 

u (r) ~ rjl (Kr) + rn l (Kr) [ - tan 01 ] • 

cos 01 

Remembering that for attractive potentials, U(r) <0, 
the 01 are positive, and assuming that the sign of the phase 
shift is determined by the dominant component of the poten
tial, as indeed is the case for the small phase shifts under 
consideration, we can see that when A.K s - 2 is small and 

tan 01 ZOI , 

the first Born approximation is less than the true phase shift 
01, 

If we include repulsive potentials with negative phase 
shifts, it is still true that 

18/1 <01 ; 

that is, finally, using (27), 

01 - 81 - ± IEII'loll/loo = ± 10112 , (30) 

depending on whether the phase shift is positive or negative. 

IV. VERIFICATION 

We will now verify Eqs. (14), (22), and (26) and other 
conclusions. We will start with the two cases where exact 
solutions are known. 

(I) The repulsive inverse square potential, U(r) 
= A.A 2/ r. It is well known that (cf. Refs. 1 and 10) 
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01 = (1T/2){3A., 

where {3 is independent of A. and K, in agreement with Eq. 
(22). 

(II) The inverse fourth power potential, A.A /r4. For 
arbitrary l> 1, and low energy, it is known that (cf. Ref. 2) 

tan 01 = {1TA /[ (21 + 3 )(21 + 1 )(21 
- 1) ]}A.K 2 

+ 0(K4) , 

again in agreement with (22). 
When 1 = 0, the condition on 1 as incorporated in (22) is 

violated. However, we can check with the master equation, 
(14). 

00 = -.,fA ·~A.K 2 , 

in agreement with (14). 

(III) We next note that for large I, it can be deduced 
from (26), that the following recurrence relation holds: 

(21 + 1 + S)OI+ 1 + 2(s - 2)01 = (21 + 1 - S)OI_I' 

s=min(si), 1 large. (31) 

The relation (31) has been deduced independently. 17 

However, it must be stressed that (26) is valid for any 
l>!max(si- 3). 

(IV) We next use the data for the scattering of hydrogen 
molecule beams by mercury atoms. 18 For this problem, the 
Lennard-Jones potential is used: 

U(r) = (4B /0' 2)[ (o'/r) 12 - (0'/r)6] , 

with B = 125 and 0' = 2.91 X 10-8 cm. 
Introducing A = KO', the sufficiency condition for the 

Born approximation, viz., A.K s - 2 ~ 1, reads BA 4 ~ 1, 
BA \0 ~ 1. In fact, this sufficiency condition is badly violated 
in the specific examples we will consider, where A is taken to 
be 3 and 5. Instead, we will work with the much weaker 
condition 

exploiting the fact that this is what the sufficiency condition 
implies. Tables I and II show that Eqs. (26) and (28) and a 
pocket calculator give figures that compare very favorably 
with calculations using the IBM 704 computer. 

TABLE I. Phase shifts for a Lennard-Jones potential. (D = 125. A = 3.) 

0, from (19) From Ref. 14 

0.062 0.064 
II (6.2)a ( +3.1) 

0.040 0.041 
12 (4) ( ±4.9) 

0.027 0.027 
13 (2.7) (+ 7.4) 

0.019 0.019 
14 ( 1.9) (± 10.5) 

0.014 0.013 
15 ( 1.4) (± 15.4) 

• Figures in parentheses indicate corresponding percentage of error with 
sign. 
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TABLE II. Phase shifts for a Lennard-Jones potential. (B = 125, A = 5.) 

0/ from (19) 0/ from Ref. 14 

0.105 0.110 
15 (10.5)" ( ± \.8) 

0.077 0.079 
16 (7.7) ( ± 2.5) 

0.06 0.06 
17 (6) (± 3.3) 

0.04 0.05 
18 (4) ( ±4) 

0.03 0.04 
19 (3) ( ±5) 

• Figures in parentheses indicate corresponding percentage of error with 
sign. 

v. CONCLUSIONS 

For inverse power potentials or their superpositions, the 
usual criterion for the validity of the Born approximation 
does not hold. Instead, the Born approximation is valid for 
low energies, as shown by Eq. (26). The percentage of error 
involved is given by (27), while its direction is given by (28). 
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Beginning with any colliding wave solution of the vacuum Einstein equations, a corresponding 
electrified colliding wave solution can be generated through the use of a transformation due to 
Harrison [J. Math. Phys. 9, 1744 ( 1968) ]. The method, long employed in the context of 
stationary axisymmetric fields, is equally applicable to colliding wave solutions. Here it is 
applied to a large family of vacuum metrics derived by applying a generalized Ehlers 
transformation to solutions published recently by Ernst, Garcia, and Hauser (EGH) [J. Math. 
Phys. 28, 2155, 2951 (1987); 29, 681 (1988)]. Those EGH solutions were themselves a 
generalization of solutions first derived by Ferrari, Ibanez, and Bruni [Phys. Rev. D 36, 1053 
( 1987) ]. Among the electrovac solutions that are obtained is a charged version of the Nutku
Halil [Phys. Rev. Lett. 39, 1379 (1977)] metric that possesses an arbitrary complex charge 
parameter. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

During recent years there has been a renewal of interest 
in exact solutions of the Einstein equations, which can be 
interpreted as describing the collision of gravitational plane 
waves. Modern solution-generating techniques are particu
larly fruitful in providing new exact solutions to this fairly 
old problem. In this paper we shall presume that the reader is 
already familiar with the basic features of colliding wave 
solutions, as described, for example, in the classic papers of 
Szekeres, I Kahn and Penrose,2 and Nutku and Hali1. 3 

A. The electrovac field equations 

When one is discussing colliding gravitational plane 
waves, it is convenient to employ null coordinates u and v, in 
terms of which the line element assumes the form 

2 

ds2 = 2guv du dv + I hob dxo dxb
, (1.1 ) 

o,b= I 

where guv and hob are functions of u and valone, and the 
complex potential equations4 assume the form 

(I/p){au(p~v) +av(p~u)} 

= {~u + 2<1>*<I>u}~ v + {~v + 2<1>*<I>v}~ u' 

(I/p){au (p<l>v) + av (p<l>u)} 

= {~u + 2<1>*<I>u}<I>v + {~v + 2<1>*<I>v}<I>u' (1.2) 

where 

f = Re( ~) + <1>*<1>. 

The field p, defined by 

p2: = det h, 

satisfies the wave equation 

(1.3 ) 

(1.4) 

oj Permanent address: Institute of Modem Physics, Northwest University, 
Xian, People's Republic of China. 

Puv = 0, ( 1.5) 

which means that it is expressible as the sum of a function of 
u and a function of v. The null coordinates u and v have 
frequently been chosen so that p = 1 - u2 

- v2
, but other 

choices are possible. We shall, however, always choose the 
coordinates so thatp(O,O) = 1,pu (0,0) = Pv (0,0) = 0, and 
the second derivatives exist at u = v = O. 

Once one has solved Eqs. (1.2) for ~ and <1>, one can 
construct the complete metric tensor and electromagnetic 
field by well-known methods. We can immediately identify 
h22 = - f On the other hand, hl2 = h21 = - Iw, where w 
may be determined up to an additive constant by integrating 
the equation 

dw = pl-2* [dX + 2 Im(<I>* d<l»], (1.6) 

where X: = 1m ( ~ ) is the twist potential, and where the two
dimensional duality operator * has the property 

*du = du, *dv = - dv. ( 1.7) 

The remaining component h II is then determined using Eq. 
(1.4). 

The complete line element ( 1.1 ) involves one additional 
metric tensor componentguv ' This component can be deter
mined by quadratures from ~ and <I> using the relations 

Pu Yu = ~Puu + p{A/- 2
\ ~ u + 2<1>*<I>u \2 - 1-1\<I>u \2}, 

-1 {1/-2\~ 2<1>*<1> \2 -1-1\<1> \2} (1.8) PvYv-2Pvv+P4 v+ v v' 
where 

( 1.9) 

B. SU(2,1} invariance 

The field equations that we have been reviewing possess 
an intrinsic SU(2,1) symmetry, which was described long 
ago by Kinnersley.5 For readers who are not familiar with 
that work we shall briefly review the analysis, using, how-
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ever, a variational principle instead of the field equations 
themselves. 

The variational principle from which the complex po
tential equations ( 1.2) can be derived has long been known 
to have the form 

8 f p{! f- 2 (d'ff + 2<1>* d<l» *(d'ff + 2<1>* d<l»* 

- f- 1 d<l> *d<l>*} = 0 ( 1.10) 

when expressed in terms of 'ff and <1>. The structure of the 
Lagrangian density is strikingly similar to the quantities that 
enter the equations (1.8) that determine the field y. 

Not every solution of the complex potential equations 
(1.2) gives rise to a bona fide colliding wave metric. It must 
be possible to join the metric across the null hypersurfaces 
u = 0 and v = 0 to Petrov type N (or more degenerate) 
plane wave solutions. The constants k and 1 introduced by 
Ernst, Garcia, and Hauser6 in connection with their collid
ing wave condition can be generalized in the case of electro
vac fields. In terms of 'ff (u,v) and <I>(u,v) we shall define 
constants 

k: = Jd (0,0) -21 'ff v (0,0) + 2<1>(0,0)*<I>v (0,0) 12 

- f (0,0) -I 1 <I> v (0,0) 12, (1.l1) 

I: = !f(O,O) -21 'ff u (0,0) + 2<1>(0,0)*<I>u (0,0) 12 

- f (0,0) -II<I>u (0,0) 12
, 

which will play the same role as the analogous constants in 
the vacuum case. 

We shall find it convenient to study the SU(2,1) invar
iance of general expressions of the form 

LaP: = Af -2 [ 'ff a + 2<1>*<1> a ] [ 'ff .13 + 2<1>*<1>.13 ] * 

-f-I<I>a<l>b' (1.l2) 

Following Kinnersley5 we shall write 

'ff = (U - W)/( U + W), <I> = V /( U + W), (1.13) 

where, of course, only ratios of U, V, and Ware significant, 
andfis easily seen to be given by 

f= (U*U+ V*V- W*W)/IU+ W12. 

In the numerator of this expression we observe the manifest
ly SU (2,1) invariant combination 

K: = u*u + V*V - W*W (1.14) 

A little additional work suffices to demonstrate that LaP can 
be cast into the manifestly SU (2,1) invariant form 

LaP = K- 2
[ U*Ua + V* Va - W* Wa ] [U*Up 

+ V*Vp - W*Wp]*-K-1[UaU b 

(1.15) 

Thus any SU (2,1) transformation (with constant coeffi
cients) of the fields U, V, and W will preserve the field equa
tions (1.2) that determine 'ff and <I> and the field equation 
( 1.8) that determines y. In particular, the determination of 
the transformed metric tensor component g uv is trivial, since 
according to Eq. (1.9) the product of/and guv is invariant. 
Moreover, since the values of the constants k and I are not 
changed when SU(2, 1) transformations are executed, such 
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transformations will always yield bona fide colliding wave 
solutions when bona fide colliding wave seed metrics are 
employed! 

Kinnersley5 described the SU (2,1) group we have been 
discussing in terms of five simple classes of transformation: 

gauge, 

(U+ W) ..... (U+ W), 

V ..... V+a(U+ W), (1.16) 

( U - W) ..... ( U - W) - 2a* V - aa* ( U + W); 

gauge, 

(U+ W) ..... (U+ W), 

V ..... V, 
(U- W) ..... (U- W) +ia(U+ W); 

duality rotation, rescaling, 

(U+ W) ..... b(U+ W), 

V ..... (b*/b)V, 
(U- W) ..... (l/b*)(U- W); 

Ehlers, 

(U + W) ..... (U + W) + if3( U - W), 

V ..... V, 

(U- W) ..... (U- W); 

Harrison, 

( U + W) ..... ( U + W) - 2c* V - cc* ( U - W), 

( 1.17) 

( 1.18) 

( 1.19) 

V ..... V+c(U- W), (1.20) 
(U- W) ..... (U- W). 

Here a, b, and c are arbitrary complex parameters and a and 
f3 are arbitrary real parameters. 

The Ehlers transformation and the Harrison charging 
transformation (Ref. 7) were known for quite a while before 
Kinnersley identified them as members of an SU (2,1) inter
nal symmetry group. Perhaps the most significant thing 
about these SU (2,1) transformations is the fact that they 
always map colliding wave solutions into colliding wave so
lutions, whereas, because asymptotic flatness was not always 
preserved, the corresponding transformations were relative
ly unproductive in connection with the generation of useful 
new stationary axisymmetric fields. 

When one restricts attention to vacuum-preserving 
transformations, one obtains the generalized Ehlers transfor
mation, under which 

- i'ff ..... [a( - i'ff) + f3]![ y( - i'ff) + 8], (1.21) 

where a, {3, y, and 8 are new parameters such that 

a8 -f3y= 1. ( 1.22) 

This is equivalent to transformations of classes 4, 2, and 3 
applied in succession, and has been discussed by Ernst, Gar
cia, and Hauser (EGH).6 

It should be mentioned that a transformation that was 
employed recently by Chandrasekhar and Xanthopoulos8 to 
construct a charged version of the Nutku-Halil colliding 
wave solution3 with a special value of the charge corresponds 
to the discrete SU (2,1) transformation 
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u--+ - v, 
V--+ u, 

W--+W 
(1.23 ) 

When a vacuum solution (V = 0) is subjected to this trans
formation, the result is a solution with'll = - 1 and ct> = 5, 
where 5: = U I W is a solution of the associated complex po
tential equation 

(55 * - 1)( l/p){au (p5v) + av (p5u)} = 45*5u5v' 
(1.24) 

We shall see that this result can be absorbed naturally into a 
more complete result, characterized by an arbitrary charge 
value, obtained when a more general SU(2,1) transforma
tion is applied to the same Nutku-Halil seed metric. 

II. HARRISON'S CHARGING TRANSFORMATION 

A. The FIB/EGH metric 

Our objective will be to derive a new family of electrovac 
colliding wave solutions of the Einstein equations by apply
ing a Harrison charging transformation to the three-param
eter EGH solution6 of the Einstein vacuum field equations. 
It will be recalled that the EGH solution was itself a general
ization of a two-parameter solution derived earlier by Fer
rari, Ibanez, and Bruni (FIB).9 Among the solutions that 
will be obtained will be a charged version of the famous 
Nutku-Halil vacuum solution. 3 

Throughout the rest of this paper we shall employ null 
coordinates such that 

p(u,v) = 1- u2 
- v2

• (2.1) 

The EGH metric was conveniently described in terms of 
auxiliary coordinates x and y such that 

x: = u,J1=l7 + v~, y: = u,J1=l7 - v~, 
(2.2) 

and parameters n, v, and v'. Everything was expressed quite 
elegantly in terms of certain functions 

T(n,v,v'): =J..~{(p+p,)(I_x)nIZ 
2 1 +x 

(
1 + x)n12} + (p - p') I-x 

+ i. .JT=?{(q + q,)( 1 - y)n12 
2 l+y 

+ (q - q,)( ~ ~ ~rIZ} , (2.3) 

where 

p: = cos v, q: = sin v, p': = cos v', q': = sin v'. (2.4) 

For example, the metric components hab were given by 

hll =pl +nlT(n + l,v',v)/T(n,v,v'>j2, 

h22 = pl- nlT(n - l,v',v)lT(n,v,v') IZ, (2.5) 

h12 = - p Im{T(n - l,v',v) T(n + l,v',v)*} 

x(1 T(n,v,v') 12)-1, 
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while the complex'll potential was given by 

'll = - pl- nT(n - 2,v,v') *IT(n,v,v') *, (2.6) 

and guv was given by 

guv = - pen' - I)/ZI T(n,v,v') 12/~ (1 - u2 ) (1 - v2 ). (2.7) 

Since we shall need the expressions later, we recall that 
for the EGH metric Kinnersley's H-potential lO was given by 

HI\ = -pl+n[T(n + 2,v,v')/T(n,v,v')]*, 

H22 = - pl- n[T(n - 2,v,v')/T(n,v,v') ]*, 

H 1z = i( 1 - n)z - 2{x 1m T(n,v',v) (2.8) 

+ iy Re T(n,v',v)}/T(n,v,v')*, 

HZI = H12 - 2iz. 

For vacuum metrics it is possible to define an alternative E 
potential 1 1 by 

E: = (p + ih 12 )lhzz' (2.9) 

In the case of the EGH metric this potential is given by 

E(n,v,v') = pnT(n + l,v',v)IT(n - l,v',v). (2.10) 

There is another matrix potential H' that is of consider
able importance in executing Harrison's charging transfor
mation. This H potential is the one associated with a metric 
obtained from the EGH metric by applying a Kramer-Neu
gebauer involution 'll ~ - E * (Ref. 12). 

Recall that the metric tensor h is expressible in the form 

h = .f!.... (j) ( 2.11) (
FZ +ui ) 

F (j) l' 

where j = - hzz = - pi F. The real part of the so-called 
self-duality relation 13 

p-1h£ * dH = - i dH, (2.12) 

yields the relation 

p-1h£ * dh = - d(Im H). (2.13 ) 

Consider now a Kramer-Neugebauer involution 
'll ~ - E *. The metric tensor h ' of the resulting space-time 
is given by 

h' = - ~ fZ; X2 
~). (2.14) 

Naturally, there is an H potential H ' associated with this new 
space-time and the relation 

p-1h'£ * dh' = - d(ImH'). (2.15 ) 

holds, too. Finally, direct evaluation of the left-hand side of 
this equation shows that 

d(ImH 11 ) = -pj-2 Im['ll*2*d'll], (2.16) 

1m Hiz = (j), 
d(Im H IZ) = dz + lpj-2 * d( 'll'll*), 

ImHil =ImHlz -2z, 

(2.17) 

(2.18 ) 

(2.19) 

a result that will be of considerable significance in carrying 
out the Harrison transformation. 

The effect of a Kramer-Neugebauer involution upon 
the EGH solution was discussed by Ernst, Garcia, and 
Hauser.6 Such a transformation maps one EGH solution 
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into another. Bearing in mind that the value ofIm H ~2 = w 
is already known, it is apparent that the new solution is ob
tained from the original EGH solution by the substitutions 

n ..... l - n, V ..... v', V' ..... V + 1T. (2.20) 

In particular, the H potential H' is given by 

H;I = _p2-n[T(n - 3,v',v)/T(n -l,v',v)]*, 

H~2 = _pn[T(n + 1,v',v)IT(n -l,v',v)]*, 

H;2 = inz + 2{x 1m T(n - 1,v,v') (2.21) 

+ iy Re T(n - 1,v,v')}/T(n - 1,v',v)*, 

H~I = H;2 - 2iz. 

B. A more general seed solution 

In the interest of achieving a greater degree of generality 
we shall subject the EGH metric to a generalized Ehlers 
transformation (1.21) before applying the Harrison charg
ing transformation. Under such an Ehlers transformation, 
the / and X potentials transform as follows: 

/ ..... /I[rP + (<5 + YX)2], (2.22) 

(2.23) 

Moreover, the matrix potential H' undergoes the simple 
SL (2,R) transformation 

H' ..... SH'ST, 

where 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

In summation, we find that the more general vacuum 
metric that we shall use as a seed solution has the /&' potential 

/&' = i iapl - nT(n - 2,v,v')* + {3T(n,v,v') * , (2.26) 
iypl - nT(n - 2,v,v')* + <5T(n,v,v') * 

from which 

/ I _ n 1 . T( n - 1, v', v) 12 
= - P iypl- nT(n - 2,v,v')* + <5T(n,v,v') * 

(2.27) 

follows immediately. We shall also need the H'-matrix ele
ments 

and 
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- {32pnT(n + 1,v',v)* 

+ 2a{3 [i(n - l)zT(n - 1,v',v)* (2.28) 

+ 2x 1m T(n - 1,v,v') 

+ 2iy Re T(n - 1,v,v') ]}/T(n - 1,v',v)* 

H~2 = {- rp2-nT(n - 3,v',v)* 

- <52pnT(n + l,v',v)* 

+ 2y<5[i(n - l)zT(n - 1,v',v)* 

+ 2x 1m T(n - l,v,v') 

(2.29) 

+ 2iy Re T(n - l,v,v') ]}/T(n - l,v',v)*. 
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c. Determination of the new metric 

When Harrison's charging transformation is applied to 
a vacuum metric, the resulting complex potentials assume 
the form 

/&' = /&'01(1 -leI 2/&, 0)' <I> = e/&' 01(1 - lel 2/&, 0)' (2.30) 

where the subscript 0 distinguishes potentials of the vacuum 
seed metric from those of the final electrovac solution. It 
follows immediately that 

/=/0I(II-leI 2/&'012), x=xol(11-leI2/&'012). (2.31) 

Of course, h22 = - / and h \2 = - /w, where w must be de
termined from the twist potential X using the relation 

*dw =p/-2{dX + 2 Im(<I>* d<l»}, (2.32) 

which, in the present case, assumes the form 

*dw = p/-2{dXo - 1c14 Im( /&,~2 d/&' o)}' (2.33) 

The first term on the right-hand side is readily expressed in 
terms of the original Wo field. In principle, the second term 
could be evaluated by direct substitution, but that is not the 
easy way to construct the field w. Instead, we take advantage 
of the abundance of potentials, the values of which we al
ready know, writing the integral ofEq. (2.33) in the form 

w = Im{H~~ + leI 4H;n. (2.34) 

Into this expression we can substitute the matrix elements 
listed in Eqs. (2.29) and (2.30), thereby constructing w, 
from which h\2 = h21 may easily be calculated. The most 
difficult component to calculate is h II' but simplifications 
analogous to those that occurred in connection with the 
original EGH metrics occur here also. 

The final expressions for the metrical fields of our new 
electrovac colliding wave metrics may be expressed as fol
lows: 

h= ~(~ ~), 
where 

K= IA 1
2

, 

L = Im(AB*), 

M=IBI2, 

N= Re(AB*). 

(2.35 ) 

(2.36) 

(2.37) 

(2.38 ) 

(2.39) 

The fielcts A and B are simple generalizations of the corre
sponding fields introduced by Ernst, Garcia, and Hauser.6 

Here they have the values 

A =pn(n+2)/4{(r + 1c1 4a2)p2(\ -n)T(n - 3,v',v) 

+ (<52 + leI4{3Z)T(n + t,v',v) 

+ 21el2pl - nT(n - 1,v',v) 

+ 2i(y<5 + leI4a{3)(n - l)p-nzT(n - 1,v',v) 

- 4(y<5 + leI4a{3)p-n[x 1m T(n -1,v,v') 

- ;y Re T(n - l,v,v')]}, (2.40) 

B=pn(n-2) /4T(n -1,v',v), (2.41) 

which obviously reduce to the EGH values in the appropri
ate limit. It should be remarked that the ratio 
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E:=A/B (2.42) 

does not satisfy the usual Ernst equation in the case of elec
trovac fields. 

The expressions for M and N are particularly simple. 
One finds that 

M = pn(n - 2) /2 1 T(n _ l,v',v) 12, (2.43 ) 

N = pn'/2 Ii(r - i1c1 2a)pl- nT(n - 2,v,v') * 
+ (8 - i1c1 2p)T(n,v,v')*l z. (2.44) 

The EGH expression for guv was 

-1/2 N guv = -p 
~ (1 - u2

) (1 - v2
) 

(2.45) 

The same relation holds here, with N given by the preceding 
equation, as can easily be seen from the fact that the product 
h2zguv is invariant under any SU(2,I) transformation. 

III. ELECTRIFIED NUTKU-HALIL SOLUTION 

For simplicity let us now turn off the generalized Ehlers 
transformation by setting a = {j = 1 andp = r = 0. Our ex
pressions for the fields A and B then simplify to 

A = pn(n + 2)/4{T(n + l,v',v) + 21c1 2pl- nT(n - l,v',v) 

(3.1 ) 

B =pn(n-2) /4T(n - l,v',v). (3.2) 

In particular, when n = 0, we obtain the electrified Nutku
Halil solution 

A = T( I,v',v) + 21e1 2pT( - l,v',v) + lel 4p2T( - 3,v',v), 
(3.3 ) 

B = T( - l,v',v). 

The metrical fields are in this case given by 

K = I T( I,v',v) + 21e1 2pT( - I,v',v) 

+ lel 4p2T( _ 3,v',v) 12, 

L = Im{[T(1,v',v) 

(3.4 ) 

(3.5) 

+ 1c1 4p2T( - 3,v',v)] T( - l,v',v)*}, (3.6) 

M = IT( - I,v',v) 12
, (3.7) 

N = IT(O,v,v') + lel 2pT( - 2,v,v') 12. (3.8) 

This is a generalization of the electrified version of the 
Nutku-Halil solution found by Chandrasekhar and Xantho
poulos,8 where our complex charge parameter e was restrict
ed to values such that lei = 1. 

Since e always occurs in the combination lel 2p, one 
might be tempted to rescale p, but this means relinquishing 
the usual relation p = 1 - u2 

- v2
• The situation is similar to 

the situation one encounters in the Schwarzschild solution, 
where one may "eliminate" the mass parameter m by rescal-
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ing all lengths. One can do it, and for calculational purposes 
one often does do it, but to do so can be misleading, giving 
one the false impression that the parameter m is unessential. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Since one may construct new colliding wave solutions 
by applying SU (2,1) transformations to the Ernst potentials 
associated not only with the Killing vector ax' but with any 
other Killing vector, it is apparent that an endless supply of 
colliding wave solutions can be constructed quite mechani
cally. Whereas in the stationary axisymmetric case the main
tenance of asymptotic flatness limited the success of early 
attempts to apply solution-generating techniques, in the case 
of colliding plane waves the same techniques are guaranteed 
to be fruitful. 

Just how far one should go working out new solutions in 
this way is debatable. We believe a more useful endeavor will 
be to attempt to get a better grasp of the general problem, 
and this will oblige one to employ more up-to-date tech
niques, generally involving Riemann-Hilbert problems in 
one form or another. Indeed it is likely to be through the 
application of such techniques that the general initial value 
problem for colliding gravitational plane waves will even
tually be solved. Then we shall be able to dispense with the 
inverted approach which has heretofore been employed in 
deriving new colliding wave solutions; i.e., working back
ward from the region of collision to the regions in which 
there are separate incident plane waves, a procedure that 
likely has given us a very lopsided perspective on the colli
sion of gravitational plane waves. 
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It is shown that the measurable nonlinear susceptibilities of third and higher orders probe only 
a fraction of equilibrium fluctuations, and in general can give only lower bounds on the 
eqUilibrium correlation functions. This contrasts with the linear and quadratic response, which 
completely determines the corresponding correlations by general fluctuation--dissipation 
theorems. The exactly solvable one-dimensional kinetic Ising model illustrates which 
fluctuations give rise to dissipation; only two-magnon processes of short wavelength and 
opposite momenta contribute to the third-order nonlinear susceptibilities, while two- and 
three-magnon processes contribute to the corresponding eqUilibrium correlation functions. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Any thermodynamic relation between the driven re
sponse of a system and its equilibrium properties is of great 
practical value; the spectral density of fluctuations, the form 
of the correlation functions, becomes accessible experimen
tally by measuring the dynamical response to external fields 
(Le., the susceptibilities). For the linear part of the response, 
the fluctuation--dissipation theorem (FDT) provides this es
sential connection. 1 For step-driven nonlinear processes,2 

the relaxation toward the equilibrium state can also be relat
ed to eqUilibrium correlation functions. If the eqUilibrium 
state is invariant under time reversal (an assumption which 
excludes systems with no well-defined time-reversed state, 
Le., p - n junctions, etc.), a more interesting generalization 
of the FDT relates third-order correlation functions to the 
second-order nonlinear susceptibility X2. 3 Most observable 
quantities are such that the response changes sign if the 
forces are reversed. In such symmetric systems, all odd equi
librium correlations and all even susceptibilities are zero. 
The most interesting generalizations of the FDT therefore 
involve the third-order response. Unfortunately, all at
tempts in this direction so far have been unsuccessful. 4 

In order to understand the source of this failure, we first 
consider the one-dimensional kinetic Ising model for which 
all the correlation functions and nonlinear susceptibilities 
can be calculated exactly. This model has a zero temperature 
critical point, and the nonlinearities arise from the change in 
the thermodynamic functions induced by the external 
forces, as well as the change of the correlation functions in
duced by the external field. The contributions of the fluctu
ations of the two-spin correlations to the third-order dissipa
tion are dominated by two-magnon processes of very short 
wavelength and opposite momenta. 5 On the other hand, the 
third-order fluctuations involve two- and three-magnon pro
cesses of all wavelengths. This illustrates that nonlinear re
sponse is only sensitive to a fraction of the fluctuations, and 
only permits the setting of a lower bound on the spectrum of 
third-order fluctuations. 

In more complex systems, the same conclusion can be 
reached using the Kubo formalism. The third-order suscep
tibilities are not sufficient to determine four-spin correlation 
functions. More precisely, some of the fluctuations do not 
contribute to the third-order dissipative response. The only 
circumstance where a third-order FDT exists is when one of 

the fields couples to the system with no dissipation; it is then 
possible to extend the second-order PDT to the third order. 
A susceptibility measures the response to the application of 
external forces. Thus only causal processes can contribute to 
susceptibilities. On the other hand, a correlation probes both 
causal and noncausal responses, since it is a measure of the 
probability that an observable quantity has a value M, know
ing it had or will have a value Mo at earlier or later times, 
respectively. This is why the measurements of nonlinear sus
ceptibilities permit the obtaining of only a lower bound on 
the spectrum of equilibrium fluctuations. This thermody
namic inequality generalizes the fluctuation--dissipation 
theorem to nonlinear processes. It is particularly useful to 
probe the onset of long-range order in physical problems 
where higher-order correlations diverge.6 

To reconstruct the correlation functions from the sus
ceptibilities, an additional difficulty arises because of the 
zero-frequency anomalies 7 associated with their static limit. 
In higher-order correlation functions, singularities also oc
cur whenever a mixing frequency vanishes. However, all 
these anomalies can be removed with a proper definition of 
the correlation functions. 

This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we give the 
necessary definitions, and generalize the fluctuation--dissi
pation theorem to the second-order processes in the frame
work of Kubo's theory of nonlinear response. A simple pro
cedure to include the singular contribution to the correlation 
functions is then introduced. In Sec. III, the nonlinear re
sponse and the correlation functions of the one-dimensional 
kinetic Ising model are evaluated and analyzed, to illustrate 
the point of the paper: nonlinear susceptibilities allow us to 
set only a lower bound on the four-spin correlation func
tions. The general theory of third-order processes is devel
oped in Sec. IV, where we argue that only some of the higher
order fluctuations contribute to dissipation. 

II. NONLINEAR RESPONSE 

If (i) the equilibrium state of the system can be de
scribed by a density matrix, and (ii) the effect of the external 
fields can be included in a Hamiltonian H = - ~maha (t) 
linear in the external forces h a (t), the nonlinear response of 
the system can be derived from a perturbation expansion of 
the time-dependent density matrix p(t) in power of the ex
ternal fields ha (t), which are applied adiabatically from 
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t = - 00.
8 This procedure enables us to parametrize each 

component a (1, ... ,x) of the response (Ma (t» 

= Tr[p(t)ma] to the x applied forces h{J in terms of the 
generalized susceptibilities X, 

(Ma) " 1 f a{J'" (J (t) = mg + n~1 n! X' "(t,tl,· .. ,tn ) 

(1) 

which are quantities intrinsic to the equilibrium state of the 
system. Susceptibilities are observable functions of time 
(i.e., real) and can be defined in terms of the equilibrium
retarded Green's functions Gr , 

a{J""{J,,( P Ga{J""{J X t,tl·"tn ) = n r "(t,tl,,·tn ), (2) 

where we have used the symbol P n for the sum over all possi
ble permutations of{ PI,tl }··· {8 n,tn}. In equilibrium, the 
system is invariant under time translation, so X and Gr de
pend only on the relative times, 7 = t - t l , ... ,7n _ 1 

= tn _ I - tn' Gr coincides with the aftereffect function <p, 

",a{J""{J"(,,," 7 . "7 ) 
'I' ., I n-I 

= (ill;)n([ [ma(7+ ". + 7 n _ I ), 

m{J, (71 + ". + 7 n _ 2 ) ] , ... ,m{J" ] ), (3) 
for positive values of 7' .. 7 n _ I' and is zero otherwise. In Eq. 
(3), quantities in brackets [ma, m{J,] denote the commuta
tors of the operators ma and m{J,. By convention, the thermo
dynamic average of a lower case quantity is performed with 
the equilibrium density matrix (a) = Tr(poa) and the oper
ator a(t) = e - iHo'aeiHo', where Ho is the equilibrium Hamil
tonian. Explicitly, the lowest-order susceptibilities are 
Xa{J, (t,tl ) = Xa{J, (7) = <pa{J, (7) ()( 7) , (4a) 

xa{J,{J'(7,71 ) = r{J,{J'(7,71)(}(7)()(71) 

+ <pa{J,{J,( 7 + 7 1, - 71 )()( 7 + 7 1)()( - 7 1), 

(4b) 

where ()( 7) = 1 if 7> 0, and is zero otherwise. The knowl
edge of correlation functions or aftereffect functions <p is suf
ficient to determine the susceptibilities X. However, the con
verse is not true; while the susceptibilities X are causal 
quantities and vanish in all the time quadrants such that 
t < max(tl, ... ,tn ), the aftereffect functions are nonzero at all 
times. This is one of the reasons why it is generally not possi
ble to reconstruct from X the complete spectrum of fluctu
ations. 

If the operators m{J (t) are eigenstates of the time-rever
sal operator T, they transform as T{m{J (t)} = €{Jm{J ( - t), 

where the eigenvalues €{J = ± 1. This permits us to evaluate 
<p for negative times when it is known at all times 7i > 0, 
",a{J ... {J 
'1" "( - 7, - 71 " . - 7 n - I ) 

(5) 

Whereas this identity is not necessary to establish the linear 
FDT, it is essential in its generalization to higher-order sus
ceptibilities. 

We proceed to show that at all orders the correlation 
functions Cn , 

Ca{J, ·(J"(t,tl·,,tn ) = (ma(t)m{J'(tI)"'m{J"(tn», (6) 
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can be related to linear combinations of the aftereffect func
tions <Pn. For a set of n + 1 thermodynamic quantities 
ma(t), m{J, (t) .. 'm{J"(t), we can write a distinct correlation 
function for each of the (n + I)! possible permutations of 
operators. The invariance of the trace under circular permu
tations, 

(7) 

reduces the number of independent correlation functions Cn 

to n! = (n + 1 )!!n.9 In Eq. (7), the operator 
Tn = exp(if1/3 a 1 atn ) translates tn by ifl/3. In Fourier space, 
Tn is the constant exp( - fl/3w n ). Time translation invar
iance imposes the relation ToTI' .. Tn = 1 within the opera
tor Ti • The aftereffect functions are completely antisymme
tric and therefore satisfy n Jacobi symmetry relations. For 
example, we have at the second order, 

<pa{J,{Jz (7,71) + <fJf1,a{J, ( - 7,7 + 7 1) = 0, 

<pa{J,{J, (7,71) + ~,{J,a (71, - 7 - 7 1) 

+ <fJf1,a{J, ( - 7 - 7 1,7) = 0. 

(8a) 

(8b) 

These relations reduces the number of independent func
tions <Pn to n!. The linear system [Eq. (3)] defining the after
effect function, in terms of correlation functions, can there
fore be inverted, since except for discrete resonances which 
will be analyzed later, it is nonsingular. At the first and sec
ond orders, we find 

(TI _l)ca{J'(7) = <pa{J'(7), (9a) 

( To - 1)( TI - 1)( T2 - I) C a{J,{J, ( 7,71 ) 

= To<pa{J,{J,( 7,71) + ~,a{J, ( - 7 - 7 1,7) 

+ T 2- 1<fJf1,{J,a( 7 1, - 7 - 7\). 

(9b) 
At first order, the only singUlarity in the correlation func
tions occurs at zero frequency (TI = 1 at w = 0). Additional 
resonances are present at higher orders when a mixing fre
quency becomes static (for n = 2, T\ = 1 at WI - W = 0). 

The linear FDT follows from Eq. (9a), since 

<p( 7) = <PC 7)(}C 7) - <p( - 7)(JC - 7) = xC 7) - X( - 7). 

At the second order, it is possible to express the aftereffect 
function <p in terms of the causal response functions X, if the 
equilibrium state of the system is invariant under time rever
sal. To this effect, we divide the 7, 7\ plane in six sectors, 
defined by 

1 = (J(7)(}(71) + (J( - 7)()(7+ 7 1) + (J( -7)()( -7\) 

+ (J(7)(J( -7-7\) + (}(7\)()( -7-7\) 

(10) 

After multiplication of Eq. (10) by the aftereffect function 
<p, we can rewrite each of the six terms on the right-hand side 
in terms of retarded Green's functions, using the symmetry 
relations (8) and the invariance under time reversal (5). 
Explicitly, 

<pa{J,{J, ( 7,7\ ) 

= G~{J,{J2 (7,71) + G~,afJ, ( - 7,7 + 7\) 

+ €G ~{J,{J, ( - 7, - 7\ ) * - €G ~,afJ, (7, - 7 - 7\ ) * 
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- (G~,p,a (1"1' - 1" - 1"1) - EG~P,P, ( - 1" - 1"1,1"1 )*) 

- (€G~,p,a ( - 1"(01" + 1"d* - G~P,{)'(1"+ 1"1' - 1"1»' 
(11) 

This expression greatly simplifies using the definition [Eq. 
(2)] of the susceptibilities in terms ofthe retarded Green's 
functions. Since the second-order response is nonzero only if 
E = E E Ep = 1 it is convenient to introduce the time-re-a fl, 2 ' 

versal symmetric susceptibility 

2i(1",1"I) = X(1",1"I) + EX( -1", -1"1)* 

whose Fourier transform is the real part of the susceptibility. 
With this convention, we find 

,paP,p, ( 1",1"1) = 2( iap,P, ( 1",1"1) - jP,p,a ( 1"1' - 1" - 1"1»' 
(12) 

Quantum mechanically, there are n! possible ways to 
symmetrize correlation functions, many of which corre
spond to observable quantities. For the sake of simplicity, 
only the completely symmetrized correlation function, 

C~p,P'(1",1"I) = (1I3!)PnC aP'P'(t,t l ,t2 ), (13) 

is considered. If wand WI are the Fourier variables conjugat
edto1"and1"I,Eqs. (9b), (12), and (13) permit us to estab
lish the second-order FDT,IO 

C ~p,p, (w,w I) 

= 2 Re(E(w,w l )XaP,p, (lU,W I ) 

+ E( - lUl'W - WI)~,aP, ( - WI,W - WI) 

+ E(w l - W, - w) ~,p,a X(lUl - W, - w»), (14) 

where the spectral function E, 

2( 1 + efK'w + (efK'(W - w,) + efK'w, ) /2) 
E(w,w l ) = -fl 3(1-efK'(w-w'»(1-eP"w,) , 

(15) 

smears out the microscopic contributions to the macroscop
ic response at high frequencies. In the classical limit, the 
spectral function E becomes lI/]2w(w l - w) (See Refs. 3 
and 11). This second-order FDT differs from the linear 
FDT in two important respects: (a) the determination of the 
correlation functions requires the knowledge of all indepen
dent components of the susceptibility tensor and not of 
XaP,p, (w,w l ) alone, and (b) the dissipative response is. d.e
scribed at the second order by the real part of the susceptIbIl
ity. 

It is appropriate here to discuss the analytic properties 
of the generalized susceptibilities. The retarded Green's 
functions are causal responses of all the time variables; in 
Fourier space, they are analytic functions of the complex 
frequencies, W""'Wn_l' in the corresponding upper-half 
planes. On the other hand, generalized susceptibilities are 
causal only in the argument (1") where the actual physical 
observation takes place. Analyticity is thus only warranted 
in the upper-half plane of the detected frequency w. It fol
lows that the usual Kramers-Kronig relation relating the 
real and imaginary parts of the response function holds for 
the first argument, but not for the others. 12 

The FDT ( 14) does not apply when any of the frequen
cies W,lUl' or W - WI vanishes, since correlation functions 
can remain finite at large times. To include these singular 
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contributions, we redefine the correlation functions in terms 
of regular functions. 7 Explicitly, the correlation function C', 

C' (w,w l ) = C(w,w() - 21T[B(lU )i5(cu l ) + D(lUl )i5(lU)] 

+ 4r D8(cu )8(w l ), (16) 

is regular in the entire cu, WI plane. The functions B( 1") and 
D( 1" I) are the asymptotic forms of the correlation functions 
as 1"1 or 1" becomes, respectively, infinite. Similarly, 
D = C( ± 00, ± (0). In the literature, a principle requiring 
the damping of correlation functions at large time13 is often 
invoked to express Band D in terms of first-order correlation 
functions. Explicitly, the identity B(w) 

= D(w) = P3 [CaP, (lU) (mp, )] may in some circumstances 
be used. In random systems like spin glasses, this principle of 
damping of correlation functions does not hold, so one must 
exercise great care in the evaluation of Band D. 

Let 

U(w,cu') = (1 - exp(p'fIw»)(1 - exp(p'fIw'») 

X (1 - exp(p'fI(w - w') ). 

Since the singularities in C are delta functions which coin
cide with the zeros of U, UC is a regular function. Multiply
ing Eq. (14) by U, we have UC = UC', since UC and UC' 

have no singularities. Since C' is regular, we perform, after 
division by U, a principal value (P) decomposition of the 
right-hand side, and obtain the correct form of the second
orderFDT, 

C ~p,p, (w,w I) 

= 2P Re(E(cu,lUl)XaP,P, (w,w l ) 

+ E( - cul,w - WI)Xp,a
p

, ( - lUl,CU - CUI) 

+ E(w l - W, - W )~,p,a X(CUI - lu, - w»), (17) 

for all frequencies. Before considering the general third-or
der relations, it is useful to gain some insight with a simple 
example where the third-order response can be calculated 
exactly. 

III. THE THIRD-ORDER RESPONSE OF THE 1-0 KINETIC 
ISING MODEL 

We consider a one-dimensional Ising system described 
by the Hamiltonian H = - J~SiSi+ I - ~hii, where the 
spin variables Si = ± 1. The Kubo formulation of nonlinear 
response cannot be used as such to discuss the dynamics of 
this system; the adiabatic response excludes any possible dis
sipation, unless a thermalization bath is explicitly included 
in the Hamiltonian. A spin-boson Hamiltonian has been in
troduced to circumvent this difficulty, in the context of the 
two-level dynamics coupled to a dissipative bath. 14 An alter
native approach is to use stochastic dynamics, which evalu
ates the isothermal response of the system in the presense of a 
random noise. This isothermal response differs in several 
ways from Kubo's theory, and we will contrast the relevant 
results. The starting point here is a master equation for the 
probability P that the spin configuration of the N spins in the 
system is a(a = {SI" 'SN}) at time t, 

~P(a,t) = r(ala')P(a',t). 
dt 
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For single spin-flip dynamics, IS the spin-flip probability r 
between configuration a' and a is zero, unless they differ by 
the sign of one spin, 

ro(ala') = I r~ = Is,s',8'(ala')w;(a'), (19) , 
where the delta function is zero if the configuration a and a' 
differ by a spin other than i. In what follows, we choose the 
spin-flip probability w,(a), 

w, (a) = (1/T) [1- S; tanh(ph, (a»)], (20) 

consistent with detail balance, and giving in the high tem
perature limit a single relaxation time T. In Eq. (20), the 
local field h, (a) = h, + J(S,_I + S,+ I)' 

With this choice, the local magnetization (s,) and the 
two-spin correlation function (s,Sj)' which are the probabili
ty averages !'s,P(a,t) and !,s,SjP(a,t) , respectively, satisfy 
the equations of motion, 

T~ (s,) = - (s,) + (tanh(ph,(a»)), (21a) 
dt 

d 
T- (s,Sj) = - 2(s;sj) + (s, tanh(phj(a»)) 

dt 

+ (Sj tanh(ph,(a»)). (21b) 

In a one-dimensional system, this dynamics can be solved 
exactly at all orders in the external field hU). To wit, the 
thermodynamic field, 

tanh(ph, (a») = Xi + y, (S;_I + S,+ I) + Z,Si_ ,s,+" 
(22) 

can be computed to third order in the external field h (t) by 
expanding the coefficients X, y, and Z in powers of h, 

X = (1- !'r)Ph + ( - 2 + 4r - 3tH (Ph)3/6], 

y = (y/2)(! - (1 - r)(Ph)2), (23) 

Z = - (r/2)Ph + (rI6)(4 - 3r)(Ph)3, 

where y = tanh 2{3J. If the driving field is inhomogeneous, 
x, y, and Z depend on the site i. The third-order response is 
then governed by the coupled dynamical equations, 

d 
T dt (s,) = - [(1-2Y)(Si) -x-z(s,_,s,+,)], (24a) 

d 
T dt (SIS) = - [2{s,sj) - 2y( (s;Sj_' ) + (s,sj+ I » 

- 2x(s,) - 2z(s,sj_,sj+,)]' (24b) 

where we have assumed translation invariance [i.e., h(t) is 
spatially uniform]. This isothermal dynamics explicitly in
cludes the derivatives of the thermodynamic potential in x, 
y, and z. In Kubo's theory, the adiabatic response is comput
ed between the same equilibrium states, and no change in the 
thermodynamic functions arises. This difference between 
adiabatic and isothermal response is very well understood at 
the linear leve1.7 For nonlinear response, the usual continu
ation of the Green's function to imaginary time, used to es
tablish the connection at the linear level, does not give a 
simple picture. 

Replacing the correlation function (s,Sj) in Eq. (24a) 
by its eqUilibrium value aV- 'I (where a = tanhpJ), we re-
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cover at the first order the well-known response function of 
the I-D kinetic Ising model, 

XU) = pN OU)exp( - (1 - y)!..) , (25) 
Tcosh 2/3J T 

where N is the number of spins in the chain. At the lowest 
order in h, it is also straightforward 16 to express three-spin 
correlation functions in terms of the local magnetization re
sponse, 

(SiSj_ ,Sj+') (t)::::; (a2 + aV- i-II - aV- i+ II) (S) (I), 
(26) 

where i =14 At the third order, we also have to consider the 
change in the two-spin correlation induced by the external 
field, 

(SiS) (I) = (s;s) 

+ L+oooo X2U - tl,t, - t2)h(l,)h(t2)dt, dt2, 

(27) 

where Xz may be interpreted as a noise susceptibility. The 
forces driving the two-spin correlation function away from 
equilibrium include three-spin correlations, which have 
been expressed in terms of linear response in Eq. (26). Since 
the system has translational invariance, the driven response 
of r m = (s;s; + m) with m > 0 is governed by the linear sys
tem, 

where the driving terms go and gl are, respectively, 

go(t) = 2( (1 - a2 )/(1 + a2
) lPh(t) (s) (I), 

(28a) 

g,(t) = y(a - a-I)(yph (s) (28b) 

+ [(1 - a2 )/(1 + a2) ](Ph)2). 

In addition, probability conservation requires that ro(t) = 1 
at all times. Glauberl5 has investigated the general solution 
of Eq. (28a) in the absence of inhomogeneous terms 
(go = g, = 0). The response associated to go and gl can be 
inferred from his results, noting that any particular solution 
ofEq. (28a) must have the form 

(29) 

where the kernels Ko,l satisfy the homogeneous system. As 
can be checked by substitution, the kernels K O and K', ap
propriate to the driving forces go and g" are 

K;;;)(t) = e-ZtIT[Io( 2Y~) 

+ 21' h(2Y!..) + Im(2Y!..)], (30a) 
k=1 T T 

(30b) 

where In is the modified Bessel function of the first kind. 
This dynamical response of the two-spin correlation func-
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tions can be checked against the static limit, 7 m 

= [(xh)2 + am (1 + m(xh)2)]/(1 + (Xh)2), obtained by 
transfer matrix methods. We stress that only 72, and there
fore the response functions K iO, \), contribute to the third
order susceptibility. On the other hand, it is shown below 
that all the response functions K ~,I) enter in the determina
tion of the third-order fluctuations. It is instructive to evalu
ate the Fourier transform of the two-spin correlation suscep
tibility, 

X2(W,W I) =2(.8h)((1-a2)/(1 +a2»)KiO)(w)xI(w) 

+ (.8h)y(a-a- J )Ki) 

X [rxJ (WI) +.8 ((1 - a2 )/(1 + a2 »)]. (31) 

In the low temperature and low frequency limit, this suscep
tibility diverges as exp(2{3J). This exhibits the same behav
ior as the linear susceptibility, as expected from scaling. Sim
ilarly, it displays critical slowing down on a characteristic 
time scale 7/(2 ( 1 - r»), which is half the relaxation time of 
linear susceptibility. 

The third-order response function X3 can be similarly 
expressed in terms of the susceptibilities xJand X2 as [cf. Eq. 
(24a)] 

X3(W,W I,W2) = XI (w)(N.8)2(4r - 3~ - 2)/6 

-N.8r(1 -r)XI(wI) 

- (r/2 )X2(W J,W2»)' (32) 

Note that the last term is nontrivial in all the frequency argu
ments, and it is analogous to the adiabatic susceptibility in 
Kubo's theory. 

We now consider the correlation function 
Cijkl (t,t l ,t2 ) = (s;.Sj (t)sdt + t J )Sl (t + t J + t2 », which is 
the joint probability that spin i has value Si' spinj the value Sj 
at time t later, and so on. For Markov processes, it is well
known that this joint probability is expressible in terms of 
conditional probabilities, 

U··· 

XP(u l lu2,tJ )SkP(u2Iu3,t2)SI' (33) 

where the sum is carried out over all spin configurations. As 
shown by Glauber,15 ql(t2) =l:P(u2Iu3,t2)SI may be re
garded as the expectation value of spin I when the initial 
configuration ofthe spin is u2• It is given by 

(34) 
m 

Thus we only need consider Cijkl(t,t),O). For the sake of 
simplicity, we will also assume t = 0 and focus on the fre
quency dependence of the second argument. The conditional 
probability P(uluJ,t)SkSI may also be interpreted as the 
probability that spin k and I have value 7 kl (I) ), knowing the 
spin was in configuration u at t) = O. If k = l, tkk (t) is unity 
at all times. This condition determines tkl for k>l (see Ref. 
15), 
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X [Ik _ m(r;)Il- n(r;) 

-Ik_n(r;)I1_m(r;)] . (35) 

The spatial averaged correlation function 
C(O,t,O) = l:Cijkl (0,1,0) is obtained by summing the equi
librium value of two- and four-spin correlation functions 
over all sites, 

where the functions K(o.t) have been defined in Eq. (30), 
while K (2) is obtained by substituting paP to aP in Eq. (30b). 17 

We see that the dynamic correlation functions involve all the 
fluctuations in the two-spin correlation functions, and not 
simply the fluctuation in (SiS; + 2 ), which governs the dissi
pative nonlinear response. In a different language, the dis
sipative response is dominated by 
(s(q,O)s(O,O)s( - q,t)s(O,t), where the wave vector q-2! 

1 is at half the zone boundary. This can be viewed as the 
emission of two "magnons" of opposite momenta. By con
trast, all wave vectors contribute to the correlation function 
C(O,t,O), which describes only a subset of the third-order 
fluctuations. 

IV. THIRD"()RDER FLUCTUATIONS AND NONLINEAR 
RESPONSE 

In this last section, we examine the relation between 
third-order fluctuations and dissipation within Kubo's theo
ry. We have seen in Sec. II that correlation functions and 
aftereffect functions are related at all orders.4 We therefore 
focus on their connection to susceptibilities. First, we con
sider the expansion in powers of h of the second-order quan
tity, 

([ [Ma(t),MP'(t) ],MP'(t2)]) 

= L J dt3 yaP,Pzf:J,(t,t l ,t2,t3) hp, (t3)' 
p, 

(37) 

where Ma is the magnetization operator in the presence of 
the external field. Yappears here as a linear susceptibility of 
a second-order aftereffect function. Using the expansion of 
M in terms of h, we relate the aftereffect functions rP to Y, 

rPaP,pzf:J, (7,7),7
2

) = yaP,Pzf:J, (7,7),7
2

) 

+ EyaP,pzf:J, ( - 7, - 71 - 72)*' (38) 

Since the correlation functions are linearly related to the 
functions rP,18 we establish a thermodynamic identity 
between correlation functions and the susceptibilities Y, 
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caP,P,{J, (lU,lUl,lU2) = 2 Im(~ E(fi;.fij,fik ) 

x Y(fi;.fij,fi k ») , (39) 

where the sum is carried out over the permutations of (a,lU ), 

(PI ,lU I - lU), (P2, lU2 - lU I ), and (P3' - lU2)' The frequency 
arguments fii = fi, fij = fi + fi l , and fik = fi + fi l + fi2 
are determined by the frequency fi, fi l , fi2, associated with 
the first three indices of Y (for a fi = lU, for PI fi l = lUI - lU 
and so on). This identity is reminiscent of the second-order 
FDT established in Sec. II, with the caveat that the suscepti
bility Y is not expressible in terms of third-order response 
functions X3 alone. There are several possible decomposi
tions of Y in terms of causal and noncausal functions. The 
decomposition we consider is based on the second-order the
ory, and permits us to extend to the third order the second
order FDT (Sec. II), if the fluctuation in one of the variables 
is small. 19 We define the quantity Z('T,'T I,'T2 ) , 

Z( 'T,'T1,'T2 ) = Y( 'T,'T 1,'T2 ) - X( 'T,'T 1,'T2 ) + X( - 'T,'T1,'T2 ), 

(40) 

which is expressible as a linear combination of the causal 
(Gr ) and noncausal functions g, h, k. We define g as 

g('T,'TI,'T2 ) = ¢('T,'TI ,'T2 ) (}('T) (}('T I )()( - 'T- 'TI - 'T2 ), 

and hand k are obtained by circular permutation of'T, 'TI , 

and 'T 2 in the theta functions. These four functions are actual
ly related by two relations,20 so Z depends only on two inde
pendent functions. A necessary and sufficient condition for 
Z to vanish is that g( 'T,'T1>'T2 ) = ° at all times. This result 
follows from the actual decomposition of Yin terms of Gr , g, 
h, and k. In this instance, Eq. (40) becomes a genuine third
order FDT analogous to the second-order result [Eq. (17)]. 
Physically, g = ° when the fluctuations in one of the vari
ables are negligible. In this instance, it is possible to factorize 
¢as 

¢('T,'TI,'TZ ) = ¢1('T,'T I )¢2('TZ ), 

where the function ¢2 is causal and vanishes at negative 
times. 

A four-spin correlation function can be interpreted as a 
power spectrum when lUI vanishes; 

C(lU,O,lUZ) = (m(lU)m( - lU)m(lU2)m( - lUZ» 

is then a positive definite quantity. In the same circum
stances, Im(x(lU,0,lU2» and Im(x(lU2,0,lU») measure the 
power absorbed at frequency lU and lU2' respectively. On the 
physical grounds that the power spectrum of the fluctu
ations can only be greater than their contribution to dissipa
tion, we argue that Im[Z(lU,0,lU2) + Z(lU,O, - lU2)] must 
be positive. In addition, the use of the symmetry relations of 
X under time reversal can be used to transform Eq. (39) into 
the inequality 

(4/lU2lU2)1m[X(lU,0,lU2) + X(lU,O, - lU2)] 

+ (4/lUlU~) Im[x(lU2,0,lU) 

+ X ( lU2'O, - lU) ] </3 3 Cc (lU,O,lUZ), (41) 

where Cc is the connected part of the correlation function C. 
This inequality can be viewed as the extension of the FDT to 
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the third-order response. 
To conclude, we have shown explicitly in the context of 

the one-dimensional Ising model that the third-order dissi
pation is sensitive to only a fraction of the third-order fluctu
ation. Similar conclusions have been argued to hold in the 
context ofKubo's theory. When the third-order correlations 
could be interpreted as a power spectrum, we obtained a 
lower bound of this spectrum with the third-order response 
functions. 
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and using the addition theorem 1m (2x) = I.lm+ p (x)lp (x), 

I"Explicit formulas relating C to ¢> are given by Stratonovich (Ref. 4). 
19 A physical example is given by magneto-acoustic and magneto-optical 

effects, where the measurement of a third-order susceptibility gives a mea
surement of spin-spin correlation functions, 

2<>rhese relations are 

- Eh *(1", - 7- 7, - 72,72), 

g( 7,71,72) + Eg*( 7,71,72) = - k( 72, - 7 - 71 - 72,7) 
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Chaotic orbits in conservative dynamical systems are partitioned into a number of distinct 
regions by sets of cantori. This causes long time scale oscillations in the corresponding 
Lyapunov spectrums. A direct correlation between the magnitude of the maximal Lyapunov 
exponent and the size of the corresponding chaotic region in the surface of section appears to 
exist for the two-dimensional conservative systems examined. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

When exploring the local structure of a flow the only 
information available is the behavior of individual orbits 
over finite time intervals. An orbit can be characterized by 
its rate of divergence from adjacent orbits. More generally, 
the rates of growth of a volume element of phase space in 
various directions can be used to describe the orbits or at
tractors that pass through such volume elements. These 
rates of growth are measured by the Lyapunov exponents. 
They allow us not only to determine whether individual or
bits are chaotic. but also to compare orbits and determine 
whether or not one is more chaotic than another. Further
more. they provide a relatively simple method by which the 
dimensions of various attractors, arising from many dissipa
tive systems. can be calculated. 

The Lyapunov exponents of an m-dimensional mapping 
Xn + I = F(xn ). where x is an m-dimensional vector, are de
fined to be 

A; = log[!~~ [j; (n)] lin]. i = 1,2 •... ,m, (1) 

wherej; (n) is the magnitUde of ith eigenvalue of the matrix 

I n = [J(xn )J(xn _ I)" ·J(X2 )J(x j )]. 

HereJ(x) = (a Flax) (x) is the Jacobian matrix of the map
ping. The Lyapunov exponents are ordered by size, 

A I >A2>'" >Am, 

and generally depend on the choice of the initial condition 
x I' Any two initial points on the same orbit will give the same 
Lyapunov spectrum. Therefore any two points in the same 
connected chaotic region of phase space will produce the 
same values for the Lyapunov exponents, since there exists a 
single chaotic orbit that eventually densely fills this entire 
region. 

The Lyapunov numbers were originally defined by 
Oseldec l and are given by Farmer et aF The values Ai> for 
i = 1,2, ... ,m. measure the rates of expansion of a volume ele
ment of phase space in the m principal directions. If A; > 0 
then the volume element expands exponentially in the corre
sponding direction. If A; = 0 then the growth is linear and if 
A; < 0 then the volume element shrinks in that direction. The 
directions in which the Lyapunov exponents are calculated 
vary continuously as one moves around an orbit or attractor. 
An orbit is chaotic ifthe maximal Lyapunov exponent A 1 is 
positive. Furthermore in a conservative system we have 
1:7'= IA; = 0 and for a dissipative system 1:;: IA; <0, since 

the volume of a given element of phase space is always invar
iant for a conservative system and always decreasing for a 
dissipative system. 

The previous definition of the Lyapunov exponents is 
not useful for their numerical calculation. The elements of 
the matrix I n rapidly become very large. reflecting the expo
nential divergence of the orbits. After only a few iterations of 
any numerical scheme the magnitudes of the eigenvalues 
j; (n) become too large for computation. Several authors 
have examined this problem of numerically determining 
Lyapunov exponents for both systems of differential equa
tions and chaotic time series. We adopt the notation of Ben
ettin et al., 3 who discussed the relationship between the max
imal Lyapunov exponent and Kolmogorov entropy. 

Consider an m-dimensional compact connected Rie
mannian manifold of at least class C 2

• For xEM, we denote 
the tangent space to M at x and the norm induced on it by the 
Riemannian metric on Mby Ex and 11 0 11, respectively. LetX 
be a vector field of class C 2 on M and T t be the flow induced 
by X. Then for any twe have T'x = x(t), where {x(t): tER} 
is an integral curve or orbit of the vector field X such that 
x(O) = x. We also denote the tangent mapping of Ex onto 
ET,x' induced by the diffeomorphism T', by dT~. Shimada 
and Nagashima4 defined the k-dimensional Lyapunov expo
nents to be 

k IIdT~, el/\dT~, e2 /\" ·/\dT~, ekll 
A (e .xo) = lim In --...::....---.:.:......-------'''---

'_eo lIe l /\e2 /\ "'/\ekll 
(2) 

for k = 1,2, ...• m, where ek is a k-dimensional subspace of the 
tangent space Ex" atxo and {e;: i = 1,2, ...• k} are bases for ek

. 

Here /\ denotes an exterior product of tangent vectors. The 
exponent (2) represents the expansion rate of the k volume 
of the k-dimensional parallelepiped in the tangent space 
along the orbit starting at Xo' The tangent vectors e;, for 
i = 1.2, ... ,m, in the bases correspond to the vertices of the 
parallelepiped. These exponents do not depend on the choice 
of either bases or norm. but only on the initial point Xo and 
the k-dimensional subspace ek

•
I
,2.4 The existence and finite

ness ofthe limits involved in (2) were proved by Oseldec,1 
The one-dimensional exponents A (e I,X) take at most m val
ues and correspond to the values obtained from the normal 
definition of Lyapunov exponents. The k-dimensional expo
nents A (e\x) may take at most C';: distinct values.4 These 
are equal to the sum of k distinct one-dimensional Lyapunov 
exponents. Benettin et al.5 proved that if a basis set 
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{e j : i = 1,2, ... ,m}, for the tangent space, is chosen at random 
then each ofthe k-dimensional exponents A (e\x) will con
verge to the maximal value of the corresponding set of C k 
distinct possible values, for k = 1,2, ... ,m. Since the tangent 
mapping dT~ satisfies the chain rule dT~7 s = dT~<odT~" 
where Xs = TSxo, and the numerical integration of the differ
ential equations gives a discrete mapping, the k-dimensional 
Lyapunov exponents are usually written as 

1( k ) _ l' 1 n~!l II t\idT~je{II 
Ae,xo-lm-~n ., 

n-oe n1' j=O II t\ je~II 
(3) 

where {e{: i = 1,2, ... ,k} is a basis for the subspace ek at the 
jth time step. Then e{ = dT~, e? Gram-Schmidt reortho
normalization is performed at each time step to prevent the 
basis from becoming degenerate. 

The Shimada and Nagashima algorithm using (3) can 
only be applied to dynamical systems where the evolution of 
the tangent vectors from e{ to dT~ e{ can be determined 

J 

either by use of differential equations or discrete mappings. 
If instead only a time series is available, then it is necessary to 
numerically estimate a linearized flow map A t on the tan
gent space from the observed data. Sano and Sawada6 pre
sented a technique for estimating A '. Wolf et al. 7 also present 
an algorithm for calculating Lyapunov exponents from 
chaotic time series. Their method is similar to the Shimada 
and Nagashima approach and gives good results for the first 
few positive Lyapunov exponents. 

In this paper we examine the behavior of the Lyapunov 
spectrums for a series of quartic polynomial potentials. We 
find that long term oscillations, not present for simpler sys
tems such as the Henon,8 Rossler,9 and Lorenz \0 systems, 
are introduced by the existence of cantori. We also investi
gate the apparent relationship between the maximal Lya
punov exponent and the area of the corresponding region in 
the surface of section. 

II. CANTORI AND LONG PERIOD OSCILLATIONS 

The Lyapunov spectrums of simple two- and three-di
mensional dissipative systems such as the Henon, 8 Rossler,9 

and Lorenz \0 systems and of various experimental time se
ries have been studied previously.4-7 We shall examine some 

properties of the Lyapunov exponents, not found in the 
above systems, using a class of quartic polynomial potentials 
whose dynamical behavior is quite complicated and varied. 
The Verhulst potentials are all of the form 

V(x,r) = ~ (wix2 + w~r) - ( ~I x 3 + A2xr) 

(4) 

where the coefficients wi, wL A I' A2 and B I, B2, B3 are all 
real. It arises from truncating a Taylor series expansion of a 
general axisymmetric discrete-symmetric potential at fourth 
order. I I 

All the Lyapunov exponents belonging to any quasiper
iodic orbit in a conservative dynamical system vanish. Since 
the system ( I) is conservative only the Lyapunov spectrums 
for the chaotic orbits are calculated. Two Lyapunov expo
nents vanished for every chaotic orbit studied in all the Ver
hulst potentials. We therefore have A4 = - Al and 
A2 = A3 = O. The accuracy of the Lyapunov spectrum was 
checked by ensuring that IAI + A41, IA21, and IA31 were all 
less than 0.0005. 

Three nonintegrable Verhulst potentials UI , U2, and U3 

are given in Table I. Figures 1-3 show the corresponding 
surfaces of section for the energy E = 1000. A series of ho
mogeneous Verhulst potentials VI' V2, V3 , V4 , V5 , V6 , and V7 

also given in Table I, were found using the first two steps of a 
generalization ofPainleve analysis. 12.13 Their derivation and 
an examination of their properties will be presented else
where. The surfaces of section corresponding to these poten
tials are given in Figs. 4-10. 

The surfaces of section in Figs. 2-4 possess substantial 
chaotic regions. These regions are not filled uniformly. They 
are partitioned into distinct areas by families of cantori (cir
cular cantor sets). A cantori l4.15 is the remnant of an invar
iant curve with irrational winding number. It can be visua
lized as a circle with infinitely many gaps deleted by 
overlapping nearby island chains. The flux of orbits through 
such a can tori is typically very small and varies from one 
can tori to another according to the corresponding winding 
number. This causes the orbit to be restricted to a band be
tween adjacent can tori sometimes for very long periods of 

TABLE I. The maximal Lyapunov exponents for the principle chaotic orbits in a selection of the quartic polynomial potentials and the figure number of the 
corresponding surface of section. 

Maximal Lyapunov 
Potential Fig. exponent A, 

U, !(x' + !r) - (~' + xr) + (~X4 + !X'r + !i') 0.05 ±0.005 
u, !(x' + r) - qx' + xr) + (nx' + !x'r + ni') 2 0.252 ± 0.007 

u, !(x' + r) - qx' + xr) + (nx' + !X'r + ii') 3 0.13 ±0.015 

V, ~x' + 2x'r + Joz' 4 0.996 ± 0.007 

V, 6-Mx' + 2x'r + ~i' 5 0.266 ± 0.008 

V, ¥x' + 2x'r + m.,z" 6 0.155 ± 0.006 

V. 171Jx' + 2x'r + iJi' 7 O.D7S ± 0.004 

V, 18-Ax' + 2x'r + #,i' 8 0.082 ± 0.004 

V6 2~' + 2x'r + 1P,z' 9 0.078 ± 0.004 
V7 32~' + 2x'r + }"z' 10 0.081 ± 0.007 
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FIG. 1. Surface of section for the potential UI at energy E = 1000. 

time. Occasionally it diffuses through the cantori into an
other such region for a further period of time. After a long 
period of time all the accessible can tori will be visited and the 
chaotic region in the surface of section generally appears to 
be filled relatively evenly. 

In each of these can tori bounded regions the chaotic 
orbit has a slightly different effective Lyapunov spectrum. 
The effect of occupying one area for an extended period of 
time and then moving to another causes very long time scale 
oscillations in the Lyapunov exponents. Figure 11 (a) shows 
the maximal Lyapunov exponent for the potential Ul over a 
large number of iterations of the numerical integration. For 
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FIG. 2. Surface of section for the potential U2• 
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FIG. 3. Surface of section for the potential U3 • 

the first five million points the orbit has not been sufficiently 
sampled to provide good estimates of the Lyapunov expo
nents. After five million points the values of IA4 + All, IA21, 
and IA31 have all reached sufficiently small values to indicate 
that the maximal Lyapunov exponent is asymptotically con
verging to about 0.03. However, the maximal Lyapunov ex
ponent then grows to 0.05 over the next five million points. 
For the next twenty million points it has an average value of 
about 0.05. Additionally, there are clear long time scale os
cillations superimposed on this average value with a magni
tude of 12% ofthe average value of the maximal Lyapunov 
exponent. Over this entire region IA4 + All, IA21, and lA31 all 
remain suitably small and give no indication of the existence 
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FIG. 4. Surface of section for the potential VI' 
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FIG. 5. Surface of section for the potential V2 • 

6 

of the long period oscillations. These oscillations do not arise 
because of incorrect estimation of the exponents due to in
sufficient sampling but because of a real change in the region 
in which the exponent is being calculated. The high-frequen
cy fluctuations in the first five to ten million points are the 
normal oscillations seen in the Lyapunov spectrums and cor
respond to non-negligible values of 1..14 + All, 1..12 1, and 1..13 1. 
As the number of points increases the magnitude of the noise 
decreases leading to a more accurate estimation of the spec
trum. The curve in Fig. 11 (a) is almost completely smooth 
over the last five million points. Figure 11 (b) shows the 
maximal Lyapunov exponent, for the same chaotic region, 
using a different set of initial conditions for 100 million 
points. It rapidly approaches the expected average value of 
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FIG. 6. Surface of section for the potential V3• 
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FIG. 7. Surface of section for the potential V4 • 

2.3 1.6 

about O.OS. The long time scale oscillations are still obvious 
even after 100 million iterations. 

In contrast Fig. 11 (c) shows the maximal Lyapunov 
exponent for the Lorenz system withu = 16, R = 4S.92, and 
b = 4. After 2 X 105 iterations it has settled down to an 
asymptotic value of exactly I.S00. There are absolutely no 
long time scale oscillations present in the maximal Lya
punov exponent for this system. This occurs because the 
Lorenz attractor is a single structure and is not partitioned 
into a number of loosely connected pieces. 

Figure l1(d) shows the maximal Lyapunov exponent 
for the potential VI and is a striking example of the move
ment between different cantori. The maximal Lyapunov ex
ponent is not well estimated until about I.S million points 
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FIG. 9. Surface of section for the potential Vb' 
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have been used. The maximal Lyapunov exponent is then 
constant, as expected, for half a million points and then ab
ruptly drops. It is then almost constant for another million 
points. This is followed by another abrupt increase in value, 
constancy for another million points, and another drop. This 
is followed by two more well-defined steps. Each of the steps 
corresponds to the chaotic orbit diffusing through a cantori 
from one region to an adjacent one. The constancy of the 
maximal Lyapunov exponent in each region after the rapid 
transition is precisely the behavior normally expected for 
Lyapunov exponents in attaining their asymptotic values. In 
this case the percentage change in each step is small. There 
is, as usual, high-frequency noise superimposed on the step
like average values of the maximal Lyapunov exponent. 
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FIG. 10. Surface of section for the potential V7• 
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These oscillations decrease in magnitude as the number of 
points increases, as normal, and do not obscure the steplike 
nature of the profile. 

Not all the chaotic orbits in quartic potentials behave as 
obviously as above. The maximal Lyapunov exponent for 
the potential U2 is shown in Fig. 11 (e). After the initial set
tling period it attains a value of about 0.252 and has no ob
vious long term oscillatory behavior. This indicates that 
there are either few can tori in the surface of section in Fig. 4 
or the rate of diffusion through them is quite large. However, 
in general, cantori generated long time scale oscillations in
troduced non-numerical uncertainty into the Lyapunov 
spectrums for all the quartic polynomial potentials exam
ined. This can only be overcome by calculating the spec
trums for enormous lengths of time. The period and ampli
tude of these oscillations vary between orbits and systems. 
Typically the period of oscillation is of the order of thou
sands of orbital periods and the magnitude up to 20% of the 
average value. The resulting uncertainty will be given for all 
the maximal Lyapunov exponents calculated here. 

III. MAXIMAL L YAPUNOV EXPONENTS AND 
SURFACES OF SECTION 

The maximal Lyapunov exponent was calculated for the 
chaotic orbit filling the largest region in the surface of sec
tion, shown in Fig. 1, for the potential U I • This two-dimen
sional region covers only a small proportion of the surface of 
section. The orbit is confined to a relatively thin band be
tween two large regular regions. Figure 12 shows the actual 
chaotic orbit that generates this region in the surface of sec
tion. It looks quite regular. When a chaotic orbit is sand
wiched between regular regions it is topologically very simi
lar to the adjacent regular quasiperiodic orbits with a small 
chaotic perturbation superimposed on the motion. The 
wider the chaotic region the larger the magnitude of this 
perturbation. The maximal Lyapunov exponent essentially 
measures the size of this perturbation or the degree of chao
tic behavior superimposed on the adjacent regular orbit. In 
this case the maximal Lyapunov exponent is approximately 
0.05. This small value is consistent with the orbit appearing 
to be nearly regular and the chaotic region in the surface of 
section being quite narrow. 

The large chaotic region in Fig. 2, for the potential U2, 

dominates the surface of section, covering more than half of 
it. The corresponding maximal Lyapunov exponent is 0.252, 
indicating quite strong chaotic behavior. This is quantita
tively consistent with its large coverage of the surface of sec
tion. The largest chaotic region in Fig. 5, for the potential V2 , 

covers a similar proportion of the surface of section and has a 
similar maximal Lyapunov exponent of 0.266, even though 
the surfaces of section are topologically very different. The 
potential VI possesses by far the largest chaotic region of all 
the potentials examined. It covers almost the entire surface 
of section , which is shown in Fig. 4. The corresponding max
imal Lyapunov exponent is 0.996, indicating extremely 
strong chaotic behavior. This is by far the largest maximal 
Lyapunov exponent and is consistent with the orbit's exten
sive coverage of the surface of section. 
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FIG. 11. (a) The maximal Lyapunov exponent for the potential U, is plot
ted against the number of iterations used in its calculation. The dotted line 
indicates the point at which the orbit has been sufficiently sampled so that 
/,14 + ,1,/, /,12/' and /,13/ are sufficiently small. (b) The maximal Lyapunov 
exponent for the same chaotic region as in (a) using a different set of initial 
conditions and for a larger number of iterations. (c) The maximal Lya
punov exponent for the Lorenz system with a = 16, R = 45.92, and b = 4; 
(d) the maximal Lyapunov exponent for the potential V,. The steplike be
havior indicates diffusion from one cantori bounded region to another. (e) 
The maximal Lyapunov exponent for the potential U2• 
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FIG. 12. The chaotic orbit corresponding to the largest chaotic band in the 
surface of section shown in Fig. I. 

The largest chaotic region in the surface of section of the 
potential V3, shown in Fig. 6, is similar in size but different in 
shape to that of U3 shown in Fig. 3. Both regions are relative
ly large but are confined between substantial regular regions. 
Their corresponding maximal Lyapunov exponents of 0.155 
and 0.13 are comparable, considering their respective error 
bounds. The areas in the surface of section and the maximal 
Lyapunov exponents for this pair are markedly smaller than 
those of the previous pair of U2 and V2• 

The largest chaotic orbit in U3 has an enormouS number 
of island chains embedded within it, far more than any other 
potential examined. Consequently this orbit contains a large 
number of cantori. The corresponding Lyapunov spectrum 
was particularly difficult to calculate and possessed many 
irregular oscillations causing much larger uncertainty than 
normal. The chaotic region in the surface of section, shown 
in Fig. 3, is not filled even approximately uniformly. There 
are clearly visible light and dark bands. These are examples 
of regions separated by cantori. 

All the remaining potentials have maximal Lyapunov 
exponents smaller than 0.1. This is consistent with the obser
vation that the chaotic regions in all the corresponding sur
face of section are very small and confined to narrow bands 
between the large dominant regular regions. All have 
smaller areas and smaller maximal Lyapunov exponents 
than any of the previously examined potentials. 

The surfaces of section for the potentials V5 and V7 are 
shown in Figs. 8 and 10. The chaotic regions appear to be the 
same size. The corresponding maximal Lyapunov exponents 
are 0.082 and 0.081, respectively. The chaotic region cen
tered on the origin in Fig. 9 is slightly smaller than those 
belonging to either of the previous pair. The maximal Lya
punov exponent 0.078 is also slightly smaller. The chaotic 
orbit surrounding the hyperbolic points in the surface of sec-

695 J. Math. Phys .• Vol. 30. No.3. March 1989 

tion in Fig. 7, for the potential V4 , is so small that it cannot be 
seen on this scale. It is the smallest chaotic orbit we exam
ined and possessed the smallest Lyapunov exponent of 
0.075. 

For the potentials examined here there appears to be a 
direct correlation between the magnitude of the maximal 
Lyapunov exponent and the size of the corresponding chao
tic region in the surface of section. The same ordering of the 
potentials is achieved if we order the potentials by either the 
size of their largest chaotic region or the magnitude of the 
corresponding maximal Lyapunov exponent. In this case the 
order was VI' U2 and V2 , U3 and V3, V5 and V7 , V6 , V4 • 

IV. CONCLUSION 

For conservative two-dimensional systems the maximal 
Lyapunov exponent AI provides a good qualitative and 
quantitative measure of chaos. Determining that A I > 0 indi
cates that the corresponding orbit is chaotic. The magnitude 
of A I then gives us a quantitative measure of just how chaotic 
it is. This allows us to compare different orbits and deter
mine which orbit is more chaotic. There appears to be a 
direct correlation between the size of the chaotic region in 
the surface of section and the magnitude of the maximal 
Lyapunov exponent. Substantial chaotic regions dominating 
the entire surface of section had Lyapunov exponents in the 
range 0.25 to 1.0. Large chaotic areas confined between larg
er regular regions had maximal Lyapunov exponents in the 
range 0.1 to 0.25. Small bands of chaos confined to narrow 
regions between substantial regular regions typically had 
small maximal Lyapunov exponents of the order 0.01 to 
0.10. 

Chaotic orbits are divided into a number of adjacent 
regions possessing slightly different Lyapunov exponents by 
families of can tori. This causes very long time scale oscilla
tions in the Lyapunov spectrums resulting in some uncer
tainty in the spectrums. This phenomenon is real and is not a 
numerical convergence problem. It does not appear to exist 
in a number of previously examined simpler dissipative sys
tems such as the Lorenz system. 
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The large-Niterative technique proposed recently by Chatterjee [J. Math. Phys. 27, 2331 
( 1986) 1 is employed to solve the Dirac equation for a spherically symmetric potential. It is 
shown that the exact results are obtained in the case of the Coulomb potential. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The large-N expansion method has been employed with 
remarkable success to deal with a variety of problems in dif
ferent areas of physics. l

-4 In nonrelativistic quantum me
chanics the method of large-N expansion represents an ap
proach that gives rise to one of the most elegant analytic 
approximations for obtaining eigenvalues and eigenfunc
tions,s.6 alternatively to ordinary perturbation theory. For 
spherically symmetric potentials 11K = lI(N + 2/) has 
been used as the expansion parameter in order to incorporate 
the finite-N corrections to the leading-order solution 
(N - 00 ) where N is the space dimension and 1 the angular 
momentum. In most cases the results appeared quite attrac
tive. 

In the relativistic case it was shown that the wave equa
tions were solved exactly for the Coulomb potential in the N
space dimension.7 Since the exact solutions to the relativistic 
wave equations cannot be obtained analytically for most po
tentials, one needs to have approximation schemes. Recent
ly, the large-N iterative procedure has been proposed for the 
solution ofthe Klein-Gordon equation to obtain the energy 
eigenvalue of a spin-O particle in a spherically symmetric 
potential V(r).8 

In this work we use a similar technique in the case of the 
Dirac equation. When the Coulomb potential is considered 
the method is shown to yield the exact series.9 

II. LARGE-NITERATION 

Using the known factorization procedure in the N-space 
dimension,1O the two pairs of first-order differential equa
tions for the radial functions in polar coordinates are given 
as follows: 

dF =K-~(N-3) F-(E-m- V(r»)G, 
dr r 

(1) 
K+~(N-3) G+(E+m- V(r»)F. dG 

-= 
dr r 

Here 

K= -(/+!(N-l»), j=I+!, 

and standard four-dimensional spinors have been used: 

1 (iGcI>+]. . I 
'l'JM = -; Fct>- , ) = 1 + ~, } = 1- '1' (2) 

After some manipulation these equations can be trans
formed to one second-order differential equation 

d Zg _.£ dg + ( _ K(K + 1) _.£ K + AB)g = 0 , 
dil A dr il A r 

(3) 

with 

A = E + m - V(r) , B = E - m - VCr) , 

A ' _ dA A U _ d zA 
-d;' - dil . 

The first-order derivative term is eliminated by the transfor
mation 

(4) 

Then we obtain an eigenvalue equation with an energy-de
pendent effective potential 

dZU (AU 3A'z A'K K(K+l) ) -+ ------ +AB U=O. 
dil 2A 4A 2 Ar il 

(5) 

Here, K may be expressed in terms of expansion parameter 
k=N+2j 

K= -(k/2-I). (6) 

When k is large (N - 00 ), the leading-order approximation 
of the energy becomes 

Uo::.8(r- ro), 

Eoo = V(ro) + m(1 + k z/4m2~) 1/2, 

(7) 

(8) 

where ro can be determined from minimization of the energy 

~ V'(ro) (1 + k 2/4m2~) I/Z = k 214m. (9) 

The leading-order energy term (8) is the same as in the case 
of the Klein-Gordon equation except for the spin term in k. 

Following the procedure in Ref. 8 we write Eq. (5) as 

( 
1 d 2 V" 3V'z V'(k - 2) ---+--+--+----

2m dil 4mA 00 8mA :, 4mA 00 r 

+ (k-2)(k-4) +k 2r (r»)U(I)(r) 
8mil JI 

= (:~) U(I)(r) , 

where 

( 10) 

(11) 

(12) 
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and 

(13) 

It is convenient to shift the origin of coordinates to r = ro by 
defining 

x= ((klro)(r-ro). (14) 

Using (14) in Eq. (10) and expanding about x = 0 in pow
ers of x gives an effective harmonic oscillator equation with a 
perturbation 

( - _I_!£.. + J.mw(I)ZXZ + E6 1) + V(I)(X»)¢/I)(X) 
2m dxz 2 
= A (I)t,b(l)(x) , (15) 

where 

(I) k V~ro 3 1 .2 
Eo =-+----+-+rof.(ro)k 

8m 4mA 00 4m km 

roV~ 

2mkAoo 

V(I)(x) = (1/k l/z)(EP)X + EjIlX3) + (1lk)(Ei l )X2 + E~I)X4) 
+ (1/k 3/Z)(I5~I)X + I5jllx3 + 15~IlX5) + (1/k 2)(l5i llx 2 + 15~I)X4 + 15~I)X6) + ... , 

v , _ dVI 
0- . 

dr r" 

The definitions of EJ I) and I5J I) are given in the Appendix. 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

The energy eigenvalue E(I) can be obtained using the standard formalism of the fourth-order perturbation theory in 
powers of 1/ k (Ref. 6) 

(20) 
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where 

E?) = EJ\)/[2mllP)] '/2, 
(21) 

8?) = 8J\)/[2mw(1)] '/2 . 

The next step is to get E (2) in an iterative manner by writing 
the eigenvalue equation in the following way: 

with the definitions 

m2 - (E", - V(r)f 
f2(r) = 2mk 2 

(E(1) - E", )(V(r) - V(ro») 
+ mk 2 (23) 

and 

E2 = (E(2) - V(ro)f - (E", - V(rW. (24) 

Repeating the above procedure yields 

( __ 1_ ~ + .l.. mw(2)2x2 + E~2) + V(2) (x »)¢p (x) 
2m dx2 2 
=A.(2)c,6(2)(X) , (25) 

where 

W(2) = (314m2 + rci f;(ro)/m)1/2, 

A. (2) = (ro12mk)E2 , 

(26) 

(27) 

(2) k roVo 3 1 .2k-1' ro V;; 
Eo =-+-----+-+'0 :l2(rO) +---

8m 4mA", 4m km 4mkA '" 

3":' V,2 + 0 0 

8mkA :, 

V(2)(X) = (1/k 1/2) (E\2)X + Ef)x3 ) 

+ (llk)(Ef)x2 + Ei2)X4) + (1/k 3/2) 

X (8\2)x + 8~2)x3 + 8~2)x5) 
+ (llk 2)(8i2 )x2 + 8f)x4 + 8f)x6

) + .... 

(28) 

(29) 

At this stage the fourth-order perturbation theory is applied 
to Eq. (25) once more. One can continue the iteration in a 
similar way for more improved energy solutions. Although 
the procedure can easily be applied to any spherically sym
metric potentials, the results are given for the Coulomb po
tential V(r) = - /3 Ir in order to see how it works: 
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E( )=m 1--- 1 +-+-+ .. , 2 { 2/3
2 

( 4 12 ) 
k 2 k k 2 

_ 2/3
4

(1 +.!+~+ ... )}. 
k4 k k 2 (31) 

The agreement between the second iteration E(2) and the ex
act analytic 1/ N series is perfect for the lowest-order relativ
istic correction to the ground state. 9 

III. CONCLUSION 

A study has been made of the large-N iterative solution 
for the relativistic spin-~ particles based on the method de
veloped for the solution of the Klein-Gordon equation. One 
may conclude that the large-N iterative energy solution of 
the Dirac equation leads to the exact agreement with the 
analytic series in the case of the Coulomb potential. The 
procedure can be applicable to the other spherically symmet
ric potentials of physical interest, such as an electron with 
anomalous magnetic moment interacting with an external 
Coulomb field, which is the possible explanation of the reso
nance during heavy ion collisions. Furthermore, the method 
may be useful in the charge-magnetic monopole solution of 
the Dirac equation when it is possible to write the equation in 
arbitrary dimension. 
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APPENDIX: DEFINITIONS OF E, AND Ii, 

Here we give the definitions of Ej and 8j : 

(I) _ ( 3 ro V;; ro V02 
roVo ) 

EI - -+---+--- - --- , 
2m 4mA", 4mA :, 4mA '" 

(I) ( 9 ?o V;;' 3?o V;;Vo ro V;; 
E2 = --+---+-----:-- - ---

4m 8mA", 8mA :, 4mA '" 

?oV03 ro Vo
2 

roVo) +-----+-- , 
4mA :., 4mA :, 4mA '" 

E(I) = ( __ 1_ +.l.. rn flll(r ») 
3 2m 6 0 I 0 , 

(I) ( 2 ?o V;;' ?o Vo V;; 3?o V03 

8, = --+--+ +--
m 4mA", mA:, 4mA:" 

_ ro V;; _ ro V02 + roVo ), 
2mA", 2mA :, 2mA '" 

Satilmis Atag 

(AI) 

(A2) 

(A3) 

(A4) 

(AS) 
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c5i 1) = _ + 0 0 + 0 0 0 + _0 __ 0_ (3 
r:4V"" 5r:4V'V'" r'!..V,,2 

m 8mA", 8mA :, 2mA :, 

17r:4 V,2V" 9r'!.. V,4 ro V~' 
+ 0 0 0 +_0_0 ____ _ 

8mA :., 8mA ~ 4mA '" 

3roVbV~ + tiV~ _ roVb3 

4mA :, 2mA", 2mA :., 

+_o_o __ ~ • rnV,2 V' ) 

2mA:, 2mA", 

c5~ 1) = _ + 0 0 + 0 0 0 ___ _ 
(

3 r:4 V"" r:4 V' v", ro V~' 

m 24mA", 6mA :, 8mA '" 

r:4 V,,2 r:4 V"V,2 
+_0_0_+ 0 0 0 

8mA:, 2mA:" 

rn V" r:4 V,4 
+_0_0_+_0_0_ 

4mA", 4mA ~ 

_ ro Vb
3 + ti Vb

2 
_ roVb). 

4mA :., 4mA :, 4mA '" 

c5il) = __ + 0 0 + 0 0 0 
( 

15 i!. V'"'' 5i!. V' V"" 

4m 96mA", 96mA :, 

699 

1',40 Vo"" 5i!. V"V'" ___ + 0 0 0 

24mA", 48mA :, 

5i!. V"'V,2 
+ 0 0 0 

24mA:" 

.. 4 V' V'" . .3 V'" 
'0 0 0 + _"'_0_0_ 

6mA:, 8mA", 

+ 5,.g Vb V~2 _ r6 V~2 + 5,.g V~Vb3 
16mA:" 8mA:, 8mA ~ 
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(A6) 

(A7) 

r:4V,2V" 3roVbV~ tiV~ o 0 0 + ___ _ 
2mA :., 8mA :, 4mA '" 

i!. V,s 1',4 V,4 ,.;, V,3 
+ _0_0 ___ 0_0_ + _0_0_ 

4mA ~ 4mA ~ 4mA :., 

_ti V b
2 + roVb). 

4mA:, 4mA", 
(A8) 

c5(1) = (_..2...+ r"6/;""(ro») 
S 4m 120 • 

(A9) 

c5(1) = _ + 0 1 0 
( 

7 ~ /''''''(1', ») 
6 8m 720 • 

(AlO) 

(2) (3 ti V~ ti Vb
2 

El = -+---+---
2m 4mA", 4mA :, 

__ 0_0_+ 0 0 "'. 
I', V' ,,;,V'(E(l)-E») 

4mA", mk 
(All) 

Other coefficients have the previous values with the replace
ment.t;-Iz· 
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The so-called compatibility problem for relativistic wave equations in Riemann spaces V4 has 
its counterpart in Riemann-Cartan spaces U4 • What is to be understood by incompatibility is 
elucidated. It is shown that in a U4 , the minimally coupled massive spin-S Dirac equations 
imply constraints for all values of S > ~. In a U4 (though not in a V4 ), one has a constraint 
already when S = 1. It is shown that the equations can be compatible (when S;;.I) only if 
torsion is absent, i.e., if the U4 is in fact a V4 • If one contemplates the equations on the level of 
first quantization, the minimal coupling prescription is inappropriate, and minimal Hermitian 
coupling is prescribed in its place. However, the previous conclusion, that for S;;.1 the 
equations are always incompatible in the presence of torsion, remains valid. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In an earlier sequence of papers)-6 (hereafter referred to 
as YO, VI, V2, V3, V4, and V5, respectively), I investigated 
the compatibility of pairs of relativistic first-order spin-S 
( = :!n) nonzero rest mass equations in Riemannian space
times V4 of signature - 2. Since a corresponding investiga
tion is now to be undertaken in a Riemann-Cartan space
time U4 , it is appropriate to set out clearly the original 
problem, and in particular to clarify how the term "compati
bility" is to be understood. In broad terms, one is concerned 
with the question of whether the curvature of the V4 will, in 
general, imply constraints upon the field spinors 5,'lJ; that is, 
constraints which are absent in flat space. It is necessary to 
be more explicit, as follows. The spinors 5 and 'lJ must satisfy 
two coupled first-order equations [Eqs. V3 ( 1.1) ]. These 
imply, by elimination, not only that 5 and 'lJ (each of which is 
required to be symmetric in its dotted and undotted indices) 
must separately satisfy second-order wave equations, but 
also that, in general, at least one of them-let it be 5-satis
fies a certain algebraic equation, homogeneous and linear in 
its components: the" (equation of) constraint." Now in flat 
space, the manifold of solutions corresponds to the choice of 
all possible sets of Cauchy data, any particular solution (val
id in a neighborhood of some chosen spacelike hypersurface 
jy') being fixed by freely specified values, on jy', of the com
ponents of 5 and of the derivatives of these with respect to X4. 

The same state of affairs would obtain in a (nonflat) V4 were 
it not for the presence of constraints, for the latter imply 
restrictions on the freedom of choice of the Cauchy data, in 
as far as the values on jy' of the components of 5 can no 
longer be freely prescribed once the values of their X4 deriva
tives have been chosen. The requirement that in a general V4 

one should have the same freedom in the choice of the 
Cauchy data as one would have if the V4 were flat is thus 
inconsistent with the form of the given pair of equations for 5 
and 'lJ.1t isjust this conclusion which is often translated into 

aJ Permanent address: Department of Physics and Theoretical Physics, Fac
ulty of Science, Australian National University, GPO Box 4, Canberra, 
A.C.T. 2601, Australia. 

the ill-chosen, though convenient, phrase "in a general V4 

the equations [i.e., V3 (1.1)] are incompatible," for this sug
gests that there is some internal contradiction between them. 
There is not; the contradiction is between the equations and 
an additional prescribed condition concerning the Cauchy 
data. 

Two concomitant questions now arise. The first is this: 
can the V4 be so chosen that the constraints become nugato
ry? In V2 and V3, it was shown that for arbitrary Sand 
arbitrary representation (see Sec. I of V 4), compatibility 
requires the V4 to be an S4' i.e., to have constant Riemannian 
curvature. One has weaker conditions in only two cases: (i) 
when S = ~ and the representation is fj) ), the V4 needs to be 
merely an Einstein space, or (ii) for any value of S, when the 
representation is fj) 0' the V4 must be conformally flat. These 
results almost inevitably lead to the second question: can the 
field equations be so modified by the inclusion of additional 
terms which vanish in flat space that the compatibility of the 
resulting nonminimally coupled equations is assured? In V2 
and V3, the construction of such equations is achieved for 
the special representation fj) 0 and fj) ), but for arbitrary rep
resentations I have hitherto found the problem intractable. 
Finally there is the additional problem of finding Lagran
gians which generate the compatible (nonminimally cou
pled) field equations, granted that the subsidiary conditions 
are imposed after variation. This is solved in V 4 in two spe
cial cases, namely for S = ~ and S = 2 when the representa
tion is fj) ). 

One generalization of general relativity theory which 
has been widely investigated is U4 theory. (For a compre
hensive survey of the latter, see Ref. 7.) The geometrical 
framework underlying U4 theory is a Riemann-Cartan 
space-time U4 , that is, a four-dimensional linearly connected 
space on which a covariant constant metric tensor of signa
ture - 2 is defined. This definition differs from that of a 
Riemannian space-time only in that the skew-symmetric 
part r[!ilk = :S/ of the linear connection is not required to 
vanish. The meaning of minimal coupling remains as before: 
partial derivatives in the flat-space equations are replaced by 
covariant derivatives. This prescription entails that the cur
vature tensor does not appear explicitly in the (first-order) 
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equations at all, and the torsion tensor Sij k occurs in them 
only through the r / present in covariant derivatives. 

Questions analogous to those examined in VO-V 4 of ne
cessity arise also in U4 theory. The compatibility problem as 
such has been considered by Barth and Christensen,s who 
quote a number of other references. However, all these, ex
cept Ref. 8 itself, lack generality in as far as only special, low 
values of S are contemplated, or else they deal only with the 
case of zero rest mass. On the other hand, in Ref. 8, eight 
distinct criteria are adopted towards the development of 
massive spin-S equations, the compatibility of which is then 
examined; but they are taken, ab initio, to be second-order 
equations. Moreover, the boson equations differ generically 
from the fermion equations. (Equations which differ only in 
the valences of the field spinors that enter into them are not 
regarded here as generally distinct.) By contrast, the present 
paper (which presupposes knowledge of the notation ofVO
V 4) makes a beginning with an investigation in the context 
of U4 theory of problems outlined above in the Riemannian 
context, the equations to be examined being appropriate 
modifications of the (first-order) fiat-space massive spin-S 
Dirac equations. The boson and fermion equations are, 
moreover, not generically distinct. 

A rough outline of the work that now follows is this: in 
Sec. II, a number of definitions of, and relations between, 
various tensors in U4 are given. Although they are, generally 
speaking, to be found-widely scattered-in the literature, 
this is done partly as a matter of convenience and partly to fix 
the notation. Section III contains an analogous collection of 
definitions of spinorial quantities, together with a set of rela
tions involving them, which generalizes to a U4 a corre
sponding set in a V4 , given previously.9 In Sec. IV, the exis
tence of constraints implicit in the minimally coupled 
massive spin-S Dirac equations is deduced. Whereas in a V4 

there are no constraints for S <~, there is in a U4 already a 
constraint when S = 1. In Secs. V and VI it is then shown 
that, for all values of S > ~, the equations under consideration 
cannot be compatible unless torsion is absent, i.e., when the 
U4 is a V4 • (Such a U4 will hereafter be called "triviaL") If 
one contemplates the equations on the level offirst quantiza
tion, the minimal coupling prescription is inappropriate. In 
Secs. VII and VIII, minimal Hermitian coupling is therefore 
adopted in its place; but, as before, compatibility of the equa
tions requires the absence of torsion. 

II. THE U4: TENSOR RELATIONS 

A Riemann-Cartan space-time is characterized by a 
metric-compatible asymmetric linear connection r kl m, i.e., 
it is a linearly connected space endowed with a (symmetric) 
metric tensor gij' such that 

gij;k =0, 

granted that, with 

(2.1 ) 

(2.2) 

the "torsion" SkI m is, in general, nonzero. Indices following a 
semicolon denote covariant derivation with respect to r kl m, 

e.g., 
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(2.3) 

as usual. If r kl m are the Christoffel symbols which belong to 
o 

gij' i.e., 

r kl m: = en (gn(k,l) - !gkl.n) , 
o 

one finds from (2.1) that 

r kl m = r kl In + L kl m , 
o 

where 

L kl
m

: = SkIm - smkl - Slk In, 

is the "contorsion tensor." Note in passing that 

L(killm) = 0, 

L[kl t = Skim, 

Lk[lml =Slmk' 

(2.4 ) 

(2.Sa) 

(2.Sb) 

(2.6a) 

(2.6b) 

(2.6c) 

As suggested by the notation of (2.Sa), a subscript o under a 
kernel symbol shall indicate that the quantity in question 
belongs to the V4 whose metric tensor is gij' 

By straightforward calculation one finds that, if ti is a 
vector, 

2ti;[jk J = R mijktm - 2Sjk mti;m , 

where 

(2.7) 

R Inijk: = r ik m. j - rijm.k + r ik nrnj
m 

- r/rnk m, (2.8) 

is the Riemann tensor of the U4 • More generally, if X is any 
tensor (or spinor), X;[kl J consists of a sum of terms familiar 
from Riemannian geometry, together with a further, addi
tive term - Ski mX;m. I write 

X;[kl J = (X,[kl 1)* - SklmX;m . (2.9) 

(Note that the curvature tensor contained in the first term 
on the right is, of course, that of the U4 .) The Ricci tensor is 

Rij: =Rmijm, 

and it is, in general, nonsymmetric, 

R[ijl = 2S[i;jJ - Sij m;m + 2Sij mSm , 

where 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

A U4 with zero R[ijJ will be called "Ricci-symmetric." The 
scalar curvature is R: = llRij as usual, while the trace-free 
part of Rij is 

(2.13) 

R mijk is of course skew in j and k, but it is also skew in m and 
i: 

Rmi{jk) = 0, 

R(mi)jk = O. 

(2.14a) 

(2.14b) 

In place of the cyclic identity R m [ijk I = 0 one has here, 
o 

R m[ijk I = - 2S[ijm;k I + 4S[ij n
SkJn m = :Zmijk' (2.15) 

Finally, while 

Pklmn: = Rklmn - Rmnkl (2.16a) 
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vanishes in a V4 , one has here, 

Pklmn = ~(Zklmn + Zlknm + Zmknl + znklm) . (2.16b) 

Finally one has the differential identity, 

R mj[jk;1 1 = - 2S[jk nR mljl/ln . (2.17) 

From this one obtains further relations by contraction; e.g., 
contraction over I,m, followed by transvection with gij, leads 
to the identity, 

R j IR - 2S Rab+sabcR k,j - 2 ;k - - kab abck • (2.18) 

Occasionally it is useful to express R m ijk in terms of R m ijk' 
o 

(2.19) 

indices following a bar indicating covariant derivatives with 
respect to r ij k. 

o 
In Secs. VI and VII of Ref. 9 (also referred to as S) there 

occurs a number of relations which involve the conformal 
curvature tensor. There is a formal analog of this here, name
ly, 

Ck1mn : = R k1mn + ~(gkmRln - gknRlm - glmRkn + glnRkm) 

- !(gkmgln - gknglm )R • (2.20) 

Like the conformal curvature tensor, it is trace-free, but its 
geometrical significance is obscure. 

The torsion may not be general: (i) when there is a vec
tor 8m such that 

(2.21 ) 

one speaks of "axial torsion"; and (ii) when there is a vector 
Sj such that 

S/ = ~8\Si]' (2.22) 

one speaks of "vector torsion." Even more specialized is the 
case of vector torsion when Sj is a gradient, i.e., there is a 
scalar S such that 

Sj = S.j (2.23) 

and then I shall speak of "scalar torsion." (This occurs, for 
instance, in Hojman et al. lO

) Scalar torsion implies symme
try of the Ricci tensor. If one requires R k1mn to have the form 

R k1mn = A (gkngml - gkmgn/) (2.24) 

one finds, by using (2.17), that the torsion must be scalar, 
with 

(2.25) 

One can also contemplate the possibility of 8m being a gradi
ent. This case appears to be less interesting, though here 
again R kl is symmetric. 

III. THE U4: SPINOR RELATIONS 

The spinor calculus associated with a U4 follows the 
calculus oflnfeld and van der Waerden ll quite closely. A 
two-dimensional complex vector space S2-spin space-is 
attached to each point of the U4 • The elements of S2 are 
"( two-) spinors." Transformations of S2 are elements of 
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GL(2,C), and in general they are carried out independently 
of coordinate transformations in U4 • (Under the latter alone 
spinors are therefore invariants. ) 

A linear spinor connexion r a 
Pk serves to define covar

iant differentiation of spinors; e.g., if SI-' is a spin vector, 

SI-';k: = SI-',k - ral-'da . (3.1) 

It is fixed by the prescription that the Hermitian connecting 
symbol ("Pauli matrices") u kitv be covariant constant, 

... 
Ukitv;1 = ukitv,l - rklmUmitv - raitlUkav - rPvlUkilP = O. 

(3.2) 
... 

(The symbol is to be read as "is required to be." Its use 

will prove beneficial later on.) 
The skew-symmetric metric spinor YI-'v is also required 

to be covariant constant: 
... 

YI-'V;k = YI-'v.k - P'"kYl-'v = 0, (3.3 ) 

whence it follows by transvection with yl-'V that r" Ak is a 
gradient: 

r\k = !(In det YaP ).k = :yi.k . 

Transvecting now (3.2) with ~il" and taking (3.3) into ac
count, there comes an explicit expression for the linear con
nection: 

rl-'v' = !(~i>I-'Umi>v.1 - rklm~i>I-'Umi>v -181-'):./)' (3.4) 

a bar denoting complex conjugation. The counterpart to 
(2.5a) is 

The analog of (2.7) is the relation 

2SI-';[k/l = P"l-'kIS" - 2Skl
m

SI-';m , 

where 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

P"I-'k/: = 2r"I-'[/.k 1 + 2ral-'[I r"ak 1 (3.7) 

is the spin curvature tensor. More generally, the relation 
(2.9) continues to be valid when X is any tensor spinor. 
(X;[kl 1)'" thus stands for the usual sum of terms of which 
X;[k/l consists in the calculus of Infeld and van der Waer
den, 10 except in as far as here r p 

up as given by (3.5) enters 
into the definition (3.7) of P"I-'kl' 

Taking X to be YI-'V' (2.9) merely shows that P"I-'kl is 
trace-free: 

P\kl =0. (3.8) 

Less trivially, take X to be U kitv ' Then at once, 

R Pkmnupilv + pAilmnUkAv + pp vmnukilp = 0, (3.9) 

bearing in mind that Ukitv;1 itself vanishes. By transvection of 
(3.9) with ~it£, it follows that 

(3.10) 

and conversely, 

nabklRabmn = 2S I-' P v ./ - kl v I-'mn' (3.11 ) 
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which happens to be the same as S (2.37). [One has to be on 
one's guard against uncritically taking over as they stand 
those relations of Ref. 9 which involve curvature quantities. 
For example, S(2.35) would not be correct here, on account 
of (2.16a).] 

It is sometimes appropriate to write V kX in place of X;k . 
Then, writing Vi'v: = aM v V k, if X is any tensor spinor, one 
has 

VA V vx Ii: vOX Sklv X 
JL A = - 'iuJL - JL ;kl' (3.12) 

and the second term on the right may be transformed by 
means of (3.6). The notation 

Dk/ : = V[k VI] , (3.13a) 
A kl A 3b 

DJLV: = S JLvDkl, (3.1 ) 

is sometimes helpful [cf. V3 (2.4 ) ]. As regards the commu
tator of Vi' v and Vpu one has [cf. V3(3.6)] 

[Vi'v,VPU] = _ (yi'piJvu + yvuiJi'P) • (3.14) 

Just as S(2.35) had to be replaced by (3.10), so the 
various identities of Secs. 3, 5, and 6 of Ref. 9 are not valid 
here as they stand, and corresponding identities need to be 
found. Thus, pursuing exactly the method of Sec. 3a of Ref. 
9, one has, in place ofS(3.1), 

eklabemncdRabcd = _ 4R mnkl + 16g[k [nEm]/l ; 

while in place ofS(3.2) 

emncdRcd kl _ eklcdRcd mn = _ 4ekls[mEs n] . 

From this a "new" identity may be obtained: 

(3.15 ) 

(3.16 ) 

emncdpklcd _ eklcdpmncd = _ 4ekla[m(Enla _ Ea nl). (3.17) 

Next, the relation analogous to S(3.3) may be obtained by 
the method used previously, but the work involved is much 
more tedious. The final result is 

?]abk/~cd mnRabcd = 4?]kla[mEn t + ~mn cdPklcd • 

As regards (3.4), the analogous relation is 

(3.18 ) 

kabcR +Rk- I·kabc ?] labc I - - 'i le Ziabc' ( 3.19) 

All but the first of the relations of Sec. V of Ref. 9 require 
modification in going over to a u4 • It will suffice to quote, 
without proof, merely the more important of the modified 
relations: 
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I (s kaJL pv ) _ I kabc( + ) m v JLla - 4e Ziabc Plabc , (3.20) 

(3.21 ) 

(3.22) 

S abpapJLv _ ....aPJLd'irvE + lsabJLvscdpap (3.23) 
ab - U ' ab 4 abed , 

iekabcS I p P u = (R kl _ !ukIR) _ liekabcZI (3.24) 
cu pab zo 2 abc , 

(3.25) 

S ki pJL _ ISklJL smnp C _l(i:U sab 
(pu ;[)kl - '2 A u klmn :2 U (p u)A 

(3.26) 
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IV. MINIMALLY COUPLED EQUATIONS: CONSTRAINTS 

Adopting minimal coupling for the time being, the 
equations of interest are, by prescription, formally identical 
with V3( 1.1 )-only the significance of the covariant deriva
tive is altered: 

( 4.1a) 

( 4.1b) 

Using the abbreviated notation introduced in Sec. 2 of V3, 
they become 

(4.2a) 

(4.2b) 

Proceeding exactly as in Sec. II ofV2, one immediately finds 
the equations of constraint 

A . * D J;-M,N,=O 
v 1 _ IV'~ , 

V. THE CASE OF SPIN 1 

A. The scalar constraint 

( 4.3a) 

(4.3b) 

In contrast with the situation in a V4 , one encounters a 
constraint already when S = 1. For the sake of orientation, it 
is worthwhile to consider this special case first. If the field 
spinors are S JLV and?] Pv, only (4. 3a) survives here. Thus 

(5.1) 

The two terms involving the spin curvature which appear on 
the left are mutually equal, so that (5.1) becomes explicitly 

* K: = Skla{J (pa rklSIJr + SklmSa{J;m) = O. (5.2) 

Thus one has here the single scalar constraint K = O. Using 
(3.22) it may be written as 

* K = ( - R[k/l + Sklmv m )skla{Jsa{J = O. (5.3) 

It is convenient to define the operator 

Kk/ : = - R[k/l + Skl mv m • 

B. Implications of the constraint 

When S = 1, the s = 0, t = 2 equations (4.1) are 

(5.4 ) 

VAvSJLv = K?]Av , (5.5a) 

VA v?]AJL = KSJLv. (5.5b) 

Eliminating ?]AJL between these, one obtains the second-order 
equation 

(5.6) 

On account of the prescribed symmetry of sJLV, this splits up 
into the pair of equations 

(0 + 2~)sJLV + 2D (JLps v)p = 0, (5.7) 

(5.8) 
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the second of which is, of course, the constraint (5.1). The 
skew-symmetrized second derivatives are to be thought of as 
removed by means of Ricci's identity (2.9). Written out in 
more detail with the aid of (3.22), (5.7) reads, 

OS!,V + 2Skl ms k/(I'pS V)P;m + {S kl(!, a (P v) [3kl + /jv) [3R[kl 1) 

+ 8' a/jv[3 [2,r - !(R + iz) ]}Sa[3 = 0, (5.9) 

with z: = !eabcdzabcd' By inspection, the generic form of this 
equation is 

g klf;-!,v +Am!,v f;-a[3 +B!'v f;-a[3=O 
~ ,kl a[3~ ,m a[3~ , (5.10) 

while that of (5.8), that is, of (5.3), is 

(5.11 ) 

A, B, F, and H are known functions of the coordinates. For 
example, using the abbreviation 

sm!'v: = Sklmskl!'v , (5.12) 

a quantity which recurs frequently, one has 

Fm!'v = sm!'v , (5,13) 

but A, B, and H are more complicated. 
Now, if the index w only goes over the range 1,2,3, one 

has from (5.11), 

(FWwS!'v,w + H!,vS!'V) + F 4
!'vs!'v.4 = O. (5.14) 

In the absence of this equation, the Cauchy data for the wave 
equation (5.1O)-a hyperbolic second-order equation
consist of the values of s!'v and of s!'v,4 on,w", and these can 
be arbitrarily prescribed. This freedom of choice is violated 
by the condition (5.14), for any particular choice (on,w") of 
the s!'v already fixes the derivatives S!,v.4 on ,w". It follows 
that F 4!'v must vanish. Equation (5.14) then implies that 
the s!'v cannot be chosen arbitrarily on ,w", which is not 
acceptable. In short, compatibility requires that H!'v and 
Fmw vanish. However, the vanishing of Fm!'v implies that 
Ski m must vanish, bearing in mind that this tensor is real; and 
then H!'v also vanishes. One thus arrives at the conclusion 
that in a nontrivial U4 , the minimally coupled massive spin-l 
Dirac equations are not compatible. 

VI. IMPLICATIONS OF THE SPIN-SCONSTRAINTS 

In the case of spin-S fields, the constraints are given by 
( 4. 3). It will be supposed that r> 2. (Should this condition 
not be satisfied, one simply goes over to the conjugate equa
tions.) The equation corresponding to (5.6) is 

(0 + 2,r)SM,N, + 2D v').SM,N'-I). = O. (6.1) 

Because of the required symmetry of S M,N, in its undotted 
indices, this splits up into a wave equation for S M,N, and an 
equation of constraint: 

(0 + 2,r)SM,N, + 2D (v').SM,N,_,»). = 0, 

The generic form of (6,2) is 

g klf;-M,N, +AmM,N,. f;-K,A, +BM,N,. f;-K,A,=O 
~ .kl K,A,~ ,m K,A,~ , 

while that of (6.13) is 
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(6.2) 

(6.3 ) 

(6.4) 

Fm f;-M,N, +HM,N,. f;-K,A,=O. 
V,V, _ I~ ,m K.rA,!:J (6.5) 

[With indices suppressed, the functions A, B, H in Eqs. 
( 5.10) and (5.11) are special cases of those in (6.4) and 
(6.5); F m

a[3 in Eq. (5.11) on the one hand and in Eq. (6.5) 
on the other are, however, the same functions.] 

In essence the argument following Eq. (5.13) can now 
simply be repeated: Eq. (6.5) represents a limitation upon 
the prescribed freedom of choice of the Cauchy data for the 
wave equation (6.4), unless Ski m = O. In other words, in a 
nontrivial Riemann-Cartan space, the minimally coupled 
massive spin-S (S> j) Dirac equations are not compatible. 

VII. MINIMAL HERMITIAN COUPLING 

The minimal-coupling prescription contains some arbi
trariness already in the general theory of relativity. There, 
one usually appeals to the principle of equivalence; yet it is 
difficult to see how constraints of the kind [V2(2.3)] can be 
made nugatory except by the inclusion of further, nonmini
mally coupled, terms in the equations [V2( 1.1)]. In a U4 , 

there is a greater degree of arbitrariness on account of the 
presence of an additional tensor field, i.e., the torsion. Mini
mal coupling, as understood hitherto, is the prescription that 
the field equations result from the formal replacement, in the 
flat-space equations, of partial by covariant derivatives with 
respect to the linear connection of the U4 • As a result of this 
process, neither the curvature tensor nor the torsion tensor 
will make their appearance explicitly in the equations, the 
torsion tensor being present only through its occurrence in 
the linear connection where it enters into the covariant de
rivative. There does not seem to be any compelling reason 
why the appearance of the torsion tensor in the equations 
should be limited in exactly this way; one is indeed merely 
reflecting the spirit of U4 theory. 

Now there is in fact one modification of the previous 
prescription which is, in a sense, inevitable; namely, when 
one contemplates the field equations on the level of first 
quantization. 12 In that case, initially again with flat space 
and Cartesian coordinates, one will think of - ia k in the 
derivative - is,k (indices of S suppressed) as being Ii-I 
times the operator representing the Xk component of linear 
momentum. While - iak is Hermitian, its counterpart, 
- IV k in a U4 , is not. On the contrary, as will be shown in a 

moment, it is 

-IV'k:= -i(Vk-Sk ) (7.1) 

which is Hermitian. Accordingly, the "simplest" acceptable 
prescription, one which comes closest to the previous mini
mal-coupling prescription, is what I shall call the prescrip
tion of minimal Hermitian coupling: in a U4 , the equations 
satisfied by the field spinors are those which are obtained 
from the flat-space equations by the replacement in these of 
a k by V' k' If t is any tensor spin or associated with the U4 as 
such, e.g., gkl' akjJ.v' R k1mn , its covariant derivative is, of 
course, t;k: = V k t, as before. 

To investigate the question of Hermiticity, it suffices to 
consider the example of the integral 

(7.2) 
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where W: = \detgijlJ/2 and a is a real constant. Here the 
term 

if c/'i'VS;..Sv.k W d
4x 

may be transformed by an integration by parts. Rejecting a 
surface term, it becomes 

- i f Sv(c/'i'VS;..W).k d 4X. 

The partial derivative may be replaced by the covariant de
rivative V k provided compensating terms are supplied. In so 
doing, two of the terms which appear differ only to the extent 
that corresponding to a factor r km m in the one there is a 
factor r mk m in the other and the difference between them is 
2Sk , not zero as in a V4• In this way, one finds that 

J= -i f Svc/'i'V[S;";k - (a+2)S;"Sk]wd 4x. (7.3) 

This is the complex conjugate of the expression on the right
hand side of Eq. (7.2) if and only if a = - 1, a conclusion 
which justifies Eq. (7.1). 

VIII. THE CONSTRAINTS REVISITED 

If ~ is any field spinor (indices suppressed), write 

~'k: = V'k~' 
Then 

SPv,kl = Swv;kl - 2S(kS Pv;/) - (Sk;1 - SkSI )SPV . (S.l) 

Therefore, if a prime indicates Hermitian coupling, 

0' = 0 - 2S k V k - (Sk; k - SkSk) , (S.2a) 
A A 

D'kl = Dkl + S[k;1 J' (S.2b) 

For example, in place of Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4), one now has 

K '. - j(' Ski f:afJ • - kl afJ!:J 

• 
: = (S[k;/] - R[k/J + Skl mv m )SklapSaP = O. (S.3) 
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According to Eq. (8.2), D's differs from Os only by terms 
free of second derivatives of S, while D 'klS differs from DkiS 
only by terms altogether free of derivatives of S. It follows 
that the generic form of Eqs. (6.4) and (6.5) is preserved, 
with A, ... J[ (indices suppressed) becoming 'A, ... ,'H, say; 
but, in fact, 'F = F. Therefore the general conclusion 
reached at the end of Sec. VI continues to hold when mini
mal coupling is replaced by minimal Hermitian coupling. 
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It is shown that all self-dual Yang-Mills fields generated by the Atiyah-Ward Ansatze d l can 
be obtained from the Ansatz do by the "dressing" method of Zakharov and Shabat [Funct. 
Anal. Appl. 13, 166 (1979) ]. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Self-dual solutions of the Yang-Mills equations are im
portant from the mathematical and physical point of view. 
Among these solutions are instantons,1 which play an im
portant role in path integration, and static solutions, which 
after transformation to the Minkowski space can be inter
preted as magnetic monopoles2

•
3 (in the Bogomolny-Pra

sad-Sommerfield limit). The self-dual Yang-Mills equa
tions represent a valuable example of a "completely 
integrable" system of nonlinear equations. Surprisingly they 
are also useful in differential geometry and topology. In par
ticular, the existence of non equivalent differential structures 
on R4 was proved by means of the moduli space of instan
tons.4 

Self-dual fields can be obtained by different methods, in 
particular by (i) the Atiyah-WardAnsatze,5-7 (ii) theZak
harov-Shabat transformation,8.9 (iii) the Backlund trans
formations related to Yang's formulation of the self-duality 
equations,6.10.11 (iv) the Atiyah-Drinfeld-Hitchin-Manin 
(ADHM) construction of ins tan tons, 12 (v) Nahm'smodifi
cation of the ADHM method for monopoles, 13 and (vi) oth
ers, which usually exploit strong symmetry assumptions 
(see, e.g., Ref. 14). The first three approaches are local. 
Methods (iv) and (v) refer to specific boundary conditions 
and it is known that they yield solutions available through 
the Atiyah-Ward Ansatze.5.15 In this paper we focus on the 
first two techniques. Our main result is an observation that 
the space of local GL(2,C) solutions generated by the 
Atiyah-Ward Ansiitze sf I is invariant under the Zakharov
Shabat transformations and can be reproduced, using these 
transformations, from the Ansatze sf o' In virtue of this re
sult it is not strange that SU (2) magnetic monopoles (satis
fying the Bogomolny equations) can be obtained by both 
methods.9.15 

We consider pure Yang-Mills theory with the gauge 
group GL(2,C) in the complexified Minkowski space CM. 
The metric tensor of eM is g = gl'v dxl' ® dxV, where 
/-l,V = 0,1,2,3 andgl'v = diag( 1, - 1, - 1, - 1). The Yang
Mills field is represented by a gl(2,C)-valued one-form 
(pullback of a connection) 

A = AI' dxl'. 

The field strengths are given by 

F= dA + A AA = WI''' dxl' /\dx". 

We say that A is self-dual iff 

*F= ±iF, (1) 

where * F is the form dual to F. In virtue of the Bianchi 
identity Eq. (1) implies the Yang-Mills equation D * F = O. 

In the Weyl spinor notation condition (1) reads 

(2) 

or 

(3) 

Equation (3) can be obtained from (2) by a change oforien
tation in space-time. For this reason we will restrict our
selves to Eq. (2) in what follows. 

All considerations are local in CM and all functions are 
assumed to be analytic with respect to xl'. A reduction to the 
SU (2) gauge theory in the four-dimensional Euclidean 
space can be achieved by restricting CM to a submanifold 
defined by 1m X O = Re Xk = 0 and imposing reality condi
tions on gauge fields and corresponding wave functions. 

II. THE ATIYAH-WARD AND THE ZAKHAROV-SHABAT 
METHODS 

It can be easily verified that Eqs. (2) are integrability 
conditions for the following system of linear equations for a 
GL(2,C)-valued function 1/J(A,X) (Ref. 16): 

(4) 

where A A = ( I,A) and AEC = CU 00. Given a self-dual field 
A one can find two solutions 1/J ± of ( 4 ), which are holomor
phic functions of A on 

U+ = {AEC: IAI <R+} 

and 

U_ = {J..EC: IAI >R_}, 

respectively, where the radii R+ satisfy R+ > 1 >R_. The 
intersection U = U + n U _ forms a neighborhood of the unit 
circle r in C. On U we can define the matrix function 

G=1/J~I1/J- , 

which, in virtue of (4), satisfies 

A A JAiJG = O. 

(5) 

(6) 

Equation (6) says that G is a function of A A XAiJ and A only. 
Conversely, given a function G satisfying (6), holomor

phic on a neighborhood U of the unit circle rand decompos-
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able according to (5), we can connect with it a self-dual 
Yang-Mills field. 16 This fact follows from the equality 

(AAaABr/J+)r/J~1 = (AAaABr/J_)r/J=1 on U (7) 

obtained by derivating (5). A direct consequence of (7) is 
that the lhs (or rhs) of (7) is extendable to a holomorphic 
function on C with at most a first-order pole at 00. Hence 
there exist x-dependent coefficients A AB such that (4) is sat
isfied with r/J equal to r/J + or 1/1_. They define a self-dual field 
since the integrability conditions of Eqs. (4) are necessarily 
satisfied. The most difficult part of this scheme is the Rie
mann-Hilbert splitting problem (5). It can be easily solved 
if G satisfies the Atiyah-Ward Ansatz .sf, (we admit 
det G # 1) 

[

' -, -f G= /l. e , 
o (8) 

where I is a non-negative integer and/. p, and q are complex 
functions. Such Ansatze (with/ = q = 0) were proposed to 
describe instantons5 but their most spectacular success is 
connected with multimonopoles.7

•
15 

In the Zakharov-Shabat transformation method 17 we 
start from a given solution A and the corresponding wave 
function r/J. We search for new fields A' and r/J' such that 

r/J' = Xr/J, (9) 

where X is a merom orphic function of A. In the simplest case 
each of the functions X and X-I has only one first-order pole 
(at p and v, respectively). Then X takes one of the following 
forms (modulo gauge transformations, which correspond to 
the multiplication of X by a A-independent nonsingular ma
trix function) : 

X=I+[(p-v)/(A-p)]P, (10) 

X=I-P+[1/(A-p)]P, V=oo, (11) 

X = 1 + (A - v-I )P, P = 00 , (12) 

X= 1 + [1!(A-p)]S, v=p, (13) 

X = 1 + AS, v = p = 00 , (14 ) 

whereP 2 = p,S2 = O,andPandS donotdependonA. Each 
of the above expressions can be used to generate new self
dual solutions of the Yang-Mills equations. The case (10) is 
generic in the sense that all the remaining cases can be ob
tained from it by taking suitable limits, e.g., (12) is a limit, 
for p -+ 00, of ( 10) multiplied by [1 + (v - p - 1) P] and 
(13) follows from (10) in the limit v-+p, (p - v)p-+s. For 
this reason we will restrict ourselves to the transformation 
( 10) in what follows. This transformation can be considered 
as a building block for more complicated transformations 
(with many poles in X). 

Inserting (9) and (10) into (4) (with primed quanti
ties) yields new potentials 

A ;B = AlB - a2B (p - v)P) - [A 2B ,(P - v)P] , 

A iB = A2B , (15) 

and a set of solvable conditions on p, v, and P. Concerning p 
and v they are 
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pAaABP=O, 

vA aABV= 0, 
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(16) 

(17) 

where pA = (I,p) and pA = (l,v). The remaining condi
tions yield (if 0 # P # 1 ) 

P=pKN T, P = (NTK)-I, (18) 

where K and N are C 2 -valued functions (columns) satisfying 

vA(aAB+AAB)K=O, (19) 

pA(aABNT -NTAAB ) =0, (20) 

and such that N TK #0. 
Analytic solutions of ( 16) and ( 17) are given implicitly 

by 

p-hl(PAXAB) =0, v-h2(VAXAB) =0, (21) 

where h I and h2 are functions of two complex variables. If 
the wave function r/J is well defined for A = p, v then 

NT=nTr/J(p)-I, K=r/J(v)k, (22) 

where r/J(a) = r/J'" = a for any a and 

(23) 

It follows from (23) that the vector functions nand k de
pend only on PAXAB and VAXAB, respectively. Note that the 
projection P remains unchanged if Nand K undergo the 
following transformation: 

N-+/I(PA~B)N, K-+/2(VAXAB)K, 

which preserves Eqs. (19) and (20). 
The wave function Xr/J has additional singularities at p 

and v in comparison to r/J. If p, v, n, and k are constants and 
n Tk # 0 then these singularities can be removed by mUltiply
ing Xr/J to the right by 

Q= 1- [(p-V)/(A-v)](nTk)-lknT. (24) 

It is interesting that X and A ' can be derived in this case from 
the assumption that Xr/JQ, with Q given by (24), has no sin
gularities at p and v. This property can be used to character
ize the Zakharov-Shabat transformation in the case of u 
models (then p, v, k, and n are necessarily constant). 

We can use different solutions of (4) to obtain Nand K 
according to the formula (22). The only restriction is that 
one of them should be defined for A = p and the second for 
A = v. Such a situation may occur when we apply the Zak
harov-Shabat transformation to the functions r/J ± described 
in the beginning of this section. 

III. THE ZAKHAROV-SHABAT TRANSFORMATION OF 
THE ATIYAH-WARD ANSATZE 

A problem arises: what are domains U'± and functions 
r/J'± corresponding to the self-dual field A ' obtained from A 
by the Zakharov-Shabat transformation. Since the Xr/J ± sat
isfy Eq. (4) (with A ') the functions r/J~ should have the 
form 

r/J~ =Xr/J± Q± ' 
where 

AAaABQ± =0. 

The new patching function G' is given by 

G' = Q :;lGQ_. 
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The assumption that Q ± have the form (24) is in general 
incompatible with (26) (e.g., when Jl#const). Roughly 
speaking we should rather replace Jl, v, n, k in (24) by their 
A-dependent extensions (holomorphic in U + or U _) anni
hilated by A A aAB and tending to Jl, v, n, k when A-+Jl or 
A -+ v. Below we construct these extensions in a neighbor
hood of an arbitrary (but fixed) point Po E CM. We assume 
that 

X
AB = 0 at Po, (28) 

a condition that can be easily satisfied by a shift of coordi
nates. 

We define the following transformations ofCM depend
ing on A: 

T / (XIB,X2B) = (O,AA XAB ) , 

T i (XIB,X2B) = ( - A -IAAXAB,O) . 
(29) 

If Jl satisfies (16) then the pullback 

Jl± = (T/)*Jl (30) 

satisfies (6) and is a holomorphic function on U ± for small 
values of X AB. Moreover [compare with (21)], if Jl takes 
values in U ± then 

(31) 

since both sides of (21) satisfy Eq. (16) and coincide with 
each other when XIB = 0 (for Jl+) or X2B = 0 (for Jl-)' A 
more precise characteristic of Jl ± is given by 

(32) 

where! ± are holomorphic functions for AEU ± . In a similar 
way we introduce v ± = (T} ) *V having the property 

A - v ± = (A - v)expf'± . (33) 

Factorizations (32) and (33) are valid independent of val
ues of Jl and v. 

Given Nand K satisfying (19) and (20) one can define 

__ {NTt/!± (Jl), ifJloEU±, 
n~ (34) 

N T t/! +- (Jl), if Jlof$. U ± ' 

= {t/! ± (v) -'K, ifvoEU ±' 
k± I t/!+- (v)- K, ifvof$.U±, 

(35) 

where Jlo and Vo denote values of Jl and v, respectively, at Po 
(locally Jlo and Vo determine positions of images of Jl and v 
with respect to boundaries of U + and U _ ). It follows from 
(34), (35), and (5) that 

n T = {n: G(Jl), if Jloff.U, 
(36) - T if JloEU, n+, 

k = {G(v)-'k+, ifvoEU, 
(37) 

- k+, ifvoff.U. 

The pullbacks N ± = (T l )*n ± and K ± 
= (T} ) * k ± ' regarded as functions of A, are holomorphic 

on U ± . They are annihilated by A A a AB and satisfy 

N±(Jl)=n±, if JloEU± ' (38) 

K±(v)=k±, ifvoEU±. (39) 

If t/! ± are normalized in such a way that 
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t/! ± = 1, for X
AB = 0 , (40) 

then the function N ~ K ± coincides with N TK for XAB = 0, 
and hence it is different from zero for small values of X AB. We 
assume (40) and we define [analogous to (24) ] 

Q± =1-[(Jl± -v±)/(A-v±)]P±, 
(41 ) 

P± = (N~K± )-'K±N~ . 

The functions Q ± and Q ± I are meromorphic functions on 
U ± with first-order poles at zeros of A - Jl ± and A - v ± ' 
respectively. The properties (32), (33), (38), and (39) 
guarantee that t/!'± given by (25) and t/!' ± I are holomorphic 
functions on U'± C U ± . If none of the values Jlo, Vo lies on a 
boundary of U + or U _ then U'± = U ± . If it is not the case 
then, in general, one of the functions t/! ± (Jl), t/! ± (v) is de
fined only in a part of any neighborhood of the point Po. We 
can avoid this problem by taking U'± smaller than U ± . We 
summarize the above results in the following proposition. 

Proposition 1: The Zakharov-Shabat transformation 
maps solutions t/! ± of the regular Riemann-Hilbert (5) into 
solutions t/!'± of the regular Riemann-Hilbert problem with 
G' = Q ::;. IGQ_, where t/!'± and Q ± are given by (25) and 
(41 ). 

The functions t/!'x are not uniquely defined. They can be 
multiplied to the right by GL(2,C)-valued functions annihi
lated by A A aAB and holomorphic on U'±, respectively. By 
using this freedom we can show (under some restrictions on 
the point Po) that if G satisfies the Atiyah-Ward Ansatz &' I 
then G' is also equivalent to a triangular patching function. 

Proposition 2: The Zakharov-Shabat transformation 
preserves the space of the self-dual solutions (defined in a 
neighborhood of almost every point in CM) generated by the 
Atiyah-Ward Ansatze. 

Proof Let t/! ± be solutions of (5) for G given by (8). 
The normalization (40) cannot be imposed in this case since 
it is incompatible with (8). We look for A ± in the form 

(42) 

which guarantees the triangularity of G'. Let S denote a 
(zero measure) set of points p such that n ~ = 0 or k 2± = 0 
at p, but nl± #0 or k 2± #0, respectively, in any neighbor
hood ofp. The superscripts 1,2 denote here particular com
ponents of n ± and k ±. Note that the vanishing of nl+ 
(k 2+ ) is equivalent to the vanishing of n 1_ (k 2_ ) in virtue 
of (36) and (37). We will assume that Po ($.S. If JloE U ± and 
Q ± are given by (42) then regularity of t/!'± at A = Jl re
quires either 

or 

nl± #0, c ± #0, (b ± Ic ± )(Jl) = - n2± In'± ' 

a ± (Jl) = 0 (a first-order zero) 

n~ =0, a± #0, c± (Jl) =0 (a first-order zero) . 

Similar considerations at A = v (if VoEU ± ) yield 

k 2± # 0, a ± (v) # 00 , (b ± I c ± )( v) = - k I± I n2± • 

C ± = 00 (a first-order pole) 

or 
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k ± = 0, C ± (v) # 00 , 

a ± (v) = 00 (a first-order pole) . 

The above conditions can be fulfilled with the help of the 
functions fl ± ' v ± ' N ± ' and K ± . In particular, we can set 

a+ = (A -fl+)O(A - V+)13-1 , 

a_ = (1-A -lfl _)°(1-A -I V_)13-I, 

C+ = (A - fl+)I-O(A - v+) -13, 

c_ = (1-,.1 -lfl _)I-°(1-A -IV_) -13, 

b+ =c+(v+ -fl+)-I[a(A-v+)N2+ (N I
+ )-1 

+ fJ(A - fl + )K 1+ (K 2+ ) - I] , 

b_ =c(v_ -fl-)-I[afl-{1-A -lv_)N 2_ (N I_ )-1 

+fJv_(1-A -lfl_)KI_ (K2_ )-1], 

where 

a=sgnlnl± I, fj'=sgn lk 2
± 1 (43) 

(thus a,fJ = 0,1) and we adopt the convention that 
a(N± )-1 =0 ifa=O andfJ(K2± )-1 =0 iffJ=O. The 
above expressions are acceptable for any values of flo and Vo' 
By substituting them into (42) and (27) G' is yielded in the 
form (8) with new functions J, p, q, and with I replaced by 
I + t:.1, where 

t:.1 = a + fJ - 1 . ( 44 ) 

o 
It follows from (44) that t:.1 = 0, ± 1. A question arises 

whether we can always decrease or increase the index I start
ing from a solution corresponding to s/ I' It is not difficult to 
find solutions of Eqs. (19) and (20) yielding appropriate a 
and fJ [we first choose n + and k + and then we define Nand 
K according to (34) and (35)], but it may happen that 

NTK = 0 (45) 

in some neighborhood. It turns out that (45) implies strong 
restrictions on the initia~gauge field A. To obtain them we 
subtract Eqs. (19) and (20) contracted with Nand K, re
spectively. In the gaugeA2B = 0 (existence of such a gauge is 
guaranteed by F2B2C = 0) the resulting equation is 
NT J2BK = O. It follows from this equation that K is propor
tional to a x2B-independent vector K'. Using a gauge trans
formation preserving A2B we can obtain 

K T = (K 1,0), NT = (0,N 2 ) • (46) 

By substituting (46) into (19) it is shown that the compo
nentsA IB have the upper triangular form in this gauge. Such 
solutions (and only such) correspond to the Ansatz s/ 0 

(however, they can be also constructed from s/I with I> 0). 
Since the Zakharov-Shabat transformations with t:.1 = - 1 
can be applied to all other solutions, it follows that the index I 
can be reduced, step by step, to the value I = O. In virtue of 
the invertibility of the Zakharov-Shabat transformations we 
obtain the following proposition. 

Proposition 3: Every self-dual solution generated by the 
Atiyah-Ward Ansatz s/I can be obtained from a solution 
corresponding to s/ 0 by means of the I-step Zakharov-Sha
bat transformation. 

Proposition 3 is valid in a neighborhood of almost every 
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point in CM. Propositions 1-3 can be generalized to the 
cases (11 )-( 14) by taking appropriate limits. 

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We have found (Proposition 1) an action of the; Zak
harov-Shabat transformation (with one pole) on the regular 
Riemann-Hilbert problem related to the self-duality equa
tions through the Ward construction. This result allows us 
to repeat this transformation (with different parameters) 
with no restriction on the position of poles, e.g., the inverse 
transformation is well defined. 

We have shown (Proposition 2) that the Zakharov
Shabat transformation converts the Atiyah-Ward Ansatz 
s/I into the Ansatz s/I" This remains true for a superposi
tion of such transformations and their limits. The index I 
plays the role of the monopole charge for monopole solu
tions. It changes by 0, ± 1 for the simple transformations 
considered here. Multiple transformations can generate any 
self-dual field corresponding to the Ansatz s/ 1 from a partic
ular solution corresponding to s/ 0 (Proposition 3). 

Conformal transformations of CM induce transforma
tions of self-dual fields, which can be applied alternatively 
with the Zakharov-Shabat transformations. Effectively we 
obtain in this way multiple Zakharov-Shabat transforma
tions followed by an overall conformal transformation, pro
vided we admit limits leading to ( 11 )- ( 14). 

Our results are purely local and sometimes (Proposi
tions 2 and 3) zero-measure subsets of CM are excluded 
from the considerations. It seems that transforming G into 
the triangular form, if possible, may lead to singularities in 
G, which do not correspond to singularities ofthe gauge field 
(note that the surface S is not distinguished by Proposition 
1). 
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Discrete symmetries typically arise when the ten-dimensional heterotic Es X Es superstring 
theory is compactified on Calabi-Yau (CY) manifolds and they are expected to play an 
essential role in phenomenological applications. Yau has shown how a CY manifold that leads 
to three generation models can be constructed. The discrete symmetries associated with several 
of these models are found. In particular, the models that have the largest (maximal) discrete 
symmetries are identified. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the standard Calabi-Yau (CY) compactification l of 
the heterotic Es X Es superstring theory in ten dimensionsz 

the spin connection of the CY manifold K is embedded in the 
"known" Es. This gives rise to a four-dimensional model 
that, among other things, possesses E6 gauge symmetry and 
N = 1 supersymmetry. Some time ago Yau3 constructed a 
simply connected CY manifold Ko with Euler character 
X = - 18. He also displayed a freely acting Z3 symmetry on 
Ko so that modding out Ko by Z3 (K = KoIZ3) leads to four
dimensional superstring models with three chiral fermion 
families.4 

Discrete symmetries typically arise in the above com
pactification scheme.s They are expected to play a crucial 
role in phenomenological applications of the superstring 
theory. For instance, the presence of a suitable discrete mat
ter parity is usually needed in superstring models to suppress 
rapid [i.e., unsuppressed by inverse powers of a superheavy 
(~TeV) scale] proton decay.4,6 Discrete symmetries, under 
certain circumstances, can effectively act as "continuous" 
symmetries.7 If the continuous symmetry happens to be a 
Peccei-Quinn U ( 1) symmetry, the strong CP problem en
countered in the standard model can be neatly resolved 
through the axion mechanism. These symmetries are also 
expected to play an essential role in answering questions re
lated to fermion masses, flat directions, flavor changing neu
tral currents, etc. 

In view of the important and wide role that discrete 
symmetries are expected to play in physical applications, we 
carry out in this paper a systematic search for the three
generation Yau models that are accompanied with the lar
gest possible (maximal) discrete symmetries. We identify 
two physically distinct three-generation models whose 
group of "honest" discrete symmetries is larger than has 

I 

hitherto been discussed in the literature. As a by-product of 
our investigation the discrete symmetries associated with 
several other potentially interesting models are also found. 

II. THE YAU MANIFOLD Ko 

Our starting point is the simply connected CY manifold 
Ko [X(Ko) = - 18] constructed by Yau3 and defined in 
CP3 X CP3 through the following algebraic equations3.4: 

3 

2:: X7 + aoXlxZx3 + a1x Zx3xO + azX3xoXI + a3xoXlxZ = 0, 
;=0 

3 

2:: Y7 + bo Y I Yz Y3 + b I Yz Y3 Yo 
;=0 

(1) 

3 

XoYo + 2:: CijX; Yj = O. 
;.j=o 

(i,j)'" (0,0) 

Here, x's and y's are the homogeneous coordinates of the two 
Cp3,s and a's, b 's, and c's are the 23 parameters that remain 
after using PGL( 4) transformations in the two CP3'S and 
the fact that overall rescalings of the three algebraic equa
tions are irrelevant. Provided that the transversality condi
tion holds, the intersection of the three algebraic equations 
in (1) gives rise to the CY manifold Ko. Before stating this 
condition it is convenient to reexpress (1) as follows: 

3 

2:: X7 + 2:: a;ox;,x;,x;, = 0, 
;=0 (iu;,;,;,) =CP(0IZ3) 

3 

~ y3
,. + ~ b. y.y.y. =0 £.. L In '. '2 '.l ) 

;=0 (;0;,;,;,) = CP(0IZ3) 

3 

2:: CijX; Yj = O. 
;,j=O 

(2) 

Here CP(0123) are all the cyclic permutations of (0123) 
and Coo = 1. Then the transversality condition reads 

dO. =.!. (3X~ + L a;OXi,Xi,Xi
,) [(3yJ + L 

2 (ioi,;,;,) = CP(0IZ3) x; (joj,j,f,) = CP(OIZ3) 

4.# i )o=F- J 

bjuY~j,Yj, ) CkjXk 1 dXi AdYj AdYI 
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everywhere on Ko. Here repeated indices (i,j,k,l) are 
summed from 0 to 3. 

III. RESTRICTIONS FROM THE TRANSVERSALITY 
CONDITION 

Now we can prove the following crucial proposition. 
Proposition 1: If the matrix C = (cij) has at most two 

nonzero columns or at most two nonzero rows, the transver
sality condition cannot be satisfied. In other words, if at most 
two x's or at most two Y's appear in cijx; Yj = 0, transversa
lity cannot hold. 

Proof Without loss of generality, we will assume that 
only two x's are involved incijx; Yj = 0, namely,xo (which is 
always there, since Coo = 1) and, say, XI' This means that cij 
= 0, for i = 2,3, j = 0,1,2,3. We can choose Xo = XI = O. 

The last equation in (2) is, then, automatically satisfied and 
the first becomes x~ + xj = 0, which has three nonzero so
lutions. But, for Xo = Xl = 0, Ck,Xk = 0, V I, and the first of 
the two terms in the rhs of (3) vanishes. To achieve the 
vanishing of the second term in the rhs of (3), too, we can 
choosey's so that Co, y, = 0 and CII y, = O. Ifsuch a choice is 
possible in Ko, then there exist points in Ko where dO = 0 
and the transversality condition does not hold. If 
(c lO,C W c12,C 13 ) #..1. (Coo,COI,COZ,C03)' V..1.EC, we can eliminate 

Yo among Co, y, = 0 and CII y, = 0 and obtain an equation 
~;= la; Y; = o with (a l,aZ,a3) # (0,0,0). Assuming, for ex
ample, a l #0, we then get YI = {3yz + rY3' By substituting 
this into Co, y, = 0 and solving w.r.t. Yo (remember Coo = 1) 
we obtain Yo = 8yz + EY3' The second equation in (2), then, 
becomes ay~ + byj + cyi Y3 + dyz~ = O. For a,b #0, this 
equation can be written as a( YZ/Y3) 3 + c( YZ/Y3)Z + d( Yz/ 
Y3) + b = O. This cubic equation has three nonzero solu
tions for YZ/Y3 and, so, there are at least three choices of Y's 
on Ko with dO = O. (We have found 3 X 3 = 9 "singular" 
points on Ko.) For a = 0, we can choose Y3 = 0 and any Yz 
for ay~ + by~ + cy~ Y3 + dyz y~ = 0 to be satisfied. Thus 
there is at least one choice of y's with dO = 0 and 3 X 1 = 3 
"singular" points on Ko. The same is true for b = O. To 
complete the proof, consider the case 
(C IO,ClI ,C12,C13 ) = A (Coo,COI,COZ,CQ3), for some ..1.EC. Then, 
there is only one independent equation Co, y, = 0, which we 
can solve w.r.t. Yo to get Yo = a l YI + azYz + a3Y3' Substi
tution of this into the second equation in (2) gives a cubic in 
Y I' Yz, Y3' i.e., in a Cpz. There are many possible choices of 
singular points in this case. For example, by choosingYI = 0, 
this cubic reduces to ay~ + by~ + cyi Y3 + dyz y~ = 0 and 
we can follow the previous discussion. 

Thus we have learned that for transversality to have a 
chance, we need at least three x's and at least three Y's to 
appear in cijx; Yj = O. Without loss of generality, we can 
choose XO,XI,XZ and Yo, YI' Yz to be involved in this bilinear 
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(3) 

equation (xo, Yo are, of course, always involved). This can be 
"minimally" achieved if Coo = I, C II # 0, C22 # 0, and all other 
c's as well as all a's and b's are equal to zero (the other 
possible "minimal" choice C12#O, CZI #0 reduces to this if 
YI++YZ)' In this case, Eq. (2) becomes 

3 3 2 

L x;=O, LY]=O, L CkXkYk=O, (4) 
;=0 j=O k=O 

with Co = Coo = I, CI =CI\ #0, cz=czz#O. 
Now we will show our second important theorem. 
Proposition 2: The transversality condition does hold for 

the set of equations (4) with 1 + d #0, 1 + d #0, 
d +d #0, and 1 +d +ci#O. 

Proof: For singular points on Ko, we find, from Eq. (3), 
that 

2 • .2 2 2 \.II' (5) c,X, Yj = CjXj Y" C, y,xj = cj Yjx" v ,j. 

(There is no summation over repeated indices.) From these 
equations and for I #3, since we divide by c" we obtain 

Xj 'c,X, yJ = XjCjXj Y7 
= (c/c, )y,'c, y,xJ 

= (c/c, )y,'cj YjX; 

= {cJIe, )y, YjX;, Vj and VI #3. (6) 

For Yj #0 [there must be at least two suchy's as can be seen 
from Eq. (4)], we then have 

c,x,xj Yj = (cJIe, )y,x; 

=}x,cjXj Yj 

= (c]Ie;)y,x;, Vj, and VI #3. (7) 
For Yj = 0, 

X,CjXj Yj = 0, VI #3. (8) 
Thus 

2 [2 1 y,xy 
o=x, /~o CjXjYj = j~O c] T' V/#3. 

Yj#O 

(9) 

The sum in the rhs ofEq. (9) is over allj's between 0 and 2 
for which Yj # O. There is at least one such j (since there are at 
least two nonzero y's) and this sum is never empty. By as
suming that 1 + d #0, 1 + ci #0, c~ + c~ #0, and 1 + c~ 
+ d #0, we can ensure that this sum is nonzero. Then, Eq. 
(9) implies that either y, = 0 or X, = 0, V I # 3. Since at least 
one of the y/s (/ = 0,1,2) and one of the x/s (l = 0,1,2) 
must be nonzero, we are led to the following two possibili
ties: either one or two of the X t's (l = 0,1,2) are zero. In the 
first case (the second is analogous) we can take, for example, 
Xo = O. ThenYI = Y2 = 0 andyo#O. From c,x, yJ = CjXj Y1, 
for j = 0 and 1= 1,2, we then obtain XI = X2 = 0, which is 
not possible, since Xo = 0, too. This shows that there are no 
points in Ko where dO = O. 
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For 1 + d + d = 0, there are singular points. For ex
ample, Xo = Yo = 1, XI = Yt = C t, Xz = Yz = cz, X3 = Y3 = O. 
This obviously satisfies Eqs. (4) and (5). For 1 + c~ = 0, 
Xo = Yo = 1, XI = YI = Cp Xz = Yz = X3 = Y3 = 0 is a singu
lar point of Ko. Similarly for 1 + ci = 0 and d + c~ = 0 
there are singular points: Xo = Yo = 1, X2 = Yz = C2, 

XI =YI =X3 =Y3 =0 and XI =Y\ =C\, X2 =Yz = C2, 
Xo = Yo = X3 = Y3 = 0, respectively. 

The discrete symmetries of (2) will include, in general, 
permutation symmetries involving the x's and the y's. Let P4 

denote the permutation group off our objects consisting of24 
elements. We will denote by p(a),q({3), ... permutations of 
order a,{3,... (p is of order a if pa = 1 and pV,1 for 
n = 1,2, ... ,a - 1). For a = 2 we will use the further nota
tion a = 2' or 2" for permutations of one pair or simulta
neous permutations of two separate pairs, respectively. Any 
permutation ofthex's andy's is then denoted as (p(a),q(/3)). 
We next explore the restrictions imposed on the allowed 
(p(a),q({3») by the requirement that the transversality con
dition holds. 

Lemma 1: (l,p(a») [and (p(a),I)] with a = 2",3,4 are 
not allowed. 

Prool For a = 2", there will be two pairs of equal co
lumns in the matrix C = (c ij ). Without loss of generality we 
can assume CiO = C;I , C;2 = C;3' i = 0,1,2,3. For a = 3, there 
will be three equal columns in c, say, CiO = Cit = Ci2 , 

j = 0,1,2,3 and, for a = 4, all columns are equal. We can 
then choose, in all these three cases, Yo = - YI' Y2 = Y3 = O. 
This satisfies the second equation in (2) (terms in the second 
sum are zero since two of the y's vanish) and also C ij Yj = 0, 
j = 0,1,2,3, which implies that the third equation in (2) is 
satisfied, too. The equations cijx; = O,j = 0,1,2,3, reduce to 
at most two linearly independent equations in all three cases 
and thus they leave at least two undetermined x's (the other 
x's can be expressed as linear combinations of the undeter
mined x's). The first equation in (2) then reduces to a homo
geneous cubic equation with at least two variables and cer
tainly admits nonzero solutions. Thus there are points in 
CP3 X CP3 that satisfy the equations in (2) and C ij Yj = 0, 
cjiXj = 0, i = 0,1,2,3. From (3), dO = ° for these points and 
so transversality fails. 

Lemma 2: (l,p(2'») [and (P(2'), 1)] are not allowed. 
Prool Without loss of generality we can assume that 

p(2') interchanges Yo andYI' Then, the first two columns of C 

will be equal, i.e., CiO = C;I' i = 0,1,2,3. We can take 
Yo = - YI' Yz = Y3 = 0. The last two equations in (2) are 
then automatically satisfied. Moreover, cij Yj = 0, 
i = 0,1,2,3, and the terms proportional to it in the rhs ofEq. 
(3) vanish. In order to have dO = 0, it suffices to have 

( 10) 

symmetric in i,j. The term in parentheses in (10) is equal to 
Y6, Y6, - (b3/3 )Yo, - (bz/3 )y~, for i = 0,1,2,3, respective
ly. Keeping in mind thatckoxk = CklXk ' one can easily show 
that symmetry of (10) is guaranteed if 

CkZXk = - (b3/3)CkO Xk, Ck3 Xk = - (bz/3)CkO Xk' 
(11) 
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These equations leave at least two undetermined x's and the 
first equation in (2) admits nonzero solutions. 

Lemma 3: (p(a),q({3») with a=l-{3 (a,{3 = 1,2,3,4) are 
not allowed. 

Prool This follows from Lemmas 1 and 2, for a or 
{3 = 1. Elements of the type (P(2),q(3») and (P(2),q( 4») are 
also forbidden since their squares are of the type ( 1 ,r( 3 ) ) and 
(l,r(2»), respectively. The cube of (P(3 ),q( 4») is of the type 
( 1 ,r ( 4 ) ) and so elements of this type are also not allowed. 

Lemma4:(p(2"),q(2'») [and (P(2'),q(2"»)] are not al
lowed. 

Prool For definiteness we will take p(2") to be a simul
taneous interchange of Xo,X I and XZ,x3 (xo-x I' Xz-x3) and 
q(2') a permutation of Yo' Y\. The matrix C then takes the 
form 

The cubic equations in (2) become 
3 

(12) 

L xi + ax lx Zx3 + aXoXZX3 + a'XoXtX3 + a'xoXlxz = 0, 
;=0 

3 

L Yi + bYIYZY3 + bYOYZY3 + b 'yoY, Y3 + b "YoY, Y2 = O. 
;=0 

(13) 

We now choosexo = - x"x2 = - X3' The first equation in 
(13) is then automatically satisfied. We further take 
(a - {3)xo + (€ - ;)x2 = O. There is at least one nonzero 
choice of x's that satisfies these equations and, for these x's, 
cijx; = 0, j = 0,1,2,3. So, the third equation in (2) is also 
satisfied and the first term in the rhs of (3) vanishes. To 
complete the argument we must now show that 

( 

a.x.x.x.) 
3 2 + "" ~, I, I, '.' X; £... cjl Yl 

(i,,;,;,;.) ~ CP(0I23) Xi 
~,#I 

(14) 

is symmetric in i,j for a nonzero choice of Y's that satisfies 
the second equation in ( 13). The term in parentheses in ( 14 ) 
takes the same value for i = 0,1 (namely, 3X6 - ax~ =f.L) 
and also the same value for i = 2,3 (namely, 3x~ - a'x~ 
=v). By taking Yo = YI' 

C2l Yl = C31 YI = (€ + t)yo + 1JY2 + (}Y3' 

Symmetry of (14) can then be achieved by taking 
f.L[ (€ + ;)Yo + 1JYz + (}Y3] = v[ (a + /3)yo + rYz + BY3]' 
This, together withyo = y" leaves at least two undetermined 
y's and the second equation in ( 13) becomes a homogeneous 
cubic with at least two variables and admits nonzero solu
tions. 

By combining all of the above lemmas we arrive at the 
following proposition. 

Proposition 3: The allowed nontrivial permutation sym
metriesof(1) are of the type (p(a),q(a») with a = 2',2",3,4. 
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IV. MAXIMALLY SYMMETRIC MODELS 

Weare now ready to analyze the various possibilities in 
detail. 

(i) No permutation symmetry: We assume here that the 
group of permutation symmetries of Eqs. (1) is trivial, i.e., 
consists of ( 1,1) only. By taking into account the previous 
analysis, we can conclude that this can be achieved with the 
minimal number of parameters by taking a i = bi = 0 
(i = 0,1,2,3), Coo = 1, ClI =Cl #0, C22 =C2 #0 (cl #C2' 

CI'C2# 1, 1 + d #0, 1 + c~ #0, d + c~ #0, 1 + d 
+ c~ #0), and all other c's equal to zero. The symmetries of 

Ko are ofthree types. 

(a) xo-+axo, Yo-+a-lyo; xl-+bx l , 

YI-+b-IYI; Xr-+ CX2' 

Y2-+ C-
I
Y2; x 3-+dx3, Y3-+ dY3' 

a,b,c,de{1,a,a2}, a = exp(21Ti/3). 

(Here we take x 3 , Y3 transforming in the same way by using 
the fact that an overall multiplification of x's by A. and Y's by 
A. -lisirrelevant.) So we have four commutingZ3's. Three of 
them form the elements 

[~] 
(acting on the column vector [;]), A = diag(a,b,c,l) and 
A ' obtained from A by the replacement a -+ a 2

• The fourth 2'3 
consists of 

[~], 
B = diag( I,I,I,d). 

(b) the swapping operator X-Y, represented by 

rtf]· 
This operator commutes with 2'3 (but not with the other 
Z3'S). Thus the group of discrete symmetries of Ko is 
WX2'3' where W consists of 

[~] and [~] 
with A = diag(a,b,c, 1), a,b,ce{l,a,a2}, and 2'3 is generated 
by 

[~], 
B = diag(1,I,I,a). It has 3x3x3x2x 3 = 162 elements. 

It is easily checked that further introduction of any oth
er a, b, and c terms from Eqs. (1) breaks this symmetry 
further to a subgroup. Therefore Isym Kol <54· 3, in this case 
(sym Ko is the group of discrete symmetries of Ko and I I 
denotes the number of elements). After dividing Ko by an 
appropriate freely acting Z3 (if it exists) we obtain K with 
IsymKI<54. 

(ii) The permutation symmetry .contains only elements 
of the type (P(2'), q(2') ): We assume that there is at least one 
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element (P(2'),q(2'») that we can take to be the simultaneous 
interchange of XI'X2' and Yl' Y2 without loss of generality. 
Then no other element of this type is allowed since any 
(p(2'),r(2'») with r#q multiplied with (P(2'),q(2'») gives 
(I,rq) with rq# 1, which is not allowed. Also, any inter
changeoftwox's, one of which is Xl or x2combined with the 
interchange of x l 'x2' gives an element of order 3 (cyclic per
mutation of three objects). Similarly for the y's. So we are 
left only with the possibility of simultaneous interchange of 
XO,X3 and Yo, Y3' But this element multiplied with the original 
one gives an element of the type (P(2" ),q(2"»). So we con
clude that in this case the permutation symmetry is simply a 
Z2 generated by (P(2'),q(2'»). Now, if cij = 0, for i,j = 1,2, 
(P(2'),q(2'») reduces to (P(2'),1) and (I,q(2'»), which are 
not allowed. Thus at least one of these c's must be nonzero. 
Without loss of generality we take Cll = c#O and, by 
(P(2'),q(2'»), C22 = c. We need one more c, which we can 
take to be Coo = 1 (c # 1 ) without loss of generality. All other 
c's as well as all a's and b 's are zero. Transversality holds for 
1 + c3#0 and 1 + 2c3#0. 

Now the sym Ko = V X 2'3' where 2'3 as before and V 
consists of 

[4], [~], 
with 

a,b,ce{ 1 ,a,a2}. 

Thus IsymKol = 108'3, for this particular choice with the 
minimal number of parameters. One can now divide Ko with 
the freely acting Z3 generated by 

[~], 
A =diag(a2,a,a,I) or diag(1,a,a2,l) (Ref. 8) to obtain 
two "maximally symmetric" K's with Isym K I = 108 (of 
course, the fact that they are maximally symmetric is to be 
proved). Division with any other freely acting Z3 [for exam
ple, the one generated by A = diag(a,a2,a, 1)] reduces the 
sym K further since these Z3'S break the Z2 permutation 
symmetry. (Notice that these Z3'S must be considered sepa
rately, in this case, since they are not conjugate to the first 
two ones.) Further introduction of any other a, b, or c terms 
breaks the symmetry of Ko further, i.e., IsymKol < 108'3. 
Division with an appropriate freely acting Z3 (if it exists) 
gives Isym K 1< 108. 

(iii) The permutation symmetry contains only elements 
of the type (p(a),q(a») with a = 2',2": We assume there 
exists at least one element (P (2" ) ,q ( 2" ) ) that, without loss of 
generality, we take to be the simultaneous interchange 
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XO~XI' X2~X3' YO~YI' Y2~Y3' This is not compatible with 
elements of the type (P(2" ),r(2"» with r=/=q, because their 
product gives (l,rq) with rq=/= 1, which is not allowed. Simi
larly for (r(2"),q(2"»). However, (P(2"),q(2"») with.o=/=p 
and q =/= q can exist. Without loss of generality, we can take 
this element to be the simultaneous interchanges XO~X3' 
XI~X2'YO~Y3'YI~Y2. This commutes with (P(2"),q(2"»), 
and their product is the simultaneous interchange XO~X2' 
XI~X3' YO~Y2' YI~Y3 [we will call this element 
(P(2" ),q(2" »)]. No other element of this type is allowed be
cause, for every such element, its first component will coin
cide withp(2" ),.0(2"), or p(2") and its second component 
will be different from the corresponding q(2"), q(2"), or 
q(2"). We could then produce an element (l,r(2"») with 
r( 2" ) =/= 1, which is not allowed. Also, elements of the type 
(17(2'),p(2'» are excluded since 17(2') can be multiplied 
with at least one ofthe p(2" ),.0(2") to produce a permuta
tion of order 4. Thus the permutation symmetry, in this case, 
is maximally Z2XZ2 with generators (P(2"),q(2"») and 
(P(2" ),q(2"»). The form of cis then 

@ ~ ~ H (15) 

All four blocks in (15) must be nonvanishing since if, say, 
y=8=0, there exists a (17(2'),p(2'») symmetry (namely 
Xo~X I' YO~YI) that is not allowed. Thus the choice with the 
minimal number of e's is (e=/= 1,0) 

o 

e 

o 

o 
e 

1 

o 
~) o . 
1 

(16) 

(All other possibilities are equivalent to this.) We also take 
all a's and b 's equal to zero. Apart from the Z2 X Z2 permuta
tion symmetry we have swapping and a Z3 generated by 
Xj ..... ax;. Yj -+a2Yj, i = 1,2. So we have 2'2'2'3 = 24 ele
ments and I sym Ko I = 24. Thus, I sym K 1<8, if K exists at 
all. Further introduction of other a, b, or e terms violates the 
only ca~didate freely acting Z3 and there is no K. 

But we have not finished with case (iii) yet. If we as
sume that (P(2" ),q(2"») is the only element of this type, we 
can introduce two elements (P(2'),q(2'») and (P(2'),q(2'»), 
say, XO~XI' YO~YI and X2~X3' Y2~Y3' respectively. These 
two elements commute and their product gives 
(P(2" ),q(2"»). Thus there exists one more choice of maximal 
permutation symmetry in this case. This symmetry again is 
Z2 X Z2' The matrix e takes the form 

(17) 

The two diagonal blocks in (17) must be nonzero since, if 
a = f3 = 0, the unacceptable permutation of Xo,X I is re
stored. We must minimally then take Coo = ell = 1, 
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e22 = e33 = e=/=O, 1. All other e's, a's, and b's are taken to be 
zero. In this case we have three Z3'S (xI ..... axI, YI-+a2YI; 
x2-+ax2, Y2-+ a2Y2; X3 -+ax3, Y3 -+a2Y3) and 
sym Ko = 3·3·3·2·2·2 = 3· 72. Transversality holds for 
1 + e3 =/= 0, 1 + 22 =/= 0, 2 + e3 =/= O. Now we can divide by one 
of the freely acting Z3'S generated by 

[4.], 
A = diag(1,I,a,a2

) or diag(1,a2,a,a) to obtain K's with 
Isym K I = 72. The other freely acting Z3'S, like 
A = diag(1,a,l,a2

), give Isym K 1 < 72. Introduction of any 
other e's, a's, or b 's reduces the symmetry of Ko further, i.e., 
Isym Kol < 3·72 and Isym K 1< 72 if K exists. 

Finally, in case (iii) we can have a nonmaximal permu
tation symmetry generated just by (P(2" ),q(2"»). This is 
simply a Z2 symmetry. The matrix e takes a block form. 
Now, at least three blocks of this matrix must be nonzero 
since otherwise we have the higher permutation symmetry of 
the previous case [Eq. ( 17) J. The choice with minimal num
ber of parameters is (other possibilities are equivalent) 

e = (-~ --I---
e' 

0 0 

~, 0 aj =bj =0, i = 0,1,2,3 
(18) 

e' e (e' =/= l,e; e=/= I). 
0 0 

For this choice, we have a single Z3 (xj -ax;. Yj -+a2y;. 
i = 1,2) and no swapping. Thus Isym Kol = 3'2 and 
Isym K I <2 if K exists. We can restore swapping by taking 
e03 = el2 = e'. Then IsymKol = 3'2'2 and IsymK 1<4 ifit 
exists. Introduction of any other e's, a's, or b 's breaks neces
sarily the only Z3 symmetry and is, therefore, unacceptable. 

(iv) The permutation symmetry contains only elements 
of the type (p(a),q(a») with a = 2',2",3: We assume there 
exists at least one element (PC 3) ,q( 3») which, without loss of 
generality, we take to be XO-+XI -+X2-+XO, YO ..... YI-+Y2-YO. 
We will denote this cyclic permutation by (012),(012»). 
[In general, (if' ·k),(/m·· 'n»), where all i,j, ... ,k and all 
l,m, ... ,n are different, will denote the cyclic permutation Xj 
-+xj-"'-+xk-+xj, Y/-+Ym-· .. -Yn ..... Y/. Of course, 
((ij" 'k),(lm" 'n») = (j" ·ki), (1m" 'n») = .... We also 
have products like ((ij" 'k) (1m" 'n)"', 
(pq" 'r)(s!" ·v)···), for example, (01 )(23 ),(01)(23») 
= the element (P(2" ),q(2"») in the beginning of (iii). Also, 

note that (12)(01) = (012), (23)(12)(01) = (0123), .... J 
The e matrix takes the form 

The a and b terms take the form 

aXoXIX2 + a' (X IX2X3 + X~3XO + X3XoXI)' 

bYoYI Y2 + b'( YI Y2Y3 + Y2 Y3 Yo + Y3YOYI)' 

(19) 

(20) 

Now we want to see which permutations of order 3 can coex
ist with the element (PC 3) ,q( 3»). One of them is, of course, its 
inverse ( 021), (021)). The only other element which acts 
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only on XO,X.,X2 and Yo, Y., Y2 is (012), (021») and its in
verse. But (012),(021))· ((012),(012» = (021 ),1). This 
element is, of course, not allowed. Let us now consider ele
ments of order 3 that act onY3 but not onx3. Without loss of 
generality, we can take cyclic permutations of XO,x.,X2 and 
Yo, Y., Y3' There are two such elements (021),(013» and 
( (021), (031 ) ) as well as their inverses. But 
(021), (013») • (012), (012») = (1,(02)( 13») and 
(021),(031»)· (012),(012») = (1,(032»), which is unac
ceptable. [Some useful formulas are (012) 
= (01)(02) = (12)( 10) = (20)(21); more general-

ly (ijk) = (ij) Uk) = (jki) = (jk)( ji) = (kij) = (ki)(kj), 
i,j,k all different.] The last possibility is elements of order 3 
that act on bothx3 andY3' There are two choices in this case: 
( 1) the two extrax's correspond to the two extray's; without 
loss of generality, we can take cyclic permutations of XO,X .,X3 
andyo, Y., Y3' and (2) the two extrax's do not correspond to 
the two extra y's; we can generically take cyclic permuta
tions of XO,X.,X3 and Yo, Y2' Y3' In case (1) the possible ele
ments are (013),(013»),(013),(031)) and their inverses. 
In case (2) we have (013),(023»),(013),(032») and their 
inverses. But (012), (012») • (013), (031)) 
= ((12)(03),(123») and (012),(012»)· ((013),(023») 
= ((12)(03),(013»). Also ((013),(013») implies a = t, 

{3 = r = 0 = f in (19) and a = a', b = b' in (20), so 
(0123 ),(0123») is a symmetry too. Here (013 ),(032») im
plies a={3=o=E, r=t, a=a', b=b', and 
(0123),(2013») is a symmetry too. Thus we see that we 
either produce unacceptable elements of the type 
(p ( 2" ) ,q ( 3 ») or elements of order 4. The overall conclusion 
is that there is no other permutation of order 3 compatible 
with our original (P(3 ),q(3») except its inverse. 

Elements of the type (P ( 2" ),q (r ) ) are not allowed since 
any such element can be written in the x space as (01) (23) 
by a cylic renamingofxo,x.,x2. [Note that even independent 
cyclic renamings of XO,X.'X2 and YO'Y.'Y2 (for example, 
Xo--+X., X ..... X2, X2 .... Xo, Yo--+ Y2, Y ..... YO'Y2 .... Y.) do not affect 
the definition of(P(3 ),q(3}} in the beginning of (iv).] Then 

(01)(23)(012) = (01)(23)(01}(02) 

= (23)(20) = (230) = (023), 

which is unacceptable (since other elements of order 3 are 
not allowed). 

Any element ofthe type (P(2'),q(2'») that actsonx3 can 
have p(2') = (03) (by cyclic renaming of xO,X.,X2)' But 
(012)(03) = (0123), which is unacceptable since it is of 
order 4. The same is true for Y3' 

Thus we are left with the possibility of elements of the 
type (P(2'),q(2')} that act on XO,X.,X2; Yo,Y.,h Any such 
element can be written as ( 0 1 ), (01») by cyclic renaming of 
XO,X.,X2; Yo, Y., Y2 (independently). Then, since 

(01)(012) = (01)(01)(02) = (02) 

and 

(012)(01) = (120)(01) = (12)( 10)(01) = (12), 

we automatically have two more elements of this type: 
((02),(02» and ( 12),( 12»). No other element of this type is 
allowed since, necessarily, its components will be different, 
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i.e., (r(2'),s(2'»), r-::j=s, and combined with (r(2'),r(2'») gives 
an element of the type (l,t(3», which is unacceptable. 

The maximal allowed permutation in case (iv) is thus P3 

consisting of (p,p), p = 1, (012),(021),(01),(02),(12). 
This symmetry can be achieved with the minimal number of 
a's, b's, and c's by taking a = 1 in (19) (the choice (3 or 
r = 1 is equivalent by cyclic renaming), i.e., 
Coo = CII = C22 = 1 and all other parameters zero. We then 
have four Z3'S (x; .... ax;, Y; --+a2y;, i = 0,1,2, and x 3 .... ax3, 
Y3--+aY3 [see case (i)]) and the swapping operation. Thus 
!sym Ko! = 6'3-3-3'3'2 = 108'3' 3. It turns out that there 
are three independent freely acting Z3'S in this case,8 genera
ted by 

[4T], 
A = diag(1,a,a2,1), diag(a2,a,a,1), and 

(-4-d 
with 

p~G ~ D (21) 

In the first two cases the permutation symmetry P3 breaks to 
Z2 generated by ((12),(12»). Thus !symK! = 108. sym 
K X (freely acting Z3) is respected even if C •• = C22 = c-::j= 1, 
Coo = 1, but all other parameters must remain zero. So, we 
obtain the maximally symmetric case in (ii). For 

A=(~, 
P3 remains unbroken and P3/(freely acting Z3) = Z2 gener
ated by, say, ( 12),( 12»), but two of the four Z3'S break (only 

[4], 
A = diag(a,a,a,l) and x 3--+ax3, Y3-aY3 remain). Thus 
)sym K) = 2·3-3-2 = 36. 

Introduction of extra a, b, and c terms that respect the 
permutation symmetry P3 breaks at least two Z3'S (and 
)sym Ko) < 108, Isym K I <36) except C33 = c-::j= 1 or aXoX.x2 
together with ayoY. Y2 that breaks only one Z3' For 
C33 = c-::j= 1, we can repeat the previous analysis and 
Isym K 1= 36 or 12. For aXoX.X2 and ayoY. Y2' only three 
Z3'S survive in sym Ko, namely 

[4], 
A = diag(a,a,a,l) ordiag(1,a,a2,1) and x 3 .... ax3,Y3 ..... aY3. 
Thus IsymKol = 6'3-3-3·2 = 108·3. The only possible 
freely acting Z3'S areA = diag(1,a,a2,1) and 

A=fu) . 
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But A = diag( l,a,a2
, 1) breaks P3 to Z2 and 

breaks A = diag( l,a,a2
, 1). Thus Isym K I = 36. 

Finally, we must consider the case of non maximal per
mutation symmetry generated by (p (3) ,q (3») only. This is 
simply a Z3' In this case we must at least take f3 or 
r = c#O, 1 in (19) in addition to a = 1 and break two Z3'S. 
Thus Isym Kol<S4 and Isym K 1< 18. 

(v) The permutation symmetry contains elements of 
the type (P(4),q(4»): We assume there exists at least one 
element of type (P( 4 ),q( 4») that, without loss of generality, 
we take to be (0123),(0123»). The c matrix takes the form 

C~U ~ ; D (22) 

The a and b terms become 

a(xoXlx2 + XIX2X3 + X2X3Xo + X3XoXl), 

b( YOYI Y2 + YI Y2Y3 + Y2 Y3 Yo + Y3YOYI)' 
(23) 

Now we want to see which permutations of order 4 can 
coexist with this one. There are 3! = 6 cyclic permutations of 
four objects. We will denote them as p = (0123), 
q= (0231), r= (0312), p-I = (0321), q-I = (013~), 
r- I = (0213). Then, our original element is (p,p) and Its 
inverse (p-I ,p-I) is automatically included. Any other 
compatible element (s,t) must have both sand t different 
from p and p-I, since, if, say, s = p, t #p, 
(p- I,p-I) (p,t) = (l,p-1 t) with p-It # 1. But we have the 
freedom of independent cyclic renamings of Xo,X I ,X2,X3 and 
Yo, YI' Yz, Y3 without affecting (p,p). Under such cyclic re
namings: 

q= (0231)-(1302) = (0213) =r- I --+(1320) 

= (0132) =q-I-(1203) 

= (0312) = r-(1023) 

= (0231) =q. 

Any extra (s,t) can be brought to the form (q,q) [its inverse 
(q-I,q-I) is, of course, included]. More elements (s,t) 
compatible with (p,p),(q,q) (and their inverses) must have 
s,t #p,q,p-I,q-I. We can have (r,r) and its inverse or 
(r,r- I ) and its inverse [(r,r) and (r,r- I ) are not compatible 
with each other since their product is (r 2,1 ) ]. But 

(p,p)(q,q)(p-I,p-I) = (r,r) 

and this element together with its inverse is automatically 
included. From the above discussion it is obvious that no 
other element of order 4 can coexist with these. Thus the 
maximal set of elements of order 4 consists of 
(p,p),(q,q),(r,r) and their inverses, i.e., all "diagonal" (act
ing identically on x's and y's) permutations of order 4. 

Now note that q-Ip-I = (123), rp-I = (023), 
qp-I = (013), and qr- I (012). By taking various products 
of the diagonal permutations of order 4 we can produce all 
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diagonal permutations of order 3 [there are eight such per
mutations (s,s) with s = (123),(023),(013),(012), and 
their inverses]. No other permutation (s,t) with s# 1 can 
exist since 

with s-I/#1. Also p2=(02)(13), q2=(03)(12), 
r 2 = (01 )(23). So all three diagonal permutations of type 
(s(2" ),s(2"») withs = (02) (13), (03) (12), (01 )(23) can be 
produced, too. No other element of type (s(2" ),/(2"») with 
s # t can exist since 

(s(2" ),s(2") )(s(2" ),1(2"») = (1,S/), 

with st # 1. Finally note that 

p = (0123) = (012)(03) = (1230) = (123 )(01) 

= (2301) = (230)(21) = (023)(12) 

= (3012) = (301 )(32) = (013 )(23), 

q = (0231) = (2310) = (231 )(20) = (123)(02) 

= (1023) = (102)(13) = (021)(13). 

The six diagonal permutations of type (s(2'),s(2'») with 
s = (01),(02),(03),(12),(13),(23) can thus be obtained. 
No other element of the type (s(2'),/(2'») with s#1 is al
lowed since (s,s)(s,/) = (1,st) with sl # 1. 

The maximal permutation symmetry in this case is the 
24-element group of all "diagonal" permutations. In (22) 
we must then have f3 = r = 0. This maximal permutation 
symmetry of Ko can be achieved with the minimal number of 
parameters by taking Coo = C II = C22 = C33 = 1 and all other 
parameters zero. In this case we have three Z3'S (Xi --+axo 
Yi - a 2yo i = 1,2,3) and the Z2 swapping. Thus 
IsymKol = 24'3·3'3'2. There are two independent freely 
acting Z3'S generated by 

[4], 
A = diag( l,a2,a,a) or 

with 

For A = diag(1,a2,a,a), the group of permutations breaks 
to Z2 X Z2 (diagonal permutations in 0,1 and 2,3) and 
IsymK 1 = 2·2·3·3'2 = 72. For 

the three Z3'S reduce to one generated by 
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[~], 
A = diag(1,a,a,a) and, consequently, Isym Kol<24·3·2. 
This implies I sym K 1< 48. Introduction of more a's, b 's, and 
c's breaks the three Z3'S (remember p = r = D) and 
IsymKol<48. Thus IsymKI<16. 

Lastly, we must consider the cases of nonmaximal per
mutation symmetry of Ko. This means that we must take at 
least one of the parameters p, r,D in (22) different from zero 
(together with a =I 0). But then the three Z3'S are broken and 
Isym Kol <48. This implies that Isym K 1< 16 in these cases. 

The overall conclusion is that the two K's constructed in 
(ii) with I sym K I = 108 are really the maximally symmetric 
spaces. 

In conclusion, we have identified specific complex 
structures of the three generation Calabi-Yau manifold that 
lead to four-dimensional superstring models with maximal 
discrete symmetries. Armed with this information the next 
step is to investigate the physical implications that are a con
sequence of these symmetries. We hope to discuss this in the 
future. 
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The SU(3/1) superalgebra is constructed using Schwinger's harmonic oscillator technique. 
Finite-dimensional irreducible representations of the superalgebra are obtained choosing a 
suitable weight 'I'm' which will be called the maximal weight, using the commutation relations 
of the superalgebra only and without any knowledge of the matrix elements of the generators 
of the superalgebra. Atypical representations of the superalgebra are obtained and a 
comparison of these representations is made with finite-dimensional irreducible representations 
ofSU(4). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Lie superalgebras have become increasingly important 
in theoretical physics in the last decade and a half. I We only 
mention their application in superunification,2 nuclear phys
ics/ and in supergravity.4 

The classical Lie superalgebras have been classified by 
Kac,5 and independently by Scheunert et al. 6.7 Finite-dimen
sional irreducible representations (FDIR's) of Lie superal
gebras were studied by Kac8 and these were divided into two 
groups, typical representations and atypical representations. 
Kac constructed a character formula for typical representa
tions for the classical Lie superalgebras and thus solved the 
weight space problem for representations of these superalge
bras. Atypical representations are harder to deal with as the 
weights decouple at some particular stage.9 

However, representations of very few superalgebras 
have been analyzed in detail,IO.11 and it is of interest to find 
explicitly the decomposition of the irreducible representa
tion (lR) of the superalgebra into at least a direct sum of 
IR's of its even parts, in order to visualize the total represen
tation and in order to gain an understanding of the action of 
its odd generators. 

We examine the FDIR's of the SU (3/1) superalgebra as 
an example, with a view to answering this question. We be
gin by noting the strong analogy between representations of 
the SU (2/1) (see Ref. 10) superalgebra and the SU (3) Lie 
algebra. 12,13 We also note that the IR's ofSU(2Il) become 
atypical, when the odd lowering operators (defined differ
ently from Ref. 9) act on a certain weight 'I'm' which we call 
the maximal weight (to distinguish it from the highest 
weight 'I' w ), to give zero, thus making the atypical represen
tation of SU(2I1) analogous to an elementary representa
tion of SU (3). We thus define the maximal weight of SU (3/ 
1) in a suitable way and note that indeed the FDIR becomes 
atypical if the action of one of the odd lowering operators on 
a maximal state ofSU (3) is zero. For the independent opera
tors, 14 the decoupling takes place at the first stage 'I'm itself. 
For the nonindependent operators, the decoupling takes 
place at a later stage and is coupled with the elementarity of 
the representation (see Sec. III for clarification) as we shall 

a) Present address: EP Division, CERN, CH-1211, Geneva-23, Switzer
land. 

see. In SU (2/1), both odd lowering operators are indepen
dent. 

This premise gains further ground from the knowledge 
ofthe fact that any member of the osp( 1/2p) sequence con
tains no finite-dimensional atypical representations. 15 If one 
examines the osp( 1/2) superalgebra,1O we note that the ac
tion of the odd lowering operators on the maximal state can 
be zero, only if the representation is trivial (this has been 
elaborated in Sec. II). The same result holds for the osp( 1/ 
4) superalgebra, and we conjecture that this holds in gen
eral. 

Our task would have greater validity if a familiarity with 
SU (3) tensorial techniques would have enabled us to write 
down the actual matrix elements of the generators of the 
SU (3/1) superalgebra on an element of the IR space. Never
theless, fairly general statements on the nature of the FDIR 
space can be made with this simple, "workman's" technique, 
especially on the nature of the decoupled representation, the 
reason being that the so-called "spin" associated with the 
lowering operator under consideration for the maximal state 
is zero. In particular, we also show that the adjoint represen
tation of SU (3/1) is atypical. 

This paper has been given a pedagogical approach and 
the notation used is that of Ref. 13, which, though just ade
quate for the present paper, needs to be modified if a general
ization to the SU(n/l) case is contemplated. This will be 
done in a forthcoming paper. 

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we 
review the FDIR's of the SU (3) Lie algebra partly to estab
lish the notation for the SU (3/1) case, but basically to dis
play the strong analogy between the FDIR's ofSU(3) and 
those ofSU(2Il). 

In Sec. III, we construct the SU(3/1) superalgebra us
ing Schwinger's harmonic oscillator technique l6.17 and ob
tain the FDIR space of SU(3/1). We also show how the 
FDIR space becomes atypical using the above-mentioned 
conditions. In Sec. IV, we make a comparison ofthe FDIR 
space of SU (3/1) with that of SU (4) [the FDIR space of 
SU ( 4) being discussed in the Appendix] and also study the 
structure of atypical representations of SU (3/1) vis-a-vis 
their SU ( 4 ) counterparts. In Sec. V, we end by summarizing 
our conclusions and with some comments on our philosophy 
and outlook. 
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II. COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE FDIR SPACE OF 
SU(3) AND SU(2/1) 

In this section we develop the FDIR space ofSU (3) and 
dwell on the analogy between the two algebras SU (3) and 
SU(2!l) while constructing the FDIR space of the Lie su
peralgebra (LSA). 

A. FDIR space of SU(3) 

The SU (3) Lie algebra (LA) is made up of the eight 
generators F; (i = 1, ... ,8) (see Ref. 3) with commutation 
relations 

[Fj>J<j]=i/;jkFk' (2.1) 
where the !ijk are the structure constants of SU (3) that are 
totally antisymmetric in i,j, and k. If one chooses the linear 
combinations of these F;, 

T± =F, ±iF2 , (2.2a) 

V± =F4 ±iFs , (2.2b) 

U ± =F6 ± iF7' (2.2c) 

T3 =F3 , (2.2d) 

Y = (2!.j3)Fg , (2.2e) 

one obtains the following LA for the generators T ± ' V ± ' 

U ± ' T3 , and Y: 

[ T3, T ± ] = ± T ±' [ Y, T ± ] = 0 , 

[ T3, V ± ] = ± ! V ±' [ Y, V ± ] = ± V ± ' 

[ T3, U ± J = + ~ U ± ' [ Y, U ± J = ± U ± ' 

[T + ,T-J = 2T3 , [U+,U_] = ~ Y - T3, 

[ V +' V _] = ~ Y + T3 , 

[T±,V± J = [T±,U=F] = [U±,V±] =0, 

[T±,V=F]==t=U=F' [T±,U±J= ±V±, 

[ U ± ,V =F ] = ± T =F ' [ T3, y] = 0 . 

(2.3a) 

(2.3b) 

(2.3c) 

(2.3d) 

(2.3e) 

(2.3f) 

(2.3g) 

A representation state is taken to be an eigenstate of the 
completely commuting set of operators T3, Y, and T2, and is 
labeled as It,t3,y) where 

T3 It,t3,y) = t3It,t3,y), 

T2It,t3,y) = t(1 + 1) I t,t3,y) , - t,t3,t , 

Ylt,t3,y) = ylt,t3,y)· 

(2.4a) 

(2.4b) 

(2.4c) 

In order to obtain the IR space, we label the maximal 
state '11m as the one for which the eigenvalue of T3 is the 
maximum and cannot be raised further. As T +' V +' and U _ 
raise t3, we stipulate that 

T+'I1m = V+'I1m = U_'I1 m =0. (2.5) 

The term maximal is used for '11 m in order to distinguish 
it from the conventional usage of the term "highest weight." 
The maximal weight of a representation '11m is not, in gen
eral, the highest weight 'I' w that is defined: 

T + '11 m = V + '11 w = U + '11 w = O. 

The FDIR space, denoted by the labels (p,q), where p 
and q are positive integers, is obtained as follows. The bound
ary of the IR is obtained by the repeated application of V _ on 
'I'm P times: 

VP_+ I'll m = 0 . 
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After this we apply T _ on the state VP_ 'I'm q times, 
until we reach a point 

Tq_+ IVp_ '11m = O. 

The boundary of the IR space is completed by applying 
U+ on Tq_ VP_ 'I'm P times, V+ on UP+ Tq_ VP_ '11m q 
times, T + on vq+ UP+ Tq_ V P_ 'I'm P times, and finally U_ 
onTP+ V q+ UP+ Tq_ VP_ 'l'mqtimes.Theboundaryisasix
sided figure, symmetric under reflections about the y axis, as 
well as under rotations by 120 0 (Fig. 1). Also there is only 
one state at each site on the boundary (specified by eigenval
ues of the commuting operators T3 and Y), two states at each 
site on the inner layer, three states at each site on the next 
layer, until a triangular layer is reached beyond which the 
multiplicity ceases to increase. For "triangular" or elemen
tary IR's characterized by either p or q equal to zero, each 
site is occupied only once. 

The representation space is best understood by the har
monic oscillator realization ofSU (3 ).16,)7 If one introduces 
creation and annihilation operators for two sets of three
dimensional harmonic oscillators, a;+, b /, OJ> bi 

(i = 1,2,3), one obtains 

(2.6) 

The following realization of the operators T ±' V ± ' 

U ± ' T3, and Y is obtained: 

T + = aTa2 - b 2+ b), T _ = 02+ 0) - b t b2 ' 

V+ =at03-b/b), V_ =a3+0) -b)+b3 , 

U + = at 03 - b 3+ b2, U _ = 03+ 02 - b 2+ b3 , 

T3 = !(oto) - 02+02 - b ,+b, + b 2+b2 ) , 

Y = j(ot a) + at a2 - 2a3+ a3 - b t b l 

- b t b2 + 2b 3+ b3 ) • 

(2.7a) 

(2.7b) 

(2.7c) 

(2.7d) 

(2.7e) 

The IR space is obtained as follows. Making the identifi
cation 

'11m = (ot Pb 2
H /m) 10) , 

10) being the vacuum state, one notes that 

VP_+ 1'1' m = U~+ )'11 m = 0 . 

(2.8 ) 

Also the eigenvalues of T3 and Y for '11 m are given by 

T3'1'm = [(p + q)/2] '11m , 

}'\11m = [(p - q)/3] 'I'm • 

Further, 

y r:- - -- -::.. 
1fJ---~ 

\\\'/7 (b) 

\\ V II p 
\ I I 

\ \.-i/ 
\!.-~ 
~ct~ 

(a) (e) 

~~lS/ 
\ , 

\ 

Y 

A 
I \ 

&~ 

(2.9a) 

(2.9b) 

FIG. 1. FDlR's ofSU(3). (a) Withp> q = o. 0 indieatesdouble helicity. 
(bl With q = O. (el Withp = O. 
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U3'1'm = H3Y /2 - T3]'I'm = - (q/2)'I'm , (2.9c) 

V3'1'm = H3Y /2 + T3]'I'm = (p/2)'I'm . (2.9d) 

States on the boundary of the IR space consist of only 
one linear term of the form at' at P - 'b t q or 
atPb/sbtq-s (i=2,3,j=I,3,r=I, ... ,p, s=I, ... ,q), 
while states on the next inner layer involve a linear combina
tion of two terms. For instance, operating with V_on the 

state (al+Pb3+q)/~p!q!)10), one obtains 

'1'1 = vP I 3 3 _ VC/ I I 3 10). 
[ 

r:pa+P-la+p+q cqa+Pb +b +q-I] 

~p - l!q! ~q - lip! 
(2.lOa) 

However, operating with T _ on the state 

(a l+ Pb t b 3+ q - I /~p!q - I!) 10) [obtained by operation of 

U _ on (atPb 3+ q/~p!q!) 10)], we obtain the state '1'2 with the 
same (T3,Y) content as '1'1' being given by (p - 1)/2, 
(p + 2q)/3 - 1): 

r:pa+a+P-lb +b +q-I 
'1'2 = vP 2 I 2 3 10) _ 

~p - lIq - 11 

a+Pb +b +q-I 
I I 3 10). 
~p!q - I! . 

(2.lOb) 

It is easy to see that'l'l -:/: 'I' 2 and so one can easily check 
that the layer adjacent to the boundary contains a double 
multiplicity of states unless either p or q is zero. One chooses 
linear combinations '1'; and '1'2 of '1'1 and '1'2 characterized 
by the tvalues of (p + 1 )/2 and (p - 1 )/2, respectively, i.e., 
so that 

(2.11 ) 

When q or p is zero, the IR space is spanned by the states 

a + i'a + i'a + iJ b +j'b +j'b +/, 
I 2 3 10) or I 2 3 10), 

J/J! Jq! 
where i l + i2 + i3 = P andjl + j2 + j3 = q, and one of two 
sets of operators b i+ bj or at aj (i,j = 1,2,3) annihilates the 
IR space. 

In retrospect we collect together the following well
known points regarding the structure of the FDIR space of 
SU(3) that will have relevance in the context of the IR space 
ofSU(2/1 ). 

( 1) 'l'max is c.haracterized by a U spin value of q/2 and a 
V spin value of p/2 [see Eqs. (2. 9c) and (2. 9d) ] . 

(2) When p(q) = 0, the V( U) spin content of 'I'm is 
zero, and the IR space is elementary with each (T3, Y) side 
having single occupancy only. 

(3) When both p,q-:/:O, the IR is "multilayered," i.e., 
there are two states on each (T3, Y) site on the layer adjacent 
to the boundary, three on the next, and so on until a triangu
lar layer is reached. 

( 4) This multilayered structure necessitates that we 
specify each (T3, Y) site by the eigenvalues of T2 as well. 

B. FDIR space of SU(2/1) 

The SU (2/ 1) or spl (2,1) Lie superalgebra 10 consists of 
eight generators. The even generators Q3' Q ± ' and B form 
the SU (2) e U ( 1) algebra given below: 
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[Q3,Q± ] = ± Q±, [Q+,Q-] = 2Q3' 

[ Q ± ,B ] = [Q3,B ] = 0 . 

(2.12a) 

(2.12b) 

The odd generators V +' V _, W +' and W _ obey the 
following commutation relations: 

[Q±,V ± ] =0, 

[Q±,W ± ] =0, 

[Q±,V=t=]=V± ' 

[Q±,W=t=]=W± ' 

(2.12c) 

(2.12d) 

[ Q3' V ± ] = ±! V ±' [ Q3' W ± ] = ± ! W ± ' 
(2.12e) 

[B,V±] =! V±' [B,W±] = -! W±' (2.12f) 

[ V ± ' W ± ] = ± Q ± ' [ V ± ' W =t= ] = - Q3 ± B , 
(2.12g) 

[V ± ,V ± ] = [V ± ,v =t= ] 

= [W ±,W ± ] = [W ±,W =t= ] = O. 
(2.12h) 

The states of the representation space are taken to be 
eigenstates of the completely commuting set of operators B, 
Q2, and Q3 and are labeled as Ib,q,q3)' where 

B Ib,q,q3) = b Ib,q,q3) , (2.13a) 

Q 2Ib,q,q3) = q(q + l)(b,q,q3)' 

(2.13b) 

As for SU(3), the maximal state 'I'm of the FDIR space 
ofSU (2/ 1) is defined as one with the highest value of Q3' i.e., 

Q + 'I'm = V + 'I' m = W + 'I'm = 0 , ( 2.14 ) 

as Q+, V +' and W + are the operators that raise the eigenval
ue ofQ3' 

From the commutation relations (2.12f) we note that 
V ± raise the eigenvalue b of a representation state by!, 
while W ± lowers it. Hence if 'I' = Q ~ 'I'm is that state 
Ib,q,q3)' 

(2.15a) 

and 

W± Ib,ql,q3) = ±P~q+q3Ib-1.q-1.q3±!)' (2.I5b) 

using the facts that V ± ' W ± are tensor operators of spin! 
and a and P are constants depending only on band q. 

However, from (2.12h), the representation space can
not accommodate the states whose eigenvalue B is given by 
b + 1 or b - 1, i.e., 

V± Ib+!,q-1.q3) = W± Ib-1.q-!,q3) =0. (2.I5c) 

However, 

V± Ib-1.q-!,q3> 

= E~q ± q3 + !lb,q,q3 ±!) 

±~~q+q3-!lb,q-l,q3±!) , (2.16a) 

and similarly 

W ± Ib + !,q - 1.q3) = y~q ± q3 + !lb,q,q3 ±!) 

± 8~q+q3 - !Ib,q - l,q3 ±!), 
(2.16b) 

y, E, 8, and ~ being constants depending on band q alone. 
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Hence a state with eigenvalues of Band Q3 being given 
by band q3(q3<.q - I) has double multiplicity in general. 

Finally, 

V ± Ib,q - l,q3) = T~q ± q31b + !,q - M3 ±!), (2.l6c) 

W ± Ib,q - 1,q3) = liJ~ ± q31b - !,q - M3 ±!), (2.16d) 

T and liJ being constants depending only on band q. 
It turns out that three of the constants a, p, ... ,liJ are 

independent. Assuming these to be a, p, and 8, we obtain 

r = (l/a)(q + b)/2q, 

£ = (l//3)(q - b)/2q, 

t= -at/p, 
T = (l/8)(q - b)/2q, 

P q+b I q+b 
liJ= - --- = ---. 

a8 2q t 2q 

(2.17a) 

(2.l7b) 

(2.l7c) 

(2.17d) 

(2.17e) 

The FDIR space of SU (2/1) is given in Fig. 2, we shall 
comment subsequently on its similarity to the FDIR space of 
SU(3). 

The FDIR space becomes "truncated triangular" when 
the action of either W ± or V ± on Q ~ \}1m' O<.m <.q, is zero. 
In this case, the double multiplicity of the full representation 
space, mentioned above, is absent. It is easy to see when the 
FDIR space becomes truncated triangular. 

If one operates both sides of the second relation (2.l2g) 
on \}1m = I b,q,q), one has 

[V ± ' W +' ] Ib,q,q) = [ - Q3 ± B) Ib,q,q) 

~V+W_lb,q,q) = (-q+b)lb,q,q) 

or W+V_lb,q,q) = (-q-b)lb,q,q), 

using the fact that V ± Ib,q,q) = W + Ib,q,q) = O. Hence 
V _ \}I m or W _ \}I m is zero when b = - q or b = + q, respec
tively. 

These "truncated triangular" representations are split 
parts of the full FDIR space (typical FDIR space) of 
spl (2,1) and are called "atypical." 

The representations ofSU(3) and SU(2/l) are remark
ably similar, as is to be expected since the two algebras have 
the same rank, the same number of generators, and a very 
similar structure. Identifying 

T±-+Q±, 

T3-+Q3 , 

Y-+-B, 

V+,U+-+V+,V_ 

U_,V_-+ W+,W_. 

1!>1 t: ~- --~~+\ 
T---~b 

- - - b- i 

(a) 

1\ - - -7\'0-= <t1'\ 

(b) D - - -Wb:'!. 

FIG. 2. FDIR'sofSU(2I\). (al Typical FDIRofSU(2I1) withb #- ± q. 
0indicatesdoublehelicity. (b) Atypical FDIRofSU(2I\) with b = q. (c) 
Atypical FDIR ofSU(2I\) with b = - q. 
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We note that, except for numerical factors occasioned 
by the commutation relations, the algebras and their repre
sentations are identical except for the fact that for the odd 
generators in spl(2,l), V2+ = W2+ = 0, which prevents 
them from being applied more than once, and which is re
sponsible for "truncation" of a triangular representation. 
This is also the reason for no more than double occupancy of 
a state with eigenvalue of Band Q3 being given by band q3: 
Iq31<.q - 1. 

Also we note the fact that atypical representations in the 
GLA case correspond to elementary representations in the 
LA case, arising due to the fact that the relevant" V spin" or 
" W spin" content in the graded case is zero for the particular 
representation. 

Also, as V2+ = W2+ = 0, there is no more than double 
occupancy for a site on the layer inner to the boundary. 

We now find the Vspin and Wspin content of the maxi
mal state \}1m. From (2.l5a) and (2.l6b), 

W+V_lb,q,q) =arlb,q,q). (2.18) 

Noting that 

T + T _Ib,q,q) = 2qlb,q,q) 

implies that the maximal state \}I m has T spin given by q; 
from (2.17a) we note that the V spin content of 
\}1m = Ib,q,q) is (b + q)/2. 

Similarly the W spin content of \}1m is (b - q)/2. It is 
easy to see that when b = ± q, either the V spin or the W 
spin content of the FDIR is zero, and the FDIR space 
"splits," i.e., becomes atypical. Thus we see that atypical 
representations ofSU (2/ I) correspond to elementary repre
sentations of SU (3). It is natural to speculate whether 
FDIR's of higher rank Lie superalgebras, e.g. SU(n/I), be
come atypical when the action of one of the odd generators 
on \}1m is zero, so that the "spin" content of that generator is 
zero. This hope is strengthened by the fact that for osp ( 1/2), 
which contains no atypical representations as a special case 
of the Hochschild-Djokovic theorem l5 (see also Ref. 10), 
the anticommutation relations of the odd generators read 

[ V +' V _] = - !Q3 . 

The action V _ II'm can be zero only for the trivial repre
sentation. The same conclusion is arrived at for the osp( 1/4) 
superalgebra if one studies the commutation relations of the 
same, 18 i.e., the action of the odd generators on the maximal 
state tum out to be zero only for the trivial representation. 

In the next section, we shall obtain FDIR's ofSU(3/1) 
thinking along these lines. 

III. FDIR OF THE SU(3/1) SUPERALGEBRA 

We begin this section by constructing the SU(3/1) su
peralgebra (see also Ref. 19). After this we examine the 
SU (3) content of its FDIR space and comment on the struc
ture of the atypical representations ofthe superalgebra. 

A. Construction of the SU(3/1) superalgebra 

The SU(3/l) superalgebra consists of 15 generators, 
nine generators being even, which form the SU (3) E9 U ( 1 ) 
Lie algebra. The rest of the generators, which are six in num-
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ber, form a 3 + 3* representation of the even generators. 
Labeling the even generators as T ± ' V ± ' U ± ' T3, Y, and B, 
B being the U ( 1) generator, we label the two sets of odd 
generators as {X+, X_, Xo}, and {X'+ ,X'_ ,X~}, the for
mer forming a 3* representation ofSU (3) and the latter, the 
3 representation. The algebra is constructed using one set of 
three bosonic harmonic oscillators a i (i = 1,2,3) and a set of 
fermionic oscillators b, 

(3.1) 

all other commutators (anticommutators) being zero, and 
the following identification of the generators of the superal
gebra: 

T+=ata2, T_=a/a), V+=a3+a), V_=ata3 , 

U+ =a/a3, U_ =a3+a2 ; (3.2a) 

T3 = !(at a) - at a2), Y = !(at a) + a2+ a2 - 2a3+ a3) , 

B= !(ata) +ata2 + ata3 + 3b +b); 

X+ =a2b+, X_ = -a)b+, Xo=a3b+; 

(3.2b) 

(3.2c) 

(3.2d) 

X'+ = at b, X'_ = at b, X~ = at b. (3.2e) 

It is easy to see that T+, T_, V+' V_, U+, U_, T3,and Y 
form the familiar SU(3) algebra given in (2.3a) and also 
that each of these generators commute with B, i.e., 

[ T ± ,B ] = [ V ± ,B ] = [U ± ,B ] 

= [T3,B ] = [Y,B ] = 0 . (3.3a) 

We next check that X + , X _, and Xo form a 3 * representa
tion of SU (3) under the adjoint action, i.e., 

[ T ± ,X ± ] = 0, [ T ± ,X =t= ] = X ± ' 

[T ± ,Xo] = [T3,XO ] = 0, [Y ,xo] = jXo, 

[ T3,x ± ] = ±! X ±' [ Y,X ± ] = -! X ± ' 

[V±,X±] =0= [U=t=,X±], 

[V+,x_] =Xo= - [U+,x+] , 

[V_,Xo] =X_, [U_,xo] = -X'+ 

(3.3b) 

(3.3c) 

(3.3d) 

(3.3e) 

(3.30 

( 3.3g) 

From (3.30 and (3.3g), we note that the de Swart phase 
convention has been built in. We also note that 

[B,X ± ] =!X ±' [B,Xo] = !X"o . (3.3h) 

Similarly the commutation (anticommutation) rela
tions of X'+ ' X'_ , and X 0 with the other generators turn 
out as follows: 

[ T ± ,X'± ] = 0 = [T ± ,X 0] , 

[ T3,X'± ] = ± ~ X'±, [ Y,X'± ] = j X'± ' 

[ T3,X 0] = 0, [ Y,X 0] = - jX ~, 

[ V ± ,x'± ] = 0 = [U =t= ,X'± ] , 

[V_,x'+] =Xo = [U_,x'_] , 

[V_,Xo] = [U_,Xo] =0, 

[ V + ,X 0] = X'+, [ U +,X 0] = X'_ , 

[ B,x'± ] = - ! X'±, [ B,x 0] = - ~ X 0 ; 
[ X ± ,x'=t= ] = - T3 ± [Y 12 + B ], 

[ Xo,x ~] = - Y + B , 
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(3.4a) 

(3.4b) 

(3.4c) 

(3.4d) 

( 3.4e) 

(3.40 

(3.4g) 

(3.4h) 

(3.Sa) 

[ X ± ,x'± ] = ± T ±' [ Xo,x'+ ] = V + , 

[Xo,x'_ ] = U+ , (3.Sb) 

[X',x ]=U [X',x ]=-V (3.Sc) o + -, 0 - -, 

[X±,x±] = [X±,x=t=] = [X± ,xo] = [X'± ,x'±] 

(3.Sd) 

Note from (3.2) that all the generators have zero super
trace. 

B. Structure of the FDIR space of SU(3/1) 

We begin by noting that T+, V+, U_, X+' and X'+ 
raise the eigenvalue of T3 for any state. In addition, we note 
that the generator Xo raises the eigenvalue of Yby j without 
changing the eigenvalue of T3• We define the maximal state 
'I'm to have the maximal value of Y consistent with the maxi
mum eigenvalue of T3• Hence 'I'm obeys the relations 

T+'I'm = V+'I'm = U_'I'm' (3.6a) 

X+ 'I'm = X'+ 'I'm = Xo'l'm . (3.6b) 

We obtain the FDIR space by application of the three 
lowering generators X _. X'_ , and X 0 on the irreducible 
SU (3) multiplet containing 'I'm. 

If (j),j2),j»2,H~I, specify the SU(3) multiplet con
taining 'I'm' then the (B, T, T3, Y) content of 'I'm is 

(
b j) + j2 j) + j2 j) - j2 ) if B'I' = b'l'. (3.7) 

, 2' 2' 3' m m 

It is easy to see that 

X 'I' = N 'I' = Nib + ~ j) + j2 - 1 j) + j2 - 1 
- m - - - 3' 2 • 2 ' 

j) -j2 - 1) 
3 ' 

(3.8a) 

X''I' =N''I'' =N' I b- ~ j) +j2 
o mOO 0 3' 2 ' 

(3.8b) 

N _ and N ~ being normalization constants depending on b, 
jl' andj2 alone. 

Also, as 

T + 'I' _ = N _ T +X _ 'I'm = N _ [ X _ T + 'I'm + X + 'I'm] = 0 , 

V + 'I' _ = N _ V +X _ 'I'm = N _ [ X_V + 'I'm] = 0 , 

U _ 'I' _ = N _ U _X _ 'I'm = N _X _ U _ 'I'm = 0 , 

'I' _ is the maximal state of the SU (3) multiplet character
ized by shift operators (j) - 1, j2 ) . 

Similarly, it is easy to see that '1'0 is the maximal state of 
the SU(3) multiplet with shift operators (jl - l,j2 + 1). 

The same does not hold for X'_ 'I'm' even though 

T +X'_ 'I'm = V + X'_ 'I'm = 0 , 

U_X'_ 'I'm =Xo'l'm#O. 

We may nevertheless write 

X'_ 'I'm = No U+Xo 'I'm + N'_ '1"_ • 

where 

'1"_: U _ '1"_ = 0 , 
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N band N'_ being normalization constants depending on b, 
jl' andjz only. 

It follows since T +X'_ 'I'm = 0 = V +X'_ 'I'm' that 

V+'I"_ = T+'I"_ =0, (3.9b) 

in addition to (3.9a), and '1"_ is the maximal state of a 
SU(3) multiplet with (B,T,T3,Y) eigenvalues given by 

(
b _ J.. jl + jz - 1 jl + jz - 1/1 - jz + 1) 

3' 2 ' 2 3 

and hence characterized by the SU (3) shift operators 
(jl,jZ - 1). 

The representation space is completed using the fact 
that 

X2_ =X'': =Xb2 = O. 

Hence 

X_'I'_=Xb'l'o=O. (3.lOa) 

It also follows that 

X'+ 'l'ba:X'+Xb'l'm = -XbX'+ 'I'm =0, (3.lOb) 

X+'I'ba:X+Xb'l'm =XbX+'I'm + U_'I'm =0. (3.lOe) 

From C3.8a), 

X'+ X'_ 'I'm = - NbU+XbX'+ 'I'm + N'_ X'+ '1"_ 

::::} - X'_ X'+ 'I'm = 0 = X'+ '1"_ 

i.e., X'+ '1"_ = O. (3.lOd) 

From (3.5d) we obtain 

(X_X+ +X+X_)'I'm =X+X_'I'm =0 

::::}X+'I'_=O, (3.lIa) 

and similarly Xo'l' _ = O. (3.llb) 
Hence, from (3.IIa), (3.llb), and (3.lOa), we note 

that there exist no states with eigenvalue of B greater than 
b+j. 

Other IR's ofSU(3) contained in the FDIR space of 
SU (3/1) are as follows: 

(1) Xb'l"_ =Nb_ 'l'b_ , (3.12a) 

N b _ being a normalization constant depending on b, jl' 
andj2 only. 

It is easy to check using (3.8c) and (3.lOd) that 

T+'I'b_ = V+'I'b_ = U_'I'b_ =0, 

and so 'I' b _ is a maximal state of a SU ( 3) IR with 
(B,T,T3'Y) content given by 

(
b _ .2. jl + j2 - 1 jl + j2 - I, jl - j2 - 1) 

3' 2 ' 2 3 

and hence characterized by the SU (3) shift operators 
(j1,j2-1).Also'l'b_ is obtained by the action ofX'_ on 
'l'b as follows: 

(3.12b) 

It follows from (3.lOd) thatX'+ 'l'b_ = O. (3.12c) 
(2) Defining normalization constants N _ and N -0' de

pending upon b,jl' andjz alone, one obtains further SU(3) 
multiplets in the SU(3/l) FDIR as follows: 

Xb'l'_ =N_[V_,'I'm] +N-o'l'-o, (3.13a) 
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where 

'I' -0: V+ 'I' -0 = 0 (3.13b) 

generates a SU (3) multiplet. It is easy to check that 

T+ 'I' -0 = U_ 'I' -0 = O. (3.13c) 

Thus 'I' -0 is a maximal state of the SU (3) IR with 
(B,T,T3,Y) content given by 

(
b jl + j2 - 1 jl + jz - 1 jl - j2 _ 1) 

, 2 ' 2 ' 3 

and hence by the shift operators (jl - 2,j2 + 1). It also fol
lows from (3.13a) that 

X+'I'_o=O. (3.13d) 
(3) The next IR ofSU(3) contained in the FDIR's of 

SU (3/1) is obtained by considering X'_ X _ 'I'm. This state 
has the (B, T3, Y) content as 

(
b jl + j2 _ 1 jl - j2 ) 

, 2 ' 3 

and can belong to three different SU (3) IR's. 
(i) The SU (3) IR generated by 'I'm itself. Herein, 

there are two states that occupy this site; we denote the 
required linear combination as a 1 T _ 'I'm + a2 'I'(1}: 

T+ '1'0) = O. 
(ii) The SU (3) IR generated by 'I' -0' the required 

site being U + 'I' -0' which has single occupancy. 
(iii) A new multiplet generated by a state we call 

'I' 
Hence 

X'_X_'I'm =N'_ (aIT_'I'm +a2'1'11) +N'_oU+'I'_o 

+ N' _ _ 'I' __ , (3.14a) 

where N'_ , N'_ 0' and N'_ _ are normalization constants 
depending on b, j I' and jz alone, and T + 'I' __ = o. (3.14b) 

Also a IT _ 'I'm + az'l'i 1) is a normalized state. 
Applying V + on both sides of (3.14a), we note that the 

lhs vanishes as 

V+X'_X_'I'm =X'_Xo'l'm +X'_X_V+'I'm =0. 

On the rhs, V + U + 'I' -0 = 0, as 'I'm and 'I' __ belong to 
different SU (3) multiplets, a 1 and az being determined by 
the normalized linear combination required, so that2° 

V+[aIT_'I'm +az'l'°)] =0. (3.14c) 

Hence V + 'I' __ = 0 . (3.14d) 

Also as 

U _ [ a I T _ 'I'm + az'l'i 1)] a: V _ 'I'm , 

applying U _ on both sides of (3.14a) it follows using 
(3.13a), that 

U_'I' __ =O. 

Hence 'I' __ is the maximal state of a SU (3) multiplet with 
(B,T,T3 ,Y) content given by 

(
b jl + jz _ 1 jl + jz _ 1 jl - j2 ) 

, 2 ' 2 '3 

and described by the shift operators (jl - l,jz - 1). 
(4) The last SU (3) IR contained in the FDIR space of 
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SU (3/1) is obtained by the action of X'_ on '1'0_ or X ~ on 
'I' __ : 

X'_ 'I' -0 = N --or aj T_ 'I'~ + ai'l'61
)] 

+ N' _ _ 0'1' __ 0 + N' __ 0 V _ '1"_ , 
(3.15a) 

where 

T + 'I' --0 = ° (3.15b) 

and aj, ai, N_- o, N'_ -0' and N'_ -0 are normalization 
constants depending on b, j" and j2 above, 
aj T _ 'I'~ + ai '1'61

) being a normalized state. 
Applying V + on both sides of (3.15a), we obtain 

O=N __ oV+[a,T_'I'~ +ai'l'6 1
)] 

+ N' _ _ 0 V + V _ '1"_ 

+ N' _ _ 0 V + 'I' _ -0 . (3.15c) 

We choose aj ,ai: V + [aj T _ 'I'~ + ai '1'61
)] = ° as we 

did earlier. 
Then, it is obvious that N' _ _ 0 = ° if '1"_ has nonzero 

V spin, and that V + 'I' _ -0 = ° as 'I' _ -0 and '1"_ belong to 
different SU(3) IR's. 

Finally, applying U_ on both sides of (3.15a), we ob
tain, after putting N' __ 0 = 0, 

X~'I'_o=N __ oai'V_'I'~ + U_N'_ -0'1'--0 

or, applying X ~ on both sides of (3.13a), we obtain 

- N - V _X ~ 'I'm 
N_o 

(3.15d) 

Again, ai' is a normalization constant taking care of the ac
tion of U _. From (3.15d), we note that 

U_'I' __ o=O, (3.15e) 

there being no other states on either sides of the equation 
belonging to the same SU (3) IR as '1" __ 0 and hence 'I' --0 

is the maximal stateofa SU(3) IR with (B,T,T3,y) content 
given by 

(
b _ ~ j, + j2 _ 1 j, + j2 _ 1 j, - j2 - 2) 

3' 2 2 ' 3 

and hence characterized by the SU (3) shift operators 
(jl - 2,jz)' 

The same state can be obtained in a suitable linear com
bination after applying X ~ on 'I' __ . 

In Fig. 3 the action of the SU (3/1) odd generators on 
the maximal weights of the SU (3) IR's is demonstrated 
along with the B, T3 , and Yeigenvalues of the maximal and 
highest states. If one calculates the dimensionality of this IR, 
it turns out to be 23

.
1 X ij, (jz + 1) (jl + j2 + 1), which 

agrees exactly with Ref. 9, as the highest weight of the SU (3/ 
1) FDIR is contained in the SU (3) IR generated by 'I' _ with 
dimensionality!j, (j2 + 1) (jl + j2 + 1). (See Fig. 3.) 

c. Analysis of atypical representations 

In this section we tum to the main object of this paper, 
viz., the analysis of atypical FDIR's ofSU(3/1). 
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FIG. 3. Typical FDIR's ofSU(3/1). 

Atypical representations are those IR's of the superalge
bra that truncate at some stage, i.e., the product of the odd 
generators becomes noninvertible, according to Ref. 9. In 
our analysis presented below, we will find that the decou
plings for the independent odd lowering operators take place 
at the first stage itself, as we find the conditions for the inde
pendent operators (to be defined below) to vanish when ap
plied on 'I'm. For the nonindependent odd lowering opera
tors, the decoupling takes place at a later stage as we shall 
see. This is a generalization of the SU (2/ 1 ) case where both 
odd lowering operators are independent. 

By an independent lowering operator, we mean an oper
ator, the vanishing of whose action does not require simulta
neously the vanishing of the action of another lowering oper
ator. We see that the operator X '_ is not one such operator, 
since 

(3.15a') 

implies from (3.8c) that U +X b 'I' m = ° . 
Hence jz + 1 = 0, i.e., j2 = - 1, which is impossible. 

Rewriting (3.15a') as X b U + 'I' m = ° implies 

(1) U + 'I'm = ° or ( 2) X ~ 'I'm = ° . 
If U + 'I'm = 0, j2 = 0, however, in the SU (3) FDIR 

'I' ~ ex: X ~ 'I'm characterized by the SU (3) shift operators 
(j I - 1,1), the state U +X ~ 'I'm cannot be obtained. This 
cannot be allowed; hence we note that X '_ 'I'm #0 indepen
dent of X ~ 'I'm . 

It may, however, happen that '1"_ is not contained in 
the FDIR space ofSU(3/1). This is possible ifj2 = 0. How
ever 'I' -0 is contained in the representation space, it may 
decouple if we impose X'_ 'I'~ = 0. This decoupling and re
sultant atypicality of the FDIR ofSU(3/1) is related with 
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the elementarity of the SU (3) FDIR's containing 'I'm and 
will be dealt with subsequently in this subsection. 

The casej, = 0 is not covered by the above case since the 
vanishing ofj, is directly related to the vanishing of both odd 
independent lowering operators X 0'1' m and X _ 'I'm as we 
shall see later in this subsection. 

Thus our atypicality conditions are 

(1) X _ 'I'm = 0 => [X'+,x _] 'I'm = 0 , 

( 2) X 0'1' m = 0 => [Xo,x 0 ] 'I'm = 0 , 

(3) (a) X'_ '1'0 = 0 in conjunction with elementarity 
of 'I' m' or 
(b) X'_ 'I'm =0 => [X+,X'_ ] 'I'm =0 in con
junction with (2). 

We now obtain the atypical representations ofSU (3/1 ). 
Case 1: 

X_'I'm=O=> [X'+,X_]'I'm=O (3.16a) 

=> [ - T3 - Y /2 - B ] 'I'm = 0 

i.e., b = - (2j, + j2)/3. (3.16b) 

In this case 'I' _ and the SU (3) IR's generated by it, 
namely, 'I' -0' 'I' __ , and 'I' -0' are not contained in the FDIR 
space that contains only the SU (3) multiplets generated by 
'I'm' '1'0' '1"_ , and '1'0 _ , pictorially represented in Fig. 4(a). 

(i) If, in addition to (3.16a), 

[Xo,x 0] 'I'm = 0, i.e., b = U, - j2)/3 . 

Combining (3.17b) and (3.16b), we see that 

j, =0. 

(3.17a) 

(3.17b) 

Hence the FDIR space of SU (3/1) reduces to the two 
SU(3) IR's [denoted by (b,j"j2)] (- j2/3,O,j2) and 
U2/3 - j,O,j2 - 1), pictorially represented in Fig. 4(b). 
This representation corresponds to the elementary represen
tationj3A30fSU(4), A3 being the 4* IR'sofSU(4) (seethe 
Appendix). 

(ii) If, in addition to (3.16a) ,j, = l,j2 = 0, then '1"_ is 
not contained in the FDIR space ofSU(3/1). Thus (3.8c) 
reduces to 

(3.17c) 

since '1"_ is not contained in the FDIR space ofSU(3/l). 
The latter reduces to the two components q,l,O) and 
(0,0,1) corresponding to the six-dimensional elementary 
IR's of SU(4), A2 [see Fig. 4(c) and Appendix]. When 

FIG. 4. Atypical FDIR's ofSU(3/1) when x -IJI m = O. 
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X-'i'",.o 

\j' ... ~(I, oj 

lx: 
[0,1) (e) 

j, > lone obtains the atypical IR's with the SU(3) IR's gen
erated by 'I'm and '1'0 characterized by shift operators V"O) 
and V, - 1,1), respectively. 

We do not obtain an exact analog for the representation 
j2A2' j2> 1, since the odd generators cannot be applied 
more than once. 

(iii) If, in addition to (3.16a), 

X'_ 'I'm = 0, 

then 

[X+,X'_ ] 'I'm = 0 

(3.18a) 

=> [- T3+ ~ +B ] 'I'm =0, i.e., b= jl ~2j2 
(3.18b) 

Combining (3.16b) with (3.18b), we see that 

j, = -j2' (3.18c) 

which can be satisfied only if j, = j2 = O. Hence the FDIR 
space of SU(3/1) is trivial, making Xo'l'm = O. Hence 
X'_ 'I'm is not zero, independent of X 0'1' m • 

Case 2: 

(3.19a) 

=> [ - Y + B ] 'I'm = 0, i.e., b = VI - j2)/3 . 

(3.19b) 

Hence (3.8c) reduces to 

X'_ 'I'm = N'_ 'I' _ . 

From (3.13a), we note that 

X 0'1' _ a: X oX _ 'I'm = [X o,x _ ] 'I'm = V _ 'I'm 

(3.19c) 

using (3.19a), implying that the SU(3) IR generated by 
'I' -0 is not contained in the FDIR space ofSU(3/1). Simi
larly, as 

'1'0- a:XoX'_ 'I'm = -X'_Xo'l'm =0, 

'1'0 _ is also not contained in the FDIR space ofSU(3/1). 
Finally, we note that '1" __ ° is also not contained in the 

FDIR space if (3.19a) holds. Applying X 0 on both sides of 
(3.14), we obtain 

XoX'_X_'I'm =XoN_[a,T_'I'm +a2'1'(I)] 

(3.20a) 

Here N'_ 0 has been set equal to zero since 'I' -0 is not con
tained in the FDIR space. Using the commutation relations 
(3.5c) ofSU(3/1), (3.20a) yields, using (3.19a), 

X'_ V_ 'I'm = N_a2Xo'l'(I) + N' _ _ Xo'l' __ . 

We now note that X 0 '1'(1) a:X'_ V _ 'I'm. 

From (3.19a), 

V_X 0'1' m = X 0 V _ 'I'm = 0 . 

(3.20b) 

(3.2Oc) 

Now U + V _ 'I' m contains the two states '1'(1) and T _ 'I'm: 

XoT_'I'm = T_Xo'l'm =0, 

X 0 U + V _ 'I'm = + X'_ V _ 'I'm + U +X 0 V - 'I'm 

=X'_ V_'I'm [using (3.2Oc)]. 
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x b \11(1) is contained in X'_ V _ \II m' i.e., belongs to the 
SU (3) IR's generated by \11'_ . Hence X b \II __ is contained 
only in \11'_ , and \11_ -0 is not contained in the FDIR space of 
SU(3/1). 

The full atypical IR space shown in Fig. S(a) is thus 

(b,jl,j2)' (b,j, - l,j2 - I) , 

(b + j ,jl - l,j2)' (b - j ,jl,j2 - I) , 

where b = (jl - j2)/3. It contains four SU(3) IR's. 
The adjoint representation ofSU (3/ I) characterized by 

(0, I, I) is an example of such an atypical representation. It 
contains the (b,jl,j2) components given below: 
(0, I, I) Ell (0,0,0) constitute the even part of the superalge
bra SU (3) Ell B. The odd generators (X ± ,Xo) belong to the 
SU (3) IR (j,O, I), while the generators (X'± ,X b) belong to 
the SU(3) IR( - j,I,O). 

(i) If, in addition to (3.19a), 

X'_ \11m = 0, 

we obtain 

(3.2Ia) 

[X +,x'_ ] \II m = ° => [ - T3 + Y /2 + B ] \II m = ° , 
i.e., b = (jl + 2j2)/3. (3.2Ib) 

Comparing (3.19b) and(3.2Ib), one obtains 

j2 =0, 

i.e., the atypical representation contains only the compo
nents (j,/3,j,,0) and (jl + 1)/3,j, - 1,0) corresponding 
to j,A

" 
AI being the elementary four-dimensional IR's of 

SU ( 4) [see the Appendix and Fig. S (b) ] . 
We note that in this case \II -0 cannot be contained in the 

IR space. This may be seen by applying the second relation 
of (3.Sc) and (3.13a) on \11m' which immediately yields 
N -0 = 0, showing that \II -0 is not contained in the IR space. 

Case 3: 
(1) X'_ \lib = ° in connection withj2 = 0. 
(2) X'_ \II m = ° in connection with cases I and 2. 
The second condition has been already dealt with in 

cases 1 and 2; we only deal with the first condition in what 
follows. We note, however, when \11m is characterized by 
j2 = 0, b arbitrary, the FDIR space of SU(3/1) does not 
contain the SU (3) IR generated by \11'_ and \II __ (Fig. 6) 
as j2 - I becomes negative. This case is not analogous to 
jl = 0, however, because jl = ° implies that the action of 
both independent operators X_and X b on \II m become zero 
automatically. 

The resultant representation becomes identical to the 
atypical representation discussed in case I (i). The condition 

'V_ [j1_1,0) 

i~-
'V ... -ij" 0) (b) 

FIG. 5. Atypical FDIR'sofSU(3/1) when X~Xm = O. 
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FIG. 6. Atypical FDIR's of SU(3/l) 
whenj2 = 0, x'_ \II~ = O. 

j2 = ° does not entail any such restriction even on the depen
dent operator X'_ , i.e., X'_ \II m :;fO. 

(i) The SU(3/1) FDIR's with \II m generating a SU(3) 
IR withj2 = ° becomes atypical if 

X'_ \lib =0, (3.22a) 

i.e., 

i.e., 

b = (jl + 2)/3 . (3.22b) 

Hence \IIb_ is also not contained in this atypical IR in 
addition to \11'_ and \11 __ . 

It so happens that imposition of (3.22a) results in the 
atypical representation consisting of the SU (3) IR's genera
ted by \11m' \lib, \11_, and \11-0' It is a rather involved calcUla
tion to demonstrate explicitly that \II _ -0 drops out. Here 
one uses an intuitive argument, viz., that the boundary states 
of the SU (3/1) FDIR's have unit SU (3) multiplicity corre
sponding to unit SU (3) multiplicity of the boundary states 
ofSU( 4) and unit SU(2) multiplicity of the boundary states 
ofSU(2/1) and SU(3). Hence \lib for this FDIR is the sole 
occupant of the floor with eigenvalue of B, b = (j I + I) /3. 
This also gives the FDIR, a symmetry under a certain rota
tion about the B axis [corresponding to 120 0 rotation for the 
SU (3) LA]. The explicit computation of the matrix ele
ments of X ± ,X'± ,Xo, and X b is left to a later communica
tion. 

IV. COMPARATIVE STUDY OF FDIR OF SU(4) AND SU(3/ 
1) 

The SU (4) LA and the structure of its FDIR are dis
cussed in the Appendix. We note the following equivalence 
among the non-SU (3) generators of both algebras: 

T41,T42,T43~(X_,x+,xo) , 

TI4,T24,T34~(X'+ ,x'-,xb) , 

- T4~B, 

apart from numerical factors between the generators T4 and 
B. 

Because of the subsidiary condition X 2_ = X'': 
= X b2 = 0, the lowering operators of SU (3/1) cannot be 

applied more than once. 
The points of similarity between the FDIR's of SU (4) 

andSU(3/l) are obvious. Like T41'X_ reduces the value of 
j 1 for the SU (3) IR generated by \11m' it cannot be applied 
more than once. 

Like T43, X b reduces the value of j I by one unit and 
raisesj2 by the same amount; it cannot be applied more than 
once. 
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Finally X '_ operatfjs on the state Xo 'I'm to yield a 
SU(3) IR characterized by (jt,jz - 1); again it cannot be 
applied more than once. 

Further, for the SU ( 4) IR's under consideration, the 
floor containing 'I'm contains three SU (3) IR's, one genera
ted by the vector with the same (Tz, T3, T4) content as 
T _ 'I'm and another with the same content as V _ 'I'm corre
sponding to the products T4t TZ4 'I'm and T4t T34 'I'm' respec
tively. The multiplicity as one goes inward goes on increas
ing in the upgraded case; for the graded case it stops at the 
first stage. 

For the next stage in the graded case, the (Tz,T3 ,B) 
content of the SU (3) FDIR's (occupying the same floor as 
X h 'I'm) is the same as that of X b 'I'm' T _ X b 'I'm' and 
U +X b 'I'm corresponding to the products of the odd genera
tors X_X '_ X b 'I'm and X '_ 'I'm' respectively. 

It transpires that the atypical FDIR's in the GLA case 
are analogous to the FDIR's in the LA case when one of the 
shift operatorsjt orjz is zero. This is seen as follows. 

(1) X _ 'I'm = ° - T4t 'I'm = 0, i.e.,jt = 0. 
The SU (3) content of the atypical FDIR's of SU (3/1 ) 

is shown alongside the max SU (3) content of SU ( 4 ) 
FDIR's [characterized by shift operators (jt,jZ,j3)] below: 

B 

SU(3/1) 

'I'm = (jt,jz) 

lXb~ X'_ 

(jt - 1,jz + 1) (jt,jz - 1)' 

!X'_ / Xb 
(jt - 1,jz) 

SU(4) 

'I'm = (jZ,j3) 

l T14 
(0,j2 + j3) + other SU(3) IR's 

l T~4 
(O,jz) 

(2) Xb 'I'm = 0_ T34 'I'm = 0, i.e.,jz = 0. 
The SU(3) content of the atypical FDIR's ofSU(3/1) 

is shown alongside that of SU (4) in the following diagrams: 

B 

SU(3/1) 

(jt - 1,jz) 

tx~ X' 
'I'm = (jt,jz) (jt - 1,jz - 1) , 

!X'_~X'+ 
(jt,jz - 1) 

SU(4) 

(0,j3) 

t T~t 
'I'm = (jt,j3) + other SU(3) IR's' 

l T~4 
(jl,o) 

(3) X'_ 'l'b=0,jz=0-T3Z 'I'm =0, T24 '1';=0, 
i.e.,j3 = 0. 

This is the most interesting case. Since there is no analog 
ofj3 in the GLA case, the additional condition X'_ 'l'b = ° 
has to be imposed. The SU(3) FDIR's content ofSU(3/1) 
versus SU ( 4) is shown in the following diagrams: 

SU(4) 

(j2,0) 

t T~t 
'I'm = (jt +j2'0) +otherSU(3) IR's' 

l Tj34 

(jt,jz) 

In the case of SU(4), j3 = 0, i.e., elementarity of the 
SU (3) IR's generated by 'I'm is sufficient to ensure that T42 
'1'; = 0. This is related to the fact that T4 can have only 
eigenvalues proportional to p/4, p being an integer. How
ever, B need obey no such restriction so when one drops the 
condition X '_ 'l'b = 0, one obtains in the graded case a 
FDIR with no analog in the ungraded case. The condition 
X'_ 'l'b = ° must be imposed to set the eigenvalue of B at 
the requisite rational analog of p/4. 

The similarity in the representation content of the LA 
versus the GLA case is subject to the restriction that any 
change in the shift operator content (jl,j2) of 'I' m in the LA 
case, although accompanied by a corresponding reduction in 
the GLA case, cannot in the latter take place by more than 
one unit. 

Finally, a few words are in order regarding a compari
son between the elementary IR's ofSU (3/1) versus those of 
SU(4): 

(l)X_'I'm =Xb 'I'm =0 

i.e.,jt = 0, b = - jz/3, 
SU(3/1) 

T4t 'l'm = T34'1'm = 0, 

i.e·,jt = j2 = 0, 

B I 'I'm = (O,jz) 

! X'_ 

(O,jz - 1) 
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- T.J 

SU(4) 

'I'm = (0,j3) 

! T~;4 
(0,0) 
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B 

(2)X'_ '11m =Xo'l1m =0 

i.e.,j2 = 0, b = j/3 
SU(3/1) 

T24'11 m = ° = T34'11 m 

::::} j2 = ° = j3 = ° 
SU(4) 

(jl - 1,0) 

t X_ 

(0,0) 

1 T~l 
'11m = (jl'O) '11m = (jl'O) 

(3)jl = 1, j2 = 0, and X_ '11m = ° T41 '11 m = ° = T23 '11 m 

i.e.,j] = j3 = ° 
B SU(3/1) 

'11m = (1,0) 

!Xh 
(0,1 ) 

In the graded case there is no analog ofj2A2 [A2 being 
the six-dimensional elementary IR of SU (4) ,j2 > 1]. 

V. CONCLUSION 

We conclude that typical FDIR'sofSU(3/1) are analo
gous to FDIR's of SU(4) with all shift operatorsjl,j2,j3 
nonzero. Atypical FDIR's are like those of FDIR's of 
SU ( 4) for which one or more of the shift operators are zero, 
and have a similarly reduced structure. 

Our atypicality conditions read as follows: 

(1) X _ '11 m = ° ::::} [X'+,x _] '11 m = 0, 

(2)Xh'l1m =O::::} [Xh,xo]'11m =0, 

(3) X'_ 'I1h = ° in conjunction withj2 = 0. 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

(5.3 ) 

Some comments on the philosophy of this technique 
may be in order at this stage. Instead of starting convention
ally from the highest state '11 w' one starts from a state mid
way between the highest and the lowest. 21 Two advantages 
of this technique that deserve mention are as follows. 

(1) Operation of the odd lowering operators on a maxi
mal state of a SU (3) FDIR yields another maximal state of 
new SU (3) IR's, making it relatively easy to determine the 
shift operator content. This is not so for the highest state, as 
is evident from Fig. 3, since the operation of X h on the high
est state of SU (3/1) characterized by 

( T T B) = (jl - 1 jl + 2j2 - 1 b + l.-) 
2' 3' 2' 3 ' 3 

does not yield the highest state of X h '11_. 
(2) Starting from some "in between" state makes it easi

er to assess the various spin contents of the FDIR's and 
hence easier to determine when the FDIR's get truncated 
without any knowledge of the matrix elements of the opera
tors, which is the problem under investigation. 

It must also be mentioned that this technique does not 
show explicitly why some SU (3) IR's drop out, e.g., in the 
third case, why '11 _ -0 is truncated and one then has to resort 
to symmetry arguments as we did to "see" the SU (3) con
tent. This may get complicated for higher n in a generaliza
tion to SU(n/I). 

Besides,j2 = ° for '11m in SU(3/1) does not automati
cally, in the third atypicality case, imply that '11_ -0 drops 
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SU(4) 

'11m = (j2'0) 

~ T14 
(0,j2) 

out, unless X'_ 'I1h = ° is imposed, which sets a restriction 
on the eigenvalue of B. This.is not required in the SU (4) case 
as the range of T4 is fixed to be of the form p/4, p being an 
integer. In the other two atypicality conditions, the restric
tion on B is automatically imposed and no other restrictions 
are necessary. 

We plan to generalize the results of this paper to SU (n/ 
1) in a forthcoming work. 

APPENDIX: FDIR SPACE OF SU(4) 

The SU ( 4) Lie algebra is constructed by the use of the 
four sets of bosonic harmonic oscillator creation and annihil
ation operators aj> a/ : 

[aj>a/ ] = oij' i,j = 1, ... ,4. 

The SU (3) operators are 

Tij = a/ aj, i=/=j = 1, ... ,4, (Ala) 

1 [j -] ] 
Tj = -:- I at ak - (i - 1 )a/ aj , i= 2, ... ,4. 

I k=] 

The SU (4) LA is obtained as follows: 

[Tij,Tmn] = [a/ aj,a;: an j 
= Ojm Tjn - Ojn Tmj , 

unless i = n, m = j simultaneously. 

[1j,Tjm ] =0, j<i<m, 

= - [(j-l)/j]Tjm , i=j<m, 

= (1/j) T,'m' i<j < m, 

= 0, i<m<j, 

= 0, j<m <i, 

= [(j - 1) /j] T jm , m = j d, 

= - (l/j) T jm , m <j d, 

= 0, m <i<j, 

[Tij,1j;] = - Tj + Tj+1/i 

+ ... + j1j/(j - 1), i<2, 

[Tij,1jd = T2 + ... + j1j/(j - 1). 
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From (A2b)-(A2i) it is seen that T12, T13, Tn, Tl4,and 
T42 are the operators that raise the eigenvalue of T2,T13, T23, 
T 14, and T24 are the operators that raise the eigenvalue of T3; 
and T14, T24, and T34 are the operators that raise the eigen
value of T4. We define our maximal state 'I'm as one for 
which 

Tlj 'I'm = 0, j> 1, 

Tij'l'm = 0, t>j> 2. 

(A3a) 

(A3b) 

The SU ( 4) FDIR space is generated by the action of the 
generators T41 , T24, and T34 on 'I'm and the SU (3) FDIR's 
generated by 'I'm. 

Before we obtain the FDIR space ofSU (4), it is conven
ient to examine the elementary IR's of SU ( 4 ). These are 
three in number. 

(1) AI: For this IR, in addition to (A3a) and (A3b), 

Tij 'I'm = 0, i<j. (A4a) 

In this case 'I'm is the maximal as well as the highest 
state of the SU ( 4) IR. The IR, characterized by only one 
shift operator, has four states, 'I'm' T21 'I'm' T31 'I'm' and 
T41 'I' m' Now 'I'm' T21 'I'm' and T31 'I'm form a 3 representa
tion of SU(3), while T41 'I'm forms a 1 representation of 
SU(3). Hence the SU(3) (j1,j2) content ofthe 4 represen
tation of SU ( 4) is given by 

4 = (1,0) EB (0,0), (A4b) 

T4'1'm=!'I'm, (A4c) 

T4[T41'1'm] = -iT41'1'm' (A4d) 

(2) A3: For this IR, in addition to (A3a) and (A3b), 

~I 'I'm = 0, j>3, (ASa) 

~k 'I'm = 0, 3 = j < k. (ASb) 

This IR, which we denote by 4*, contains the four states 
'I'm' T24 'I'm' T23 'I'm' and T21 'I'm. The SU (3) shift operator 
content of 4* is given by 

4* = (0,1) EB (0,0). 

Also 

T4 'I' m = -! 'I'm' 

T4 [ T24'1' m] = i T24 'I' m . 

This IR is the conjugate representation to A I' 

(ASc) 

(ASd) 

(ASe) 

(3) A2 : This IR is conjugate to itself. In addition to 
(A3a) and (A3b), the following conditions on 'I'm are im
posed: 

T41 'I'm = 0, (A6a) 

T23'1'm = O. (A6b) 

This IR consists of the six states 'I'm' T21 'I'm' T31 'I'm' 
T24'1'm, T34 'I'm' and T21 T34 'I'm. We denote it by 6. The 6 IR 
has SU (3) content given by 

6 = (1,0) EB (0,1). (A6c) 

Also 

T4'1'm = - ~ 'I'm' 

T4 [ T34'1' m] = ~ [T34 'I' m ] . 

(A6d) 

(A6e) 

The FDIR space of SU ( 4) in general contains a combi
nation of all the 3 A;'s, appliedj; times, thej; being integers: 
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j;>O, i = 1,2,3. Hence T41 can be applied at mostjl times on 
'I'm' Tn can be applied j3 times on 'I'm' and T34 can be ap
plied at mostj2 times on 'I'm. 

The last statement follows from the fact that one basis 
has been chosen so that the operators T41 , T34, and T23 are 
independent, i.e., 

T41 1A3 ) = T341A3) = 0, 

T34 1A I ) = T23 IA I ) = 0, 

T41 1A2) = T23 IA2 ) = 0, 

I A;) being the maximal state of A;. Also we note that 

[T]4>T4d'l'm = [T2 + T3/2 + ~ T4] 'I'm = j1'l' m' (A7a) 

[ T34, T43 ] 'I'm = [ - T3 + ~ T4] 'I'm = - j2'1' m' (A 7b) 

[T23,Tn]'I'm = [ - T2 + ~ T3]'I'm = - j3'1'm· (A7c) 

Hence 

[ T13, T3 d 'I'm = [T2 + 3 T3/2 ] 'I'm 

= [[ T41,T4d - [T34,T43 ]]'I' m 

= (jl +j2)'I'm' (A7d) 

and so, as T31 and T23 can be operated on 'I'm' (jl + j2) and 
j3 times, respectively, the SU (3) IR generated by 'I'm is char
acterized by the shift operators (jl + j2,j3)' 

Let us consider the states 

'1'; = T~I 'I'm' 

'l'i = T14'1'm, 

'1'; = T ~'4 'l'i· 

(ASa) 

(ASb) 

(ASc) 

It is easy to check that '1';, 'l'i, '1'; are the maximal 
states of the SU (3) IR's they generate, which are character
ized by (j2,j3)' (j1,j2 + j3)' and (jl,j2)' respectively. 

The FDIR space ofSU(4) characterized by (jl,j2,j3) 
has the maximum SU (3) content ranging as given in the 
following diagram. The expression maximum SU (3) con
tent is used, because there are more SU (3) IR's in each floor. 
The maximum SU (3) IR is characterized by the highest 
value ofjl: 

'1'; - (j1,j2) 

tT~'4 
'l'i - (j1,j2 + j3) 

t T14 

'I'm - (jl + j2,j3) 

l T~l 
'1'; - (j2,j3) 

We now reobtain the elementary IR's ofSU(4) as fol
lows. 

(1) If j 1 = 0, the SU ( 4) IR contains the SU (3) IR's 
ranging as shown below: 

T4 '1'; - (0,j2) 

tT~4 
'l'i - (0,j2 + j3) . 

t Tj, 
34 

'l'm-(j2,j3) 
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(2) Ifj3 = 0, the IR contains the SU(3) IR's ranging as 
shown below: 

(j1,j2) 

tT14 
'" m -+ (jl + j2'0) . 

!T~I 
(j2'0) 

(3) Ifj2 = 0, the FDIR ofSU(4) contains SU(3) IR's 
ranging as follows: 

(j1,Q) 

tT~4 
'" m -+ (j1,j3) . 

'T~I 
(O,j3) 

(4) If j2 = j3 = 0, the SU( 4) IR contains SU(3) IR's 
ranging as shown below, yielding the FDIRjIA I: 

'" m -+ (j1'O) 

lT~1 
(0,0) 

(5) Ifjl = j3 = 0, the FDIR contains SU(3) IR's rang
ing as shown below and yielding the FDIRj2A2: 

(O,j2) 

tTjS4 

'" m -+ (j2'0) 

(6) Ifjl = j2 = ° the FDIR space contains SU(3) IR's 
ranging as shown below yielding the IRj3A3: 

(0,0) 

fT~4 
'" m -+ (O,j3) 

Before concluding this account of the FDIR space ofSU (4), 
a word must be mentioned about the multiplicity of SU (3) 
IR's at a particular floor. It turns out that the site occupied 
by T _ '" m is spanned by three different SU (3) IR's, in gen
eral, obtained because T41 T24'" m , T41 T34'" m , and 
T41 T24"'m are contained in three different SU(3) IR's, one 
being the SU (3) IR generated by '" m itself. The two others 
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have their maximal state at the same site as T _ '" m and 
V _ '" m' respectively. The multiplicity of SU (3) IR's in
creases as one goes inward into each floor. 

Finally, one must mention that the same SU(3) IR is 
obtained after a more conventional analysis of the FDIR 
space on the lines of Refs. 22 and 23. We present this analysis 
in order to relate to the FDIR ofSU(3/!) and to establish 
our notation. 
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It is shown that the interaction part of the electromagnetic angular momentum density of a 
system of charged particles is integrable over any forward light cone. A covariant definition of 
the mechanical momentum is then given and it is shown that angular momentum is conserved. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In Ref. 1, I showed that the interaction part of the ener
gy-momentum tensor is integrable over any forward light 
cone. In this paper, I will show that the same is true for the 
angular momentum density. The interaction part of the an
gular momentum density M(int) are those terms of the angu
lar momentum tensor that involve products of fields of dis
tinct particles. 1 It is given by Jackson2 that 

(1.1 ) 

where T(int) is the interaction part of the energy-momentum 
tensor. One can show that the interaction part of the angular 
momentum tensor has zero divergence. That is, M'0.!t).p (x) 
= 0 for x not on a world line. The usual definition of the 

electromagnetic angular momentum3
,4 

( 1.2) 

where u is a spacelike hyperplane, has several problems. 
Most importantly, the angular momentum tensor Mis O( 1 ) 
towards spatial infinity because the null fields vanish at spa
tial infinity like O(r- l

). Thus the integral defining the field 
angular momentum diverges for point particles. This has 
been discussed in a recent paper.5 In Ref. 1, I showed that the 
interaction part of the energy-momentum tensor is integra
ble over any forward light cone. In Sec. II, I will show the 
same for the angular momentum tensor. In Sec. III, I will 
prove conservation of angular momentum for systems of 
charged particles interacting by retarded fields. Unlike other 
relativistic treatments of conservation laws for systems of 
particles,6 I define the mechanical angular momentum as a 
function defined over all Minkowski space instead of as a 
function of the world lines of each particle. 

I will use the following notation and conventions: The 
pseudometric g is defined by g p v = diag{ 1, - 1, - 1, - I}, 
velocities have unit length, and I will denote the forward and 
backward light cones with apex at x by L + (x) and L - (x), 

respectively. 

II. INTEGRABILITY 

I consider two charged particles whose world lines W 
and W* are parametrized by Z(·) and Z *(.), respectively. 
The electric charges associated with Wand W* will be de
noted by e and e*, respectively, and the electromagnetic 
fields by F and F *, respectively. 

In this section, I will show that LaP defined by 

L ap( ) - 1 1 MpaP d Xo - - (int) up 
C L + (x,,) 

(2.1) 

is finite. Without loss of generality, I will assume that Xo = O. 
The field F is given by 

where 

r a = Xu - ZU(1'"o), 

p = r·Z(1'"o), 

Q= r·Z(1'"o), 

MU = (l/p2)zu + [( 1 _ Q)/p3]zu, 

(2.2a) 

(2.2b) 

(2.2c) 

(2.2d) 

(2.2e) 

and 1'"0 is the retarded proper time. The quantities r*, p*, Q *, 
and M * are defined similarly. I will assume that Wand W * 
intersect L ± (xo) so that unique retarded times exist for all 
XeL +(XO).7 

The light cone L + (0) can be parametrized by 

Xu = (~U2 + v2 + w2 ,u,v,w), u, v, WER, 

= (r,u,v,w), 

(2.3a) 

(2.3b) 

where r = ~U2 + v2 + w2
• The surface element dup =Jp du 

is given byl 

du!-, = (l/r)Xp du dv dw = J!-, duo (2.4) 

In Ref. 1, I found that 

TffntJp = (ee*/41Tr)[ (P'M)(X'M*) - (M'M*)(P'X) ]ra 

732 

+ (ee*/41Tr)[(r'M*)(p,X) - (P'r)(M*'X)]MU 

+ (ee*/41Tr) [(r'M*)(X'M) - (M*·M)(X·r)]pa 

+ (ee*/41Tr)[ (r*·M)(r·X) - (r*· r)(M'X) ]M*a 

+ (ee*/41Tr)[ (r· r*)(M'M*) - (r'M*)(p'M) ]x u. 

J. Math. Phys. 30 (3), March 1989 0022-2488/89/030732-03$02.50 
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Thus 

MpafJ J - Tpa XfJJ TpfJ XaJ 
(inl) p - (inl) p - (inl) p (2.6a) 

= (ee*/41rr)[ (r*'M)(x'M*) - (M'M*)(P'X) ][raX fJ - rfJX a] 

+ (ee*/41Tr) [(r'M*) (X'M) - (M'M*) (r·x)] [r*ax fJ - pfJXa] 

+ (ee*/41Tr)[(r'M*)(p,X) - (r*'r)(M*'X)][MaxfJ-MfJx a] 

+ (ee*/41Tr)[(r*·M)(r·X) - (P·r)(M·X)][M*aXfJ-M*fJxa]. (2.6b) 

In Ref. I, I also showed that for XEL + (xo) 

r·r*, r·x, r*,x=O(1), r-oo, (2.7a) 

r'M, r*'M, X'M, X'M* = 0(r- 2
), r- 00. (2.7b) 

These order relations are not valid for X on some spacelike 
hyperplane. The assumption thatXEL ± (xo) is crucial. Fur
thermore, 

raxfJ _ rfJx a = ZfJX a - zaxfJ = O(r), r- 00, (2.8a) 

r*axfJ - r*fJx a = z*fJxa - z*axfJ = O(r), r- 00. 

(2.8b) 

One may verify that each term in Eq. (2.5) is 0(r- 4
) at 

infinity. Therefore, M(int) is integrable towards spatial infin
ity. The singularities of M(inl) at the point of intersection of 
the world lines Wand W* and the light cone L + (0) are 
integrable because these singularities are no more singular 
than r- 2

• Therefore, the interaction part of the angular mo
mentum tensor for a system of charged particles is integrable 
over any forward light cone. 

I now show that Eq. (2.1) is a reasonable definition of 
the field angular momentum by showing conservation of an
gular momentum. 

III. CONSERVATION OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM 

Let W, W* intersectL ± (xo)' In particular, assume that 
Z ( 7 ± ), z * ( 7* ± ) EL ± (xo)' Define the mechanical angu
lar momentum L(mech) (xo) by 

L f!ech) (xo) 

= mZ a( 7+ )ZfJ( 7+) + m*z*a( 7*+)Z*fJ(~) 

- [a~/:1], (3.1) 

where m and m* are the masses associated with the world 
lines Wand W *, respectively. From now on, I will write Z 
for Z( 7+), etc. The gradient of L(mech) is given by 

L ft:;:Ch) 

= (m/p)ZaZfJp + (m*/p*)z*az*fJpr 

- [a~p]' (3.2) 

where r=xo-z, r*=xo-z*, p=r·z, and 
p* = r*·z* [seeEq. (2.2b)].lnowcomputethedirection
al derivative of L(inl) in some timelike direction I. Thus 

L afJ,p I - 1 l' 1 [1 1 MpafJ d ] (inl) p -- Im- - Up • 
C E_O E L + (x" + EI) L + + (x,,) 

(3.3 ) 

Let T I:>. and T! be tubes of radius ll. that surround the world 
lines Wand W*,respectively,andletSR be the portion of the 
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I 
spacelike hyperplane X O = R that lies between the cones 
L + (xo + EI) and L + (xo). Choose the normal to S R to have 
positive zeroth component. Then Eq. (3.3) becomes 

The first four integrals combine to an integral over a closed 
and bounded surface. Since M~i':!:),P = 0 on the interior of 
this surface, Gauss's theorem implies that these integrals 
sum to zero. I now compute 

lim ( MpafJ duw (3.5) 
I:>.-OJT .. 

In Ref. I, I gave a parametrization of the surface TI:>.' com
puted its surface element, and evaluated integrals of prod
ucts of r's. From this work it follows that 

lim ( M ~;':!:) dO' p 
1:>._0 JT~ 

= _ e* (if' Fap(Z*(s»)Z*(s)Z*fJ(s)ds _ [a~p], 
c Jrr p 

(3.6b) 

where 7. and 72 are defined by Z(7.)EL +(xo) and 
Z( 72)EL + (xo + EI); -r1' and r! are defined similarly. These 
integrals can be identified as line integrals along each world 
line. However, 72 - 7. = r'l + O(E) and r! --r1' 
= P·I + O(E). Thus 

L f(;;t) (xo)/p 

= _ ~ (r'/)F*apz ZfJ _ e* (P'/)FaPZ*Z*fJ 
c PcP 

(3.7a) 

- L afJ,p 1 l' l' i MpafJ d - - (mech) p - 1m 1m (int) Up. 
E-O R_ 00 SR 

(3.7b) 

The equations of motion 
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meZa = (elc)F*aPZp , (3.8a) 

m*eZ*a = (e*Ic)FaPz~, (3.8b) 

were used to derive Eq. (3.7b) from Eq. (3.7a). Thus 

[L ('fut) + L ('!ech) ] ·1'11' = -lim lim r M~ic:!:) dull' 
£_0 R_ 00 JS

R 

(3.9) 

The right-hand side ofEq. (3.9) is identified with the angu
lar momentum that escapes to infinity. One should not ex
pectthe right-hand sideofEq. (3.9) to be zero because of the 
dissipative nature of this problem. Equation (3.9) is a rela
tivistic generalization of the conservation of angular mo
mentum for a multi particle system. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Conservation of angular momentum for systems of 
charged particles interacting by retarded electromagnetic 
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fields has been proven in a manner similar to the conserva
tion proof given in Ref. 1. The lack of a proof of integrability, 
plus the difficulty in defining the electromagnetic and the 
mechanical angular momentum in a consistent fashion, have 
been stumbling blocks for many treatments of this and simi
lar problems. 

I B. L. Willis, J. Math. Phys. 30, 197 (1989). 
2J. D. Jackson, Classical Electrodynamics (Wiley, New York, 1975), 2nd 
ed., p. 604, Eq. (12.109). 

3F. Rohrlich, Classical Charged Particles (Addison-Wesley, Reading, MA, 
1965), p. 94, Eq. (4-152). 

4A. O. Barut, Electrodynamics and Classical Theory of Fields and Particles 
(Dover, New York, 1980), p. 110, Eq. (3.77). 

SA. Lozanda and P. Torres, J. Math. Phys. 29,1361 (1988). 
6Ch. O. van Weert, Phys. Rev. D 9, 339 (1974). 
7See Ref. 1, Proposition I. 
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Solution to the inverse problem of the 1-0 wave equation 
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A general solution for the determination of a variable coefficient in the I-D wave equation 
from an additional boundary condition is presented. The Gopinath-Sondhi equation is shown 
to be a special case of this general solution. One application of this inversion method is to 
determine the structure of vertically inhomogeneous media from the backscattered waves 
generated by arbitrary incident waves. When a priori information about the unknown structure 
is available, a method is presented for the incorporation of this information to stabilize the 
inversion algorithm. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The forward problem for the wave equation is the deter
mination of the wave field as a function of space and time 
when the wave equation together with appropriate initial 
and boundary conditions are given. Various numerical al
gorithms are available to solve the forward problem. The 
inverse problem, on the other hand, is to determine un
known variable coefficients in the wave equation when a 
boundary condition, in addition to those that are required to 
solve the forward problem, is available. This additional 
boundary condition is usually provided by recording back
scattered waves generated by an incident wave. 

There are practical applications of the inverse problem 
for wave equations. One example is the determination of the 
elastic structure of the earth by processing backscattered 
waves recorded on the Earth's surface. For three-dimension
ally inhomogeneous media, no exact solution of the inverse 
problem is known. However, for media that are inhomogen
eous only in the vertical direction, several inversion schemes 
are available. 

In the literature there are many exact methods devised 
to solve slightly different inverse problems. The pioneering 
work of Gel'fand and Levitan 1 was originally developed to 
determine the Schr6dinger potential from the spectral func
tion. The equation of Marchenk02 recovers the potential 
function from a frequency-dependent reflection coefficient. 
Gopinath and Sondhe treated the inverse problem on a 
transmission line. Burridge4 summarized these methods in 
the time domain and discussed the applications to geophysi
cal inverse problems. The time domain formulation of the 
Marchenko equation was also considered by Kay,S Ware 
and Aki,6 and Balanis.7 Carroll and Santosa8 generalized the 
Gel'fand-Levitan method and relaxed the smoothness re
quirement of the unknown impedance function. A survey of 
works by many other contributors can be found in Ref. 9. 

As pointed out by Balanis, \0 the time domain formula
tion, when compared to the frequency domain formulation, 
yields more natural and intuitive derivation of key inversion 
results. This paper, inspired by Balanis' work, considers the 
1-D wave equation in the time domain with arbitrary bound
ary conditions that do not necessarily involve the Dirac 8 
function. 

The second-order wave equation is first decomposed 

into a simultaneous system of two first-order equations. The 
representation of the wave field involves the boundary con
ditions and two auxiliary functions that are uniquely deter
mined (and vice versa) by the unknown variable coefficient 
in the original wave equation. When the causality principle is 
invoked, two integral equations are obtained to relate 
boundary conditions to the unknown coefficient. These two 
integral equations are not independent of each other, and 
either one can be the basis of the inversion scheme. Further
more, the Gopinath-Sondhi equation is shown to be a spe
cial case of one integral equation derived here. 

In practical applications the inversion schemes are un
stable for bandlimited incident waves. Tikhonov regulariza
tion procedures 11 can mathematically restore the stability, 
but they usually also introduce physically unacceptable arti
facts. When a priori information about the unknown medi
um is available, a method, which will be presented here, to 
incorporate this information can be used to stabilize the in
version algorithm. This method has proven successful on 
real seismic data and has yielded useful geological informa
tion. 

Finally, in the concluding remarks (Sec. VI) we briefly 
discuss the possibility of extending the inversion method 
presented here to dissipative wave equations. 

II. FORMULATION OF THE INVERSE PROBLEM 

We shall consider the equation 

Uti - Uzz - q(z) Uz = 0, 

for - 00 < t < 00 and z;,.O. The sUbscripts denote differentia
tions. The term q(z), a continuous function, is related to the 
acoustic impedance a(z) by q(z) = az/a. Hereafter, a(z) is 
normalized such that a(O) = 1. 

After being decomposed into a system of two first-order 
equations, the above equation becomes 

V, + A(z)Vz = 0, 

where 

( 
- a(z) Uz ) 

V (z,t) = U, ' 

anc 

( 
0 

Az= ( ) - l/a(z) 
a(z») o . 

(la) 

(lb) 
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The inverse problem is then formulated as follows: Giv
en the initial condition V (Z,t) = 0, for t < 0; and boundary 
conditions 

(
g(t») 

V(O,t) = f(t) , (lc) 

for t>O; find the unknown function a(z). 
For the forward problem a(z) is known, and the quies

cent initial condition together with eitherf(t) or g(t) will be 
sufficient to uniquely determine the wave field V(z,t). For 
the inverse problem a(z) is unknown, and it has to be deter
mined by bothf(t) andg(t). For artificially createdf(t) and 
g(t), there may be no solution for a(z). Iffand g are pro
vided by physical measurements, the solution for a(z) exists 
but may not be stable. 

III. DERIVATION OF THE INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 

To facilitate the derivation of the solution of the inverse 
problem, we define two auxiliary functions V I (z,t) and 
V 2 (z,t) as solutions ofEq. (la) with conditions l2 

(
8(t») ( 8(t) ) 

VI(O,t) = 8(t) , V 2(0,t) = _ 8(t) , 

for tE( - 00,00). 

The terms V I and V 2 are non vanishing in the region 
z> It I, and are uniquely determined by a(z) when there is 
only one spatial dimension. For higher spatial dimensions, 
the one-to-one correspondence between a(z) and the auxil
iary functions breaks down. 

Here, V can be expressed in terms of V I and V 2 as 

V(z,t) = J:oo I(t-y)VI(z,y)dy 

- J: 00 R(t - y)V2(z,y)dy, (2) 

where 

( I(t) ) = ~ (f(t) + g(t») 
\R(t) 2 f(t) - g(t) 

for t>O, and both I(t) and R (t) vanish for t < O. Due to 
physical considerations, we can call I(t) the incident wave 
and R(t) the reflected or backscattered wave. 

A heuristic argument to justify the above representation 
is to transform Eq. (la) to the frequency domain. Equation 
(la) becomes a system of two first-order linear ordinary 
differential equations, with the transformed V I and V 2 as 
two independent solutions. Therefore V can be expressed as 
a linear combination of V I and V 2 with coefficients given in 
Eq. (2). 

Superficially Eq. (2) is of little use because there are too 
many unknowns. However, when we eventually restrict our 
attention to the area outside the light cone, i.e., z> It I, the 
causality principle will force the physical field on the left
hand side of the equation to be zero. The resultant equation 
then relates boundary conditions (l and R) to auxiliary 
functions (VI and V2 ), which in turn are related to a(z). 

A few useful properties of V I and V 2 are listed in the 
following. The proofs are given in the Appendix. 

Property 1: Let 
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VI (z,t) ==(P(Z,t») , 
w(z,t) 

then 

V 2(z,t) = ( p(z, - t) ). 
- w(z, - t) 

Property 2: For continuous a(z), V I (z,t) has the form 

V I (z,t) = 8(z - t)D(z) + H(z - t)B(z,t), (3) 

where H is the Heaviside step function, and D and Bare 
continuous "vector functions, with the support of B(z,t) in 
the region z> I t I. Here az (0) = 0 is assumed. 

Property 3: D(z) is directly related to a(z) by 

D(z) = ( ~a(z) ). (4) 
l/~a(z) 

Property 4: Let 

B(z,t) == (b l (Z,t)) , 
b2(z,t) 

then B is the solution of the following Goursat problem in 
the region z> I t I: 

B, (z,t) + A(z)Bz (z,t) = 0, (5a) 

(2/~a(z) )b l (z,z) - 2~a(z)b2(Z,Z) = - az (z)la(z), 
(5b) 

B(z, - z) = O. (5c) 

Property 5: Defining S(z) ==Sz_ zB(z,t)dt, (6a) 

then 

S(z) ==(SI «Z») = (11) _ D(z) = ( 1 - ~a(z) ). (6b) 
\s2 z 1 - l/~a(z) 

With these properties, we can derive the integral equa
tions to recover a(z). Inserting Eq. (3) into Eq. (2) and 
using Property 1, it follows that in the region z> It I: 

0= -R(t+Z)( ~a(z) )+f'I(t-y)(bl(Z,y»)dY 
- l/~a(z) -z b2(z,y) 

_ fZ R(t + y)( b l (z,y) ) dy. 
_, - b2 (z,y) 

(7) 

Or, written in two scalar equations, 

O=R(t+z) -f' I(t_y)[bl(Z,y)] dy 
-z ~a(z) 

+fz R(t+y)[bl(z,y)]dY, (8a) 
-, ~a(z) 

0= R(t + z) + J~z I(t - y) [~a(z)b2(Z,y)] dy 

+ J:,R(t+y)[~a(z)b2(Z,Y)]dY, (8b) 

for z>lt I. 
Since I and R are given, one can solve Eq. (8a) for 

b l (z,y)/~a(z) and obtain SI (z)/~a(z) as defined in Eq. 
(6a). It follows from Eq. (6b) that a(z) is recovered by 

a(z) = [1 + SI (z)/~a(z) ] -2. (9a) 

Similarly, solving Eq. (8b) one obtains ~a(z)b2(Z,y) and 
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hence ~a(z)s2(Z). The term a(z) is then recovered by 

a(z) = [1 + ~a(z)s2(Z) p. (9b) 

Either Eq. (8a) or Eq. (8b) can be used as the basis of an 
inversion scheme. It should be pointed out that these two 
integral equations are not independent of each other. A little 

algebra will confirm that Eq. (8a) multiplied by ~a(z), then 
differentiated with respect toz, is identical to Eq. (8b), dif
ferentiated with respect to t. 

IV. GOPINATH-SONDHI EQUATION AS A SPECIAL 
CASE 

The inverse problem posed and the solution provided by 
Gopinath and Sondhe can be summarized as follows: 

Problem: V, + AVz = 0, for z;.o O. Initial condition 
V (z,t) = 0, for t < O. Boundary conditions 

( 
o(t») 

V(O,t) = h(t) , 

for t;.oO. Here, A is defined as in Eq. (lb). Here h(t) is the 
backscattered wave generated by a Dirac-o incident wave. 

Solution: a(z) = G 2(z,z). Here G(z,t) is obtained by 
solving 

G(z,t) + - h( It - yl )G(z,y)dy = 1, 1 fZ 
2 -z 

in the regionz;.olt I. Here h=.h - o. 

We shall show that Eq. (8a) can be reduced to the Go
pinath-Sondhi equation. The boundary conditions given by 
Gopinath and Sondhi imply that R = ~ (h - 0) = ~ hand 

I = ~(h + 0) = R + o. Denoting b l (z,y)/~a(z) by b(z,y), 
Eq. (8a) becomes 

O=R(t+z) - f~z [R(t-y) +o(t-y»b(z,y) dy 

+ f: I R(t + y)b(z,y)dy, 

or, after rearranging terms and replacing t by t " 

0= R(t' +z) - b(z,t') 

- f~'z R(t' - y)[b(z,y) - b(z, - y)] dy. 

Integrating over t' from - z to t (t is restricted by 
I t I < z), the above equation leads to 

0= R(t + z) - F(z,t) 

- f~z dt' f~'z dy R(t' - y)[b(z,y) - b(z, - y)], 

where Rand F are defined as 

R(t)=. L R(s)ds, 
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F(z,t)=. f~z b(z,y) dy. 

Changing the order of integration, it follows that 

0= R(t + z) - F(z,t) 

- f~z dy R(t - y)[b(z,y) - b(z, - y)]. 
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Using b(z,y) = Fy (z,y) and integrating by parts, one 
obtains 

0= R (t + z)[ 1 + F(z,z)] - F(z,t) 

- f~z R(t - y) [F(z,y) + F(z, - y» dy. 

Replacing t by - t in the above equation yields 

O=R( - t+z)[1 +F(z,z)] -F(z, - t) 

- fR(-t+Y)[F(Z,y) +F(z,-y)] dy. 

The sum of the last two equations yields 

0= - [R(t+z) +R( -t+z)][1 +F(z,z» 

+ [F(z,t) + F(z, - t)] 

+ f:zR(lt-YI)[F(Z,Y)+F(Z,-Y)]dY. 

Recognizing 

f:z R(lt - yl)dy = R(t + z) + R(z - t), 

and defining 

G(z,y) =. 1 - [F(z,y) + F(z, - y)]![ 1 + F(z,z)], 

it follows that 

1 = G(z,t) + f:z R(lt-yl)G(z,y) dy 

= G(z,t) + - h( It - yl )G(z,y) dy, 1 fZ 
2 -z 

which is the Gopinath-Sondhi equation. 

Finally, since F(z,z) = Sl (z)/~a(z) by definition and 

Sl (z) = 1 - ~a(z), from the definition of G it follows that 
G 2 (z,z) = a(z), which completes the reduction. 

V.INCORPORATINGA PRIORIINFORMATION 

In shorthand notation both Eqs. (8a) and (8b) can be 
expressed as 

O=R+Kb, ( 10) 

where K is the given kernel of the integral equation, and 

b = b1/..[a for Eq. (8a) and ~ab2 for Eq. (8b). In practical 
applications the solutions of the integral equations are usual
ly unstable. By imposing bounds on b or its derivatives, the 
Tikhonov's regularization procedure reformulates the inte
gral equation as an optimization problem: find the function b 
that minimizes the functional 

<fo[b] = IIKb + R 112 + (E/M) 211 Bb 11 2, 
where B is a constraint operator that has a bounded inverse, 
£ is estimated from the signal-to-noise ratio in the recorded 
data, and M is the bound imposed on Bb, i.e., II Bb II < M. 
Although B can be the identity operator or derivatives of any 
order, experience with real seismic data indicate that the 
identity operator is usually sufficient to restore the stability, 
and derivative operators seldom add any improvement to 
the quality of the inversion results. 

The arbitrariness in selecting the operator B and the 
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upper bound M implies that some mathematical artifacts 
that bear no physical relevance can be introduced into the 
final inversion results. When a priori information about the 
medium is available, we shall present a more satisfactory 
way to incorporate the a priori information that also stabi
lizes the inversion algorithm. 

Based on the a priori information, a resonable imped
ance function ao(z) can be constructed. The backscattered 
waves generated from this test impedance function may not 
be compatible with the physical measurements. The follow
ing inversion algorithm, which is stable, can improve the test 
impedance function to yield a final model that is consistent 
with both physical measurements and the a priori informa
tion. 

By replacing the unknown a(z) with the given ao(z) in 
Eq. (5), the Goursat problem yields a unique solution 

(
bOI(z,t») 

Bo(z,t) = b O
2 

(z,t) . 

In conforming to our shorthand notation in Eq. (10), 
the original inverse problem is reformulated as finding the 
function b(z,t) that simultaneously satisfies the following 
inequalities: 

IIR + Kbll <€, 

lib - boll <M, 

(lla) 

( llb) 

where bo = b 0 1 / ~ or ~ depending on whether Eq. 
(8a) or Eq. (8b) is used in the inversion scheme. Here € is 
again estimated from the signal-to-noise ratio of the real 
data, and M reflects our confidence level in the a priori infor
mation. The more confidence that we have, the smaller is the 
value of M that can be used. 

Equivalent to Eq. (II), an integral equation of the sec
ond kind 

(12) 

is solved in practical applications. Here K + denotes the oper
ator adjoint to K. The resultant solution b via Eqs. (6) and 
(9) gives the final impedance function a(z). The usefulness 
of this inversion method has been tested on a real seismic 
data set. 13 A travel time inversion method that does not ac
count for the amplitudes and waveforms in the data provides 
the a priori model. The application of this inversion method, 
constrained by the a priori model, confirms the existence of a 
controversial low-velocity zone at the base of the oceanic 
crust in the North Atlantic. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FINAL REMARKS 

A general solution to the inverse problem of the one
dimensional wave equation is derived, and a method for in
corporating a priori information to stabilize the inversion 
algorithm is presented. While the derivation presented here 
is rather simple and straightforward, it nevertheless provides 
a general framework that includes the Gopinath-Sondhi 
equation as a special case. A reexamination of the derivation 
shows that the success of the I-D inversion hinges on two 
things: the availability of the wave field representation [Eq. 
(2)] and the causality principle. Equation (2) is available 
for I-D space-time because there the roles of space and time 
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are interchangeable. For higher-dimensional inverse prob
lems, the causality principle still holds, but the benefit of the 
representation similar to Eq. (2) is lost. 

A possible generalization of this inversion method is to 
recover the velocity and the electric conductivity profiles in a 
stratified medium that supports electromagnetic waves. The 
nonzero conductivity introduces one additional term U, to 
the wave equation. Auxiliary functions are still available to 
give a representation of the wave field, and it seems possible 
to solve this inverse problem for dissipative wave equations 
following a procedure similar to that outlined in this paper. 
The properties of the auxiliary functions and the form of the 
integral equations may be altered due to the presence of the 
dissipative term. Research on this inverse problem is in prog
ress. 
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APPENDIX: SKETCHY PROOFS OF PROPERTIES 

Property 1: If VI = (fv\~,'l) ), it can be easily verified that 
( _ fv\~, -=- 'i) ) and V 2 (z, t) satisfy the same equation and condi
tions; hence they are identical. 

Property 2: For continuous a(z), the most singular part 
of V 1 (z,t) along z = t will contain a delta-function term fol
lowed by the next singular part that contains the Heaviside 
function. 14 

Property 3: Substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (Ia), it follows 
that 

- 8'(z - tHD - AD] - 8(z - t) [B - ADz - AB] 

+H(z-t)[B, +ABz ] =0. 

Setting the coefficients of 8', 8, and H to zeros, one ob
tains 

A(z)D(z) = D(z), (AI) 

B(z,z) - A(z)Dz (z) - A(z)B(z,z) = 0, (A2) 

and 

B, (z,t) + A(z)Bz (z,t) = 0, in z> It I. (A3) 

To obtain Eq. (4), D is first solved as the eigenvector of 
A with eigenvalue 1, which gives 

D(z) = ( ~a(z) ) d(z), 
1!~a(z) 

where d(z) is a scalar function to be determined. 

(A4) 

Multiplying Eq. (A2) from the left by 

[1!~a(z) ~a(z)], it follows that 

[1!~a(z) ~a(z)] D z (z) = o. 
When combined with Eq. (A4), the above equation 

yields d z (z) = O. The term d(z) is therefore a constant, and 
this constant is determined to be 1 from Eq. (3) and the 
boundary condition of V 1 at z = o. 
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Property 4: Equation (5a) has already been proven as 
Eq. (A3). Inserting Eq. (4) into Eq. (A2) results in Eq. 
(5b). Because VI (O,t) = 0 for t < 0 and the Cauchy data 
propagating along z = - t originating from the origin is also 
zero, VI (z, - z) = O. Equation (5c) therefore follows by 
setting t = - z in Eq. (3). 

Property 5: Integrating Eq. (5a) over t from - z to z, 
and making use of 

Sz (z) = B(z,z) + J: z Bz (z,t) dt, 

which is obtained by differentiating Eq. (6a), one obtains 

B(z,z) + A(z) [Sz(z) - B(z,z)] = o. 

Combining the above equation and Eq. (A2), it follows 
that S(z) + D(z) = const. This constant is determined by 
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the initial values S(O) = (g) and D(O) = (: ). Hence S(z) 
= (D - D(z), which is Eq. (6b). 
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For an arbitrary one-dimensional quasiperiodic tiling constructed via the grid method with 
periodically spaced grids, an algebraic equation is derived for the positions of the vertices 
dependent on a single variable, the cardinal position of the vertices. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Interest in quasiperiodic tiling predates the 1984 discov
ery by Shechtman et al. I of an alloy of aluminum and manga
nese that exhibits an electron diffraction pattern with icosa
hedral symmetry. In 1981 de Bruijn2 developed a grid 
method to construct the prototypic two-dimensional quasi
periodic Penrose tilings,3-5 and showed that these tilings 
could also be constructed by a projection method from a 
higher-dimensional space. Mackay6,7 constructed a three
dimensional icosahedral quasiperiodic tiling using a pair of 
unit cel/s. The projection method was generalized to the con
struction of three-dimensional icosahedral quasiperiodic til
ings by Kramer and Neri. 8 With the discovery by Shechtman 
et al. I much work has been published on the construction of 
three-dimensional quasiperiodic tilings using grid meth
ods9- 11 and projection methods. 12-20 Gahler and Rhyner ll 

have shown the equivalence of the two methods. We shall 
consider in this paper one-dimensional quasiperiodic tilings 
constructed via the grid method with periodically spaced 
grids. Those tilings constructed using quasiperiodically 
spaced grids or tilings generated by inflation rules not ob
tainable by the projection method21 will not be considered. 

In 1986, using special sequences of ones and zeros intro
duced by de Bruijn,22 Litvin and Litvin23 derived an algebra
ic equation for the positions of the vertices of a one-dimen
sional quasiperiodic tiling consisting of two basic tilings with 
the equation dependent on a single index, the cardinal posi
tion of the vertices. In this paper, we shall derive an analo
gous algebraic equation for the positions of the vertices of a 
one-dimensional quasiperiodic tiling consisting of an arbi
trary number of basic tilings. In Sec. II we define an arbitrary 
one-dimensional quasiperiodic tiling using the grid method 
and state the algebraic equation for the vertices of this tiling. 
In Sec. III we give an inductive proof of this equation. In Sec. 
IV we compare this work with the results of Ref. 23. 

II. ARBITRARY ONE-DIMENSIONAL QUASIPERIODIC 
TILING 

We construct an arbitrary one-dimensional quasiperio
dic tiling with p basic tilings using the grid method as fol
lows: On a number line we plot the p set of points 

{nti + ri InEZ}, i = 1,2, ... ,p, (1) 

where we shall assume that the ratios t;ltj' i=/j, 
i,j = 1,2, ... ,p, are irrational and the ri are constants such 
that ri < ti for i = 1,2, ... ,p. This construct divides the num
ber line into segments that can be characterized by a p-tuple 

of integers (M1,M2, ... ,Mp), where the (MI,M2, ... ,Mp ) th seg
ment is defined by 

{xIMltl<x< (MI + l)t l nM2t2 

<x < (M2 + 1 )t2 n··· nMptp<x < (Mp + 1 )tp}' (2) 

For each p-tuple (MI ,M2, ... ,Mp ) determined above we con
struct on a second number line for a given p-tuple of real 
numbers (a l,a2, ... ,ap) the point 

X(MI,M2, ... ,Mp) = Mia I + M2a2 + .,. + Mpap. (3) 

The problem that we consider is the derivation of an algebra
ic equation dependent on a single index, the cardinal position 
of the vertices, for the set of points defined by Eq. (3) for all 
p-tuples of integers (MI,M2, ... ,Mp) defined by Eqs. (1) and 
(2). We shall prove the following theorem. 

Theorem: Let N = MI + M2 + ... + Mp be the cardi-
nal position of the point X(MI,M2, ... ,Mp) defined by Eq. 
(3). Then the position X(N) is given by 

l(N + 1 + i rm - rj ) (i !L) _IJ aj, 
m=1 tm k=ltk 

(4) 

p 

X(N) = L 
j=1 

where L J denotes the integer function, Ly J is the great
est integer less than or equal to y. 

III. PROOF OF EQ. (4) 

We shall give an inductive proof of Eq. (4). We shall 
prove that the theorem is correct for the cases of p = 2 and 
p = 3, and then for an arbitrary integer g, prove that it is 
correct for the case p = g + 1 assuming the equation is valid 
for the case p = g. 

A.p=2 

The vertices of the tilings in the case p = 2 are given by 

(3') 

We subdivide this set of points into two subsets; the first, the 
vertices at the end of tilings oflength a I and the second, the 
vertices at the end of tilings of length az. We denote the 
points of these two subsets, respectively, as X(N1 ) and 
X(N2), where NI and N2 denote the cardinal positions ofthe 
vertices in the tiling. We have that 

X(NI) = Mla l + L<M.t. + rl - r2)ltzj a2, 

X(N2) = L (Mzt2 + r2 - rl)ltl J a. + M2a2, 

where 

(Sa) 

(5b) 
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NI = MI + L (Mlt l + YI - Y2)/t2J, 

Nz = M2 + L (M2t2 + Yz - YI)/tl J. 

(6a) 

(6b) 

We can invert Eqs. (6): SinceLyJ =y-.1, where 
0.;;;.1 < 1, we can rewrite Eq. (6a) as 

NI = MI + (Mltl + YI - Yz)/t2 - A 

and consequently, 

N. + 1 = MI [(tl + tZ )/t2] + (YI - Yz)/t2 + (1 - A), 

(NI + 1) _t_z _ + (Yz - YI ) = MI + (I _ A) _t_z _ . 
tl + tz tl + tz tl + tz 

Since MI is an integer and 0.;;;(1 - .1)tz/(11 + tz) < I, we 
have on taking the integer function of both sides of the pre
vious equation that 

MI = L (NI + l) [tZ/(11 + tz)] + (Yz - YI)/(tl + tz) J, 

MI = l(NI + I + Yz - YI) (± ~) -IJ . (7a) 
tz k=ltk 

In an analogous manner we derive from Eq. (6b) that 

Mz = l(Nz + I + YI - Yz) (± ~) -IJ. (7b) 
tl k=1 tk 

The coefficient of a2 in Eq. (5a) is, using Eq. (6a), equal to 
NI - M I, and using Eq. (7a) and the relationship that 

LyJ = L - yJ + 1, we have 

NI - MI = NI + I + l- (NI + I + Yz ~ YI ) 

( 
z t) -IJ X L-L 

k= I tk ' 

NI - MI = l (NI + I + YI - Yz) (± ~) -IJ 
tl k=1 tk 

(8a) 
The coefficient of a l in Eq. (5b) is, using Eq. (6b), equal to 
Nz - M z, and using Eq. (7b) we have 

Nz - Mz = l(Nz + 1 + Yz - YI ) (± ~) -IJ . 
t2 k=1 tk 

(8b) 
We can now rewrite Eqs. (5) as 

X(NI) = l (NI + 1 + Yz - YI ) (± ~) -IJ al 
tz k=ltk 

+ l(NI+I+ YI~Y2)ctl::)_IJ a2, 

X(N2) = U N2 + 1 + Yz ~ YI ) Ctl :J -I J a l 

+ l ( N2 + I + YI ~ Yz ) Ctl ::) - IJ az 

and since the cardinal positions of the two subsets of vertices 
are mutually exclusive we can write a single equation for the 
positions of the vertices 

X(N) = l(N+ I + YZ-YI)(± ~)_IJ a J 
tz k = I tk 

+ l (N + 1 + YI ~ Yz) Ctl ::) -IJ az, 

which proves Eq. (4) for the case where p = 2. 
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B.p=3 

The vertices of the tilings in the case p = 3 are given by 

X(M1,Mz,M3) = MIa I + Mzaz + M3a3. (3" ) 

We subdivide this set of points into three subsets; the first, 
the vertices at the end oftilings oflength aI' the second, the 
vertices at the end of tHings of length az, and the third, the 
vertices at the end of tilings of length a3• We denote these 
subsets of points, respectively, asX(NI ),X(N2), andX(N3), 
where N I, Nz, and N3 denote the cardinal positions of the 
vertices in the tiling. We have that 

X(NJ) = Mla l + L (Mlt l + YI - Y2)/t2 J a2 

+ L (Mltl + YI - Y3)/t3 J a3, 

X(Nz) = L (Mztz + Y2 - YI)/t l J al + MZa2 

+ L (Mztz + Yz - Y3)/t3 J a3, 

X(N3) = L (M3t3 + Y3 - YI)/t l J al 

(9a) 

(9b) 

+ L (M3t3 + Y3 - Y2)/tz J az + M3a3, (9c) 

where 

NI = MI + L (Mltl + YI - Yz)/t2 J 

+ L (Mltl + YI - Y3)/t3 J, (lOa) 

Nz = M2 + L (M2t2 + Y2 - YI)/t, J 

+ L (M2t2 + Yz - Y3)/t3 J , (10b) 

N3 = M3 + L (M3t3 + Y3 - YJ)/t, J 

+ L (M3t3 + Y3 - Yz)/t2 J . (lOc) 

We can invert Eqs. (10): Since24 

La+,BJ -1.;;;LaJ + L,BJ.;;;La+,BJ, (11) 

from Eq. (lOa) we have 

lM, (~+~) + YI - Y2 + y, - Y3 J -1.;;;N,-M, 
t2 t3 t2 t3 

.;;; lM, (~+~) + y, - Y2 + y, - Y3 J 
t2 t3 t2 t3 

From this it follows that 

M, - 1..; l(N, + 1 + Y2 - y, + Y3 - y, ) 
t2 t3 

(
3 t)-IJ X L -L .;;;M,. 

k=' tk 

Since MI - 1 and MI are consecutive integers we have 

M, = l(N, + 1 + Y2 - y, + Y3 - YI ) 
t2 t3 

xct, :J-J +1, (12) 

where I = 0 or 1. This constant I is determined by taking the 
limit of Eq. (12) then t3 goes to infinity. In this limit we 
obtain the p = 2 case and Eq. (12) must become identical 
with Eq. (7a). We find that! = 0 and 
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In an analogous manner we invert Eq. (lOb) and ( IOc) and 
obtain 

M2= l(N2+1+ YI-Y2 + Y3-Y2)(± ~)-II , 
tl t3 k = I tk J 

( 13b) 

M3 = l (N3 + I + YI - Y3 + Y2 - Y3) (± ~) -I I . 
tl t2 k = I tk J 

(13c) 
Equations (13) are then substituted in Eq. (9). Denoting 
the coefficient of a2 in Eq. (9a) by C12, we have 

Cl2 = l U NI + I + Y2 ~ YI + Y3 ~ YI ) 

xCtl :J -IJ ~~ + YI ~ Y2 J ' 

Cl2 = l (NI + I + YI - Y2 + Y3 - Y2) 
tl t3 

X (± ~) -\ -ll.!.l..J 
k = I tk t2 ' 

Cl2 = l (NI + I + YI - Y2 + Y3 - Y2) 
tl t3 

xCtl ::) -IJ +1, 

where I is some integer. On taking the limit of t3 going to 
infinity we obtain the p = 2 case and this coefficient must 
then become identical with Eq. (8a). Consequently, 1=0 
and 

C l2 = l(NI + I + YI - Y2 + Y3 - Y2) (± ~) -IJ . 
tl t3 k=1 tk 

In an analogous manner the coefficients C ij of aj in Eqs. (9), 
i = 1,2,3 corresponding to Eqs. (9a), (9b), and (9c), re
spectively, andj = 1,2,3, can be shown to be given by 

Cij=L(Nj+l+ ± Ym-Yj)(± !L)-II. 
m=1 tm k=1 tk J 

Since the cardinal positions N I, N2, and N3 of Eqs. (9) are 
mutually exclusive, we then can write a single equation for 
the positions of the vertices given by Eqs. (9), 

X(N) =± I j(N + I + ± Y m - Yj) (± !L) -IJ aj, 
J=I~ m=1 tm k=ltk 

(14) 

proving the theorem, Eq. (4), for the case p = 3. 

C·P=9+1 

In the general case we subdivide the set of points repre
senting the vertices of the tiling into p subsets X(N j ), 

i = 1,2, ... ,p, where Nj is the cardinal positions of the vertices 
at the end oftilings oflength aj. We have 

p 

X(N j ) = L Cijaj , i= 1,2, ... ,p, (15) 
j= I 

where 

Cij = L (M;!j + Yj - Yj )tj J, i,j = 1,2, ... ,p, (16) 

and 
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(17) 

Assuming that the theorem, Eq. (4), is valid for the case 
p = g, we have for the case p = g that 

Cij = l (Nj + 1 + ± Y m - Yj) (± !L) -IJ ' 
m=1 tm k=1 tk 

i,j = 1,2, ... ,g, (18) 

and in particular that Mj = Cjj for i = 1,2, ... ,g. 
For the casep=g+ I, from Eqs. (16) and (17) we 

have 

Nj = gil lM;!j +t:j 
- Yj J ' 

j= I 
and therefore 

g+lt. g+IYj-Yj g+1 
N; + I =Mj L ~+ L -'-----'....::....+ 1- L ll.j, 

j=1 tj j=1 tj j=1 

where ll.j is defined by 

L (M;!j + Yj - Yj )/tj J = (M;!j + Yj - Yj )/tj - ll.j. 

It follows that 

N; + I +.L j j L ....!.... = M; + I, l( g+ly-y)(g+lt)-IJ 
J=I tj k=ltk 

(19) 

where I is some integer. Equation (19) in the limit that tq 
goes to infinity, q=l=i, must become the expression for 
Mj = Cjj given by Eq. (18), for i = j, in thecasep = g. Con
sequently, 1= 0 and for the case p = g + 1, 

M; = l(Nj + 1 + gil Ym - Y;) (gil 2)-IJ . 
m=1 tm k=1 tk 

Substituting this into Eq. (16) in the case of p = g + 1 we 
have 

where I is some integer. This equation is the limit that tq , 

q=l=i,j goes to infinity must become the expression for Cij 
given in Eq. (18) in the case p = g. Consequently, 1= O. 
Since the sets of cardinal positions Nj, i = 1,2, ... ,g + 1, are 
mutually exclusive, Eqs. (15), for p = g + 1 can be written 
as a single equation 
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X(N) = gil l(N + 1 + gil Ym - Yj) (gil!L) -I J aj, 
j=1 m=1 tm k=ltk 

proving the theorem given in Eq. (4). 

IV. COMPARISON WITH THE RESULTS OF LITVIN AND 
LlTVIN23 

The positions X' (N) of the vertices of a quasiperiodic 
tiling with p = 2 basic tilings of lengths a I = sin () and 
a2 = cos 8, constructed via a projection method was given in 
Eq. (9) of Ref. 23, 

X'(N)=Na2 +(Ly*+Nla*J - Ly*J)(a l -a2 ), 

Comparing Eqs. (20) and (21) we have 

a* = (tl + t2)/(2' 

y* = (t2 + Y2 - YI)/(t1 + t2), 

and the positions of the vertices given by Eqs. (20) and (21 ) 
are related by a change in origin 

X(N) = X'(N) + L (t2 + Y2 - YI)I(t1 + t2 )J (a l + a2 )· 
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The equations of ideal magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) with an external gravitational 
potential-a "magnetoatmosphere" -are examined in detail as a singular nonlinear eigenvalue 
problem. Properties of the spectrum are discussed with specific emphasis on two systems 
relevant to solar magnetohydrodynamics. In the absence of a gravitational potential, the 
system reduces to that of importance in MHD and plasma physics, albeit in a different 
geometry. This further reduces to a form isomorphic to that derived in the study of plasma 
oscillations in a cold plasma, Alfven wave propagation in an inhomogeneous medium, and 
MHD waves in a sheet pinch. In cylindrical geometry, the relevant model equations are those 
for a diffuse linear pinch. The full system, including gravity, has been applied to the study of 
flare-induced coronal waves, running penumbral waves in sunspots, and linear wave coupling 
in a highly inhomogeneous medium. The structure of the so-called MHD critical layer and its 
contribution to the continuous spectrum is examined in detail for a model magnetoatmosphere, 
based on properties of the hypergeometric differential operator. The relationship of this 
singular region to critical layers in classical linear hydrodynamic stability theory is also 
discussed in the light of a specific model (in the Appendix). 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, a magnetoatmosphere is defined as a sys

tem, which, when linearly perturbed about a stable equilibri
um, may support wave motion due to the combined restor
ing forces of compressibility, buoyancy, and magnetic 
fields. 1-3 Systems of this type have been of interest in a num
ber of areas in solar physics: that of running penumbral 
waves in sunspots,4 flare-induced coronal waves,s waves in 
"magnetic flux tubes,,,6.7 and the associated problem of cor
onal heating.8

•
9 Indeed, there has been a resurgence of inter

est in the latter problem in recent years, because the outer 
solar atmosphere has been shown to be highly inhomogen
eous inasmuch as it consists of myriads of magnetic flux 
tubes in complicated field configurations.9 Such structures 
are of interest because they are believed to be capable of 
supporting waves that may be crucial in determining energy 
balance in the solar corona (and, by implication, the coronae 
of at least other stars similar in spectral type to the sun). 

In the corona the effects of buoyancy and gravity-in
duced density stratification may often be neglected, and the 
ideal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) equations form the 
basis for models of flux tubes and their stability.7 Similar 
configurations on a smaller scale are of great importance in 
plasma physics, particularly in connection with nuclear fu
sion devices and their MHD stability. 10--12 In this area, there 
has also been interest in the problem ofMHD stability in the 
presence of an external gravitational potential 13 (the Ray
leigh-Taylor stability problem), not because gravitational 
forces per se play an important role in laboratory plasmas 
(usually they do not), but because acceleration forces that 
act on many plasma configurations can be simulated by a 
gravitational-type term in the equations. 14 

Another aspect of the formulation of the Rayleigh-Tay
lor problem, namely that of stable systems, is ideally suited 
to magnetoatmospheric wave propagation problems. In 

Secs. IV and VII specific attention will be paid to the spectral 
analysis of the differential operator arising in the study of an 
isothermal atmosphere permeated by a uniform horizontal 
magnetic field. The solution of this system has been utilized 
in a model of the low corona-chromosphere transition re
gion, for comparison with observations of flare-induced cor
onal waves.5 In that model, horizontally propagating distur
bances were found to exist in a waveguide formed by the 
sudden density increase into the chromosphere below, and 
by the rapidly increasing Alfven speed above in the corona. 

Another topic of interest in solar physics for which 
models of this type are relevant is that of running penumbral 
waves.4 These waves have been observed in Ha propagating 
horizontally outward across sunspot penumbrae. It appears 
that these are essentially gravity-modified magnetoacoustic 
waves (the UJ + modes discussed in Sec. VI). A considerable 
number of papers have appeared on magnetoacoustic-gravi
ty waves; detailed accounts and references may be found in 
the reviews by Thomas,2 Campos,15 and also the paper by 
Zhugzda and Dzhalilov. 16 

It should also be realized that magetoatmospheric or 
magnetoacoustic-gravity (MAG) systems can be supple
mented by plane or rotational shear (and for such systems 
we will adopt the acronym SMAG). Some theoretical work 
has been carried out for SMAG waves (that is shear-modi
fied MAG waves). 17-22 The study of shear in incompressible 
fluids is the basis for much of classical linear hydrodynamic 
stability theory, of interest in oceanography and meteorol
ogy alike. 23 So-called "critical layers" are associated with 
those levels Zc within the fluid such that the horizontal phase 
speed c is equal to the local flow speed U(zc)' The topic is 
not only one of the relevance to geophysical fluid dynam
ics. 24 The study of waves in SMAG systems leads to a gener
alized critical layer that may be of significance in the study of 
Evershed flow in sunspots lS (though it must be pointed out 
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that the physical significance of MHD critical layers is still 
in dispute). 15 

In general, in all these types of systems, the normal 
modes have a continuous as well as a discrete spectral com
ponent.lO-I2.25-28 The former is not of the type associated 
with a spatially infinite operator domain29 (though this may 
occur), but it comes from the presence of a frequency-depen
dent singularity in the governing ordinary differential equa
tions in the finite (or infinite) spatial domain. Associated 
with this singular point (or set of such points) are singular 
normal modes,30 or improper eigenfunctions. 31 The inclu
sion of such modes is necessary for completeness in a math
ematical sense. An alternative to the normal mode approach 
in problems of this type is the initial value problem (IVP). 
Careful analysis shows, in general, that they yield identical 
results/5.31 but that the IVP is often more straightforward 
from a physical point of view. The time-harmonic, Fourier
transformed system of partial differential equations, or the 
Fourier-Laplace-transformed system for the IVP, gives rise, 
in general, to an ordinary differential operator of the form 

.!!...{A(z,e).!!...} + B(z,e) 
dz dz 

(l.l ) 

together with such boundary conditions and/or initial con
ditions as may be appropriate. In ( 1.1) the terms A (z,e) and 
B(z,e) may be highly nonlinear in the eigenvalue e. (Here e 
is a horizontal phase speed. In Sec. II the eigenvalue is 
0)2 = e2k 2, wherekis a Fourier wavenumber.) However, for 
the case of incompressible shear flow A has the misleadingly 
simple form30.32 

A(z,e)=(U(z)-W. (1.2) 

In the case of incompressible magnetic shear flow,32 

A (z,e) = {( U(z) - W - a2k 2}, (1.3) 

a(z) being the Alfven speed (defined below). Clearly, MHD 
systems, of which (1.3) is illustrative and typical but by no 
means general, contain the hydrodynamic systems in the 
limit a -+ O. The difference between the solutions for the two 
systems is characterized by the nature of the coefficients A: 
in (1.2) for real c,A is always non-negative, whereas in (1.3) 
A can change sign in the interior of the domain (see Ref. 33 
for a detailed discussion of a specific example in this con
text). The solutions in the neighborhood of a critical layer at 
z = Zc have been discussed elsewhere.32.34 Another major 
difference between MAG problems and SMAG problems is 
that in the former case, as noted above, the operator F(r) is 
formally self-adjoint, and the eigenvalues 0)2 are therefore 
real, whereas in any shear-type problem the operator is for
mally non-self-adjoint, and eigenvalues may be complex. 
There is much in the literature on complex eigenvalue 
bounds for such systems, the most well known being 
Howard's celebrated "semi-circle theorem" for incompress
ible plane parallel shear flow under gravity.35 There are a 
number of interesting modifications of the extensions to this 
result: further details may be found in Ref. 21. 

Mathematically, the state of a magnetoatmospheric, 
MHD, or plasma medium can be represented as an element 
in Hilbert space, and the powerful theory of self-adjoint lin
ear operators becomes available, together with many fruitful 
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analogies in quantum mechanics. to Ironically, the latter sub
ject can be regarded as more straightforward (relatively, at 
least!) and "classical" than when compared with the exceed
ingly rich structure inherent in the MHD systems discussed 
above. 

There are several classification schemes for the spec
trum of self-adjoint linear operators in Hilbert space, and, 
while some differences exist, for the purpose of this paper 
they are essentially equivalent. Two will be stated here since 
each one is germane to topics introduced in the main body of 
the paper. 

In Eq. (2.11) we denote the operator Po- IF + 0)2 by 

T). = T - ).1, ( 1.4 ) 

where I is the identity operator on the domain of T = Po- IF 
and A = - 0)2 here is real (since T is formally self-adjoint). 
If TA has an inverse 

R).(n = T).-l = (T-).1)-t, (1.5) 

RA (n is called the resolvent operator. 
If H is a Hilbert space and T: D( n -+X, a regular value 

AofTisanumber (in general complex) such that (i) RA (n 
exists, (ii) R). (n is bounded, and (iii) D(RA ) = X, i.e., 
RA (n is defined on a set which is dense in X. The resolvent 
set p( n of T is the set of all regular values A of T, and its 
complement 0'( n = !!It - p( n in the realIine is called the 
spectrum of T. A partition of the spectrum is as follows. 36

,37 

(i) The point spectrum Pu( n is the set of A such that 
R). (n does not exist. Equivalently, it is the set of A such that 
TA is not injective, i.e., its null space N( TA ) is nontrivial. 
The point spectrum is thus the set of all eigenvalues. 

(ii) The continuous spectrum Cu( n is the set of A such 
that R). (T) exists, its domain is dense in X, but R). (n is 
unbounded. Thus T). is an injective operator. 

Returning to the original operator, the initial value 
problem would have the form 

[Po- IF + 0)2 ] cI» = S, ( 1. 6 ) 

where S contains the initial data. Here, 0)2 being in the point 
spectrum of T = Po- IF means that 

[Po- IF + 0)2] cI» = 0 ( 1. 7) 

possesses a nontrivial solution. 
It is worth noting that the discrete spectrum Du( n [of

ten identified as being synonymous with Pu( n ] is the set of 
all isolated spectral points, excluding eigenvalues of infinite 
multiplicity. Thus Du( n CPu( n. Furthermore, if an ele
ment of Pu( n is not isolated from the Cu(T), it is said to be 
in the point-continuous spectrum, PCu( T). 

Consider the self-adjoint operator Ty = (p-
(z)y,), + q(y), a <,z<,b < 00. The two linearly independent 
solutions of 

T). (y) = T(y) - AS(Z)y = 0 ( 1.8) 

are ,p(Z,A) and I/J(Z,A), and these satisfy the initial conditions 

,p(a,A) = - a 2 , ,p'Ca,A) = aJr(a), 

I/J(a,A) = aI' I/J'(a,A) = a 2Ir(a), 
( 1.9) 

where a1ER, a 2ER, and la21 + la2 1¥O. Each solution of 
( 1.8), except multiples of I/J, can be expressed as a multiple of 
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y = tP + ml/!, mECC; . 

If, at a point bo < 00, the boundary condition 

(1.10) 

where /3IER, /32ER, and 1/311 + 1/321 #0, is imposed, then 
for Im(A) #0, as the ratio/3I//32 takes on all real values, m 
describes a circle in the complex A plane, with center 

(1.11) 

and radius 

(a~ + a~) 1/2 
R=--~---=----

2IIm(A)lf~"s(z)11/!12 dz 
(1.12 ) 

Here W is the Wronskian of its arguments and I/!* denotes 
the complex conjugate of I/!. As bo increases with A fixed, R 
decreases and then the circle either approaches a limit circle 
Coo (A) or a limit point moo (A). 3M In the former case all 
solutions are square-integrable over (a, co) relative to the 
weight function s(z). In the latter case only one solution, 
y = tP + moo I/!, is so square-integrable. 

The paper is arranged as follows. Having introduced 
areas of application and spectral theoretic terminology in the 
present section, Sec. II deals with the basic equations ofideal 
MHO, and the fundamental reduced wave equations 
(2.16 )-(2.18) is stated. In Sec. III the so-called exponential 
magnetoatmospheric wave equation is expressed in canoni
cal hypergeometric form. The spectral problem is studied in 
Sec. IV, including a discussion of the number of zeros of the 
dispersion relation, and a point of accumulation of such ze
ros is identified. Conditions are derived under which the end 
points for the operator domain are limit point or limit circle 
in nature (in the sense of Weyl and Titchmarsh). 

In Sec. V the effect of a finite upper boundary in the 
exponential magnetoatmospheric problem is discussed. An
other important case-the constant parameter magnetoat
mosphere-is examined in detail via its governing dispersion 
relation. In Sec. VI the effect of gravity on the hierarchical 
ordering of characteristic frequencies is identified, as are 
points of accumulation for the various discrete subspectra 
that are present in the system. Conditions under which the 
discrete spectra are Sturm ian and anti-Sturmian are given. 
In the light of these properties, the spectrum of the exponen
tial atmosphere is discussed further, and a fuller description 
of the nature of the spectrum is presented in Sec. VII. 

Finally, the Appendix deals briefly with other material 
of relevance to the paper: the comparison of the spectral 
analysis of a shear flow system with that in Sec. IV. 

In what follows, Po(z), Po(z), Bo(z), and I/!o(z) repre
sent the equilibrium distributions of pressure, density, mag
netic field intensity, and external potential, respectively. 
Linear perturbations to these basic field variables have no 
subscript (e.g., p, p, B, I/!). The velocity perturbation field is 
v, the ratio of specific heats for the medium is denoted by y, 
the sound speed co(z) = (YP(/Po) 1/2, and the Alfven speed 
ao(z) = IBol/P612, ax = BJp612

, etc. Other variables are in
troduced as needed. 
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II. THE IDEAL MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC EQUATIONS 

The equations of ideal magnetohydrodynamics are 
those of momentum, induction, isentropy, and continuity, 
respectively: 

p[~: +v.vv]= -Vp-Bx(VXB)-pVI/!, (2.1) 

aB at = VX(vXB), 

[:t + V.V] (pp- r ) =0, 

[:t + v.v]p = - pV·v. 

(2.2) 

(2.3 ) 

(2.4) 

The equations are linearized about a static equilibrium de
fined by 

(2.5 ) 

If the external potential I/!o corresponds to a uniform gravita
tional field, as assumed below, then VI/!o 
= - g = - (0,0, - g), and the right-hand side of Eq. 
(2.5) is replaced by the vector Pogo 

In terms of the linear Lagrangian displacement field 
S (r,t), defined by 

as v =-, (2.6) at 
the equation of motion of ideal MHO is obtained by integrat
ing and eliminating all dependent variables except s. Thus 

a2 1: at; =Po-IF(s), (2.7) 

where the "force" operator F(S) is defined as 

F(S) = V(YPoV·S + S,Vpo) - BoX (VxQ) 

- Qx (VXBo) + V'(PoS)Vl/!o, (2.8) 

where 

(2.9) 

The operator Po- IF can be proved to be self-adjoint for many 
boundary conditions of interest in MHO.39 

We now regard S (x,y,z,t) as an integral superposition of 
harmonic terms, with S and its first x derivative vanishing at 
infinity: thus 

S = - e - "u'cf>(z;k)e' x dk, 1 J"'" 'k 

21T - 00 

(2.10) 

where the horizontal wave vector k is described with respect 
to oriented axes such that k = (k,O,O). Thus, in general, the 
horizontal magnetic field has components given by 

Bo = (Bx (z),By (z),O). 

Now Eq. (2.7) becomes 

-PoW2 cf> = F(cf>,k). (2.11 ) 

Eliminating all dependent variables except tPz we obtain an 
equation of the form40 

d [ dtPz ] - A (z,(i) )-- + B(z,(i) )tPz = 0, 
dz dz 

(2.12 ) 

where, after some algebra, the coefficients A (z,(i) can be 
expressed as 
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A(z,w) 

and 

B(z,w) 

where 

po(a~ + a; + C6 )(w2 
- w~ (z»)(w 2 

- w~ (z») 

(w 2 
- w~ (z) )(w2 

- w~ (z») 

w~ (z) = a~k 2, 

w~ (z) = a~C6e(a~ + C6) ~ I, 

wj(z) =Hk2(a~ +a; +C6) -a], 

w~(z) =Hk2(a~ +a; +C6) +a], 
w~(z) =a~C6k2(a; +C6)~', 

where 

(2.13 ) 

(2.15 ) 

(2.16 ) 

(2.17 ) 

(2.18 ) 

(2.19) 

a2 = k4(a~ + a; + C6)2 - 4a~c~k4. (2.20) 

The expressions w~ and w~ are thus seen to be the roots of the 
quadratic in w2 given by 

(2.21 ) 

III. THE "EXPONENTIAL" MAGNETOATMOSPHERE 

We now restrict ourselves further in system (2.12) by 
considering the special case of an isothermal atmosphere 
(co = c = constant) with a uniform magnetic field 
(Bx ,0,0). Under these circumstances the equilibrium den
sity field is given in terms of a constant scale height 
H [H = - p~ (z)/po(z)] as 

Po(z) = po(O)e ~ zlH 

and the Alfven speed 

(3.1 ) 

ax (z) = ax (O)ez12H
• (3.2) 

(Hereafter, in this section we drop the subscript x for simpli
city.) This magneto atmosphere was examined by Nye and 
Thomas in connection with a model of flare-induced coronal 
waves,s and by Adam41 in a study of critical layer behavior 
(see also Ref. 16). Equation (2.12) simplifies considerably 
[on multiplying by Po~ I (w 2 

- c2k 2)] to become the equa-
tion 

{W2C2 + (w2 _ c2k 2)a2 (0)eZIH }¢" _ C2w2H ~ II/>' 

+ {(w2 _ c2k 2)(W2 _ a2(0)ezlHk 2) 

_ g(g _ c2lH)k 2}¢ = O. (3.3) 

Let us make the following transformations of dependent and 
independent variables: 

(3.4 ) 

(3.5 ) 

where we have noted that since k 2 appears in Eq. (3.3), we 
can replace k by Ik I without loss of generality, so 
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and 

K=jkIH, 

Wo = W2C2 la2(0) (iiJ~ - ( 2) 

= {fJ2(c2k 21w2 _ 1 )}-I, 

whereP2=a2 (0)/c2. (See Fig. 1.) 

(3.6) 

(3.7a) 

(3. 7b) 

Under these transformations Eq. (3.3) appears in the 
canonical form of the hypergeometric differential equation, 
namely, 

d'i # w(1-w)-? +{c- (a+b+ l)w}--abj=O, 
dw- dw 

(3.8) 

or, in terms of Riemann's P symbol, 

f~P[ ~ 
00 

wJ K+!-S 0 

-2K K+!+S 0 

(3.9) 

Thus 

a+b=c=2K+ 1 (3.10) 

and 

ab = H 2w2/C2 + K + (y - l)K 2c2/rH 2w2
• (3.11) 

In Eq. (3.9), S(K,w) is defined as [with Re(S) > 0] 

S={K2(1_N 2Iw2) +!(1_W2/W~)}1/2 (3.12a) 

= {! - R(K,w) }1/2, (3.12b) 

where 

R = K 2 (N 2 I w2 
- 1) + w2 I 4w~, 

- 2 
W3 

-1 - - - - - - - - - - - -,- - - r - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ , , 

w_ ------------~--

(3.13 ) 

FIG. I. The mapping u?-/1wn defined by Eq. (3.7b), where /1' = 0'(0)1 
c'. The expressions for W± are found in Sec. VII [Eq. (7.20)]. The 
hatched region on the w' axis corresponds to the union of subacoustic and 
superacoustic horizontal phase speeds, which corresponds to (semi-infi
nite) intervals of /1'wn (see Sec. VII for details). 
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and we have written Sand R (called the propagation num
ber) in terms of the Brunt-Vaisala frequency N, where 

N 2 = - gpUpo - g2lc2 

[ =' (y - 1)g2/c2 for this isothermal atmosphere], and the 
acoustic cutoff frequency (i)c = yg/2c. (See Fig. 2 for the 
physical significance of S2 and its magnetic counterpart in 
Fig. 3.) 

In terms of S, then 

a=k-S+! (3.14) 

and 

(3.15 ) 

There has been much interest in the literature concerning the 
significance of the singularities (i)2 = (i)~ and (i)2 = (i)~ in the 
differential equation (2.12) with A given by (2.13). '5,4',42 In 
the system considered in this section it is the latter singular
ity that is of concern, namely, when 

(3.16) 

or, in terms ofw, w = 1. 
The hypergeometric differential equation possesses reg

ular singularities at w = 0, 1, and 00, and that at w = 1 is 
often referred to as the cusp singularity in the MHD litera
ture.43 It is in some ways analogous to the classical "critical 
layer" singularity in hydrodynamic stability theory. A par
ticular example of the critical layer problem is compared and 
contrasted with the cusp singularity in the Appendix. 

The boundary conditions for the exponential magne
toatmosphere are taken to be the simple forms required by 
Nye and Thomas5; namely, a semi-infinite (o";;z < 00 ) medi
um bounded below by the rigid plane z = 0, with the vertical 

N ----------------~ 

52_0.....----

o k 

FIG. 2. The locus S 2 = 0 in the w - k plane delineating regions of vertically 
propagating acoustic-gravity waves (S2 < 0) from vertically nonpropagat
ing waves (S2 > 0), where Sis defined by Eq. (3.12a). 
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FIG. 3. The propagation-nonpropagation curves for the constant param
eter magnetoatmosphere (Sec. VI). The curves are appropriate roots of the 
quadratic in (U2 with kz = 0 in Eq. (6.2) [see (6.4»). Note the asymptotic 
behavior as illustrated by the broken lines. The {U _ curve may approach the 
asymptote from below (see Fig. 7). 

displacement remaining finite as z -+ 00 . The general solution 
ofEq. (3.8) convergent in the range I wi < 1 is, for constants 
EandD, 

few) = D2F, (a,b;c;w) + Ew' - c 

X 2F,(a - c + l,b - c + 1;2 - c;w) (3.17 ) 

provided 1 - c is not zero or a positive integer. Other repre
sentations of the solution will be used for Iwl > 1. The boun
dedness condition at infinity implies thatf( w) must be regu
lar atthe origin w = 0, and since 1 - c < ° this means E must 
be zero. The other condition, 1,6(0) = 0, yields f(wo) = 0, 
i.e., for nontrivial/, 

2F,(a,b;c;wo) = 0. (3.18) 

Hence we have that the roots of the eigenvalue equation cor
respond to the zeros of the hypergeometric function 
2F, (a,b;c;wo) in a plane cut along the interval 1 < Wo < 00. 
Let us note several properties of the mapping (3. 7b) (see 
Fig. 1): it is clearly a one-to-one mapping of the right c plane 
(c#c) into the Wo plane, with real C mapping onto real Wo 
according to 

CE(O+ ,c-) -+WoE(O+ ,00 -), 

CE(C+,oo) -+WoE( - 00,[ - P -2] -), 

where c = wi k is a horizontal phase speed. Again, for real w 
we may take (i) > ° without loss of generality. 

The domain ofwo(c) is thus CE(O+ ,c-) U (c+, 00), and 
the range is WoE(-00,-P-2)U(0,00). For Wo 
E( - P -2,0), c2 < 0. 
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IV. THE SPECTRAL PROBLEM FOR THE EXPONENTIAL 
MAGNETOATMOSPHERE 

A.S2>0 

We utilize the notation and results of Van Vleck44 to 
investigate the eigenvalue problem corresponding to Eq. 
(3.8). To this end we define Al = 11 - el = 2K, 
Az = Ie - a - b 1= 0,andA3 = la - b 1= 2S. Here,E[q] is 
defined to be the integral part of q if q > 0, and to be zero if 
q<O. We now summarize the pertinent results of Van Vleck 
without proof in the form of a theorem. 

Theorem 4.1: If 1 - e < 0 and S z > 0, the number of 
roots of zFI (a,b,e;wo) in 

(a) (0,1) is E H(A3 - Al - Az + 1)}; 

(b) (- 00,0) isEH(Az -AI -..1.3 + 1}}; 

(c) (1,00) is zero, unless !{Az + ..1.3 - Al + 1} is a 
positive integer. 

If this is the case, there are four situations to consider: Let 
mj = E(A j ), i = 1,2,3. The number of complex roots of 
F( a,b,;wo) within the half-plane Re (wo) > ° if 

(i) m I> mz + m3, is zero; 

(ii) mz>m l +m3,isE{U12}, 

where 

U = E H(Az + ..1.3 - A! + 1)} 

- E H(A2 - ..1.3 - AI + 1)}, 

unlessAz - A, - A) is an odd integer, in which case the num
ber of complex roots is zero; 

(iii) m3 > m l + m2 

[this is result (ii) with subscripts 2 and 3 interchanged]; 

(iv) mj<mj + m k , for all i,j,k = 1,2,3, is 

E H(A2 + A) - A, + 1)}. 
We now examine each of (a), (b), and (c) in turn for R <i 
and hence S real. 

Lemma4.J:F(wo) has no zeros in (0,1). 
Proof The number of roots in 0 < Wo < 1 is given by 

E[S - K + !]. For exactly n real roots, it is necessary that 

n + 1> S - K + ~;;;.n;;;'1. (4.1 ) 

It can be shown that this inequality is inconsistent with the 
model under consideration for which N Z > 0 and K>O. 
Hence there are nO roots of F(wo) for WoE (0, 1). 

Lemma 4.2: F(wo) has no zeros in ( - 00,0). 
Proof The number of roots in - 00 < Wo < ° is given by 

E[! - S - K]. Again, for exactly n real roots, we require 
n + 1 > ~ - S - K;;;.n. 

This clearly cannot be satisfied for any integer n;;;' 1 since 
both Sand K are non-negative. The result follows. 

Lemma 4.3: F( wo) has no zeros in (1, 00 ). 
Proof There are no zeros unless S - K + ~ = 2p + 1, 

p = 0,1,2, ... ,i.e., 

S=p+K+!. (4.2) 

As noted in Theorem 4.1, there are four cases to consid
er. Since, however, the operator Po 'F(s) in Eq. (2.7) is 
formally self-adjoint, we know the eigenvalues (U2 are real, 
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but we can show that there are no real eigenvalues either in 
each category. Details can be found elsewhere. 45 Hence in 
summary, we have the following theorem. 

Theorem 4.2: F(wo ) has no zeros m Wo 

E(O,I) U 0, 00 ) U ( - 00.0) for SZ«(U,K) > 0, 

B. S2<0 

Theorem 4.3: Let R(K) >!, and S = ill, P 
= (R -!) I/Z. Then there exists an infinite number ofzeros 
of (3.18) for WOE ( 1, dl ), and they accumulate at (or diverge 
to) 00. 

Proof Since we are interested in IWol > I we use the lin
ear transformation formula46 [valid for larg( - wo) I < 17'1]' 
noting that, since Wo is real, the second term is the complex 
conjugate of the first, so we may rewrite the eigenvalue equa
tion (3.18) as 

Re{A ( - wo) il' - (K + 1/2) 2FI (K + ! - ip,! - K - ill, 

1 - 2ip;wo- I)} = 0, ( 4.3 ) 

where 

A = r(2K + 1)r(2ip)/{r(K + ~ + ip)P, for IWol> 1. 
(4.4 ) 

It can be shown that. neglecting real multiplicative factors, 
this result reduces to 

Re[ p + Bwo-Il 

Xexpi{plnwo -1T(K+1) +O(p3)}] =0, (4.5) 

where B = Br + iB; with 

Br = (a + 2pz)/( 1 + 4pz), 

B j = p(2a - 1 )/0 + 4pz), 

and 

a =! - K2 - 112; 

thus, on identifying 

if; = pIn Wo - 1T(K + 1) + O(p3), 

Eq. (4.5) is satisfied when 

p(2a - 1) 

(4.6) 

( 4.7) 

This is a limiting eigenvalue relation for p > 0 (p ~ 1 for sim
plicity, but this is not necessary) as wo-+ 00. For given p and 
K, the right-hand side is a monotonically increasing function 
of woo tending to 0 - as Wo -+ 00 if a + 2pz > O. Whatever the 
value of this right-hand side, the left-hand side attains it an 
infinite number of times in this limit, proving the theorem. 

Theorem 4.4: In terms of the parameter A = - S 2. 

there is a continuous spectrum in AE(O,oo), and a point 
spectrum (which may be null) in AE( - 00,0). 

Proof: We make use of some results of Titchmarsh. 47 

Starting with the canonical form (3.8) of the hypergeome
tric equation, let 

w= -sinhz ¥ 
and 

f = r(z)u, 
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where 

r(z) = {(~-1)/(ez+ 1)}II2+(112)(o+b)-c 

Xsinh-(112)(o+b)z. (4.10) 

Then Eq. (3.8) reduces to 

d 2u _ 
~ + {A - q(z)}u = 0, (4.11) 
dz-

where 

A=ab-!(a+b)2= _S2 (4.12) 

and 

q(z) = [2(a+b-I)(2c-I-a-b)coshz+2(a+b)2 

- 4c(a + b) + (1 - 2C)2)1( 4 sinhzz) (4.13) 

(we can simplify these expressions by using c = a + b for 
this particular problem; but for complete generality at this 
stage we do not do so). From a theorem of Titchmarsh,47 
since q(z) -+0 as Izl-+ 00, the result is established. 

In fact, for AE(O, 00 ), the continuous spectrum contrib
utes to the expansion of some g(z) an amount 

1 f''' 1 r(a)r(c - b) 12 
20 + b+ 21T Jo r(c) rea - b) 

C A)dA loo X u z, u(y,A)g(y)dy, 
..fA 0 

(4.14 ) 

for c> 2 (see Theorem 4.5). There will also be a finite num
ber of simple poles on the negative real axis when a = - n or 
c - b = - n, n = 0,1,2, ... , with residues ( - 1)n In!. Since 
a = K - S + ! = c - b, this means, for poles to exist, that 
S> 0 and hence S 2 > O. (This also follows from the fact that 
A < 0 implies S 2> 0.) For the boundary conditions consid
ered in Sec. III, we know from Theorem 4.2 that there are no 
roots of the dispersion relation in this case, i.e., the point 
spectrum is null. 

Theorem 4.5: For Eq. (4.11) the origin (z = 0; w = 0) 
is oflimit circle type if c < 2 (K < p, otherwise it is of limit 
point type. The point w = 1 is of limit circle type if 
o < a + b - c + 1 < 2; this is always true for the problem at 
hand. 

Proof As Z-+O, r(z) _ZI12 - c, w-r, 

f(w)-+I, so u(Z)-+ZC- 1I2
• 

A second linearly independent solution corresponding 
toEq. (3.8) asw-+Oisf(w)-+wl-c:thus 

u(z) -+ZC - 1/2(Z2) 1 - C -+z312 - c. 

Examining the square-integrabili ty of these asym ptotic sol u
tions, we find 

and 

1 
-4- 2c 

-3 - 2Cd- z z z----. 
o 4-2c 

These are both in ,,2"2(0,1) if (i) c>O and (ii) 4 - 2c>0. 
Hence the origin is limit circle type if 0 < c < 2. This corre
sponds to K < !, since K is non-negative by definition. 
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The transformation W = 1 - w in (3.8) yields the hy
pergeometric equation in parameters a, b, and c, where 
c = a + b - c + 1; thus the above analysis holds for W -+ 0, 
i.e., w--- 1. Both solutions are in ,,2"2 (0,1) if 0 < c < 2. Since 
a + b = c for the problem at hand, the point w = 1 is of the 
limit-circle type irrespective of the value of K. The cases in 
which a + b = c for the hypergeometric equation give rise to 
logarithmic solution behavior, as is well known. Indeed, the 
general solution of (3.8) in the neighborhood of w = 1-
(w = 0+) is of the form 

00 

f( w) - fl (w) In w + L c r wr
• 

r=1 

Sincefl (w) -+ 1 as w-+O, 

lf
Z
(W)dW-lln2 w dw 

(4.15 ) 

_{w[ln2 w - 21n w + 2]} 10 < 00, 

thus exhibiting the limit-circle behavior at that point. 
Finally, we consider the model equation in the light of 

some results of Dunford and Schwartz.48 If we denote the 
hypergeometric differential operator in (3.8) by H ~b.c, then 
the transformations 

a=!(c-1), /3=!(a+b-c), t=2w-l, 

and 

few) = (t+ 1) -a(t_l) -13t/J(t), 

give 

H~b,c{f}-+L ~,13{t/J}, 

where 

a 13 [ d ] 2 [d] 2a2 
2/3 2 L t ' == - - (1-t ) - +--+--, 

dt dt I + t 1- t 

on ( - 1,1), a>O, /3>0. 

(4.16 ) 

( 4.17) 

(4.18 ) 

( 4.19) 

Properties of operator L ~.13 were discussed by Dunford 
and Schwartz, and we merely note those that are germane to 
the analysis presented here. For any A, L - A has regular 
singularities at - 1, 1, and 00 with respective exponents 
{a, - a}, {/3, - /3}, and {! + [A + !l112,! - [A + !] Ill}. 
There are three cases to consider. 

(i) a>!,/3>!. Clearly a = K and/3 = 0 for the problem 
at hand, so this case does not apply. In this case though, the 
deficiency indices of L are both zero, so L gives to a unique 
self-adjoint operator in Hilbert space. 

(ii) a>!, 0~/3 <!. (The transformation t-+ - t inter
changes a and/3so there is no loss of generality.) In this case 
(K>~, /3 = 0) the deficiency indices of L are both unity: one 
boundary condition is required to define a unique self-ad
joint operator in Hilbert space. 

(iii) O~a <!, 0~/3 <!. All solutions of (L - A)t/J = 0 
are square-integrable at both end points. The deficiency in
dices of L are both 2, so two boundary conditions must be 
imposed to obtain a self-adjoint operator in Hilbert space. 

v. A BOUNDED MAGNETOATMOSPHERE 

Consider the domain O~z~d < 00 for the system dis-
cussed in Sec. III. The boundary conditions 
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ifJ(z = 0) = 0 = ifJ(z = d) are chosen, corresponding to 
WE[wo,awo], where a = e - d/H < 1. If IWol < 1, the bound
ary conditions yield, for constants D and E not both zero, 
D 2F, (a,b;e;wo) 

+ EWb -C2F,(a - e + 1,b - e + 1;2 - c;wo) = 0 
(5.1 ) 

and 

D2F, (a,b;c;awo) 

+ E(awo) ,- c2F, (a - e + 1,b - e + 1;2 - e;awo). 
(5.2) 

The necessary and sufficient condition for nontrivial solu
tions yields the following dispersion relation for the discrete 
spectrum: 

Wb - c{a' - cF, (wO)F2(awO ) - F, (awO)F2(wO)} = 0, 
(5.3 ) 

where F, and F2 denote the first and second hypergeometric 
functions in each of the expressions (5.1) and (5.2). 

The general solution for ifJ(z) valid for Iwl> 1 is the 
linear combination 

Gw- a 2F,(a,a - e + l;a - b + l;w-') 

+HW-b2F,(b,b-c+ l;b-a+ l;w-') (5.4) 

or 

(5.5) 

If lawol and hence I wol is greater than unity, the por
tions of discrete spectrum residing outside any continua are 
described in terms of solutions of 

wo- (a + b) [a - bF, (wo- ')F2(a - 'wo- ') 

- a-aF,(a-'wo-
I)F2(wO-')] = O. (5.6) 

It is apparent that, in the light of the analysis carried out in 
Sec. IV B for S = ifl-, expressions (5.3) and (5.6) indicate 
that the singular point Wo = 00 is not a point of accumula
tion for that part of the spectrum. The case with lawol < 1 
and I Wo I > 1 is apparently different, containing as it does the 
major case of interest in Sec. III (a = 0). Consider Eq. (3.8) 
for Iwl = lawol < 1, and the appropriate analytic continu
ation of this equation for Iwl = IWol > 1, subject to the 
boundary conditions ifJ(O) = ifJ(d) = 0: 

(5.7) 

and 

DA, (wo- ') + E(wo) 1- CA2(wo- ') = 0, (5.8) 

where 

A, = ne)nb - a) 
nb)r(e - a) 

X (- wo) -a 2F,(a,1 - e + a;1 - b + a;wo-I) 

+ nc)na - b) 

na)ne - b) 

X ( - wo) - b 2F, (b, 1 - e + b; 1 - a + b;wo- I), 

(5.9) 

with a similar expression for .1.2' From these two equations 
we have the condition 
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(5.10) 

The expressions above for A, and .1.2 both contain, in particu
lar, a term wlf = exp(ifl-In wo). This implies, as before, the 
existence of a sequence of eigenvalues accumulating at 
Wo = 00, but, for this representation to be valid, we require 
that lawol < 1, which constrains a, and hence the position of 
the upper boundary, to change accordingly. This rapidly de
generates to the case of the semi-infinite magnetoatmos
phere discussed previously. 

VI. THE CONSTANT PARAMETER 
MAGNETOATMOSPHERE 

In order for the Alfven speed to be uniform, it is neces
sary that (d /dz) [IDoI2pO- I] = O. This condition, together 
with the equation of magnetohydrostatic equilibrium in the 
form 

d[ DO'Do] dz Po +--2- = -Pog (6.1 ) 

and the perfect gas equation, yield for constant sound speed 
a density scale height H = (2c2 + ya2 )/2yg. For simplicity, 
we let By = 0, so that the wave vector k lies in the plane of the 
magnetic field and gravity vectors. The coefficients A (2.13) 
and B (2.14) are independent of z, and a Fourier analysis of 
Eq. (2.12) in the z direction yields the following expression: 

[ui - a2k 2] [w4 _ [c2 + a2]K 2w2 

+ e2a2k 2K2 + N 2e2k 2] = 0. (6.2) 

The first term represents the decoupled Alfven mode, while 
the other term represents the fast and slow magnetoacoustic 
modes modified by gravity, as is well known.4 In these ex
pressions, 

(6.3) 

k z being the vertical component of the wavenumber 
k = (k,O,kz ), and N 2 = g( lIH - g/c2

) being the square of 
the Brunt-Vaisala frequency, when positive. The fast and 
slow modes correspond to the plus and minus roots w2± 

defined by 

w2
± = He2 + a2 ]K2 

X 1 + 1 - ----:~--::'---=-_':_-[ { 
4c2k2(N2 + a2)K2 }1/2] 

- (e2 + a2 )2K4 
(6.4) 

(see Fig. 3). It is a straightforward matter to show that 

w~ =e2a2k2/(e2+a2)<w2_ <W2+ <K2(a2+e2). (6.5) 

In the absence of gravity (N = 0), it is always the case that 
w2

_ <w~ = a2k 2<W~ also. When N #0, these inequalities 
still hold provided k;>K; = N 2c2a-4 - (4H 2)-'. For kz 

in the range (O,Kz )' w2
_ is greater than wi = a2k 2. How

ever, w~ < maxi wi ,w2
_ } always. 

A related matter is that concerning the points of accu
mulation of the discrete spectra corresponding to the above 
"+ and -" modes. In a magnetoatmospheric "slab" 
bounded by the rigid infinite planes z = 0 and z = d, we may 
identify the wavenumber kz as mr/d, n - 1 being the num
ber of interior nodes of the eigenfunction ifJ (z). Thus increas
ing k z is heuristically equivalent to increasing the node num-
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ber n for the specified value of d. Retaining termsofO(k z- 2) 

as kz --+ 00, k being fixed, it transpires from (6.4) that II 

2 _(2+ 2)k2 2 cu+ _ e a z--+CUf= 00, (6.6) 

so that 00 is an accumulation point of the fast mode discrete 
spectrum, and 

(6.7) 

The slow mode discrete spectrum accumulates at the point 
cu~ (see Fig. 4). We may notice the interesting fact that if 
N 2 -;;.0, cu2

_ ! as kz f such that cu~ -cu~ + . This corresponds 
to an anti-Sturmian discrete subspectrum. If, however, 
N 2 < 0, cu2

_ f as kz f. Thus an unstable gravitational equilib
rium gives rise to a Sturmian discrete subspectrum. Further
more, if in this case a2 is sufficiently small, (J)2 may become 
negative for some range of finite k z • This is related to the 
interchange or hydromagnetic Rayleigh-Taylor instability,9 
stabilized here for sufficiently large kz • 

The behavior of the (point) spectrum for the constant 
parameter magnetoatmosphere lays the basis for an appre
ciation of what the spectral theory discussed earlier in Sec. 
IV means in physical terms. A piecewise uniform model will 
be used in the next section. 

w~~--------~~-----------------

w~ -----------~------------------

o Kz kz 

FIG. 4. The oi - k, diagram for the constant-parameter magnetoatmos
phere (Sec. VI). For the upper branch (the "fast" mode modified by gravi
ty), Joilak, > 0 indicating a Sturmian discrete spectrum accumulating at 
infinity. For the lower branch (the "slow" mode modified by gravity), 
aoilakz <0, indicating an anti-Sturmian discrete spectrum accumulating 
at {J)l = (J)~. Note that this point of accumulation - 0 as a - O. so compress
ibility-modified gravity waves accumulate at {J)l = O. The horizontal line 
{J)2 = (J)~ represents the infinitely degenerate Alfven mode (decoupled here 
for ky = 0). 
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VII. SPECTRUM OF THE EXPONENTIAL 
MAGNETOATMOSPHERE: DISCUSSION 

It has already been noted that the appropriate disper
sion or eigenvalue relation for the discrete spectrum is Eq. 
(3.18), i.e., 

2FI (a,b;e;wo) = 0, 

provided Iwol < 1. If IWol > 1 then the analytic continuation 
(4.3) is used, being set equal to zero. In what follows, these 
equations will be referred to as EI and Ell, respectively. 
Since it is precisely these equations that have been used in a 
model of flare-induced coronal waves, the notation of Ref. 5 
will be adopted in the remainder of this section for ease of 
identification. Thus if 

f},=cuHIc, (7.1) 

then 

Wo = f},2//p(K 2 - Ol). (7.2) 

For EI, the condition IWol < 1 yields the conditions 

0<02<p2K2(1 +p 2)-1 <K2 (7.3) 

and if p 2 > 1 (which is permitted in this model for which a is 
not constant) 

f},2>p 2K 2(p2 _1)-1 >K2. (7.4) 

For Ell, the conditions are 

K2>f},2>p2K2(1 +p2)-1 

and ifp2> 1 

K2<f},2<p2K2(/P _1)-1. 

(7.5 ) 

(7.6) 

These regions are illustrated in Fig. 5. In terms of the origi
nal variables, the four inequalities (7.3)-(7.6) become, re
spectiVely, 

(7.7) 

(7.8) 

(7.9) 

(7.10) 

The union of these four regions [or two of them if 
a2 (0) < e2

] represents the domain of the discrete spectrum 
outside the continuum region. This continuum arises 
through the term (cu2 - (J)~ (z») in Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14); in 
the more general, case of variable sound speed e(z) and 
By=l=O there will, in general, be four continua, which in 
weakly inhomogeneous media may be separated from each 
other by portions of the discrete spectrum and regions of 
spectral nonmonotonicity,49 e.g., {cu~ (z)} and {cu~ (z)}. 

The expression 

cui (z) = a2(0)c2tTIHk 2/[a2(0)tT1H + e2] 

is a monotonically increasing function in ZE [0,00 ), 

cui (0) <cui (z) <cui (00 ) = e2k 2 (see Fig. 6). Hence this may 
be inverted to give a monotonically increasing profile 
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o A 

B 

c 

K 

FIG. 5. The n-K plane (or dimensionless lJJ-k plane) illustrating the do
mains of validity (7.3)-(7.6) of the dispersion relations (3.18) (EI) and 
(4.3) (Ell). For EI and {3' < I, the sector KOC is the appropriate domain; 
for {3' > I, it is sector nOA. For Ell and {3' < I, the domain COB is appro
priate; for {3' > I it is sector AOS. Reference to Fig. 9 shows that the domain 
Ell ({3' < I) coincides with the continuous spectral region {lJJ~} if any dis
crete spectral values are embedded here, they are in the point-continuous 
spectrum, and constitute a previously unnoticed set of eigenvalues. 

Z2 = z2(ul). The set of frequencies W2E{W~ (z) l0.,;;z.,;; oo} 
constitutes the continuous spectrum: the set of improper 
eigenvalues of the operator p-1F (see also Fig. 7). 

It has been shown49 that although systems of the type 

o z 
FIG. 6. Schematic behavior of the function lJJ~ (z) = a'(z)c'k' 

x(a'(z) + 2)-' for the exponential magnetoatmosphere (Sees. III and 
IV). 
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w 

k 

FIG. 7. The propagation curves for the constant parameter magnetoatmos
phere (Sec. VI). This is similar to Fig. 3, but with the lJJ" lJJ" and ii"i., lines 
present, illustrating, respectively, the relative positions of the Alfven, 
"limiting" slow, and Lamb modes. The Alfven mode is the only true mode: 
the other two are limits related to the accumulation points of the discrete 
spectra. The solid vertical line segments correspond to branch-line integrals 
in the related initial-value problem.54 

(2.12)-(2.14) are highly nonlinear and hence non-Sturm
Liouville in the eigenvalue w2

, partial monotonicity of the 
discrete spectrum can nevertheless be established outside the 
regions {w7(z)}, i= 1,2,3,4. Specifically, if in Eq. (2.12) 
the expression for A is positive, then the discrete spectrum is 
Sturmian outside U ;{w7(z)}, meaning that the node num
ber (or number of oscillations) of the eigenfunction 4J(z) 

increases with increasing eigenvalue w2
• If, on the other 

hand, A < 0, the discrete spectrum is anti-Sturmian, so the 
node number increases as the eigenvalue decreases (this con
cept was discussed in terms of the constant parameter atmo
sphere in Sec. VI). Clearly, if the regions {wn are disjoint 
(by virtue of weak inhomogeneity in the system, for exam
pIe), then we may have the discrete spectrum changing from 
Sturmian to anti -Sturmian or vice versa every time one of the 
factors [w2 

- w7(z)] changes sign. In the case of the expo
nential atmosphere of Sec. III, A is defined by 

A (z,w) = po(a2 + e2 )(w2 
- w~ (z) )/(w2 

_ e2k 2). 

(7.11) 
For the model at hand, 

sup w~ (z) = e2k 2, (7.12) 
z 

soA >0 when 

(i) w2dnfw~(z) =a2 (0)e2k2/[a2 (0) +e2
] (7.13) 

z 

and when 

(ii) w2 > e2k 2. (7.14 ) 
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In these regions, the discrete spectrum, if it exists, is Stur
mian in nature. There is no region, outside the continuum 
{li)~ (z) }, for which the coefficient A is negative, by virtue of 
(7.12). In the case of a finite upper boundary, however, 

. f 2 a2 (0)e2k 2 2 2 
III li)2(Z) = 2 2<;li)2 (Z)<;SUPli)2 (z) 

z a (0) + e z 

a2(0)e2k 2 
= <e2k 2, 

a2 (0) + e2a 
(7.15) 

where a = e- dlH (as in Sec. V) for an upper boundary at 
z = d. Then the spectrum, if it exists, is Sturmian in the re
gions denoted by (7.13) and (7.14), and anti-Sturmian 
when 

(7.16) 

Returning to the case of a semi-infinite medium (a = 0), 
considerable insight is afforded into the nature of the spec
trum by examining a piecewise uniform atmosphere with the 
same basic features (e.g., increasing Alfven speed with in
creasing values of z), To this end, we refer to Eqs. (6.4) in 
Sec. VI and Fig. 4 [see also Eqs. (6.6) and (6.7)]. First, 
consider the purely acoustic-gravity case for which a2 =0. 
Under these circumstances it is easy to show that the upper 
branch li)2+ (kz ) --> 00 as k z increases, whereas li)2_ (kz ) --> 0 
as k z increases. Thus the gravity-modified acoustic spectrum 
accumulates at 00 (Sturmian spectrum), whereas the com
pressibility-modified gravity spectrum accumulates at 0+; 
the spectrum is anti-Sturmian50 (see Fig. 4). As the Alfven 
speed is increased from zero, the "line" of accumulation 
moves upward from li)2 = 0 to li)2-:::::,a2e2k 2j(a2 + e2) as the 
magnetic term gradually dominates the gravitational term. 
(This can happen for sufficiently large values of k no matter 
how small a is.) 

In Fig. 8 theli)2-kz diagram for theli) + modes is present
ed schematically: for "weak" stratification the plus and mi
nus modes may emanate, respectively, from above and below 
their values in the absence of gravity. 

Figures 8 (a) -8 (c) show the progressive behavior of the 
modes (for a prescribed value of k) as the Alfven speed in
creases. This is loosely equivalent to moving upward in the 
continuously varying exponential atmosphere. As a2 in
creases, the line li)2 = (li)~) i moves progressively closer to 
li)2 = (J~ = k 2e2. Thus, for the slow mode, the li)2-kz curve 
gradually flattens out and moves slowly upward until it col
lapses onto the line li)2 = k 2e2 (the Lamb mode). It has al
ready been noted that the discrete spectrum for the constant 
parameter atmosphere is anti-Sturmian for the slow mode, 
accumulating at li)2 = li)~. As a 2 increases, these lines, 
li)2 = (li)~) i accumulate from below to li)2 = k 2e2

, and the 
spectrum becomes infinitely degenerate in the limit a2 

--> 00 • 

Referring to the exponential model discussed in Secs. III and 
IV, it can be seen that as Z--> 00, a 2--> 00; thus, for the slow 
mode, li)2-->li)~- = (k 2e2)-. This is the result found in 
Theorem 4.3, namely that Wo = 00 is a cluster point or accu
mulation point of the eigenvalues of the system: physically 
the slow mode accumulates to the Lamb mode eigenvalue 
(li)2 = e2k 2) from below. The fast mode accumulates at 
li)2 = 00 as noted earlier: this corresponds to 
Wo --> ( - f3 - 2) - (see also Fig. 1). Figure 9 illustrates the 
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w2 w2 w2 

w~(za) 

w~ (Z2) 

w~(z, ) 

_2 
Wa --------- --------- --------

o 

(a): z=z, 
a~>c2 

W~ (Za) -------

W~(Z2) --------

kz 0 

(b): Z-Z2>Z, 

a~>a~ 

kz 0 

(c): z=za>z2 

a~>a~ 

kz 

FIG. 8. (a), (b), (c) A schematic sequence of w'·k, diagrams for a constant 
parameter medium (for simplicity, g = 0 here, without much loss of genera
lity). The sequency (a)-( c) may be regarded as mimicking the evolution of 
a local w'-kz (z) diagram as the Alfven speed increases with altitude z. The 
diagrams are drawn for a > cat all locations z; for c > a any given diagram is 
schematically very similar, the only difference being that the positions of w; 
and wi are interchanged. Note how the anti-Sturmian slow-mode is collaps
ing (from below!) onto the Lamb mode w' = wi as a increases. 

relationship between real values of li)2 and WO, again in a 
schematic fashion. 

It is clear that the restriction of S 2 to negative values for 
the analysis in Sec. III and parts of Sec. IV will place some 

1- 1+ 00- -co+ 

-13-2 0 \/ \ I -1 -13-2 

r--------r--~j~--~~j-----.--------~jWo 
, 

~j ------~----+_-----r----~------~: w2 

,00 0 w'Ho) ~~ w~(o) co 
iii 

j 

j 

02<1r: -------.j .. ~~j------rj -----,--------,: W2 
t" ~Ei~:-E][-: 

iii 

, 
~.E.JI.~.E.I~ w2 

FIG. 9. A schematic representation of the relationship between w" and w', 
as defined by the mapping (3.7b). The quantity w; (0) 

= a'(O)c'k '(a'(O) - C')-I exists only for [3' > I. Also illustrated are the 
subspectra (both discrete and continuous) which are permitted by the var
ious dispersion relations EI (3.18) and Ell (4.3). 
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restriction on Wo also. To examine the implications of R > ~ 
(i.e., S2 <0) for wo, we have that, from (3.7a), 

(7.17) 

Note that W Z < ° for - eZI a Z (0) < Wo < 0, corresponding to 
convective instability. On substituting for {J} in the expres
sion (3.13) for R, the condition R > ! becomes, after some 
manipulation, 

{r[4(Yf" 1) -1]W~ 

+P1[S(Yf" 1) - (1 +4K 1)]Wo + 4(Yf" 1) >0. 

(7.1S) 

Denoting 1 + 4K I by a, it follows that 

{3 I Wo > W + or {3 ZWo < W _ , 
where 

(7.19) 

- (ar - Sy+ S) + {Car - Sy+ 8)2 + 16(y- l)(y- 2)2}1/2 

2(y-2)2 
(7.20) 

Since 

{32wo = wZ(ezk I _ WI) -I , (7.21 ) 

these constraints on Wo correspond to 

e2k 2 W , e1kzW_ 
w2 > + or w- < ----==-

I+W+ I+W_ 
(7.22) 

For realistic magnetoatmospheres 1 < y < 2. 
In particular, if a = 2, i.e., kH = 1/2, and y = 5/3 then 

W + = 4 and W _ = - 6. Reference to Fig. 1 yields the fol
lowing inequalities in wZ

: 

(i) 0.Se1k2<w2<e2k2 (subsonic branch) 

(ii) e2k 2 < {J} < 1.2e2k 2 (supersonic branch) . 

APPENDIX: HYDRODYNAMIC SHEAR FLOW: A 
COMPARISON 

Miles examined the shear flow given by51 

U(z)=V(l-e-zIH),O.;;;z.;;;oo, (AI) 

with density profile 

In(p(O)/p(z») = u(l - e- zlH
), O<u~ 1, (A2) 

for an inviscid incompressible fluid bounded below by a rigid 
horizontal plane z = 0, filling the haIf-space z > 0. The gov
erning Fourier-transformed ordinary differential equation 
and boundary conditions are (in terms of the perturbation 
stream function ¢J ) 

¢J"+{ N
2 

_~_k2}¢J=0 (A3) 
(U-e)2 U-e 

and 

(U-e)-I¢J=O (z=O), (A4) 

¢J=O (z= 00), (AS) 

where e = wlk is the (possibly complex) horizontal phase 
speed. As in Sec. III, a set of transformations of dependent 
and independent variables yields the hypergeometric differ
ential equation. Thus if 

¢J(z)=e-k,!(w), (A6) 

W = woe- zIH , (A7) 

where 

Wo = V I ( V - e) , (AS) 
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f=P{ ~ 
-2K K+~I+K2 !(1-v) 

00 

+ (A9) !(l + v) 

where K = kH, v = (1 - 4Jwo) I !2 == ill if 1 < 4Jwo, and 
J = ugHV- 2 is the Richardson number for the flow. The 
above boundary conditions yield the following eigenvalue 
equation: 

(1 - wo) 112 ( - I + v) 2FI (a,b; 1 + 2K;wo) = ° , (A1O) 

where 

a=!(l+v)+K-(l+K 2 )1!2 (All) 

and 

(AI2) 

Of physical interest in a system such as this, governed by an 
equation of the type (A3), are those values ofz (if any) for 
which U(z) = e-the so-called critical layer singularities. It 
is easily seen that this corresponds to the regular singular 
point w = 1. Using techniques similar to those used here, 
Miles establishes the following results, which we state in the 
form of a theorem. 

Theorem A.I: For Jwo < A, 2F, (a,b;2K + 1 ;wo) has 

(i) onezeroinwoE(O,I) iffO<v<vo(K); 

(ii) no zeros in WoE (1, 00 ); 

(iii) n zeros in WoE( - 00,0) iff VII <v<vn+ I' 

where vo(K) and vn (K,n) are specified expressions. Miles 
established that there are no unstable modes for any K and J. 

When Jwo > A, the relation (A 10) can be written as 

Re{A *(1 - wo) 1/2( - I + '1') 2F, (a,b;l + i,u;1 - wo)} = 0, 
(A13) 

where 

A = r(l + 2K)rU,u)/r(a)r(b) . (AI4) 

On examining this as wo-> 1-, we obtain the limiting eigen
value relation 

- (J - V I12 cot{(J - V I/2 In(1 - wo)} = !vo(K) , 
(AI5) 

and hence it is proved, as in Sec. IV: 
Theorem A.2: There exists an infinite number of zeros in 

woE{O,1) for Jwo >~, and they accumulate at Wo = 1-
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(c = 0 - ). This result corresponds physically to the exis
tence of an infinite number of stable, propagating internal 
gravity waves with speeds that lie outside the range of flow 
speeds (0, V) . 

Recall that in the magnetoatmospheric problem dis
cussed in Sec. VII, the point Wo = 00 (c2 = c2

-) was the 
corresponding point of accumulation for propagating waves. 
It is natural to ask, in view of the formal similarity of the 
singular differential equations (A3) and (3.3), what is the 
nature of the regular singularity Wo = 1 in this case? Since 
the usual transformation formula for 2F, (a,b;c;wo) has a 
pole when c = a + b, the appropriate formula, exhibiting a 
logarithmic singularity, is 

rca + b) f (a)n (b)n 

rca)rcb) n=O (n!)2 

X [2¢(n + 1) - ¢(a + n) - ¢(b + n) -lnll- woll 

X (1 - wo)n = 0, (AI6) 

for larg(1 - wo) 1< 1T, 11 - wol < 1, R >!, where (a) n 

= rca + n)/rca) is the usual Pochammer symbol, and 
¢(a) is the digamma function. 

A careful examination of expression (AI6) precludes 
the existence of an accumulation point at Wo = 1 - [or 
{r)2 = ((r)~) - ]. By contrast, for the hydrodynamic stability 
problem a standard Frobenius expansion in the neighbor
hood ofthe singularity Zc' where c = U(zc) (wo = 1) yields 
complex roots of the indicial equation (in fact they are com
plex conjugates). There is no logarithmic singularity, and 
the behavior of the solution (and hence wave energy flux) is 
altogether different (see the detailed analysis of hydrody
namic critical layers by Booker and Bretherton, and the cor
responding discussions of the MHD "critical lay
er,,).24.32.52.53 
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Some analytic solutions to Einstein's equations with perfect fluids are presented that are of 
Bianchi type III. The geometrical and physical properties of the solutions are studied. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years there has been considerable interest in 
spatially homogeneous space-times. These space-times be
long to Bianchi type I-IX classes and are interpreted as cos
mological models. The field equations of general relativity 
for spatially homogeneous Bianchi type III have been inves
tigated by many authors. Cahen and Defrisel obtained the 
general solution for the vacuum Bianchi type III model with 
nonzero cosmological constant. Lorentz2 presented exact 
solutions of this class ofmetrics with dust and a cosmologi
cal constant and obtained solutions given by Cahen and De
frise,l Stewart and Ellis/ and Moussiaux et al.4 in special 
cases. Further, Lorentz5 obtained exact solutions of Ein
stein-Maxwell equations with dust and stiff matter. Recent
ly, Bayin and Krisch6 presented some analytic solutions of 
Bianchi type III with perfect fluids and studied the associat
ed fluid parameters. 

In Sec. II, we obtain three solutions to Einstein's field 
equations of Bianchi type III. The energy-momentum tensor 
is of perfect fluid type. The physical and kinematical proper
ties of solutions are discussed. In Sec. III, following the tech
nique ofHajj-Boutros,7-9 we derive an algorithm for generat
ing exact solutions of Bianchi type III with perfect fluids. In 
Sec. IV the solutions obtained in Sec. II are used to generate 
two more exact solutions. These new classes of solutions can 
be added to the rare solutions not satisfying the usual equa
tion of state. 

II. FIELD EQUATIONS AND SOLUTIONS 

The metric of the Bianchi type III class of model is taken 
ofthe form \0 

dsZ= -dt2+A 2dx2+BVX dy2+C 2dr, (1) 

whereA(t), B(t), and C(t) are cosmic scale functions. For 
perfect fluids the field equations to be solved are 

(A 'B'IAB) + (B'C'IBC) + (A 'C'IAC) - OIA 2) =p, 
(2) 

(B" IB) + (C" IC) + (B'C'IBC) = -p, 

(A "IA) + (C"IC) + (A 'C'IAC) = -p, 

(3) 

(4) 

(A "IA) + (B"IB) + (A'B'IAB)-(lIA2) = -p, (5) 

(A 'IA) - (B'IB) = 0, (6) 

where p and p are, respectively, the energy density of matter 
and pressure of the fluid. A prime denotes derivation with 
respect to time t. 

From Eq. (6), we get 

A = J.LB, (7) 

where J.L is an integration constant. Without loss of any gen-

erality we take J.L = 1. Equations (4), (5), and (7) lead to 

(A "IA) - (C" IC) + (A 'IA)-2(A 'C'IAC) 

(8) 

which is a single equation in two unknowns. The method we 
shall use to generate solutions to (8) is to assume a solution 
for A and then solve for C. We choose 

A =at+ b, (9) 

where a and b are arbitrary constants. Inserting (9) into (8), 
we obtain 

(at + b)2C" + a(at + b)C' - (a2 - l)C = 0, (10) 

which is a Legendre differential equation. To obtain a solu
tion of ( 10), we consider the following cases. 

Case 1: When lal > 1, the general solution of (10) is 

C=c\(at+bV+c2(at+b)-r, (11) 

where c I and C2 are integration constants and 

r=(a2-1) 1I2Ia. (2) 

The metric of the solution is therefore 

dsZ = - dt 2 + (at + b)2(dx2 + e2x dy2) 

+{cl (at+b)r+ C2 (at+b)-r}2dr. (3) 

The distribution of pressure p, density p, expansion e, 
and shear a (see Refs. 11 and 12) for the metric (13) are 
given as follows: 

a2 -1 
p = (at + b)2' 

a2 
- 1 2a2r 

p= (at+b)2 + (at+b)2 

X [C I (at + b)r - c2(at + b) - r] , 
C I (at + b) r + C2 (at + b) - r 

(14) 

(5) 

e=~+ ar [c l (at+bV-C2(at+b)-r] 
at+b (at+b) c l (at+b)r+ C2 (at+b)-r ' 

(6) 

U = ~ rat: b - ata: b 

x{cl (at+bV-C2(at+b)-r}]. (7) 
c. (at + bV + c2at + b) - r 

Case 2: When lal < 1, Eq. (10) has the solution 

c= C3 cos{plog(at + b)} + C4 sin {plog(at + b)}, 
(18) 

where C3 and C4 are integration constants and {3 is given by 

{3= (1- a2)1/2/a. (19) 

The metric of the solution is 
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(20) 

For this space-time the matter distribution and the kinematical parameters are as follows: 

l-a2 

(21) p= , 
(at + b)2 

p= a2_1 + 2a2{3 [-c3sin{f310g(at+b)}+c4 cos{f310g(at+b)}], 
(at + b)2 (at + b)2 c3 cos{f3log( at + b)} + c4 sin{f3log( at + b)} 

(22) 

o = ~ + ---.!!L[ - c3 sin{f3log(at + b)} + C4 cos{f3log(at+ b)}] 
at + b at + b C3 cos{f3log(at + b)} + C4 sin{f3log(at + b)} , 

(23) 

1 [a a{3 -c3sin{f3log(at+b)} + c4 cos{f3log(at + b)}] 
0'= {3 at+b - at+b c3cos{f3log(at+b)} + c4 sin{f3log(at+ b)} . 

(24) 

Case 3: When lal = 1, Eq. (10) has the solution 

C = Cs + c6 10g(at + b), (25) 

where Cs and C6 are arbitrary constants. The metric of the 
solution is 

d~ = - dt 2 + (at + b)2(dx2 + e2x dy) 

(26) 

The distributions of matter and kinematical parameters 
for the metric (26) are given as follows: 

p = 0, (27) 

p = 2cf!'(at + b)2{CS + c6 1og(at + b)}, (28) 

0= 2al(at + b) + 2acf!'(at + b){cs + c6 log(at + b)}, 
(29) 

0'= (l1{3)[al(at+ b) 

- acf!'(at + b){cs + c6 10g(at + b)}]. (30) 

As far as we know, these models are new and can be 
added to the rare perfect fluid solutions not satisfying the 
equation of state: 

p = (E' - l)p. (31) 

The models start expanding from a singular state at 
t = - b I a and attain infinite volume as t .... 00 • In this limit p, 
p, 0, and 0' all vanish. We also find that the ratio (0'/0) 
tends to a finite limit as t .... 00, which means that the shear 
scalar does not tend to zero faster than the expansion. These 
anisotropic models are acceleration- and rotation-free. 

III. GENERATING TECHNIQUE 

We now derive an algorithm for constructing spatially 
homogeneous perfect fluid solutions of Einstein's field equa
tions that are of Bianchi type III and are locally rotationally 
symmetric. Let us recall Eq. (8). To treat this we introduce 
new functions R and S given by 

R =A 'lA, S= C'IC. (32) 

Introducing (32) into (8), we obtain 

R'+2R 2-RS-S'-S2_l/A 2=0, (33) 

which can be regarded as a Riccati equation in R or S. Treat
ing it as a Riccati equation in R, we linearize it by the change 
of function 

R =Ro+ lIY, (34) 
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where Ro is the particular solution of (33). Inserting (34) 
into Eq. (33) we obtain the first-order linear differential 
equation 

yl + Y(S - 4Ro) = 2, (35) 

which has the solution 

y= (A~C)[f ~~ dt+kl ]. (36) 

Equations (34) and (36) yield 

A =A ex + k , [f dt ] 
o P (A ~/C){f(2C IA ~ )dt + k l } 2 

(37) 

where kl and k2 are integration constants. Thus from the 
couple [Ao,C] we can generate new functions [A,e], where 
C remains invariable. 

Ifwe treat Eq. (33) as a Riccati equation in s, a straight
forward calculation provides 

C=Cex +k ,(38) [f dt ] 
o p (AC~ ){f dt IAC~ + k3} 4 

where k3 and k4 are integration constants. Thus from the 
couple [A,Co] we can obtain the new couple [A,C], where A 
stays invariable. 

IV. GENERATED SOLUTIONS 

We apply generating formulas (37) and (38) to solu
tions obtained in Sec. II. Applying formula (38) to the met
rics ( 13), (20), and (26) we arrive at the same metrics with 
different parameters. To apply formula (37) to metric (13), 
we take 

Ao=at+b, C=cl(at+b)Y+c2(at+b)-Y. (39) 

A straightforward calculation yields 

A = I [M(at + b)y-I + N(at + b) -y-I 

(40) 

where I is an arbitrary constant and M, N, and Q are given by 

M=2c 1la(y-3), N= -2c2Ia(y+3), Q=kl. 

The pressure and density are 
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p = [(r - 4r + 3)M2a2(at + b)2y-4 + (r + 4r+ 3)N2a2(at + b) -2y-4 

+ 2(r - 5r+ 6)MQa1(at + b)y-I + 2(r + 5r + 6)NQa2(at + b) -y-I 

+ 6MNQ2(r + 1) (at + b) -4]!4[M(at + b) - y-I + N(at + b) - y- 1+ Q(at + b)2]2 

+ a1r [cl(r-1)(at+b)Y+C2(r+ l)(at+b)-y] 
(at+b)2 cl(at+b)Y+c1(at+b)-y 

1 2[M(r-1)(at+b)y-2-N(r+ 1)(at+b)-y-l+2Q(at+b)] 
+-ra 

2 M(at + b)y-I + N(at + b) -y-I + Q(at + b)l 

X[c l(at+b)y-I- C2 (at+b)-y-I] , 
CI (at + b)Y + c2(at + b) - y 

(41 ) 

p=.!!...[M(r- 1)(at+bV- 2-N(r+ 1)(at+b)-y-2+ 2Q(at+b)]2 
4 M(at+b)y-I+N(at +b)-y-I+Q(at+b)2 

+a2r[M(r-1)(at+b)y-l-N(r+ 1)(at+b)-y-l+2Q(at+b)] 
M(at + b)y-I + N(at + b) - y-I + Q(at + b)2 

x[cl(at+b)y-I- C2(at+b)-y-I]_ 1 
c I (at + b)Y + C1 (at + b) - y M( at + b V - I + N( at + b) - y - I + Q( at + b) 1 . 

(42) 

For this metric all of the fluids are acceleration- and 
rotation-free, but they do have expansion and shear. The 
kinematical properties are similar to that of the metric ( 13) . 

Let us apply the formula (37) to the metric (26). Evalu
ating 

f 2C 
II -dt+kl' 

Aci 
which is in formula Eq. (37), we obtain 

II = - (at + b)-3{p+ Qlog(at + b)} + kl' 

where 

P=(6cs +2c6 )19, Q=2c!!'3 

(43) 

(44) 

Further integration in Eq. (37) is rather difficult with non
zero k I' Setting k I = 0 and q = log k1, we obtain 

f dt k 
(Aci/C{f(2CIAci)dt} + 2 

= log q(at + b) -3/2{p + Qlog(at + b)}1/1. (45) 

Substitution of Eq. (45) into Eq. (37) yields 

A = q(at + b) -1/2{p + Q log(at + b)}1/1. (46) 

The metric of the solution is 

dr= -dtl+ {P+QIOg(at+b)}(dx2+e2xdyl) 
at+b 

+ {cs + c6 10g(at + b)P dr-. (47) 

The distributions of matter and kinematical parameters for 
the metric Eq. (47) are 

p = Q 2/4(at + b)2{p + Q log(at + b)P 

+ 5Q 12(at + b)2{p+ Q log(at + b)} 

- 7/4(at + b)2 + (at + b)/{P + Q log(at + b)}, 
(48) 

p = Q 2/4(at + b)2{p + Qlog(at + b)P 

- Q 12(at + b)l{p + Q log(at + b)} 
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+ 2Qc!!, (at + b) l{p + Q log (at + b)} 

X{cs + c6 10g(at + b)} 

- c!!'(at + b)2{CS + c6 10g(at + b)} 

- (at+b)l{P+ Qlog(at+ b)}, 

e = Qal(at + b){P+ Qlog(at + b)} 

(49) 

+ ac!!'(at + b){P+ Q log(at + b)} - al(at + b), 
(50) 

u = (1/~) I Qal(at + b){P + Q log(at + b)} 

- al(at + b) - ac!!'(at + b){cs + c6 10g(at + b)}]. 
(51) 

It represents a contracting perfect fluid model. The model is 
initially in the form of an infinite disk at the start of contrac
tion. At t -+ 00, the spatial volume tends to zero and p and p 
assume infinite values, At this limit of zero volume, the ex
pansion scalar and shear become vanishing small. 
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